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Introduction
This first edition of NASA Specifications and Standards is an effort to assemble in
one publication an up-to-date listing of specifications and standards originated by NASA,
its Centers and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory through December 1966. This publication has
been compiled from listings submitted by staff members of the NASA Centers who cooper-
ated in developing lists or who maintained them on a regular, basis. This publication is
intended to help determine what specifications and standards have been generated, where
they were developed, and the organizational component responsible. It is arranged in
three sections:
Section I is a listing of specifications and standards, displayed by the alpha-numeric
designations assigned by the originating organizations. (Those designations that are entirely
numeric follow all of the alpha-numeric designations.) The title appears below the alpha-
numeric designation, followed by the date of issue plus the date(s) of any amendment(s).
To the right of the alpha-numeric designation is the code for the Center at which the speci-
fication and/or standard was generated, followed by the four-digit code (e.g., 00-01) for the
organizational component serving as source. (These origin codes and source codes are
at the end of this introduction.)
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Section 2 is a Subject Index containing subject headings, arranged alphabetically,
derived from the significant terms in the titles of the items listed in this publication.
Under each term are listed the titles of those specifications and standards containing that
term. The titles are followed by the alpha-numeric designation and the source code.
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ISection 3 is an Originator Index, which is comparable to Section 1 except that the
listing of specifications and standards is grouped by NASA Center of origin.
Domestic organizations eligible to receive documents without charge from NASA
may request copies of specifications and standards cited in this publication from the
organizational component identified by the source code. Foreign organizations and experi-
menters requiring copies of the specifications and standards in connection with approved
cooperative projects with NASA should direct their requests through the appropriate Working
Group channels or the Office of International Affairs, NASA Headquarters.
Organizations that are registered with NASA to receive documents without charge
may request copies of the NASA Specifications and Standards (SP-9000) itself from:
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
P. O. Box 33
College Park, Maryland 20740
Others desiring copies of NASA Specifications and Standards (SP-9000) may pur-
chase copies, at $3.00 per copy, from:
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information
(CFSTI)
Springfield, Virginia 22151
It is recognized that the present listing may not be complete, since all NASA com-
ponents which originate specifications and standards may not have provided comprehensive
input for this purpose. As indicated in the title of this publication, it includes only specifi-
cations and standards originated by NASA and therefore does not include contractor-
generated specifications and standards which NASA may use from time to time.
It will be appreciated if suggestions and comments relating to omissions, errors, or
improvements are directed to:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Scientific and Technical Information Division
Code UST







National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546


















National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
Attn: Apollo Data Manager
Program Control Office
Code MAP-2
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
Attn: Information Services Branch
Code UST
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035
Attn: Reliability and Quality Assurance Branch
Mail Stop 211-7
Flight Research Center
P. O. Box 273
Edwards, California 93523
Attn: Technical Order Library
Quality Assurance Office




George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Attn: Documentation Repository Branch
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George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
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I a ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
NASA SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS
Listing of Items by Alpha-Numeric Designation
This is a listing of items by alpha-numeric designations assigned by the origi-
nating organization, In listing designations beginning with ABMA, ARC. KSC.
MSC. and MSFC. the second element is disregarded. Designations that are
entirely numeric ere listed following the alpha-numeric designations, The title
of the items appears below the specification number, followed by the date of
issue. To the right of the designation is the code for the NASA Center at
which the specification was generated, followed by a four-digit code (00-01)
for the ocganizational component serving as source. The origin codes and
source codes are explained at the end of the Introduction,
ABNA-STD-3 NSFC 08 01
Etching of Aluminum before Spotwelding,
Standard for 09/23/1958
ABHA-STD-18 MSFC 08 01
Torque Specification, Threaded Fasteners_
Standard fop 07/07/1958
ASMA-STD-21 MSFC OS 01
Acceptability Limits for All Selectively
Etched Aluminum Components, Standard for
08/30/1958
ABNA-PD-W-4S NSFC 08 01
Welding, Fusion, Shielded Arc_ Missile
Components, Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-A-48A NSFC 08 Ol
Arming Unit, Remote, Destruction, and
Separation, 09/21/59
ABMA-V-53 HSFC 08 Ol
Valves, Pressure Regulating for Missile Use,
General Specification for 05/04/1959
ASRA-PD-D-_61 MSFC 08 01
Aluminum Drum, Type 42D, Double-Head
/86-Gallon Capacity/, Speciricutlon for
02/27/1959
ABMA-PD-C-711A HSFC 08 01
Cable and Harness Assemblies, Electrical 9
Rissile Systems_ Genera[ Specification for
12/15/1959
ARC-PROC-IOOA ARC 02 Ol
Cable Assemblles_ General Specification for
ARC-PROC-IOIA ARC 02 01
Potting of Electronic end £|ectricel
Assemblies 9 Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A ARC 02 01
Conforme| Coating of Electronic end £1ectricu|
Assemblies_ Procedure for
ARC-RqA-1 ARC 0Z Ol
Reliability and Qumlitv Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
MAY t967
ARC-RQA-2A ARC 02 Ol
Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-6 ARC 02 Ol
Ames Research Center Quality end Reliabilit V
Surve_ Checklist
ARC-RQA-7 ARC 02 Ol
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-8 ARC 02 O1
Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Traceability
ARC-RQA-9 ARC 02 01
Ames Research Center QnalitV Statue Stamping
Procedure
ARC-STD-2OOB ARC 02 Ol
Printed Wiring for Electronic Assemblies
ARC-STD-201 ARC 02 O1
Welded Electronic Nodules 9 Design end
Construction, Standard for
ARC-STD-2OS ARC 02 Ol
Electronic Equipment Product List
ARC-STD-204 ARC 02 01
Magnetic Field Restraints for LoB Magnetism
Systems
ARC-SPEC-302 ARC 02 Ol
Llectronic Equipment, General Specification for
ARC-SPEC-303 ARC 02 01
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 ARC 02 O1
Magnetic Field Screening of Parts
ARC-SPEC-S51 ARC 02 01
Magnetic Field Testing of Subassemblies
ARC-SPEC-SS2 ARC 02 O1
Magnetic Field Testing of Lee Magnetism
Spacecraft
BCC-50305-GEN JPL 11 O1
Deep Space Metuork Teletype Format9 7/22/64
CM 017-041-1 NHQ O0 02
Weight/Performance Management Survev Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6006/_ 8/15/65
CM 018-001-1 NHQ O0 02
Mass Properties Standard /National Aeronautics
and Space Administration SP-6004/, 6/01/65
CM 019-000-1 NHQ O0 02
Electrical Paver Management Standard /National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
SP-6005/, 06/15/65
CN 019-002-1 NHQ OO 02
Electrical Power Nanagement Survey Nanual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6007/, 09/01/65
DDN-50442-GEN-D JPL 11 01
Nanufacturing Requirements HI-REL Digital
Hodulee, 2/02/67
DFZ-1197-GEN JPL 11 O1
Requirements for Interim Antenna Pointing
Subsystem /IAPS/_ 11/01/66
DDO-1021-GEH JPL 11 01
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facilit_ Standard Subsystem Test
Procedueest 7/16/64
DDO-1022-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facllit_ Engineering Drawings and
Associated Lister 1/13/65
D00-1023-GEN JPL 11 O1
_equirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Nanuals_
2/02/65
DDO-1024-GEN JPL 11 O1
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic_
Technical0 and Final Project Reports_
9/22/64
00U-1025-GEN JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Hardwaret 2/15/65
DOS-8913-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Fucllit_t
Nanufacturlng Requirements_ Cables and
Harness_ 4/06/66
DOS-50271-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Network_ Display and Presentation
of Time and Timing Information9 4/14/06
E_C/F-C-IO001 ERC 12 01
Commercial Equipment Specification for A
Versatile Leak Detector, 12/08/65
E_C/FR-IO001 ERC 12 01
Electron Probe Nicroanalgeerl Research
Equipment_ 07/09/65_ Revision 1_ 11/24/65
E_C/F_-IOO02 ERC 12 O1
_etallographt Research Equipmente with
Accessories_ 05/13/65
E_C/FR-IO003 ERC 12 01
Versatile Crystal Growing Furnacet 07/30/65
ESD-I06001 MSC 09 03
Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipaentt Spacecraft Stations
ESD-106002 NSC 09 03
Tape Recorder/Computer Time Decoder and
Search Unit
ESD-106003 NSC 09 03
Digital Acquisition and Decoaeutation System
ALPHA-NUNERIC LISTING
ESD-106004 NSC 09 03
Signal Simulator
ESD-106O05 MSC 09 03
X-Y Plotter
ESD-106006 HSC 09 03
Alphanumeric Cathode Raw Tube Displag
ESD-106007 NSC 09 03
Nagnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer
ESD-lO6008 HSC 09 03
Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-IO6OOg HSC 09 03
Data Transmission Verification Converter
ESD-106010 NSC 09 03
Decomautator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-106011 MSC 09 03
Decoamutator Line Driver
ESD-106012 NSC 09 03
BB2O4 Callup Nodule
ESD-106013 HSC 09 03
Pulse Code Nodulation Telemetry System
ESD-106014 NSC 09 03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation S_stem
/Pulse Code Hodulation TelemetrN Station/
ESD-106015 NSC 09 03
Ragnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
ESD-106016 HSC 09 03
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Ra_ Tube Display
ESD-106017 NSC 09 03
Subcarrier Discriminator
ESD-lO6018 HSC 09 03
Direct Writing Analog Recording SNstem
ESD-106019 HSC 09 03
Pulse Amplitude Nodulation/Pulae Detector
Hodulation/Pulse Code Hodulation Digital
Decoaautator
ESD-I06020 NSC 09 03
Telemetry Receiver
ESD-106021 HSC 09 03
Digital Test Command SNstea
ESD-106022 HSC 09 03
Electronic Counter
ESD-106023 NSC 09 03
Subcarrier Indicator and Calibration System
E5D-106024 NSC 09 03
Pulse Amplitude Nodulation/Pulsm Detector
Hodulutlon Digital Dacommutator System
ESD-I0602S NSC 09 03
High Speed Digital Computer /Interim/
ESD-106026 HSC 09 03
Negnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
ESD-106027 NSC 09 03
Digital Communication and Control Unit
ESD-106028 HSC 09 03
Decolmutator Computer Interface
ESD-106029 NSC 09 03
Meter Display Module
ES0-106030 NSC 09 03
Decimal Display Module
ESD-106031 _SC 09 03
Event Display Module
ESb-106032 MSC 09 03
Frequency Modulation Subcarrier Discriminator
ESD-lO6033 HSC 09 03
General Test Equipment
ESD-106034 NSC 09 03
Terminal Facility Complex
ESD-106035 NSC 09 03
Radio Frequency Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106036 HSC 09 03
System Cabling_ Wiring end Connectors
ESD-ZO6037 _SC 09 03
Line Amplifiers
ESD-106038 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106039 HSC 09 03
Direct Writing Recording System
ESD-106040 MSC 09 03
Telemetr9 Receiver S_stem
ESD-I06041 HSC 09 03
Electronic Counter System
ESD-10604R MSC 09 03
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-106043 MSC 09 03
Digital Magnetic Tape Specification
ESD-106044 NSC 09 03
Decommutator Displeg Distribution System
ESD-106045 MSC 09 03
Electrical Prototgpe Digital Test Command
System
ESD-106047 MSC og 03
Direct Writing 1DO-Channel Event Recording
System
ES0-106048 MSC 09 03
Direct Writing 32-Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-106049 NSC 09 03
Status Control and Monitor System
ESD-lO6079 NSC 09 03
Remote Facilities
ESD-IO6080 NSC 09 03
Closed Circuit Television System /Merrill
Island Launch Area/
ESD-106081 HSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Requirements
ESD-106082 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment_
Spacecraft External.lnterfaces
ESD-106083 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Nechamical and Electrical
Requirements for Morth American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-lO6084 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacmcrsft Rechanicsl and Electrical
Requirements for Nerritt Island Launch Area
Facility
ESD-106085 MSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentt
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facility
ESD-I06086 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft Nechanicel and Electrical
Requirements for Grummen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-106087 NSC 09 03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-106088 MSC 09 03
gideo Distribution and Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-106089 MSC 09 03
Countdoen Generator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-106090 MSC 09 03
Facility Criteriat Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Stationt North American Aviation Facility
ESD-106091 NSC 09 03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Modules
ESD-106092 MSC 09 03
Digital Test Command System /On-Board/
ESD-106094 NSC 09 03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106095 NSC 09 03
Nerrltt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106096 MSC 09 03
North Amerlcan Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-I06097 NSC 09 03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment_ Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-IO609S NSC 09 03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106099 NSC 09 03
Nerrl'tt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106100 NSC 09 03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-106101 NSC 09 03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESO-106102 NSC 09 03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106103 NSC 09 03
Computer Room Layout end Rack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106104 NSC 09 03
Terminal Facility Layout for Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-IO6105 NSC 09 03
Ground Composite Signal Nixer and Separator
ESD-106106 NSC 09 03
Closed-Circuit Television System for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment t Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106107 NSC 09 03
Intercommunication System for Programmed
Apollo Checkout Equipment t Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106108 HSC 09 03
Command Ronitor Unit
ESD-106109 HSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Equipment w Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 34
ESD-106110 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Equipaent_ Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 37
ESD-106111 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Equipment 9 Spacecraft
Equipment in the Launch Control Center of
Complex 39
ESD-106112 NSC 09 03
Astronaut Communications Panel
ESD-106113 RSC 09 03
X-Y Plotter




Pulse Code Nodulatlon Subcoemutetorw
Portable Data Gathering System
09 03
ESD-106116 NSC
System Specification for Merritt Island





































































PFB-T-26 GSFC 05 01
See S-532-P-0028
FFS-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-532-P-0007
FTN 1016910 GSFC 05 01
See S-550-AP-O001
FTN 1016951 GSFC 05 01
See S-550-AP-O002
G-2-O00 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-D-0001
G-8-O00 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-D-0002
GA-GEN-1001800 GSPC OS 01
See S-SS2-P-O018
GA-GEN-1004310 GSFC 05 01
See S-552-GEH-O010
GA-GEN-3147911 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0039
GEP-S18-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0001
GEP-S18-2 GSFC 05 O1
See S-623-0AD-0002
GEP-S18-3 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-DAU-O003
GEP-S18-4 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-DA0-0004
GEP-S18-5 GSFC 05 O1
See S-623-0A0-0005
GEP-S18-6 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-OAD-O006
GEP-S18-7 GSFC 05 01
See 5-623-DA0-0007
GEP-S18-8 GSFC 05 O1
See 5-623-DA0-0008
GEP-S18-9 GSFC 05 O1
See S-623-0A0-0009
GEP-S18-10 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0010
GNE-50335-GEN JPL 11 01
Single Branch Explosively Actuated Valve
AssemblN
GNI-50549-GER JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing of Transformers Poeer_
Four to Eight Kilocycle Toroidal, 3/29/66
GNO-30614-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Commercial Equipment for Use in Ground
Support Equipment_ Guidance and Control
Systems, 10/16/63, Amendment 1-A_ 9/09/64
GRD-50111-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes with Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Rotor Nozzles,
5/04/64_ Amendment 1-S_ 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GNO-50139-GEN-F JPL 11 01
Quality Control Requirements for Ground
Support Equtpmente 10/06/66
GNU-50190-GER JPL 11 01
Inspection Standards for Norkmanship,
Electronic Ground Support Equipment,
12/13/63_ Amendment lj 2/05/64, Amendment 2,
11/09/64v Amendment 4, 6/28/65
GRD-SD3DO-GEN JPL 11 Ol
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Hechanicai SMsteast 5/13/64
GNO-50363-GEN JPL 11 01
Insulation of Netal Rocket Rotor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand LaMup,
Cure In-Place Method/_ 9/07/64,
Amendment 1, 11/19/64
GNO-50385-GEN JPL 11 01
Electronic Roving Van for Transport of
Spacecraftl 12/18/64
GMQ-50470-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Microbiological Assam and Certification of
Spacecraft Harduare SterilitM_ 8/04/67
GRD-50555-GEN JPL 11 01
Research and Development QualitN Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipmentt
6102/65
GMO-50571-GER JPL 11 01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Melded Electrical Connectio_a_
7/27/66
GNU-50387-GEN JPL 11 01
Contamination Control of Flight Harduare
Spacecraft Control Flight Components_
2/03/66
GNV-5OOO3-GEN JPL 11 01
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas SMstem, 10/07/63
GNZ-50521-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Long Tern Compatibilit M Tasting Nlth
H_drezine, 2/24/66
GNZ-50522-GEN JPL 11 01
Pressure Measurement SMatsm for Liquid
Propellant CompatibilitN Testing, 4/22/66
GPN-20068-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Nidcourse Propulsion S_stems Cleaning Process 1
12/23/63
GSFC-ACS-O01 GSFC 05 01
Gvroscope_ Free t Niniatnre, Two Axis
GSFC-TDS-ANT-29 GSFC OS 01
See S-525-P-0029
GSFC-TDS-ANT-30 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0030
GSFC-TDS-ANT-30 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-AMT-O030







































































































GSFC-TRS-ACSS-1 GSFC 05 O1
See S-500-P-OOIZ
GSFC-TRS-ANT-1 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0001
GSFC-TRS-ANT-2 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0002
GSFC-TRS-ANT-3 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0003
GSFC-TRS-ANT-4 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0004
GSFC-TRS-ANT-5 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0005
GSFC-TRS-ANT-7 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0007
GSFC-TRS-ANT-8 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0008
GSFC-TRS-ANT-9 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0009
GSFC-TRS-ANT-11 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-P-0011
GSFC-TRS-ANT-13 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-P-0013
GSFC-TRS-AHT-15 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0015
GSFC-TRS-ANT-16 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0016
GSFC-TRS-A_T-17 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0017
GSFC-TRS-AMT-18 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0018
GSFC-TRS-ANT-19 GSFC 05 01
See S-525-P-0019
GSFC-TRS-ANT-21 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0021
GSFC-TRS-_NT-22 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-P-0022
GSFC-TRS-ANT-23 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0023
GSFC-TRS-ANT-24 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0024
GSFC-TRS-ANT-26 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-P-0026
GSFC-TRS-ANT-27 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0027
GSFC-TRS-ANT-28 GSFC 05 O1
See S-525-P-0028
GSFC-TRS-ANT-32 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-525-P-0032







































































































GSFC-TRS-85-2 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-OOI6
GSFC-TRS-85-3 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-0017
GSFC-TRS-85-4 GSFC 05 01
See S-5OO-P-OD18
6SFC-TRS-_14 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-500-P-0414
GSFC-Sll-O06 GSFC 05 01
See S-620-ATS-0006
GSFC-Sll-012-O0 GSFC 05 O1
See S-620--ATS-OOI2
GSFC-533-64-01 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0001
GSFC-536-21611 GSFC 05 01
See S-536-P-0001
GSF_-553-64-O2 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0002
GSFC-553-64-03 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0003
GSFC-55_-6_-06 GSFC 05 O1
See S-553-P-0006
GSFC-553-64-08 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0008
GSFC-553-64-10 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0010
GSFC-553-64-11 GSFC 05 O1
See S-553-P-0011
GSFC-553-64-14 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0014
GSFC-553-64-15 GSFC 05 O1
See S-SS3-P-O015
GSFC-553-6_-27 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0027
GSFC-571-65-01 GSFC 05 01
Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Docueent for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
GSFC-571-66-08 GSFC 05 Ol
Solid State Neutral Telegraph _elav
Specification
GSFC-616.S GSFC 05 01
See S-616-P-0001
1FB-SC-578 GSFC 05 01
See S-532-P-0031
KD1AOI27 KSC 10 Ol
Index of Specifications, Standards and
Procedures_ Revised_ 04/26/65
KDIAOI32 KSC 10 01
Apollo Test Plan for Launch Support Equipment
Engineering Division, Revised, 12/10/65
KDIA0133 KSC 10 01
Engineering Procedures
KDIAOI46 KSC 10 Ol
Index of Specifications, Standards, and
Documents. Released end Utilized bg Launch
Equipment Engineering Divlelon_ 07/01/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 KSC 10 01
Coating, Conferral /Polyurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-N-OOOI KSC
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Low
Frequencg Acceleroneter/ Performance/Design
end Product Configuration Requirements,
11103166
lO 01
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 KSC 10 01
Design t Fabrication 9 end Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unit_ ProJect Ap011o9 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-Q-OOOl KSC 10 01
Coatingsj Conferral, Protective_ Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assenbliesl 10/10/66
KSC-STD-E-O001 KSC I00l
Design of Electrical Control and Nonitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 KSC 10 01
Inspecting, Testing, and Certifying Fixed end
hobile Cranes, Forklifts_ Nubile Personnel
Touers_ end Auxiliary Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 KSC 10 01
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch Complex 34 end 37_
12/0t/66
KSC-STD-2 KSC 10 O1
Elevated Floor Svstes0 05/10/65
KSC-STD-S-O002 KSC 10 Ol
Identifying end Color Coding Compressed-Gas
Cylinders, 10/07/65
KSC-STD-3 KSC 10 01
Electrical Work, Interior_ 12/17/64
KSC-STD-5 KSC 10 Ol
Color Code for Piping S_stems. /Interim/_
11/27/64
KSC-STD-8 KSC 10 01
Instructions for Preparation of Design Criteria
end Functional Requirements. /lnterie/_
02124165
KSC-STD-1S KSC 10 01
Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interie/, 07/11/66
KSC-G-lOO KSC 10 01
Guide for the Preparation of Specifications,
10/02/64
ALPHA-NUNERIC LISTING
KSC-S-101 KSC 10 Ol
General Specification Semiconductor Devices,
08/24/64
KSC-S-101/1 KSC 10 01
Specification Sheet Diode, Zener_ Sllicon_
Pouer Tgpe KIN2970B, 08/24/64
KSC-R-102 KSC 10 01
Resistors_ Fixed, Film /High Stability/
/Styles KRNS5/60/65/70C/_ 08/24/64
KSC-R-lO3 KSC 10 01
Resistors, Fixed_ Film General Purpose
/Styles KRLOT/20/32/42/t 00/24/64
KSC-R-IOSA KSC 10 01
Resistors, Flxedt Niremound /Power Type/
Style KRN67/68/69/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-106 KSC 10 01
Capacitor, Fixed, Glass Dielectric, High
Reliability /Styles CYFR 10/15/20/30/t
06/24/64
KSC-C-IO7A KSC 10 01
Cepacitors_ Fixed9 Tantalum /Polerized_
Etched Foil/ /Style KCL21/t 03/10/65
KSC-C-IO8 KSC 10 01
Capacitors_ Fixed, Tanta|un Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-IO9A KSC 10 01
Capacitors t Fixed9 Tantalum /Polarized, Plain
Foil/ /Style KCL31/_ 03/10/66
KSC-C-110A KSC 10 01
Capecitors_ Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized_ Etched
Foil/ /Style KCL33/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-111A KSC 10 01
Capacitors, Fixed_ Solid_ Tantalum /Style
KCS13/_ 03/10/66
KSC-C-112 KSC 10 01
Cepacitors_ Fixedw Plastic Dielectric_
/Noneetallic Case/ /St_le KCTN/_ 08/24/64
KSC-C-113 KSC 10 01
Capacitors t Fixed t Polarized_ Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL51 end KCL53/_ 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 KSC 10 01
Capacitors9 Fixed_ Paper or Paper-Plastic
/Style KCVPO9/t 08/24/64
KSC-P-116 KSC 10 01
Procedure for Packaging and Harking Cables
end Harnesses, 10/01/64
KSC-STD-118 KSC 10 01
Failure Effect Analysis of Ground Support
Equipnent_ 02/03/66
KSC-STD-122 KSC 10 01
Determining Criticality Numbers for Priority
It II and III Conponentst 05/15/66
KSC-C-123 KSC 10 01
Cleanliness Levels_ Cleaning, Protection end
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Pertsj Assemblies, Subsystems and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
12/14/64
ALPHA-NUHERICLISTING
KSC-F-124 KSC 1001Fittings/Pressure Connections/. Flared Tuber
05105165
KSC-N-125 KSC 10 01
Drafting and Design, Preparation and
Maintenance of_ 06101/66
KSC-S-126 KSC 10 01
Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosures. 02/15/66
KSC-P-127/1 KSC 10 01
Detail Specification Packagingt Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Notors and Notor
Drive Sets_ 07/01/66
KSC-P-12?/Z KSC 10 01
Racks. Consoles. Panels. and Distributors.
Packegingt Harking and Storage of. 12/01/65
KSC-STD-128 KSC 10 Ol
Test Reporter Preparation of. 06/05/65
KSC-STD-129 KSC 10 01
Test Proceduret Preparation of t 10/05/65
KSC-STD-131 KSC 10 01
Pneumatic and H_drnullc Hechnnlcat Components
and Parts, Electrical t 02/01/66
KSC-STD-132 KSC 10 01
Potting and Holding Electrical Cable Assenb|_
Terminutionst 11/22/65
KSC-C-133 KSC 10 01
Capacitors, Fixedt Tantalum /Polarized,
Sintered-Slug/ /St_le KCLS5/t 03/10/66
KSC-STD-140A KSC 10 01
Bonding and Grounding Standard, 06117/66
KSC-STD-141 KSC 10 01
Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
harkingt 04/28/66
KSC-R-148 KSC 10 01
_eslstors, Composition Carbon /Styles
K_COT/20/32/42/t OS/lO/66
KSC-M-151_ KSC 10 01
Specification for Solderlcss grap Processt
Electrical Conaectionse 07/06/64
KSC-STD-152-1 KSC 10 Ol
Graphical Symbols for Drawings- Part 1,
Electrical and Logic Symbols, 02/01/64
KSC-STO-152-2 KSC 10 01
Graphical S_mbois for Drawings- Part 2t
Nechanical Sgmbols t 07/01/64
KSC-E-15SF KSC 10 Ol
Specification for Nodular Enclosures, Radio
Frequenc9 Interference Shielded, 01/21154
KSC-8-155 KSC 10 01
8onds and Grounds Cleaning t Testing and
Protection_ 04/25/66
KSC-STD-164 KSC 10 01
Environmental Test Nethods for Ground
Support Equipment Installations at John F.
K$C-E-165A KSC 10 01
Electrical Ground Support Equipment
Fabrication, 10/07/64
K5C-g-167 KSC I0 Ol
Procedure for Miring Programming S_stem
Patchboards t 06/15/64
KSC-STD-160 KSC
Interpretations of Draming Terms and
Tolerances, 02/15/66
10 O1
K$C-STD-169 KSC 10 01
Harking of Ground Support Equipmentt 10/01/64
KSC-S-I?8 KSC 10 Ol
Soldering. Automatic gavel or Printed Circuit
Assemblies. 07/01/66
KSC-N-179 KSC
gelding of Stainless Steel and Invar Pipe t
Tubingt and Associated Flttingst 08/01/66
10 O1
KSC-g-180 KSC 10 Ol
Melding of Aluminum Allo_ Pipet Tubing and
Associ.ated Flttingsw 08/01/66
KSC-C-182 KSC 10 01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen t Helium, and Hydrogen
Systems at Complex 39 t 06/07/66
KSC-D-327 KSC I00l
Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lister
02/07/66
KSC-S4-37B-O03 KSC 10 01
Technical Specifications for Nodification on
Launch Complexes 34 and 37B for Apollo
Ingress-Egress S_stem t 05/15/64
KSC-CP-22309 KSC 10 01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Sgstemsj 09/13/65
LNSC-1415050 GSFC 05 01
See 5-553-P-0042
NCO-31128-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Nariner C Flight Equipment Electronic
Packagingt 5/10/65
NCO-50385-GEN-B JPL II Ol
Mariner Ct Flight and Ground Equipment
Requirements for Storage of the Hariner
/HC-_/ Spacecraft and Associated Items_
2/01/65, Amendment I t 12/01/65
NCP-30287-GEN JPL II Ol
_ariner C, Flight Equipment t Fabrication,
rover Subsgstee, Solar Panels /4A1 t 4AS t
4A5 t and 4A7/_ 8/17/63
NOO-50274-GER-A JPL 11 01
Nsrlnert Flight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Qualltv of Asseabl_ Irradiation BV
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons, 9/01/64
NSC-ASPD-ENI-IOA HSC 09 01
Addendum to NIL-I-2B600 /Interference Control
Requirementsm Aeronautical Equipment/
HSC-ASPD-GORP-4 HSC 09 03
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated ground Operations
Requirements Plea
NSC-ASPO-RQA-11 HSC 09 01
Qualification Test guideline
NSC-ASPO-S-5C NSC 09 03
Amendment to Soldering Specification NSFC
PROC 158B
NSC-ASPO-S-6 HSC 09 03
HSC Supplement to NPC 200-4
RSC-COC-1 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Criteria
NSC-GSE-1B HSC 09 03
Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
Environmental Criteria and Test
Specification
HSC-RSFC-JD-OOI HSC 09 03
Crisping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
NSC-PPD-1 HSC 09 03
Solvent Trichloromonofluoromathane
RSC-PPD-2 HSC 09 03
Propellant t Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxide
NSC-Q-1 NSC 09 03
Crisping of Electrical Connections
NSC-Q-3 HSC 09 03
Pre-Treetsent /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
NSC-SPEC-1 HSC 09 03
Nicrofiluing of Drawings and Associated
Documents t Specification for
RSC-SPEC-3 HSC 09 03
Microfilming of Engineering Documents 1B HN_
Requirements for
NSC-SP£C-7 HSC 09 03
Hicrofiche Preparation, Specification for
NSC-PRUC-31 HSC 09 03
Passive Thermal Protection Svstee
Installation_ Procedures for
RSC-STD-103 HSC 09 03
Preparation of Test Reports Standard
RSC-STD-IO4 HSC 09 03
Preparation of Program Plans Standard
NSC-STD-IO5 HSC 09 03
Preparation of Performance and Design
Requirements
ALPIL_-MUHERIC LISTING
NSC-STD-106 NSC 09 03
Preparation of Test Plans Standard
NSC-STD-lO7 NSC 09 03
Preparation Of Test Procedures Standard
NSC-STD-lO8 HSC 09 03
Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
NSC-STD-IOg HSC 09 03
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laborstorv and Space Environment Effects
Leboratorv Test ProCedures
NSC-STD-C-1 HSC 09 03
Definitions for Contamination Programs
NSC-SPEC-C-2A HSC 09 03
Clean Room Garmentst Specification for
RSC-SPEC-C-3 HSC 09 03
Decals9 Certification of Cleanlinesst
Specification for
NSC-SPEC-C-4 HSC 09 03
Clean Rooms and Work Stations
NSC-SPEC-C-SA HSC 09 03
Apollo Spacecraft Cleanllness_ Specification
for
NSC-SPEC-C-6 HSC 09 03
Apollo Bpecacreftl Fluid Cleanliness
RSC-SPEC-C-7 NSC 09 03
Apollo Spacecraft Fluid Systems Surface
NSC-SPEC-C-8 HSC 09 03
Apollo On-Board Equipment Cleanliness
NSC-SPEC-C-9 HSC 09 03
Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Svstees
NSC-SPEC-C-IO HSC 09 03
Control During Repair, Replacement or
Halntenance
NSC-SPEC-C-11 RSC 09 03
Precision Cleaning
NSC-SPEC-C-12 NSC 09 03
Precision Clean Packaging



















HSFC-STD-IO0 MSFC 08 01
Castings_ Aluminum and Hagnesium Alloyl
Radiographic Inspection of 9 Acceptance
Standard forj 05/16/619 Amendment I e
08/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-104 HSFC 08 01
Alumiaun Alloy_ 2014 Barst Plate9 and Sheet9
Specification for 9 04/02/629 Amendment 19
04/30/64
RSFC-STD-IOSA NSFC 08 01
SNnthetic Rubbery Age Control ofj Standard for
12/21/529 Amendment 19 04/16/65
NSFC-STD-1060 _SFC 08 O1
Testing Compatibility of Naterials for Liquid
Oxygen Systems 9 09/16/66
HSFC-SPEC-IO8A HSFC 08 Ol
Nicrofilaing of Drawings and Associated
Docunentsp Specification for 09/04/1963
RSFC-STD-110A MSFC 08 01
Electrical Hardeere, Equipment9 Materials9 and
Hethods Used in Saturn Ground Support
Equipment 9 Standard for 03/16/1962
HSFC-SPEC-111 HSFC 08 01
Coating Compounds_ Ceramic Enamel and Gold 9
Preparation and Application 9 Specification
for 04/05/1963
HSFC-SPEC-113A HSFC 08 01
Filter 9 Elementsj H_draullc 9 Wire Hash9
Specification for 9 07/26/63, Amendment I t
05108164
MSFC-SPEC-116 HSFC 08 Ol
Hose Assemblies 9 Flexible 9 Hydraulic9 medium
and High Pressure9 High Temperature9
Specification for1 01/18/63_ Amendment 2_
o51_0154
NSFC-SPEC-119A HSFC 08 Ol
Connectors 9 Receptacles, Electrical9 Printed
Wiring Board t General Purpose9 Edge
Type9 05/01/66
NSFC-SPEC-124 NSFC 08 Ol
Tapej Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive1 for
Preservation and Sealing_ Specification for
03/07/1962
RSFC-SPLC-130 HSFC 08 01
Certification of Welding Hechlne Operators
and #eldors, Specification for 03/27/1963
H_FC-SPEC-131C NSFC 08 O1
Tubing 9 Steely Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304
and 304L/9 Seamless9 Specification for
12/23/1964
RSFC-SPEC-133A HSFC 08 Ol
Direct Current Amplifier Nodule9 Specification
for9 08/13/629 Amendment 1, 03/26/63
MSFC-SPEC-135 NSFC 08 01
Welding v Fusion_ Specification for 01/16/1963
HSFC-SPEC-1S7A HSFC 08 01
Al,Jeinun AIIo9 Sheet9 Raw Nsterial_ General
Specification for t 03/18/639 Amendment 19
07/14/55
HSFC-PROC-140A NSFC 08 01
Cable Asseeblies_ Fabrication of 9 for
Electrical Ground Support Equipment9
Procedure for 10/12/1964
HSFC-SPEC-142 HSFC 08 01
Coating Coepoundt HSFC-X-2589 Preparation
and Application of 9 Specification for
05/19/1961
HSFC-SPEC-1430 MSFC 08 01
Fittings1 Flared Tube /Premium Quality/w
Pressure Connections 9 Specification fort
02/10/659 Amendment-59 09/21/669 QPL-143-1_
01/10/66
RSFC-SPEC-144B NSFC 08 01
Aluminum Alloy Forginge 9 Premium Qualityt
Heat Treated9 Specification fort 03/31/54_
Amendment 1_ 09/08/64 QPL-144-1_ 07/26/65
HSFC-SPEC-145A NSFC 08 01
Steel_ Corrosion Resistant and Super A|loyt
Beret Shapes9 add Forginos /Prealui
Quality/9 Specification forj 05/15/639
Amendment 49 08/19/669 QPL-145-1_ 02/16/66
HSFC-PRUC-151 HSFC 08 01
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated £quipaentt Procedure for
03/29/1963
HSFC-STD-154A HSFC 08 01
Printed-Wiring Boards /Copper-Clad/ Design_
Documentation 9 end Fabrication of 9 12/15/65
_SFC-STD-156 HSFC 00 01
Riveting 9 Fabrication and Inspection9
Standard tory 04/02/629 Wotice 19 11/14/63,
Amendment 1_ 11/15/63
MSFC-PHGC-1588 HSFC OS 01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/9 Procedure for9 02/15/639
Amendment 19 09/27/63
HSFC-STD-162A HSFC 08 O1
Hechanical Syebols_ Standard for 9 02/14/649
Amendment 19 12/18/64
HSFC-STD-163 HSFC 08 O1
Electrical Engineering Design Practicer
Standard for 03/15/1962
RSFC-SPEC-164 HSFC 08 Ol
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxygen_
Fuel 9 and Pneumatic Systees_ Specification
for9 04/16/62, Amendment 49 07/17/64
RSFC-PROC-166C NSFC 08 01
Hydraulic Systems Components and Hydraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles9 Cleaning1
Testing9 and Handling9 Procedure for
08/18/1965
RSFC-SPEC-171 HSFC 08 O1
Fittings /Pressure Connection/9 Flared Tuber
Specification fury 02/13/629 Amendment 19
o9/_z/s5
NSFC-PROC-175 NSFC 08 01
Coating Procedures_ Saturn Ice-Shields
03/26/1962
11
HSFC-STD-181 HSFC 08 01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment, Standard for
02/07/1962
NSFC-PROC-186C NSFC 08 01
Potting and Nolding Cable Assembilest Using
Elastomeric Compounde r 09/13/65
NSFC-SPEC-188 MSFC 08 Ol
H_draulic S_stemw H-1 gnginet Checkout
Kequirementst Specification for 08/30/lg63
MSFC-SPEC-189 NSFC 08 O1
Chain r Weidleest Single Jack t and S Nooks,
Specification for 02/12/1962
HSFC-PROC-195A NSFC 08 01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Hethods tot Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Searing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring Sgstemst 08/10/66
MSFC-PROC-1986 MSFC 08 01
Potting Cable Assembiiest Using £poxy Resin
Compounder 09/09/65_ Amendment I t 12/13/65
MSFC-SPEC-197A HSFC 08 01
haterial_ Unfired t Ceramic r Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heating t N-31t
Specification for, 03/04/63t Amendment lr
06/28/63
NSFC-SPEC-198A HSPC 08 01
Haterialt _ework and _epeir for H-31 Thermal
Insulation t Specification for 03/22/1963
8SFC-SPEC-lggA MSFC 08 O1
Coating r Vapor Barriert N-31Ct
Specification for 04/12/1963
NSFC-SPEC-202A MSFC 08 01
Compound, Potting and Molding_ Elastomerict
12/11/1966 r QPL-202-6 02/09/1966
NSFC-SP£C-ZO3A MSFC. 08 01
Subliaing Coating Compounds t Preparation and
Application of t Specification for 06/12/1966
RSFC-STD-204A HSFC 08 01
Weight Notation Systemsr Standsrdt 12/06/62_
Amendment 11 01/15/63
HSFC-PROC-205 HSFC 08 01
Prima Coat, EX 176t Preparation and
Application of t Procedure for 01/17/1963
HSFC-P_OC-208A HSFC 08 Ol
_eight Documentation Form Completion, Space
Vehicle t Procedure for 10/10/1962
NSFC-SPEC-209 HSFC 08 01
Terminal-Cable Assemblies, S_aged Typet
Specification for 04/20/1962
NSFC-SPEC-217 MSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet to O-T-636e /Trichloroethylenet
technics|/ 00/10/1962
NSFC-SPEC-219A NSFC 08 01
Connectors, Flat Conductor t Flexible
Electrical Csbler 05/05/66
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
HSFC-SPEC-2208 NSFC 08 01
Cablet Flat Conductor_ Flexiblet glectricait
Copper, 01/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-222B RSFC 08 01
Resin Compoundst Electrical and Environmental
Insulation, Epoxyt Specification for,
10/19/85, QPL-222-1t 10/25/65
MSFC-P_OC-224 MSFC 08 O1
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Rutomatic Single
Wave Soldering oft Procedure fort 01/10/66t
Amendment 2 t 10/25/65
HSFC-P_OC-226 MSFC 08 01
Threaded Fasteners t Lubricant Appllcationt
Procedure for 07/12/1962
NSFC-PROC-228A MSFC 08 O1
Hicrofllm Logging Form Completion, MSFC
Nicrofilmlng Program Supportt Procedure for
05/24/1963
NSFC-SPEC-233A NSFC 08 01
Nitrogent Instrument Grader Specification for
09/21/1966
NSFC-SPEC-g34 MSFC 08 01
Nitrogent Space Vehicle Grade_ Specification
for 09/21/1964
NSFC-SPEC-Z36 MSFC 08 Ol
Pol_tetrafluoroethglene /Teflon/ Molded and
Extruded Partst Sheets, Rods, end Tublngt
Specification for r 07/20/62t Amendment 1,
09/z0/$5
NSFC-SPEC-237A MSFC 08 O1
Solvent_ Precision Cleaning Agents,
Specification for 10/16/1964
NSFC-PROC-238 MSFC 08 O1
Fittings t Female Threads /Premium Quality/l
Preparation and Lubrlcationr Procedure for
05/1_/1963
NSFC-P_OC-239 MSFC 08 Ol
Technical Writing Guider Procedures,
Volo It 06/15/63 t Vol. IIA, 06/15/85t
Vol. IlIA t 10/15/64
RSFC-SPEC-Z61 MSFC 08 Ol
Preparation for Deliverg of Aluminum Alloy
Plate and Sheett Specification for 04/21/1963
HSFC-P_OC-265 MSFC 08 Ol
Carbon Tetrachloridet Scrubber Method for
Analysis or Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gases_
Procedure for, 01/15/83, Amendment It
Ob/2d/63
NSFC-STD-Z48 MSFC 06 Ol
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
[nvironment Areas r Standard for 07/29/1963
HSFC-SPEC-248 MSFC 08 01
Tubingt Steel_ Corrosion and Heat-Resistant




NSFC-SPEC-260 NSFC 08 Ol
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles,
Structures and Associated Flight Equipmentw
Specification for, 02/28/63, Amendment 19
02/26/64
NSFC-PROC-252 MSFC 08 01
Weight and Balance Requireaentsy Procedure for
09/19/1962
MSFC-SPEC-253 NSFC 08 01
Lubricant9 Drg-Film Ceramic9 NLF-5,
Preparation and Application ofy Specification
for 04/15/1963
NSFC-PROC-256 MSFC 08 01
Electrical Fabricationy Procedure for
03/01/1964
NSFC-PRDC-257A _SFC 08 01
Conformal Coating /Epoxg/_ Application of_
Procedure for9 11/05/639 Amendment 29
06130165
NSFC-ADL-2S8B NSFC 08 01
Space Vehicles end Supporting Equipmenty
Applicable Documents9 Listing tory 02/23/65
NSFC-SPEC-259A MSFC OS 01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
_eterial /Space Vehicle Components/9
4109165
NSFC-SPEC-262 MSFC 08 01
Corrosion Preventive Compoundl Oil Typey
_ater Displacing Saturn Engines end Related
Components Preservative9 Specification for
01/15/1963
NSFC-STD-263A NSFC 08 01
Data Submittal Docueentationy Contrectory
Preparation of 12/18/1963
NSFC-SPEC-266A MSFC 08 O1
Plates9 Identificationy Metal Full Adhesive
Backed9 Specification for 10/07/1964
NSFC-STD-287A MSFC OB 01
Humae Engineering Design Criteriay Standard
fury 09/23/66
NSFC-SPEC-2708 MSFC 08 01
Component Lead and Interconnection Materialsy
for delded Electronic Modules9 10/17/66
NSFC-STD-2?I MSFC OB 01
Fabrication of Welded Electronic Modulesy
Standard fory 04/30/64y Amendment 29
10/2_/65
NSFC-P_DC-273 NSFC 08 01
Tubing9 Heat Reactive 9 Installation of 9
Procedure for 04/19/1963
M_FC-P_GC-274 MSFC OB 01
Terminals9 Installation ofy Procedure for
06/07/b39 Amendment ly 12/15/63
_SFC-STD-275A MSFC 08 01
Marking of Electrical Ground Support
Lquipaenty Front Panelsy and Rack Title
Piatesy Standard for 05/22/1964
MSFC-SPEC-2?6A NSFC 06 01
Tubing_ Heat Reactivey Specification for
02/17/1965
NSFC-SPEC-278A MSFC 08 01
Terminals Bifurcated and Turret 9 Suage Type
and Standoff 9 Insulated Screvtgpej
Terminals_ Solder Pot9 Suage Tgpe
07/01/649 Amendment 29 10/05/64
NSFC-SPEC-279 MSFC 08 01
Electromagnetic Compatibilit99 Specification for
06/01/1964
NSFC-STD-280 MSFC 08 01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosuresy StanSsrd for 06/26/1963
NSFC-SPEC-282 HSFC 08 O1
Steely Structural9 Low AIIov9 High Yield
Streegth_ Specification for_ 03/25/64
Amendment 19 05/26/66
NSFC-SPEC-283 HSFC 08 O1
Testing9 Ultrasoeicy Aluminum Alia9 Plate 9
Specification for 12/10/1963
NSFC-PROC-265 NSFC 08 01
Sequencer9 Flight_ Acceptance Testy Procedure
for 07/15/1963
MSFC-PROC-289 MSFc 08 O1
Timer Assembl_y Acceptance Checkouty Procedure
tory 07/16/63 t Amendment 1_ 03/31/64
NSFC-PROC-290A NSFC 08 01
Voltage SuppIy_ Measuring 9 Acceptance
Checkout9 Procedure for 11/03/1964
NSFC-PROC-291 MSFC 08 01
Sequencer9 Flighty Slave Unity Acceptance
Testy 07/18/63y Amendment ly 12/16/63
MSFC-PROC-292A NSFC 08 Ol
Voltage Suppl_9 Master Measuring 9 Acceptance
Checkout9 Procedure for 11/02/1964
MSFC-PROC-293A NSFC 08 Ol
Coating Conformel /Polgurethene/y Printed
Circuit Assembliesy Procedure fury 11/15/639
Amendment 3y 05/06/65
MSFC-SPEC-295 MSFC 08 01
Receiving Station 9 Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subs_etee_ Model
DRS-ly Specification for 09/16/1963
RSFC-SPEC-297 MSFC 08 O1
Digital Signal Simulator Panel AssemblR_
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station_
Specification for 08/07/1963
MSFC-SPEC-298 MSFC 08 O1
Quick-Look AssemblE9 Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station9 Specification for
08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-299 MSFC 08 O1
Data Switch Panel Assembly9 Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationy Specification
for 08/06/1983
13
NSFC-SPEC-30O NSFC 08 01
Correlator Panel Asselblyt Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station9 Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-3Ol NSFC 08 01
Source Selector, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystel Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/02/1963
MSFC-SPEC-SO2 NSFC 08 01
Computer Interface Penel_ Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-303 NSFC 08 01
Data Control Panel Asseebly, Pulse Code
_odulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subs_ste= Receiving Station_ Specification
for 08/14/1963
NSFC-SPEC-SO4A NSFC 08 Ol
Digital Signal S_nchronizert Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Statlon_ Specification
for 01/05/1965
HSFC-SPEC-305A HSFC 08 01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subswstem Receiving Station,
Specification for 03/25/1965
NSFC-SPEC-306 HSFC 08 Ol
Paver Supply, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-307 NSFC 08 Ol
Blower Assembly, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specification for 09/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-308 NSFC 08 01
Patch Panel9 Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsysteo Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-309 NSFC 08 01
Digital Gate Rack Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station 9 Specification
for 08/15/1963
NSFC-P_OC-310 MSFC 08 Ol
Potting of Electrical D_trlbutorst Procedure
for 09/18/1963
NSFC-SPEC-312A MSFC 08 Ol
Converter Asseablgt Digital-to-Analog,
Specification for 03/29/1965
RSFC-SPEC-313 NSFC 08 Ol
Teleeetr_ Receiving Station_ Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem, Specification for 09/20/1963
NSFC-PRUC-_21 NSFC 08 O1
Accelerometer Assemblies t Donner_ Alignment_
Procedure for, 06/18/63 t Amendment 1_
0_/12163
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
NSFC-SPEC-SZ3A MSFC 08 Ol
Converter, Analog-to-Digital, Subassesbly,
Vehiclebornet Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition System, Specification for
05/1511964
NSFC-SPEC-324 NSFC 08 Ol
Regulator, Precision Voltage, Assembly Yodel
301, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystee_ Specification for
08/15/63, Aaendeent 2, 11/20/63
NSFC-SPEC-325 MSFC 08 01
Welded Nodules, SerLes 300_ Specification for
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/1 MSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule t Series 300, Inverter Buffer
/I8-5/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/2 NSFC 08 Ol
Welded Nodule, Series 3009 Analog Suitch
/SW-I/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/3 HSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Line Driver /LD-2/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/4 MSFC 08 O1
Welded Nodule I Series 3001 Dela_ Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/5 NSFC 08 O1
Welded Module, Series 3go0 Double Inverter
/II-2/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/6 MSFC 08 O1
Welded Module_ Series 300, Input Delay
/BD-IA/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/7 MSFC 08 Ol
delded Nodule, Series 300, Core Nrite /CW-1/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/8 HSFC 08 Ol
Welded Module, Series 300, Delay Circuit
/D-IA/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/9 NSFC 08 Ol
Welded Hodule_ Series 3go, Flip-Flop /F-1A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/10 MSFC 08 Ol
Welded Module_ Series 3009 Flip-Flop /F-2A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/I1 RSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule, Series 300 t Flip-Flop /FB-1A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/12 NSFC




Welded Nodule0 Series 3001 Inverter Circuit
/I-2/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/14 NSFC






HSFC-SPEC-525/15 HSFC 08 01
Welded Nodulet Series 30Of Inverter Circuit
/1-4/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-525/16 HSFC 08 Ol
Welded Nodule, Series 300t Inverter Circuit
/I-5A/ 11/04/1965
RSFC-SPEC-325/17 MSFC 08 01
Welded Hodulet Series SOOt Inverter Buffer
/IB-1/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-525/18 HSFC 08 O1
Welded Module, Series 300t Inverter Buffer
/IB-2/ 11/04/1965
NSFC-SPEC-325/19 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodular Series 300t Inverter Flip-Flop
/IFB-1/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SP_C-325/20 RSFC 08 01
Welded Module, Series 300t Serializing Logic
Circuit /N-1A/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-525/21 HSFC 08 01
Welded hodulet Series SOOt Diode Logic
Network /_-?A/ 11/04/1965
RSFC-SPEC-325/22 HSFC 08 O1
Welded Module, Series 30Of Diode Logic
Network /M-S/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/23 MSFC 08 01
_elded Module_ Series 300_ Line Driver /LD-1/
11/04/1963
RSFC-P_OC-SZ6 MSFC 08 01
Testing of Welded Hoduiest Series 300,
Procedure for 09/20/1963
NSFC-SPEC-551 HSFC 08 01
£nclosures, Hodular Shielded, Radio Frequency
Interference, Specification for 07/05/1965
HSFC-SPEC-3328 MSFC 08 01
Cables, Electrical, Seneral Specification fort
05/30/66, Supplement It 08/30/66, Notice 2t
06/30/66t QPL-SSZ-St 10/Z0/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/16 HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical9 2 Conductor_ Unshleldedy
American Wire Geuge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated t Specification fort 08/50/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/2B RSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical t 2 Conductor, Unshielded_
American _ire Gauge Size ZOt Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/50/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/38 HSFC 08 01
Cubic, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unehielded9
American Wire Gauge Size St Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/50/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/48 _SFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American _ire Gauge Size lOt But_t Rubber
insulated_ Specification forl 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-S52/58 HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshieldedt





Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/50/66
08 01
NSFC-SPEC-352/?B RSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical_ 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size IZt Polgethgleae Insulated_
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/aB HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, $ Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 10, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/98 NSFC 08 01
Ceblet ElectricaI_ 4 Conductorl Unshicldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6t Butul Rubber
Insulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-532/lOB NSFC
Cable t Electrlcai, 4 Conductort Unshielded,
American _ire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulated t Specification foP, 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/11B NSFC
Cable, Electrical, I0 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American _ire Gauge





Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded t American Wire Gauge
Size 20 t Polyethglene Insulated t
Specification fort 08/50/66
08 O1
NSFC-SPEC-332/15B HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-352/146 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable t Electricall 39 Conductor_ Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 and 20t
Polgethylene Insulated_ Specification for,
06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/15B NSFC 08 O1
Cable t Electrical9 39 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-352/16B HSFC
Cable t Electrlcalj 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
TBisted and Shielded t American Wire Gauge
Size 20 t Polyethglene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/17B HSFC
Cable, Electrical_ 60 Conductor t Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge




NSFC-SPEC-332/186 HSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electrical, 61 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wlre Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
15
HSFC-SPEC-332/1gB HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electrlcale 2 Conductor. Unshieldede
American dire Gauge Size 18t Polgethglene
Insulated. Specification fore 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/20B HSFC 08 01
Cable e Electricale 3 Conductore Unshieidedt
American dire Gauge Size 188 Polvethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/218 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Eiectricalt 3 Conductort Onsbieldede
American Wire Gauge Size 8 t Butvl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/22B HSFC 08 01
Cablee Electrical e 4 Conductort Unshieldedt
American dire Gauge Size 18t Polvethylene
Insulated t Specification fore 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/230 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electricait 4 Conductore Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 4/Of
Butyl Rubber Insulatede Specification fore
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/248 HSFC 08 01
Cablee £1ectrlcale 4 Conductort Unshleldedt
American dire Gauge Size 12t Polvethdlene
Insulated t Specification fore 08/30/66
NSFC-SP£C-332/250 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Eiectricalt $ Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American dire Gauge Size 1/Of
8utvl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08130/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/26B HSFC 08 01
Cablee Electrlcalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American dire Gauge Size 48
Butvl Rubber Insulated Specification fore
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/278 HSFC 08 01
Cablev Electrical e 4 Conductore Overall
Shielded9 American dire Gauge Size 8e
Butgl Rubber Insulatede Specification fort
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/288 HSFC
Cablet Electrlcals 4 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 8 t
Butyl Rubber Insulated t Specification for t
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-S32/290 HSFC
Cable t Electrical. 5 Conductore Unahielded e
American Wire Gauge Size 18 t Polvethvlene
Insulatedt Specification for t 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/30B HSFC
Cubist Electricalt 6 Conductor t Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18 e Polveth_lena
Insulated, Specification fore 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/SI8 RSFC
Cablet Electrlcalt 7 Conductore Single
Conductor Shielded t American Wire Gauge







NSFC-SPEC-332/328 HSFC 08 01
Cablae Electricalt 7 Conductort I Onshieldedt
3 Pair Twisted mad Shleldedt American dire
Gauge Size 8e Sutwl Rubber Insulatede
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/33R RSFC 08 01
Cablee Electricalt ? Conductort Overall
Shieldedt Amerlcaa dire Gauge Size 8 e
Butwl Rubber Insulatedt Specification fort
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/348 HSFC 08 01
Cablee Electricale 8 Conductore Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 188
Polvethwlena Insulatede Specification fort
OS/30/GG
HSFC-SPEC-332/35B HSFC 08 01
Cable t Electricalt 8 Coaductore Overall
Shieldedt American dire Gauge Size 208
Polweth_lene Insulatadt Specification fore
08/so/ms
NSFC-SPEC-332/36B NSFC 08 O1
Cablee Electrlcale 10 Conductore Overall
Shleldedt American dire Gauge Size 1Se
Polvethvlene Insulated e Specification fort
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/37B NSFC 08 01
Cablee Electricalt 60 Conductore 20 Triple
Teisted and Shieldede Overall Shieldede
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Poiwethvlene
Insulatede Specification fore 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/38B HSFC 08 Ol
Cablew Electricalt I0 Conductore Gnshieldede
American Wire Gauge Size ISt Polwethwlene
Insuletedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/39B NSFC 08 01
Cablee Electrlcale 19 Conductore Single
Conductor Shleldede American Wire Gauge
Size 18 t Polveth¥1ene Insulatede
Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/405 HSFC
Cablet £1ectricalt 30 Conductore Single
Conductor Shielded and Insuletede Overall
Shielded_ American dire Gauge Size 14t
Polyethvlene Insulatedt Specification fort
08130/66
08 Ot
NSFC-SPEC-332/418 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electricele 37 Conductore Unsbieldede
American Wire Gaege Size 188 Polweth_lene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/56
RSFC-SPEC-332/42B HSFC 08 01
Cablee Electricale 35 Conductore Single
Conductor Shieldede American Wire Gauge
Size 188 Polvethwlene lnsulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/43B HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electrlcale 37 Conductore Unshieldede
American Wire Gauge Size 128 Polvethwlene
Insulstede Specification fore 08/30/66
16
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8SFC-SPEC-332/448 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electrlcalt 40 Conductort 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insuletedt American
gire Gauge Size 18t Polgethglene
Ineulatedt Specification fort 08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/66S HSFC 05 O1
Ceblet Electricalt 45 Conductort 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated t Overall
Shielded t American gire Gauge Size 149
Polgethglene Ineulatedt Specification fort
08130156
N_FC-SPEC-332/_68 MSFC 08 O1
Cable t Electricalt 47 Conductor_ 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated t 4 Quad
Tuisted Shielded end Insulated t 29
Onshielded t American Birn Gauge SiznSt 12w
and 18t Polgethglene end Butyl Rubber
Insulated_ Specification fort 08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/476 HSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electricalt 47 Comductors Overall
Shielded Double Brnidt American gire Gauge
Size 8 t 12 t and 1St PolMethMlenm and Butyl
Rubber Insulated t Specification fort
08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/48D NSFC 08 01
Gable_ Electricalt 60 Conductors Onshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 18 t Pol_ethvlene
Ineulated_ Specification for t 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/498 HSFC 08 01
Cable t Electrical t 60 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Yire Gauge
Size 18t Po|vethylene Ineulatedt
Specification-for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-532/50B NSFC 08 01
Cable t Electrical, SO Conductor_ Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 s Polvethylene
Insulated t Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/51B NSFC 08 01
Cable1 Electrica|t 60 Conductort Single
Conductor Shielded t American Nire Gauge
Size 16t Polvethglene Ineulatedt
Specification form 08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/52B NSFC 08 01
Ceblet Electrical s 60 Conductort 15 Single
Conductor Shieldedt 18 Pair Tuisted end
Shlelded_ and 3 triple Twisted and Shielded_
American Nlre Gauge Size 189 Polveth_lene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-352/538 NSFC 08 O1
Cablet Electrical ! 60 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braid s American Nire Gauge
Size 1St Polvethglene Insulatedt
Specification for 9 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-SSZ/576 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical_ 60 Conductort 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded t Overall Shieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 1At Polgeth_lene
Insulatedt Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-SS2/58B NSFC 08 Ol
Cnblel Electrical_ 60 Conduetort Single
Conductor Shieldedt Overall Shieldedw
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polgethvlene
Insulated Specification fort 08/30/56
HSFC-SPEC-332/59B HSFC
Ceblet Electrical_ 60 Coeductort Overall
Shieldedt American Wire 3auge Size 14 s
Polvethvlene Insulated_ Specification for_
08130166
O80l
NSFC-SPEC-332/60B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Twisted and Shielded_ Overall Shieided_
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polvethvlene
Insulated Specification fort 08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/618 HSFC 08 OI
Cable9 Electricalt 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded s American Wire Gauge
Size 20 s Polyethvlene Insulated_
Specification fort 08130166
_SFC-SPEC-332/63B RSFC 08 Ol
Ceblzt Electricalt 21 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double 8raids American gir8 Gauge
Size 8t Butyl Rubber Insulateds
Specification fors 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-SS2/648 NSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double _raid t American Wire Gauge
Size 1/O_ SutMl _ubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08130/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/655 HSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electricalt 5 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded t American _Ire Gauge Size 12t
Pol_ethvlene Insulatedt Specification form
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/668 HSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electrica|_ 8 Conductort Onehieldedt
American Nire Gauge Size 1St Polvethylene
Insulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/675 RSFC 08 O1
Cablet £1ectrical_ 10 Conductort Onshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 15 t Pol_ethvlene
Insuleted_ Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/688 NSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electricalt 3 Conductort Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12_ Polgethylene
Insulated t Specification for 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/698 NSFC 08 O1
Cablet Electricelt 54 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size let Polveth_lene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/70B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable t Electricalt 6 Conductor_ Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polvethvlene Insulateds Specification for
08130156
NSFC-SPEC-332/71B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable_ Eleetricelt 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American _ire Gauge Size 18 t
Polyethylene Insulatedt Specification for
05/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/728 NSFC 08 Ol
Cable t Electrical, 15 Conductort Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polveth_lene Ineulatedt Specification for
08130166
17
NSFC-SPEC-332/738 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical1 13 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/748 HSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical. 13 Conductor, Onehimlded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/758 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/778 HSFC 08 O1
Cable. Electrical. 60 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/79B HSFC 08 01
Cable. Electrical, 7 Conductor. 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1Unshieldnd,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/808 NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/81B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable, £1ectrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/83B HSFC 08 01
Cable. Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedw American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/84S NSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 32 Conductor, Unshlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insuleted_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/87B HSFC 08 01
Cable. Electrical. _ Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American dire Gauge Size 20.
Polyethwlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SP£C-332/88S HSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polgethyleae Insulated. Specification for
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/89B HSPC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshieided,
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/90B HSPC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlnlded,
Annricen U/re Gauge Size I/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulatmdw Specification for 08/30/66
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTIHG
RSFC-SPEC-532/918 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor. Unshimlded.
American dire Gauge Size 16, Polwethwlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/92B HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Onshlelded.
American dire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-532/938 MSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical, 6 Conductor, Onshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/56
NSPC-SPEC-332/948 HSPC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Onshleldad.
American dire Gauge Size 16, Polwethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/g5A HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid. American dire Gauge
Size IS. Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/g6A HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded and 6 Unehielded.
American dire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/86
NSFC-SP£C-332/gTA HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, I0 Conductor. Unshlelded.
American dire Gauge Size 20, Polwethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/98A RSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical. 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Tmiated Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/ggA HSFC 08 01
Cable. Electricalw 30 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyathwlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-3S2/IOOA HSFC 08 01
Cable. Electrical. 40 Conductor. 20 Pelt
Tmlsted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American _irm Gauge Size 20.
Polyethwlene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-SS2/101A HSFC.
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmlstnd Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20.




Cable, Elmctricale 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Tmlsted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
ShieLded, American dire Gauge Size 14,






Cable, Electrical I 48 Conductor, 12 Qued
Teisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Po]gethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/104A MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Ouad
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded t Amerlcan Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/105A HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Teisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded1 American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polvath¥1enn Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-S32/IOSA MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Pol_ethvlene Insuleteds Specification for
08/30/66
KSFC-SPEC-332/10?A RSFC
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, keericen Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/108A MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 _uad
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Poigeth_lene Insulated, Specificatiom for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/lO9A MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Snugs Size 16,
Polgeth_lene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-SS2/110A HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Teisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American g/re Gauge Size 18,
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/56
NSFC-SPEC-S32/111A NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire _auge Size 1S,











MSFC-SPEC-332/112A HSFC 08 O1
Cable s Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4, ButvI Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-SS2/113A HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Potyethvieee
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/114A HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2, Butgl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08130156
MSFC-SPEC-332/115A NSFC
Cable, ELectrical, 37 Conductor s Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polgcthylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/116A MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0, Butyl Rubber




NSFC-SPEC-338A MSFC 08 Ol
Semiconductor Devices, General Specification
for 12/18/1964
MSFC-SPEC-33811 MSFC
Diode, Silicon, SIN483B 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/2 RSFC













Diode, Silicons SIN626 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/4 RSFC
Diode, Silicon, SIN843 12/13/1963
_SFC-SPEC-338/5 MSFC
Diode, Silicon, S1N793 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/6 NSFC
Diodesl Silicon, SIM645 and SIN649
RSFC-SPEC-338/7 MSFC
Diodes, Silicon, S1M3018B through SIW3028B
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/SA MSFC
Semiconductor Devices SIM4370A through
SIN4372A and S1M47SA through S1N759A,
04/12/56
HSFC-SPEC-338/9 NSFC
Diodes, Silicon, S1M761A through SIN769A
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-3S8/IO MSFC
Diodes, Silicon, S1M827A, S1N939A, end
S1M9448 12/13/1964
NSFC-SPEC-338/11 HSFC





Diodes, Silicon, S1Nl189 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/13 HSFC
Diodes, Silicon SIM1204A and S1N12OSA
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/14 MSFC
Diode, Silicon, SIMI618 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/15 NSFC







Diodes t Silicon. SIN2970D through $1N2958B
02/17/1964
08 01
RSFC-SPEC-338/lOOA NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices, $2_1724 end $2N1724I I
06/25/66
HSFC-SPEC-338/IO1 HSFC 08 01
Transistors, Silicon. RPM. S2N335D 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/Z02 HSFC 08 01
Transistor, Silicon. RPN, $2N3388 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/103 NSFC
Transistors. Siliconp PN, UniJunction.
SZN491D and S2M2419D 12/13/1963
08 01
HSFC-SPEC-S38/I04 NSFC 08 01
Transistor. Silicon. MPH, S2H857A 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-3S8/IO5 NSFC
Transistor. Silicon, Planar. NPN t $2H697
12/13/1963
08 01
8SFC-SPEC-S38/IO6 NSFC 08 Ol
Transistor. Silicon. Planar, NPN t $2H708
12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/107 HSFC 08 01
Transistors, Silicon. HPN. S2N718A and
$2M1613 02/17/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/108 NSFC 08 01
Transistors, Silicon. PNP, $2N722 and
$2_1132 12/13/1953
HSFC-SPEC-338/109 NSFC 08 Ol
Trensistort Silicon. NPH t $2N1514 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/110 NSFC D8 01
Transistor. Silicon. NPN. $2M834 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-336/111 NSFC 08 Ol
Transistor, Silicon. Planar. NPN. $29910
12/1311963
RSFC-SPEC-338/112 HSFC 08 Ol
Transistor, Silicone, Planer, NPNe $2N918
12/1311963
NSFC-SPEC-338/l13A HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices $2H930 and S2N2586t
0g/o_/66
NSFC-SPEC-330/114 NSFC 08 Ol
Transistor, Silicon. NPN, S2M2034A 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/l15 NSFC 08 O1
Transistor. Silicon. NPM, Planer, $2N2102
12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-330/116 NSFC 08 01
Translator, Silicon_ Planar, PNP, $2N2412
12/1311963
_SFC-SPEC-338A/1178 NSFC 08 01
Seeiconductor Devices. S2M1016D end S2N3432w
09/24/65y Amendment 1, 10/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-S38/118A NSFC 08 01
Seelcoaductor Devices_ $2M2126 and $2N2772,
09130165
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HSFC-SPEC-338/lI9 NSPC 08 Ol
Transistor, Silicon, HPM, S2H1486 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/122 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Device $2N2501, 8/26166
NSFC-SPEC-539 NSFC 08 01
Relavst Direct Current Hermetlcallv Sealed,
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipaent, General Specification forw
Supplement let 9/16/66, QPL-S39-4t 4/25/65t
Amendment 2. 2/07/66
NSFC-SPEC-S39/10 NSFC 08 01
Relay_ General Purpose_ 28 Voltsw Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Tbrov. 2A, Solder
Hook_ Tvo Hole Reverse-Flange Haunting,
$6GH-2-18_ 04/01/65, Aeendeent 1. 07/29/66
flSFC-SPEC-339/20 HSFC 08 01
Reln_ t General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 6 Pole Double Throw, 2A_ Plug-In.
Tea Hole Flange Haunting, S6GP-2-2B,
08/31/64. Amendment 1, 07/29166
NSFC-SPEC-S39/19A NSFC 08 01
Rela_ General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Thro_, IOA, Solder
Hook, T_o Hole Reverse-Flange Nountlngt
S4GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65_ Aeeadment 1_
07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/20A NSFC 08 01
Rela_ General Purposej 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, 7.5A, Solder
Hook. Teo Hole Reverse-Flange Nountlng,
S4GH-3-2OA, 04101/65 , Aeendeent I, 07129/66
NSFC-SPEC-S39/22A NSFC 08 01
Relay, General Purposee 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe, IOA t Solder
Hook, Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Nountlng,
54GH-Z-Z2A, 03/16/64
RSFC-GPEC-S39/23A NSFC 08 01
Rela_, General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current9 4 Pole Oouble Throw, lOAf Solder
Hook t TvO Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting t
S4GH-3.25-23A9 08151/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/24A NSFC 08 Ol
Relay, Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throe_ 3A, Solder Hook, Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Haunting, S4LH-6-24A.
08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/25A NSFC 08 Ol
Relag_ Special Purpose, /Nagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 4 Pole Double




Relew, Special Purpose /Nagnatlc Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double






RSFC-SPEC-339/27A NSFC 08 O1
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 4 Pole Double
Throel 3A, Plug-In_ Teo One-Hole Ears
Mounting9 S4LH-S-27A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-S39/28A HSFC 08 01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/j 28
golts_ Direct Current_ 4 Pole Double
Thro_v 3A_ Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Two Stud Hounting, S4LP-S-28At 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-SSg/31B HSFC 00 01
Relay, General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throw 9 2A_ Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting W
S2GH-S-31B_ 04/01/$5, Amendment It 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-SB9/S2A HSFC 08 01
Re_av_ General Purpoee_ 28 Vnltml Direct
CurPent_ 2 Pole Double Throm_ 2A_ Solder
Hook t Four Hole Side-Plate Nountlng_
S2GH-6-32A_ 04/01/65_ Amendment It 07/29/66
_SFC-SPEC-339/33B NSFC 08 01
Rele_y General Purpose, 28 Volts_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A_
P|ug-In_ Tun Hole Flange Hounting,
$2GP-6-338_ 04/01/651 Amendment I t 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/41B HSFC 08 01
Reta_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Thro_ 2A_ Solder Hook, Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Hountingy S2LH-B-d1Bv
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-SSg/42A HSFC
Relagt Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
rhro_ 2A_ Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, S2LH-B-42A, 04/01/65t
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
08 01
MSFC-SPEC-339/43D NSFC 08 01
Relu_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu9 2A, Plug-In_ Two Hole Flange
Nountingv S2LP-B-43B_ 04/01/65_ Amendment 1,
07/2_/66
RSFC-SPEC-S39/51A HSFC 08 01
Rela_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S2GH-6-51A_ 04/01/65
RSFC-SPEC-339/52A HSFC 08 01
Rela_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A, Solder
Hook_ Four Hole Side-Plate Hounting_
SZGH-B-BZA_ 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/BSB HSFC 08 01
Relay, General Purpose_ 28 Volte_ Direct
Plug-In_ 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting_
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A,
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears _ounting_
S2GP-S-53B, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/54A HSFC 08 O1
Relag_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A,
Plug-In_ Plain Case Rounting_ S2GP-6-54A,
04/01/$5
_SFC-SPEC-339/58A HSFC 08 Ol
Relag_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, IOA_ Solder
Hook_ 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Nounting_
S2GH-3-58A, 04/01/55_ Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-SS9/59A HSFC 08 01
Rela_ General Purpose_ _8 Volte_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throv_ 2A_ Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In_ Side Header
Hounting, S2GP-8-SDA_ 04/01/65
RSFC-SPEC-SSg/SIA NSFC 08 01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A_ Solder Hook_ Tun Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountlng_ S2LH-8-SIA_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/B2A HSFC 08 O1
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2As Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Rounting_ S2LH-8-62A_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/63B HSFC 08 01
Rela_ Special Purpose Ragnetic Latch/_ 28
Vo|ts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A, Plug-In_ 2 One-Hole Ears
Hounting, S2LP-8-SSB_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-S39/64B HSFC 08 01
Rela_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thro_, 2A_ Plug-In_ Plain Case Hounting_
S2LP-B-64B_ 04/01/65
_SFC-SPEC-SSg/68A HSFC 08 01
Relav, Special Purpose /Regnstlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Thro_, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Houeting, S2LH-6-68A,
04/01/65t Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/69A NSFC 08 0r
Relug_ Special Purpose /Hegnetic Lstch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Thro_, 2A_ Printed Circuit Board Plug-In ,
Side _eader Hounting_ S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-SSg/71A HSFC 08 01
Relay, General Purpose, 2& Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throu_ 2A_ Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting_
S2GH-7.25-71A_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A HSFC 08 Ol
Rela_, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A_
Plug-ln_ Plain Case Hounting,
S2GP-7.25-73A_ 09/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/74 HSFC 08 Ol
Rela_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
2 One-Hole Ears _ountlng_ $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A, 2




Relay_ Special Purpose /Nagnetie Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current t 2 Pol_ Double
Throu9 2A_ Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Nountingt S2LH-8-81A_ 04/01/65_
Amendment it 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/S2A HSFC
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu t 2A_ Solder, Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountingt S2LH-S-S2A_ 04/01/65j
Aaendnent It 07/28/86
NSFC-SPEC-339/S3A NSFC
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hsgnntic Latch/_ 28
Voltst Direct Currents 2 Pole Double






NSFC-SPEC-SS9/91A NSFC 08 01
Relays Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/_ 28
Voltss Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throu t 2A 9 Solder Hook_ Two Hole_
Reverse-Flange Nountlng_ S2LH-8-91As
04/01155
HSFC-SPEC-339/g2A NSFC 08 01
Relays Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/s 28
Voltsl Direct Current I 2 Pole Double
Throus 2At Solder Hooky Tug Hole Reverse-
Flange Nounting, S2LH-8-g2At 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/93A HSFC 08 01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/s 28
goits_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2Av Plug-Inj 2 One Hole Ears
Nounting 9 S2LP-8-g3At 04/01/65
_SFC-SPEC-S39/94A HSFC 08 01
Reln_y Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/t 28
Volts_ Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A s Plug-Ins Plain Case Nountlng s
S2LP-8-94As 08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/g8A HSFC 08 01
Relag_ Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throu_ lOAv Solder Hook9 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountingt S2LH-6-98At
04/01/659 Amendment I t 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/101 NSFC 08 01
Relag s Special Purpose /Sensitive/_ 28 Volts_
Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double Throu_ 2A_
Solder Hook_ Tvo-Hole Reverse-Flange
Nounting t S2SH-50-lOlt 12/14/64_
Amendment I t 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-S42A NSFC 08 01
Rocket Fuelt RP-19 Specification for
06/28/1965
NSFC-STD-343 NSFC 08 01
Preservationt Packeglngt Handilngt and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipnentt General Standard for
03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/1 NSFC 08 01
Flared Tube Fittings s Handling9 Protectionw
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
&LPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
NSFC-STD-343/2 NSFC 08 Ol
Valves and Control Devicest Handlingj
Protectiont and Packaging of 03/09/1965
RSFC-STD-343/3 HSFC 08 01
Electronic Parts and Components Protections
Handling_ and Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-3_9A HSFC 08 01
Electrical and Electronic Reference
Designationss 10/29/65
NSFC-STD-350 NSFC 08 01
Abbreviations for Use on Drauingst Standard
fort 05/07/64s Amendment le 06/30/64
NSFC-STD-352 NSFC 08 01
Electrical S_mbolss Standard for 09/28/196_
NSFC-STD-353 NSFC 08 01
Logic Functionss Sgnbols and Definitionss
Standsrd form 06/22/64_ Hotice It 07/30/64t
Amendment it 03/08/65
NSFC-STD-355A HSFC 08 Ol
Radiographic Inspection of Electronic Porter
O6/OT/S5t Amendment 1_ 08/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-356 NSFC 08 01
Hgdrogen_ Liquidt Specification for 01/27/1965
NSFC-PROC-359 NSFC 08 01
Determination of go|tags Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization gntworkt Procedure
fort 04/09/65
NSFC-STD-362 NSFC 08 01
_ualification Testings Separable Tube
Connectors_ 04/27/64t Amendment 1_
03105/65
RSFC-SPEC-363 NSFC 08 01
Argon Gas /_eldlng/_ Specification for
10/09/1964
NSFC-SPEC-S64A NSFC 08 01
Heliunt 08/04/64t Amendment 19 03/18/66
NSFC-STD-366 NSFC 08 01
Penetrant Inspection Hethodt Standard for
10/27/1964
NSFC-PROC-371 NSFC 08 01
Epoxg Treatment of Aluminum and Hagnesiua
Castings for Pressure Sealingt Procedure
for 04/07/1964
NSFC-STD-372A NSFC 08 01
Silk Screening of Electrical Equipnent_
10/24/66
NSFC-STD-373 NSFC 08 01
Lettering of Electrical Equipments Standard for
04/3011964
NSFC-PROC-374A NSFC 08 01
Exploding Bridgeuirn /EBb/ Destruct System
Controllert Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/196_
NSFC-PROC-_76D NSFC 08 01




NSFC-SPEC-377A NSFC 08 01
Plastic Sheet t Laminated Coppercled /for
Printed Wiring/9 11/16/66
RSFC-PROC-378 MSFC 08 01
Timer Assemblies9 Selection of Timing and
Temperature Compensating Resistors9
Procedure for 11/05/1963
HSFC-SPEC~379A HSFC 08 01
Compounds9 Potting end Encapsulating9
Silicona_ 09/13/559 QPL-37g-1w 11/26/65
RSFC-PROC-380 NSFC 08 01
Potting9 Encapsulating and Holding 9 Using
Silicone Rubbery 01/26/559 Amendment 19
07107165
MSFC-PROC-SS2B HSFC 08 Ol
_anga SafetM, System Centreline, 40N32018,
Acceptance Test, 10/14/65
HSFC-STD-383A NSFC 08 Ol
Rubber stamping of Electrical Equipment end
Components9 10/24/66
NSFC-SPEC-384 NSFC 08 01
Leak Test Compounds 9 LOX Compatible t
Specification for -05/05/1964
RSFC-SPEC-389 NSFC 08 01
Aluminum A11O¥9 Bars w Rods 9 Sire and Special
Shapes9 Rolled9 Drawn, Extruded or Cold
Finishedt 7075 t 05/28/649 Amendment ls
10/04/66v QPL-38g-2_ 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-390 RSFC 08 01
Connectionst Electrical_ Mire Wrappedt
Specification for 02/09/1965
RSFC-STD-391 NSFC 08 O1
Human Factors Engineering Progrant 7/28/65
NSFC-SPEC-393A NSFC 08 01
Compoundt Printed Circuit Board_ Conformai
C°stingt Elastoearict 04/19/659 QPL-393-1_
04/19/659 Amendment 1_ 02/17/66
NSFC-PROC-595 NSFC 08 01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables t Procedure for
08/24/1964
RSFC-PROC-3968 HSFC 08 01
Exploding Bridgeeirs /EBV/ Firing Unit t
Checkoutt Procedure for 04/15/1955
NSFC-STD-397 HSFC 08 01
Radiographic Laboratorw Qualiticstion_
Standard foe t 06/21/649 Amendment 2 t
03/24/55
NSFC-SPEC-399 NSFC 08 01
Dxygeet Specification for 04/24/1964
HSFC-SPEC-4OOA RSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed Glass-Dielectric t
Established Relisbilitvt Specification for
07/20/649 Narshail Space Flight Center-
QPL-40O-1 04/19/65
RSFC-SPEC-4OOA/1A NSFC 08 01
Capacitorst Fixed t Glass-Dielectrict Style
ECY 10 t Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/2A NSFC 08 01
Capacitorst Fixedt Glass-Dielectrict Style
ECY 15 t Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/SA HSFC 08 01
Cspacitorst Fixedt Glass-Dielectric I Style
ECY 20_ Established Reliability 07/20/1954
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/4A NSFC 08 01
Capacitors_ Fixedl Gisss-Dielectric_ Stvle
ECY 30 t Established Reliability 07/20/1964
RSFC-PRDC-404 NSFC 08 01
Gasesw Drying and Preservation t Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Hethodst Procedure for
10/20/1964
HSFC-SPEC-410 RSFC OD 01
Decals, Elastonoric Pigmented Filmer foe Use
on Exterior Surfaceat Specification for
10/07/1964
HSFC-SPEC-411 NSFC 08 01
Adbesivet £poxs Resint 3/01/66, QPL-411-19
5/01/66
NSFC-PROC-412 MSFC 08 01
Nodulest Electronict Encapsulstingt
03/03/659 Amendment, 29 09/24/65
NSFC-STD-417A HSFC 08 01
Vehicle Configuration SMstem w Data
Requirements fort Marshall Space Flight
Center t Data Centert 12/22/65 t Notice It
12/13/66
NSFC-SPEC-418 NSFC 08 Ol
Polyurethane Fosse for Electronic Equipeent
04/09/1965
MSFC-STD-420 NSFC 08 01
Master Drawings and Pstternst Undimensioned 9
General Requireeentst 02/03/65 t Amendment
19 04/09/65
NSFC-STD-421 HSFC 08 01
Electrical Support Equipment_ General Design
Requirement fort Standard for 08/14/1964
83FC-STD-428 HSFC 08 01
Drafting Manumit Preparation and Maintenance
oft Standard for 09/30/1964
NSFC-PROC-429 NSFC 08 01
Gap Welding of Electrical Circuits 06/11/1965
RSFC-PROC-431 NSFC 08 Ol
Pouer Supplyv 56 Volt Direct Currentt Nodel
2_ Acceptance Checkout t Procedure for
11/02/1964
NSFC-STD-432 HSFC 08 01
Engineering Procedures Nnnual_ Preparation t
Revision9 and Publication of_ Standard for
01/25/1965
RSFC-SPEC-437 MSFC 08 01
Fittings_ Military Connector_ Classification of
Defectst Specification for 02/11/1965
NSFC-SPEC-438 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicee_ Established Reliabilityt
Specification for 09/30/1964
23
HSFC-SPEC-438/lO0 NSFC 08 Ol
Established Reliability Semiconductor Device
E2R657A 05131/1965
RSFC-SPEC-_38/101 HSFC 08 01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Devices
E2N722 end E2N1132 05/31/1965
HSFC-PROC-439 HSFC 08 01
Cleaning Solvent_ Printed Circuit Asseebliest
4130155
HSFC-PROC-440 HSFC 08 01
Optical Tooling Inntrueentst Calibration end
Test_ 10/24/66
HSFC-PROC-442 HSFC 08 01
Use of Foam-in-Place Poigursthenet for
Electronic Equipment 04120/1965
NSFC-SPEC-445 HSFC 08 01
Adhesive Bonding_ Process and Inspection
Requirements for 0510711955
HSFC-SPEC-449 HSFC 08 01
Controller_ Range Safety System_ 1121/66
HSFC-SPEC-451 HSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuitst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic_ Series SHH51t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SP£C-451/1 HSFC OB 01
Integrated Circuitst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic_ Series SHN511t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-451/2 HSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuitst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic_ Ssrien SHN513t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-4S1/3 HSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuitst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic_ Series SNN514t General
Specification for 03/0111965
NSFC-SPEC-451/4 HSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuitsl Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic9 Series SHN515_ General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-PROC-452A HSFC 08 01
Timerj 40-Second9 Acceptance Test_ 06/10165
NSFC-PROC-453A HSFC 08 01
Tieer_ 40 Second I Component Selectione Time
and Temperature Coepensating_ 06/10/65
HSFC-STD-454 flSFC 08 01
Engineering Builetinsl Preparation and
Revision of 06/23/1965
HSFC-SPEC-455 HSFC 08 Ol
Plastic Sheett Laainated_ Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wiring/
05/07/1965
NSFC-SPEC-456 RSFC 08 01
File_ Trsnsparent_ Plastic_ LOX Coepatiblep
Gas and Contamination Barrier, 8/01/66
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
HSFC-SPEC-457 HSFC 08 O1
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-571d /Solder, Tin
Allowt Lead-Tin AIIov, and Lead Allow
05/1011965
HSFC-PROC-459 HSFC 08 01
Configuration Nanagesent Accounting Reports,
Preparation of, 10/01/65
HSFC-STD-460 HSFC 08 01
Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
Swstee Components and Asseebliest 9/21/66
HSFC-SPEC-461 NSFC 08 01
Valve Relief_ Pneueatic_ Lou-Pressure,
10120156
RSFC-PROC-463 HSFC 08 01
Cleaning of Aluminun Alloy Veld Joints for
High Quality Veldst 12106/65
HSFC-SPEC-470 HSFC 08 01
Castlngst High Strength_ Aluminum Alloy H-45w
6/28166
HSFC-SPEC-471 NSFC 08 01
Solvent t 1, 1, 1 - Trichloroethane_ High
Puritw_ Inhibltedt 7/11/66
HSFC-PROC-485 HSFC 08 01
Input for Configuration Hsnegement Accounting
and Reporting Svstese Preparation of,
12/01166
RVU-50573-GEN JPL 11 01
Hariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Electronic
Packaging, 10111166
HVU-50575-GEN JPL 11 01
Rarlner Venus 67 Spacecraft Haterlsl and
Hardware for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equipaantl 7125/66
HVX-50632-FAT JPL 11 01
Hariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/t 2106167
HVX-SOB37-TAT JPL 11 01
Rariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Tvpe
Approval Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/t 2/06/67
HVX-50662-FAT JPL 11 01
Rariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing S-Band Cavity Amplifier
/2PAl/, 2103167
NHB 1440.4 NHQ O0 02
Specifications and Standards for NASA
Engineering Data Ricroreproduction Systems,
7156
HIT-343OA GSFC 05 01
See S-650-HI-OO01
HIT-3474 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0018
NIT-3475 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-OOlg
HIT-3476 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0021




MIT-3480 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-MI-0003
MIT-3483 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0022
MIT-3484 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-002_
MIT-7026 GSFC OS Ol
See S-650-NI-0023
MIT-7027 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0020
MPC 200-1A HHQ 00 01
Quality Assurance Provisions for Government
Agencies 9 06/64
MPC gOO-g NHQ 00 01
Quality Program Provisions for Space System
Contractors9 04/62
MPC 200-3 NHQ O0 01
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Naterials_ Partst Components, and
Services, 04/62
MPC 200-4 NHO 00 01
Quality Requirements fop Hand Soldering o£
Electrical Connections_ 08/64
_PC 250-1 NHQ O0 01
Reliabilitg Program Provisions for Space
System Contractors, 07/63
MPC 325-1 NHQ O0 02
Design Criteria and Construction Standards,
4165
OSO-D-DRR GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0S0-0004
_SO-E-DRR GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0S0-0005
P-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-0001
P-11A GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-0002A
PCN-72139-337 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-RR-0004
_-11 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-0002
_-111 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-0003
RF_ 29Z00 GSFC 05 01
See S-SSO-P-O001
RI-O000 GSFC OS 01
See S-6ZS-REL-O001
_1-0100 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-REL-0100
R1-0101 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-REL-0101














































































R1-0419 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-0218
RI-O_2O GSFC 05 01
See 6-500-P-0219
R1-0426 GSFC 05 01
See 5-500-P-0426
R1-0450 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-0450
S-1-101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-UK-0101
5-1-201 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-UK-D201
S-1-301 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-UK-0301
$-1-401 GSFC 05 O1
See 5-320-UK-0401
S-Z-OOOO GSFC 05 Ol
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technology Sate|life Program
S-2-0101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-ATS-0101
S-2-0102 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-ATS-OI02
5-2-101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-EP-0101
5-2-201 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-EP-0201
8-2-401 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-320-EP-0401
S-2-402 GSFC 05 01
See 5-320-EP-0402
5-2-901 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-IMP-0901
5-2-903 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-EP-0403 and S-320-INP-0903
5-3-901 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-AL-0901
S-4-101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-0G0-0101
5-4-201 GSFC 05 O1
See S-320-0G0-0201
S-6-901 GSFC 05 01
See 5-320-S_-0901
S-250-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Closed Circuit
Television Operating Equipment and
Accessories
5-252-P-1 GSFC 05 01
LIbrarV Technical Support Services Contract
S-3OO-P-IA GSFC 05 Ol
Printed Wiring Sosrds
ALPHA-MUHERIC LISTING
S-320-A-1 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlss-Agena_
Thor-Agenat or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agama
Launch Vehicles
S-320-AIHP-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
/A I M P/Spacecraft
S-320-AL-0001 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification end Test Plan
for 5-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-0901 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification- &louette B
Spacecraft S_stem Tests
S-320-AT-0001 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
S-320-AT-OO03 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6A
Subassemblies
S-320-ATS-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-D-1 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated b¥ Delta Space
Vehicle-3C end Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghanew Ballistics
Lsborstorv X-258 Third Stage/
S-320-D-2 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Inproved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-3F.
3G, end 3H/
S-320-EP-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Prmiisinerv Test Specification for S-3A
Solar Paddles
S-320-EP-OO02 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
5-320-EP-OOO3 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /5-3/
S-320-EP-OOO4 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Spaclflcetlon for Flight




S-320-EP-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experimental Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
5-320-EP-0201 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments t Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-SB and S-SC
5-320-£P-0401 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0402 GSFC OS 01
Environoantnl Teat Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testa of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt B-SA end S-3C
S-320-EP-0405 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test 5pacification- Project
EPE-D Energetic Particles Explorer-D
5-320-FR-1 GSFC OS 01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Very Low Frequency Satellite
B-S20-G£-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
G-9 Nuclear Emulsion Experiment
5-320-IMP-0901 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Test Specification- Components,
S-74 Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
S-320-IHP-0903 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification- S-74
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
Spacecraft System Teats
S-320-IRP-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
Environmental Test Specification for
Components
S-320-1NP-2 GSFC 05 Ol
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft S_stem Tests
S-320-NI-I GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Test Specification Nimbus C
Spacecraft Svstea and Subsystem Tests
S-320-NI-2 GSFC 05 01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus B
Spacecraft System t Subsystems and
Experiments
S-320-DGU-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophvsicai Observatorv Experiments
S-320-RAE-1 GSFC 05 O1
Environmental Test Specification for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer /RAE/ Subsystems
S-320-S-1 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Scout FN-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-SH-0901 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Test Specification for San Marco
/Shotput/ Payloads
S-320-SR-1 GSFC 05 Ol
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-UK-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components end Experimentst United Klngdon
/2/s-5_
5-320-UK-0201 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Acceptance Teat- Components and
Experiments, United Kingdoe-2/B-52
S-320-UK-0301 GSPC 05 Ol
Environmental Design Qualification
Specification for the Prototype United
Kingdon-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-32D-UK-0501 GSFC 05 01
' Environmental Test Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
5-322-P-2 GSFC 05 O1
Thermal Shroud Assembly
S-3Z2-P-4 GSFC 05 O1
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
S-32Z-P-5 GSFC 05 01
High Precision Digital Voltmeter
$-323-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Vorkaanship, Harking, Traceability, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-3 GSFC 05 O1
Visual Inspection Requirements for Glass
Encased Diodes
S-324-DME-A-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experlaents_ Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-RES-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-325-LPS-OOOI GSFC 05 01
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 GSFC 05 Ol
Data Collection and Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-TA GSFC 05 Ol
Design, Fabrication, and Installation of
Princeton Uptical Bench for the Twelve b¥
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-330-P-OOO1 GSFC
Printed Circuit Board, Master Drawing
O5 01
27
S-450-NI-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interlace Specification for t_e Nimbus
B-SNAP-I9 Sgstem
S-450-P-IA GSPC 05 01
Quality and Reliability Provisions for Nimbus
Procurement
S-45O-P-3 GSPC 05 01
Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Heteorological Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 GSPC 05 01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-5OO-AP-OOOl GSFC 05 01
Specifications foe Apollo Timing System
S-5OO-P-OOOIA GSFC 05 Ol
Equipment Procurement Specification for 4D-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-50O-P-OOD3 GSFC 05 01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding System
S-SOO-P-OOO4 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for 4D-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-SOO-P-OOO8 GSFC 05 Ol
Collimation System Specifications for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna System
S-bOO-P-DOg9 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Data Sub-Carrier
Oscillators
S-SOO-P-OOID GSFC 05 Ol
Performance Specification for a 10 Kilowatt S-
Band Power Amplifier
S-bOO-P-DOll GSFC 05 Ol
Antenna Control Status Specification
S-SO0-P-OOI2 GSFC 05 01
Servo Control end Drive Sgstems Specification
S-bOO-P-D013 GSFC 05 01
Servo Control and Orive Sub-System
Specification
S-500-P-OO14 GSFC 05 01
Data Sgstem Specification
S-bOO-P-OOl5 GSFC 05 O1
Functional Specification for Data System
S-bOO-P-O016 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for 85-Foot Data Acquisition
Antenna
5-_OO-P-O017 GSPC
Specification for 85-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-bOO-P-OOI8 GSFC




S-SOD-P-D019 GSFC OS 01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 4D-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2_3, end 4
S-SOO-P-OO2O GSFC 05 01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-SOO-P-OO21 GSFC OS 01
Performance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive System
S-SOO-P-OO22 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Programmer System
S-SOO-P-OO23 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Hodulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-bOO-P-DO24 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for 30-Foot Antenna
S-500-P-0025 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor Sgstem
S-500-P-0026 GSFC 05 01
Packing end Crating Equipment for Export
Shipment
S-500-P-OO27 GSFC 05 01
Coating Sgstem for Antennas
S-SOD-P-0101 GSFC 05 Ol
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-SOO-P-0202 GSFC 05 01
Divereitg Telemetrg Receiver Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0204 GSFC 05 01
136 Negacycie Hulticoupler Performance
Specification
S-500-P-020S GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Environmental Conditions
/Revision I/
S-bOO-P-g211 GSFC 05 01
136 Regacgcle Solid-State Preamplifier
Performance Specification
S-bOO-P-g212 GSFC 05 01
Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-bOO-P-O213 GSFC 05 O1
Telemetry Patch Panel Performance
SpeciFication
S-bOO-P-g214 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-SOO-P-O215 GSFC 05 Ol
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding Sgstem
S-bOO-P-g216 GSFC 05 Ol




S-590-P-0217 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification for Antenna
Feed System
S-500-P-0218 GSFC 95 01
Equipment Packaging Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-590-P-0219 GSFC 05 01
Inter-System Wiring Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-509-P-0220 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specifications for Acquisition
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-9221 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- Parametric
Amplifier/Converter SNstem
S-500-P-0222 GSFC 05 01
Noise Figure and TestSignal SBstem
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0223 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Remote Controlled
Attenuator
S-590-P-0224 GSFC 95 91
Performance Specification for 2300 Negac_cle
Boresight Source
S-500-P-0225 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- Up-Date
Verification Receiver
5-500-P-9226 GSFC 05 01
Signal Data Demodulator Systee
S-500-P-0301 GSFC 05 01
130-140 megacycle Tracking Receiver
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0410 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for the Noise Figure and Test
Signal Systel
S-500-P-0411 GSFC 05 01
136 Megacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0412 GSFC 05 O1
136 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0413 GSFC 05 01
400 Negacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-590-P-0414 GSFC 05 01
400 megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0415 GSFC OS 01
1700 Negacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-509-P-0416 GSFC 05 01
1790Negacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-509-P-9418 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-5OO-P-0419 GSFC 05 01
Development of a 1700 Negacycle, Ultra-Lou-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter System
S-500-P-0420 GSFC 05 01
Development of a 400 Negacycle, Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-590-P-0426 GSFC 05 01
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-509-P-0450 GSFC 05 91
Project Relag Specification- Relag I Test
Station, Nutleg, Mew Jerseg
S-506-P-4 GSFC 95 01
C-Band Re-Entry Acquisition System for
Apollo Instrumentation Ships
S-506-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Shipboard Unified S-Sand System Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-512-P-2 GSFC 05 Ol
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference Sgatem
S-514-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Telemetrg Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-521-P-2 GSFC 05 91
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequencg Nodulatlon
Simulator
S-522-P-0992 GSFC 05 91
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0903 GSFC 05 91
Nicroelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Specification for lOW, 1900 Negacgcle
Transistor
S-522-P-OOO5 GSFC 05 91
Specification for a Pulse Code Hodulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0006 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0007 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulation
Data Simulator and Coeparator
5-522-P-0008 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Reliable_ Lay Power, Thin
Film Spacecraft Nemorg
S-522-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Reliable, Light Weighty
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0010 GSFC 05 OI
Specification for a Computer Format Control
Buffer with Time Decoder
29
S-S22-P-O011 GSFC 0501Specificationfor a Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0012 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for • Developmental Coab-Fllter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Hodulatlon
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Bit Synchronizer and Signal
Conditioner
S-522-P-0014 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-RR-0054 GSFC 05 Ol
Exhibit B Goddard Range and Range Rate
Swstea Specification
S-523-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for Droad-Dand Ground
Antenna for Satellite Coaeand System
S-52S-P-0101 GSFC 05 Ol
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
5-523-P-0201 GSFC 05 01
Diversity-Locked Phase Deeodulator Performance
5pacification
S-523-P-0202 GSFC 05 Ol
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Perforeance
Specification
S-523-P-0208 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Specification for Indoor
_quipaent
S-523-P-0219 GSFC 05 01
130 Regacycle to 140 Hegacycle Line Amplifiers
Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0302 GSFC 05 01
130 Hegacycle to 140 Regacycla Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-0401 GSFC 05 01
Very High Frequency Command Transmitter
Preliminary Specification
S-523-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Digital Data _ecording and Synchronizing
System /Digital Data Recording and
Synchronizing System/ Performance
Specification
S-523-R0-0001 GSFC 05 01
400 Hegacycle/I35 Hagacycle Auto-Track and
Telemetry Receiver Specification for Rosman
8b-Foot Antenna
S-524-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Nodlficetion to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
5-524-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Specification for • Computer/Controller
Subsvstee of an 3pticsl Tracking System
ALPHA-NUNERIC LISTING
S-524-P-3 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Seal-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-525-ANT-OO30 GSFC 05 Ol
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed
S_stea for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0002 GSFC 05 Ol
Functional Specification for 136 Hegacycle and
1700 Regacycle Feed Systems 8S-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0003 GSFC 05 Ol
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-006
S-525-P-0004 GSFC 05 O1
Functional Specification for
Electrically-Driven X-Y Mount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0005 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for Hydraulically
Driven X-Y Pedestal and Servo Positioning
S_stea
S-525-P-0005 GSFC 05 O1
Vertical Freespace Range for Antenna
Perforeance Test Facility
S-525-P-0007 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0008 GSFC 05 Ol
Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Hange Facility
S-525-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Gasoline Engine Driven
Vehicle
S-525-P-0010 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for Servo-Driven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0011 GSFC 05 Ol
Perforeance Specification for Relay Feed
Systee for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0013 GSFC OS 01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 8S-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed S_stem for 8S-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0016 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for 136t 400 and 1700




S-S25-P-OO17 GSFC 05OlProcurementSpecificationfor Porteble_Solid-StstetRadiometer
S-525-P-0018 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
Array
S-525-P-OOIg GSFC 05 Ol
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive end
Control System
S-525-P-0021 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for High Power
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
5-525-P-0022 GSFC OS 01
Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be Installed In Building 19
S-S25-P-OO23 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for 8 Cessegrain
Feed System for 8S-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0024 GSFC OS 01
Functional Specification for Collimation Touer
Equipment
S-5Z5-P-O026 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Aircraft Antenna
5-525-P-0027 GSFC OS 01
Specification for Redome to be used mith
85-Foot_ X-Yt Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0028 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-DO29 GSFC O5 01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-OOSO SSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for a Cassegrein Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0031 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for an Acquisition
Antenna for SO-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0032 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Godderd Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0033 GSFC OS 01
Specification for a Beam Forming Hatrix
S-bZS-P-OO35 GSFC 05 01
Specification for • 2300 Hegacycle Crossed
Half-dave Dipole
S-525-P-0036 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a 8eam-Forning Hatrix
/Sixty-Four Beams/
S-525-P-0037 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for an Analog Simulator
S-525-P-0038 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Experimental Data System
5-525-P-0039 GSFC 05 (
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of a Two-Channel
Monopulse Antenna System
S-525-P-1 GSFC 05 (
Two-Channel Monopulse System
S-525-P-2 GSFC 05 (
Signal Patch Board Assembly
S-525-P-4 GSFC 05 (
Data Collection and Recording Svsten for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-530-P-OO10 GSFC OS (
Specification for S Kilowatt Amplitude
Nodulated Satellite Interrogation
Trenseitter
S-530-P-OOll GSFC 05 I
Specifications for Frequency Svntheslzer
S-5SO-P-OOI2 GSFC 05 i
Specifications for Four-Port Coaxial Transfer
Switch
S-S30-P-OOl3 GSFC OS I
Specifications for.Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ III
S-530-P-OOI4 GSFC OS I
Specification for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ II
S-530-P-OOI5 GSFC 05 i
Specification for Spectrum Analyzers /Tuning
Unit/ I
S-S30-P-O01S GSFC 05
Specification for Strip Chert Recorderw Two
Channel
S-530-P-OO17 GSFC 05
Specification for Digital Recorders
S-530-P-OO18 GSFC 05
Specifications for Communications Receiver
S-530-P-OO19 GSFC 05
Specification for Pulse Code Rodulatlon
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-OO20 GSFC 05
Specifications for Q Neters
S-53D-P-O021 GSFC OS
Specifications for Pomer Haters
S-530-P-OO22 GSFC 05
Specifications for Frequency Hodulation
Ronitor and Deviation Haters
S-530-P-OOZ4 GSFC OS





Specification for Coaxial Smitching Ratrix
31
S-530-P-OO26 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Random-Noise Generator
S-530-P-0027 GSFC OS 01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-OO28 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Pulse Sweep and Time Delay
Generators
S-531-P-0129 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Tieing System /Amendment 1/
S-531-P-0257 GSFC 05 01
Sate|life Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-1A GSFC 05 01
Advanced Technoiogg Satellite-HoJave 40-Foot
Antenna
S-531-P-3 GSFC 05 01
130-140 r, egacycle Solid-State Hulticoupler
S-531-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Hydraulically-Driven Yagi Telemetry Array
S-b31-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Conditions
S-531-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- 130 to 140 Hegacyc|e
Tracking Receiver
S-531-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Wallops-Tiros Operational Satellite Antenna
Feed Systems
S-531-P-8 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- 235 Hegacycle
Collimation Transmitter
S-531-P-10 GSFC 05 O1
Diversity-Locked Phase Deeodulator
Performance Specifications
S-531-P-11 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Hate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-b31-P-15A GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Rosman 1I
Polarization Auto - Track Sgstee
S-531-P-15 GSFC 05 Ol
General Purpose X-Y Pedestal
S-531-P-17-A1 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard ;_ange and Range Rate System
Specification Amendment I to Exhibit A
S-b31-R_-OO02 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specification_ Exhibit A
S-531-R_-OOO3 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Hange and Range Rate System Enhanced
S-band Transponder Speclficatione Exhibit
A
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
S-531-RR-OOO4 GSFC 05 O1
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate System /ATSR/
S-531-RR-0032 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specifications- Frequency Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix 1 to Exhibit A/
S-532-P-OOOl GSFC 05 O1
Prefabricated Retai Building
S-532-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 4g-Foot Antenna Facility
near Quitot Ecuador
S-532-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Transformer Specification
S-532-P-OOO5 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 4B-Foot Antenna Facility near
Johaaneaburgl South Africa
S-532-P-OOO7 GSFC 05 01
Electrica| Specifications Johannesburg,
South Africa
S-532-P-0012 GSFC 05 01
Installation of Power and Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Electrical Equipment Specifications
S-532-P-0019 GSFC 05 Ol
Painting and Finishing Work
S-532-P-0021 GSFC 05 O1
Hlscellaneous Fixtures and Netals
S-532-P-0023 GSFC 05 01
Installation of Electrical Equipment Fixtures1
and giring
S-_32-P-0025 GSFC
Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0028 GSFC
Ventilation - Sanitary Building
S-_3_-P-0029 GSFC
Specification for Microwave Station Data
Acquisition Facilitge Rosmant North
Carolina
S-532-P-0030 GSFC
Specification for Installation of two 350






S-532-P-0034 GSFC 05 01
Carnarvon, Australia Switch Gear Specification
S-532-P-0035 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Suitchgear, NoJave Test
Stationt Barstoue California
S-532-P-0036 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Hotor-Generator Set at Mojave Station
32
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
S-532-P-0037 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Electric Power Facilities
Building t Biossoe Point Radio'Tracking
Facility Blossom Point 9 NarNland
S-532-P-0038 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Modifications to Switchgear,
Electrical Components and Nee Diesel
Generator Setst Data Acquisition Facilityr
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-0059 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Switchgeer end Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Power
Plant
S-532-P-0040 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Switchgear end Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0041 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facilityt
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
5-532-P-0042 GSFC OS 01
Specification for Three Truck Hounted
50-Foot Service Towers
S-532-P-0043 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Range end Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0045 GSFC 05 01
Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
S-532-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-3 GSFC OS O1
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facilitgr NO. 2 Rosman
Department of Air Force r Rosmant North
Carolina
S-532-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2 r Data Acquisition FacilitN,
Quitor Ecuador
S-532-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokee
Park Stationt Hauaii
S-532-P-7 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facillty_ Goldstoner California
S-_32-P-8 GSFC 05 01
Bermuda Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-g GSFC 05 Ol
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
_etw0rk Facility_ Madagascar
S-532-P-10 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facilitg_ Gilmore Creek r
Alaska
S-532-P-11 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Colliaation Tower Site at the Rational
Aeronautics end Space Administration, Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility, Feirbanks_
Alaska
S-532-P-12 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Operations Building_
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver, and
Related Facilities_ National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort RNersr Florida
S-532-P-13 GSFC 05 01
Switchgear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for Mojave Site
S-532-P-15 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 Sgstee Sanitary
Sewer, and Drainage of the Station_ Data
Acquisition Facllitg Roseant Rorth Caroline
5-532-P-17 GSFC 05 01
Log Periodic Antsnne Foundations Clark Lake
/Borrego Springs/9 Calif.
S-532-P-25 GSFC 05 Ol
Expansion of Operations Building Facility
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-26 GSFC 05 01
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quitor Ecuador
S-533-P-0121 GSFC 05 01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Magnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0212 GSFC 05 01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Cester Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Hinltrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-S250 GSFC 05 Ol
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Taper
Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0265 GSFC 05 Ol
Tape, Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0266 GSFC 05 OI
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Tape r
Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Tactical Intercommunications System
S-533-P-3 GSFC 05 Ol
Low Power Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-5 GSFC 05 O1
Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable
Terminal Utility Trailer Specification
S-b33-P-10 GSFC 05 Ol
Hagnetic Computer Tape /800 bpi/
33
S-533-P-11 GSFC
Grounding Svstem Requirements for Satellite
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
05 01
S-534-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Pulse Code Modulation-Date Handling
Equipment- PCH-D_£ Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
General Specification for Central Station
Control and Display Console
S-534-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Solid State Switching Network
B-S34-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Pulse Code Nodulation Simulator
S-535-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-536-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
High Speed Shutter
S-536-P-0003 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for • Portable Automatic
Calibration Tracker /PACT/
S-836-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Airborne Rang|rig System for Calibration of
Space Tracking end Data Acquisition
Metvork
S-536-P-0005 GSFC 05 01
Specification for n Lightweight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0006 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 1700 MC Transmitter
S-536-P-0007 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for a 400 NC Transmitter
S-536-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking end Data Acquisition
Metuork
5-536-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit A_ Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Narrow Band Tracking
Filter
5-537-STD-0266 GSFC 05 01
National Aeronautics and Space Administrmtion-
Godderd Spmce Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Metwork Facilities
S-539-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Hark 200 Recorders/
5-539-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Ink Recording Paper /Used in
Esterline T_pa Recorders/
ALPHA-NUNERIC LISTING
S-539-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-550-AP-O001 GSFC 05 01
Final Test Rethod for Precision Test Fixture
S-550-AP-OO02 GSFC 05 01
Final Test Rethod for Alignment Hirror
Asseeblg
S-550-P-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Rmnned Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Rodulmtion System
S-552-GEH-O010 GSFC 05 01
Preparation and Acceptance of Technical Nmnuela
5-552-P-0018 GSFC 05 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
• Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer Syetmm
S-552-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Apollo Transportable Facllitv for Grand
Bahama Island Otility Trailer Specification
S-552-P-2 GSFC 05 Ol
Apollo Transportable Facilitv for Grand
Bahama Island Lluing and Sleeping Quarters
Trailer Specification
S-553-P-OOOl GSFC 05 01
Goddmrd Space Flight Center Specification-
Electronic Equipmentp General
S-553-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specificetlon-
Widebend Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-S53-P-ODO3 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit By Godderd Space Flight Center
Specif|catlon for Digital Data Processing
System
5-553-P-0006 GSFC O5 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
n Voice Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0008 GSFC 05 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0010 GSFC 05 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Hodulntion Dutm Decommunication
S_stee
S-553-P-0014 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Collimation Tovar
5-553-P-0015 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Radio Frequency
Po_er Honitor
S-553-P-0022 GSFC 05 01
Noise Figure end Test Signal System
Performance Specification
5-553-P-0025 GSPC 05 01




S-553-P-0026 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for the AN/RPS-26 Rader_ Exhibit
A
S-553-P-0027 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Precision Instrumentation
Radar AN/FPQ-6
S-553-P-0028 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Apollo Precision
Frequency Source
S-553-P-0029 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit A_ Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-Ratt/10 Kilouatt Ultra High
Frequency Comeend System
S-553-P-0030 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Active Acquisition Aid
S-553-P-0031 GSFC 05 01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Rode1 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0032 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Remote Site Computers
S-553-P-0033 GSFC 05 01
Rode] 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0034 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for a Ragnetic Tape Recorder
S-553-P-0035 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Nideband Recorder System
S-553-P-0036 GSFC 05 Ol
Gn-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid SvsteR
S-553-P-0037 GSFC 05 01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0038 GSFC 05 Ol
Formica Gray Smooth Vinyl
S-553-P-0039 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Cablet Rultl-Conductor_
Jacketed /58 Conductor/
S-553-P-0040 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Digital Command Systee
Ground Control Network
S-553-P-0041 GSFC 05 01
Data Fornatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0042 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Rodutatton Telemetry end Nutttplex|ng
Equipment
S-553-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
Systeml Type I Single Channel_ Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-2 GSFC 05 O1
Verv High Frequency Teleeetry Receiver_ Type
I Single Channel
5-553-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver_ Type
II Dual Channel
5-553-P-4 GSFC 05 O1
Pre-Detection Divereft_ Coebiner
S-553-P-6 GSFC 05 Ol
Eight Channel Rad|o Frequency Multicoupler
5-553-P-12 GSFC 05 O1
Closed Circuit Television System for AN/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-13 GSFC 05 01
Direct Current Power Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-14 GSFC 05 O1
Direct Current Power Supply 50 Ampere 10
Volts
8-553-P-17 GSFC 05 Ol
Pulse Code Hoduletion/National Aeronautics
Space Administration Hearted Space Flight
Netuork
5-560-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Aerospace Data Systems Standards
S-583-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-SS3-P-1A
S-611-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder System
S-615-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
5-615-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-9 GSFC 05 O1
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astroeoey Explorer Capacitance Probe
5-615-P-11 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit C Goddar_ Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Rodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-12 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit C Godderd Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Rodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
S-616-P-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Hodel PPT-1Teleuetering Set
S-616-P-0051 GSFC 05 01
Standardized Pevload Housing and Rack for
Mike-Cajun and Rlke-Apache Sounding
Rockets
35
S-S2O-ATS-DO06 GSFC OS 01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-6ZO-ATS-OO12 GSFC 05 01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description end
Requirements
S-621-P-OOOl GSFC 05 01
Specification for Frequency Hodulated 5 Watt_
400 Hegacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for • Low Purer Pulse Code
Hodulation Telemeter
S-621-P-0003 OSFC 05 01
Specification for • Pulse Code Modulation
Receiving Station
S-621-P-OOO4 GSFC 05 01
Preliminary Specification for a Redundant
Command Receiver System
5-622-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Revised Specification for a Microwave
_adlo_eter
S-623-AOS3-0001 GSFC 05 01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
5-623-AOS0-0137 GSFC 05 01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
5-623-D-0052 GSFC 05 01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report 5H-42367/
S-S23-OAO-O001 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the System Goddard
Experiment Package
S-623-0Ag-0002 GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optlcal-Nechanical
Subsister
S-623-DAD-OO03 GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Goddard Experiment Package
S-623-OAO-OO04 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package DeSign
Specification for the Electro-Mechanical
Subsister
S-623-DAO-O005 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electronics Subsystem
S-623-UAO-OO06 GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Experleent Package Specification for
Ground HandLing and Facilities
S-S23-UAD-OO07 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Testing
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
S-623-0A0-0008 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Integration
S-6Z3-OAO-OO09 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Data and Documentation
S-623-0A0-0010 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Haterials
S-623-OA0-0011 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- ST-$18-11 Thermal Control
S-623-DA0-0012 GSFC 05 01
Orbltisg Astronosical Observatorg S-18
Specification- Rellsbility Control
5-623-0A0-0013 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- Data and Documentation
5-623-0A0-0014 GSFC 05 Ol
Shipping and Container asd Combined Supporting
Framevork end Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optlcal.Systems Containers
S-623-OAU-O015 GSFC 05 Ol
Interstage Structure and Separation Hechanism
S-623-OAO-OOl_ GSFC 06 01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Nodal/ for Use In
Stabilization and Control Subsystem_
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0017 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specifications for an Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-OAO-OOlS GSFC 06 O1
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-OA0-0019 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Overall
System Performance Specification for
Refurbishment of Prototype of Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /A-l/
S-623-0A0-0020 GSFC 05 01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements end
_estralnts Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-OAO-OlOO GSFC 05 01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-I8/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0345-1 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory- Princeton
University Experiment for Qrbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-2 GSFC 05 01




S-623-0AD-0345-3 GSFC 05 01
Stabilization and Control SubsDstem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observator9
5-623-OAO-0345-4 GSFC 05 01
Data Processing Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observator_
S-623-DAD-0345-5 GSFC 05 Ol
Communications and Antennas Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-6 GSFC 05 Ol
Pomer Supply Subsgstem Design Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Obeervmtorg
S-623-0A0-0345-11 GSFC 05 O1
Thermal Control Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronoeical Observatorg
S-623-DA0-0345-12 GSFC 05 01
Reliability and Quality Assurance Specification
for _rbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-13 GSFC 05 01
Data and Documentation Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-DA0-0345-15 GSFC 05 01
Interstage Structure and Separation Nechanism
Design Specification for Orbiting
AstronoRical Observatory
S-623-0G0-0001 GSFC
Specifications for Orbiting Geophgsical
Observatory Low Voltage Power Converter
PS-8
S-623-DG0-0002 GSFC
Specification for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Nodules
05 01
O5 O1
S-623-0G0-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatories S-49/50
S-623-0G0-0005 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observator9 Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-DS0-0001 GSFC 05 Ol
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder NOD OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0002 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observator9-C /S-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-623-0S0-0003 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the N Nodular Concept
as Sponsored by $oddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0S0-0004 GSFC 05 Ol
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observntory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0005 GSFC 05 O1
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observstory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
$-623-0S0-0137 GSFC 05 01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Pouer Supply-9 Power Converter
S-623-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Geiger Nueller Counter Pouer Converter Pomer
Supply-lO
$-623-P-0147 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Engineering Drnmings end
Associated Lists
S-_23-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Sackscatter Ultraviolet /BUV/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobee 1SOA Sounding Rocket
S-625-EC-0001 GSFC 05 01
Operation Plan- Project Echo A-11
$-625-REL-O001 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay I System Requirements
$-625-REL-0100 GSFC 05 01
Rein9 I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
S-625-REL-0101 GSFC 05 O1
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
$-625-REL-0102 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Test Specification- Relay
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0103 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-625-REL-0104 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0105 GSFC 05 O1
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design and Coordination
$-625-REL-0110 GSFC 05 01
Structural, Thermal Control9 and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
$-625-REL-0111 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
5-625-REL-0120 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Pouer Subsystem
S-625-REL-O130 GSFC 05 O1
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
¢ideband Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-0140 GSFC 05 O1
Spacecraft Trackingt Telemetry_ and Command
Subsystem
37
S-625-REL-0141 GSFC 05 01
Telemetry and Command Antenna Group
S-625-REL-0142 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-O143 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-01¢¢ GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-0145 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-HEL-0146 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Measurements
List
S-625-REL-0147 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0150 GSFC 05 Ot
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-OI51 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0153 GSFC 05 Ol
Project _elay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-kEL-0154 GSFC 05 Ol
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0169 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-630-INP-0079 GSFC 05 01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Puddle
Assembly Satellite S-74 /Interplanetary
_onitoring Platform/
5-630-IRP-0122 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications and Requirements for the
Interplanetary Honltorlng Plat/orB Pryme
Converterj Node| 1
S-630-INP-OI25 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for S-74 /Interplanetary
Honltoring Platform-C/ Solar Puddles
S-S30-P-0106 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0125 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
S-630-P-0127 GSFC 05 Ol
Procurement Specificatioa for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0128 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Sliver-Cadmium Type /Nonmagnetic/
S-630-P-0129 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Development of a Lou
Temperature, High Voltage Thermionic Energy
Conversion System
S-630-P-0130 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
/ Device
S-630-P-0131 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Thermoelectric Bonding Study
S-630-P-0133 GSFC 05 01
Solar Simulator Specification
S-630-P-0134 GSFC OS 01
Specification for a Radioisotope Heat Source
Evaluation
S-630-P-0135 GSFC 05 01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Rotor for Use in Solar
Array Urientation Systems
S-630-P-0156 GSFC 05 01
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Nodularization Concepts_
techniques and Circuitry for Use in
Rondissipative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0138 GSFC 05 01
Silver Cadmium, 12 Ampere Hour Battery
Cycling Program
S-630-P-0139 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Solid State Current Llmiter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0141 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Dymec Digital Data
Acquisition System
S-630-P-0142 GSFC 05 01
High Vacuum Pumping Nodule
S-630-P-0143 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a lO-Inch Vacuum Pumping
Station
S-630-P-0144 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Image Dissector
Photogultlplier tube Using a Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0145 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Magnetic Tape Recording
System
S-630-P-0146 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Potter and Bruefleld Relays-
Type HCIID-12Vt HLllD-12V. FC-12V, FL-12V
38
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
S-630-P-0147 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Transistors
5-630-P-0148 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Potter end Brumfield Relags-
Tgpe SCIID-12V. SL11D-12V_ TL17D-12Vt
TL17D-24V
S-630-P-0149 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Babcock Relays
S-630-P-0150 GSFC 05 01
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum Sgsten
5-630-P-0151 GSFC 05 01
Lamp Power Supplwj 2500 Wattt Light Sensor
Controlled Spmctrolcb Model 2500-L
5-630-P-0152 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Petter and Brumflold Rcla¥o-
T_pa SLZZDH-Z2V
S-630-P-0153 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Tag-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph System
S-630-P-0154 GSFC OS 01
Specification for Capacitors_ Type 602_ Type
6MgG
S-630-P-0156 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Reel to Real Spacecraft
Recorder
S-630-P-0158 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Data Logging System
S-630-P-OlS9 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Ultra-High Vacuum Swsten
S-630-P-0160 GSPC 05 01
Solid State Digital Voltmeter Specification
S-630-P-0161 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Speetrophotometer
S-630-P-0164 GSFC 05 01
High Resolution l-Inch Vidicon Swstee
Specification
S-630-P-0165 GSPC 05 01
Specification for Lamp Power SuppIv
S-630-P-0166 GSPC 05 Ol
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of
Eleven Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Non-Magnetic/
S-630-P-0157 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-630-P-0168 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Potter and Brumfield Relays-
Type SC11D-BVt SL11D-6V
5-630-SYN-0123 GSFC 05 01
Syncoa Cycling Program
5-630-UK-0072 GSFC 05 01
Solar Paddle Specification for International
Satellite United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-O075 GSFC 05 01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
gingdoa-2/S-S2
S-630-UK-O076 GSFC 05 01
Descriptive Specification for Test Stand for
United Kingdon-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-OO?7 GSFC 05 01
Descriptive Specification for Date Reduction
Stand for United gingdon-2/S-S2
International SatelLite
S-630-UK-0086 GSFC OS 01
Svstoe Specification for United
gingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0087 SSFC 05 01
Structural Subsystem Descriptive Specification
for United Kingdoe-2/S-S2 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-0088 GSFC 05 01
Solar Pover Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdoe-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-O097 GSFC 05 01
Solar Paddle Assembly Test Specification for
United Kingdon-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-OOg8 GSFC 05 01
Test Specification and Operators Hanual-
Ground Handling Equipeent_ United
Klngdoa-2/S-52 Internetionnl Satellite
S-830-UK-OO99 GSFC 05 01
Power Supply Converters Test Specification for
United Kingdon-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-0100 GSFC 05 01
Test and Test Specification for United
gingdon-2/S-S2 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0101 GSFC 05 01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Klngdoe-2/S-S2
International Satellite
S-S30-UK-0105 GSFC 05 01
Test Specification and Opcratorts Nanual
Special Test Equipment UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
5-630-UK-0113 GSFC 05 01
Galactic Noise-Satterv Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
gingdon-2/S-S2
S-630-UK-0116 GSFC OS O1
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8-631-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Aspect Systee for Radio Astronomy Explorer
Satellite
S-631-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Magnetic Tape Scanner
S-632-P-0100 GSFC 05 01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-636-P-I GSFC 05 O1
Anchored Interplanetary Honitoring
Platform /D÷E/ Solar Paddles
S-636-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Interpleneterg Monitoring Platform /F÷G/
Solar Paddles
S-636-P-5 GSFC 05 Ol
Radio Frequancg Shielded Enclosure
S-650-NI-O001 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Remit/
Check-of-Calibration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
5-650-NI-0002 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Sensory Subsystem Debugging Test
Specification /Pralleinsrg/
S-650-NI-OOO3 GSFC 05 01
Weight Center-of-Sravityl Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A PrototNpe Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OOO5 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Control Sub-System Pacific Nisslle
Range Fre-Launch Test Sat
S-SSO-NI-OOO6 GSFC OS 01
Nimbus Solar Arran Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-OOO7 GSFC OS 01
Nimbus Asplifier, Coarse Sun Sensor
S-650-NI-OOO8 GSFC 05 Ol
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier, Yam Axis
S-650-NI-0009 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Programmer and Signal Converter
S-SSO-NI-O010 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Panel Number 1
5-650-NI-0011 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Panel Number 4
S-650-NI-0012 GSFC 05 01
Uiebus Panel Nueber 6 end Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-HI-O013 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Panel Number 5
5-550-NI-0014 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifiere Pitch
Axis
S-650-NI-OO15 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-650-NI-OO16 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Subsystems
ALPHA-NUNERIC LISTING
S-SSO-NI-O017 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Exposures and Tests for Niebus
Satellites /Prelielnarg/
S-650-NI-OO18 GSFC OS Ol
Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
S-SSO-NI-OOI9 GSFC 05 01
Electrical Systems Test for Nimbus A
PrototNpe Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0020 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Xntegratlon and Test /Nielt/
Sequence Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
5-650-RI-0021 GSFC 05 01
Step Two Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
5-650-NI-0022 GSFC 05 01
Radio Frequency Suscaptlbllitg/Electricei
Systems Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-RI-0023 GSFC OS 01
Paddle Deployment Test for Nlebue A Prototype
Spacecraft
5-650-NI-0024 GSFC 05 01
Vibration Test Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0025 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the Nlebus C Data Sgstee-
Addendum C, On-Pass Computer Processing
of A-Stored Data
S-550-P-OOO2 GSFC OS Ol
Continuous Scanning Neteorologlcel Camera
SubsNstem
S-650-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Poser Aging for the
Meteorological Satellite Proofer
S-650-P-6 GSFC 05 01
See S-731-P-34
S-SBO-TI-O001 GSFC 05 Ol
Subswstea Environmental Test Specification-
Tiros IVw Vt and VI
5-652-NI-1 GSFC OS 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Program
Specification for the Niebus D/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 System
5-652-NI-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddsrd Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification fur the Niebus D/
System for Nuclear Auxiliary Paver-19
Systee
S-652-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Ninlature Space-Borne
Neeorv
S-652-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the Battery Analysis System
4O
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
S-652-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Semiconductor Power Aging
S-652-P-1 GSFC OS 01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nimbus D Solar Conversion Power
Supplw Subsystem
S-652-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
n Micromave Radloneter
S-652-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Ion Mass Spectrometer
S-652-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Scanning Celestial Attitude Determination
Systnn
5-652-P-5 GSFC 05 01
S-Band Transmitter
5-652-P-6 GSFC OS Ol
Monitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy /Muse/
Instrument- Nimbus B, Aerobee 150, Aerobne
15OA
S-653-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Yew Rate and Position Sensor
S-653-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacslnile for Image
Rectification
S-653-P-OOO3 GSFC 05 01
Specification for an Image Dissector Sensor
S-653-P-1 GSFC 05 01
%imbue Infrared Interferoseter Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Test and Formatting System
S-653-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Electronic Photofncsieile Recorder ,
5-653-P-3 GSFC 05 Ol
Command and Clock Subsystem for Nimbus B
Spacecraft
S-653-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Weather Chart Study
S-653-P-5 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Infrared Interferoeeter Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Instrument
S-653-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus B Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry
Subsgstem
S-653-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Modify the Advanced Vldicon Camera Sgsten
Rapid Fill Processors to Utilize Blunt
Film
S-653-P-8 GSFC 05 01
A Long Life Solar Array Drive Subsystem
S-653-P-9 GSFC 05 O1
Long-Life Pneumatic Subsystem
5-653-P-10 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the Integration end Test of
Nimbus B Spacecraft
S-653-P-15 GSFC 05 01
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-670-P-61 GSFC_ 05 01
Procedures-Specifications-Standards Manual
S-6?O-UK-O001 GSFC 05 O1
Galactic Noise-Battery Test Specification for
United Kingdon-2/S-g2 International
Satellite
S-GTO-UK-OOO2 GSFC 05 Ol
Data Reduction Stnnd Test Specification for
United Klugdou-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-67O-UK-O021 GSFC 05 01
Integration Plan for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0113 GSFC 05 01
GN-Bnttery Test Specification for UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
5-672-IHP-0196 GSFC 05 01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-IHP-0197 GSFC 05 01
Magnetic Field Restraints for Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform F and G
S-672-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Printed Yiring Boards and Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 _ GSFC 05 0'1
Quality Control Inplementntion- Procedure for
Printed Yiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
gelded Electronic Modules
5-672-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Radio Frequency Shielded
Enclosure
S-672-UK-0102 GSFC 05 01
International Ionosphere Satellite United
Kingdoe-2/S-52 System Specification
S-673-STD-OOOl GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Engineering
Standards Design Manual
S-711-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Hicroelectronic Circuits, Digital, Silicon,
Nonolithic, General Specification for
S-711-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Analog to Digital Conversion Subsvstee
S-716-P-2 GSFC 05 O1
Cobalt 60 Spacecraft Irradiator
41
S-716-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Screening Specification for Transistors
S-716-P-5 GSFC OS O1
Screening Specification for Transistor
G2H1724/I
S-?IS-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus B Prototype Direct Current/Direct
Current Converter Subsgstee
S-716-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Four Million Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator with Bean Handling Sgstea
S-718-P-8 GSFC 05 01
Screening Specification for Transistor GNHM
2201
S-716-P-9 GSFC 05 01
Screening Specification for Transistor G2N3350
S-731-P-SA GSFC 05 01
Ieproveeent Effort for Storage Vidicons
S-731-P-8 GSFC 05 Ol
Interrogation, Recording_ and Location
Subsystem Transmitter
S-731-P-16A GSFC 05 01
Three Axis Rate Gvro Package
S-731-P-17A GSFC 05 01
Yaw Rate Gvro Package
S-731-P-18A GSFC OS 01
Medium Resolution Infrared /MRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Teleeetrv Units for Nimbus S
5-731-P-19 GSFC OS 01
Medium Capacity IRLS Commend and Data Heeory
S-731-P-21 GSFC 05 01
Omega Position Location Equipment /DPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
5-731-P-23 GSFC 05 Ol
Engiseering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-24 GSFC 05 01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-25 GSFC 05 Ol
Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Mounting
S-731-P-26 GSFC 05 01
Steerable Mirror and Lens Systen for the Image
Drthlcon Camera System
S-731-P-27 GSFC OS 01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Control Center /OCC/ end SNstem Integration
5-731-P-25 GSFC 05 01
Command Clock Subsystem for Nimbus D
Spacecraft
5-731-P-29 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Emergency
Command Receiver
S-731-P-30 GSFC 05 01
Clock Receiver
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
S-731-P-31 CSFC 05 01
An Engineering Node| Gravity Gradient
Subsystem
S-731-P-32 GSFC 05 01
Rate Integrating Gvro
5-731-P-33 GSFC 05 01
Rate Measuring Package
S-731-P-34 GSFC 05 01
High Data Rate 5torsge System for the Nlebus
Satellite
S-731-P-35 GSFC 05 01
Time Code Reader
S-731-P-36 GSFC 05 01
Sloe Code Scanner
S-731-P-39 GSFC 05 01
Interrogation Recording and Location SubsNstem
/1RLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Synchronizer
S-731-P-40 GSFC 05 Ol
High Data Rate Storage Systea- D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
5-731-P-41 GSFC 05 01
Five Kiloblt Memory
S-731-P-42 GSFC 05 01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Nheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-46 GSFC 05 01
Versatile Information Processor /VIP/
Subsgstem for the Nimbus D Spacecraft
5-731-P-47 GSFC 05 01
Long Life Rate Hsasuring Package
5-731-P-49 GSFC 05 01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Nodal/
S-731-F-51 GSFC 05 01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Sex Flight
Model for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem
5-731-P-52 GSFC 05 01
Flight Model Reaction gheel Scanner
5-731-P-53 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus D Attitude Controls Structure and
Theraal Control SubsNstee
5-731-P-54 GSFC 05 01
DaN-Might Heteorologlcai Camera for the
Advanced Technology Setelllta-D Hlsslon
5-731-P-55 GSFC 05 01
High Resolution Display and Film Recorder
S-731-P-56 GSFC 05 Ol
The Interrogation, Recording end Location
Subsystem for Nimbus D
5-731-P-58 GSFC 05 01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control





Qualified Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Scanner
Rountln 0
S-731-P-61 GSFC 05 01
Requirements for the Eighteen by Thirty Sell
Jar Vacuum Thermal Svstea
S-733-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
S-IOOlO9 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0041
S-100133 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0033
SAS-SO5OT-GEN JPL 11 01
Date Requieemeets for Nicrometeorfte Experimeet
Survmvor Scientific Flights /&-24 Hodml/_
4104166
S_S-SOSOG-_ER-A JPL 11 oi
Data Requirements for Soil Nechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Rodel/_ 4/04/66
S&S-5051O-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Touchdoen Dvnaeics
Surveoor Engineering Flights /A-21Nodel/,
4/04/66
SAS-50511-GEM-A JPL 11 Ol
Data Requirements for Touchdown D_naeic
Experiment Survevor Scientific Flights
/A-24 Nodel/t 4/04166
S&S-S0512-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Survevor Engineering Flights /A-21Nodel/_
4104166
SRS-50513-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Survcvor Scientific Flights /A-24 Nodel/t
4/04/6s
SAT-5057O-GEN JPL 11 01
Survegor Television Instrueents_ 5/16/66
SB 1004 GSFC 05 01
See 5-320-IOE-0001
SCA-$345-5 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0345-5
$D-S18-13 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-623-0&0-0013
5D-$345-13 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0AD-03_5-13
SDP-S345T4 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0AD-03_5-4
SGSE-SI8-14 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0014
SGSE-S-18-17 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-623-0A0-0018















Reliability Program Evaluation Procedures,
09163
5P-6003 NHQ



























































SVS-TO89 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-650-NI-OOO9
STD-266-4 GSFC 05 Ol
Preparation of Operation and Raintenance
Hanuals
STD-673-1 GSFC 05 01
Englueering Standards Design Hanual
Preparation and Naintenance of
T-66-1 GSFC 05 01
Celestial Light Sources /Other than Isolated
Stare/ Which Could Detract from Optimum
Performance of the gimbaled Star Trackers
TID-S-lOO GSFC 05 O1
See S-250-P-0100
VHO-SO4OS-GEN JPL 11 01
Voyager Spacecraft Electronic Equipment
Packsging_ 5/18/65
VNQ-50406-GEH JPL 11 Ol
Electrical Cabling Voyager Spacecraftv 6/25/65
W-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-OOO4
X-522-62-54 GSFC 05 01
See S-522-RR-0054
X-531-63-267 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-P-O28T
X-531-64-32 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-RR-0032
X-531-64-129 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-P-0129
X-$33-62-212 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0212
X-533-63-121 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-533-P-0121
X-533-63-250 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-250
X-533-63-Z85 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0265
X-533-63-Z56 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0266
X-534-66-180 GSFC 05 01
Standard Instrumentation Hagneti¢ Recording
Tape
X-_37-64-266 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-SS7-STD-0268
X-623-62-48 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0048
X-623-63-136 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-08U-0138
X-_23-63-137 GSFC 95 01
See S-623-080-0137
X-623-63-147 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-P-0147
ALPHA-MUHERIC LISTIHG
X-672-64-196 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-INP-0196
X-672-64-197 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-IHP-0197
X-673-64-1 GSFC 08 01
See S-573-STD-OO01
XOY-50543-GEN JPL 11 07
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Asseablv end Sterilizption Laboratorvt
10/25/55
ZCF-4OIO-OOO2-A JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Lab F|ight Hardvare Preferred
Polymeric Haterials and Products9 8/25/66
ZPR-2051-GEM-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors
/HI-REL/, 2/04164
ZPH-2244-GEH JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitorst
Fixed /HI-REL/, 2/26/65
ZPH-2246-GER-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components t
Semiconductorst Diodes /High Reliabllity/,
1/31/66
ZPH-2247-_EM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays
/HI-REL/, 8/31/65
ZPH-2251-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components,
Transistors /High Reliabi|itg/t 2/25/65
ZPH-Z252-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Layer
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/_ 1/25/66
ZPH-2253-GE_ JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Sultches
/RI-REL/, 11/30/65
ZPP-2OOO-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laborator_ Reliebilit_ Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electromechanlcel Component Farts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEH JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboratorw Contractor
Reliability Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechanical Component
Partsp 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO2-GEH-D JPL 11 O1
Requirements for Controls in Hanufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Eluctromechanlcal
Component Parts_ 11/15/65
ZPP-2021-GEM JPL 11 01
Handling of HI-RgL, Preferred_ or Screened
Electronic Component Parts_ 8/23/63
ZPP-2040-_EN-D JPL 11 Ol
Computation and Submittal of Component Test
Statistics1 2/03/65
ZPP-2OSO-GEN JPL 1101




ZPP-2OTO-GEN-C JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Flight and Ground Support
Equipment t Requirements for Electronic
Components t 2/05/64
ZPP-2090-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Data_ 2/01/55
ZPP-2092-GEN JPL
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Datas 1/24/64
11 01
ZPP-2093-GEH-A JPL 11 01
Standard Format for Coding bv Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Datas 9/08/64
ZPP-2094-GEN-A JPL 11 01
General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Dates 11/50/66
ZPP-2098-GEN JPL 11 01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Progrenss 1/08/64
ZPP-2100-SEN-A JPL 11 01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Pnrtss 11/04/66
ZPP-2102-SEH JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-2103-GEH JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 874/3-A/, 10/22/68
ZPP-2106-SEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Varectcr Phase IIs
11/04/66
ZPP-2107-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase I1/s
2/11/65
ZPP-2108-GEH JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phases 2/26/65
ZPP-2109-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2110-GEH JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Programs 12/16/64
ZPP-2112-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/s 1/19/67
ZPP-2116-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Crvstalss 7/20/65
ZPP-2117-GEH JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Partss 9/02/65
ZPP-2118-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Investigations
Ethvleae Oxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase 1II/s 12/01/66
ZPP-2119-GEN-A JPL 11 Ol
Sterilization Test Program s Relag Phase s
12/17/64
ZPP-2122-GER JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/s 3/31/65
2PP-2123-GEM JPL 11 01
Microcircuit Sterilization Evaluation and
Application Studvs 7/12/66
ZPP-2124-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program s Transformers and
Inductorst 12/02/85
ZPP-2125-GEM JPL 11 01
Sterllizmtion Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appralsalt 10/28/66
ZPP-2126-GEH JPL 11 01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Partss 7/26/65
2PP-212?-GEN-A JPL 1101
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors s 12/05/66
ZPP-2128-GEN JPL 11 01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Partas 7/12/66
ZPP-273?-GEJ JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and lnductors Audios Pomers and High Po_er
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2738-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequencvs Intermediate
Frequencvs and Lou rover Pulser 8/10/65
ZPP-2744-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitors,
Flxeds 9/19/66
ZPP-2746-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components s
Semiconductor Diodes, 1/11/66
ZPP-2747-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relavs s
8/31/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Resistorss 12/01/65
ZPP-2751-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors s
2/23/65
ZPP-2752-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Levers 1/11/66
ZPP-2753-SEN JPL 11 01




Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Hers 1966 Only/t 8/07/64
11 Ol
ZPP-2902-GEM JPL
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Metwork
Electronic Parts, 1/29/65
11 01
ZPQ-2248-GEM JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors9 10/26/65
ZPQ-2400-GEM JPL 1101
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Elactromechanicel Parts_ 5110/66
ZPQ-2401-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Qualification Tasting of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electromechenical Pnrtst 7118/66
ZPQ-2437-GE_ JPL
Qualification Testing Requirements for Lom
Frequenc_ lnductors and Transformarst
4122166
11 01
ZPQ-2444-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Plxed
Capecitor:t 1/21/66
ZPQ-2446-GEM JPL




Qualification Testing Requirements for Relays t
12/01/65
ZPQ-2449-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screw Actueted/_
11/07/66
ZPQ-2451-GEM JPL 11 01
QualiflcatLon Testing Requirements Rathods and
Procedures tfor Transistors, 1/21/65
ZPQ-2452-GEM JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches t 5/25/66
ZPQ-2453-GEM JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Suitches, 2/25/65
KSC 10 03
A Soreslght Optics end Monitoring System-
Techslcai Exhibit, 03/23154 /PR 14390-11
GSFC 05 01
Applications Tachnolog V Satellite Project
Specification for Multiplex Equipment
GSFC 05 01
Built-Up Roofing and Roof Insulation
KSC 10 03




Characteristics for Magnetic Core Heaorvt
01/21/65 /PR 51525-1/
KSC 10 03
Characteristics for Oscilloscope and Associated
Units, 03/11/65 /PR 90159-1/
KSC 10 03
Core Memorv Specifications- Attachment 1
KSC 10 03
Design Specification for the Apollo




Digital Tape Recorder Spmcificetlon_ 03/25/64
/PR 14392-1/
KSC 10 03
Doppler Digitizing System- Technical £xhiblt t
12/04/64 /PR 43997-1/
KSC 10 03
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Module
Stabilization and Control System t 01/31/64
A64 752C/24/A/
KSC 10 03








Dmmoduiatlon System for Saturn IB t Complex
34
KSC 10 03
Equipment Specifications for Tmleeatrw Tape
Recorder t Saturn 1B /PR 42314-1/
GSFC 05 01
Fabricated and Machined 1tams
KSC 10 03
Fifty-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Digital
Conversion System /K-EFS-64-6/
KSC 10 03
Frequency Modulation Sgstem Test Oscillator,
Specification t 07/15/64 /PR 26764-1/
KSC 10 03
General Equipment Spacificatlon_ 01/22/64
/EF3-GES-1/
KSC 10 03
General Requiremente for Nultlpilar Chaina_
02126/65 /W3HAP-RS-1/
KSC 10 03
High Performance Instrumentation Tape




High Reliabilitg Honochroae Closed Circuit
Television Camera, 12/17/65
KSC 10 03
Laboratory Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Fraquencg Interrogator SMstee 9




Technical Exhibit. 03/09/64 /K-EF3-54-4/
KSC 10 03
Lov-Holsey High Gain Radio FrequencM
Preamplifier SMstemy 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
KSC 10 03
Nagnetlc Storage Dram 8Retem Speel£lcatlon_
0x123164 /KH-_FS/
KSC 10 03
Hlnlaum Salient CharacteriStics for Automatic
Tape Oegaussersy 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
KSC 10 03
Hlnlaue Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad, 03/16/65
/PR 91226-2/
KSC 10 03
Hinlaua Salient Characteristics for Direct
Mritleg Analog Recorder SMstams. 05/10/65
/PR 98508-1/
KSC 10 03
Hinleue Salient Characteristics for OisplaM
Unity 03112/65 /PR 91218-1/
KSC 10 03
Hinlaue Salient Characteristics for Electronic
Instrument Carrier. 05110/65 /PR 98507-1/
KSC 10 03
Hlnlmum Salient Characterisitca for Function
Generator. 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
KSC 10 03
Hiniaum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Pouer Divider, 03/12/05
/PR 91214-1/
KSC 10 03
Hlnleue Salient Characteristics for Logic
Hodules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3y7/
KSC 10 03
Hieleue Salient Characteristics for Hagnetic
Indicators. 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
KSC 10 03




Hleleua Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Hegnetic Tape Storage Container. 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/
KSC 10 03
Hlnlmum Salient Characteristics for Poeer
Ampllfier/Supplv
KSC 10 03
Hinleue Salient Characteristics for Power
SupplMy 12/04/64 /PR 45618-2/
KSC 10 03
Ninlaum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Nount for Nodel 5-119 Osclllographsy
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/
KSC lO 03




Nlnleum Salient Charecterlstlcs for Recording
Oscillography 03/22/05 /PR 91239-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for RotarR
Thumbeheal Switch Aseemblgt 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/
KSC 10 03
Ninlsum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
AnelMzer Plug-in Unity 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/
KSC lO 03
Ninieue Salient Characteristics for Suitch
Assemblies, 03/10/64 /PR 90135-1/
KSC lO 03




Ninieum Salient Characteristics for Television
Honitor, 02/25/65 /PR 54947-1/
KSC 10 03
Nlnlaum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dlal_ 04/05/65 /PR 94213-1/
KSC lO 03
Hlniaua Salient Characteristics for VerM High
Frequency Oscillator, 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
KSC 10 03
Hlnlaua Salient Characteristics for Verv High





Offset Doppler FrequencM Short-Range
Interrogator SMstem- Technical Exhibit
KSC 10 03
Dffset Doppler FrequencM Short-Range





Procurement Specification for Computer
Interface Sveteey 11/14/63 /PR 12025-1/
47
KSC 10 03
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Telemetrw Receiver
GSFC 05 01
Qualitg Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and
Rachlned Items /Space Flight Use/
KSC I0 03
Radio Frequency Converter Svstemw 10/22/64
/K-EF3-64-8/
GSFC 05 01
Radio Frequencw Wsvsgulde/Coax Equipment
KSC 10 03
Requirements for Connectors and Cable
Assemblies /K-EF3-GES-3/
KSC 10 03
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Facility Antenna
Site, 11/09/64
KSC 10 03
Requirements for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-EF3-GES-2/
KSC 10 03
Small Diameter Antenna System- Technical
Exhibit, 06/29/54 /PR 26755-1/
GSFC 05 01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data System for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatorv Experiment F-17
GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
KSC 10 03
Specification for &strodome-Type Shelter
/uith Air Conditioning/ for Optical
Tracking Instruments, 07/23/64
KSC 10 03
SpecificatiOn for Chemical Resistant Counter
Assemblies t 02/25/65 /PR 54970-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Coaxial Patching Components,
01/04/65 /PR 49004-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Converters Digital-to-Analog
Assembly
KSC lO 03
Specification for Large Screen Projectors,
12/07/64 /PR 45631-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Large Screen X-Y Indicator
/PR 3704-11
KSC 10 03
Speclficationfor Loe-Boy Equipment Consols,
10/27/64 /W3HAPS-1/
KSC IO 03




Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
KSC 10 03
Specification for Sound Pomered Handset and
Sound Pouered Headset - Hicrophone
KSC IO 03
Specification for Test Oscillator
/PR 32325-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for 3_-Conductor Electrical
Cable, 02/03/65 /PR 54951-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for s Two-by-Tug Inch Data
Transparencg Illuminator /PR 14387-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Video Data Transmission
Equipment, 05/13/65 /PR 98520-8/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Video Test Generator,
04/08/65 /PR 96679-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification fop Voltage Controlled
Generator, 11/25/64 /PR 44000-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a Analog Data Transmission
Systems /PR 14363-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Blank Panels and Engraved
Blank Panels, 02/08/65 /PR 54933-1/
KSC IO 03
Specifications for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Digital Display Generator
KSC lO 03
Specifications for Events Per Unit Time/
Timer, 07/23/64 /PR 30915-2/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Frequency Counter, 07122/64
/PR 3O910/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Galvanometer Driver
Amplifier Unit /PR 14366/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a High Performance Kinescope
Recording Sgstemt 03/25/65 /K-EF3-55-14/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Large Screen Oscilloscope
/PR 14347-1/
KSC 10 03




Specifications for lO0-Channel Digital Data
Recording System /PR 00000-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Pen Recorder /PR 14345-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Pulse Code Hodulation
Simulator /PR 14369-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications fur Pulse Generator
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Rack Connectors, 10/15/64
/PR 41318-9/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Recorder Svsteet Portable
/PR 15272/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Cryogenic Acceleroeeter /PH 34619-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a Telemetry Hulticoupler
KSC I0 03
Specifications for Ten-by-Ten Video Switcher
/PR 14379-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Time Code Generator
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Tunable Telemetry
Subcarrier Discriainator /PR 13577-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a Vibration Test System-
Exhibit II, 03/18/65 /ES3200-0179/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Video Switching Amplifier
/PR 13456-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Vidicon Camera
/PR 26725-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Voltage Calibrator
/PR 32343-1/
KSC I0 03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrier Oscillator, High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/
KSC 10 03








Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain








Technical Exhibit for a Telemetry Calibration
Generator, 04/29/65 /PR 96730-3/
KSC 10 03
Technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency
Antenna System, 12/30/64 /PH 49002-1/
KSC 10 03
Technical Requirenents for Proposals
/K-EF3-TPH-1/
KSC 10 03
Technical Requirements for Cost Proposals-
Appendix C /KH-EF3-64-2/
KSC I0 03
Technical Specification for Be-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
KSC 10 05
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Ceble_ Tvpe 56C/20, 10/06/64
KSC 10 o3
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable_ Tvpe $4C/20_ 06/15/64
KSC 10 03
Technical Specifications for the Datakor
Swsten
KSC 10 03
Technical Specifications for Probabliitv
Density Analyzer
KSC 10 03
Time Decoder and Display S_stee
Specificatlons_ 03/26/64 /pr 14393-1/
KSC 10 03
Universal Autoeatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit / 64-18/
KSC 10 03
Universal Inter-Rack Cabling System
/K-EF3-64-10/
GSFC 05 O1
Wideband Tape Recorder/Reprodncer System
FRC 04 01
Nainteaance and Use of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration -Flight Research
Center gorkbook and Associated Forms and
Records_ 06/04/63
FRC 04 01
Natioual Aeronautics end Space Administration-
Flight Research Center Process
Specification Systee_ 10/20/64
FRC 04 01
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drawing
Changes and Engineering Sketches t 10/02/62
FRC 04 01
Periodic Certification of Hand Crleping and
Wire Stripping Tools_ 09/25/63
FRC 04 O1
Gages_ Neasuring Devices, Instruments_ Test
Equipeentt end Tools t Calibration and
Checking Requireeents9 02/15/65
49
04-4 FRC 04 01
Standard Thread Anti-Seize and 0 Ring
Lubricantsr Typesr Uses, and Control,
09/20162
05-4 FRC 04 01
Rethods of Treatment for Hgdrogen Peroxide
Components, 08/10/61
05-5 FRC 04 01
Acceptance Standards for Hydrogen Peroxide
Conditioning of Components and Parts,
02/01/62
05-3 FRC 04 01
Descriptlonr User and Control of Hydraulic
Fluid, Non-Petroleum Base, Aircraft
/HIL-H-8446/r 01/06/61
lOhOlOOOA HSFC 08 01
Valuer Hsin LOX9 /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
10_01001 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Hain Fuelr /H-1 Rocket
Engine/, Reliability Test Requirements
05/06/1981
IOHOIOO2 HSFC 08 01
Blender Unit Assaablvr Fuel Additive9 /H-1
Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10h01003 HSFC 08 01
Ductr Fuel9 High Pressurer H-1 Rocket
Engine r Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10h01004 HSFC 08 01
Glmbal AsseablMt H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10H01005 HSFC 08 01
Generator Asseablvr Gas, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10H01006 HSFC 08 01
Container, Hypergolic Igniter Type FX H-1
Rocket Enginer Reliability Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10N01008 HSFC 08 01
Valve, Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/r
H-1 Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
10R01010 HSFC 08 01
Ouctr Liquid Dxygen9 High Pressure9 H-1
Rocket Engincr Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10R01011 HSFC 08 01
Ssitch, Pressure9 Thrust DKr H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10M01012 HSFC 08 01
Line, LOX Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1961
10H01013 HSFC 08 01
Line r Fuel Bootstrapr H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
10H01014 HSFC 08 01
Hoser Flexibler Blender Filterr
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requlrements 04/19/1961
10M01015 HSFC 08 01
Hose, Engine Control r H-1 Rocket Enginer
Reliability Te_t Requirements 04/20/1961
10H01016 HSFC 08 01
Heater Asseeblyr Fuel Additive Blender Unitr
H-1 Rocket Enginer Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01017 HSFC 08 01
Ranifoid Aseeablg, Lube Drain, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10R01018 HSFC 08 01
H-1 Rocket Enginsr 8A-30utboardr Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10M01019 HSFC 08 01
Valve Asseeblyt Ignitionr Ronitor_ H-1
Rocket Enginej Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10H01020 HSFC 08 01
Vnlve_ Main LOXr /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1961
10M01022 HSFC 08 01
Hose Assemblyr Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine r Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10R01023 HSFC 08 01
Hose, Assenblyr Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Englne_ Reliability Test Requirements
0510411961
IOMO1025 HSFC 08 01
Control Valve_ Fuel Container Prassurizingl
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10H01026 HSFC 08 01
Sultch9 High Pressurer Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10N01027 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Svltch. 750 Pounds Per Square Inchr
Reliability Test Requirements, 04/01/1961
10N01028 HSFC 08 01
Smltch Assembly, LOXr Level_ Rellabllltg Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10M01030 NSFC 08 01
Theraoststr Reliability Test Requirements
04/19/1961
10_01031 HSFC 08 01
Regulatorr Air Pressure9 Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1961
10H01032 HSFC 08 01
Relay Assemblyt Reliability Test Requirements
05/12/1961
10H01034 HSFC 08 01




10H01035 HSFC 08 01
Valve, Check /3/8-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10H01036 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Switch s Fuel Container_ Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10H01037 HSFC 08 01
Suitch Asseeblv_ LOX Pressurizing and Relief,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10M01038 HSFC 08 01
Sultch Assembly, Emergency, LOX Vents
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10H01039 NSFC 08 01
Control Velvet Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10H01040 NSFC 08 01
Control Valve, MV-74Vs Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
lOHO1041 MSFC 08 01
Bottle Fill and Vent Valve, Relinbilitg
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01042 MSFC 08 01
• Regulator Assembly s 750 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravity, Reliability Test
Requirements, 03/31/1961
10H01043 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Suitch, LOX DiFFerential Step,
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10N01044 HSFC 08 01
Valves Pressure Regulating, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10H01045 HSFC 08 01
Heater Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/29/1961
10h01046 HSFC 08 01
Suitch, Assembly s Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01047 HSFC 08 01
Suitch9 Absolute Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01048 HSFC 08 01
Regulator, Constant Floe, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01049 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Switch, 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravityj OK_ Reliability Test
Requirements9 04/06/1961
10N01050 HSFC 08 01
Filter Assembly, /3/4-Inch/s Reliebilitv Test
Requirements 04/14/1961
10H01052 HSFC 08 Ol
Valve Assemblv, Fuel Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10h01063 HSFC 08 01
Filter Assembl_w /3/8-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10H01054 HSFC 08 O1
Valve Assembly s LOX-Relief s Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10H01065 NSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Vent, Reliabilitg Test
Requirements
10H01056 HSFC 08 01
Valve, Check, Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10H01057 HSFC 08 0i
Check Valve, Reliab£1ity Test Requirements
03/15/1961
10R01058 HSFC 08 01
5vltch Assembly, Fuel Levels Rmllabilitg Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10N01059 NSFC 08 01
Pressure Relief Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
IOHOI060 HSFC 08 O1
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01061 HSFC 08 01
Fuel Safet_ Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01062 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly s Preliminary Fuel, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01063 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, LOX Preliminary s Reliablllt V
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01064 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, LOX Fill end Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10HO1070A HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Level Control9
SpeciFication for 08/09/1961
10H01071 HSFC 08 01
Environmental Protection uhen using Electrical
Equipment mithin the Areas of Saturn
Complexes mhere Hazardous Areas Exist s
Procedure for, 03/06/61, EO-1 03/20/62
10HO1073A HSFC 08 01
Valvew Fuel Safety, Specification for
08/21/61, EO-1 12/10/61s EO-2 02/20/629
EO-3 05/25/62, EO-4 10/02/62
10H01164 HSFC 08 01
Line, Drain, Lube Oil s Specification for,
2/15/63, EO-1, 6/11/63
10H01211 HSFC 08 01
Cooling S_stee Vent Valve W Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 08/30/61w EO-1 05/17/62
10H01212 HSFC 08 01
Cooling S_stee Relief Valve s Specification for
08130161, EO-IA 07125/62
10H01293 HSFC 08 01
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Assembly, Specification for 10/31/1961
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10H01364 HSFC 08 01
Filter. Lube Svstem. Turbopump9 H-1 Rocket
Engine 06/08/1961
10H01365 HSFC 08 01
Check Velvet Fuel. H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliabllitv Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10N01366 NSFC 08 01
Check Valve, Liquid Oxygen, H-1 Rocket
Engine. Rellabilitv Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10M01367 NSFC 08 01
Check Valve, LOX Done, H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliability Test Requirements 06/28/1961
10H01369 NSFC 08 01
Switch. Hypergollc Igniter Monitor, H-1
Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10H01417 HSFC 08 01
Filters. Pneumatic, Specification for
11/27/1961
10MO1445A HSFC 08 01
Cleaning of Pressurized and Man-Pressurized
Instrument Compartments. Procedure for,
12/30/65
10MO1446A HSFC 08 01
Regulator end Heater Assembly, Gas Bearing,
Gas Supply, ST-90. Specification for
01/25/63_ EO-2 03/27/63
10H01449 NSFC 08 01
Generator, Gas Assembly. Reliability Test
Requireeents 08/25/1961
10M01450 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly. Push Button, Bleed. H-1
Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 08/09/1961
10H01559 NSFC 08 01
Valve, Calibration, Specification for
12/20/1901
10_01561 HSFC 08 01
Arming Unit t Remote. Prlencord Initiator.
Specification for 10/25/1961
10N01569 HSFC 08 01
Relay. Hermetically Sealed. Specification for
01/24/1962
10H01575 MSFC 08 01
Valve, Butterfly, 4-Inch. Motor Operated,
Specification for, 01/30/62, EO-1
05/01/62, EO-2 07/20/62, EO-3 04/02/63
10H01579 NSFC 08 Ol
Sensor. Tenperature, Cooling Svstem 9
Specification for, 04/16/62, £G-1 12/04/63
10N01580 MSFC 08 Ol
Valve. Butterfly. 2-Inch, Specification for
01/30/62, EO-1 04/15/62, E0-2 06/01/52
10801585 HSFC 08 Ol
SNitches. Electrical. Toggle. Rotary,
Pushbutton and Associated Herdomre.
Specification for 04/30/1962
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
10fl01586 HSFC 08 O1
Blowers. Cooling System. Specification for
01/31/62, EO-1 05/10/62t EO-2 05/08/63.
EO-3 05/20/63
10N01587 NSFC 08 01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber_ Two-Component.
Lou-to-Hoderate Temperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose9 01/16/62. EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 MSFC 08 01
Adhesive. Silicone Rubber, One-Component.
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose_ 01/16/52, EO-1 08/03/62
10H01589 NSFC 08 01
Silicone Rubber. Insolation Material. Thermal.
Room Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose. Specification for, 01/16/62, EO-1
08/03/62
10M01591 NSFC 08 01
Curtains. Heat Shield, Flexible. Acceptance.
Specification for, 03/09/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01592 NSFC 08 01
Ducts. Flexlble_ Cooling System. Specification
for 03/13/1962
10H01593 NSFC 08 01
Manufacturing Procedure for Saturn Heat Shield
Curtains /Outboard/ 05/04/1962
10H01595 HSFC 08 01
Silicone Rubber. Insulation Haterlal_ Thermal_
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose. 02/02/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01596 HSFC 08 01
Silicone Rubber. Insulating Material.
Tvo-Component. Thermal Curing. General
Purpose, 01/31/62, EO-1 08/16/62, EO-2
10/10/62
10N01597 NSFC 08 01
Tape, Heat-Reflectlve_ Pressure Sensitive.
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth.
Specification for, 02/23/62. EO-1 08/03/629
EO-2 09/25/62
10H01598 HSFC 08 01
Adhesive. Silicone Rubber, Solvent Type,
General Purpose, Specification for
02/01/1962
10H01599 HSFC 08 01
Rope. Fiberglass, One-Quarter Inch.
General Purpose, Specification for
01/31/1962
10801602 HSFC 08 01
Molds, Plastlc_ Fabrication of, Procedure for
03/06/1962
lOHO1603A HSFC 08 01
Probe. Thermal, Specification for. 02/27/64t
EO-2 08/21/64
10N01604 HSFC 08 01
Control Assembly, Temperature, Specification




10N01613 MSFC 08 O1
Switch9 Absolute Pressurej Specification for
04/04/62_ EO-1 11/07/62
10N01614 NSFC 08 01
Velvet Controlt Specification fort 11/07/62
10M016156 MSFC 08 Ol
Potting and Molding Configurationt Connectors
09/05/1962
10HO1616A MSFC 08 01
Valve Assenblv_ Solenoid Operated t
Specification fort 01/23/63t EO-1 03/11/63t
E0-2 09/16/63, EO-3 11/18/63
10h01617 MSFC 08 01
Neldlngt Spot_ Resistancat Nonstructuralt
Specification fort 04/06/62t EO-1 10/11/63
10M01618 MSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule Wiring w Standard fort
04/12/52t EO-1 10/11/63
10M01619 MSFC 08 O1
Thready Fiberglass_ Specification for
03/28/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10M01620 MSFC 08 01
Primer_ Silicone Rubbery Solvent Tvpe t
Specification fort 03/28/629 EO-1 08/03/62
lOhO1622A MSFC 08 01
Packaging9 Electronic Components9 Standard for
11/20/1963
10_01624 MSFC 08 01
Hotor_ Electric I Specification for 07/20/1962
10h01625 MSFC 08 01
Potentiometert Lineart Specification for
10/24/1962
10_01626 MSFC 08 O1
Sensor_ Tenperaturet Cooling Svstent
Specification for_ 04/16/62 t EO-I 06/28/62
10M01627 MSFC 08 O1
Vaivet Checkt Liquid Nitrogen t Cooling
Svstem9 Specification for, 05/15/62t ED-1
07/27/52
10N01628 MSFC 08 01
Suitchw Thernalt Hydreulic_ Specification for
07/17/1962
10h016_9 MSFC
Transducer t High Pressure t Hgdraullct
Specification for 10/25/1962
08 01
10N01630 MSFC 08 O1
Control Assemblgt Temperature t Specification
fort 04/16/62w EO-I 05/22/63_ ED-2
08/28/63
10M01631 MSFC 08 O1
Cloth, Glass_ Leached, Fluorocarbon
Impregnated_ General Purpose 04/25/1962
lONO1646A MSFC 08 O1
Aluninum AIIov Plate 2219 t Specification for
05/2g/1962
10M01647 MSFC 08 O1
Steely Expanded Sheet9 Corrosion-Resisting,
Specification for 05/17/1962
10N01648B MSFC 08 O1
geldingt Fusiont Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluninuu AIIov Plate t 2219 For Y Ringt
Procedure for_ 02/01/63, EO-1 03/27/63
10M01667 NSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Precooling t Checkt
Reliabilitv Test Requirenents 08/28/1962
10N01668 MSFC 08 01
Valve Assembler 8utterflyt 4-Inch t Motor
Operated1Reliabilityt Specification for
08/28/1962
10M016718 MSFC 08 O1
Cleanliness Levelst Cieaning_ Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partat Field
Partst Assembliest 5ubavstemst and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment_
Specification for 9 4/28/54_ EO-2 t 7/28/649
EO-4t 9/15/64, gO-5t 12/22/64
lONO1672A MSFC 08 O1
Cover Sheet to Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanllne.se of Components for Use
in Oxygen ! Fuelt and Pneumatic Svstens/
06/27/1963
10M01674 MSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Plates1
Sheets1 and Strips I Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10N01677 MSFC 08 01
Preparations for Delivery of Aluninun Alloy
Plates and Sheets t Specification for
09/05/1962
10N01678 MSFC 08 01
Tagging of Saturn Vehicle Non-Flight Items t
Procedure fort 01/22/631 EO-1 08/07/63
10N016818 NSFC 08 O1
Regulator and Heater Assembly1 Gas Bearing
Gas Supplv t Specification for_ 05/13/641
EO-2 07/07/64 t EO-3 08/25/64t EO-4
01/19/65t EO-51 10/13/65
lONO1682A MSFC 08 Ol
Tagst Identification t Saturn Environment
Protection Items t Specification for
07/18/1963
lOMO1683 MSFC 08 O1
Actuator. Thrust Vector Controlt Specification
for1 06/17/631 ED-1 09/09/64
10M01687 NSFC 08 01
Weldingt HY-80 Armor Plate Steely Static
Test Holddown Arnt Procedure for 02/26/1963
10N01691 MSFC 08 01
Installation of Strain Gauges9 Procedure for
04/02/1983
10M01693 MSFC 08 01
Ground Support Hydraulic System end Checkout
Unit t Specification for 03/13/1963
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10M01694 NSFC 08O1PrevalveA semblles_ Normally Open_
Specification for, 3/08/629 EO-lt 6/17/63,
E0-3, 10/01/63, EO-St 8/17/64, EO-6,
8/24/64
10M01695 MSFC 08 01
Inert Prefill Unit, Specification for
05/06/63, EO-1 07/09/63
10N01696 MSFC 08 01
Flush and Purge Ground Support Servicing
Swstem t Specification for 01/22/1964
10MO1699A MSFC 08 01
Ground Support Cooling Unit, Specification
for 03/04/1964
10N01701 NSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-110 /Electrical Hardware, Equlpment_
Material t and Methods Used in Saturn
Ground Support Equipment/ 06/25/1954
10M01702 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Usa
in Oxygen_ Fuel, and Pneumatic Systems/
06/25/1964
10H01703 NSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiasize
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10M01704 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-153 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10N01705 NSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Fittings, Pressure Connections,
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1964
10M01706 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Compatibility of
Materials, for Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10H01707 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for ABRA-PD-R-187 /Relays,
Hermetically Sealed Missile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10HO1710& NSFC 08 01
mechanical Ground Support Equipeent_ Support
Plan, Standard for, 05/24/65
10M01711 NSFC 08 01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,
Preparation and Submittal ofw Data forp
Standard for 05/24/1965
IOMOI714A NSFC 08 O1
Design Loads, S-IC, Standard, 9/30/66
10N01718 MSFC 08 01
Torque Valves_ Threaded Fastener w Standard
for, 1/26/66
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
10H01734 HSFC 08 01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant1 Type 3169
Seamless, Specification for 06/28/63s
EO-1, 03/29/64
10M01735 MSFC 08 01
Suitch Assembly, Pressure_ Fuel Pressurizing,
Specification for 08/16/1963
10M01741 MSFC 08 01
Attaching Thermocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins, Procedure for 09/16/1963
10H01744 MSFC 08 01
Adhesive, Lom Denslt¥, Epox¥, Specification
for 03/12/1964
10NO1745A NSFC 08 01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/, Specification for, 06/13/66
lOMO1753 MSFC 08 01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75-Sliver 22-Nickel 3/,
Wire Strip, Sheatt and Rodt Specification
for, 10/29/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10M01754 RSFC 08 01
Gold_ Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/, Wire, Strlp_
Sheet, end Rod t Specification for, 10/21/63,
ED-1 01/08/64
lOMO1755 NSFC 08 01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 35-Sliver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Plstinus lO-Zinc 1/,
Wlre_ Sheet, Strip and Rod_ Specification
for, 11/07/63, EO-I 01/08/64
10M01756 MSFC 08 01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium lO/t Wirer Strip, Sheet, Tubingt
and Rodl Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01757 MSFC 08 01
Goldt Silver_ Platinum Alloy /Gold 69-Sliver
25-Platinum 6/, Strlpt Sheet, Tubing, and
Rodt Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01768 HSFC 08 01
Gold_ Silver_ Zinc, Platinum, Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.5-Sliver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire v Strip, Sheet, Tubing I
and Rod, Specification for 12/31/1963
10M01759 MSFC 08 01
Gold, Platinum Alloy /Gold 9S-Platinum 2/
Strip, Sheett Tubing, and Rodt
Specification for 12/31/1963
10N01760 NSFC 08 01
Platinum, Iridium Alloy /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/_ Wire, Stript Sheet, Tubingt and Rod,
Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01761 MSFC 08 01
Sliver, Coin /Silver 90-Copper lO/w Sheet,
Strip, Rod t end Tubing t Specification for
12/18/1963
10MO1762A MSFC 08 Ol
Saturn Technical Information Handbook t




10B01764 NSFC 08 01
Gold, 10 Caraty /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zlnc 9.3/, Sheety Stripy Rod, and
Tubing, Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01765 HSFC 08 01
Mobile Service Truck Unit, RJ-1 and Sodium
Nitrite w Specification for 01/30/1964
IONO1769A HSFC 08 01
Saturn Vehicle Data Book, Preparation and
Publication oft Standard for 05/03/1966
10N01770 HSFC 08 01
Sling, Instrument Unit Container Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01771 MSFC 08 01
Sling, Instrument Unit Segment Handling_
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01772 NSFC 08 01
Sling, Assembled Instrument Unit Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01773 NSFC 08 01
Ring-Segment, Instrument Unit Handling_
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01774 NSFC 08 01
Container t Special Handling and Protectivey
for Saturn IB and Saturn V Instrument
Unity Specification for 02/24/1964
10_01776B HSFC 08 01
Hanualsy Operations end Halntenence, Ground
Support Equipment, Preparation of,
Standard fory 12/02/65
10H01777 BSFC 08 01
Propellant Servicing Unity Specification for
04/06/64_ EO-1 08/20/64
10H01778 HSFC 08 01
Polyurethane Foals Filling 5-1 end S-1B
Torque Boxes Using, Procedure for
03/30/1964
10_01792 NSFC 08 01
Qualitg Control of Tech,llcal Hanuals_
Procedure for 02/15/1965
10R01796 NSFC 08 01
Vessels, Preasurel Design and Fabrication,
Specification for 11/03/1964
10M01801 NSFC 08 01
Harkiug of Ground Support Equipment for
Handling Purpoaes_ Standard for 01/28/1965
10N01805C NSFC 08 01
Capacitors and Resistors, Preferred, Approved
Source Listy 06/03/66
10N01807 NSFC 08 01
Docunentation Checkers_ Training, Quallfvlngt
end Certification of ! 7/19/65
ION01811 BSFC 08 01
Saturn 15 and Saturn V Nechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plant Procedure for9 3/23/66
10N01812 BSFC 08 01
Hazardous Gas Analgzer Systeey General
Design t Operation_ and Sampling
Requirements, Specification fory 2/09/56
10B01813 NSFC 08 01
Couplingse Pressure Balnnced_ Crvogenlc_
Quick Disconnect_ Specification fory
4/25/66, EO-I, 10/24/66
10h01815 NSFC 08 01
Handbook, Saturn IB Vehicle, Preparation and
Publication of, Standard for e 4/08/66
10H01817 NSFC 08 01
Ullage Notort S-II Stagey Test Specification
for, 6/23/66, EU-1, 7/22/66
10N01818 NSFC 08 Ol
Notors_ Auxiliarv Solid Propellant_ Nodal
Spaclficatlon, Preparation of, Standard fort
6/23/66
10H01819 HSFC 08 01
Accumulator, S-IC Ground Hvdraullc,
Specification for, 8/26/66
10H01820 HSFC 08 01
Regulation Unit, Pneumatic_ Portable 9
Specification for, 9/29/66
ION01827 NSFC 08 Ol
Human Engineering Design Criteriay Reference
Abstracts, 11/01/66
10H05060 NSFC 08 01
Valvew Single-Solenoid_ 2-WaVy 2-Position
/P/M 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
10H05072 NSFC 08 01
Valve, Check, Hgdraulic /P/N 204022-19/
Qualification Test Specification, 12/08/66
10B05074 NSFC 08 01
Vaivey Single-Solenoidy 3-Way, 2-Position
/P/N 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
12-1 FRC 04 01
General Electrical Wiring Requirements,
09/15/63
12-2 FRC 04 01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terelnations, Safety Wiringy and Connectors,
09130163
12-3 FRC 04 01
High Temperature Vlrlng and Soldering_
09127163
12-4 FRC 04 01
Identification of Electrical Wiring end
Cabling_ 09/30/63
12-5 FRC 04 Ol
Storage of Electrical Wiring and Connectors,
09/20/63
12-6 FRC 04 01
Hand Soldering of High Reliability Electrical
Connections, 10/02/63
55
12-7 FRC 04 Ol
Non-Structural Thermocouples, Installation,
giring, and Checkout, 10/03/63
14-4 FRC 04 01
Reset and Calibration Procedure, X-15 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /Neletron Nodal
N4151/, 07/11/62
20-1 FRC 04 O1
Cleaning Methods and Processes, 09/16/63
20-2 FRC 04 O1
Packaging, Contauinatlon Control, and Storage
Procedures, 07/15/65
33-65-8/1 GSFC 05 01
See S-330-P-0001
33-65-8/2 GSFC 05 01
See S-330-P-0002
40-001 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-OOOIA
40-002 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-OOO2A
40-003 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-0003
40-004 GSFC 05 O1
See S-500-P-0004
40-005 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-600-P-OOO6&
40-007 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-500-P-OOO?A
40-008 GSFC 05 01
See S-500-P-O008
40N00200 NSFC 08 Ol
WiPing v Electrical Components, Standard for
04/01/649 EO-1 05/09/64
40HOO201B NSFC 08 01
Frequency Changer, Static, IS-Kilowatt,
120/208-Volt, 3-Phase, 400-Cycles Per
Second, Specification for, 07/01/64
40MOO202A NSFC 06 Ol
Notor Generator Set, 3-Phase, 120/20S-Volt,
400-Cycles Per Second, 60-Kilowatt,
Specification for 08/19/1964
40MOO203A NSFC 08 Ol
Pouer Supply Set, 3-Phase, 60-Kilouatt_
5O-Cgcles Per Second, Specification for
05/18/1964
40N00204 NSFC 08 O1
Buttery, Nickel Cadmium, 28-Ce11_
160-Ampere-Hour, Specification for, 2/5/64
40M00205 NSFC 08 Ol
Pouer Supply Set_ Direct Current 56-Volt,
50-Aeperet Specification for, 02/28/649
EO-I, 06/22/64
40_00206 NSFC 08 Ol
Pouer Suppl N Set, Direct 2S-Volt, 50-Aepere,
Specification for_ 02/28/649 EO-I 06/22/64
ALPHA-NUMERIC LISTING
40N00207 NSFC 08 Ol
Power SuppI_ Set t Direct Current 28-Volt_
lO0-Aepere_ Specification for v 02/28/64_
ED-1 06/22/64
40N00208 MSFC 08 O1
Pouer SuppIv Set_ Direct Current 28-Volt 9
250-Ampere, Specification for_ 02/28/64_
£O-l, 06/22/64
40H00209 HSFC 08 01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volt,
500-Ampere, Specification for, 02/28/64,
EO-I 06/22/64
40N00214 NSFC 08 01
Evaluator, Digital Events9 Specification for
06/20/1964
40N00217 NSFC 08 01
SgsteuvTelevision _ Closed-Circult, Four-
Camera, Specification for 05/20/1964
40M00220 NSFC 08 01
Wiring_ Electrical Ground Support Equipaent,
Identification Marking and Color Coding,
Standard for 09/02/1964
40HOO224A NSFC 08 01
Engineering Drawings, Electrical Support
Equipsent, Preparation of, Standard for,
11/30/66
40N00228 NSFC 08 O1
Nanually Activated Primary Battery /NAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedure, 9/29/65
40NOO313B MSFC 08 01
Amplifier Nodulel Direct Current,
Specification for, 7/06/66
40M00319 NSFC 08 Ol
Coatiog_ Chromate Conversion9 of Saturn ESE
Panels, Chassis9 and Racks, Procedure for_
5104156
40NOO322A NSFC 08 Ol
Mechanical Design Standards List, Electrical
Support Equipment, 7/07/66
40H00325 NSFC 08 01
Painting, Final, of Saturn ESE Panels_
Procedure for, 5/04/66
40N00326 NSFC 08 O1
Peinting_ Final, of Saturn ESE Racks,
Procedure for, 5/04/66
40NOO376A NSFC 08 01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supply Buses, Standard for, 7/14/66
40N00380 MSFC 08 O1
Plating_ Nechanical, Zinc, Specification for,
7/18166
40M20793 MSFC 08 Ol
Batterg, Primary, Specification for
07/06/1965
40N21010 HSFC 08 01




40R37496 HSFC 08 O1
Relayss DC s HermeticallN Seuleds Established
Reliabllitg for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipmentw Specification, 10/01/65
50H02505 HSFC 08 01
Emitter Followers, Design Specification for
04/21/1965
50_115_4 MSFC OS O1
Suitch Selector, NOD Iw Specification for
04/28/1965
50Hl1548 HSFC 08 01
Switch Selector, NOD I and HOD IIs Checkout
Procedure furs 06/11/65, E0-19 08/13/65,
EO-2, 09/30/65 s EO-3_ 10/04/66
50N35008C RSFC 08 O1
Servoactuatort Nschanicml Feed-back, Thrust
Vector Control, Saturn S-IC Stage,
Specification for 05/15/1965
50H60000 HSFC 08 01
Measurement Calibrators Specification for
08/13/1963
50M60001 NSPC 08 01
Neasurement Rack Selectors Specification for
06/13/1963
50NBOOO2B NSFC 08 01
Telemetry Assemblvs Single Sideband Airborne,
Specification furs 10/19/64, EO-1
12/11/64s EO-2t 03/23/65_ EU-3_ 04/30/65s
EO-4v 07/28/65s EU-5_ 10/05/65_ EO-6t
11/05/65s EO-7_ 12/10/65s EU-8v 01/26/66_
ED-9, 03/14/66, EO-IO_ 07/05/66
50H60003A NSFC 08 01
Frequency Divider, Specification for
12/09/1964
50M60004 NSFC 08 01
Spectrum Analyzer, Inflightt Nodels 3 and 10,
Specification for 03/16/1964
50_6000SB NSFC 08 01
Test Nethods for Vehicle Neasuring and
Telemetry Electronic Parts, Rssemblies, and
Subsystemss Standard for_ 06/22/66
50N60006 HSPC 08 O1
Connectors, Electrical Feedthrough s 50N10622
and 50H10623_ Specification for 11/12/1963
50H60007 HSFC 08 01
Probe, Liquid Levsl_ Specification for
11/27/1963
50_60008 NSFC 08 O1
Filtert Bandpass_ Specification for
08/06/1963
50H60009 HSFC 08 01
Filter, Necbanical, 455 Kilocycle, Upper
Sideband Fertile Drive Selector_
Specification for 08/06/1963
50N60010A HSFC 08 01
Telemetrg Assembly_ Single Side-band,
Airborne, Specification for 01/31/1964
50N60011 KSFC 08 O1
Sub-Hultiplexer Assembly, Remote_ Digital s
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50N60012 HSFC 08 01
Calibrator Assemblies, Telemeter, Rodel 2,
Part _umbers 50H12011-1 and 50H12011-3,
Bench Checkouts Procedure for 01/09/1964
50N60013 flSFC 08 01
Telemeter Calibratort Nodal I s Acceptance
Test, Procedure for 09/09/1963
50H60015 HSFC 08 01
High Voltage Strobe Light Cable,
Specification for 08/26/1963
50NBOO16R NSFC 08 01
Recorder _ssembly_ Tape /hirborne/t Rode| 101 t
Specification for, 10/22/649 EO-lt 12/16/64_
E0-2, 07/14/65_ E0-3, 07/14165_ E0-4,
10/27/65s EO-5_ 12/04/65t £0-6t 12/04/65_
EO-7_ 01/14/68, EO-8t 07/06/66
50H60017 HSFC 08 01
Telemeter Calibrator Assembly, Hodel I,
Specification for 09/09/1963
50N60018A HSFC 08 01
Submultiplexer, _ssembly, Remote Bigitalt
Specification for, 08/18/64, EO-lt
10/13/64t EO-2w 11/04/64s E0-3, 12/16/64s
EO-4t 01/29/65s EO-5, 07/20/65_ EO-6s
07/20/65s EO-Ts 07/20/65, EU-8_ 07/20/65s
EO-9_ 11/15/66 s EO-IO s 12/17/65 s ED-11,
01/05/66_ EO-12s 01/14/66_ EO-14s 04/13/66,
E0-15, 07/05/66
50_60019 NSFC 08 01
TeleaetrN Oscillator Assembly, Nodal B_
Specification for 09/11/1963
50H60020 HSFC OB 01
Telemetry Oscillator Assembly, Nodel A,
Specification for 09/11/1963
50H60021A MSPC OB 01
Single Output Mixer _eplifier Specification
for, 12/30/6_ s SO-l, 07/14/65_ EO-2_
07/1_/65 s EO-3, 07/14/65_ EU-4, 12/30/65s
EO-5, 07/06/66
50H60022C HSFC 08 01
Filter, Bandpass_ Specification for_
02/25/66
50fl60023 _SFC 08 01
Hultlplexer Asseably_ Nodal 245, Specification
for, 10/05/64_ EO-I_ 01/04/65s EO-2 s
02/16/65s EO-3_ 04/12/65s EO-4s 06/09[65s
EO-5s 07/28/65_ EO-6, 10/05/65s EO-7_
03/14/66
50H60024 NSPC
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/_




Transponder /Offset Doppler Peequency/_





andIIA. Specification for. 03/15/66,
ED-6_ 07/06/66
50N60027 MSFC 08 01
Inverter_ Static 450, Volt-Anpere. Model 0 end
1. Specification for 11/08/1963
50M60029A NSFC 08 01
Radio Frequency Assembly. Pulse Code
Modulated, Model CT-19B. Specification for.
0?/15/64r EO-19 04/07/65. E0-2. 05/17/659
ED-3. 07/15/65. EO-4. 07/24/65. EO-5.
01/05/66, EO-6. 07/06/66
50N60031A NSFC 08 01
DiGital Data Acquisition Subsvaten. Pulse
Code Modulated. AseanblG. Nodal 301.
Checkout Procedure for. 6/16/64
50RSOOS2B NSFC 08 01
Oscillator. Subcerrler. Narrowband.
Specification for9 12/14/649 EO-I. 10/27/659
EO-2. 12/30/65. EO-3. 0?/06/66
50M60033 NSFC 08 01
Heat Sink, Connection Compound. Specification
for 11/15/1963
50M60034C MSFC 08 01
Amplifier. Poear, Radio Frequencv.
Specification for. 04/12/65, EO-1, 06/07/65,
EO-2, 07/15/65, EO-3. 07/15/65, E0-4,
01/05/66, EO-59 07/06/66
50M6OO3SC MSFC 08 01
Filter. Antennae Lou-Pass. Specification for.
08/15/66
50_600_68 MSFC 08 G1
Aeplifier, Mixer. Output, Dual /Isolated/
Specification for. 04/12/65, EO-2, 07/14/65,
£0-3, 07/14/65. E0-4, 07/15/65, EO-5,
12/30/65
50M6003?B MSFC 08 01
Oscillator, Wideband, Subcarrier, Specification
for, 04/20/659 £0-3, 07/14/65. E0-49
07/1%/65, EO-5, 07/15/56, EO-6, 12/30/65
50MSOOSSA HSFC 08 Ol
Video Transformer, Specification for.
02/25/65, EO-1. 05/17/65, EO-2, 07/27/65,
£0-3, 01/05/66
59M60039B HSFC 08 01
Transmitter, Telemetry, Solid State. Frequencv
Modulated /Verv High Frequency/.
Specification for. 02/09/65, £0-1, 05/17/65,
E0-2, 07/15/65, £0-3, 07/15/65, EO-4.
01/05/66, EO-5. 07/06/66
50N60040C HSFC 08 01
Converter, Direct Current to Direct Currant.
Specification for, 11/04/65. EO-2, 11/04/65.
ED-3, 11/04/65, E0-6, 12/12/65. EO-?,
01/21/66, EO-8, 01/14/66
50h60042A MSFC




50860043A NSFC 08 01
Command Power Divider Assaablv, Node1 307_
Specification for, 07/23/65
50M60044A NSFC 08 01
Antenna, Television, Nodal 402. Specification
for. 07/22/65
SOM60045A NSFC 08 01
Antenna. Telenetrg, Nodal 213, Specification
for, 0?/22/65
SON60046A MSFC 08 G1
Antenna, Command. Model 308, Specification
for, 12/10/65
SOH60O4? MSFC 08 O1
Camera, Television, Space Vehicle.
Specification for 02/03/1964
50M60049 HSFC 08 O1
Transmitter, Television. Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50H60051A HSFC 08 01
ReGister, Video, Space Vehicle. Specification
for 09/22/1964
50h60053 HSFC 08 Ol
Decoder, Television Sequence, Ground Support
Equipment. Specification for 06/15/1964
50M60054 NSFC 08 O1
Decoder, Sequence, Ground Support Equipment,
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50H60055 NSFC 08 01
Viewing Unit. Television, Ground Support
Equipment. Specification for 05/28/1964
50M60061A NSFC OS Ol
Hultiplexer Asseably. Time Division, Model
270, Specification for, 05/27/65, £0-10,
07/06/66
50M60062 MSFC 08 01
Detector. Pulse, Specification for 10/21/1963
50M60063 MSFC 08 01
Preasure. Transducer Unit. Tvpe 2-11,
Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60064 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Transducer Unit. Type 2-12.
Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60065 MSFC 08 01
Servo Accelerometer Units. Tvpes NP-1.
NP-1/2, Specification for 10/23/1963
50h60066B MSFC 08 01
Leak Hater Asaenblv, Gaseous Oxvgen
Measuring9 Specification for. 02/17/66
50H60067 NSFC 08 01
DiGital Data Acquisition Subavutea, Pulse
Code Hodulated. _sseabl¥. Model 301,
Specification for. 09/14/64. EO-1. 12/04/64,
EO-2. 12/1G/64, £0-3, 07/15/65. EO-4,




50MSoosgA MSFC 08 01
Leak Heter Assemblv, Hot Gas Measuring,
Specification for, 02/27/86
50MSOO70B MSFC 08 01
Adapter, Signal, Differential /Rideband/t
Specification fort 03/30/66
50MSOO71B HSFC 08 01
Radio Frequency Assembler Nodal It
Specification for, 06/22/66
SOHSOO72A NSFC 08 O1
Transmitter t Telemetry, Vacuum Tube or Hybridt
Frequency Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification fort 07/OS/S4t EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2t 07115/651EO-3_ 07/15/651EO-4_
10/05/65t EO-St 01/05/66t EO-6t 07/06/66
50H60074A NSFC 08 01
Amplifier Modular Direct Currentt
Specification fort OS/OS/65t SO-It 07/14/65t
£0-2t 03/25/66
50H60075A MSFC 08 O1
Amplifier Nodular Alternating Current,
Specification for, 04/20/65
50K60076 MSFC 08 01
Channel Selectors, A end S, Specification for
02/26/1965
50M60077 HSFC 08 01
Selector, Measuring Reckt Specification for
03/30/1965
50M60078 MSFC 08 Ol
Demultip|exer, Single Sldebend Frequency
Hodulated, Specification for 12/02/1965
50M60079A MSFC 08 01
Leak Rater Assembly, Gaseous Hydrogen
Measuring, Specification for, 03/08/66
50M60080 MSFC 08 01
Temperature Transducer Assembly, Resistance
Type 8, Specification for 07/22/19S4
5ON6O081A MSFC 08 O1
Floeaeter, Volumetric, Turbine Type,
50M600858 HSFC 08 Ol
Radio Frequency Assembly v Hodel II,
Specification for, 08/51/66
50H6OO86A MSFC 08 O1
Filter Assembly t Pouer Line t Specification
for. 07/23/649 £_-1, 06/04/65 t EO-2,
07/29/65t EO-3_ 10/13/65t EO-4t 10/15/65,
£0-5, 01/05/66t EO-6 t 01/27/6St EO-Ty
07/06/66
50MSOO88 MSFC 08 O1
Digital Adaptert Liquid Level Measuring,
Specification for 02/17/1964
50M60089A MSFC 08 Ol
Temperature Gauge Assenblyt Thermistor I Type
II, Specification for 04/14/1965
50MSOO90A MSFC 08 Ol
Data Register Assembly, Specification for_
10/22/65
50MSOO92A NSFC 08 O1
Denultiplexer t Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated, Specification for, 01/22/65
50MSOO98 MSFC 08 O1
Adapter, Rate Gyro_ Specification for
03/19/1964
50M6OIOOA MSFC 08 O1
Oscillator Assembly t Telemetryt Model C1 t
Specification for, 02/25/66
50M60101A NSFC 08 01
Telemetry Oscillator Asseably_ Models A1 and
A2 t end A3t Specification for t 02/25/65s
EO-5s 07/14/65, SO-6. 07/14/65t EO-7t
08/16/65, £0-8, 07/28/65, £0-9, 10/05/65,
SO-lOt 12/10/65, EO-11t 07/06/66
50flSO102A RSFC 08 01
Oscillator AasasblM, Talenetrvt Model Bit
Specification fogs 02/2S/66
5OHSOIOS NSFC 08 O1
Teleaetrv Assembly, Single Sideband t Airborne t
Acceptance Test, Procedure for 03/03/1964
50H60106 HSFC 08 O1
Tape Recorder/Reproducer, Wldebend,
Specification for 04/15/1964
50H60107 MSFC 08 O1
Transmitter_ Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Specification for
04/16/64, SO-1 05/25/64
50H60108 NSFC 08 O1
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Checkout Procedure for
07/14/1964
50H60125 NSFC 08 01
Vieeing Unit, Television, Single Channel t
Ground Support Eqnipnant_ Specification for
0611511964
50M50126 HSFC 08 01
Study Onitt Television_ Standard for
05/28/1964
50H60127 MSFC 08 01
Decoder9 Television Test Set, Sequencer
Specification for 04/30/1964
50860128A MSFC 08 O1
Frequency to Direct Current Converter,
Specification for 05/30/1965
50M60129 NSFC 08 O1
Antenna Assembly, Hissile TraJector_
Measurement, Model 802, Specification for
03/18/1965
50H60150 HSFC 08 01
Antenna AssemblM, HIssile TraJectorv
Measurenentt Model 803, Specification for
03/18/1965
50H60151 MSFC 08 Ol
Antenna Systems, Ristraa s Hodeis 802 and 803_
Checkout Procedure for, 11/04/64
50MSOI32A MSFC 08 O1
Antenna Coemand9 Hodel 309t Specification for,
03/15/68
59
50H80133 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Systems, Commend, Nodeis 308 and 3099
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H60134 NSFC 08 01
Antenna Assembly, Offset Doppler Frequency,
Hodel 405t Specification for 03/18/1965
50_60135 NSFC 08 01
Antenna System9 Offset Doppler Frequency9
Transmitting9 Rodei 405, Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1964
50H60136 RSFC 08 01
Antenna Assemb|y9 Offset Doppler Frequency9
Hodsl 4049 Specification for 03/18/1965
50M60137 MSFC 08 01
Antenna Systems Offset Doppler Frequency
Receiving Hodsl 404s Checkout Procedure for
11/04/196.
50N60138 MSFC 08 01
Antenna System, Radar9 Rodei 7089 Checkout9
Procedure for9 3/10/65
50N60139 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Systems Rzusa9 Nodel 711, Checkout9
Procedure for9 3110165
50H60140 MSFC 08 01
Antenna Svstem, Altimeters Rodel 5039 Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H50143 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Systems Television9 Nodal 4029
Checkout 9 Procedure for9 3/10/65
50H60144 MSFC 08 01
Antenna System, Telemeter9 Model 2191 Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50M60145 MSFC 08 Ol
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocouple
Leads and Extensions, Standard for
04/07/1964
50M60146A MSFC 08 01
Leak Heter Assemblge RP-1 Measuring9
Specification for9 03/15166
50M60147 MSFC 08 01
Resistors t Fixed9 Precision_ Wirewound /Style
SRB/, Specification for9 04/17/64s ED-1
04121165
50M80148 MSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Cese/t /Style SCTM/9
Specification form 04/17/649 EO-1 04/21/65
50M60149 MSFC 08 01
Resistors, Preclsion 9 Fixed, Film /Style
SAN/, Specification for 04/17/1964
50M60180A MSFC 08 01
Flexible Circults9 Wiring9 and Cable9 Design9
Construction 9 and Inspection ors
Specification for9 09/15/66
50MBO151A MSFC




50M60153 NSFC 08 01
Decoders Instrument Unit Command9 Acceptance
Testy Procedure for9 7/22/66
50M60155 MSFC 08 01
Command Decoders Secure Range Safety_
Qualification Test Procedures 4/06/66
50H60156 MSFC 08 01
Decoder9 Secure Range Safety Command9
Acceptance Test Procedure9 8/04/66
50M60157A MSFC 00 01
Command Decoders Secure Range Safety9 Bench
Checkout W Procedure furs 09/21/65s EB-19
03/17/66, EO-29 04/13/66
50M60158B MSFC 08 01
Command Decoder_ Secure Range Safety9
Specification for, 09/16/65 W EO-1 s 03/14/65
50M60160 MSFC 08 O1
Command System, Secure Range Safetys
Specification for_ 03/04/1965
50H60161C NSFC 08 01
Commend Receiver MCR503v Bench Checkout,
Procedure for9 12/02/65_ EO-19 03/17/659
EO-2_ 04/13/66t EO-39 08/18/669 EO-4t
12/02/66
50R60162R NSFC 08 O1
Command System9 Secure Range Ssfetv9 Bench
Checkout Procedure furs 12/21/659 EO-19
03/15/66
50M60164 MSFC 08 01
Command Receiver_ MCR 503 Acceptance Test_
Procedure for, 12/05/66
50MBO165B HSFC 08 01
Command Receiver9 MCRSO3w Specification for_
09/27/65s EO-lw 03/14/66_ E0-2_ 04/13/669
E0-39 07/27/66
50M60166 NSFC 08 01
Command Receiver_ MCR 503, Qualification Test
Procedure, 4/22/669 EO-1, 7/27/66
50M60174 MSFC 08 01
Transponderw C Band, Redar_ Specification for
11/12/1964
50M60175 NSFC 08 01
Transponder9 C Band_ Radar9 Checkout
Procedure for 11/12/1964
50M50180 HSFC 08 01
Capacitorsw Fixed9 Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed In Metallic
Case/ /Style SCPVOD/9 Specification for_
04/17/64, EO-ls 04/21/65t EO-2, 09/24/65
50H60181 NSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblys Resistance, Type
17s Specification for 03/02/1965
50M80183 MSFC 08 01
Resistorss Variable9 Wirewound9 /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /Style SRT/9 Specification for9




50M60184 MSFC 08 O1
Resistors, Variable, Nonwireuound /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /St_le SRJ/, Specification for,
05/19/64, EO-1, 04/21/65, EO-2, 11/04/659
E0-3, 01/03/66
50N50185 MSFC 08 O1
Resistors, Fixed t Wlreuound /Pouer/, /Style
SRE/, Specification fort 05/21/64, EO-1,
04/21/65v E0-2, 12/20/65
50H60186 NSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed_ Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric, Neta|lized Dielectric
Construction9 Direct Current, Hermetically
Sealed Metallic Case /St_le SCH05/,
Specification for
50N60187 HSFC 08 01
Capncitors_ Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpose/y /Style SCK/, Specification for
06/19/64t EO-1 04/21/65
50N60188 NSFC 08 01
Resistors, Fixed t Wirevound /lnsulated/t
/Style SRW/y Specification fory 05/21/64,
EO-1 04/21/65
50860192 MSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixedy Nonsolid Electrolytic
Tantalum /Style SCS13/y Specification fop
06/19/54, EO-1 04/21/65
50N60193 HSFC 08 01
Capacitors_ Flxedy Monsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil end Sintered Slug/y /Style
SCL/, Specification fory 06/24/64, EO-1
04/21/65
50860196 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Device, SMl186t Specification
for_ 10/22/64y £0-1 t 12/14/64y EO-2y
11/05/55y E0-3_ 01/21/65
50N60197 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicey SNIM914y Specification
tory 10/22/64, ED-ly 03/28/66, EO-2_
01/14/66
50N60198 MSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicey SM2N2907Ay Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-ly 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/66
50N60199 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicey SM1534, Specification
for, 10/22/64, ED-1, 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/56
50M60200 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices, SN3750, Specification
for_ 10/22/64, £0-1, 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/56
50MTO201A MSFC 08 01
Welded Modules, Series 300 t Specification for t
09/09/56
50M60202 NSFC 08 01
Submultiplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, Low-
Leveiy Model 102y Specification for,
10/28/64, ED-l, 12/16/64e ED-2, 07/27/65_
EO-3, 07/27/65_ EO-4_ 01/04/66, E0-5,
01/17/66y E0-6_ 07/05/66
50M60203 MSFC 08 O1
Submultiplexer Asseablv, Analog, Remote r High-
Leveiy Model 101y Specification tory
10/30/64, EO-1, 12/16/54t EO-2s 07/14/65t
EG-3 t 07/14/65y EO-4y 01/04/66, EO-5,
01/04/66y EO-6_ 07/05/65
50N60204 MSFC 08 01
Ampiifiery Differential_ Lay Levely
Specification fort 10/12/64, EO--ly 12/15/64,
EO-3y 06/25/65y EO-4y 10/05/65, EO-5,
10/27/65, EO-Ty 11/05/65, EO-7, 11/14/65,
E0-8, 11/22/65_ EO-9, 11/22/65y EO-IOAy
01/14/66y EO-11y 03/06/66
50N60205 MSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices, SM4419y Specification
for, 10/20/64y E0-1_ 03/14/66
50M60206 MSFC 08 01
Membrane Calorimeter Aesemblleat T_pes 14t 15,
16, 17_ end 20y Specification for 05/17/1964
50N60208A MSFC 08 01
Filter, Presamplingy end Pouer Supplyy
Nodifiedy Subassemblgy Specification for_
03/02/55_ EO-3 t 06/25/65, EO-4, 06/25/659
ED-5y 06/25/65_ ED-6, 10/27/65t EO-Tt
11/05/65y EO-8 t 01/05/66, EO-9, 06/22/66y
EO-lOy 07/06/66
50N60209 NSFC 08 01
Regulator, Precision Voltagey Assembl_ Model
301, Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystemy Specification fory
10/06/64, EO-ly 07/20/65y EO-2, 01/05/66y
EO-3y 05/18/66
50N60210 MSFC 08 01
Top Deck Assembly, Single Sideband
Telemeter, Specification for_ 09/28/64,
EO-ly 12/11/64, EO-2y 07/15/65_ EO-3,
07/28/65_ £0-4, 10/05/65, £0-5, 10/27/65y
EO-6y 06/13/66
50N60211 MSFC 08 01
Convertery Direct Current to Direct Currenty
Specification for, 11/04/64y EO-ly 07/15/65,
E0-2, 09/15/65y EO-3, 10/05/65, EO-4y
11/05/65y E0-5, 09/15/65 t E0-6, 12/17/65,
EO-Ty 01/05/66, EO-8, 05/06/66
50M60212 MSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblyy Thermistory Type
15, Specification for 04/20/1965
50M60213 MSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblvy Resistance Type 3y
Specification for 05/28/1965
50N60214A MSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Thermistor, Type
13y Specification for 05/03/1965
50M60215 MSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblyy Resistance Tvpe
10, Specification for 11/13/1964
50N60216A MSFC 08 O1
Temperature Gauge Assemblv, Thermistor Type
15y Specification for 04/21/1965
61
50N60217 NSFC 08 01
gelded Nodules, Remote Digital Sub-
Multiplexer. Specification f_r. 07/08/659
EO-1. 10/05/659 EO-2. 11/29/65
50N60218 NSFC 08 01
Calorimeter Assembly. Total Heat9 Membrane
Type9 Specification for 12/01/1964
50N60219 NSFC 08 01
Calorimeter Assembly9 Radiation Type 9
Specification for 11/17/1964
50R60221 MSFC 08 01
Video Programmer. Television. Specification for
12/01/1964
50R60222 NSFC 08 O1
Oscillator. Subcaerier. Dual Input.
Specification for. 11/30/66
50N60223 NSFC 08 01
Power Supplg. Direct Currant. 86 Volt.
Specification for. 09/03/64. EO-1 01/13/659
EO-2 01/18/65. EO-3 03/26/65
50N60228 NSFC 08 01
Raster Reasurin 0 Voltage Power Supply. 5
Volts. Direct Current9 Specification for
12/03/1964
50R60230 NSFC 08 01
Transmitter. TeleMetry. Solid State 9 Frequency
Rodulated /Very High Frequency/.
Specification for, 12/10/64, EO-1, 06/17/659
ED-2. 10/05/659 EO-3. 07/15/65. EO-¢.
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50H60231 NSFC 08 01
Signal Conditioner. Pulse Code Noduleted.
Specification fort 06/14/65. EO-l. 10/05/65.
EO-29 12/02/65, EO-3, 07/06/66
50N60233 NSFC 08 01
Networkst Passive9 Printed Transmission Line
Section, Standard for 11/18/1964
50N60234 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assembl_9 Thermocouple. Type
35. Specification for 03/19/1965
50N60235 NSFC 08 01
Transistor. PNP Dual-Chip Differential.
High Frequency. Type SP494. Specification
for, 03/24/65. EO-1. 04/13/66
50N60236 NSFC 08 01
Trensistore Silicone Precision. Type SP20861e
Specification fore 03/24/65. EO-le 03/28/66.
EO-2. 05/16/66
50N60237 HSFC
Servo Accelerometer Uniter Twpes PN-1/2 and
HP-1/2. Specification for 11/20/1964
08 01
50R60239A NSFC 08 Ol
Antennae Radar, Nodal 7Oar Specification for9
o2101166
50R60240A RSFC




50N60241 NSFC 08 01
Emergency Detection S_atem e Q-Ball Angle of
Attacke Sensor System9 Specification for
04/28/1965
50N60242A HSFC 08 O1
Suitch. Coaxial9 Specification for. 01/28/66
50H60243 NSFC 08 01
Transmitter. Television. S Band System.
Specification for. 2/04/66
50N60246 HSFC 08 01
Power Supplge 300 Nilliamperese 12 Volts
Direct Current9 Pulse Code Nodulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station. Specification for 06/08/1965
50H60247 NSFC 08 01
Power Supply. One Ampere. 12 Volts_ Direct
Current. Pulse Code Nodulated Digital Data
Acquisition System Receiving Statione
Specification for 06/11/1965
50R60248 NSFC 08 01
Output Register Panel Assembly. Specification
for 9 11/08/65. EO-1. 6/22/56
50N60249 NSFC 08 01
Cards. Printed Circuit. Digital. Specification
for. 2/21/66
50N60250 NSFC 08 01
Pulse Code Nodulated Digital Synchronizer9
Specification for. 11/26/65
50N60251 NSFC 08 01
Converter Assembl_. Digital to Analog.
Specification for 06/08/1965
50860252 NSFC 08 01
Data Switch Panel Assembly9 Specificatioa for.
11/04/65
50H60253 NSFC 08 Ol
Patch-Panel Assembly9 Specification fop.
10/06/$5
50N602568 NSFC 08 01
Dlvidere Power. Telemetry9 Nodal 2219
Specification for. 02/01/66
50N60257 NSFC 08 01
Vibration Acceleroneter Transducer.
Specification for 02/12/1965
50NSO258A NSFC 08 Ol
Antenna Azusa. Nodal 711. Specification fore
02101166
50H60259A NSFC 08 01
Measuring Assembly. Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio Nodel 2209 Specification for.
01/28/66
50N60260B NSFC 08 01
Divider9 Command9 Power 9 Nodal 310.
Specification for9 03/10/66
50N60261 NSFC 08 Ol




50N60263A HSFC 08 Ol
Radio Frequencg Telemetrg Assenbliest Pulse
Code Moduletedt Specification'for9
11/17/66
50H60264A HSFC 08 01
Antennst Telemetrg t Model 223 t Specification
for t 02/28/66
50H60265A HSFC 08 01
Antenna Radar t Model 712t Specification fort
01/28/66
50M60267 HSFC 08 O1
Semiconductor Device t SHN1757 t Specification
fort 03/15/55t EO-lt 11/05/65t EO-2t
01/21/66t EO-3, 04/06/66
50N60268 HSFC 08 01
Servo Acceleroneter Unltl Specification for
03/26/1965
S0H80268 MSFC 08 Ol
Vibration Accelerometer Transducer t
Specification for t 03/26/1985
50MSO270A NSFC 08 01
Termination t Coexial_ Radio Freqnencvt
Specification fort 02/01/66
50H60271 HSFC 08 01
Modules_ Plug-In t Digitalt Specification fort
2/10/66
50M60273A HSFC 08 01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem/ Conputer
Interface Unity Nodal 501e Specification
fort 3/04/66t EO-2t 5/06/66t EO-3t 5/25/66_
ED-4t 7/05/66
50H60274A HSFC 08 01
Digital Multiplexer Assembly_ Model 4109
Specification fort 2/23/66t EO-3t 4/12/66t
EO-4t 5/06/66t £0-5t 5/25/66t
ED-61 7/05/66
50_60275 HSFC 08 01
Microphone Assenblvt Specification for
03/26/1965
50H60276 HSFC 08 01
Accelerometert Longitudinsll Specification for t
03/25/85_ EO-lt 11/08/66
50M60277 MSFC 08 01
Acce|erometer_ Lou Frequnncg_ Vibrationt
Specification for 03/25/1965
50H60278A HSFC 08 01
Coupler t Radio Frequencv Telemetryt
Specification fort 01/01/66
50H60280A MSFC 08 01
Antenna, Commandt Model 313 t Specification for9
3/14156
50M602828 HSFC 08 01
Coupler_ Command Directiona|_ Model 314_
Specification fort 03/14/66
50M60283A MSFC 08 01
DC to DC Converter. Telemetry Callbrator_
Specification fort 3/29/65t EG-2t 7/06/66
50M60284 NFSC 08 01
Power and Control Assenblvt Telemeter
Calibrator9 Specification fort 7/20/68t
EO-I_ 7/06/66
50M602858 HSFC 08 01
Coemand Power Dividert Nodal 3121
Specification for9 3/14/66
50M60287 MSFC 08 01
Amplifiert Poeerw Coenand and Communicatione
S-Bandy Specification for_ 1/19/66
50M80288 HSFC 08 01
Measuring Rack House Assembler Specification
for 05/12/1965
50M60289B RSFC 08 01
Divider9 Pover, telenetrye Nodal 607_
Specification for_ 02/14/66
50H60290 HSFC 08 01
Trensducerst Pressure Specification for
04/19/1965
50N60291 NSFC 08 01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Asseeblvt
Specification for, 7/26/65
50N60292 NSFC 08 01
Digital Signal Sieulator Panel Asseablgt
Specification fort 11/26/65
50M60293 NSFC 08 01
Source Selector Panel Asseably_ Specification
for_ 11/08/65
50N60294 HSFC 08 01
Coeputer Interface Panel &ssemblvt
Specification fort 11/23/55
50M60295 NSFC 08 01
Blouer Asseablgt Specification for_ 12/17/65
50N60296 HSFC 08 01
Source Follouert Design Specification for
05/05/1965
50H60298 NSFC 08 01
TV Antennat Model 408_ 11/26/65
50M60302 HSFC 08 01
Coaeend Antennnt Model S11t 12/15/65
50M6303A NSFC 08 01
Environnental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Teleaetrg Electronic Partst
Assenbliest and Subsvstems_ Standard forl
6/26/66
50M60304& NSFC 08 O1
Temperature Gauge Asseebl_ Thermocouplet Type
55 t Specification fort 06/10/65
50M60305 NSFC




Tape Recorder/Reproducer Assembly_ Ground




50H60307 HSFC 06 01
Correlator Panel Assemblyt Specification for9
12/20/66
50H60308 HSFC 08 01
Quick-Look Panel Assembly, Specification fort
9/08/65
50H60309 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblg_ Thermocouple9 Type
54t Specification for. 6/10/65
50H60310 HSFC OS 01
Explosive Bridge Wire /ESW/ Pulse Sensor
224-1t Acceptance Testy 7/14/65
50H60311 HSFC 08 01
Power Supply, 1.5At 36 VDC_ SS/FH
Demultiplexer_ Specification fort 8/31/55
50H60312 HSFC 08 Ol
Submultiplexer_ High Level_ Specification fory
6/16/66
60h60313 HSFC 08 01
Signal Adeptery Pulse Code Nodulatedy
Specification fory 8/06/66
50N60315 NSFC 08 01
Digital Receiving Station 50N69703-1y
Specification fort 1/04/66
50N60316 NSFC 08 01
PCN Telemetry Receiving Station 50N69803-1
Specification for. 12/17/65
50N60317 NSFC 08 01
Digital Receiving Station 50N69753-1,
Specification fory 1/04/66
50N60320 NSFC 08 01
Radio Frequency Asseablv_ Nodal IIIy
Teleaetr_ Pulse Code Hodulatedy Ultra
High Frequency, Specification fory 9/09/66
50H60321 NSFC 08 01
Transmittery Telemetryt Frequency Hodulatedw
Ultra High Frequencyy Specification tory
9/09/66
50H60322 NSFC 08 01
Master Control Aeeeablyy Hodel 810
Hultlplexer_ Specification for t 10/17/66
50N60326 HSFC 08 01
Top Deck Asseeblyy Single Sideband
Telemeter, Type III_ Specification tory
12/01/65_ ED-I, 7/05/66
50N60331 NSFC 08 Ol
Power Amplifier, Radio Frequencv. 860 NHzy
Qualification Test Procedure fort 7/22/66
50M60332 NSFC 06 01
Acceleroeetery Two Axis Low Sy Specification
fory 2/04/66
50H60334 NSFC




50M60337 NSFC 08 Ol
Resistor, Fixedt Composition /Insulated/y
Style RC07 with Weldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-R-11/y 4/07/66
50M60338 MSFC 08 01
Sensor Systeey Redundant Emergency Detection
S_stea Q-Ball Angle of Attacky
Specification fort 1/06/66
50M60355 NSFC 08 Ol
Measuring Asaenblyy Voltage Standing Yave
Ratiot Model 225y Specification fory 4/18/66
50M60356 MSFC 08 01
Antennay Directional, Command and Communication
Systemy Hodel 609y Specification for_
7115/66
50H60368 HSFC OS 01
Resistors, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/9
Style RL07 with Weldable Lesdst
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-R-22684/y 4/07/66
50H60369 MSFC 08 01
Resistory Fixedy Film /High Stability/,
Style RN55 with Weldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-R-Iosog/y 4/07/66
50H60360 HSFC 08 01
Capacitory Fixedy Ceraeic-Dielectrict Styles
CKOSCM and CKO6CY with Yeldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-C-11015/y 10/05/66
50H60361 NSFC 08 Ol
Capacitorsy Fixed. Monsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalumy Foil and Slntered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leader Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification NIL-C-S965/. 4/07/66
50M6036Z NSFC 06 01
Capacitorsy Fixedy Solid Electrolytey
Tantalumy Style CS13 with Weldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-2665S/y 10/18/66
50H60363 MSFC 08 01
Lead Haterialy Weldabley for Interconnection
and Component Parts, Specification fort
3117/66
50M60364 MSFC 08 01
Capacitory Fixedy Hiea-Dielectricy Style CHO6
with Weldable Leada_ Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-C-5/_
4/07/66
50H60365 NSFC 08 Ol
Transiatorst NPNt Silicony Tvpes 2N910y
2N930t and 2N1482 with Weldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-S-19500/, 4/07/66
50M60366 HSFC 08 01
Transistors. PNPy Silicont Tvpee C920-1y




50860367 8SFC OS 01
Transistort PMPt Type 577S2 with Weldable
Leader Specification foe t 10/18/66
50H60368 NSFC 08 01
Transistort PMP, Tvpe 75P28 with Weldable
Leader Specification fort 10/19/66
50860369 8SFC 08 01
Differential Amplifier t Transintort NPMt Type
301K5 with Weldable Leads t Specification
fort 11/17/66
50M60370 8SFC 08 Ol
Transistor NPNt Sllicont Type 2N2432 with
Weldable Leader Specification fort 10/05/66
50860371 8SFC 08 01
Trensistort PNP, Silicont Type 28936 with
Weldable Leader Specification fort 10119/66
50860372 NSFC 08 O1
Transietort PNPw T_pe NS1223 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for t 10/13/66
50h60373 MSFC 08 Ol
Tranelatort PNP t Sillcon t Type 283251 with
Weldable Leader Specification fort 10/19/66
50860374 NSFC 08 O1
Transistor, PMP, Siiicont Tgpe T6153 with
Weldable Leadst Specification fort 10/16/66
50H60375 NSFC 08 O1
Transistor, Field Effect, Type 283436 with
Weldable Leadsw Specification fort 10/05/66
50H60376 NSFC 08 O1
Diodest Silicont Types IN458t I8459t and
IN827 with Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-S-19500/t
4107166
50860377 NSFC 08 O1
Diodet Zenert Silicont Type 18936A with
Weldable Leadst Specification for t 10/13/66
50860378 NSFC 08 01
Diode9 Zener 9 Silicon, Type 1N1314A mith
Weldable Leadst Specification for t 10/13/66
50H60380 NSFC 08 O1
Resistor t Fixed, Composition /Insulated/_ Type
CBD2_65 through C8D10065 with Weldable
Leader Specification fort 10/13/66
50860381 8SFC 08 Ol
Resistor, Fixedt Precision_ Wire Wound /High
Tempcratare/t Type SX063 with Weldable
Leader Specification for, 8/12/66
50N60382 NSFC 08 01
Senaistort Holdedt Silicont Type TN-1/8 with
Weldable Leader Specification fort 8/12/66
50N60383 NSFC 08 Ol
Inductort Shielded9 Type 1537734 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for t 8/12/66
50N60384 8SFC OS O1
Switch t Coaxial, Model 612 t Specification fort
5/13166
50N60385 8SFC 08 Ol
Ring_ Hybridt Command and Communication
System t Node) 608t Specification for_
5/06/66
50N60389 HSFC 08 01
Antennat Receive t Command and Communication
Sgetea t Model 610t Specification fort
6110166
50N60390 NSPC 08 O1
Antennat UHFt Nodal 613 t Specification fort
6/10/66
50860393 NSFC 08 01
Filtert UHF Teleeetry_ Specification fory
9101166
50860394 HSFC 08 O1
Coupter_ Radio Frequencwt Telemetrv,
Specification for, 9/01/66
50R60396 _SFC 08 01
Couplert Directional I Telemetry Nodal 226t
Specification fort 9/01/66
50N60399 NSFC 08 01
Reeistorat Fixedt Film t Insulated, Style RL
20 with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/t
10/17/66
50860400 NSFC 08 O1
Resiatorss Fixed, Film t Insulated, Style RL
32 with Weldable Leadst Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/j
10/17/66
50H60401 NSFC 08 01
Transistors t M-Channel Junctiont Sllicont
Field-Effectt Type g182 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for_ 10/17/66
50H60402 HSFC 08 01
Transietoret Silicont PMP_ Tgpee $28722 and
$2Nl132 with Meldable Leads t Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NSFC-SPEC-338/108/, 10/17/66
50H60403 NSFC 08 01
Transistorst Silicon t NPMt Type $282102 with
Weldable Leads t Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HSFC-SPEC-338/115/g
10/17/66
50860404 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicet Diodet Silicon9 Type
189418 with Weldable Leads t Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/t 10/17/66
50860405 NSFC 08 O1
Semiconductor Devicest Diodest Silicon_ Type
JAN-IN649 with Weldable Leads m Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50860406 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Deviceet Diodest Silicon t Types
1N4370At TX-1N4370A_ 1N4371A, TX-1N4371A9
1N4572At TX-1M437ZAt 18746A_ Through
1M759At and TX-18746A Through TX-1N759A with
Weldable Leadst Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification RIL-S-19500/t
10/17/66
65
50H50407 HSFC 08 Ol
Diode, Zener, Type 1N823A with Weldable
Leadst Specification fort 10_17/56
50h60408 MSFC 08 01
Diodes, Zener_ Diffused, T_pe 1_4105 with
Weldable Leads, Specification forj 10/17/66
50H60409 NSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ with Weldable Leads_
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-27287/_ 10/17/66
50H69931 HSFC 08 01
Emergency Detection S_stem I Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor Sgstem_ Test Procedure for
03/15/1965
50h71001 MSFC 08 01
Sensor SMstem_ Redundant Emergency Detection
System Q-Rail Angle of Attack, In-Process
Test Procedure, 1/06/66
63-72 GSFC 05 01
See 5-630-UK-0072
63-75 GSPC 05 01
See 5-630-UK-0075
63-76 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-530-UK-0076
63-77 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0077
63-79 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-630-IHP-0079
63-86 GSPC 05 Ol
See S-630-UK-0086
63-67 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0087
65-88 GSFC 05 01
See S-530-UK-O068
53-97 GSFC 05 01
See 5-630-UK-0097
53-98 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0098
65-99 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0099
53-100 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0100
53-101 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0101
53-102 GSPC 05 O1
See S-630-UK-0102
63-105 GSPC 05 01
See S-630-UK-0105
63-106 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0106
















































































63-150 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0150
63-151 GSFC 06 01
See S-630-P-0151
63-152 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0152
63-153 GSFC 05 O1
See 5-630-P-0153
63-154 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0154
63-156 GSFC 05 01
See 6-630-P-0158
63-158 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0158
63-159 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0159
63-160 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0160
63-161 GSFC 05 01
See S-63D-P-0161
64-164 GSFC 05 O1
See 5-630-P-0164
63-165 GSFC 05 01
See S-63D-P-0165
63-166 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0166
63-167 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0167
53-168 GSFC 05 01
See S-630-P-0168
67-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-UK-DO01
67-2 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-UK-O002
87-21 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-UK-O021
57-22 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-UK-OO22
67-24 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-P-0024
57-113 GSFC 05 01
See S-670-UK-0113
85MO1305A NSFC 08 01
Screening_ Specification for Semiconductor
Device $1N9168 t 6/06/62 t E0-1_ 11/04/65
95M01101 MSFC 08 01
£1ectropolishing Saturn Ducting for Space
Launch Vehicles, Specification for
10/21/1963
gSNOl104 MSFC 08 01
Silver Plating /glectrodeposited/,
Specification for 01/24/1964
95HOllO5 MSFC 08 Ol
Zinc Plating /Electrodeposited/, Specification
for 01/24/1964
95H01106 MSFC 08 O1
Gold Plating /£1ectrodeposited/t Specification
for 01/24/1955
95MDllD8 MSFC 08 O1
Deoxidation of kluninum _lloys 20140 2219_ 5060,
5456t 6061 end 7075_ Specification for
02/06/1964
95M01200 MSFC 08 01
Welding Fabrication of Hestellog Allozst
Specification for 10/16/1963
95M01301 MSFC 08 O1
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vshlclet Specification for
08/13/1963
95M01400 MSFC 08 Ol
Hydraulic Bulge-Forming of 54-1nch Center
Pieces for S-IC Stage of Saturn V Vehlclet
Specification for 08/13/1963
95MO1500 MSFC OS 01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC
Stage of Saturn g Vehicle_ Specification
for 08/13/1963
250-TV-100 GSFC 05 01
See S-250-P-O001
522-2-364 GSFC 05 01
See S-522-P-OO02
522-3-564 GSFC 05 01
See S-522-P-DO03
52Z-4-564 GSFC 05 01
See S-522-P-0004
523-101A GSFC 05 Ol
See S-523-P-O101
523-201 GSFC 05 O1
See S-523-P-0201
523-2029 GSFC 05 01
See S-523-P-0202
523-219 GSFC 05 01
See S-523-P-0219
523-302F GSFC 05 Ol
See S-523-P-0302
523-401 GSFC 05 01
See S-523-P-0401
523.1-1 GSFC OS Ol
See S-523-P-OOOl
553-64-01 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-17
564-78779 GSFC 05 O1
Topside Sounder Data Processor
67
571.1-1-66 GSFC 05 01
Technical Specification for Data Nodel Control
Panels
632-100 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-632-P-0100
623.6/63/-49 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0020
4320-7-60 GSFC 05 01
See S-532-P-0037
8907-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facllltyt General
Requirements for Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Electronic Equipeent, 10/11/62
8909-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Field-
Power Equipment 60 Cycles Per Second
Engine Generator Set, 6/11/62
991b-GEN JPL 11 O1
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilityt Ground
Equipment t Transmltter_ 29.668-Hegacycle
Very Stable Voltage Controlled Dscillstor,
Goldstone Duplicate Standard t 2/20/62
9917-GEN JPL 11 Ol
Deep Space Instrumentation Facil|ty, Ground
Equipment t Transmitter t 2g.668-Negac_cle
Verw Stable Voltage Controlled Oscfllator_
NTSw 3/06/62
20014-GEN-F JPL 11 01
Soldering Process_ 12/13/61
20016-GEN-C JPL 11 01
WorkeanshIp Requirements for Electronic
Equlpaentt 2/08/63
20018-GEN-J JPL 11 01
Plight Equipment, Electrical Interconnections9
2111163
20028-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Terminal Boards_ Fabrication of_ 8/16/60,
Amendment 1-B, 1/23/64
200SO-GEN-5 JPL 11 01
Drawing Standards and Procedures t 3/04/63
20037-GEN JPL 11 01
Flight and Ground Equipmentt High Reliability,
12/12/62
20038-GEN JPL 11 01
Flight Equipment_ Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Notor Nozzlesp 2/22/63
20039-GEN JPL 11 01
Nlre, Electrical, Teflon Insulated t High
Temperature Hookup end General Purposet
3/21/63
20042-GEN JPL
Preparation of Operation and Neintenance
Hanusls for Ground Support Equipment_
5109163
11 O1
20044-GEN-E JPL 11 01
Fixed Capacitors /High Reliability/, 11/06/62
ALPHA-NUHERIC LISTING
20064-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Packing Flight Equipment for Shipment Within
the Continental United States t 2/28/63 s
Amendment 1-As 10/24/63
20512-GEM JPL 11 01
Acceptance Limits for Poudered Aluminum
/NOLO5/, 4/05/65
20513-GEN JPL 11 01
Acceptance Limits for N-Phenyl-Beta-
Maphthylaaine /Propellant Anti-Oxldant/_
4/02/63
30261-GEN JPL 11 01
Haterialst Proceseesj and Hardware for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equlpaent_ 6/07/62_ Amendment 1, 8/20/63
30262-GEN JPL 11 01
Soldered Cordwood Electronic Hodule
Fabrication_ 5/17/62
30265-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment_ Pressure S_stemt
Safety Requirements for, 6/15/62
30273-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Flight Equipment, Radio Frequency Syetem_
NL-6J 20-Negacycle Crystal Frequency
Sourcet 01/12/63
30274 JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Rsrlner Program
Procurement, 04126/63
30280-GEN JPL 11 01
Space Flight Dperatlons Facility1 Operational
Communications Installation Criteriat
01/02/63
30284-GEN JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboretor_ Quality Control
Requirements for Surveyor Program
Procurement, 04/26/63
30584-GEN JPL 11 O1
Engineering Requirements for Telemetry Ground
Equipment_ 01/16/62
30600-STD-A JPL II Ol
Ground Support Equipaent_ Paint Stendards_
01/23/62
30602-STD-C JPL 11 01
Engraving on Ground Equipments Control Panel
Faces, 01/30/63
30604-STD-A JPL 11 01
Neters for Ground Equipments Control Panels1
01/19/62
30605-STD-A JPL 11 O1
Colors t Indicator Light and Swltchlight_
01118162
30606-STD-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrueentatlon Faciiit_s Paint
Stendardss 01/23/62
30609-STD-A JPL 11 01
Recks for Ground Equipment, 01/23/62
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30612-STD-A JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations Facilit_ Paint
Standards 9 04/08/83
30765-GEN JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations Facilit_t General
Requirements for Electronic Components I
03/27/63
30766-GEN JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations FacilitM_
Documentation Requirementsy 03/26/63
30768-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipmenty
Electronic System9 Hinimum Requirements for
the Atlantic Hissile Range Launch Complex,
o61os163
30776-GEN JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations Facilitv_ D|splaM
SMetee t 04/09/63
30879-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Flight Equipmenty Identification of
Electronic Assembly Chassis, 09/18/61
31139-GEN JPL 11 01
Surveyor Orbltery Flight Equlpmenty Scientific
Instrumentationy Electronic Packagingy
10/31/62
31252-GEM JPL 11 01
Heriner Cy Flight Equipmenty Requirements for
Rinlaum Hagnetic Fieldy 3/19/63, Amendment
I t 6/24/63
281001-003 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0038
1171872 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-TI-0001
10419900 8SFC 08 01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support
Equipment Components and Assembllesy
Specification for 07/01/1960
10419901A MSFC 08 01
Cleaning and Passivation of Bellows and Ducts,
Specification for 02/26/1960
10419902& HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembl_y LOX Relief t Specification
for_ 12/13/61y EO-5 04/28/62
10419903 HSFC 08 01
Valvey Checky Heat Exchanger, Specification
forw 05/02/60_ EO-7 05/07/62
10419905 MSFC 08 01
Harking Method, /Silk Screen/, Standard for
05/05/1960
10419906B HSFC 08 01
Clea'nliness Levelsy Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Reasuring Systeesy
Specification for, 06/26/62y EO-1 07/02/63,
EO-3 04/03/64
10419907 NSFC 08 01
Spheres, Fiberglass, High Pressure,
Specification fory Ok/04/609 EO-1 12/12/62,
EO-2 11/21/63
10419908 HSFC 08 O1
Filter, Air Performance, Specification for
04/21/60, EO-1 03/15/61
10419go9B HSFC 08 01
Drill Datay Lockuire Sizey and Hethod of
Application, Standard for 01/16/1962
10419910 HSFC 08 01
Valvey Vent, Liquid Oxggen Container,
Specification for, 05/19/50, EO-ly 12/06/60,
EO-2, 06/29/61, EO-3A, 10/17/62_ EO-4t
10/17/62
10419911 MSFC 08 01
Valve, Fill and Verity Specification fory
05/19/60, EO-1, 12/06/60y EO-2y 03/16/51,
EO-3t 04/28/611EO-4t 04/28/61, EO-5_
06/26/619 EO-6t 07/12/61t ED-7_ 08/11/61
10419912A MSFC 08 01
Regulator Assemblvt Specification for
02/21/61 t EO-2 02/09/62
10419913 NSFC 08 O1
LOX Replenishing Valve Assembl_y Performance,
Specification fory 05/02/60y EO-ly 12/06/60,
EU-2, 02/21/62
10419914 HSFC 08 01
Switch 9 Assemblies, Liquid Levely
Specification for, 07/13/60_ EO-1 12/01/60
10419916 NSFC 08 O1
Computery Propellant Utilizationy
Specification for, 12/05/60, EO-I 10/23/60
10419917 MSFC 08 01
Valvey Controly Pressurizlngy Specification for
07/18/60y EO-1 12/01/60 t E0--2 04/05/61
10419918A MSFC 08 01
Valve_ Flow Regulating Constant_ Specification
tory 09/05/61, EO-5 10/02/62, EO-6
12/26/62
10419919 MSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Check /3/4-Inch/y
Specification for t 07/13/601EO-1, 05/16/61,
EO-2, 05/10/62
10419920A HSFC 08 01
Regulatory Constant Flow_ Specification for t
07/15/61, EO-2, 07/17/61, EO-3_ 05/15/62
10419922 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly Solenoid Operatedy
Specification for, 07/12/60y EO-1, 04/18/61
10419923 HSFC 08 01
Valve_ Fuel, Safety_ Containsrsy Specification
for, 06/08/60y EO-1 11/29/61
10419925A HSFC 08 01
Containers_ Propellant, Specification for
10/19/1961
10419926 8SFC 08 01
Valve, Needle, Three Maya Specification for
06/22/1960
10419927A MSFC 08 01
Valve, Control, Specification fory 01/23/62,
EU-7, 03/08/62
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10419928 HSFC 0801Valve,Vent, Hotor Operated, Specification for
08/10/60, EO-1, 09/30/60
10419929 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembl_, LDX-FilI and Drain,
Specification for, 12128150, EO-1, 04/28/616
£0-2, 06/24/81w CO-3, 01/24/62
10419931A NSFC 08 01
Switche LOX Pressurizing and Relief,
Specification fore 01/12/62, EO-1, 05/15/62
10419932A HSFC 08 01
Switch, LOX Vent and Emergency, Specification
for, 01/17/62, EO-le 05/15/62
10419934 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Check, 1/4 Inch and 3/8 Inch,
Specification for 07/15/1960
10419936A HSFC 08 01
Switch, Pressure, Fuel Container,
Specification for 01115/1962
10419937 NSFC 08 01
Valve Assembl_t Fuel Fill and Drain,
Specification for, 12120/60 EO-1, 04/18/61,
EO-2e 02/02/62
10419938 NSFC 08 01
Valve t Fuel Vent, Specification for t
12/15/80e EO-l, 04/28/61
10419941 HSFC 08 01
Filter, Air, High Pressure e Specification for,
11/22/806 EO-2, 02/14/62
10419942 RSFC 08 01
Paper, Cup, flu, Reproductions Specification for
08/22/1960
10419943 HSFC 08 Ol
Suitches, Pressure, Highm Low, Specification
for, 12/20/60, £0-1A, 07/12/81, EO-2,
07114161
104199_6 NSFC o6 ol
Valve Asseabl_t Pressure Relief e 750 Pounds
Per Square Inch 3ravity, Specification fore
08/15/60, EO-1, 12/18/81
10419947 HSFC 08 01
Valve Asseabl_, Fuel Level Control,
Specification for, 12/28/50 e EO-1, 02/19/62
10419949 KSFC 08 01
Switch Assembl_ LOX Step Pressuree
Specification for, 08102161 , EO-I, 11/01/61
10419952 RSFC 08 01
Heater Assembly, Specification for, 12/16/606
EO-1, 05/26/61
10419953 HSFC 08 01
Theraostut, Specification for, 11/08/60t
E_-I, 01/23/61_ £0-2t 04119/61
104199_4 MSFC
Regulator, Atr Pressure, Specification fore




10419955 HSFC 08 Ol
Switch Asseeblv, Fuel Step Pressures
Specification for, 06/07/61, EO-le 11/01/61,
EO-2, 01/25/62
10419956 NSFC 08 01
Switch, Absolute Pressure, Specification for,
11/08/60, EO-1A, 09/12/61, EO-2, 05/12/81
10419958 NSFC 08 01
Lightening Holes, Aluminun Allov, Standard for
06/29/1960
10419959 HSFC 08 01
Tube, Fuming, Standard for 06/23/1960
10419960A NSFC 08 01
Plating e Cadnium, /Electrodaposited/, /Cover
Sheet for Specification QQ-P-416 Ag
Amendnent 1/, 11/30/64
10419970 NSFC 08 01
Coupling, Specification for 02/21/1961
10419971 HSFC 08 01
Switch, Pressure, 750 Pounds Par Square Inch
Specification for 03/2111961
10419972 HSFC 08 01
Valve, Control_ Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Specification for, 04117/51 , EO-2, 01/24/62
10509302 NSFC 08 01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts
and Components for Space Vehicles/,
Specification for 05/16/1960
10509308 NSFC 08 01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Velded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant
Steel, Specification for, 06/01/60, EO-I
04/18/51, EO-2 06105162
10609307A HSFC 08 01
Srnzing, Silver, Specification for 06/03/1961
10509308 NSFC 08 Ol
Weldlngy Carbon, Low Alloy and Stainless
Steel, /Hanual or Automatic/, Specification
for 06/02/1960
10509313 HSFC 08 01
Lubricant t Antiseize and Sealing, Liquid
Oxygen S_stans, Specification fore 06/28/606
EO-1 02/27/63
10509316 HSFC 08 01
Insulation of Netsis in Nechanicsl Assembliese
Standard for 06124/1960
10509317 NSFC 08 Ol
Sealants, Organic, Application of t
Specification for 06/2811960
10509315B HSFC 08 01
Hose Assemblies, Flexiblee High-Pressure,
Specification for, 08/15/616 EO-2e 07/19/62
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NASA SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS MAY 1967
Listing of Items by Subject
The title of each entry is listed under significant terms derived from the titles
of the specifications and standards. The subject terms are arranged alpha-
betically. An alpha-numeric designation and the source code follow the title.
A
ABBREVIATION
Abbreviations for Use on Drawings, Standard
for1 05/07/641 Amendment 11 06/30/64
MSFC-STD-350 08-01
ABSOLUTE
Switch1 Absolute Pressuret Reliabilit9 Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01047 08-01
Switch1 Absolute Pressure, Specification for
04/04/621 EO-1 11/07/62
10H01613 08-01
Switcht Absolute Pressure_ Specification forj
11/08/601EU-1A, 09/12/61t EU-21 05/12/61
10419956 08-01
ABSORBENT
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency








Four billion Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator with Beam Handling System
S-716-P-7 05-01
ACCELEROMETER
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Low
Frequency Accelerometer/ Performance Design
and Product Configuration Requirements1
11/o3/6e
KSC-SPEC-H-OO01 10-01
Accelerometer Assemblies t Donner, Alignment1
Procedure for t 06/18/63 ! Amendment 1,
08/12/63
HSFC-PROC-321 08-01
Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Cryogenic Accelerometer /PR 34619-1/
10-03
Servo Accelerometer Units, Types NP-11
NP-1/21 Specification for 10/23/1963
50H60065 08-01
Servo Accelerometer Units9 Types PH-1/2 and











Accelerometer, Longitudinal, Specification for1
03/26/65t EO-11 11/08/66
50H60276 08-01
Accelerometerl Low Frequency, Vibration1
Specification for 03/26/1965
50H60277 08-01




Acceptability Limits for All Selectively




Castings1 Aluminum and Hagnesium Alloy,
Radiographic Inspection oft Acceptance
Standard for, 05/16/611 Amendment 11
08/17/66
HSFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Sequencer, Flighty Acceptance Testy Procedure
for 07/15/1963
HSFC-PRUC-285 08-01
Timer Assemblg_ Acceptance Checkout1 Procedure
fury 07/16/631 Amendment 1t 03/31/64
HSFC-PRDC-289 08-01
Voltage Supply1 Heasuringl Acceptance
Checkout1 Procedure for 11/03/1964
HSFC-PRDC-290A 08-01
Sequencer1 Flighty Slave Unity Acceptance
Testy 07/18/631 Amendment ly 12/16/63
HSFC-PROC-291 08-01
Voltage Supplyy Heater Heaauring I Acceptance
Checkout, Procedure for 11/02/1964
HSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Exploding Bridgemlre /EBW/ Destruct System
Controller1 Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
HSFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Range Safety I System Controllery 40N320161
Acceptance Testy I0/14/65
HSFC-PROC-382B 08-01
Power Supply1 56 Volt Direct Current1 Model
21 Acceptance Checkoutt Procedure for
11/02/1964
NSFC-PitOC-4J1 08-01
Timer, 40-Second, Acceptance Testy 06/10/65
HSFC-PROC-452A 08-01
Hariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/I 2/06/67
HVX-50632-FAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing S-Band Cavity Amplifier
/2PA1/I 2/03/67
HVX-50662-FAT 11-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-0101 05-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0002 05-01
hnvironmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0004 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
71
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Experiments, Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0401 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05-01
General Environeental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-SR-1 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments t United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-320-UK-0201 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experiments t Distance Heasuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DHE-A-1 05-01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 40-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2_3 t and 4
S-500-P-O019 05-01
Preparation and Acceptance of Technical Nanuals
S-552-GEM-O010 05-01
Radar Set AN/NPS-26 /XN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0025 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Hodel 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-fiS3-P-O031 05-01
Nodel 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0035 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0037 05-01
Data Formatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0041 05-01
Project Relay Test Specification- Relay
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0102 05-01
Acceptance Standards for Hydrogen Peroxide
Conditioning of Components and Partst
02/01/62
05-5 04-01
Curtainst Heat Shleld_ Flexible t Acceptance 9
Specification for_ 03/09/62_ ED-1 08/03/62
10H01591 08-01
Sub-Hultiplexer Assembly_ Remoter Digital_
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50H60011 08-01
Telemeter Calibrator t Nodal It Acceptance
Testy Procedure for 09/09/1963
50N60013 08-01
Telemetry Assembly t Single Sideband t Airhornet
Acceptance Testy Procedure for 03/03/1964
50H60103 08-01
Decodert Instrument Unit Command_ Acceptance
Testy Procedure fort 7/22/86
50M60153 08-01
Decoder_ Secure Range Safety Command_
Acceptance Test Procedure t 8/04/66
50_60156 08-01
Command Receiver_ HCR 503 Acceptance Testy
Procedure for_ 12/05/66
50M60164 08-01
Acceptance Limits for Pomdered Aluminum
/HDI05/, 4/05/63
20512-GEN 11-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures end
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Configuration Management Accounting Reportst
Preparation of 9 10/01/65
NSFC-PROC-459 08-01
Input for Configuration Hanagement Accounting








Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference System
S-512-P-2 05-01
ACQUISITION
Digital Acquisition and Decoamutotion System
ESD-106003 09-03
Digital Acquisition and gecommutation System
/Pulse Code Nodulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-106014 09-03
Receiving Station t Pulse Code Hodulated
Digital Data Acquiait_on Subsystemt Nodal
DRS-lt Specification for 09/16/1963
MSFC-SPEC-295 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assemblyt
Pulse Code Nodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationt
Specification for 08/07/1983
NSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Quick-Look Assemblyt Pulse Code Hodulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Stationt Specification for
08/08/1963
HSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Seitch Panel Assemblyt Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving S,tationm Specification
for 08/08/1963
HSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assemblyt Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station_ Specification
for 08/08/1963
HSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selector_ Pulse Code Hodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystee Receiving
Station t Specification for 08/0Z/1963
HSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Panelt Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Data Control Panel Assemblyt Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station t Specification
for 08/14/1963
NSFC-SPEC-303 08-01
Digital Signal Synchronizert Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station t Specification
for 01/06/1965
HSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assemblyt
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Statlont
Specification for 03/25/1965
NSFC-SPEC-305A 08-01
Pomer Supplyt Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stetion_ Specification for 08/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Blomer Aasemblyt Pulse Code Hodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationt Specification for 09/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel, Pulse Code Nodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 08/15/1983
NSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Digital Gate Rack Assemblyt Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Teleaetrv Receiving Stationt Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsyatemt Specification for 09/20/1963
NSFC-SPEC-313 08-01
Convertert Analog-to-Digital t Subassembl_t
Yehlclebornet Pulse Code Nodulated Digital





Regulator_ Precision Voltage, Assembly Model
301, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem, Specification for
08/15/63t Amendment 2, 11/20/63
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Timer, 40 Second, Component Selection_ Time
and Temperature Compensating, 06/10/65
MSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OOOIA 05-01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-500-P-0004 05--01
Collimation System Specifications for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna System
S-500-P-O008 05-01
Specifications for 85-Foot Data Acquisition
Antenna
S-500-P-0016 05--01
Specification for 85-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-0017 05-01
Performance Specifications for Acquisition
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0220 05-01
C-Band Re-Entry Acquisition System for
Apollo Instrumentation Ships
S-506-P-4 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-005
S-525-P-0003 05-01
Specification for Radome to be used with
85-Foot_ X-Y, Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0027 05-01
Performance Specification for an Acquisition
Antenna for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0031 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-0267 05-01
Specification for Micromave Station Data
Acquisition Facilityt Rosman_ North
Carolina
S-532-P-0029 05-01
Specification for Hodlfications to Suitchgear_
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets_ Data Acquisition Fecilitv_
Santiagot Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facllitv_
East Grand Forks_ Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2_ Data Acquisition Facllitv_
Quito t Ecuador
S-532-P-4 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netuork Facility, Madagascar
S-532-P-9 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility_ Gilmore Creek_
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration_ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facilityt Fairbanks_
Alaska
S-532-P-11 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Sewert and Drainage of the Station9 Data
Acquisition Facility Rosean9 North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Tracking end Data Acquisition Netmork
Stations
S-533-P-11 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0004 05-01
Specification for a Lightmeight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0005 05-01
Airborne Ranging System,for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0009 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddnrd Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facilities
S-537-STD-0266 05-01
Specification for Active Acquisition Aid
5-553-P-0050 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Model 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0031 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0037 05-01
Specification for Dymec Digital Data
Acquisition System
S-630-P-0141 05-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem_ Pulse
Code Modulated_ Assembly_ Model 301_
Checkout Procedure for_ 6/16/64
50M60031A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem_ Pulse
Code Hodulated_ Assembly_ Model 301_
Specification for_ 09/14/64_ EO-I_ 12/04/64y
EO-2_ 12/10/64_ E0-3_ 07/15/65t EO--4t
11/22/659 EO-St 01/05/66_ EO-6t 01/14/66_
50H60067 08-01
Regulators Precision Voltage9 Assembly Model
301_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem_ Specification furl
10/06/64, EO-I_ 07/20/65t EO-2_ 01/05/66_
EO-3_ 05/18/66
50M60209 08-01
Power Supplyt 300 Milliamperes_ 12 Volts
Direct Currentt Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station_ Specification for 06/08/1965
50N60246 08-01
Pomer Supply_ One Ampere_ 12 Volts_ Direct
Current_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition S_stem Receiving Station_
Specification for 06/11/1965
50N60247 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem/ Computer
Interface Unit, HodeI 501, Specification




Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-106042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Modules
ESD-106091 09-03
ACTIVATED
Manually Activated Primary Battery /MAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedure, 9/29/65
40H00228 08-01
ACTIVE
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequencv Modulation




Specification for Active Acquisition Aid
S-553-P-0030 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Hodel 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S.553-P-0031 05-01
ACTUATED
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors ILeed-Screu Actustedll
11107168
ZP(_-2449-GEN 11-01
Valvey Explosive Actuated /300 degrees Fit
H-1 Rocket Engine_ Reliability Test
Requirements 0512611961
10H01008 08-01
Resistorsy Vuriable_ Wireuound. /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /StvIe SRT/e Specification fort
06/19/649 EO-lt 04/21/659 EO-2, 11/04/659
EO-3t 01/03/66
50N60183 08-01
Resistorsy Variables Nonmireuound /Lead Screw
Actuated/t /Style SRJ/t Specification fort




Single Branch Explosively Actuated Valve
Assemblies
GHE-50335-GEN 11-01
Actuatort Thrust Vector Controly Specification
fort 06/17/639 EO-1 09/09/64
10H01683 08-01
Servoactuator_ Hachanical Feed-back t Thrust




Adapter, Signalt Differential /Wideband/w
Specification for t 03/30/66
50M60070S 08-01
Digital Adaptert Liquid Level Measuring,
Specification for 02/1711964
50H60088 08-01
Adaptary Rate Gyro_ Specification for
03119/1954
50H60098 08-01




Slender Unit Assemblyy Fuel Additivey /H-1
Rocket Engine/y Reliability Test
Requirements 03/2911961
10N01002 08-01
Heater Assenblyy Fuel Additive Blender Unity




Tape, Pressure-Sensitive Adhesivsy for
Preservation and Senlingy Specification for
03/07/1962
HSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
Platest Identlficatlont Metal Fall Adhesive
Backedt Specification for 10/0711964
HSFC-SPEC-266A 08-01
Adhesive, Epoxy Resint 3/01/669 QPL-411-1t
3101166
MSFC-SPEC-411 08-01
Adhesive Bondingt Process and Inspection
Requirements for 05/07/1965
MSFC-SPEC-445 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber t Tmo-Componunty
Low-to-floderate Temperature Resistunty
Room-Temperature Vulcanizingt General
Purpose, 01/16/62_ EO-1 08/03/62
10M01587 08-01
Adhosivet Silicone Rubber, One-Componentt
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistante
Room Temperature Vuicsnizingy General
Purposat 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubbery Solvent Typet
General Purposet Specification for
02/01/1962
ZONOZ5SS 08-01




130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-0302 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of a Two-Channel
Nonopulse Antenna System
S-525-P-0039 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Rosman II
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-531-P-15A 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-050-0137 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Modify the Advanced Vkdicon Camera System
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bimat
Film
S-653-P-7 05-01
Day-Night Heteorologicai Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Mission
S-731-P-54 05-01
AEROSPACE
Aerospace Data Systems Standards
S-560-P-OOO2 05-01
AGAVE
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
AGE
Synthetic Rubbery Age Control of t Standard for
12/21/629 Amendment ly 04/16/65
MSFC-STD-IOSA 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlus-Agenat
Thor-Agenay or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Workmanship. Markingy Truceabilitvy Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
AGENT




Goddsrd Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Power Aging for the
Heteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Specification for Semiconductor Pacer Aging
5-652-P-0003 05-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of




Specification for a Lightweight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0005 05-01
Specification for Active Acquisition Aid
S-553-P-0030 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Nodal 203 Tultrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0031 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
5-553-P-0037 05-01
AIR
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter
/mith Air Conditioning/ for Optical
Tracking Instrumentst 07/23/64
10-03
Regulatort Air Pressurut Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1961
10N01031 08-01





Filtert Airy High Pressuret Specification fort
11/22/60t EO-2t 02/14/82
10419941 08-01
Regulatory Air Pressure, Specification fort




Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Systems
NSC-SPEC-C-9 09-03
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-538-P-0004 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0009 05-01
Telemetry Assembly t Single Sideband Airbornet
Specification fort 10/19/64t EO-1
12/11/64t EO-2y 03/23/65, EO-3t 04/30/65y
E0-49 07/28/65, EO-5, 10/05/65 t EO-6,
11/05/65, EO-Ty 12/10/65, EO-8, 01/26/86,
50H600028 08-01
Telemetry Assembly, Single Side-band,
Airbornej Specification for 01/31/1964
50N60010A 08-01
Recorder Assembly, Tape /Airborne/9 Model 101,
Specification fury 10/22/54r EO-lt 12/16/64t
EO-2y 07/14/65t EO-3t 07/14/65t EO-4y
10/27/65, EU-5, 12/04/65 r EO-B, 12/04/65y
EO-7y 01/14/65t EO-ay 07/08/66
50N600168 08-01
Telemetry Assemblyy Single Sideband t Airbornet
Acceptance Testy Procedure for 03/03/1964
50MBOIO3 08-01
AIRCRAFT
Specification for Aircraft Antenna
S-525-P-0026 05-01
Description, Use, and Control of Hydraulic




Accelerometer Assembliesy Donnert Alignmentt
Procedure fort 06/18/63t Amendment It
08/12/63
MSFC-PROC-321 08-01




gelding of Aluminum Alloy Pipe, Tubing and
Associated Fittingsy 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 10-01
Castinget Aluminum and Magnesium Alloyt
Radiographic Inspection oft Acceptance
Standard fort 05/18/61r Amendment It
08/17/66
NSFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Aluminum Alloyy 2014 8arsy Plater and Sheety
Specification for, 04/02/62y Amendment ly
04130164
MSFC-SPEC-104 08-01
Aluminum Allo_ Sheett Ram Mnterialy General
Specification fort 03/18/63y Amendment I,
07/14/65
NSFC-SPEC-137A 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Forglngsy Premium Qualit_y
Heat Treatedt Specification fury 03/31/64y
Amendment It 09/08/64 QPL-144-1, 07/26/65
NSFC-SPEC-1448 08-01
Steely Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloyt
Barst Shapest and Forgings /Premium
Quality/, Specification fury 05/15/63y
Amendment 4y 08/19/66y QPL-145-1t 02/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Preparation for Deliver_ of Aluminum Alloy
Plate and Sheet, Specification for 04/22/1963
MSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Align Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Coaponents/y
4/09165
HSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Steely Structural, Lom Alloy, High Yield
Strength, Specification fury 03/25/64
Amendment 1, 05/26/65
MSFC-SPEC-282 08-01
Testingy Ultrasonict Aluminum Alloy Platey
Specification for 12/10/1963
MSFC-SPEC-283 08-01
Aluminum Alloy,' Bars, Rodsy Wire and Special
Shapes, Rolledy Drnwnt Extruded or Cold
Finishedy 7075t 05/28/64y Amendment It
10/04/66y QPL-389-2y 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-389 08-01
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-571d /Soldery Tin
Alight Lead-Tin Alloyy and Lead Alloy
05/10/1965
NSFC-SPEC-457 08-01
Cleaning of Aluiinum AIIov Weld Joints for
High Quality Neldst 12/06/65
NSFC-PROC-463 08-01
Castingsy High Strengthy Aluminum Alloy M-45t
6/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-4?O 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Plate 2219y Specification for
0512911952
10NO1646A 08-01
Neldingy Fusiony Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum AIIoN Plate, 2219 For Y Ring,
Procedure for, 02101163, EO-1 03127/63
10R016488 08-01
Preparations for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plates and Sheets, Specification for
09/06/1962
10M01677 08-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75-Silver 22-Nickel 3/,
Wire Stripy Sheett and ROdr Specification
fury 10/29/63t EO-1 01/08/64
10M01753 08-01
Palladium Allo_ /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platinum lO-Zine 1/t
Wirey Sheety Strip and Rodt Specification
fort 11/07/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10H01755 08-01
Platlnum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum go-
Ruthenium lO/y Wirer Strip, Sheett Tubingt
and Rodt Specification for 12/18/1963
IOM01756 08-01
Goldy Silvery Platinum Allo_ /Gold 69-Silver
25-Platinum 6/, Stripy Sheety Tubingy and
Rody Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01757 08-01
Goldt Silvery Zinct Platinumy Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.5-Sliver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wirer Strip, Sheett Tublngt
and Rody Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Goldy Platinum Alloy /Gold 98-Platinum 2/
Stripy Sheett Tubing, and Rody
Specification for 12/31/1963
10M01759 08-01
Platinumy Iridium Allo_ /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/t Mire, Stripy Sheett Tubingt and Rodt
Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01760 08--01
Deoxidstion of Aluminum Alloys 2014, 2219t 5060t
5456y 6061 and 7075y Specification for
02/06/1964
95M01108 08-01
Yelding Fabrication of Haetelloy Alloyst
Specification for 10/16/1953
95M01200 08-01
Lightening Holesy Aluminum Alloyt Standard for
05/2g/lg80
10419958 08-01
Weldingy Cnrbony Lom Allo_ and Stainless




Alphanumeric Cathode Ray Tube Display
ESD-106O06 09-03
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Ray Tube Display
ESD-106016 09-03
ALTERNATING
Motorsy Alternating Currenty Integral
Horsepouer for Ground Support Equipment
KSC-N-117 10-01





Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
75
ALTIMETER SUBJECT INDEX
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
10-03




Antenna Sgstem9 Altimeter9 Model 5039 Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50M60140 08-01




Etching of Aluminum before Spotuelding 9
Standard for 09/23/1958
ABMA-STD-3 08-01
Acceptabilitg Limits for All Selectivel_
Etched Aluminum Components9 Standard for
05/30/1958
ABMA-STD-21 08-01
Welding9 Fueionl Shielded Arc9 Missile
Components9 Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-W-45 08-01
Aluminum Drumt Tvpe 42D9 Double-Head
/86-Gallon Capacit¥19 Specification for
02/27/1959
ABMA-PD-D-461 08-01
Veldlng of Aluminum Allov Pipet Tubing and
Associated Fittings9 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 10-01
Castlngs9 Aluminum and Magnesium Alloy9
Radiographic Inspection of 9 Acceptance
Standard for9 05/16/619 Amendment 19
08/17/66
MSFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Aluminum AIIov9 2014 Bare9 Plate9 and Sheet9
Specification fort 04/02/629 Amendment It
04/30/64
HSFC-SPEC-104 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Sheet 9 Raw Material 9 General
Specification for s 03/18/63 s Amendment 19
07114/65
HSFC-SPEC-137A 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Forgings s Premium Quality 9
Heat Treated9 Specification for t 03/31/649
Amendment I s 09/08/64 QPL-144-19 07/26/65
MSFC-SPEC-144B 08-01
Preparation for Deliverg of Aluminum Alloy
Plate and Sheet9 Specification for 04/22/1963
MSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements_for Fusion Velds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4/09/65
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Testing 9 Ultrasonic 9 Aluminum AIIov Plates
Specification for 12/10/1963
HSFC-SPEC-283 08-01
Epox_ Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Sealing9 Procedure
for 04/07/1964
MSFC-PROC-371 08-01
Aluminum Alloy9 Bars9 Rods9 Vire and Special
Shapes 9 Rolled s Drawn s Extruded or Cold
Finished9 7075, 05/28/64 s Amendment I s
10/04/86, QPL-389-2s 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-389 08-01
Cleaning of Aluminum Alloy Weld Joints for
High Quality Welds9 12/06/65
MSFC-PROC-463 08-01
Castings9 High Strength, Aluminum Al|o V M-459
8/28/68
MSFC-SPEC-470 08-01
Tapes Heat-Reflective 9 Pressure Sensitive9
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth 9
Specification fort 02/23/629 EO-I 08/03/62s
EO-2 09/25/62
10M01597 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Plate 22199 Specification for
05129/1962
lOMO1548A o8-ol
Weldings Fusion9 Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum AIIov Plate9 2219 For Y Ring9
Procedure for 9 02/01/639 EO-1 03/27/63
10M016488 08-01
Preparations for Deliverv of Aluminum AIIov




Deoxidation of Aluminum Alloys 20149 22199 50609
54569 6061 and 7075, Specification for
02/06/1964
95M01108 08-01
Acceptance Limits for Poudered Aluminum
/MDI05/9 4/05/63
20512-GEM 11-01






Direct Current Amplifier Module9 Specification
for9 08/13/629 Amendment ls 03/26/63
MSFC-SPEC-133A 08-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing S-Band Cavitv Amplifier
/2PA1/9 2/03/67
MVX-SO662-FAT 11-01






Development of a 1700 Megacycle9 Ultrn-Lou-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter S_stem
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of a 400 Megacycles Lou-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter Svstem
S-500-P-0420 05-01
130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Line Amplifiers
Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0219 05-01
Nimbus Amplifier9 Coarse Sun Sensor
5-650-NI-0007 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier9 Yam Axis
S-650-NI-0008 05-01




Technical Exhibit9 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Amplifier/Suppl_ 10-03
Specifications for Galvanometer Driver
Amplifier Unit /PR 14366/
10-03
Specifications for Video Suitching Amplifier
/PR 13456-1/ 10-03
Amplifier Hodule9 Direct Current9
Specification for9 7/06/66
40M003138 08-01
Single Output Mixer Amplifier Specification
fort 12/30/649 EO-19 07/14/65 s EO-2s
07/14/659 EO-3s 07/14/659 EO-4, 12/30/65,
EO-5 s 07/06/66
50M60021A 08-01
Amplifiers Pomers Radio Frequencg s
Specification fort 04/12/659 EO-19 06/07/659
E0-29 07/15/65 s EO-3s 07/15/659 EO-49
01/05/66s EO-5, 07/06/66
50M60034C 08-01
Amplifiers Mixer9 Output9 Dual /Isolated/
Specification for, 04/12/65s EO-2_ 07/14/659
EO-3s 07/14/65s EO-4s 07/15/65s EO-Ss
12130165
50M60036B 08-01
Amplifier Module9 Direct Currents
Specification fort 03/05/659 E0-19 07/14/65s
E0-29 03/25/66
50M60074A 08-01
Amplifier hodule9 Alternating Current9
Specification fort 04/20/65
50M60075A 08-01
Amplifiers Differential9 LoB Level9
Specification form 10/12/649 EO-ls 12/15/649
EO-3s 06/25/659 EO-4s 10/05/659 E0-59
10/27/659 EO-6s 11/05/65s EO-7, 11/14/659
EO-Bs 11/22/65, EO-9, 11/22/659 EO-IOA9
50M60204 08-01
Amplifier9 Powers Command and Communication s
S-Bands Specification for9 1/19/66
50M60287 08-01
Pomer Amplifier9 Radio Frequency9 860 NHz s
SUBJECT INDEX ANTENNA
Qualification Test Procedure for, 7/22/66
50N60331 08-01
Differential Amplifier9 Transistor, NPN, Type




Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decommutator
ESD-106019 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation Digital Decomeutator System
ESD-106024 09-03





Modulation Commutator Simulator for Saturn
IB 10-03










Vehicleborne, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Systemr Specification for
05/15/1964
NSFC-SPEC-S23A 08-01
Welded Roduler Series 300_ Analog Svitch
/SN-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/2 08-01
Specification for an Analog Simulator
S-525-P-0037 05-01
Analog to Digital Conversion Subsystem
S-711-P-2 05-01
Fifty-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Digital
Conversion System /K-EF3-64-6/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
Mriting Analog Recorder Systemsr 05/10/65
/PR 98508-1/ 10-03
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data System for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Experiment F-17
05-01
Specification _or Converter, Digital-to-Analog
Assembly 10-03
Specifications for a Analog Data Transmission
Systems /PR 14363-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/ 10-03
Submultiplexer Aseembly_ Analogy Remoter Low-
Levelr Model 102, Specification for,
10/28/64r EO-1, 12/16/64, EO-2r 07/27/65 r
EO-3, 07/27/65 r EO-4, 01/04/66, EO-5r
01/17/66, EO-6_ 07/05/66
50M60202 08-01
Submultiplexer Assemblyr Analog, Remoter High-
Level, Nodal 101, Specification fort
10/30/64r EO-1, 12/16/64, EO-2r 07/14/65,
EO-3t 07/14/65t E0-4, 01/04/66, EO-5r
01/04/66, EO-6t 07/05/66
50M80203 08-01




Failure Effect Analysis of Ground Support
Equipmentr 02/03/85
KSC-M-118 10-01





Carbon Tetrachloride r Scrubber Method for
Analysis of Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gasesr
Procedure fort 01/16/63r Amendment lr
05/23/63
MSFC-PROC-245 08-01
Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
77
System Components and Asseebliesr 9/21/66
MSFC-STD-460 08-01
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Specification for the Battery Analysis System
S-652-P-0002 05-01
ANALYZER
Specifications for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ III
S-530-P-0013 05-01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ II
S-530-P-0014 05-01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzers /Tuning
Unit/ I
S--530-P-0015 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
Analyzer Plug-in Unit, 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/ 10-03
Technical Specifications for Probability
Density Analyzer 10-03
Hazardous Gas Analyzer Syatemt General
Designt Operationt and Sampling
Requirenentst Specification fort 2/09/66
lOMO1812 08-01




Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0214 05-01
Emergency Detection Systee_ Q-Ball Angle of
Attack, Sensor Systeer Specification for
04/28/1965
50M60241 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection
System Q-Ball Angle of Attackr
Specification for, 1/06/66
50M60338 08-01
Emergency Detection System9 Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor System, Test Procedure for
03/15/1965
50M69931 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergencv Detection




Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequency Signals 10-03
ANTENNA
Requirements for Interim Antenna Pointing
Subsystem /IAPS/, 11/01/66
DFZ-1197-GEN 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/r 2/06/67
MVX-50632-FAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Type
Approval Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/r 2/06/67
MVX-SO637-TAT 11-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experimenter Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DME-A-1 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OOOIA 05-01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding System
S-500-P-0003 05-01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-5OO-P-OOO4 05-01
Collimation System Specifications for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna System
S-500-P-O008 05-01
Antenna Control Status Specification
S-500-P-O011 05-01
Specifications for 85-Foot Data Acquisition
Antenna
S-500-P-0016 06-01
ANTENNA CONT SUBJECT INDEX
Specification for 85-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-0017 05-01
Specifications for 85-Foot Antenna
S-500-P-0018 05-01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 40-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2+3, and 4
S-500-P-0019 05-01
Performance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive System
S-500-P-0021 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Programmer System
S-500-P-0022 05-01
Specifications for 30-Foot Antenna
S-500-P-0024 05-01
Coating System for Antennas
S-500-P-0027 05-01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer end Position
Encoding Sgstem
S-500-P-0215 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for Antenna
Feed System
S-500-P-0217 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-500-P-0418 05-01
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0426 05-01
Functional Specification for Broad-Band Ground
Antenna for Satellite Command System
S-523-P-0001 05-01
400 Megacycle/IS6 Negacycle Auto-Track and
Telemetry Receiver Specification for Rosman
85-Foot Antenna
S-523-R0-0001 05-01
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-ANT-O030 05-01
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0001 05-01
Functional Specification for 136 Negacycle and
1700 Megacycle Feed Systems 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0002 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-005
S-525-P-0003 05-01
Functional Specification for
Electrically-Driven X-Y Mount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0004 05-01
Vert|cal Freespace Range for Antenna
Performance Test Facility
S-525-P-0006 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0007 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
5-525-P-0008 05-01
Specifications for Servo-Driven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0010 05-01
Performance Specification for Relay Feed
System for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed System for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01
Performance Specification for 136, 400 and 1700
NC Feed Systems for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0016 05-01
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
Array
S-525-P-0018 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive and
Control System
S-525-P-0019 05-01
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain
Feed System for 85-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0023 05-01
Specification for Aircraft Antenna
S-525-P-0026 05-01
Specification for Radome to be used with
85-Foot, X-Y, Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0027 05-01
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0030 05-01
Performance Specification for an Acquisition
Antenna for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0031 05-01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Goddard Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0032 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of a Two-Channel
Nonopulse Antenna System
S-525-P-0039 05-01
Advanced Technology Sate|lite-Mojave 40-Foot
Antenna
S-531-P-1A 05-01
Wallops-Tiros Operational Satellite Antenna
Feed Systems
S-531-P-7 05-01
Specification for 40-Foot Antenna Facility
near Quito, Ecuador
S-532-P-0003 05-01
Specification for 40-Foot Antenna Facility near
Johannesburg+ South Africa
S-532-P-0005 05-01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facility,
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facility+ No. 2 Rosman
Department of Air Forcer Rosman, North
Carolina
S-532-P-3 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2+ Data Acquisition Facility,
Qulto+ Ecuador
S-532-P-4 05-01
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facility_ Goldstone, California
S-532-P-7 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility, Gilmore Creek,
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Operations Building,
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver_ and
Related Facilities+ National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort Hyers_ Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Sewer+ and Drainage of the Station_ Data
Acquisition Facility Rosman, North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
Log Periodic Antenna Foundations Clark Lake
/Borrego Springs/+ Calif.
S-532-P-17 05-01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-AOSO-OOOI 05-01
Communications and Antennas Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-623-0AD-0345-5 05-01
Telemetry and Command Antenna Group
S-625-REL-0141 05-01
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Facility Antenna
Slte_ 11/09/54 10-03
Small Diameter Antenna System- Technical




Technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency
Antenna Systemt 12/30/64 /PR 49002-1/
10-03
Filter, Antenna, Low-Passj Specification for,
08/15/66
50M60035C 08-01
Divider9 Pouer, Telemetry Antennat
Specification for, 07/26/65
50M60042A 08-01
Antenna, Television, Model 4029 Specification
for9 07/22/65
50H60044A 08-01
Antenna, Teleaetry_ Model 2139 Specification
for_ 07/22/65
50M60045A 08-01
Antenna9 Command 9 Model 308, Specification
for9 12/10/65
50M6OO46A 08-01
Antenna Assembly9 Missile TraJectorM
Heasurement_ Model 802, Specification for
03/18/1965
50N50129 08-01
Antenna Assemblv9 Missile Trajectory
Meesurementt Model 8039 Spoclficatlon for
03/18/1965
50N60130 08-01
Antenna Svstens9 Niatram9 Models 802 and 803,
Checkout Procedure for9 11/04/64
50M60131 08-01
Antenna Command, Model 309, Specification for 9
03/15/66
50_60132A 08-01
Antenna Systems, Command 9 Models 308 and 3099
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
50N60133 08-01
Antenna Assembly 9 Offset Doppler Frequency 9
Model 405, Specification for 03/18/1965
50M60134 08-01
Antenna System, Offset Doppler Frequency 9
Transmitting, Model 4059 Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1964
50M60135 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Offset Doppler Frequency_
Model 404, Specification for 03/18/1965
50M60136 08-01
Antenna Systen_ Offset Doppler Frequency
Receiving Model 404, Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50M60137 08-01
Antenna S_stem 9 Radar9 Model 708, Checkout 9
Procedure for, 3/10/65
50H60138 08-01
Antenna S_stem w Azuse 9 Model 7119 Checkout,
PrOcedure for, 3/10/65
50M60139 08-01
Antenna System9 Altimeter9 Model 5039 Checkout
Procedure for 11/0411964
50M60140 08-01
Antenna S_stea, Television, Model 402,
Checkout, Procedure for9 3/10/65
50M60143 08-01
Antenna Svsten9 Telemeter, Model 2199 Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50N60144 08-01
Antenna, Radar9 Model 708, Specification for9
02/01/56
50M60239A 08-01
Antenna Teleaetr_, Model 2199 Speciflcatiou
for9 01/28/66
50M60240A 08-01
Antenna Azusa, Model 711, Specification for,
02101156
50M60258A 08-01
Antenna Assemblv9 Altimeter9 Model 5049
Specification forw 03/18/1965
50M60261 08-01
Antenna, TeleaetrM, Nodal 2239 Specification
for 9 02/28/66
50N60264A 08-01
Antenna Radar9 Model 7129 Specification for9
01128166
50M60265A 08-01
Antenna, Commands Model 313, Speciflcation fort
3114166
50M60280A 08-01
TV Antenna9 Modet 4089 11/26/65
50H60298 08-01
Command Antenna9 Model 311, 12/15/65
50N60302 08-01
Antenna, Directional9 Command and Communication
SMstemt Model 6099 Speclflcation for,
7115156
50N60356 08-01
Antenna 9 Receive t Command and Communication
Sgstemt Model 610t Specification for,
6110166
50M60389 08-01




Standard Thread Anti-Seize and 0 Ring
Lubricants, Tgpes9 Uses_ and Control,
09/20/62
04--4 04-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiseize
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/2511964
10N01703 08-01
Lubricant, Antiseize and Sealing 9 Liquid




Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
NSC-STD-I08 09-03
Coating Compounds, Ceramic Enamel and Gold 9
Preparation and Application 9 Specification
for 04/05/1063
MSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Coating Compound9 MSFC-X-258, Preparation
and Application of, Specification for
05/19/1961
MSFC-SPEC-142 08-01
Subliming Coating Compounds, Preparation and
Application of 9 Specification for 06/12/1964
MSFC-SPEC-203A 08-01
Prime Coat 9 EX 1769 Preparation and
Application of 9 Procedure for 01/17/1963
MSFC-PRBC-205 08-01
Threaded Fastenerst Lubricant Application9
Procedure for 07/12/1962
MSFC-PROC-226 08-01
Lubricant9 Dry-Film Ceramic9 MLF-5,
Preparation and Application of 9 Specification
for 04/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-253 08-01
Conformal Coating /Epoxv/t Application of 9
Procedure for, 11/05/63, Amendment 29
06130155
NSFC-PRDC-257A 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables 9 Procedure for
0812411964
MSPC-PRDC-395 08-01
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technolog_ Satellite Program
S-2-OO00 05-01
Specification for a Reliable, Light Weight_
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Microcircuit Sterilization Evaluation and
Application Study9 7/12/66
ZPP-2123-GEN 11-01
Applications Technology Satellite Project
Specification for Multiplex Equipment
05-01
Drill Data, Lockwire Size, and Method of
Application9 Standard for 01/16/1962
10419909B 08-01




Sterilization Test Program Screening Test








Weldingt Fusion9 Shielded Arc, Missile






Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
05-01
AREA
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areasy Standard for 07/29/1963
MSFC-STD-246 08-01
Environmental Protection when using Electrical
Equipment within the Areas of Saturn
Complexes where Hazardous Areas Exist t
Procedure for. 03/06/61y EO-1 03/20/62
10H01071 08-01
ARGON




Weldingy HY-80 Armor Plate Steely Static
Teat Holddown Arm_ Procedure for 0212611963
10H01887 08-01
ARMING
Arming Unit, Remoter Destruction9 and
Separation9 09/21159
ABNA-PD-A-48A 08-01
Arming Unity Remotey Prlmacord Initiatory
Specification for 10/25/1961
10N01561 08-01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlledl_ Specification fury 06113/66
10MO1745A 08-01
ARHOR
Neldlngt HY-80 Armor Plate Steely Static
Teat Holddomn Army Procedure for 0212611963
10M01687 08-01
ARRAY
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
Array
S-525-P-0018 05-01
Hydraulically-Driven Yagi Telemetry Array
S-531-P-4 05-01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Hotor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Systems
S-630-P-0135 05-01
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-O006 05-01
A Long Life Solar Array Drive Subsystem
S-653-P-8 05-01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Model/
S-731-P-49 05-01
ARTICLE
Ames'Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Traceability
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
ASPECT
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-525-REL-0153 05-01




Microbiological Assay and Certification of
Spacecraft Hardware Sterility_ 8/04/67
GMO-50470-GEN-A 11-01
ASSIGNMENT
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the




Workmanshipt Harking t Traceability_ Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
ASSURANCE
Reliability and Quality Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
ARC-RQA-1 02-01
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7 02-01
Research and Development Qualitv Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipmentt
8/02/66
GMO-50555-GEN 11-01
Quality Assurance Provisions for Government
Agenciest 08/84
NPC 200-1A 00-01
Reliabilitg and Quality Assurance Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-823-0A0-0345-12 05-01
Quality Assurance ProviSions for Fabricated and
Machined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
ASTRODOME
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter







Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatorg /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-523-0A0-0100 05-01
ASTRONOMY
Environmental Test Specification for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer /RAE/ Subsgstems
S-320-RAE-1 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomw Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-ll 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
S-515-P-12 05-01








Attaching Thermocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins e Procedure for 09/18/1963
10N01741 08-01
ATTACK
Emergenc9 Detection Svstemy Q-Ball Angle of
Attacky Sensor Systemy Specification for
04/28/1965
50N60241 08-01
Sensor Systemy Redundant Emergeneg Detection
Svstem Q-Ball Angle of Attack9
Specification fury 1106166
50N60338 08-01
Emergency Detection Systemy Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor Svstemy Test Procedure for
0311511965
50M89931 08-01
Sensor Sgstemt Redundant Emergency Detection




Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosurest Standard for 06/26/1963
NSFC-STD-280 08-01
ATTENUATOR
Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-500-P-0212 05-01





ATTITUDECleanRoomRequirements for Attitude Control
Gas SNstem, 10/07/63
GMV-5OOO3-GEN 11-01
Structuralt Thernsl Control, and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
S-625-REL-0110 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifierr Yaw Axis
S-650-NI-O008 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 6 and Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-NI-0012 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifierr Pitch
Axis
S-650-NI-0014 05-01
Scanning Celestial Attitude Determination
Swstem
S-652-P-4 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Model for Nimbus 0 Attitude Control
Subsystem
S-?31-P-51 05-01
Nimbus D Attitude Controls Structure and
Thermal Control Subsystem
S-731-P-53 05-01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control




Specification for a Reliable, Light Welghtt
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers




General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlas-Agena,
Thor-Ayahs r or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehicle-3C a_d Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghaney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
AUTOMATIC
Welding, Fusionr Shielded Arcr Missile
Components, Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-N-45 08-01
Soldering, Automatic Nsvet or Printed Circuit
Assemblies r 07/01/65
KSC-S-178 10-01
Printed Circuit Assembliesr Automatic Single
Nave Soldering oft Procedure for, 01/I0/64r
Amendment 2_ 10/25/65
MSFC-PROC-224 08-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Specification for a Portable Automatic
Calibration Tracker /PACT/
S-536-P-0003 05-01
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-653-P-15 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tope Degaussersr 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
10_03
Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit 10-03
Neldingr Carbonr Low Align and Stainless




130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-0302 05-01
Goddsrd Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satelllte-Rosmsn II
Polarization. Auto - Track System
S-531-P-15A 05-01
AUXILIARY
Inspecting, Testingr and Certifying Fixed and
Mobile Cranes_ Forkliftsr Mobile Personnel
Touersr and Auxiliary Equipmentr 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 IO-Ol
Godderd Space Flight Center Program
Specification for the Nimbus B/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 System
S-652-NI-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus B/
System for Nuclear Au_iliar_ Power-19
System
S-652-NI-2 05-01
Motors, Auxiliary Solid Propellantr Model




Ggroscoper Freer Miniature, Tmo Axis
GSFC-ACS-O01 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifierr Yam Axis
S-650-NI-0008 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier, Pitch
Axis
S-650-N1-0014 05-01
Three Axis Rate Gyro Package
S-731-P-16A 05-01




Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0426 05-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker





Plates, Identlflcation_ Metal Foil Adhesive
Backed_ Specification for 10/07/1964
HSFC-SPEC-26SA 08-01
BACKSCATTER
Backscatter Ultraviolet /BUY/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobes 1BOA Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-1 05-01
BALANCE
Weight and Balance Requirements, Procedure for
09/19/1962
HSFC-PROC-252 08-01
Neight Center-of-Gravitg, Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-O003 05-01
BALANCED
Couplings, Pressure Balancedr Cryogenicr




Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection
System Q-Ball Angle of Attnckr
Specification fort 1/06/66
50N60338 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection




Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
Markingr 04/28/66
KSC-STD-141 10-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing S-Oand Cavity Amplifier
/2eAl/r 2/03/67
HVX-50662-FAT 11-01
Performance Specification for s 10 Klloustt S-
Band Power Amplifier
S-500-P-O010 05-01





Shipboard Unified S-Band System Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-S06-P-5 05-01
ExhiSit Aj Godderd Space Flight Center
Speclficetlon for Narrow Band Tracking
Filter
S-635-P-1 05-01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
5-733-P-1 05-01
Transmitters Televisions S Sand System.
Specification for. 2/04/66
50H60243 08-01
Amplifier. Power. Command and Communication.
S-Band. Specification for. 1/19/66
50M60287 08-01
BANDPASS
Filters Bandpass. Specification for
08/06/1963
50M60008 08-01




Aluminum Alloy. 2014 Sara. Plate t and Sheet.
Specification for. 04/02/62. Amendment 1.
04130154
MSFC-SPEC-104 08-01
Steel. Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy.
Bars. Shapes, and Forging s /Premium
Quality/. Specification for. 05/15/63.
Amendment 4. 08/19/66. OPL-145-1t 02/16/66
MSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Aluminum Allo_. Oars. Rods. Wire and Special
Shapes. Rolled t Drama. Extruded or Cold




Coating. Vapor Battler. M-31C.
Specification for 04/12/1963
MSFC-SPEC-199A 08-01
Film. Transparent. Plastic. LOX Compatible.
Gas and Contamination Barrier. 8/01/66
HSFC-SPEC-456 08-01
BASE
Description. Use. and Control of Hvdraulic




Basic Solderin_ Requirements Shield




Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0028 05-01
Silver Cadmium. 12 Ampere Hour Battery
Cycling Program
S-630-P-0138 05-01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Klnodom-2/S-S2
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0101 05-01
Galactic Noise-Battery Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
Kingdoe-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0113 05-01
Specification for the Battery Analysis System
S-652-P-0002 05-01




GN-Better¥ Test Specification for UK-2/S-S2
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0113 05-01
BntterM. Nickel Cadmium. 28-Ca11.
160-Ampere-Hour. Specification for. 2/5/64
40M00204 08-01
Manually Activated Primary Buttery /HAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedure. 9/29/65
40H00228 08-01




Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference System
S-512-P-2 05-01
BEAM
Specification for a Beam Forming Hntrix
S-525-P-0033 05-01
Specification for a Beam-Forming Matrix
/Sixty-Four Beams/
S-525-P-0036 05-01
Four Million Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator with Beam Handling System
S-716-P-7 05-01
BEARING
Cleanliness Level Requirements end Inspection
Hethods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Hesaurlng S_etems. 08/10/66
HSFC-PRDC-19SA 08-01
Regulator and Heater AssenbIw. Gas Bearing.
Gas Supply. ST-90. Specification for
01/25/63. E0-2 03/27/63
10MO1446A 08-01
Regulator and Heater Asseebl_. Gas Bearing
Gas Supply: Specification for. 05/13/64.
EO-2 07/07/64t EO-3 08/25/64. EO-4
01/19/65. EO-5. 10/13/65
lOMO1681B 08-01
Cleanliness Levels. Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Heasuring Systems.




Requirements for the Eighteen by Thirty Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal System
S-731-P-61 05-01
BELLO¥




Mariner. Flight Equipment. Electron Radiation
Test for Quality of Assembly Irradiation BV
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons. 9/01/64
HOO-50274-GEH-A I1-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments. Stud_ of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B end S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments. Studw of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
8-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05,01
Feasibility Protot2pe Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
BENCH
Design. Fabrication, and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Teelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-TA 05-01
Design Specification for the Apollo
Stabilization and Control System Bench
Hnintenance Equipment. 04/09/64
/PO H3JTXA-408004/ 10-03
Calibrator Assemblies. Telemeter. Model 2.
Part Numbers 50H12011-1 and 50N12011-3.
Bench Checkout. Procedure for 01/09/1964
50M60012 08-01
Command Decoder. Secure Range Safety. Bench
Checkout. Procedure for. 09121/65. EO-l.
03/17/86. ED-2. 04/13/68
SOH60157A 08-01
Command Receiver MCR503. Bench Checkout.
Procedure for. 12/02/66. EO-lt 03/17/66.
EO-2. 04/13/66. EO-3. 08/18/66. EO-4.
12/02/68
60H60161C 08-01
Command System. Secure Range Safety. Bench






Terminals Bifurcated and Turret, Swage Tvpe
and Standoff, Insulated Screwtgpe,
Terminals, Solder Pot, Suage T_pe
07/01/B49 Amendment 2t 10/05/64
MSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
BINAT"
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Hodlfy the Advanced Bid/cue Camera System








Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0025 05-01
BLANK
Specifications for Blank Panels and Engraved
Blank Panels, 02/08/65 /PR 54933-1/
10-03
BLAST
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant




Valve Asseeblyj Push Button, Bleed, H-1




Blender Unit Assembly, Fuel Additive, /H-1
Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10H01002 08-01
Hose, Flexible9 Blender Filter,
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
lOHOIO14 08-01
Heater Assembly, Fuel Additive Blender Unit,




Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 34
ESD-106109 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 37
ESD-106110 09-03
BLOWER
Blower Assemblv, Pulse Code Hodulated Digltal
Data Acquisition Subsvstem Receiving
Station, Specification for 09/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Blowers, Cooling System, Specification for
01/31/52, EO-I 05/10/62, EO-2 05/08/53,
ED-3 05/20/63
10H01586 08-01
Blower Assembly_ Specification for, 12/17/65
50H60295 08-01
BOARD
Digital Test Command Sgstem /On-Board/
ESD-lO6092 09-03
Apollo On-Board Equipment Cleanliness
NSC-SPEC--C-8 09-03
Connectors, Receptacles, Electricalt Printed
Biting Board, General Purpose_ Edge
Tgpe, 05/01/66
NSFC-SPEC-119A OB-O1
Relav, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Thrum, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Two Stud Hounting, S4LP-S-28A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Voltst Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In* Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-S9A, 04/01/65
HBFC-SPEC-SSD/S9A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mounting, S2LP-8-59A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Compound, Printed Circuit Board, Conformal
Coatingt Elastomeric, 04/19/65, QPL-393-'1t




Printed Circui't Board, Haster Drawing
S-330-P-O001 05-01
Signal Patch Board Assemblv
S-525-P-2 05-01
Printed Wiring Boards and Assemblies
S-S?2-P-O001 05-01
Qualitg Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01








Bonding and Grounding Standard_ 08/I?/66
KSC-STD-140A lO-O1
Adhesive Bondlngs Process and Inspection
Requirements for 06/07/1965
NSFC-SPEC-445 08-01
Specification for Thermoelectric Bonding Studg
S-630-P-0131 05-01
BOOK
Saturn Vehicle Data Book, Preparation and
Publication oft Standard for 05/03/1965
10HO1769A 08-01
BOOTSTRAP
L/net LOX Bootstrap, H-I Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1961
10H01012 08-01
Line, Fuel Bootstrap_ H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reilabilit_ Test Requirements 04/15/1961
lOHOlO13 08-01
Hose Assembl¥_ Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Enginet Reliabilit¥ Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10N01022 06-01
Hose, Asseeblv, Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket




Performance Specification for 2300 Hegacgcle
Boresight Source
S-500-P-0224 05-01
136 Megacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0411 05-01
400 Negacvcle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0413 05-01
1700 Megacvcle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0415 05-01
A Boresight Optics and Monitoring System-
Technical Exhibit, 03/23/64 /PR 14390-1/
10-03
BORNE








Project Relav Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Model for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsvstem
S-731-P-S1 OS-Ol
Polyurethane Foam, Filling S-I and S-IB
Torque Boxes Using, Procedure for
03/30/1964
10M01778 08-01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocouple




50H80145 08-01BRAIDCabletElectricalt4Conductor,OverallShieldedDoubleBraidt American Wire Gauge
Size 12_ Polyethglene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/68
HSFC-SPEC-332/7B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 47 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braidt American Wire Gauge
Size By 12t end 16t Polgethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulatedt Specification fort
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braidt American Wire Gauge
Size 1at Polyethylene Insulatedt
Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cablet Electricait 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braidt American Wire Gauge
Size 8t Butyl Rubber Insulated9
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable t Electricalt 4 Conductor t Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge
Size 1/Or Butyl Rubber Insulatedt
Specification fort 06/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 37 Conductor t Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge








Brazing t Silvery Specification for 08/03/1961
10509307A 08-01
BREATHING
Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Systems
NSC-SPEC-C-9 09-03
BRIDGE
Explosive Bridge Wire /EBW/ Pulse Sensor
224-1t Acceptance Testy 7/14/86
50N60310 08-01
BRIDGENIRE
Exploding Bridgevire /EBW/ Destruct System
Controllert Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
NSFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Exploding Brid_euire /EBM/ Firing Unity
Checkout_ Procedure for 04/15/1965
NSFC-PROC-396B 08-01
BROAD
Functional Specification for Broad-Band Ground
Antenna for Satellite Command System
S-523-P-0001 05-01
BUFFER
Melded Hodule_ Series 300_ Inverter Buffer
/IB-3/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/1 08-01
Welded Nodular Series 300t Inverter Buffer
/IB-I/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/17 08-01
Melded Nodular Series 300t Inverter Buffer
/IB-2/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/18 08-01
Specification for a Computer Format Control
Buffer uith Time Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
BUILDING
Expansion of Operations Building Facility
Santiago_ Chile
S-532-P-25 05-01
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quitot Ecuador
S-532-P-26 05_01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
05-01
BULGE
Hydraulic Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center








Coding Electrical Support Equipment Pomer
Supplg Busest Standard fort 7/14/66
40MOO376A 08-01
BUTTERFLY
Velvet Butterflyt 4-Ineht Rotor Operated,
Specification fort 01/30/62t EO-1
06/01/62t E0-2 07/20/62, EO-3 04/02/83
10H01575 08-01
Vaivet Butterfly, 2-1nch_ Specification for
01/30/62t EO-1 04/15/62t E0-2 08/01/82
10N01580 08-01
Valve Assembler Butterflyt 4-Incht Motor




Valve Assemblyt Push Button_ Bleedt H-I




Cablet Electricalt 2 Conductorj Onshieldedt
American Nlre Gauge Size 4t Butyl Rubber
Ineulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1B 08-01
Cablet Electrical_ 3 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Hire Gauge Size 6t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 3 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Hire Gauge Size lO t Butyl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/4B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 4 Conductor_ Onshieldedt
American Nire Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/6B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcalt 4 Conductort Unshleldedt
American Hire Gauge Size lOi Butyl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/BB 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 4 Conductort Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 6t Butyl Rubber
Insulatedw Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/9B 08-01
Cable t Electrical_ 3 Conductor_ Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber
Insuletedt Specification forw 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/218 08-01
Cablet Electricelt 4 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4/Of
Butyl Rubber Insulated_ Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 1/Or
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/25B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shieidedt American Wire Gauge Size 4 t
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American Mire Gauge Size 6t
Butgl Rubber Inmulatedt Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cablmt Electrical, 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Hire Gauge Size By
Butyl Rubber Insulatedt Specification fort
08130188
RSFC-SPEC-332/28B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 7 Conductort I Unshieldedt
3 Pair Tmlsted end Shleldedt American Hire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated t
Specification forj 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cable t Electrical t 7 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American Mire Gauge Size 8 t





Cables Electrlcalt 47 Conductors 1 Pair
Tvisted Shielded and Insulated_ 4 Quad
Tuisted Shielded and. Insulated s 29
Unshieldeds American Wire Gauge Size 8 t 12t
and 18t Polgethglene and Butgl Rubber
MSFC-SPEC-3321465 08-01
Cables Electrical, 47 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge
Size 8s 12s and 1G s Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulateds Specification fort
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cablet Electricals 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid s American Wire Gauge
Size 8, But_I Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/638 08-01
Cables Electricalw 4 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double Braids American Wire Gauge
Size 1/0 t Butyl Rubber Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332164B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, Z Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Vire Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/89B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 110, Butyl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for 08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cables Electrlcalt 3 Conductors Unehieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 4_ Butyl Rubber
Inaulatedt Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/l12A 08-01
Cable_ Electricals 3 Conductors Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 28 Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-S32/114A 08-01
Cable, Electrical s 3 Conductor9 Unshlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 2/08 Butyl Rubber




Transponders C Bandy Radarj Specification for
11/12/1964
50M60174 08-01




Reset and Calibration Procedures X-15 Cabin




Cable and Harness Assemblies t Electrlcalt
Missile Systemst General Specification for
12115/1959
ABMA-PD-C-711A 08-01
Cable Assembliess General Specification for
ARC-PRUC-IOOA 02-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilit_s
Manufacturing Requirementst Cables and
Harnesss 4/06166
DOS-8913-GEN-8 11-01
Procedure for Packaging and Marking Cables
and Harnesses t 10101/64
KSC-P-116 I0-01
Potting and Holding Electrical Cable Assemblg
Terminationss 11/22/65
KSC-STD-132 10-01
Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
Markings 04/28165
KSC-STD-141 10-01
Cable Assembliest Fabrication oft for
Electrical Ground Support Equipment t
Procedure for 10/12/1964
MSFC-PROC-140A 08-01
Potting and Molding Cable Assemblies s Using
Elaatomerlc Compounds, 09113165
MSFC-PROC-186C 08-01
Potting Cable Assemblies9 Using Epoxy Resin
Conpoundss 09/09165t Amendment 1, 12/13/65
HSFC-PROC-196_ 08-01
Terminal-Cable Assenbllest Suaged Typet
Specification for 0412011962
NSFC-SPEC-209 08-01
Connectorst Flat Conductors Flexible
Electrical Cables 05/05/66
MSFC-SPEC-219A 08-01
Cables Plat Conductor_ Flexible, Electrical9
Coppery 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-2208 08-01
Cablest Electricalt General Specification fort
08/30/66t Supplement it 08/30/66_ Notice 2_
08/30/66t QPL-332-St 10/20/66
MSFC-SPEC-332B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 2 Conductor t Unshlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 4t Butyl Rubber
Insulatads Specification fort 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/1B 08-01
Cables Electricalt 2 Conductor1Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20 t Polyethylene
Insulatedt Speclficat¢on fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cables Electricalt 3 Conductors Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unsh/elded,
American Wire Gauge Size 10, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/4B 08-01
Cables Electricalt 3 Conductors Unshieldedt
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30/68
MSFC-SPEC-332/5B 08-01
Cables Electricals 4 Conductor_ Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 88 Butyl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/6B 08-01
Cables Electricals 4 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double Braids American Wire Gauge
Size 12_ Polyethylene Insulatedv
Specification for, 08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/7B 08-01
Cables Electricalt 4 Conductor_ Unshieldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 10 t But_l Rubber
Insulatedt Specification foes 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/8B 08-01
Cables Electricals 4 Conductorw Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6s Butyl Rubber
Insulateds Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/9B 08-01
Cables Electricalw 4 Conductors Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20 s Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-3S2/IOB 08-01
Cables Electrtcals 10 Conductore Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20s Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/118 08-01
Cables Electrical, 18 Conductors Single
Conductor Shleldeds American Wire Gauge
Size 20s Polsethylene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cables Electricals 19 Conductors Unahleldedt
American Wlre Gauge Size 20 s Polgeth_lene
Insulated t Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/138 08-01
Cables Electrical, 39 Conductors Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 and 20_
Polgethglene Insulateds Specification fort
08/30/G6
MSFC-SPEC-332/l_B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcalt 39 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Mire Gauge Size 208 Polyethylene
Insulateds Specification fort 08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/15B 08-01
Cables Electr|eals 60 Conductors 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded_ American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polvethviene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSPC-SPEC-332/16D 08-01
Cables Electrlcalt 60 Conductors Single
Conductor Shleldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 208 Polyethglene Insulated_
Specification for, 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/178 08-01
Cables Electricalt 61 Conductors Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20 s Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/18B 08-01
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Cabley Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fury 08/30/6S
NSFC-SPEC-332/19B 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 3 Conductor, Unshieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/20B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Onshieldedy
American Mire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for. 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/21B 08-01
Cable, Electricaly 4 Conductor, Unsbielded_
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cabley Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 4/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshialded,
American Mire Gauge Size 12, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/248 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 1/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/25B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4y
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fury
08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/268 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 4 Conductory Overall
Shielded. American Mire Gauge Size 6_
Butyl Rubber Insulatedy Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cebley Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated. Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Unshlalded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulatedy Specification for, 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/298 08-01
Cable, Electricaly 6 Conductor, Unshialdedy
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-53_/308 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shleldedy American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fury 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/31B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductory I Onshlelded,
3 Pair Twisted and Shielded_ American Wire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cablay Electrical9 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size By
Butyl Rubber Insuleted_ Specification for,
08150166
HSFC-SPEC-332/338 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18y
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
OalSOlSe
HSFC-SPEC-332/348 08-01
Cable, Electricsly 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification fury
oe/50/6e
NSFC-SPEC-332/350 08-01
Cable, Electrical, I0 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/36B 08-01
Cable, Electricaly 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shleldedy Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polyethylene
Insuletsdy SpeCification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/378 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshialdmd,
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American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/50/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/388 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 19 Conductore Single
Conductor Shieldedy American Wire Gauge
Size 18y Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/39B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 30 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shieldedy American Wire Gauge Size 14y
PolNethwlene Insulated. Specification fury
08150168
NSFC-SPEC-532/408 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18y Polvethyiene
Insulatedy Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/41B 08-01
Cabley Electrical_ 36 Conductory Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18y Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-352/42B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductory Unshieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/43B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductory 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, American
Mire Gauge Size 18, PolyethNlene
Insuletedy Specification fory 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/44B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insuletede Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08150186
NSFC-SPEC_32/450 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unehielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12.
end 18, Polyethylene and Butyl Rubber
NSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size By 12y and 16. Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Ineuleted_ Specification fury
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/478 08-01
Cabla_ Electricaly 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 1By Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/488 08-01
Cable, Electricely 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size IBy Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/50/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/49B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Hire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulatedy Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/508 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shieldad_ American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethylene lnsulatedy
Specification for, 08/50/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/51B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor. 15 Single
Conductor Shieldady 18 Pair Twisted end
Shieldedy and 5 Triple Twisted end Shielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification furl 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/52B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid_ American Nire Gauge
Size 189 Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fury 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/538 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductory 30 Pair
Twisted and Shieldedy Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fury 08/30/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cebley Eiectrical_ 60 Conductory Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 14y Polveth_lene
Insulated Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/58B 08-01
SUBJECT INDEX CABLE CONT
Cable_ Elcctricalt 60 Conductorl Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 148
Polyethylene Insulated 9 Specification for9
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/598 08-01
Cablet Electrical I 60 Conductort 15 Quad
Twisted and Shielded s Overall Shielded 9
American Wire Gauge Size 14w Pol_ethglene
Insulated Specification for_ 08/30/86
MSFC-SPEC-332/608 08-01
Gable_ Electrical_ 60 Conductor9 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded_ American Wire Gauge
Size 20_ Polvethglene Insulated9
Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/618 08-01
Cable9 Electrical 9 21 Conductor t Overall
Shielded Double Braid_ American Wire Gauge
Size 8t But_l Rubber Ineulated_
Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/638 08-01
Cable_ Electrleal_ 4 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size llOs 8utwl Rubber Insulateds
Specification furs 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/648 08-01
Cables Electrlcsls 5 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 12s
PolvethNIene Insulated t Specification Furs
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/658 08-01
Cable, Etectrtcels 8 Conductor9 Unshleldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulateds Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/668 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 10 Conductor_ Unehielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated t Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/678 08-01
Cables Electricets 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12_ Polgethglene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cables Electrlcals 54 Conductort Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/69D 08-01
Cables Electrlca|t 6 Conductors Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyeth¥1ene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/70B 08-01
Cablet Electrlcal_ 10 Conductor9 Overall
Sh/elded_ Amqrican Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgeth_lenc Insulated_ Specification for
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/718 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 15 Conductors Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/728 08-01
Cable9 Electrical_ 13 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 188
Polyethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/738 08-01
Cable_ Eleetrlcel_ 13 Conductor_ Unahlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polgeth_lene
Inaulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/74B 08-01
Cables Electrleal_ 18 Conduetor_ Overall
Shielded s American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polvethvlene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/758 08-01
Cables Electrlcel_ 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polgeth¥1ene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/778 08-01
Cable_ Eleetrlcals ? Conductor_ 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polgethglene
Ineulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/798 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 7 Conductors Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polgethwlene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/80B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 7 Conductors Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/818 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 20 Conductor_ Overall
Shleldeds American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Pol_ethglene Insulated_ Specification for
06130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/83D 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 32 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polyethylene
Insulateds Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/84D 08-01
Cable_ Electriealt 2 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 2Of
Polyethylene Ineulete_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/878 08-01
Cable_ Electricels 3 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 2Of
Pol_ethvlene Insulateds Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/88B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 2 Conductort Onshleldmds
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
[nsulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/89B 08-01
Cable_ Electriea]_ 2 Conductor_ Unehielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 1/Or Dut_l Rubber
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSPC-SPEC-332/gOD 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 3 Conductor_ Onshlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/91B 08-01
Cable_ Electrieal_ 2 Conductort Onehlelded_
American Nlre Gauge Size 16_ Polgeth_lene
Insulateds Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/928 08-01
Cable_ Electrica|_ 6 Conductor_ Unshielded_
Aeerican Nire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Ineulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/93D 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 4 Conductort Unshielded_
American Nire Gauge Size 168 Polyethylene
Insulated s Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable_ Electricai_ 37 Conduetor_ Overall
Shielded Double 8rald_ American Wire Gauge
Size 16_ Pol_ethglene Insulated_
Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/g5A 08-01
Cables Electrlcal_ 10 Conductor_ 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unshleldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 10 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-S32/97A 08-01
Cable_ Electricals 40 Conductort 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14_
Pol_ethglene lneulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-S32/98A 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcalt 30 Conductort Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size ZO_
Polgcthvlene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cable_ Electrieals 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size _0_
Polyethylene Inaulateds Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/lOOA 08-01
Cables Electrlcal_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Ineulateds Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Pol_ethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-33ZI101R 08-01
Cable_ Eleetrical_ 48 Conduetor_ 12 @mad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
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Shielded American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable, Electrlcal, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American WiPe Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulatedt Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/107A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulatedv Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/lOSA 08-01
Cable, Electricalw 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
T_isted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethulene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/lOgA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor I 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American _ire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable_ ElectriCal, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 3 Conductor_ Unshieldedv
American Wire Gauge Size 4 t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/112A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/113A 08-01
Cable_ Electricalw 3 Conductor, Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 2_ Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/114A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 37 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/115A 08-01
Cablel Electricalt 3 Conductor_ Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2/01 Butyl Rubber
lnsuiated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables, Procedure for
08/24/1964
NSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Functional Specification for High Pouer
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Installation of Power and Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Cable_ Multi-Conductort
Jacketed /58 Conductor/
S-553-P-0039 05-01
Requirements for Connectors and Cable
Assemblies /K-EF3-GES-3/
10-03
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
10-03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable, Type $4C/20, 06/15/64
10-03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable_ Type $6C/20_ 10/06/64
10-03
High Voltage Strobe Light Cable,
Specification for 08/26/1963
50M60015 08-01
Flexible Circuits, Wiring, and Cable, Designw




S_stem Cabling, Wiring and Connectors
ESD-106036 09-03
Electrical Cabling Voyager Spacecraftw 6/25/65
VMO-504OS-GEM 11-01
Universal Inter-Rack Cabling System
/K-EF3-64-10/ 11/16/64 10-03




Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-2 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0126 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0127 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Nonmagnetic/
S-630-P-0128 05-01
Silver Cadmium, 12 Ampere Hour Battery
Cycling Program
S-630-P-0138 05-01
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of
Eleven Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Non-Magnetic/
S-630-P-0166 05-01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-630-P-0167 05-01
8attery_ Nickel Cadmiumt 28-Ce11,
160-Ampere-Hour_ Specification for, 2/5/64
40M00204 08-01
Plating, Cadmium_ /Electrodeposited/_ /Cover




Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Cryogenic Accelerometer /PR 34619-1/
10-03
CALIBRATION
Subcarrier Indicator and Calibration S_stem
ESD-106023 09-03
Optical Tooling Instruments, Calibration and
Test, 10/24/66
MSFC-PROC-440 08-01
136 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0412 05-01
400 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0414 05-01
170OMegacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0416 05-01





Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0004 05-01
AirbOrne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Neteork
S-536-P-0009 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nimit/
Check-of-Callbration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0001 06-01
Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0018 05-01
Step Two Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0021 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unity Telemetry Receiver
10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Telemetry Calibration
Generator. 04/29/65 /PR 96730-3/
10-03
Gages. Measuring Devicest Instruments. Test
Equipment. and Tools. Calibration and
Cheoking Requirements. 02/15/65
02-2 04-01
Valve t Calibrationt Specification for
12/20/1961
10N01559 08-01
Reset and Calibration Procedure, X-15 Cabin




Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Nodulatlon Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 06-01
Specifications for Voltage Calibrator
/PR 32343-1/ 10-03
Heasurement Caltbratort Specification for
08/13/1963
50N60000 08-01
Calibrator Assemblies. Telemetert Rodel 2t
Part Numbers 50H12011-1 and 50N12011-3t
Bench Checkout_ Procedure for 01/09/1964
50N60012 08-01
Telemeter Calibrator, Hodel It Acceptance
Testy Procedure for 09/09/1963
50H60013 08-01
Telemeter Callsrator Assemblyt Nodal It
Specification for 0g/09/1963
50N60017 08-01
Calibrator Assembly. Telemeter Model II
and Ilk. Specification fort 03/15/66.
EO-6t 07/06/66
50H600265 08-01
DC to DC Converter. Telemetry Callbratort
Specification for, 3/29/66, EQ-2, 7/06/66
50H60283A 08-01
Poeer and Control Assembly, Telemeter







Membrane Calorimeter Assembliest Types 14t 15.
16 t 17 t and 20t Specification for 05/17/1964
60N60206 08-01
Calorimeter Assemblyt Total Heart Hembrane
Type. Specification for 12/01/1964
50N60218 08-01




Continuous Scanning Neteorological Camera
Subsystem
S-650-P-0002 05-01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification to
Modify the Advanced Vidicon Camera System
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bimat
Film
S-653-P-7 05-01
Steerable Mirror and Lens System for the Image
Orthicon Camera System
S-731-P-26 05-01
Day-Night Reteorologlcal Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Mission
5-731-P-54 05-01
High Reliability Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera. 12/17/66
10-03
Specifications for Vidicon Camera
/PR 26725-1/ 10-03
SystemtTelevislont Closed-Circuity Four-
Camera. Specification for 05/20/1964
40N00217 08-01




Exhibit C Goddard Space'Flight Center
Specification for Flight Nodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
CAPACITOR
Capmcitort Fixed. Glass Dielectrict High
Reliability /Styles CYFR 10/15/20/30/.
Gala4164
K5C-C-106 10-01
Capacitors, Flxedt Tantmlum /Polarized.
Etched Foil/ /Stgle KCL21/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOTA 10-01
Capacitorat Flxedt Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-108 10-01
Capeeitorst Fixedt Tantalum /Polarizedt Plain
Foil/ /Style KCL31/. 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOSA I0-01
Capacitorst Fixed. Tantalum /Polarlzedt Etched
Foil/ /Style KCL33/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-110A 10-01
Capacltorst Flxedt Solld_ Tantalum /Style
KCS13/. 03/10/66
KSC-C-111A 10-01
Capacitorss Fixedw Plastic Dielectric.
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Style KCTN/t 08/24/64
K5C-C-112 10-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Polarlzedt Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL51 and KCL53/. 08/24/64
KSC-C-113 10-01
Capacltorst Fixed t Paper or Paper-Plastic
/Style KCVPOS/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 10-01
Capacitors, Fixedt Tantalum /Polarizedt
Slntered-Slug/ /Style KCL65/w 03/10/66
KSC-C-133 10-01
Capacitorst Fixed Glass-Dielectrict
Established Reliability. Specification for
07/20/64t Marshall Space Flight Center-
QPL-400-1 04/19/66
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA 08-01
Capacltorst Flxedt Glass-Dlelectrict Style
ECY lot Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/1A 08-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Glass-Dielectrict Style
ECY 15t Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/2A 08-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Glass-Dlelectrict Style
ECY 20t Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/3A 08-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Glass-Dlelectrlct Style
ECY 30. Established Reliability 07/20/1964
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/4A 08-01
Integrated Circuitst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic. Series SMN51t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
RSFC-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuftst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logier Series SMN511t General
Specification for 03/01/1966
NSFC-SPEC-451/1 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Loglct Series SNN513_ General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/2 08-01
Integrated Circuital Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logict Series SNN514. Genera]
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuital Resistor Capacitor





Specification for Capacitors. Tvpe 602. Type
6MDG
S-630-P-0154 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitors,
Fi_ed /HI-REL/, 2/26/65
ZPH-2244-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase, 2/26/65
ZPP-2108-GEN 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitors,
Fixed_ 9/19/66
ZPP-2744-GEN-A 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Capacitors, 1/21/66
ZPQ-2444-GEN 11-01
Capacitors and Resistors, Preferred. Approved
Source List. 06/03/66
10H01005C 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/. /Stvla SCTN/m
Specification for, 04/17/64, EO-1 04/21/65
50M60148 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed in Metallic
Case/ IStvle SCPV09/. Specification for,
04/17/64, EO-l. 04/21/65, EO-2, 09/24/66
50H60180 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric. Hetallized Dielectric
Constructiong Direct Current. Hermetically
Sealed Hetaliio Case /Style SCM05/,
Specification for
50H60186 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpose/, /StvIe SCK/, Specification for
06/19/04, EO-1 04/21/65
50H60107 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Nonsolid Electrolytic
Tantalum /Stvle SCS13/, Specification for
06/19/649 EO-1 04/21/65
50H60192 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Nonsolld Electrolytic
/Tantalum. Foil and Sinterad Slug/, /Style
SCL/t Specification for. 06/24/64, EO-1
04121105
50M60193 08-01
Capacitor. Fixed. Caraefc-Dfelactrlc, Stvlea
CKO5CW and CKO6CV ulth Moldable Leads.
Specificatio_ for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-11015/_ 10/05/66
50H60300 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tentalum_ Foil and Sintered-Slug/ eith
Weldable Leadss Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification NZL-C-3965/9 4/07/66
50M60361 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid Electrolyte,
Tantalum, Style C513 uith Voidable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-26655/, 10/18/66
50M60362 08-01
Capacitor. Fixed. Hica-Dialectricl Style CH06
with Weldable Leads. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-C-5/,
4107166
50N60364 08--01
Capacitors. Fixed. Plastic Dielactrlc. DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ mith Weldable Leads.
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-27287/, 10/17/66
SONS0409 08-01
Fixed Capacitors /High Reliabilitg/, 11/06/62
20044-GEN-E 11-01
CAPACITY
Aluminum Drum_ Tgpe 42D. Double-Head
/86-Gallon Capacity/. Specification for
02/27/1959
ASMA-PD-D-461 08-01
Radium Capacity IRLS Command and Data Memor_
S-731-P-19 05-01
CARAT
Gold, 10 Carat, /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/_ Sheet, Strip, Rod, and




Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes with Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Motor Nozzles,
5/04/64. Amendment l-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GMO-50111-GEN-B 11-01
Resistors, Composition Carbon /Styles
KRC07/20/32/42/, 03/10/86
KSC-R-148 10-01
Flight Equipment, Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles, 2/22/63
20038-GEM 11-01
Voiding. Carbon, Low AIIov and Stainless




Carbon Tatrachloride, S_rubbar Method for
AnaIvsfs of Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gases.




General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data, 11/30/66
ZPP-2094-GEN-A 11-01








Capacitors. Fixed. Plastic Dielectric.
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Stvle KCTM/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-112 10-01
Relay, General Porpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Polo Double Throw, 2A,
Plug-In_ Plain Case Mounting, 52GP-6"-54A.
04101/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2At Plug-In. Plain Case Mounting,
S2LP-8-64B. 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relag, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throe, 2A,
Plug-In. Plain Case Mounting.
52GP-7.25-73&, 09/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throu. 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case. Haunting t
S2LP-8-94A. 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/, /Stvle SCTN/,
Specification for. 04/17/645 EO-1 04/21/65
50N80148 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermeticallv Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Style SCPV09/. Specification for.
04/17/649 EO-I, 04121165, EO-2, 09/24/66
50N60160 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Paper /or Mvlar/
Dielectric. Metallized Dielectric
Construction. Direct Currant. Hermetically
Sealed Hetallic Case /Stgle SCH05/,
Specification for
50N60186 06-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Plastic Dielectric. DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ uith Moldable Lesds_




Performance Specification for e Caasegrain Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-ANT-O030 05-0]
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain
Feed System for 85-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0023 05-0]
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed





Castings, Aluminum and Magnesium Alloy,
RAdiographic Inspection of, Acceptance
Standard for, 05/16/61_ Amendment 1_
06/1T/56
_SFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Epoxv Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Sealing_ Procedure
fur 04/07/1964
MSFC-PROC-371 08-01




Alphanumeric Cathode Ray Tube Display
ESD-IO6006 09-03
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Rag Tube Display
ESD-lOS016 09-03
CAVITY
Narlner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight








Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-2 05-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Tvpe
S-630-P-0126 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0127 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Ceils of the
Silver-Cadmium Tvpe /Nonmagnetic/
S-530-P-0128 05-01
Procurements Speclficatlons for the Purchase of
Eleven Aipere-Hour Cells of the
Sliver-Cadmium TVpe /Non-Hegnetic/
S--530--P-0166 05--01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-530-P-0167 05-01
Galactic Nolse-Batterv Cell Specification
for Internntional Satellite United
Klngdou-2/S-S2
5-530-UK-0113 05-01
Batteryt Nickel Cadmluu9 28-Cell_
160-Ampere-Houri Specification for_ 215154
40H00204 08--01
CENTER
geight Center-of-Gravitv, Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0003 05-01
Hvdraulic BuLge-Forming of 54-Inch Center




General Specification for Central Station
Control and Dlsplav Console
S-534-P-0002 05-01
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Fecilitv Antenna
Site_ 11/09/64 10-03
CERAMIC
Coating Compounds, Ceramic Enamel and Gold_
Preparation and Applicationt Specification
for 04/05/1963
MSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Material, Unflred_ Cercmlc_ Thermal
Insulation f_r Radiant Heating, M-31,
Specification for, 03/04/639 Amendment It
06/28/63
MSFC-SPEC-197A 08-01
Lubricant, Drv-FilB Ccramic_ RLF-5,
Preparation and Application of, Specification
for 04/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-253 08-01
Specification for a Reliable, Light Veight_
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Capacitors, Fixed Ceramic-D/electric /General
Purpose/, /Stvle SCK/, Specification for
06/19/64_ EO-1 04/21/65
50H60187 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed, Ceramic-Dielectrlc_ Stvles
CKO5CW end CKOSCV with Voidable Leadss




Microbiological Assay end Certification of
Spacecraft Hardmere Sterility_ 8/04/67
GNO-504?O-GEN-A 11-01
Decals, Certification of Clmmnllneaat
Specification for
NSC-SPEC-C-3 09-03
Certification of Nclding Machine Operators
and Veldors, Specification for 03/22/1963
MSFC-SPEC-130 08-01
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Aesceblv and Sterilization Laboratory_
10125165
XOY-50543-GEN 11-01
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Vlre Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
Documentation Checkers9 Training, Quallfvlng_
and Certification of_ 7/19/65
10H01807 08-01
CERTIFYING
Inspecting, Testing, and Certifving Fixed and
Hobile Cranes, Forklifts, Mobile Personnel
Tamers, and Auxillarg Equlpuent_ 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
CHAIN
Chain, Weldless, Single Jackt and S Hooks_
Specification for 02/12/1962
HSFC-SPEC-189 08-01
general Requirements for Hultiplier Chains,
02/26/85 /V3HAP-NS-1/ 10-03
CHARMER
Insulation of Metal Rocket Motor Chambers
Using HBR Gen-Gard Haterlale /Hand Lavup,
Cure In-Place Method/, 9/07/64_
Amendment 1, 11/19/6_
GNO-SO363-GEN 11-01
Design, Fabrlcatlon_ and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-?A 05-01
Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be Installed in Building 19
S-525-P-0022 05-01
CHANGE
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drawing
Changes and Engineering Sketches_ 10/02/62
00-5 04-01
CHANGER
Frequency Changer9 Statlc_ 1S-Kilouattt
120/208-Volt, 3-Phase, 400-Cycles Per
Sccond_ Specification for_ 07/01/64
40H002018 08-01
CHANNEL
Direct Writing lO0-Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-106047 09-03
Direct Writing 32-Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-106048 09-03
Procurement Specification for the Advanced










Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
Systee_ Type I Single Channels Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Var¥ High Frequency Telemetry Receiver, Type
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receivers Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 05-01
Eight Channel Radio Frequency Hulticoupler
5-553-P-6 06-01
Specification for Image Dissector
Photomultiplier Tube Using a Channe|
Hultiplier Suction
S-630-P-0144 05-01
Specification for Tug-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph System
5-630-P-0153 05-01
Fifty-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Dig|tel
Conversion System /K-EF3-64-6/
10-03
Specifications for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/ 10-03
Specifications for 100-Channel Digital Data
Recording System /PR 00008-1/
10-03
Channel Selectors, A end B, Specification for
02/26/1965
50H60076 08-01
Viewing Unit, Television, Single Channels
Ground Support Equipment, Specification for
06/15/1964
50H60125 08-01
Transistors, H-Channel Junctions Silicons
Field-Effects Type U182 ulth Weldable
Leadsw Specification fore 10/17/66
50N60401 08-01
CHARGE
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test










Coating_ Chromate Conversions of Saturn ESE
Panalss Chassis, and Rackas Procedure fore
5104166
40H00319 08-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment s Identification of
Electronic Assembly Chassiss 09/18/61
30679-GEN 11-01
CHECK
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nimit/
Check-of-Calibration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0001 05-01
Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
8-650-N1-0018 05-01
Step Tmo Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0021 05-01
Check Valve, /I/4-Inch/s Reliability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10H01034 08-01
VaivGj Check /3/B-Inch/, Reliabillt¥ Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10N01035 08-01
Valve, Check, Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10N01056 08-01
Check Valves Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1961
10N01057 08-01
Check Valve, Fuels H-1 Rocket Engines
Relfsbilltv Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10H01365 08-01
Check Valve, Liquid Oxygen, H-1 Rocket
Enginst Reliability Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10H01366 08-01
Check Valve, LOX Dome s H-1 Rocket Engines
Reliabilitg Test Requirements 06/28/1961
92
10H01367 08-01
Valves Checks Liquid Nitrogens Cooling
System, Specification for, 05/15/62, EO-1
07/27/62
10H01627 08-01
Valve Assamblys Precoollngs Checks
Reliability Test Requirements 08/26/1962
10H01667 08-01
Va|ve, Checks Hydraulic /P/N 204022-19/
Qualification Test Specifications 12/08/66
10N05072 08-01
Valves Checks Heat Exchanger, Specification
fore 05/02/60. EO-7 05/07/62
10419903 08-01
Valve Assembly. Check /3/4-Inch/,
Specification fore 07/13/60. EO-1. 05/16/61,
EO-2t 05/10/62
10419919 08-01




Gages, Heasuring Devices, Instruments. Test








Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipment. Spacecraft-Stations
ESD-106001 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment.
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipments
Spaaecraft Requirements
ESD-106081 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipments
Spaaecraft External Interfaces
ESD-106082 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment.
Spacecraft Nechanical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106083 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment.
Spaoecraft Hechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Herrltt Island Launch Area
Facility
ESD-106084 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipments
Spaoecraft Hechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facility
ESD-106085 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipments
Spaoecraft Nechanlcal and Electrical
Requirements for Gruaman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-106086 09-03
Facility Criteria. Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipment. Spacecraft Ground
Station. North American Aviation Facility
ESD-106090 09-02
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106094 09-02
HarrJtt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipments Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106095 09-0_
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmsnt_ Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-106096 09-0_
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-106097 09-0:
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment. Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106098 09-0:
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo




Closed-Circuit Television Swstem for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106106 09-03
Intercommunication Swstem for Programmed
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-IO6107 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipnent in Blockhouse 34
ESI)-106109 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 37
ES_--106110 09--03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft





Hvdraullc Svstem, H-1 Engine, Checkout
Requirements, Specification for 08/30/1963
NSFC-SPEC-188 08-01
Timer Assemblv, Acceptance Checkout, Procedure
for, 07/16/63, Amendment 1, 03/31/64
NSFC-PROC-289 08-01
Voltage Suppl¥, Heasuring, Acceptance
Checkout, Procedure for 11/03/1964
NSFC-PROC-R90A 08-01
Voltage Supply9 Naster Heasuring, Acceptance
Checkout, Procedure for 11/02/1964
HSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Exploding Bridgevire /EBW/ Firing Unit,
Checkout, Procedure for 04/15/1965
NSFC-PROC-396B 08-01
Power Supply, 56 Volt Direct Current, Nodel
2, Acceptance Checkout, Procedure for
11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-431 08-01
Ground Support Hvdraulic Svstem and Checkout
Unit, Specification for 03/13/1963
10H01693 08-01
Non-Structural Thermocouples, Installation,
Wiring, and Checkout, 10/03/63
12-7 04-01
Switch Selector, NOD I and NOD II, Checkout
Procedure for, 06/11/65, EO-1, 08/13/65,
EO-2, 09/30/65, EO-3, 10/04/66
50Nl1548 08-01
Calibrator Assemblies, Teleeeter, Nodal 2,
Part Numbers 50H12011-1 and 50N12011-3,
Bench CheckoUt, Procedure for 01/09/1964
50N60012 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequencv/,
890/960 Negahertz, Checkout Procedure for,
11/07/1963
50H60024 08--01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstee, Pulse
Code Nodulated, Assemblg, Nodel 301,
Checkout Procedure for, 6/16/64
50H60031A 08-01
Decoder, Sequence, Ground Support Equipment,
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50R60054 08-01
Transmitter, Nlnitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Checkout Procedure for
07/14/1964
50N60108 08-01
Antenna Systems, Nistram, Hodels 802 and 803,
Checkout Procedure for, 11/04/64
50N60131 08-01
Antenna Svsteas, Coenand, Hodels 308 and 309,
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
50N60133 08-01
Antenna System, Offset Doppler Frsquencv,
Transmitting, Nodal 405, Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1964
50H60135 08-01
Antenna Swstem, Offset Doppler Frequencw
Receiving Hodel 404, Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50H60137 08-01
Antenna Swsten, Radar, Rodel 708, Checkout,
Procedure for, 3/10/65
50H60138 08-01
Antenna Svstem, _zuss, Nodel 711, Checkout,
Procedure for, 3/10/65
50H60139 08-01
Antenna Swstem, Altimeter, Nodal 503, Checkout
Prooedure for 11/04/1964
50H60140 08-01
Antenna Swstea, Television, Hodel 402,
Checkout, Procedure for, 3/10/66
50N60143 08-01
Antenna Svstem, Telemeter, Nodal 219, Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50N60144 08-01
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safetv, Bench
Checkout, Procedure for, 09/21/65, EO-1,
03/17/66, EO-2, 04/13/66
50H60157A 08-01
Commend Receiver NCRS03, Bench Checkout,
Procedure for, 12/02/68, EO-1, 03/17/66,
EO-2, 04/13/66, EO-3, 08/18/66, E0-4,
12/02/66
50N60161C 08-01
Command Svstem, Secure Range Safetv, Bench
Checkout Procedure for, 12/21/66, EO-1,
03/16/66
50H60162B 08-01




Speoification for Chemical Resistent Counter
Assemblies, 02/25/65 /PR 54970-1/
10-03
CHROMATE
Coating, Chromate Conversion, of Saturn ESE




Closed Circuit Television Sgstea /Nerritt
Island Launch Area/
ESI)-106OSO 09-03
Closed-Circuit Television Svstea for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106106 09-03
Coating, Conformal /Polgurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Coatings, Conformnl, Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assemblies, 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 lO-Ol
Soldering, Automatic Wave, or Printed Circuit
Assemblies, 07/01/66
KSC-S-178 10-01
Printed-Wiring Boards /Copper-Clad/ Design,
Documentation, and Fabrication of, 12/15/65
NSFC-STD-154A 08-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Wave SoLdering of, Procedure for, 01/10/64,
Amendment 2, 10/25/65
RSFC-PROC-224 08-01
Coating Conforms1 /Polvurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/15/63,
Amendment 3, 05/06/65
NSFC-PROC-293A 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Delav Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/4 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Deln¥ Circuit
/D-1A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/8 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/1-1/ n/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/12 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-2/ 11/04/Ig63
NSFC-SPEC-325/13 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
11-31 1110411963
NSFC-SPEC-325/14 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-4/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/15 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-SA/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/16 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Serializing Logic
Circuit /N-1A/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/20 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
93
CIRCUITRY SUBJECTINDEX
Throe. 3A. Printed Circuit Board Plug-lnt
Two Stud Mounting. S4LP-G-28At 04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relav. General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throe. 2At Printed
_|_cuit Board Plug-In. Side Header
Rountingt S2GP-8-59A. 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Rein./. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volta, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throat 2At Printed Circuit Board Plug-In.
Side Header Mounting. S2LP-8-69At 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Compound. Printed Circuit Board. Conformal
Costing. Elastoueric. 04/19/65. QPL-393-lt
04/19/65. Amendment It 02/17/66
MSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01
Gap Welding of Electrical Circuits 06/11/1965
NSFC-PROC-429 08-01
Cleaning Solvent. Printed Circuit Assemblies.
4130165
HSFC-PROC-439 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic. Series SRN51t General
Specification for 03/01/1966
MSFC-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN511t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/1 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN513t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/2 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic. Series SNN514, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuits. Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic. Series SMN615, General
Specification for 03/0111965
MSFC-SPEC-451/4 08-01
Godderd Space Flight Center Closed Circuit
Television Operating Equipment end
Accessories
S-250-P-0001 05-01
Printed Circuit Boardt Waster Drawing
S-330-P-0001 05-01
Closed Circuit Television Sgstem for AN/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-12 05-01
Batter./ Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-62
International Satellite
S-630-UK-OI01 05-01
Micromlectronic Circuits_ Dlgitalt Silicont
Monolithic, General Specification for
S-711-P-1 05-01
High Reliubilltg Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera, 12/17/65
10-03
Printed Circuit AssembLies 05-01
SgstemtTelevisiont Closed-Circuity Four-
Camera. Specification for 05/20/1964
40N00217 08-01
Flexible Circuits. Wiring. and Cable, Design.
Construction. end Inspection oft
Specification for. 09/15/66
50N60150A 08-01




A Research. Design and Development Program
Providing Nodulerization Concepts,




Plastic Sheet. Lamlnated Copperclad /for
Printed Wiring/. 11/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Plastic Sheet. Laminated. Nickel-Iron-Cobalt




Fittings. Nilitart/ Connector. Classification of
Defects. Specification for 02/11/1965
NSFC-SPEC-437 08-01
CLEAN
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas St/stem. 10/07/63
GMV-5OOO3-GEN 11-01
Clean Room Garments, Specification for
RSC-SPEC-C-ZA 09-03




Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Frameuork and Clean Room Doll./ for
Experiment Optical St/stems Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 05-01
CLEANING
Nidcourse Propulsion St/stems Cleaning Process.
12123163
GPM-20068-GEN-A 11-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning. Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts. Field
Parts. Assemblies. Subsystems end St/stems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment.
12/14/64
K5C-C-123 10-01





Hgdreulic St/stems Components and Hvdraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles. Cleaning,
Testing. end Hendling_ Procedure for
08/18/1965
RSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Solvent. Precision Cleaning Agents.
Specification for 10/16/1964
NSFC-SPEC-237A 08-01
Cleaning Solvent. Printed Circuit Assemblies,
4/30/65
HSFC-PROC-439 08-01
Cleaning of Aluminum Allot/ Weld Joints for
High Qualitt/ Welder 12/06/65
MSFC-PRDC-463 08-01
Cleaning of Pressurized and Non-Pressurized
Instrument Compartments, Procedure for,
12/30/65
IONOI445A 08-01
Cleanliness Levels_ Cleaning. Protection end
Inspection Procedures for Parts. Field
Parts. Assemblies. Subet/stems. and St/stems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment.
Specification fort 4/28/64t EO-2. 7/28/64.
10MO1671B 08-01
Cleaning Methods end Processes, 09/16/63
20-1 04-01
Cleaning and Passivation of Beliers and Ducts.
Specification for 02/26/1960
10419901A 08-'01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning end Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gee
Bearing end Slosh Measuring St/stems.




Cleanliness Levels. Cleaning. Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts. Field
Par,st Assemblies. Saber/stems end St/stems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment.
I2114164
KSC-C-123 10-01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium. and Ht/drogen
Systems at Complex 391 06/07166
K5C-C-182 10-01
Decals. Certification of Cleanliness.
Specification for
MSC-SPEC-C-3 09-03
Apollo Spacecraft Cleanliness. Specification
for
RSC-SPEC-C-SA 09-03
Apollo Spacecraft. Fluid Cleanliness
NSC-S PEC-C-6 09--03
Apollo On-Board Equipment Cleanliness
NSC-SPEC-C-8 09-03
Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Svstems
NSC-SPEC-C-9 09-03




Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxggenl
Fuell and Pneumatic S_stemst Specification
for1 04/15/621 Amendment 41 07/17/64
NSFC-SPEC-164 08-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Hethods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas SuppIN and Slosh
Measuring Svstemsl 08/10/66
MSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Gases1Drging and Preservation1 Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Nethodsl Procedure for
10/20/1964
NSFC-PROC-404 08-01
Cleanliness Levels1 Cleaning1 Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts1 Field
Partsl Assemblies1 Subsystems1 and S_stess
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipmentt
Specification for1 4/28/641EO-2, 7/28/641
10MO1671B 08-01
Cover Sheet to Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen, Fuel, and Pneumatic Systems/
08/27/1963
10NO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgon, Fuel, and Pneumatic Sgetons/
0612511964
10M01702 08-01
Cleanliness Levels1 Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring Svstems,




Goddard Range and Range Rate Sgstem
Specifications- Frequencv Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix 1 to Exhibit A/
S-531-RR-0032 05-01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-8 05-01
Command and Clock Subsystem for Nimbus B
Spacecraft
S-653-P-3 05-01






Closed Circuit Television S_stem /Merritt
Island Launch Area/
ESD--106080 09-03
Closed-Circuit Television System for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment1 Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-lO6106 09-03
Godderd Space Flight Center Closed Circuit
Television Operating Equipment and
Accessories
S-250-P-0001 05-01
Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
S-532-P-0045 05-01
Closed Circuit Television System for AN/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-12 05-01
High Rellabilitg Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera ! 12/17/65
10-03
System,Television1 Closed-Circuity Four-
Camera1 Specification for 05/20/1964
40N00217 08-01
CLOTH
Taper Heat-Reflective1 Pressure Sensitlvet
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth,
Specification for, 02/23/621 EO-1 08/03/621
E0-2 09/25/62
10M01597 06-01
Cloth1 Glass, Leached, Fluorocarbon
Impregnated1 General Purpose 04/25/1962
10M01631 08-01
Flight Equipment; Carbon Cloth uith Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles1 2/22/63
20038-GEN 11-01
COARSE
Nimbus Amplifier1 Coarse Sun Sensor
S-650-NI-OO07 05-01
COAT
Prime Coat1EX 1761 Preparation and
Application oft Procedure for 01/17/1963
NSFC-PROC-205 08-01
COATED
Taper Heat-Reflectivel Pressure Sensitive1
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Clothl




Conformal Coating of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies1 Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A 02-01
Coatlng I Conformal /Pol_urethane/, Printed
Circuit Assembliesl Procedure forl 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Coatlngsl Conformell Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assembliesl 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q--O001 10-01
Coating Compounds, Ceramic Enamel and Gold_
Preparation and Appllcntiont Specification
for 04/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Costing Compound, MSFC-X-258, Preparation
and Application of 1 Specification for
05/19/1961
NSFC-SPEC-142 08-01
Coating Procedures, Saturn Ice-Shields
03/26/1962
MSFC-PROC-175 08-01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment1 Standard for
02/07/1962
NSFC-STD-181 08-01
Coating1 Vapor Barrier, N-31C!
Specification for 04/12/1963
NSFC-SPEC-199A 08-01
Subliming Coating Compounds1 Preparation and
Application of, Specification for 06/12/1964
MSFC-SPEC-203A 08-01
Conformal Coating /Epox_/_ Application oil
Procedure for, 11/05/631 Amendment 2t
06/30/65
MSFC-PROC-257A 08-01
Coating Conformal /Polyurethane/t Printed
Circuit Assemblies1 Procedure for_ 11/15/63t
Amendment 3 ! 05/06/65
MSFC-PROC-293A 08-01
Compound1 Printed Circuit Board, Conformal
Coating1Elastomericl 04/19/651QPL-393-11
04/19/651 Amendment 11 02/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables1 Procedure for
08/24/1964
MSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Coating Svstem for Antennas
S-500-P-0027 05-01
Coating1 Chromate Conversion1 of Saturn ESE




Specifications for Four-Port Coaxial Transfer
Smitch
S-530-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Coaxial Suitching Hatrix
S-530-P-0025 05-01
Radio Frequency Waveguide/Coex Equipment
05-01
Specification for Coaxial Patching Components1
01/04/65 /PR 49004-1/ 10-03
Smirch1 Coaxial1 Specification for1 01/28/66
50M60242A 08-01
Terminationl Coaxiall Radio Frequencgl
Specification forl 02/01/66
50MSO270A 08-01




Plastic Sheet I Laminatedl Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wiring/
05/07/1965
95
CODE SUBJECT ZNDEX ;
MSFC-SPEC-455 08-01
Cobalt SO Spacecraft Irradiator
S-716-P-2 05-01
CODE
Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry System
F..SD-106013 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decoamutation S_stea
/Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-106014 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decoaautator
ESD-106019 09-03
Pulse Code Modulation Subcoanutatort
Portable Data Gathering System
ESD-106115 09-03
Color Code for Piping Systems. /Interlm/t
11/27/64
KSC-STD-5 10-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station9
Specification for 08/07/1963
HSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Quick-Look Asseablg_ Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station. Specification for
08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Smitch Panel Assembl_. Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08/08/1963
HSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selector. Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 08/02/1963
NSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Panel_ Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Date Control Panel Assembly. Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08/14/1963
HSFC-SPEC-303 08-01
Digital Signal Synchronizer. Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 01/05/1965
NSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 03/25/1965
HSFC-SPEC-305A 08-01
Pomer Supply. Pulse Code Hodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station. Specification for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Blower Assembly. Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station. Specification for 09/04/1983
HSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel. Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station. Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Digital Gate Rack Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Telemetry Receiving Station, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem, Specification for 09/20/1963
NSFC-SPEC-313 08-01
Converter, Anaiog-to-Digitslw Subassembly,
Vahiclsborne, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Systemp Specification for
05/15/1964
HSFC-SPEC-323A 08-01
Regulator. Precision Voltage. Assembly Model
301, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem. Specification for
08/15/63, Amendment 2, 11/20/63
HSFC-SPEC-3Z4 08-01
Timer, 40 Second, Component Selection, Time
and Temperature Compensating, 06/10/55
MSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Modulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0006 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Data Simulator and Coaparator
S-522-P-0007 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-P-0014 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0019 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCH-DHE Data gord Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation Simulator
S-534-P-4 05-01
Specification for Manned Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Modulation System
S-550-P-0001 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Modulation Data Decoaaunicstion
System
S-553-P-0010 05-01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Multiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation/National Aeronautics
Space Administration Manned Space Flight
Netuork
8-553-P-17 05-01
Specification for a Lom Poser Pulse Code
Modulation Telemeter
S-621-P-0002 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Receiving Station
S-621-P-0003 05-01







Specifications for Pulse Code Modulation
Simulator /PR 14369-1/ 10-03
Radio Frequencv Assembly. Pulse Code
Modulated. Model CT-19B0 Specification for.
07115/64, EO-1, 04107165 . EO-2, 05117/65 .
EO-3, 07/15/65, E(]--4. 07/24/65. EO--5,
01/05/86, EO-6, 07/06/66
50H60029A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem. Pulse
Code Modulated, Assembly, Model 301,
Checkout Procedure fort 6/18/64
50NSOO31A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem. Pulse
Code Modulated, Assembly, Model 301,
Specification for. 09/14/64, EO-1, 12/04/64,
EO-2. 12/10/64. EO-30 07/15/65. EO-4,
11/22/85, EO-5, 01/05/66. ED-6. 01/14/66,
50H60067 08-01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Theraocouple
Leads and Extensions. Standard for
04/07/1964
50M60145 08-01
Regulator. Precision Voltagal Assembly Model
301. Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem. Specification for.





Signal Conditionert Pulse Code Modulatedt
Specification fort 06/14/65, EO-lt 10/05/65t
EO-Rt 1Z/O2/65t EO-St 07106166
50H60231 06-01
Power Supplg_ 300 Milllamperesl 12 Volts
Direct Currentt Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Stationt Specification for 06/08/1965
50M60246 08-01
Power Supplgt One Amperet 12 Voltst Direct
Current, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition System Receiving Stationt
Specification for 0611111965
50H60247 08-01
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Synchronizert
Specification fort 11/26/65
50M60250 08-01
Radio Frequency Telemetry Assembliest Pulse
Code Hodulated_ Specification fort
11117/66
50M60263A 08-01
Signal Adaptert Pulse Coda Nodulatedt
Specification fort 8/08/66
50M60313 08--01
Radio Frequency Assemblyt Model XIlt
Telemetry t Pulse Code Modulated_ Ultra
High FrequencNt Specification fort 9/09/66
50M60320 08-01
CODING
Identifying and Color Coding Compressed-Gas
Cylinderst 10/07/66
KSC-STD-S-O002 10-01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Dater 2/01/65
ZPP-2OOO-OEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Dater 1/24/64
ZPP-2092-GEN 11-01
Standard Format for Coding by Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Dater 9/08/64
ZPP-2093-GEN-A 11-01
Wirlngt Electrical Ground Support Equlpmentt
Identification Marking and Color Codingt
Standard for 09/02/1964
40HOO2ZO 08-01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supply Busest Standard fort 7/14/66
40HOO376A 08-01
COIN
Goldt Coin /Gold 9D-Copper lOll Wirer Stripy
Sheet_ and Rodt Specification fort 10/21/63,
E0-x 01106194
10H01754 t 08-01
Slivert Coin /Silver 90-Copper XO/t Sheett




Aluminum Alloy9 Barst Radar Sire and Special
Shapes_ Rolledt Drawn t Extruded or Cold




Data Collection and Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01




Collimation System Speclficatlons for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna System
S-500-P-O008 05-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tamer
Equipment
S-525-P-0024 05-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-0029 05-01
Performance Specification- 236 Megacycle
Collimation Transmitter
S-531-P-8 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administrationt Ulaska
Data AcquisitiOn Facllitgt Fairbankst
Alaska
S-532-P-11 05-01
Performance Specification on Collimation Tower
S-553-P-0014 05-01
COLOR
Identifying and Color Coding Compressed-Gas
Cgllnders, 10/07/66
KSC-STD-S-O002 10-01
Color Code for Piping S_stems. /Interim/t
11127164
KSC-STD-5 10-01
Wiringt Electrical Ground Support Equipment9
Identification Harking and Color Codingt
Standard for 09/02/1964
40N00220 08-01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocouple
Leads and Extensionsv Standard for
04/07/1964
50N60145 08-01




Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Prooesslng for Pulse Frequenc_ Modulation
Telematry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Minicturlzed Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
COMBINER
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-500-P-O020 05-01
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-500-P-0101 05-01





Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-106008 09-03
Digital Test Command System
ESD-106021 09-03
Electrical Prototype Digital Test Command
Svstem
ESD-lOGO45 09-03




Functional Specification for Broad-Band Ground
Antenna for Satellite Command S_stem
S-523-P-0001 05-01
Ver_ High Frequenc_ Command Transmitter
Preliminary Specification
S-523-P-0401 05-01
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
Array
S-525-P-0018 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 21 Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facilit_t GiLmore Creekt
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 Svstem Sanitarv
Seuer_ and Drainage of the Stationt Data
Acquisition Facility Roeman9 North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
Exhibit A9 Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-Watt/lO Kilowatt Ultra High
Frequency Command System
S-553-P-0029 05-01
Specification for Digital Command System
Ground Control Network
S-553-P-0040 05-01
Preliminary Specification for a Redundant
Command Receiver Svstem
S-621-P-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
97
COMMERCIAL SUBJECT INDEX
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-C /S-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-623-0S0-0002 05-01
Spacecraft Traekingt Telemetryy and Commend
Subsystem
S-625-REL-0140 05-01
Telemetry and Command Antenna Group
S-625-REL-0141 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01
Command end Clock Subsystem for Nimbus B
Spacecraft
S-653-P-3 05-01
Medium Capaeitv IRLS Command end Data Memory
S-731-P-19 05-01
Command Clock Subsystem for Nimbus D
Spacecraft
S-731-P-26 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Emergency
Command Receiver
S-731-P-29 05-01
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Nodule
Stabilization and Control System9 01/31/64
164 752c/24/^/ 10-03
Command Paver Divider Assemblyy Model 307y
Specification fury 07/23/65
50N60043A 08-01
Antenney Comaandy Model 3Ody Specification
fory 12/10/65
50NSOO46A 08-01
Antenna Command, Hodel 309y Specification fory
03/15/60
50H6OI32A 06-01
Antenna Svstees_ Coeeand_ Models 308 and 309y
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H60133 08-01
Decodery Instrument Unit Command,
Specification for, 02/09/66
50H60151A 06-01
Decodery Instrument Unit Comeand_ Acceptance
Testy Procedure for, 7/22/66
50N60153 08-01
Command Decodery Secure Range Safety9
Qualification Test Procedurey 4/06/66
50M60155 08-01
Decodery Secure Range Safety Comeandy
Acceptance Teat Procedure_ 6/04/66
50N60156 08-01
Command Decoder9 Secure Range Safetyy Bench
Checkout, Procedure fory 09/21/65y EO-ly
03/17/66, EO-2y 04/13/66
50NSOI57A 08-01
Command Dscodery Secure Range Sefety_
Specification for_ 09/16/65t EO-ly 03/14/66
50N60158B 06-01
Command System, Secure Range Safetyy
Specification fory 03/04/1965
50N60160 08-01
Command Receiver MCRSO3y Bench Checkoutt
Procedure fOry 12/02/65y EO-ly 03/17/66,
EO-2y 04/13/66y EO-3y 06/16/66y E0-49
12/02/66
50N60161C 08-01
Command S_steey Secure Range Sefetyy Bench
Checkout Procedure fory 12/21/65y EO-ly
03116160
60H60162S 08-01
Command Receivery NCR 503 Acceptance Testy
Procedure fort 12/05/66
50N60164 08-01
Command Receivery NCR503y Specification fory
09/27/65o EO-I_ 03/14/66t ED-2y 04/13/66_
ED-3y 07/27/66
50HSO165B 06-01
Command Receivery MCR 503y Qualification Test
Procedurey 4/22/66, EO-ly 7/27/66
50H60166 08-01
Dividery Command_ Pomery model 310y
Specification for, 03/10/66
50N60260B 08-01
Antennay Commandy Nodal 313y Specification fury
3/14/66
50HSO280A 08-01
Couplery Command Directlonaly Model 314_
Specification fory 03/14/66
50HlO282B 08-01
Command Power Dividery Hodel 312y
Specification fory 3/14/66
50NSO285D 08-01
Amplifiery Pomery Command and Communicationy
S-Bandy Specification fory 1/19/66
50N60287 08-01
Command Antennay Model 311y 12/15/65
50H50302 08-01
Antenney Directionaly Command and Communication
Systemy Model S09y Specification fory
7115166
50H60356 06-01
Ring_ Hybridy Command end Communication
Systemy Nodal 606y Specification fory
5/06166
50H60385 08-01
Antennay Receivey Command and Communication




Commercial Equipment Specification for A
Versatile Leak Detectory 12/06/65
ERC/F-C-IO001 12-01
Commercial Equipment for Use in Ground
Support Equipmenty Guidance and Control
Systemsy 10/16/63t Amendment 1-Ay 9/09/64
GNO-30614-GEN-A 11-01
COMMUNICATION
Digital Communication and Control Unit
ESD-106027 09-03
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-106042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to




Spare end Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Document for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
GSFC-571-65-01 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 65-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed System for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
5-525-P-0015 05-01
Specifications for Communications Receiver
S-530-P-0016 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Hodulatlon Receiver
S-620-ATS-OO06 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description end
Requirements
S-620-ATS-0012 05-01
Communications and Antennas Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-5 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements--
Widebend Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-0130 05-01
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
10-03
Amplifier0 Powert Commend end Communicationy
S-Bandy Specification fory 1/19/66
50M60267 08-01
Antenney Oirectionaly Commend end Communication
Systemy Nodal 6O9y Specification fory
7/15/66
50N60356 08-01
Ringy Hvbridy Commend and Communication





Antenna_ Receiver Command and Communication
Sgstemt Model 610, Specification foe,
6110166
50M60389 08-01






Modulation Commutator Simulator for Saturn
IB 10-03
CONPARATOR
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Data Simulator and Coeparator
S-522-P-0007 06-01
COMPARTMENT
Design, Fabrication, and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unit, Project Apollot 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-OOOl 10-01
Cleaning of Pressurised and Non-Pressurized




Long Term Compatibilitv Testing With
Hvdrazinet 2/24/66
GNZ--SO521-GEN-A 11-01
Pressure Measurement Svstem for Liquid
Propellant Compatibilitv Testing, 4122/66
GNZ-SO522-GEN 11-01
Testing Compatibilitv of Materials for Liquid
Oxvgen Svstams, 09/16/66
NSFC-STD-IOGB 08-01
Electromagnetic Compatibllitvt Specification for
06/01/1964
MSFC-SPEC-27g 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Compatibilitv of




Leak Test Compounds, Lax Compatiblet
Specification for 05/05/1964
HSFC-SPEC-384 08-01
Film, Transparent, Plastic, LOX Compatible,
Gas and Contamination Barrier, 6/01/66
NSFC-SPEC-4S_ 08-01
COMPENSATING





Weight Documentation Form Completion, Space
Vehicle, Procedure for 10/10/1962
MSFC-PROC-tO8A 08-01
Microfilm Logging Form Completion, MSFC









Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in the Launch Control Center of
Complex 39
ESD-IOmlII 09-03
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch Complex 34 and 37t
12/01166
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 10-01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium, and Hvdrogen
Svstems at Complex 39, 06/07/66
KSC-C-182 10-01
Technical Specifications for Modification on




Demodulation Svstem for Saturn IS, Complex
COMPONENT
34 10-03
Environmental Protection when using Electrical
Equipment uithln the Areas of Saturn
Complexes where Hazardous Areas Exist,
Procedure fort 03/06/61, EO-1 03/20/62
lONO1071 08-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment,
Electronic S_stem, Minleum Requirements for




Acceptability Limits for All Selectivel_
Etched Aluminum Components, Standard for
0613011958
ABMA-STD-21 05-01
Welding, Fusion, Shielded Arc, Hissile
Components, Aluminum _nd Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABNA-PD-W-4S 08-01
Contamination Control of Flight Hardware
Spacecraft Control Flight Components,
2/03/66
GMU-503BT-GEN 11-01
DeterJining Criticality Numbers for Prioritv
I, II and IlI Components, 06/15/66
KSC-STD-122 lO-O1
Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosures, 02/15/65
KSC-S-126 10-01
Pneumatic and Hydraulic Mechanical Components
and Parts, Electrical, 02/01/66
KSC-STD-131 lO-OI
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxvgen,
Fuel, and Pneumatic Svstems, Specification
for, 04/16/62, Amendment 4, 07/17/64
HSFC-SPEC-16_ 08-01
H_draulic S_stems Components and H_draulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning,
Testing, and Handling, Procedure for
08/18/1965
NSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium AIIov Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4/09165
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Corrosion Preventive Conpoundt Oil Tvpe,
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related
Components Preservative, Specification for
01/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-262 08-01
Component Lead and Interconnectlon Materials,
for Welded Electronic Modules, 10/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-2700 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protection,
Handling, and Peckaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Rubber stamping of Electrical Equipment and
Components, 10/24/66
MSFC-STD-383A 08-01
Strength Analvsis Requirements for Propulsion
S_stem Components and Assemblies, 9/21/66
NSFC-STD-460 08-01
Inspection Svsten Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Naterials_ Parts, Components, and
Servicest 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlas-Agena,
Thor-Agena, or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agama
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated b_ Delta Space
Vehlcle-3C and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghane_ Ballistics
S-StO-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-3F,
3G, and 3H/
99
COMPONENT CONT SUBJECT INDEX
S-320-D-2 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, Studg of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments, Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Components,
S-74 Interplanetarg Monitoring Platform
S-320-INP-0901 05-01
Interplanetarg Monitoring Platform
Environmental Test Specification for
Components
S-320-IHP-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bg Scout FW-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-S-1 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, United Kingdom
/2/S-52
S-320-UK-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments, United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-320-UK-0201 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components end
Experiments, Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DHE-A-1 05-01
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference Sgstem
S-512-P-2 05-01
Specification for Hodificetions to Seitchgear,
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets, Data Acquisition Facility,
Santlago_ Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors
/HI-REL/, 2/04/64
ZPH-2051-GEN-B 11-01




Semiconductors, Diodes /High Reliability/,
1131166
ZPH-2246-GEN-B 11-01




Transistors /High Reliability/, 2/25/65
ZPH-2251-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Layer
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/, 1/25/66
ZPH-2252-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches
/HI-HEL/, 11/30/65
ZPH-2253-GEH 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliability Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electromechanicai Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliability Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechunical Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Henufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanical
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Handling of HI-REL, Preferred, or Screened
Electronic Component Parts, 8/23/63
ZPP-2021-GEN 11-01
Computation end Submittal of Component Test
Statistics, 2/03/65
ZPP-2040-GEN-D 11-01
Spacecraft Flight and Ground Support
Equipment, Requirements for Electronic
Components, 2/05/64
ZPP-2070-GEN-C 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Data, 2/01/65
ZPP-2OgO-GEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding by Nanufacturer of
Electronic Component Data, 9108/64
ZPP-2093-GEN-A 11-01
General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data, 11/30/66
ZPP-2094-GEN-A 11-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs, 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Parts, 11/04/66
ZPP-2100-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Parts, 9/02/65
ZPP-2117-GEH 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethylene Oxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/68
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraisal, 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts, 7/26/65
ZPP-2126-GEH 11-01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts, 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
end Inductors Audio, Power, and High Power
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, and Lou Power Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01






Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays,
8131165
ZPP-2747-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Resistors, 12/01/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors,
2123165
ZPP-2751-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Layer, 1/11/68
ZPP-2752-GEH-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches,
2/15166
ZPP-2753-GEN 11-01
Methods of Treatment for Hgdrogen Peroxide
Components, 08/10/61
05-4 04-01
Acceptance Standards for Hgdrogen Peroxide
Conditioning of Components end Parts,
02101152
05-5 04-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Two-Component,
Low-to-Noderete Temperature Resistant,
Boom-Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01587 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, One-Component,
Noderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulating Material,
Tmo-Component, Thermal Curing, General
Purpose, 01/31/62, EO-1 08/16/62, EO-2
10/10/62
10H01596 08-01
Packaging, Electronic Components, Standard for
11/20/1963
10NO1622A 08-01
Cover Sheet to Narshail Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use





Cover Sheet for Harshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen, Fuel+ and Pneumatic Systems/
06/25/1954
10H01702 08-01
Wiring, Electrical Componentst Standard for
04101164, EO-1 06109/64
40M00200 08-01
Lead Material. Weldable+ for Interconnection
and Component Partst Specification for,
3/17/66
50H50363 08-01
Space Flight Operations Facilitg, General
Requirements for Electronic Componentse
03127/63
30765-GEN 11-01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support
Equipment Components and Assemblies.
Specification for 07/01/1960
10419900 08-01
Cleanliness Levels. Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing end Slosh Measuring Svstems,
Specification for, 06/26152, EO-1 07102163.
EO-3 04/03/64
10419906D 08-01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts




Ground Composite Signal Mixer and Separator
ESD-105105 09-03
COMPOSITION
Resistorse Composition Carbon /Stgles
KRCOT/20/32/42/e 03/10/56
KSC-R-148 10-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/,
StNle RC07 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/. 4/07/66
50N60337 08-01
Resistors, Fixed_ Composition /Insulated/,
St_le RL07 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-22584/+ 4/07/65
50M60358 08-01
Resistor, Fixede Composition /Insulated/+ Tvpe
CBD2256 through CBD10065 with Weldable
Leads+ Specification fore 10/13/55
50NSOSBO 08-01
COMPOUND
Coating Compounds, Ceramic Enamel and Gold,
Preparation and Application, Specification
for 0410511963
NSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Coating Compound. NSFC-X-258. Preparation
and Application ore Specification for
05119/1951
NSFC-SPEC-142 08-01
Potting and Holding Cable Assembliese Using
Elastoeeric Compoundse 09/13/55
MSFC-PRUC-186C 00-01
Compound, Potting and Molding, Elastoneric,
12/1111954, QPL-202-4 02/09/1966
NSFC-SPEC-202A 08-01
Subliming Coating Compounds e Preparation and
Application of, Specification for 06/12/1964
NSFC-SPEC-203A 08-01
Corrosion Preventive Compounde Oil Tvpe,
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related
Components Preservative, Specification for
01/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-262 08-01
Compounds, Potting and Encapsulating,
Silicone, 09/13/65e QPL-379-1e 11126165
NSFC-SPEC-379A 08-01
Leak Test Compounds. LOX Compatible.
Specification for 05/05/1964
NSFC-SPEC-384 08-01
Compounde Printed Circuit Doard, Conformal
Coating, Elastomeric+ 04/19155 , QPL-393-1.
04/19/55e Amendment 1, 02/17/56
HSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01




Identifging end Color Coding Compressed-Gas
C¥1inderse 10/07/56
KSC-STD-S-O002 10-01
Carbon Tetrachloride e Scrubber Method for
Anelgsis of Condensible Hvdrocarhon
Contamination in Compressed Gases,








Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Spacecraft Stations
ESD-106001 09-03









Programmed ApolLo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-lO6038 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-106087 09-03
Countdown Generator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-105089 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment. Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-106096 09-03
Merritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-105097 09-03
Computer Room Lavout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-105101 09-03
Computer Room Lavout and Rack Elevation for
Grueman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-105103 09-03
Computer Interface Panele Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station. Specification
for 08108/1963
NSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Specification for a Computer Format Control
Buffer mith Time Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
Specification for a Computer/Controller
Subsvstee of an Optical Tracking Svstee
S-524-P-2 05-01
Nagnetic Computer Tape /800 bpil
S-533-P-10 05-01
Specification for Remote Site Computers
S-553-P-0032 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 6 and Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-NI-0012 05-01
Specification for the Nimbus C Data Svstem-
Addendum C, On-Pass Computer Processing
of A-Stored Date
S-650-NI-O025 05-01
Procurement Specification for Computer
Interface S_steee 11/14/53 /PR 12025-1/
10-03
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstem/ Computer
Interface Unit, Nodel 5Ole Specification
fore 3/04/66+ EO-2+ 5/06/66e EO-3_ 5/25/65,
EO-4. 7105/65
50MSO273A 08-01
Computer Interface Panel Assenblv,
Specification for, 11/23/65
50H60294 08-01
Computer, Propellant Utilization e
Specification for, 12/05/60e EO-1 10123/50
10419915 08-01
CONCEPT
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the H Nodular Concept
as Sponsored bv Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0S0-0003 05-01








Carbon Tetrachloride9 Scrubber Method for
_nalysis of Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gases,










Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Modulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Specification for a Bit Synchronizer and Signal
Conditioner
S-522-P-0013 05-01
Signal Conditioner, Pulse Code Nodulatedl
Specification for, 06/14/65, EO-I. 10/05165 ,
EO-2, 12102/65, EO-3, 07/06/66
50N60231 08-01
CONDITIONING
Specification for a Pulse Code Hodulation
Signal Conditioning Console
5-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter
/with Air Conditioning/ for Optical
Tracking Instruments, 07/23164
10-03
Acceptance Standards for Hydrogen Peroxide




Connectors, Flat Conductor, Flexible
Electrical Cable, 05/05/65
NSFC-SPEC-219A 08-01
Cable, Flat Conductor, Flexible, Electrical,
Copper, 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-2208 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30168
MSFC-SPEC-332/18 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Ylr_ Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for, 08/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-332/Y8 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 6 w Butyl Rubber
Insulated9 Specification for, 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-33213B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor_ Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 10, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Speclflcatlon for, 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/4B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/S0/58
MSFC-SPEC-332/SB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/SB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Mire Gauge
Size 12_ Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/65
MSFC-SPEC-332/TB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshieldad,
American Yire Gauge Size 10, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/8B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshialded,
American Wire Gauge Size 69 Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/9B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unahielded,
American Mire GauGe Size 209 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/10B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/11B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Mire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor_ Onshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/135 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 39 Conductor, Unshieided,
American Mire Gauge Size 16 and 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/148 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 39 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Polwethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-332/15B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/16B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Mire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/86
NSFC-SPEC-332/178 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 61 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 209 Polyethwlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/188 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/56
NSFC-SPEC-332/19B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor9 Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethwlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/20B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unahlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/21B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/56
MSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cablel Electricall 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire GauGe Size 4/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated_ Specification for,
08130158
NSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire GauGe Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/24B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 1/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08130165
NSFC-SPEC-332/258 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 4,
Butyl Rubber Insulated SpecificatiOn for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 6,
Butyl Rubber Inmulated, Specification for_
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cable, Eiectricul, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Mira Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification forw
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Nire Gauge Size 18, Poiwethwiene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/56
NSFC-SPEC-332/298 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene




Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-S32/31B 08-01
Cab!e, Electrical. 7 Conductor, I Unshielded,
3 Pair Twisted end Shielded, American Wire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/32B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130168
NSFC-SPEC-332/330 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-SS2/34B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20.
PolymthMlmna Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332135B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 10 Conductor. Overall
Shialdedl American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for.
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/36B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/38B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-S32/39B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/40B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, S_eclficatlon for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/410 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/426 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 37 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/43B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ American
Tire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/44B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for,
08/30/88
NSFC-SPEC-332/45B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, I Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Onshielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12.
and 189 Polyethylene and Butyl Rubber
MSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor. Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12, and 16, Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 189 Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/49B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/50B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/51B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor_ 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 18 Pair Twisted and
Shielded. and 3 Tripl_ Twisted and Shielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 00/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/52B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid. American Wire Gauge
Size 18. Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-BPEC-S32/53B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pelf
Twisted and Shimldedt Overall Shielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/58B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130186
NSFC-SPEC-332/SgB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Twisted and Shielded9 Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 21Conductorw Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-S32/63B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 1/0, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 12,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/68
HSFC-SPEC-332/65B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/68
MSFC-SPEC-332/66B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 10 Conductor_ Unshieldedt
American Yire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/67B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshieldedj
American Ylre Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/68B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 54 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/69B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/70B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
103
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Polwethglene Insulated_ Specification for
o813o166
HSFC-SPEC-332/718 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 15 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgethglene Insuleted_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/728 08-01
Cablet Electrical9 13 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/738 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 13 Conductor, Unahielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 201 Polyethylene
Inaulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/748 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 18 Conductor_ Overall
Shieldedj American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/?55 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 20t
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/?7B 08-01
Ceblet Electrical_ 7 Conductor_ 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1Unshlelded 7
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polgethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/79B 08-01
Cablet Eiectrical_ 7 Conductort Overall
Shielded1 American Wire Gauge Size 16 t
Polyethylene Ineulatedt Specification for
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/80B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 7 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/81B 08-01
Cablee Electr|cal_ 20 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16 t
Polyethylene Insulated t Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 32 Conductor_ Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 209 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/84B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 2 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene lnsulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-3321878 o8-oi
Cable_ Electrical, 3 Conductort Overall
Shielded t American gire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Znaulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/88B 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 2 Conductor9 Unahialded_
American Wire Gauge Size 8_ 8utgl Rubber
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/896 08-01
Cablat Electrical, 2 Conductor9 Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 1/0_ Butyl Rubber
Insulatad_ Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 3 Conductor_ Unshielded l
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Inauleted_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/918 08-01
Cablet Electrical1 2 Conductor_ Unahlelded e
American Ylre Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/g2B 08-01
Ceble_ Electrical_ 6 Conductor9 Unehielded_
American Yire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethy|ene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/93B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcel_ 4 Conduetor_ Unshlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 37 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Brald_ American Wire Gauge
Size 16_ Polvethglene lnsuisted:
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/95A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor_ 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unahlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polgethylene
Inaulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 10 Conductor, Unshielded e
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insuleted_ Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Ceble_ Electrlcal_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Sh|elded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polgethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cablee Eleetrlcal_ 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shleldad_ American Yire Gauge Size 209
Polgethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/100A 08-01
Cable, Electricsl_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated t Overall
Shielded9 American Yire Gauge Size 14_
Polgethylene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cablet Electrical_ 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgeth_lene Insulated t Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/IO3A 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08130168
HSFC-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cable_ Electrieal_ 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded end Insulmted_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgethylene Ineulatedt Specification for
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable_ Eleetrlcal_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated t Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-S32/lOTA 08-01
C_ble_ Electrlcml_ 48 Conductor9 12 _uad
Tmlsted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08130186
HSFC-SPEC-332/IO8A 08-01
Cable_ Electrieel_ 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130168
NSFC-SPEC-332/IOgA 08-01
Ceble_ Electrical, 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Ineuleted_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/I10A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 30 Conductor_ Single
I04
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Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/112A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unehielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/113A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/l14A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shle|ded, American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/115A 08-01
Cables Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 2/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Specification for Cable, Multi-Conductor,
Jacketed /58 Conductor/
S-553-P-0039 05-01
Specification for 34-Conductor Electrical
Cable, 02/03/66 /PR 54951-1/
10-03
CONFIGURATION
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Lom
Frequenc_ Accelerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirements,
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-N-O001 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Vehicle Configuration S_stem, Data
Requirements for, flarshall Space Flight
Center. Data Center, "12/22/65, Notice 1,
12/13/66
MSFC-STD-417A 08-01
Configuration Management Accounting Reports,
Preparation of, 10/01/65
NSFC-PROC-459 08-01
Input for Configuration Management Accounting
and ReportinO System, Preparation of,
lZ/01/66
MSFC-PROC-485 08-01




Conformal Coating of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A 02-01
Coating. Conformal /Polyurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Coatings, Conformal, Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assemblies, 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 10-01
Conformal Coating /Epoxy/, Application of,
Procedure for, 11/05/63, Amendment 2_
06/30166
MSFC-PROC-257A 08-01
Coating Conformal /Polyurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/15/63,
Amendment 3, 05/06/65
NSFC-PROC-293A 08-01
Compound, Printed Circuit Board, Conformal
Coating, Elastomeric, 04/19/65, QPL-393-1,
04/19/65, Amendment 1_ 02/17/66
HSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01
CONNECTION
Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Melded Electrical Connections,
7/27/66
GMQ-SO571-GEN 11-01
Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/, 07/11/66
KSC-STD-15 10-01
Fittings /Pressure Connections/, Flared Tube,
05105165
KSC-F-124 lO-O1
Specification for Solderless Wrap Process,
Electrical Connections, 07/06/64
KSC-M-151A 10-01
Crimping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
NSC-HSFC-JD-O01 09-03
Crimping of Electrical Connections
NSC-Q-I 09-03
Fittings, Flared Tube /Premium Quality/,
Pressure Connections, Specification for,
02/10/65, Amendment 5, 09/21/66, QPL-143-1,
01/10/66
MSFC-SPEC-143B 08-01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/, Procedure for, 02/18/63,
Amendment 1, 09/27/83
NSFC-PROC-158B 08-01
Fittings /Pressure Connection/, Flared Tube,
Specification for, 02/13/62, Amendment 1,
09/27/66
MSFC-SPEC-171 08-01
Connections, Electrical, Wire Wrapped,
Specification for 02/09/1965
MSFC-SPEC-390 08-01
Qualit_ Requirements for Hand Soldering of
Electrical Connections, 08/64
NPC 200-4 O0-OI
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Fittings, Pressure Connections,
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1964
10M01705 08-01
Hand Soldering of High Reliabilit_ Electrical
Connections, 10/02/63
12-6 04-01




S_stem Cabling, Wiring and Connectors
ESD-106036 09-03
Connectors_ Receptacles_ Electrical9 Printed
Wiring Board, General Purpose, Edge
Type, 05/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-119A 08-01
Connectors9 Flat Conductor_ Flexible
Electrical Cable, 05/05/66
MSFC-SPEC-219A 08-01
Qualification Testing, Separable Tube
Connectors, 04/27/64, Amendment 1,
03105165
MSFC-STD-362 08-01
Fittings, Military Connector, Classification of
Defects, Specification for 02/11/1965
HSFC-SPEC-437 08.01
Characteristics for Connectors9 03/09/64
/PR 9011-3/ 10-03
Characteristics for Magnetic Core Memory,
01121/65 /PR 51525-1/ 10-03
Requirements for Connectors and Cable
Assemblies /K-EF3-GES-3/
10-03
Specifications for Rack Connectors, 10/16/64
/PR 41318-9/ 10-03
Potting and Molding Configuration, Connectors
09/06/1962
10M016158 08-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminations, Safety Wiring, and Connectors,
09/30/63
12-2 04-01
Stouage of Electrical Miring and Connectors,
09120163
12-6 04-01
Connectors, Electrical Feedthrough, 50M10622
and 50N10623, Specification for 11/12/1963
50M60006 08-01
CONSOLE
Racks, Consoles, Panels, and Distributors,
Packaging, Marking and Storage of, 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Uperations Safet_ Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo




Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Input Console
_-522-P-0006 05-01
General Specification for Central Station
Control and Display Console
S-534-P-0002 05-01
Requirements for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-EFS-GES-2/ 10-03
Specification for Low-Bog Equipment Consolee
10/27/64 /U3HAPS-1/ 10-03
CONSTANT
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pade 03/16/65
/PR 91226-2/ 10-03
Regulatore Constant Flow, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01048 08-01
Vulvee Flou Regulating Constant, Specification
fort 09/05/61t EO-5 10/02/62t El)-6
12/26/62
10419910A 08-01
Regulator, Constant Flomm Specification fort
07/15/61, EO-2, 07/17/61e EO-3e 05/15/62
10419920A 08-01
CONSTRUCTION
Welded Electronic Hodulese Design and
Construction, Standard for
ARC-STD-201 02-01
Printed-Wiring Boards  Copper-Clad/ Design,
Documentation, and Fabrication oft 12115/65
MSFC-STD-154A 08-01
Design Criteria end Construction Standards,
4155
NPC-325-1 00-02
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facilitvt
East Grand Forkse Hinnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
5-532-P-0045 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Bend
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administratlont Ulasku
Data Acquisition Facllitg, Fairbanks,
Alaska
S-532-P-11 05-01
Speclficstions_for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 Svstea Sanitary
Sewer, and Drainage of the Station, Data
Acquisition Fscilit_ Rosnan, North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
Flexible Circuits, Wiring, and Cablee Design,
Construction, and Inspection oft
Specification fort 09/16/66
60RSO150A 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Hvlar/
Dielectric, Metullized Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current, Hermeticallg




Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Fraeeuork and Clean Room Dollv for
Experiment Optical Swstems Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 05-01
Environmental Control Svstea for Orbiting
Astronomical Observator¥ Transport Trailer
end Experiment Shipping Container
S-823-0A0-0018 05-01
Hinimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Container_ 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Containerl Hwpergolic Igniter TWpa FX H-1
Rocket Engine, Ruliabilitv Test
Requirements 05110/1961
10M01006 08-01
Control Velvet Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Raliubilitw Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10M01025 08-01
Pressure Swltcht'Fusl Container, Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10M01036 08-01
Slinge Instrument Unit Container Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01770 08-01
Container, Special Handling and Protective,
for Saturn I6 and Saturn V Instrument
Unite Specification for 02/2411964
10H01774 08-01
Valve, gentv Liquid Oxvgen Container,
Specification fore 05/19/60t EO-lt 12/06/60_
EO-2t 06/29/61e EO-3At 10/17/62, EO-4t
10/17/62
10419910 08-01
Valve, Fuele Safetvt Containers, Specification
fort 06/08/60t EO-I 11/29/61
10419923 08-01
Containers, Propellant, Specification for
10/19/1961
10419925A 08-01
Smitche Pressuree Fuel Container,
Specification for 01/15/1962
10419936A 08-01
Valve, Control, Fuel Container Pressurizingv
Specification fore 04/17/61e EO-2e 01/24/62
10419972 08-01
CONTAMINATION
Contamination Control of Flight Hurdmure
Spuoacraft Control Flight Components,
2/03/66
GHU-SO387-GEN 11-01
Definitions for Contamination Programs
MSC-STD-C-1 09--03
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment, Procedure for
03129/1963
HSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Carbon Tetrachloridet Scrubber Method for
Anmlgsis of Condensible Hvdrocarbon
Contamination In Compressed Gases,
Procedure fort 01/16/63t Amendment 1,
06/23/63
HSFC-PROC-245 08-01
Film, Transparent, Plastic, LaX Compatible,
Gas and Contamination Barrier, 8/01/85
HSFC-SPEC-456 08-01








Contract End Item Detail Specification /Lou
Frequencv Accelerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirements,
11103156
KSC-SPEC-M-O001 10-01
Librarv Technical Support Services Contract
S-252-P-1 05"01
CONTRACTOR
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic,
Technical, and Final Project Reports,
9122164
DOO-1024-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Herdvaret 2/15/65
DOO-lO25-GEN 11-01
Data Submittal Documentation, Contractor,
Preparation of 12/18/1963
HSFC-STD-263A 08-01
Qualitg Program Provisions for Space Svstea
Contractors, 04162
NPC 200-2 00-01
Raliabllit¥ Program Provisions for Space
Swetam Contractorse 07/63
NPC 250-1 00-01
Jet Propulsion Luboratorg Contractor
Reliabilitw Control Program for Spacecraft




Digital Communication and Control Unit
ESD-106027 09-03




VideoDistributionand Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-IO6088 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106094 09-03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-I06095 09-03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-105100 09-03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-105102 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in the Launch Control Center of
Complex 39
ESD-106111 09-03
Commercial Equipment for Use in Ground
Support Equipment, Guidance and Control
SNsteus, 10/16/63, Amendment l-A, 9/09/64
GHO-30614-GEN-A 11-01
Quality Control Requirements for Ground
Support Equipment, 10/06/66
GNO-50139-GEH-F 11-01
Contamination Control of Flight Hardmare
Spacecraft Control Flight Components,
21o3/66
GHO-50387-GEN 11-01
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas System, 10/07/63
GHV-5OOO3-GEN 11-01
Design of Electrical Control and Nonitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-£-OO01 10-01
Addendum to NIL-I-26600 /Interference Control
Requirements, Aeronautical Equipment/
NSC-ASPO-ENI-IOA 09-01
Control During Repair, Replacement or
Maintenance
NSC-SPEC-C-IO 09-05
S_nthetic Rubber, Age Control of, Standard for
12/21/62, Amendment 1, 04/16/65
HSFC-STD-IO5A 08-01
Contamination Control end Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment, Procedure for
03/29/1963
NSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Re#riving Station, Specification
for 08/14/1953
NSFC-SPEC-3O3 08-01
Valves and Control Devices, Handling,
Protection, and Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Workmanship, Harking, Traceability, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for ell
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
Antenna Control Status Specification
S-500-P-O011 05-01
Serve Control and Drive Systems Specification
S-500-P-0012 05-01
Servo Control and Drive Sub-Svstem
Specification
S-500-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive Svstem
S-500-P-0021 05-01
Specification for a Computer Format Control
Buffer mith Time Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Nodlfication to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Haunt Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive and
Control System
S-525-P-0019 05-01
Functional Specification for High Paver
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
5-525-P-0021 05-01
General Specification for Central Station
Control and Display Console
S-534-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Digital Commend System
Ground Control Netvork
S-553-P-0040 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- ST-$18-11 Thermal Control
S-623-0A0-0011 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-Z8
Specification- Reliability Control
S-623-0A0-0012 05-01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Nodal/ for Use in
Stabilization and Control Subsystem,
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0016 05-01
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatorv Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0018 05-01
Stabilization and Control Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-6Z3-QAO-0345-3 05-01
Thermal Control Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical ObaervatorN
S-623-0A0-0345-11 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- RelaN
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Structural, Thermal Control, and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
S-625-REL-0110 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01
Nimbus Control Sub-Svstem Pacific Nissile
Range Pre-Launch Test Set
S-650-NI-0005 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier, Yam Axis
S-650-NI-0008 05-01
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier_ Pitch
Axis
S-650-N1-0014 05-01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-572-P-0002 05-01
Quality Control Implementation- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Control Center /OCC/ and System Integration
S-731-P-27 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Nodal for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem
S-731-P-51 05-01
Nimbus D Attitude Controls Structure and
Thermal Control Subsystem
S-731-P-53 05-01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsvstem /ACS/ Integration and
Qualification
S-731-P-58 05-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliabilitg Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Eleetromechanlcel Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-ZOOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliabilit_ Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechanleal Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Hanufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanlcal
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Design Specification for the Apollo
Stabilization and Control Sgstem Bench
Naintenaace Equipment, 04/09/64
/PO [N3JTXA-406004/ 10-03
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Nodule
Stabilization and Control System, 01/31/64
/64 752C/24/A/ 10-03




Lubricants, Tvpes, Uses, and Control,
09/20/62
04-4 04-01
Description, Use, and Control of Hydraulic
Fluid, Non-Petroleum Base, Aircraft
/NIL-H-8446/, 01/06/61
06-3 04-01
Hose, Engine Control, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10801015 08-01
Control Valve, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10801025 08-01
Control Velvet Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10801039 08-01
Control Valve, 8V-74Vt Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10801040 08-01
Valve Asssmblye Fuel Level Control,
Specification for 08/09/1961
10HO1070A 08-01
Control AssemblMt Temperature, Specification
04/16/62, EO-1 07/06/62t EO-2 06/03/63t
EO-3 08/28/63
10801604 08-01
Velvet Control, Specification fort 11/07/62
10801614 08-01
Control Assembly, Temperature t Specification
fort 04/16/62, EO-1 05/22/63, EO-2
08/28/63
10801630 08-01
Actuator, Thrust Vector Control, Specification
for, 06/17/63 t EO-1 09/09/64
10801683 08-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index t
Preparation and Submittal oft Data fort
Standard for 05/24/1965
10801711 08-01
Safety end Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/t Specification fort 06/13/66
10801745A 08-01
Quality Control of Technical Nanuels,
Procedure for 02/15/1965
10801792 08-01
Reset and Calibration Procedure t X-15 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /8eletron Model
84151/, 07/11/62
14-4 04-01
Packaging, Contamination Control, and Storage
Procedures, 07/15/65
20-2 04-01
Servoactuator, Mechanical Feed-back, Thrust
Vector Control, Saturn S-ZC Stagey
Specification for 05/15/1965
50H35008C 08-01
Command Decoder t Secure Range Safety,
Specification fort 09/16/65, EO-lt 03/14/66
50860158B 08-01
Power and Control Assembly, Telemeter
Calibrator, Specification fort 7/20/65t
EO-lt 7/06/66
50860284 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Specification
for, 12/28/65
50860305 08-01
Nester Control Assemblvt Model 810
Multiplexer, Specification fort 10/17/66
50M60322 08-01
Technical Specification for Data Model Control
Panels
571.1-1-66 05-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratorv Qualitv Control
Requirements for 8ariner Program
Procurement, 04/25/63
30274 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Surveyor Program
Procurement, 04/26/63
30284-GEN 11-01
Engraving on Ground Equipment, Control Panel
Faces, 01/30/63
30602-STD-C 11-01
Haters for Ground Equipment, Control Panels,
01/19/82
30604-STD-A 11-01
Velvet Control, Pressurizlng t Specification for
07/18/60t £0-1 12/01/60, EO-2 04/05/61
10419917 08-01
Valve, Control, Specification for, 01/23/62t
EO-Tt 03/08/62
10419927A 08-01
Valve Asaeeblyt Fuel Level Control,
Specification fort 12/28/60t EO-lt 02/19/52
10419947 08-01
Valve, Control, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Specification fort 04/17/61t EO-2, 01/24/62
10419972 08-01
CONTROLLED
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areas, Standard for 07/29/1963
8SFC-STD-246 08-01
Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization Network, Procedure
fort 04/09/65
NSFC-PRQC-359 08-01
Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-500-P-0212 05-01
Performance Specification for Remote Controlled
Attenuator
S-500-P-0223 05-01
Shipboard Unified S-Band S_stem Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 05-01
Lamp Power Supply, 2500 Matt, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolab Nodel 2500-L
S-630-P-0151 05-01
Qualification Testing RequLrements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches, 5/25/66
ZPQ-2452-GEN 11-01
Specification for Voltage Controlled
Generator, 11/25/64 /PR 44000-1/
10-03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrler Oscillator, High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility t Ground
Equipment, Transmitter, 29.668-Megacycle
Ver_ Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillator,
Goldstone Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9915-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility t Ground
Equipment, Transmitter, 29.668-8egacycle




Exploding Dridgewlre /EDM/ Destruct S_stem
Controller, Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
8SFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Range SafetNt System Controller t 40832016t
Acceptance Testy 10/14/65
NSFC-PRDC-3825 08-01
Controller t Range Safety System t 1/21/65
85FC-SPEC-449 08-01
Specification for • Computer/Controller
Subsvstem of an Optical Tracking Svstem
S-524-P-2 05-01
CONVERSION
Specifications for the Development of a Low
Temperature, High Voltage Thermionic Energ_
Conversion System
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nimbus B Solar Conversion Power
SuppIM SubeMetem
S-652-P-1 05-01
Analog to Digital Conversion SubaMstem
S-711-P-2 05-01
Fiftv-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Digital
Conversion SMstem /K-EF3-64-5/
10-03
Coating, Chromate Conversion, of Saturn ESE












Vehicleborne, Pulse Code Noduleted Digital






Development of a 1700 Negacyelee Ultra-Low-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter System
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of e 400 Megacycle, Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-500-P-0420 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observetorg Low Voltage Power Converter
PS-8
S-623-0G0--0001 05-01
Power Supply-9 Power Converter
S-623-P-0001 05-01
Gelger Nuellmr Counter Power Converter Power
Suppl_-lO
S-623-P-0002 05-01
Specifications and Requirements for the
Interplanetary Nonltorfng Platform Pryme
Converter, Hodel 1
S-630-INP-0122 05-01
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Nodularization Concepts,
Techniques and Circuitr_ for Use in
Nondissipative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01




Nimbus Programmer and Signal Converter
S-650-NI-O009 05-01




Technical Exhibit1 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
10-03
Radio Frequency Converter System, 10/22/64
/K-EF3-64-8/ 10-03
Specification for Converter, Digital-to-Analog
Assembl_ 10-03
Specifications_for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/ 10-03
Converter, Direct Current to Direct Current,
Specification for, 11/04/55 t EU-2, 11/04/55,
ED-3, 11/04/65, EO-6, 12/12/65, EO-7,
01/21/66, EO-8, 01/14/66
50H60040C 08-01
Frequency to Direct Current Converter,
Specification for 03/30/1955
50HSO128A 08-01
Converter, Direct Current to Direct Current,
Specification for, 11/04/64, EO-1, 07/15/65,
EO-2, 09/15/65, E0-3, 10/05/65, EO-4,
11/05/65, EO-5, 09/15/65, EO-6, 12/17/65,
EU-7, 01/05/66, EO-8, 06/06/66
50N60211 08-01
Converter Assembly, Digital to Analog,
Specification for 06/08/1965
50H60251 08-01
DC to DC Converter, Telemetry Calibrator,
Specification for, 3/29/66, EO-2, 7/06/66
50HSO283A 08-01
COOLER
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Assembly, Specification for 10/31/1961
10N01293 08-01
COOLING
Design, Fabrication, end Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unit, Project Apollo, 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 10-01
Cooling System Vent Valve, Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 08/30/61, EO-1 05/17/62
10N01211 08-01
Cooling System Relief Valve, Specification for
08/30/51, EO-1A 07/25/62
10N01212 08-01
Sensor, Temperature, Cooling System, i
Specification for, 04/16/62, EO-1 12/04/63
10N01579 08-01
Blomers_ Cooling System, Specification for
01/31/62, EO-1 05/10/62, EO-2 05/08/63,
EO-3 05120163
10N01586 08-01
Ducts, Flexible, Cooling System, Specification
for 03/13/1962
10N01592 08-01
Sensor, Temperature, Cooling System,
Specification for, 04/16/62, EO-1 06/28/62
10N01626 08-01
Valve, Check, Liquid Nitrogen, Cooling
System, Specification for, 05/15/62, EO-1
07/27/62
10N01627 08-01




Project Relag Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design end Coordination
S-625-REL-OlO5 05-01
COPPER
Cable, Flat Conductor, Flexible, Electrical,
Copper, 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-220B 08-01
Plastic Sheet, Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Miring/, 11/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-3?TA 08-01
Gold, Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/, Mire, Strip,
Sheet, and Rod, Specification for, 10/21/63,
EO-1 01/08/64
10N01754 08-01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 3S-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Plntinum lO-Zlnc 1/,
Mire, Sheet, Strip end Rod, Specification
for, 11/07/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10N01755 08-01
Gold_ Silver, Zinc, Platinum, Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.5-Silver 4.S-Zinc I-Platinum 805-
Copper 14.5/ Mire, Strip, Sheet, Tubing,
and Rod, Specifi.cation for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Silver, Coin /Silver 90-Copper 10/_ Sheet,
Strip, Rod, and Tubing, Specification for
12/18/1963
10N01761 08-01
Gold, 10 Caret, /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/, Sheet, Strip, Rod, end
Tubing, Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01764 08-01
CORDMOOD




Melded Nodule, Series 300, Core Mrite /CM-1/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/7 08-01
Characteristics for Nagnetic Core Hemory,
01/21/65 /PR 51525-1/ 10-03
Core Nemory Specifications- Attachment 1
10-03
Specifications for a Nagnetic Core Nemory
10-03
CORRELATOR
Correlator Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsgatem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-300 08-01




Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304
and 304L/, Seamless, Specification for
12/23/1954
NSFC-SPEC-131C 08-01
Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy,
Bars, Shapes, and Forgings /Premium
Quality/t Specification for, 05/15/63,
Amendment 4, 08/19/66, QPL-145-1, 02/16/66
HSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and





Tubingr Steelt Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stabilized/r Type 321 and 347 r
Specification for 04/23/1963
NSFC-SPEC-248 08-01
Corrosion Preventive Compoundr Oil Typer
Voter Displacing Saturn Engines and Related
Components Preservativer Specification for
01/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-262 08-01
Steelr Expanded Sheetr Corrosion-Reeistingt
Specification for 05/17/1962
10M01547 08-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Plateer
Sheeter and Striper Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10H01674 08-01
Tubingr Steelt Corrosion-Realstantr Tvpe 316r















Shipboard Unified S-Band Svsten Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 05-01
Geiger Hueller Counter Power Converter Power
Suppl¥-lO
S-623-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Chemical Resistant Counter
Assemblies, 02/25/65 /PR 54970-1/
10-03
Specifications for Fraquuncv Countert 07/22/64
/PR 30910/ 10-03
COUNTING
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dialr 04/05/65 /PR 94213-1/
10-03
COUPLER
Couplert Radio Frequenc_ Teleaetrvr
Specification fort 01/01/66
50M60278A 08-01
Couplerr Command Dlrectionalr Model 314r
Specification fort 03/14/66
50M60282B 08-01
Couplerr Radio Frequencvr Telemetr_r
Specification fort 9/01/66
50H60394 08-01




Couplingsr Pressure Balancedr Cr_ogenicr
Quick Disconnect, Specification fort
4/25/66, EO-lr 10/24/66
10H01813 08-01
Couplingr Specification for 02/21/1961
10419970 08-01
COVER
Cover Sheet to O-T-S34a /Trichloroeth¥1ener
technical/ 08/10/1962
MSFC-SPEC-217 08-01
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-S71d /Solderr Tin
AIIovI Lead-Tin Allovr and Lead Alloy
05/10/1965
NSFC-SPEC-457 08-01
Cover Sheet to Harebell Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Ox¥osnr Fuel9 and Pneumatic Svstooe/
08/27/1063
10NO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Platesr
Sheeter and Striper Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10N01674 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-110 /Electrical Hardmerer Equipmentr
Haterinlr and Methods Used in Saturn
Ground Support Equipment/ 06/25/1964
10M01701 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen, Fuelr and Pneumatic Systems/
06/25/1964
10H01702 08-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricantr Antiseize
and Sealing Liquid Oxvgen Systems/
06/25/1964
10N01703 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Proutice/ 06/25/1964
10H01704 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Flttingsr Pressure Conneetionsr
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1964
10H01705 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Conpatibilitv of
Materiuisr for Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10N01706 08-01
Cover Sheet for ABHA-PD-R-187 /Relagsr
Hermeticali_ Sealed Hissile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10N01707 08-01
Resistort Fixedr Composition /Insulated/r
Style RC07 mith Yeldable Leader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/r 4/07/66
50M60337 08-01
Reeistorsr Fixedr Composition /Insulated/r
Style RL07 with Weldable Leader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-R-22684/r 4/07/66
50M60358 08-01
Resistorr Fixedr Film /High Stabilit_/r
Stvle RH55 with Weldable Leader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-R-IO5Og/r 4/07/66
50H60359 08-01
Cnpecitorr Fixedr Ceranic-Dielectricr Styles
CKOSCW and CKO6CY with Weldable Leadsr
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-11015/r 10/05/66
50M60360 08-01
Capecitorsr Fixedr Nonsolid Electrolvtic
/Tantalum, Foil and Sintered-Slug/ with
Voidable Leadsr Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification MIL-C-3965/r 4/07/66
50N60361 08-01
Capacitoret Fixedr Solid Electrolyte1
Tantalunr St_le CS13 uith Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-26655/r 10/18/66
50N60362 08-01
Capacitorr Fixed_ Mice-Dielectric, Style CH06
with Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification MIL-C-5/r
4/07/66
50H60364 08-01
Transistorsr NPN, Silicont Twpes 2N910r
2N930t and 2N1482 with Weldable Leader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-S-19500/r 4/07/66
50H60365 08-01
Diodest Silicon9 Tvpes IN458r IN459r and
IN827 with Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-S-19500/r
4/07/66
50M60376 08-01
Resistorsr Fixedr Filmr Insulatedr StvIe RL
20 mith Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification MIL-R-22684/r
10/17/66
50H60399 08-01
Reeistorsr Fixedr Filer lneulatedt Style RL
32 with Weldable Leadsr Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/r
10/17/66
50H60400 08-01
Tranaistorsr Siliconr PNPr Types $2N722 and
$2Rl132 with Voidable Leader Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
MSFC-SPEC-338/lO8/r 10/17/66
50N60402 08-01
Trensistorsr Silicont NPNr Tgpe $2N2102 mith
110
SUBJECT INDEX CURRENT
Veldable Leads_ Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification MSFC-SPEC-338/115/,
10117166
50N60403 08-01
Semiconductor Device, Diode, Silicon, TVpe
IN941D mith Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/_ 10/17/66
50M60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, TMpe
JAN-IN649 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
MIL-S-19500/t 10/17/86
50N60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devlceat Diodes, Silicon, Types
1N4370A, TX-1N4370A, IN4371At TX-1N4371A,
1N4372A, TX-1N4372A, 1N?48A, Through
1N759A, and TX-1N746A Through TX-1NTSDA with
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
50N60406 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-2?28? , 10/17/66
50M60409 08-01
P/sting, Cadmium, /Elmctrodeposlted/t /Cover




Inspecting, Testing, and CertifMing Fixed and
Mobile Cranes, Forklifts, Nubile Personnel
Tamers, and Auxillarg Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
CRATING




Crimping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
MSC-MSFC-JD-O01 09-03
Crimping of Electrical Connections
NSC-Q-1 09-03
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Mire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
CRITERIA
Fmcilitg Criteria, Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station, North Amerlcan Aviation Facility
ES9--106090 09-03
Instructions f_r Preparation of Design Criteria





Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
Environmental Criteria and Test
Specification
NSC-GSE-1B 09-03
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Arena, Standard for 07/29/1963
HSFC-STD-246 08-01
Human Engineering Design Criteria, Standard
for, 09/23/66
NSFC-STD-267A 08-01
Design Criteria and Construction Standards,
4/65
NPC-325-1 00-02
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Miring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Facilitv Antenna
Site, 11/09/64 10-03
Human Engineering Design Criteria, Reference
Abstracts, 11/01/86
10R01827 08-01





Determining Crit]cnlitv Numbers for PrioritM
I, II and 1II Components, 05/15/66
KSC-STD-122 10-01
CROSS
Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/t 07/11/66
KSC-STD-15 10-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,








Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Crvogenic Acceleroneter /PR 34619--1/
10-03
Couplings¢ Pressure Balanced, CrMogenict




Versatile Crystal Groming Furnace, 07/30/66
ERC/FR-IOOOS 12-01
Sterilization Test Program Crystals, ?/20/65
ZPP-2116-GEN ll-Ol
Flight Equipnentt Radio FrmquencN Svstemt




Insulation of Metal Rocket Motor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand Lagup,




Silicone Rubbery Insulating Material,
Two-Component, Thermal Curing, General




Hotors, Alternating Current, Integral
Horaepomer for Ground Support Equipment
KSC-N-117 10-01
Direct Current Amplifier Nodule, Specification
for, 08/13/62t Amendment 1, 03/26/63
HSFC-SPEC-133A 08-01
RelaMa, Direct Current Hermeticallv Sealed,
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipment, General Specification fort
Supplement 1E, 9/16/66, QPL-339-4, 4/25/65,
Amendment 2, 2/07/66
HSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Relavw General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw, 2At Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
SSGN-2-1B, 04/01/85 t Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Plug-In,
Two Hole Flange Mounting, S6GP-2-2B,
08/31/54, Amendment 1¢ 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Relav9 General Purpose, 28 Volta, Direct
Current_ 4 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1,
07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Rela_ General Purpose, 28 Volta, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Thrum, 7.SAt Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
SAGH-3-2OA, 04/01/65, Amendment It 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe, IOA, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-2-22A, 03/16/64
NSFC-SPEC-359/22A 08-01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe, 10A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-S.25-23At 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relav_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throm, SAy Solder Hook, Four Hole
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Relav, Special Purpose, /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




RelaM, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




ReicH, Special Purpose /Hagnetie Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throw, SA, Plug-Iny Tug One-Hole Ears
Rountingy S4LH-6-27A, 04/01165
HSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throu, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Two Stud Hounting, S4LP-6-28A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
82GH-6-31B, 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Hountingy
S2GH-6-S2A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07129166
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2At
Plug-In, Two Hole Flange Hounting,
82GP-6-338, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/338 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Tuo Hole
Reverse-Flange Hounting, $2LH-8-418,
04/61/65, Amendment 1, 07129166
HSFC-SPEC-339/410 08-01
RelnM, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Rountlngy S2LH-8-42A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-S39/42A 08-01
Relay, Special_Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Tug Hole Flange
Hounting, $2LP-8-438, 04/01/65y Amendment 1,
07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relay General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
82GH-6-51A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
RelaM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throu, 2Ay Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Nounting,
S2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
HelaM, General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting,
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throe, 2A,
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting,
S2GP-6-53B, 04101/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/53B 08-01
ReIaM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A,
Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting, S2GP-6-54A,
04161165
HSFC-SPEC-339/S4A 08-01
RelaM, General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throe, IOA, Solder
Hook, 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Hounting,
S2GH-3-58A, 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
RelsM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throv, 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Hounting, 82GP-8-59Ay 04/01/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange gounting, S2LH-8-61A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/BIA 08-01
RelaM, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throv, 2At Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, S2LH-8-62A, 04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
RelaM, Special Purpose Hegnetie Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2A, Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears
Nounting, 82LP-8-638, 04101/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
ReicH, Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Nounting,
$2LP-8-648, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64 B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountingy S2LH-6-68A,
04/01165, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hngnetle Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Hounting, 82LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-S39/69A 08-01
Reluv, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throv, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
52GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
RelaM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throuy 2Ay
Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting,
S2GP-7.25-73Ay 09/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose, 26 Volts, Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hounting, $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, 2
One-Hole Ears Rountingy 82GP-7-74
04/01/1966
HSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hngnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-81A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/81A 06-01
ReicH, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, 82LH-8-82A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Releyy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throv, 2A, Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Hounting, $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
HSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Lutch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Hngnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-92A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/92A 06-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 26
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Hounting, SRLP-8-93A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Leteh/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting,
S2LP-B-94A, 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double




04/01165, Amendment It 07129166
MSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Sensitive/t 28 Voitst
Direct Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2At
Solder Hook, Two-Hole Reverse-Flange
Mounting t $2SH-50-101, 12/14/64t
Amendment It 07/29/86
MSFC-SPEC-3391101 08-01
Power Supplg, 56 Volt Direct Current, Model
2, Acceptance Checkoutt Procedure for
11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-431 08-01





Direct Current Power Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-13 05-01
Direct Current Power Supply 50 Ampere 10
Volts
S-553-P-14 05-01
Design and Development of m Brushless Direct
Current Torque Motor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Systems
S-630-P-0135 05-01
Specification for Solid State Current Llaiter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0139 05-01
Nimbus B Prototype Direct Current/Direct
Current Converter Subsystem
S-716-P-6 05-01
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 92326-1/
10-09
Power Suppl_ Set, Direct Current 56-Voltt
50-Ampere, Specification for, 02/28/64t
EO-I, 06/22/64
40M00205 08-01
Power Supply Sett Direct Current 28-Volt,
lO0-Ampere, Specification fort 02/28/64,
EO-1 06/22/64
40M00207 08-01
Power Suppl_ Set, Direct Current 28-Voltt
2SO-Ampere9 Specification fort 02/28/64t
EO-1, 06/22/64
40M00208 08-01
Power Supply Sett Direct Current 28-Volt,
500-Ampere, Specification fort 02/28/64t
EO-1 06/22/64
40Noosg9 08-01
Amplifier Modu|e t Direct Current,
Specification fort 7/06/66
40M00313S 08-01
Converter, Direct Current to Direct Currentt
Specification fort 11/04/65, EO-St 11/04/65,
EO-3, 11/04/65, EO-6, 12/12/65, EO-7,
01/21/66, EO-8, 01/14/66
SOM60040C 08-01
Amplifier Module t Direct Currentt
Specification for, 03/05/65, EO-It 07/141659
EO-2, 03/25/66
50M60074A 08-01
Amplifier Module, Alternating Currentt
Specification fort 04/20/65
50H6OO75A 08-01
Frequency to Direct Current Converter,
Specification for 03/30/1965
50M60128A 08-01
Capacitorst Fixed, Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric, Metallized Dielectric
Constructiont Direct Currentt Hermeticall_
Sealed Metallic Case /Style SCHg5/,
Specification for
50M60186 08-01
Converter, Direct Current to Direct Currentt
Specification fort 11/04/64, EO-1, 07/15/65,
EO-2, 09/15/65, EO-3, 10/05/65, EO-4t
11/05/65, EQ-5, 09/15/65, EO-6, 12/17/65,
EO-7, 01/05/66, EO-8, 06/06/66
50M60211 08-01
Power Supply, Direct Currentt 56 Volt,
Specification for_ 09/09/64, EO-1 01119/65,
EO-2 01115/65, EO-3 03/26/65
50M60223 08-01
Master Measuring Voltage Power Supplyt 5
Voltst Direct Current, Specification for
12/03/1964
50N60228 08-01
Power Supplyt 300 Milliamperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station, Specification for 06/08/1965
50M60246 08-01
Power Supplg_ One Aeperet 12 Voltet Direct
Current, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data




Curtains, Heat Shield, Flexible, Acceptance,
Specification fort 09/09/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01591 08-01















Specification for Determining Relative 1
Mlcroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
DATA
Data Transmission Verification Converter
ESD-106009 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-106087 09-03
Pulse Code Modulation Subcommutator,
Portable Data Gathering System
ESD-106115 09-03
Data Submittal Documentation, Contractor,
Preparation of 12118/1963
MSFC-STD-263A 08-01
Receiving Station, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystemt Model
ORS-l, Specification for 09/16/1963
MSFC-SPEC-295 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembl_t
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Dnta
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationt
Specification for 08107/1963
MSFC-SPEC-297 0a-g1
Quick-Look Assemblgt Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Stationt Specification for
08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Asseablyt Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08108/1963
MSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selector, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationt Specification for 08/02/1963
MSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsgstee Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFG-SPEC-302 08-01
Data Control Panel Assemblg, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stntiont Specification
for 08/14/1963
MSFC-SPEC-303 08-01
Digital Signal S_nchronizert Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
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for 0110511965
MSFC-SPEC-304A 00-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assemblyt
Pulse Coda Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stutiont
Specification for 03/25/1965
HSFC-SPEC-305A 08-01
Power Supply, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Date Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stution_ Specification for 08/1511963
HSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Bloeer Asseably_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Statione Specification for 0910411963
MSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stutiont Specification for 00/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-300 05-01
Digital Gate Rack Assemblyt Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Ststion_ Specification
for 0811511963
MSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Telemetry Receiving Stationt Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsvstea_ Specification for 09/2011963
MSFC-SPEC-313 08-01
Converter9 Analog-to-Digitalt Subassemblg_
Vehicleborne_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Sgstemt Specification for
0511511064
MSFC-SPEC_323A 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltagej Assembly Model
3010 Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subaystcm_ Specification for
08/15/63_ Amendment 2_ 11120163
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Vehicle Configuration Systeu_ Data
Requirements for_ Marshall Space Flight
Center_ Data Centert 12122165 t Notice It
12113/66
MSFC-STD-417A 08-01
Timer_ 40 Second_ Component Selectionp Time
end Tenperature Coupensating_ 08110165
MSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
Specifications and Standards for NASA
Engineering Data Microreproduction Systemst
7166
NHB 1440.4 00-02
Data Collection and Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01
Equipment Procureeent Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OOOIA 05-01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-5OO-P-O004 05-01
Collimation System Specifications for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna System
S-5DO-P-O008 05-01





Functional Specification for Data System
S-500-P-0015 05-01
Specifications for 85-Foot Data Acquisition
Antenna
S-500-P-0016 05-01
Specification for 05-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-0017 05-01
Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor System
S-500-P-0025 05-01
Signal Data Demodulator System
S-500-P-0226 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Hodulation
Date Simulator and Conparator
S-522-P-0007 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-P-0014 05-01
Digital Data Recording and Synchronizing




Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-005
S-525-P-0003 05-01
Specification for Radome to be used with
85-Foot_ X-Y, Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0027 05-01
Specification for Experimental Data System
S-525-P-0038 05-01
Date Collection and Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-525-P-4 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netmork Timing System /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Datu Acquisition
Netmork Timing System Specification
S-531-P-0267 05-01
Specification for Microusve Station Data
Acquisition Facllitg_ Rosmant North
Carolina
S-532-P-0029 05-01
Specification for Modifications to Suitchgeurt
Electrical Components and Neu Diesel
Generator Suts_ Data Acquisition Facllityt
Sentiagot Chile
S-532-P-0030 05-01
Specification for Construction Road end
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facilitvt
East Grand Forkst Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 29 Data Acquisition Facility_
Quitot Ecuador
S-532-P-4 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netuork Facilityp Madagascar
S-532-P-9 05-01
Specification for Satellite Trucking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Uluska
Data Acquisition Facility_ Gilmore Creek_
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Touer Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administrutionl Uiaska
Data Acquisition Facility_ Fairbanks_
Alaska
S-532-P-11 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Sewert and Drainage of the Stutione Data
Acquisition Facility Rosean_ North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Tracking and Data Acquisition Netuork
Stations
S-533-P-li 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCN-DHE Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
5-535-P-1 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0004 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking end Data Acquisition
Network
S-636-P-0009 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddurd Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the





Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer Svstee
S-552-P-0018 05-01
Exhibit 5, Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Digital Data Processing
Svstem
S-553-P-0003 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-553-P-0008 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Modulation Data Decomaunication
Svstee
S-553-P-0010 05-01
Hodel 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
Data Formatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0041 05-01
Aerospace Data Svstems Standards
S-560-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Data and Documentation
S-523-0A0-0009 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorv S-18
Specification- Data and Documentation
S-623-0A0-0013 05-01
Data Processing Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorv
S-523-0A0-0345-4 05-01
Date and Documentation Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorv
S-623-0A0-0345-13 05-01
Specification for Dvmec Digital Data
Acquisition Svstem
S-530-P-0141 05-01
Specification for Data Logging Svstem
S-630-P-0158 05-01
Descriptive Specification for Data Reduction
Stand for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-530-UK-0077 05-01
Specification for the Nimbus C Data 5vetem--
Addendum C, On-Pass Computer Processing
of A-Stored Data
S-650-HI-0025 05-01




Nedium Capecitv IRLS Command and Data Hemorv
S-731-P-19 05-01
High Data Rate Storage Svstee for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-34 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
S-731-P-40 05-01
Data Requirements for Hicroaeteorite Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Nodel/_
4104168
SAS-505OT-GEN 11-01
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Survevor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Nodel/, 4/04/66
SAS-SOSOg-GEH-A 11-01
Date Requirements for Touchdown Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Nodal/,
4/04166
SAS--SOSIO-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dvnamic
Experiment Survevor Scientific Flights
/A-24 Hodel/, 4/04/66
SAS-SO511-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Survevor Engineering Flights /A-21 Model/,
4/04/66
SAS-SO512-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Nodal/,
4104168
SAS-SO513-GEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Data, 2/01/65
ZPP-2090-GEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Data, 1/24/64
ZPP-2092-GEN 11-01
Standard Format for Coding by Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Date, 9/08/64
ZPP-2093-GEN-A 11-01
General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data, 11/30/66
ZPP-2Og4-GEN-A 11-01
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Nodule
Stabilization and Control Svstem, 01/31/64
/64 752C/24/A/ 10-03
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data Svstee for Orbiting Geophvsicel
Observatorv Experiment F-17
05-01
Specification for e Two-by-Two Inch Data
Transparencv Illuminator /PR 14387-1/
10-03
Specification for Video Data Transmission
Equipment, 05/13/65 /PR 98520-8/
10-03
Specifications for a Analog Data Transmission
Systems /PR 14363-1/ 10-03
Specifications for lOO-Channel Digital Data
Recording System /PR 00008-1/
10-03
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,
Preparation and Submittal of, Data for9
Standard for 05/24/1965
10N01711 08-01
Saturn Vehicle Data Book, Preparation and
Publication of, Standard for 05/03/1965
10HO1789A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstee, Pulse
Code Nodulated, Assembly, Hodel 301,
Checkout Procedure for, 8/16/54
50N60031A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstem, Pulse
Code Nodulated, Assemblv_ Nodal 301,
Specification for, 09/14/64, EO-1, 12/04/64,
EQ-2, 12/10/64, EO-3, 07/15/65, EO-4,
11/22/65, EO-5, 01/05/66, EO-6, 01/14/66_
50H60067 08-01
Data Register Assembly, Specification for_
10122165
5ON6OOgOA 08-01
Regulator, Precision Voltage, Asseeblv Nodel
301, Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsvstem, Specification forw
10/06/64, EO-1, 07/20/65, EO-2, 01/05/66,
EO-3, 05/18/66
50H60209 08-01
Power SuppIv_ 300 Nilliaeperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current, Pulse Code Nodulated
Digital Data Acquisition Svstem Receiving
Station, Specification for 06/08/1965
50H60246 08-01
Power Supplgw One Ampcrcw 12 Volts, Direct
Current, Pulse Code Nodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Svstem Receiving Station,
Specification for 06/11/1965
50N60247 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assemblv, Specification for_
11104165
50N60252 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstem/ Computer
Interface Unit, Node| 501, Specification
for, 5/04166, EO-2, 5/06/66, EO-3, 5/25/66,
EO-4, 7/05/66
50H60273A 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Specification
for, 12/28/65
50N60305 08-01
Topside Sounder Data Processor
564-78779 05-01
Technical Specification for Data Nodel Control
Panels
571.1-1-66 05-01
Drill Date, Loekwire Size, and Hethod of
Application, Standard for 01/15/1962
104199095 08-01
DATAKOR









Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Mission
S-731-P-54 05-01
DEBUGGING




Decalst Certification of Cleanlineest
Specification for
HSC-SPEC-C-3 09-03
Microfilming of Engineering Documents 16 MMt
Requirements for
MSC-SPEC-3 09-03
Decalst Elaetomeric Pigmented Filmer for Use







Top Deck Assemblyt Single Sideband
Telemeter t Specification fort 09/28/64w
EO-lt 12/11/649 EO-2v 071151651EO-3t
07/281659 EO-4, 10/05/659 EO-5t 10/27/65_
E0-6_ 06/13/66
50M60210 08-01
Top Deck Assemblyt Single Sideband




Tape Recorder/Computer Time Decoder and
Search Unit
ESD-106002 09-03
Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-106008 09-03
Specification for a Colputer Format Control
Buffer uith Time Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-C /S-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-623-OS0-0002 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft C_mmand Decoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Time Decoder and Display System
Specificationst 03/26/64 /pr 14393-1/
10-03
Decoderw Television Sequencer Ground Support
Equipmentt Specification for 06/15/1964
50M60053 08-01
Decodert Sequencer Ground Support Equipmentt
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50M60054 08-01
Decoder9 Television Test Set t Sequencer
Specification for 04/3011964
50M60127 08-01
Decodert Instrument Unit Command9
Specification fort 02/09/66
50M60151A 08-01
Decodert Instrument Unit Commandt Acceptance
Testy Procedure fort 7/22/66
50H60153 08-01
Command Decoder_ Secure Range Safety,
Qualification Test Proceduret 4/06/66
50M60155 08-01
Decoder0 Secure Range Safety Commandt
Acceptance Test Proceduret 8104/65
50M60156 08-01
Command Decoder t Secure Range Safetyt Bench
Checkoutt Procedure fort 09/21/659 EO-lt
03/17/669 EO-2t 04/13/66
50M60157A 08-01
Command Decodmr_ Secure Range Safetgt
Specification fort 09/16/659 EO-lt 03/14166
50N60158B 08-01
DECONMUNICATION
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-




Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
ESD-106003 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decomeutetion System







Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decommutator
ESD-I06019 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector




Decommutator Display Distribution System
ESD-106044 09-03
DEEP
Deep Space Neteork Teletype Formatt 7/22/64
BCC-SO3OS-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Network9 Display and Presentation
of Time and Timing Informatlon_ 4/14/66
DOS-50271-GEN-A 11-01




Fittingst Military Connectort Classification of
Defectsv Specification for 02111/1965
MSFC-SPEC-437 08-01
DEFINITION
Definitions for Contamination Programs
MSC-STD-C-1 09-03
Logic Functionst Symbols and Definitions9




Minimum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tape Degausserst 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
10-03
DELAY
Welded Module, Series 3009 Delay Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/4 06-01
Welded Modulet Series 3009 Input Delay
/BD-1A/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/6 08-01
Welded Module9 Series 3009 Delay Circuit
/D-1A/ 11/0411963
HSFC-SPEC-325/8 08-01




Preparation for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plate end Sheett Specification for 04/22/1963
MSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Preparations for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy





Demodulation System for Saturn IDt Complex
34 10-03
DEMODULATOR
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assemblwt
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationj
Specification for 0312511965
MSFC-SPEC-3OSA 08-01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-500-P-0020 05-01
Signal Data Demodulator System
S-500-P-0226 05-01












Demultiplexert Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated_ Specification for 12/02/1963
50H60078 08-01
Demultipiexert Single Sideband Frequency
Nodulatedt Specification fort 01[22/65
50H60092A 08-01
Power SupplEr 1.5At 36 VDCt SS/FH
Demultiplexert Specification fort 8/31/65
50M60311 08-01
DENULTIPLEXING




Technical Specifications for Probability
Density Analyzer 10-03




Deoxidation of Aluminum Allovs 20149 2219t 8060t








Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetr_ Tape Recorder System
S-611-P-2 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description and
Requirements
S-620-ATS-0012 05-01
Descriptiont Ose_ and Control of Hpdraulic








Descriptive Specification for Data Reduction
Stand for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0077 05-01
Structural Subsystem Descriptive Specification
for United Kingdom-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-0087 05-01
Solar Power Supply Subsystee Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-52
Internationnl Satellite
S-630-UK-0088 05-01





Welded Electronic Modules, Design and
Constructiont Standard for
ARC-STD-201 02-01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Welded Electrical Connectionst
7/27[66
GMO-SO571-GEN 11-01
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Low
Frequency Accelerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirementst
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-H-O001 10-01
Designt Fabrication, and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-8 Instrumentation
Unity Project Apollot 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 10-01
Design of Electrical Control and Monitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-E-O001 10-01




Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/, 07/11/66
KSC-STD-15 10-01
Drafting and Designt Preparation and
Maintenance of, 06/01/66
KSC-M-125 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Sgstemst 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Preparation of Performance and Design
Requirements
MSC-STD-105 09-03
Printed-Wiring Boards /Copper-Clad/ Design_
Documentation t and Fabrication of_ 12/15/65
RSFC-STD-15%A 08-01
Electrical Engineering _esign Practicer
Standard for 03/15/1962
HSFC-STD-163 08-01
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areas, Standard for 07/29/1963
MSFC-STD-246 08-01
Human Engineering Design Criteriat Standard
for, 09/23/66
NSFC-STD-267A 08-01
Electrical Support Equlpment_ General Design
Requirement fort Standard for 08/14/1964
NSFC-STD-421 08-01
Design Criteria and Construction Standardst
4[65
NPC-325-1 00-02
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experimental Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-SC
S-320-EP-OlO1 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory Experiments
S-320-0G0-0101 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-




Specification for the Prototype United
Kingdom-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-UK-0301 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experimentst Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DME-A-1 05-01
Design_ Fabricationt and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-TA 05-01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report SM-_2367/
S-623-D-0052 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Svstem Goddard
Experiment Package
S-623-0AD-0001 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Mechanical
Subsystem
S-623-0AO-0002 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Pine Guidance
Subsystem Goddard Experiment Package
S-623-0A0-0003 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the ElectrolMechanical
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0004 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electronics Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0005 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Integration
S-623-0AD-0008 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Materials
S-623-0AO-0010 05-01
Structures Subsystems Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-2 05-01
Stabilization and Control Subsystem Design





Data Processing Subsvstem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorv
S-623-0A0-0345-4 05-01
Communications and Antennas Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorg
S-623-0A0-0346-5 05-01
Power Supply Subsystem Design Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Obscrvatoeg
S-623-0AD-0345-6 05-01
Thermal Control Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-11 05-01
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism
Design Specification for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-OAO-O34B-15 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0005 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design and Coordination
S-525-REL-0105 05-01
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Design and Development of a Brushlcss Direct
Current Torque Motor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Sgsteas
S-630-P-0135 05-01
A Research_ Design and Development Program
Providing Modularization Conceptss
Techniques and Circuitry fop Use in
Nondissipatlve Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center engineering
Standards Design Manual
S-673-STD-0001 05-01
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation _nd Maintenance of
STD-673-1 05-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraisalt 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Design Specification for the Apollo
Stabilization and Control System Bench
Maintenance Equipmentt 04/09/64
/PO [M3JTXA-406004/ 10-03
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10H01706 06-01
Design Losdst S-ICt Standard_ 9/30/66
10MO1714A 08-01
Vcssels_ Pressure, Design and Fabrication t
Specification for 11/03/1964
10M01796 08-01
Hazardous Gas Anelgzer Systemt General
Deslgn_ Operation t and Sampling
Requireaentst Specification for t 2/09/66
10M01812 08-01
Human engineering Design Criteria, Reference
Abstractst 11/01/66
10H01827 08-01
Mechanical Design Standards Listt Electrical
Support Equipaentt 7/07/66
40MOOS22A 08-01
Emitter Foilowerst Design Specification for
04/21/1965
50H02505 _8-01
Flexible Circuits t Wiring t and Cable, Deslgnt
Constructiont and Inspection oft
Specification for_ 09/15/66
50HBO150A 08-01








Exploding Bridgewire /EBW/ Destruct System










Emergency Detection Svstemt Q-Bail Angle of
Attackt Sensor Systemj Specification for
04/2811965
50N60241 08-01
Sensor Svsteat Redundant Emergcncv Detection
Svatem @-Sall Angle of Attack,
Specification fort 1/06/66
50H60338 08-01
Emergency Detection Systemt Q-Bail Angle of
Attack Sensor SNstemt Test Procedure for
03/15/1966
50N69931 08-01
Sensor Svstcm t Redundant Emergency Detection




Commercial Equipment Specification for A
Versatile Leak Octectort 12/08/65
ERC/F-C-10001 12-01
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decommutator
ESD-I06019 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Nodulatlon/PuIse Detector
Modulation Digital Decommutator System
ESD-1SB024 09-03
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch Complex 36 and 37t
12/01/66
KSC-SPEC-H-OO2 10-01
Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0028 05-01
Detectort Pulser Specification for 10/21/1963
50H60062 08-01
DETERMINATION
Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization Netuorkt Procedure
fort 04/09/65
MSFC-PROC-359 08-01




Determining Criticality Numbers for Priority
It II and III Coeponentst 05/15/66
KSC-STD-122 10-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Searing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring 5vstemst 08/10/66
MSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
DEVELOPMENT
Research and Development Quality Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipmentt
6/02/66
GMO-50555-GEN 11-01
Development of a 1700 Regacyclat Ultra-Low-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter System
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of a 400 Negacycle_ Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-500-P-0420 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Advanced





Advanced Orbiting Solar Observstorg S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-AQS0-0137 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observstorg S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-0S0-0137 05-01
Specifications for the Development of a Lom
Temperature, High Voltage Thermionic Energg
Conversion System
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Motor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Systems
5-630-P-0135 05-01
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Nodularization Concepts,
Techniques and Circuitry for Use in
Mondisslpative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01
Specification for Solid State Current Limiter
/Fuse/ Development
5-630-P-0139 05-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test




Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetrv Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 06-01
DEVIATION
Specifications for Frequency Modulation
Monitor and Deviation Meters
S-530-P-0022 05-01
DEVICE
General Specification Semiconductor Devices,
08124164
Ksc-s-I01 10-01
Semiconductor Devices, General Specification
for 12/18/1964
MSFC-SPEC-338A 08-01
Semiconductor Device $2N2501, 8/26/66
MSFC-SPEC-338/122 08-01
Valves and Control Devices, Handling_
Protection, and Packaging of 03/09/1965
MSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Established Reliability,
Specification for 09/30/1964
MSFC-SPEC-438 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Device
E2N657A 05/31/1965
MSFC-SPEC-438/lO0 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Devices
E2N722 and E2N1132 05/31/1965
NSFC-SPEC-438/101 08-01
Specification for the Analvsis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-630-P-0167 06-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Lager
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/, 1/25/66
ZPR-2252-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Laver, 1/11/66
ZPP-2752-GEN-A 11-01
Gages, Heasurlng Devices, Instruments, Test
Equipment, and Tools, Calibration and
Checking Requirements, 02/15/65
02-2 04-01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/, Specification for, 06/13/66
10NO1745A 08-01
Semiconductor Device, SMl186, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 12/14/64, EO-29
11/05/65, E0-39 01/21/66
50H60196 08-01
Semiconductor Device, SMIN914, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 03/28/66, EO-2,
01/14/66
50N60197 08-01
Semiconductor Device, SN2N2907A, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 11/05/65, EO-2,
01121166
50N60198 08-01
Semiconductor Device, SM1534, Specification
for, 10/22/64, ED-1, 11/05/65, EO-2,
01/21/66
50N60199 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, SN3750, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 11/05/65, EO-2,
01/21/66
50H60200 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, SM441g, Specification
for, 10/20/64, EO-1, 03/14/66
50N60205 08-01
Semiconductor Device, SHH1757, Specification
for, 03/15/65, EQ-1, 11/05/65, EO-2,
01/21/66, EO-3, 04/06/66
50N60267 08-01
Semiconductor Device_ DiOde, Silicon, Type
1N9418 mlth Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50M60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Type
JAN-IN649 mith Veldable Lends9 Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50M60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Types
1N4370A, TX-1N4370A, 1N4371A, TX-1N4371A,
1N4372A, TX-1N4372A, 1N746A, Through
1N759A, and TX-1N746A Through TX-1NTS9A mith
Weldable Leeds, Specification for /Cover
50M50408 08-01
Screening, Specification for Semiconductor
Device $1N9168, 6/06/62, EO-1, 11/04/65
85NO1305A 08-01
DIAL
Hinimum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dial, 04/05/65 /PR 94213-1/
10-03
DIANETER
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OOOIA 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-500-P-0418 05-01
Functional Specification for 136 Megacycle and
1700 Megacycle Feed Systems 8S-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0002 05-01
Performance Specification for Relav Feed
System for 8S-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification fop Communications
Satellite Feed Sgstem for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01
Performance Specification for 136, 400 and 1700
MC Feed S_stems for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0016 05-01
Small Diameter Antenna System- Technical
Exhibit, 06/29/64 /PR 26755-1/
10-03
DIELECTRIC
Capacitor, Fixed, Glass Dielectric, High
Reliability /Stgles CYFR 10/15/20/30/,
08124164
KSC-C-106 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric,
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Style KCTN/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-112 10-01




Established Reliability, Specification for








Capacitors, Fixed, Glass-Dielectric, Stile
ECY 1St Established Reliability 07/20/1964
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/2A 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Glass-Dielectric, Stile
ECY 20t Established Reliability 07/20/1954
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/3A 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Glass-Dielectric, Stile
ECY 30t Established Reliability 07/20/1954
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/4A 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed, Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/t /Style SCTN/t
Specification fort 04117[64t EO-I 04/21/65
50H60148 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Style SCPVO9/t Specification fort
04/17/64_ EO-lt 04/21[55, EO-2_ 09/24[65
50H50180 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric, Hetalllzed Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current, Hermetically
Sealed Metallic Case /St_le SCHO5/t
Specification for
50M50186 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpose/, /Stgle SCK/_ Specification for
05/19/64, EO-1 04/21/55
50H60187 08-01
Capacitor_ Fixed, Ceramic-Dielectric, Styles
CKO5CW and CKOSCW with Weldable Leads W
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-11015/t 10/05/55
50M60360 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed, Mica-Dielectric_ Style CH06
with Weldable Leeds. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-C-5/,
4107155
50_60364 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ uith Weldable Leeds,




Specification for Installation of two 350
Kilowatt Diesel-Generator Sets and Related
Equipment t MoJave Station
S-532-P-0030 05-01
Specification for Modifications to Switchgeart
Electrical Components and Neu Diesel
Generator Sets t Data Acquisition Facility,
Santiago1 Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Suitchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Power
Plant
S-532-P-0039 05-01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0040 05-01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-1 05-01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokee
Perk Station, Hauaii
S-532-P-6 05-01
Bermuda Svitchgear end Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-8 05-01
DIFFERENTIAL
Technical Specification for Bi-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
10-03
Pressure Suitch_ LDX Differential Step,
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10M01043 08-01
Adapter_ Slgnalt Differential /Wideband/,
Specification fort 03/30/65
50M60070S 08-01
Amplifier, Differential_ Low Levei_
Specification fort 10/12/64t EO-lt 12/15/64t
ED-3, 06/25/65t EQ-4, 10/05/65t EO-5,
10/27/65. EO-6t 11/05/65, EO-7t 11/14/65t
EO-8. 11/22/65t EO-9_ 11/22/55_ EO-IOAt
50M50204 08-01
Transistor, PNP Dual-Chip Differential,
High Frequenc_ t T_pe SP494 t Specification
fort 03/24/65_ EO-lt 04/13/66
50M60235 08-01
Differential Ampliflert Transistor, NPNt Type




Diodes, Zenert Diffused, Type IN4105 mith
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/17/65
50M60408 08-01
DIGITAL
Manufacturing Requirements HI-REL Digital
Modules, 2/02/57
DDM-50442-GEN-B 11-01
Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Spacecraft Stations
ESD-105001 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
ESD-105003 09-03
Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-IO6008 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
/Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-lO6014 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decommutator
ESD-106019 09-03
Digital Test Command System
ESD-105021 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation Digital Decommutator S_stem
ESD-106024 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Interim/
ESD-106025 09-03
Digital Communication end Control Unit
ESD-105027 09-03
Digital Magnetic Tape Specification
ESD-105043 09-03
Electrical Prototype Digital Test Command
System
ESD-106045 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Proaessing/
ESD-105087 09-03
Digital Test Command System /On-Board 
ESD-106092 09-03
Receiving Station, Pulse Code Modulated
Digi.tal Data Acquisition SubsDstem_ Model
DRS-It Specification for 09/16/1953
MSFC-SPEC-295 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 08/07/1963
NSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Quick-Look Assembly, Pulse Code Modulated
Digi.tal Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station, Specification for
08/08/1963
HSFG-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assembl_t Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationv Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selector, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/02/1953
MSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station_ Specification
for 08/08/1953
MSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembl_t Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsvstem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/14/1953
MSFC-SPEC-303 08-01
Digital Signal Synchronizer, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationl Specification
for 01/05/1955
MSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assemblvt
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
120
SUBJECTINDEX DIGITAL
Acquisition Subsgstem Receiving Station9
Specification for 03/25/1965
MSFC-SPEC-305A 08-01
Power Supplg_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subagstem Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Blower Assemblv9 Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsvstem Receiving
Stations Specification for 09/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-30? 08-01
Patch Panel, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station 9 Specification for 08/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Digital Gate Rack Assemblg, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition






Telemetry Receiving Station9 Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem, Specification for 09/20/1963
MSFC-SPEC-313 08-01
Converter, Analog-to-Digital, Subassembly,
Vehicleborne 9 Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Svstem, Specification for
05/15/1964
MSFC-SPEC-323A 08-01
Regulator, Precision Voltage9 Assembl_ Model
3019 Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsvstem9 Specification for
08/15/63, Amendment 29 11/20/63
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Timer, 40 Second, Component Selection 9 Time
end Temperature Compensating, 06/10/65
HSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
High Precision Digital Voltmeter
S-322-P-5 05-01
Digital Data Recording and Svnchronizing




Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
Sgstem Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Specification for Digital Recorders
S-530-P-0017 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specifications- Frequencg Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix 1 to Exhibit A/
S-531-RR-0032 05-01
Exhibit B, Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Digital Data Processing
Sgstem
S-553-P-0003 05-01
Specification for Digital Command System
Ground Control Network
S-553-P-0040 05-01
Specification for Orbiting Geopnvsical
Observatorg Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0002 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting GeophDsicel
Observatorv Digital Experiment Modules
S-623-0GU-0005 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observator_-C /5-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-623-050-0002 05-01
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the M Modular Concept
as Sponsored bg Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-050-0003 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observator¥-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder Reproducer
S-623-050-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Ubservatorv-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-05D-0005 05-01
Specification for Dgmec Digital Data
Acquisition System
S-630-P-0141 05-01
Solid State Digital Voltmeter Specification
S-630-P-0160 05-01
Microelectroulc Circuits, Digital, Silicon,
Monolithic, General Specification for
S-711-P-1 05-01
Analog to Digital Conversion Subsystem
S-711-P-2 05-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /HRIR/ Experiment
Prototvpe and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetrv Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Digital Tape Recorder Specification, 03/25/64
/PR 14392-1/ 10-03
Fiftv-Channel High Spee_ Analog-to-Digital
Conversioh System /K-EF3-64-6/
10-03
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data System for Orbiting Geophvsical
Observatory Experiment F-l?
05-01
Specification for Converter, Digital-to-Analog
Assembly 10-03
Specifications for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Dlgitel Dlspla_ Generator
10-03
Specifications for lO0-Channel Digital Data
Recording Sgstem /PR 00008-1/
10-03
Evaluator, Digital Events, Specification for
08/20/1964
40M00214 08-01
Sub-Multiplexer Assemblv, Remote, Digitalt
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50M60011 08-01
Submultiplexer, Assemblvw Remote Digital9
Specification for9 08/18/649 EO-I_
10/13/649 EO-2, 11/04/64, EO-3, 12/16/64,
EQ-4, 01/29/65, EO-5, 0?/20/65, EO-6,
07/20/659 EO-?, 07/20/659 EO-89 07/20/659
50H60018A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstemt Pulse
Code Modulated, Assemblv, Model 3011
Checkout Procedure for, 6/16/64
50M60031A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition 5ubsvstem, Pulse
Code Modulated, Assemblg9 Model 301,
Specification for, 09/14/649 EO-19 12/04/649
E0-29 12/10/64_ EO-3_ 07/15/659 EO-4,
11/22/65_ EO-5, 01/05/669 EO-6, 01/14/669
50M60067 08-01
Digital Adapter, Liquid Level Measuring9
Specification for 02/17/1964
50M60088 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltage, Assemblv Model
3019 Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsvstem9 Specification for9
10/06/64_ EO-19 07/20/559 E0-29 01/05/669
EO-3, 05/18/66
50M60209 08-01
Welded Modules9 Remote Digital Sub-
Multiplexer9 Specification for9 07/08/65,
ED-I, 10/05/65_ E_-29 11/29/65
50N60217 08-01
Power SuppIv9 300 Milliamperes9 12 Volts
Direct Current, Pulse Code Modulated
Digi, tal Data Acquisition Svstem Receiving
Station9 Specification for 06/08/1965
50N60246 08-01
Power Suppl9, One Ampere9 12 Volts9 Direct
Current, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Svstem Receiving Station9
Specification for 06/11/1965
50M60247 08-01
Cards9 Printed Circuity Digital9 Specification
for, 2/21/66
50N60249 08-01
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Sgnchronizer,
Specification for, 11/26/65
50N60250 08-01
Converter Assemblv, Digital to Analogy
Specification for 06/08/1965
50M60251 08-01





Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem/ Computer
Interface Unit9 Hodel 501t Specification
forj 3/04/66t EO-Zt 5/08/86t EO-3t 5/25/66t
EO-4t 7/05/66
50H60273A 08-01
Digital Wultiplexer Asaenbly_ Hodel 410t
Specification fort 2/23/66, EO-3t 4/12/66,
EO-49 5/06/66v EO-5t 5125/66t
£0-6, 7/05/66
50H60274A 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assemblyt
Specification for_ 11/26/65
50H60292 08-01
Digital Receiving Station 50H69703-1t
Specification for, 1/04/66
50H60315 08-01




Doppler Digitizing System- Technical Exhlbitt
12/04/64 /PR 43997-1/ 10-03
DIODE
Specification Sheet Diodee Zenert Silicon,
Power Type KIN2970B, 06/24/64
KSC-S-101/1 10-01
Welded Module_ Series 300_ Diode Logic
Network /H-TA/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/21 08-01
Welded Module t Series 300t Diode Logic
Network /H-8/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/22 08-01
Diode, Silicon_ SIH483B 12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/1 08-01
Diodest Siliconw $1W540 and $1N547 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/2 08-01
Diode_ Silicont $1R626 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/3 08-01
Diodet Silicon_ $1N643 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/4 08-01
Diodet Sillcon_ $1N793 12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/5 08-01
Diodest Silicont $1N645 and 51N649 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/6 08-01
Diodeee Silicont SIW3016B through SIN3028B
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/7 08-01
Semiconductor Devices SIN4370A through
SIN4372A and S1N478A through SIR759A_
04112166
HSFC-SPEC-S38/8A 00-01
Diodes, Silicon, SIW761A through SIN769A
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/9 08-01
Diodes t Silicon, 51N827At SIR939A_ and
S1N944B 12/13/1964
MSFC-SPEC-338/10 08-01
Diodes, Silicon, SIW962B through SIN973D
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/11 08-01
Diodeat Sllicont $1Rl189 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/12 08-01
Diodeat Silicon SIW1204A and SIN1206A
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/13 08-01
Dlode_ Silicon_ $1N1616 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/14 08-01
Diodet Silicont SIW916B 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/15 08-01
Diodes, Silicon, S1W2970B through SIN2958B
02/17/1964
MSFC-SPEC-338/16 00-01










Qualification Testing Requirements for
Semiconductor Diodeat 5/25/86
ZPQ-2446-GEW 11-01
Diodes, Sllicont Tvpes IN458t IN459t end
IN827 ulth Weldable Leadst Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-S-19500/t
4/07/66
50H60376 08-01
Diodet Zenert Sllicont Type 1N938A with
Weldable Leadst Specification fort 10/13/66
50H60377 08-01
Diode, Zener, Silicons Tvpe 1N1314A with
Weldable Leadst Specification fort 10/13/66
50H60378 08-01
Semiconductor Device, Diode t Sllicont Tvpe
1W941B with Weldable Leadst Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-S-19500/, 10/17/68
50H60404 08--01
Semiconductor Devicest Diodest Silicont Tvpe
JAN-IN649 eith Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-S-19500/t 10/17/66
50H80405 08-01
Semiconductor Devlcest Diodee_ Silicont Tvpes
1N4370At TX-1N4370At 1N4371At TX-1N4371At
1N4372At TX-1N4372A, 1N746At Through
1NTSDA, and TX-1N746A Through TX-1N759A with
Weldable Leads_ Specification for /Cover
50H60406 08-01
Diodet Zener9 TVpe 1NB23A eith geldeble
Leads, Specification fort 10/17/66
50M60407 08-01
Dlodeet Zenert Diffused_ Tvpe 1N4105 with
Weldable Leads_ Specification fort 10/17/66
50H60408 08-01
DIPOLE




Direct griting Analog Recording Svstem
ESD-106018 09-03
Direct Writing Recording Svaten
ESD-I06039 09-03
Direct Writing lO0-Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-I06047 09-03
Direct Writing 32-Channel Event Recording
Svstem
ESD-106048 09-03
Direct Current Amplifier Nodular Specification
fort 08/13/62, Amendment 1, 03/26/63
HSFC-SPEC-133A 08-01
Relavst Direct Current Heraeticallv Seuledt
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipeentt General Specification for,
Supplement 1£, 9/16/66_ QPL-339-4, 4/25/65_
Amendment 2t 2/07/66
" HSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Rela_, General Purpose_ 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 6 Pole Double Throwt 2A_ Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S6GH-2-1St 04/01/65t Amendment 1, 07/29/68
HSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relavt General Purpose, 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 6 Pole Double Throm_ 2At Plug-Int
Tmo Hole Flange Mountingt S6GP-2-2Bt
08/31/64e Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/2D 08-01
Relev, General Purposet 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Throw_ 1OAt Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountinge
S4GH-1.5-19At 04/01/65t Amendment It
07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/1gA 08-01
Relayt General Purpose, 28 Voltet Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Thromt 7.5A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingt
S4GH-3-2OAt 04/01/65t Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/ZOA 08-01
Relev, General Purpoeet 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Throu_ 1OAt Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingt
S4GH-2-22Aw 03/16/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
ReleNt General Purpose, 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Throw, 1OAt Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-3.25-Z3At 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Belave Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 4 Pole Double






Relay, Special Purpose, /Nagnetic Latch/e 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Re]ag, Special Purpose /Negnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throw, 3A, Plug-In, Two One-Hole Ears
Nounting, S4LH-6-27A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hsgnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current: 4 Pole Double
Throw, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Two Stud Hountlng, 84LP-6-28A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relag, General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S2GH-6-31B, 04/01/65y Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/318 08-01
Rels_, General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hountlngy
S2GH-S-S2A, 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Rela_, General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay
Plug-Inv Two Hole Flange Mounting,
$2GP-6-33B_ 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/338 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Nounting, S2LH-8-41Bw
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountlng, S2LH-8-42Aj 04/01/55,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direc t Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Mounting, S2LP-8-43By 04/01/65, Amendment lv
07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relay General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay Solder
Rook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountlng,
S2GH-6-51A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Rela_y General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2A, Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Nountingy
S2GH-6-S2A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/S2A 08-01
Rela_y General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting_
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A,
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Nountingy
S2GP-6-538, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/53D 08-01
Rela_, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throuy 2A,
Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting, S2GP-6-S4A,
04101165
NSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relavy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throwy IOA, Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Hountingy
S2GH-3-S8A, 04/01/65_ Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-S9A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountlng_ S2LH-8-61A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2A, Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountlng, S2LH-8-62A, 04/01/65
NSFO-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose Nagnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throvy 2A, Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears
Nounting, S2LP-8-63B, 04/01/65
NSFO-SPEC-339/638 08-01
Rela_y Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Plug-lny Plain Case Hountlng,
S2LP-8-64B, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountlng, S2LH-6-68A,
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Negnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throey 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Hounting, S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S2GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay
Plug-Iny Plain Case Mounting,
S2GP-7.25-73A, 09/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Rela_y General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hounting, $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay 2
One-Hole Ears Hountlngy $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throvy 2Ay Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-81Ay 04/01/66t
Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Nounting, S2LH-8-82A, 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A, Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Hountingy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
NSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts_ Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double




Rela_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Nounting, S2LH-8-92A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsw Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A, Plug-lny 2 One Hole Ears
Nountingy S2LP-8-93A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In W Plain Case Nountingy
S2LP-8-94Ay 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Rela_y Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Volta_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thromy IOA, Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Nounting, S2LH-S-98Ay




Rela9, Special Purpose /Sensitive/, 28 Volts,
Direct Current, 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A_




Power SuppIv9 56 Volt Direct Current_ Model
2, Acceptance Checkout, Procedure for
11/0z/1964
MSFC-PROC-431 08-01





Direct Current Power Supplg 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-13 05-01
Direct Current Power Supplg 50 Ampere 10
Volts
5-553-P-14 05-01
Design end Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Motor for Use in Solar
Arrav Orientation Sgstems
S-630-P-0135 05-01
Nimbus 8 Prototgpe Direct Current/Direct
Current Converter Subagstee
S-716-P-6 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
Writing Analog Recorder Sgstemst 05/10/65
/PR 98508-1/ 10-03
Power Supplg Set, Direct Current 56-Volt_
50-Aepere_ Specification fort 02/28/649
EO-1, 06/22/64
40M00205 08-01
Power Supplg Set, Direct 2S-Volt9 50-Amperet
Specification fort 02/28/64, EO-1 06/22/64
40N00206 08-01
Power SuppIv Set_ Direct Current 28-Volt9
lO0-Ampere, Specification forw 02/28/64,
EO-1 06/22/64
40M00207 08-01
Power Supplg Set, Direct Current 28-Volt_
250-Ampere, Specification for_ 02/28/649
EO-lt 06/22/64
40M00208 08-01
Power Supplg Set, Direct Current 2S-Volt,
500-Ampere, Specification for_ 02/28/64_
EO-1 06/22/64
40M00209 08-01
Amplifier Module9 Direct Current_
Specificatio_ forj 7/06/66
40M003138 08-01
Converterw Direct Current to Direct Current_
Specification for, 11/04/65_ EO-2t 11/04/65_
EO-3_ 11/04/65_ EO-6, 12/12/65w EO-7t
01/21/66, EO-8, 01/14/56
50M60040C 08-01
Amplifier Nodule_ Direct Current,
Specification for, 03/05/85, EO-le 07/14/65t
EO-2_ 03/25/68
50M60074A 08-01
Frequencg to Direct Current Converter_
Specification for 03/30/1965
50N60128A 08-01
Capacltors_ Fixed_ Paper /or Nglar/
Dielectric, Metallized Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current_ Hereeticsllg
Sealed Metallic Case /Stgle SCHOS/_
Specification for
50M60186 08-01
Converter_ Direct Current to Direct Currentl
Specification for, 11/04/64, EO-1, 07/15/65t
EO-2t 00/15/65, EO-3t 10/05/85_ EO-4t
11/05/651EO-5t 09/15/65, EO-6_ 12/17/65,
EO-Tw 01/05/66, EO-8_ 06/06/66
50N60211 08-01
Power Suppige Direct Currentt 56 Volt,
Specification for_ 09/03/64t EO-1 01/13/65,
EO-2 01/15/65, EO-3 03/26/65
50M60223 08-01
Power Supplgt 300 Milliaeperest 12 Volts
Direct Current_ Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Sgstee Receiving
Ststiont Specification for 06/08/1965
50N60246 08-01
Power Supplg, One Aepere_ 12 Volts_ Direct
Current_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
124




Technical Specification for el-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
10-03
Coupler, Command Directional, Model 314,
Specification for, 03/14/66
50N60282B 08-01
Antenns_ Directional_ Command and Communication
Sgstem_ Model 609_ Specification for,
7115166
50M60356 08-01




Couplings, Pressure Balanced_ Crgogenic,






Frequenc_ Modulation Subcarrier Discriminator
ESD-106032 09-03
Specifications for Tunable Telemetrg
Subcarrier Discriminator /PR 13577-1/
10-03
DISH
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-0029 05-01
DISK




Corrosion Preventive Compound, Oil Tgpe_
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related




Deep Space Retwork_ Displag and Presentation
of Time and Timing Information, 4/14/55
DOS-50271-GEN-A 11-01
Alphanumeric Cathode Rag Tube Displag
ESD-106006 09-03








Decommutator Displag Distribution Sgstem
ESD-1060_4 09-03
General Specification for Central Station
Control and Displag Console
S-534-P-0002 05-01
High Resolution Displag and Film Recorder
S-731-P-55 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Dlsplag
Unit, 03/12/65 /PR 91218-1/
10-03
Specifications for Digital Displag Generator
10-03
Time Decoder end Displeg Sgstem
Specifications_ 03/26/64 /pr 14393-1/
10-03




Specification for Image Dissector
Photomultiplier Tube Using a Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0144 05-01
Specification for an Image Dissector Sensor
S-653-P-0003 05-01
DISTANCE
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and









Decoeeutator Display Distribution System
ESD-108044 09-03




Racker Consoles_ Panels_ and Distributorst
Packaging, Harking end Storage of_ 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01




Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0202 05-01
Diversity-Locked Phase Demodulator Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0201 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0202 05-01
130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced









Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Power Dividert 03/12/85
/PR 91214-1/ 10-03
Frequency Divider9 Specification for
12/09/1964
50N60003A 08-01
Divider, Power9 Telemetry Antenna_
Specification for_ 07/26/85
50M60042A 08-01
Command Power Divider Assembly, Model 307_
Specification for_ 07/23/85
50H60043A 08-01
Divider, Power, Telemetry, Model 221,
Specification for, 02/01/66
50M602568 08-01
Divider, Commandt Power_ Model 310_
Specification for_ 03/10/66
50H60260B 08-01
Command Power Dividert Model 312,
Specification for_ 3/14/66
50N602858 08-01
Dividerl Power_ Telemetry_ Model 607_
Specification for, 02/14/66
50H602898 08-01




Multiplexer Assembly, Time Division_ Model




Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Document for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
GSFC-571-65-01 05-01
Index of Speeifieatlone_ Standards_ and
Documents. Released and Utilized by Launch
Equipment Engineering Division_ 07/01/56
KDIAOI46 I0-01
Microfilming of Drawings and Associated
Doeueents_ Specification for
MSC-SPEC-1 09-03
Nierofllelng of Engineering Docunents 15 MNt
Requirements for
NSC-SPEC-3 09-03
Microfilming of Drawings end Associated
Documents9 Specification for 09/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-IO8A 08-01
Space Vehicles and Supporting Equipnent_
Applicable Documenter Listing for_ 02/23/65
NSFC-ADL-258B 08-01
Vehicle Svstem Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-0AU-0020 05-01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform F end G
Spacecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-IMP-0196 05-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,




Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Hardwaret 2/15/65
DUO-1025-GEN 11-01
Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
NSC-STD-108 09-03
_elght Documentation Form Completiont Space
Vehiclew Procedure for 10/10/1962
NSFC-PROC-208A 08-01
Data Submittal Docunentationt Contractor_
Preparation of 12/18/1983
MSFC-STD-263A 08-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Data and Documentation
S-623-0A0-0009 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- Data and Documentation
S-523-0A0-0013 05-01
Data and Documentation Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-823-0A0-0345-13 05-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index9
Preparation and Subelttai of, Data for,
Standard for 05/24/1968
IOHOITII 08-01
Documentation Checkers_ Training, Qualifying9
and Certification of 9 7/19/65
10H01807 08-01
Saturn IS and Saturn V Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plan_ Procedure for9 3/23/66
10N01811 08-01




Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Framework and Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optical Systems Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 05-01
DONE
Check Valve, LOX Done t H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/28/1961
10N01367 08-01
DOPPLER
Doppler Digitizing System- Technical Exhibit,
12/04/64 /PR 43997-1/ 10-03
Laboratory Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator Systen_
Sinmonds Model 462320, Unit 2_ 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System_ Addendum A_
/PR 03347-1/ 10-03
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertz_ Checkout Procedure for9
11/07/1963
50M60024 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/_
890/960 Megehertzt Specification for,
10/08/1963
50N60025 08-01
Antenna Assembly_ Offset Doppler Frequency_




Antenna Systemv Offset Doppler Fr_quencys
Transmlttings Nodal 4059 Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1964
50H80135 08-01
Antenna Asseeblyy Offset Doppler Frequencyy
Model 404s Specification for 03/18/1965
50M60136 08-01
Antenna System, Offset Doppler Frequency




Aluminum Drums Type 42Ds Double-Head
/86--Gallon Capacity/t Specification for
02/2711969
ABHA-PD-D-461 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300y Double Inverter
/ii-2/ 11104/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/5 08-01
Cable, Electrical t 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Breldy American Wire Gauge
Size 12, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/TB 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge
Size 8 t 12, and 16s Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification fory
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated s
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cabiey Electrical, 21 Conductors Overall
Shielded Double Braids American Wire Gauge
Size 81 Butyl Rubber Insulated t
Specification fore 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable, Electricals 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge
Size 1/0, Butyl Rubber Insulated t
Specification fore 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 16y Polyethylene Insulatedy
Specification fors 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Relay t General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 P_le Double Throm, 2A t Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountlngy
S6GR-2-1B_ 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay t General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw, 2At Plug-Ins
Tug Hole Flange Mounting, S6GP-2-2B,
08/31/84s Amendment Iy 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/2D 08-01
Relavy General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Thromy lOAt Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65s Amendment ly
07/29166
HSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relayy General Purposes 28 Volta, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw t 7.5A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-3-2OA, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/86
MSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relay, General Purposes 28 Voltsy Direct
Currents 4 Pole Double Throwy 1OAt Solder
Hooky TeD Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S4GH-2-22&t 03/16/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Releyy General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S4GH-3.25-23A, 08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay t Special Purpose, /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/s 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double
Throu, 3At Plug-Iny Two One-Hole Ears
Hountlng, S4LH-6-27As 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current; 4 Pole Double
Throwy 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Two Stud Mounting, S4LP-6-28Ay 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nountlngy
S2GH-6-31B, 04/01/65, Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throw t 2At Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mountings
S2GH-6-32A, 04/01/65, Amendment Iy 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relays General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2As
Plug-In, Tug Hole Flange Hounting,
S2GP-6-33Bs 04/01/65, Amendment ls 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Releyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throws 2As Solder Hooky Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-41B,
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41D 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltss Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throws 2Ay Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-42As 04/01/65,
Amendment It 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Plug-lny Two Hole Flange
Hountings S2LP-S-43B, 04/01/65, Amendment it
07/29/66
MSFO-SPEC-339/43D 08-01
Relay General Purpose, 28 Voltss Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throwy 2As Solder
HooK, Two Role Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-6-51A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relays General Purposes 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hountingy
S2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relays General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Plug-Ins 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting,
Current, 2 Pole Double Throuy 2A,
Plug-Ins 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting,
S2GP-6-S3By 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53B 08-01
Relayy General Purposes 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throuy 2At
Plug-In, Plain Case Mountings S2GP-6-54Ay
04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, lOAy Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mountlngt
S2GH-3-SBA, 04/01/66, Amendment 1, 07/29/86
MSFC-SPEC-339/B8A 08-01
Relay, General Purposes 28 Volts, Direct
Current s 2 Pole Double Throe, 2At Printed
Circuit Board Plug-Ins Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-59As 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
RaleMy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2At Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-




Reluv, Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/t 26
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-62A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2Ay Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears
Noun, lug, SZLP-8-63Dy 04101165
NSFC-SPEC-339/638 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2Ay Plug-Iny Plain Case Mounting,
S2LP-8-84B, 04/01/85
NSFC-SPEC-339/64B 06-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy IOA, Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting, S2LH-6-68A,
04/01/85, Amendment 1, 07/29/86
MSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Ragnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throat 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mountlngy 52LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/89A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mountingy
S2GR-7o25-?lA, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relay, General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Tbrowy 2A_
Plug-In, Plain Case Mounting,
S2GP-7.25-TSAy 09/30/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Mounting t $2GP-7-74
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, 2
One-Hole Ears Mounting, $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-SIA, 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/29/68
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2At Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounti_g, S2LH-8-82A, 04/01/65y
Amendment ly 07/28/68
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A, Plug-Inj Two Hole Flange
Mounting, $2LP-6-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double




Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-g2A, 04/01/85
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 06-01
Releyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-Iny 2 One Hole Ears
Mounting, S2LP-8-93Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Reluyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-lny Plain Case Hounting,
S2LP-8-g4A, 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, lOAy Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting, S2LH-5-98Ay
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/68
MSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Sensitlve/y 28 Volts,
Direct Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy RAy





Drafting and Designy Preparation and
Maintenance Dry 06/01/68
KSC-M-125 10-01
Drafting Nanualy Preparation and Maintenance
ofy Standard for 09/30/1964
NSFC-STD-428 08-01
DRAIN
Manifold Assenblyy Lube Druiny H-1 Rocket
£ngLne, Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10N01017 08-01
Valve Asseeblyy Fuel Fill and Drainy
ReliabilltW Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01052 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10N01064 08-01
Line, Drains Lube Oil, Specification for,
2/15/63w EO-I, 6/11/63
10N01164 06-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Fill and Dreint
Specification for t 12/28/60y EO-1, 04/28/61,
EO-29 06/24/61, EO-3, 01/24/62
10419929 08-01
Valve Asseeblyy Fuel Fill and Drain,




Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Sewer, and Drainage of the Station, Data
Acquisition Facility Rosnany North Caroline
S-532-P-15 05-01
DRAWING
Interpretations of Drawing Terms and
Tolerenceey 02/18/66
KSC-STD-168 10-01
Drawings, Engineering and Associated Listsy
02/07/66
KSC-D-327 10-01
Hicrofilming of Drawings and Associated
Documents, Specification for
NSC-SPEC-1 09-03
Engineering Drauingsy Electrical Support




Aluminum Alloy, Barmy Rodsy Wire and Special
Shapesy Rolled, Drewny Extruded or Cold




Drill Data, Lockwire Slzey and Method of
Appllcationy Standard for 01/18/1962
10419909B 08-01
DRIVE
Detail Specification Packagingy Marking for
Shipment and Storage of Motors and Motor
Drive Sets, 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Serve Control and Drive Systems Specification
S-500-P-0012 05-01
Servo Control and Drive Sub-System
Specification
S-500-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive Svstem
S-500-P-0021 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive and
Control System
S-525-P-0019 05-01
Feusibilitg Prototype Spauecruft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
A Long Life Solar Array Drive Subsystem
S-653--P-8 05-01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Model/
S-731-P-49 05-01
Filter, Mechanical, 455 Kilocgcle, Upper







Electrically-Driven X-Y Hount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0004 05-01
Functional Specification for Hydraulically
Driven X-Y Pedestal and Servo Positioning
System
S-525-P-0005 05-01
Specification for Gasoline Engine Driven
Vehicle
S-525-P-0009 05-01
Specifications for Servo-Drlven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0010 05-01
Hydraulically-Driven Yagi Telemetry Array
S-531-P-4 05-01






Welded Module, Series 300t Line Driver /LD-2/
11/04/1953
NSFC-SPEC-325/3 05-01
Welded Module, Series 300t Line Driver /LD-1/
11/04/1953
NSFC-SPEC-325/23 08-01
Specifications for Galvanometer Driver
Amplifier Unit /PR 14356/
10-03
DRUM
Aluminum Drumt Type 42Dt Double-Heed
/85-Gallon Capacity/t Specification for
02/27/1959
ABHA-PD-D-461 08-01
Hagnetic Storage Drum System Specificationt
01/23/64 /KH-EF2/ 10-03
DRY
Lubricant, Dry-Film Ceramic, HLF-St




Gases t Drying and Preservation t Cleanliness




Exhibit At Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-Rat_/lO Kilowatt Ultra High
Frequency Command System
S-553-P-0029 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
System t Type 1 Single Channel, Type
II Dual Channel
S-SS3-P-1 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receivert Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 OS-Ol
Ampiifiert Hixert Dutputt Dual /Isolated/
Specification fort 04/12/65t EO-2t 07/14/65t
EO-3t 07/14/65, EO-4t 07/15/65, EO-St
12/30/65
50H600356 08-01




Transistor, PHP Dual-Chip Differentialp
High Frequency, T_pe SP494_ Specification
fort 03/24/65t EO-lt 04/13/65
50N50235 08-01
DUCT
Duct t Fuel, High Pressurep H-1 Rocket
Engine9 Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1951
lOHOIO03 08-01
Duct, Liquid Oxygen, High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Englnet Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1951
10N01010 08-01
Ductst F|exlblet Cooling S_stemt Specification
for 03/13/1952
IOH01592 08-01




Electropolishing Saturn Ducting for Space




Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21Hodel/t
4/04/55
SAS-50510-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamic





Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/t 28
Voltel Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throw, 3At Plug-In, Tuo One-Hole Ears
Hountingt S4LH-S-27At 04/01/55
HSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relay_ General Purpose, 28 Volta, Direct
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hountlngt
Currentt 2 Pole Double Thromt 2At
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting,
S2GP-6-53B, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53D 08-01
Relayt General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Thrum, IOA, Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mounting,
S2GH-3-58At 04/01/55t Amendment It 07/29/56
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throut 2At Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears
Hountlngt S2LP-8-63Bt 04/01/55
HSFC'-SPEC-339/63S 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwt 1OAt Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting9 S2LH-S-68At
04/01/65 t Amendment It 07/29/65
HSFO-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Nountlng, $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Thrum, 2At 2
One-Hole Ears Hountlngt S2GP-?-?4
04/01/1955
NSFG-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Letch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2At Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Hountlngt S2LP-6-93A t 04/01/55
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thrum, 1OAt Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting, S2LH-5-98At
04/01/65 t Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
EARTH
Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-324-RES-1 05-01
ECHO
Operation Plan- Project Echo A-I1
S-625-EC-0001 05-01
ECHOIC
Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be Installed in Building 19
S-525-P-0022 05-01
EDGE
Connectors, Receptacles, Electrlcalt Printed




Failure Effect Analysis of Ground Support
Equipment, 02/03/55
KSC-H-I18 10-01
Failure Effect Analysis of Ground Support
Equipment, 02/03/55
KSC-STD-118 10-01
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation





Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 05-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethglene Oxide Effects On Component Parts
_Phase III/, 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-0t
Transistor, Field Effect, Tvpe 2N3436 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/05/66
50M60375 08-01
Transistors, N-Channel Junction, Silicon,
Field-Effect, Type U102 mith Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10/17/66
50M60401 08-01
EGRESS
Technical Specifications for Modification on




Potting and Holding Cable Assemblies, Using
Elastomeric Compounds, 09/13/65
MSFC-PROC-186C 08-01
Compound, Potting and Molding, Elaatomerle,
12/11/1964, QPL-202-4 02/09/1966
NSFC-SPEC-202A 08-01
Compound, Printed Circuit Board, Confoemal
Coating, Elastomerice 04/19/65, QPL-393-19
04/19/65, Amendment 1, 02/17/66
HSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01
Decals, Elastomeric Pigmented Films, for Use




Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 06/26/1963
MSFC-STD-280 08-01
Specification for Electric Pomer Facilities
Building, Blossom Point Radio Tracking
Facilitg Blossom Point, Margland
S-532--P--0087 05-01
Motor_ Electric, Specification for 07/20/1962
IOM01624 08-01
ELECTRICAL
Cable and Harness Assemblies, Electrical9
Missile S_stems, General Specification for
12/15/1959
ABMA-PD-C-711A 08-01
Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical COnnections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
Potting of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IOIA 02-01
Conforaal Coating of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A 02-01
Electrical Power Management Standard /National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
SP-6005/, 06/15/65
CM 019-000-1 00-02
Electrical Power Management Surve_ Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6007/, 09/01/65
CM 019-002-1 00-02
Electrical Prototype Digital Test Command
S_stem
ESD-106045 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipaent_
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106083 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Herrltt Island Launch Area
Fecilitg
ESD-I06084 09-08
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facility
ESD-106085 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Grumaen Aircraft
EngLneering Corporation Facilltv
ESD-106086 09-03
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Welded Electrical Connections,
7/27/66
GHO-SO571-GEN 11-01
Design of Electrical Control and Monitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-E-O001 10-01
Electrical Work, Interior, 12/17/64
KSC-STD-3 10-01
Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosures, 02/15/65
KSC-S-126 10-01
Pneumatic and Hgdraulic Mechanical Components
and Parts, Electrical, 02/01/66
KSC-STD-131 10-01
Potting and Molding EleCtrical Cable Assembly
Terminations, 11/22/65
KSC-STD-132 10-01
Specification for Solderless Wrap Process,
Electrical Connections, 07/06/64
KSC-g-ISIA 10-01
Graphical Symbols for Dram|rigs- Part 1,
Electrical and Logic Sgmbols, 02/01/64
KSC-STD-152-1 10-01
Electrical Ground Support Equipment
Fabrication, 10/07/64
KSC-E-165A 10-01
Crimping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
NSC-MSFC-JD-O01 09-03
Crimping of Electrical Connections
MSC-Q-1 09-03
Electrical Hardware, Equipment, Materials, and
Methods Used in Saturn Ground Support
Equipment, Standard for 08/16/1962
NSFC-STD-110A 08-01
Connectors, Receptacles, Electrical, Printed
Wirlng Board, General Purpose, Edge
Type, 05/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-119A 08-01
Cable Assemblies, Fabrication of, for
Electrical Ground Support Equipment,
Procedure for 10/12/1964
HSFC-PROC-140A 08-01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/, Procedure for, 02/15/68,
Amendment 1, 09/27/63
MSFC-PROC-158D 08-01
Electrical Engineering Design Practice,
Standard for 03/15/1962
MSFC-STD-163 08-01
Connectors, Flat Conductor, Flexible
Electrical Cable, 05/05/66
MSFC-SPEC-219A 08-01
Cable, Flat Conductor, Flexible, Electrical,
Copper, 01/28/66
MSFC--SPEC-220B 08-01
Resin Compounds, Electrical and Environmental
Insulation, Epoxy, Specification for,
10/19/65, QPL-222-1, 10/25/65
HSFC-SPEC-222B 08-01
Electrical Fabrication, Procedure for
03/01/1964
HSFC-PRDC-256 08-01
Marking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Panels, and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
MSFC-STD-275A 08-01
Potting of Electrical Distributors, Procedure
for 09/18/1963
MSFC-PROC-310 08-01
Cables, Electrical, General Specification for,
08/30/66, Supplement 1, 08/30/66, Notice 2,
08/30/66, QPL-332-5, 10/20/66
MSFC-SPEC-332B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-832/1B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Nlre Gauge Size 6, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/80/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
129
ELECTRICAL CONT SUBJECT INDEX
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Vire Gauge Size lOt Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification forw 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/48 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor9 Unshielded,
Po'lyethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/58 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/6B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 12, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
KSFC-SPEC-332/78 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 4 Conductor, Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size lOt Butgl Rubber
Insulateds Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/88 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 6. Butyl Rubber
Insulateds Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/DB 08-01
Cable, Elmctricals 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/108 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shleldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/118 08-01
Cables Electrical, 18 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20s Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification furs 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/128 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 19 Conductor, Unshielded t
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insuluteds Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/13B 08-01
Cable, Electrical s 39 Conductor, Unshimldmd t
American Wire Gauge Size 16 and 20 t
Pol_ethvlene Insulated, Specification for t
08130186
HSFC-SPEC-332/148 08-01
Cable, Electricals 39 Conductor, Unahlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-33_/15B 08-01
Cable, Electri¢al. 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Tuisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/168 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/17B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 61 Conductors Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/18B 08-01
Cuble, Electricals 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/19B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unahlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Ineulatmds Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/208 08-01
Cables Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8s Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/218 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethvlene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor, Overall
8himldads American Wire Gauge Size 4/Os
ButvI Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 4 Conductor, Unshimldmd,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
lnsuleteds Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/24B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/Of
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/25B 08-01
Cable¢ Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/268 08-01
Cables Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 6,
But_l Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/278 08-01
Cables Elmctricals 4 Codductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8s
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 5 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/29B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Onshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Inaulateds Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/30B 08-01
Cable, Electricals 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/318 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 7 Conductors 1Unshielded,
3 Pair Tuisted and Shielded, American Wire
Gauge Size St Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
But_l Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/338 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethwlene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/34B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Ineulateds Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/35B 08-01
Cable s Electrical s 10 Conductor. Overall
Shielded s American Wire Gauge Size 16s
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification furs
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/368 08-01
Cables Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Tulated and Shleldeds Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/378 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshieldede
American Wire Gauge Size 18s Polyethylene
Insuleteds Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/38B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/398 08-01
Cable, Electrlcalt 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14s
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/40B 08-01
Cable,-Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unahlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18s Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/418 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
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Cable9 Electricalt 37 Conductor7 Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 129 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/43B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 40 Conductor 9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulated9 American
Vire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulated 9 Specification for9 08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/448 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal9 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 149
Polgethvlene Insulated_ Specification for9
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332145B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 47 Conductor9 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated9 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated9 29
Unshlelded9 American Wire Gauge Size 89 129
and 189 Polgethglene and Butyl Rubber
NSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid 9 American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12, and 169 Polgeth¥1ene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification for9
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/488 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded 9 American Ylre Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for9 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332149B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical 9 60 Conductor9 Unshieided 9
American Wire Gauge Size 1Sw Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332150B 08-01
Cable9 Electrlcal9 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded9 American Wire Gauge
Size 169 Polyethvlene Insulated9
Specification for9 00130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor9 15 Single
Conductor Shielded9 18 Pair Tmlsted and
Shlelded9 and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification fury 06/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/528 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 60 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded Double BraJdl American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated9
Specification for9 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor9 30 Pale
Twisted and Shielded9 Overall Shielded_
American Yire Gauge Size 149 Pol2ethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shielded9 Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 149 Polgethvlene
Insulated Specification for9 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/588 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polgethylene Inaulated9 Specification for,
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/59B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Twisted and Shielded9 Overall Shielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 149 Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for9 08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded_ American Wire Gauge
Size 209 Polgethylene Insulated,
Specification for9 00/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cab|e9 Electrical9 21 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded Double Braid 9 American Wire Gauge
Size 89 Butyl Rubber Insulated9
Specification for, 08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 4 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded Double Braid9 American Wire Gauge




Cable_ Electrlcal9 S Conductor, Uverall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 129
Polyethvlene Insulated, Specification for_
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/65B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated 9 Specification for, 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/66B 08-01
Cable 9 Electrical9 10 Conductor9 Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 169 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/67B 08-01
Cable9 Electrlcal9 3 Conductor9 Unshielded,
American Nire Gauge Size 129 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specificet¢on for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 54 Conductorl Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethwlene
Insulate¢l, Specification for 08130/66
NSFG-SPEC-332/69B 08-01
Cablm¢ Electricelt 6 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 189
Pol¥ethgleue Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFO-SPEC-332/TOB 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 10 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for
00130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/71B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 15 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded1 American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polgeth¥1ene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/728 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 13 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated 9 Specification for
08/30166
NSFC--SPEC-332173B 08-01
Cable9 Electricall 13 Conductor, Unshielded9
American Nire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/74B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 18 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification foe
08/30/68
HSFC-SPEC-332/758 08-01
Cable9 Electrica|, 60 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethvlene Insulated9 Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/778 08-01
Cableg Electrical_ 7 Conductor9 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1 Unshielded9
American Yire Gauge Size 169 Polyethglene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/TgB 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 7 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polgethvlene Insulatedl Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/80B 08-01
Cahle_ Electrical, 7 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polvethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/818 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 20 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Pol_ethvlene Insulated1 Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 32 Conductor9 Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polgethylene
Insulated9 Specification for 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/848 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 2 Conductor1 Overall
Shielded_ American Wlre Gauge Size 201
Polyethvlene Insulatedl Specification for
08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/87B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 3 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 201
Polvethvlene Insulated9 Specification for
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08130106
MSFC-SPEC-332/888 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 2 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 8. Butvl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
_S_C-SPEC-332/898 08-01
Cable. Elsctrical_ 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 1/0. But¥1 Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor9 Unshieldedt
Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 16. Polvethvlane
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/91B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 2 Conductor9 Uushisldsds
American Wire Gauge Size 16. Polvathvlene
Insulstedj Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/92R 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 6 Conductor. Unshieldad,
American Wire Gauge Size 16. Polvethwlene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/93D 08-01
Cables Elsctrical_ 4 Conductor. Onehialded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16. Polvethvlane
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 37 Conductor. Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 16. Pol_ethvlene Insulstad_
Specification for. 08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/95A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical. 10 Conductor. 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unehieldad.
American Wir_ Gauge Size 16. Polgethylane
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Cable. Elsctrical_ 10 Conductors Unshisided.
American Wire Gauge Size 200 Polgethvlene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable9 Elactrical_ 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14.
Polweth_lene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cables Electrical. 30 Conductors Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polvethvlene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cable. Electri_sls 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polvethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/lOOA 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 45 Conductors 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shlalded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 48 Conductors 12 Qusd
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shlsldeds American Wire Gauge Size 14.
Polwnth_lene Insulated. Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 48 Conductors 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated. Overall
Shieldads American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polweth_lene Insulated. Specification for
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/lO3A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 48 Conductor. 12 Qusd
Tulsted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polvethvlens Insulated. Specification for
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/IO4A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18.
Polgeth¥1sns Insulated. Specification for
08130186
HSFC-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 180
Polwethvlena In_lateds Specification for
08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cables Electrical. 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded end Insulatads Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 18.
Pol_sthvlene Insulated. Specification for
08130168
MSF(_-SPEC-3321107A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 48 Conductor. 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulstads Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polveth¥1sna Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/108A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 40 C_nductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shieldads American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polyathvlsne Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/lO9A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 45 Conductor. 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shleldads American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polvathvlsns Inmulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 30 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polvathvlane Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 49 But¥1 Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
MSFG-SPEC-332/1_2A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 3 Conductor. Unshialdad.
American Wire Gauge Size 140 Polvethvlane
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
MSFO-SPEC-332/lI3A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 2. Sutwl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/1_4A 08-01
Cable. Electrical_ 37 Conductors Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polyethwlena Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1_SA 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductors Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0. Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSF¢-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Electrical and Electronic Reference
Designations. 10/29/65
RSFC-STD-349A 08-01
Electrical Svmbols. Standard for 09/28/1964
MSFC-STD-352 08-01
Silk Screening of Electrical Equipment.
10/_4/66
HSFC-STD-372A 08-01
Lettering of Electrical Equipments Standard for
04/30/1964
HSFC-STD-373 08-01
Rubber stamping of Electrical Equipment and
Components, 10/24/66
HSFC-STD-383A 06-01
Connections. Elsctricsl9 Wire Wrapped.
Specification for 02/09/1966
HSFO--SPEC-390 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cablaes Procedure for
08/34/1964
HSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Electrical Support Equipment. General Design
Requirement for, Standard for 08/14/1964
HSFC-STD-421 08-01
Gap Welding of Electrical Circuits 06/11/1965
RSFC-PROC-429 08-01



















Installation of Electrical Equipment Fixturcst
and Wiring
S-532-P-0023 05-01
Specification for Modifications _to Swltchgsar_
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets_ Data Acquisition Facllitg9
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design and Coordination
S-625-REL-0105 05-01
Project Relag Performance Requirements-
Electrical Pouer Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 05-01




Systems Test for Nimbus A Prototvpe
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0022 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetarg Monitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-IMP-0196 05-01
Electrical Cabling Vogager Spacecraft_ 6/25/65
VHO-$OSO6-GEH 11-01
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Nodule
Stabilization end Control Svstem_ 01/31/64
/64 752C/24/A/ 10-03
Specification for 34-Conductor Electrical
Cable, 02/03/65 /PR 54951-1/
10-03
Environmental Protection when using Electrical
Equipment within the Areas of Saturn
Complexes where Hazardous Areas Exist_
Procedure for9 03/06/61, EO-1 03/20/62
10M01071 08-01
Switches_ Electrical, Toggle_ Rotsry_
Pushbutton and Associated Herdware_
Specification for 04/30/1962
10H01585 08-01
Cover Sheet fo_ Harshall Space Flight Center-
STD-110 /Electrical Hardwarc_ Equipment1
Msterisl_ and Methods Used in Saturn
Ground Support Equipment/ 06/25/1964
10H01701 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10M01704 08-01
General Electrical Wiring Requirements,
09115/63
12-1 04-01
Identification of Electrical Wiring and
Cabllng_ 09/30/63
12-4 04-01
Stowage of Electrical Wiring and Connectors_
09/20/63
12-5 04-01
Hand Soldering of High Relisbilltv Electrical
Connections, 10/02/63
12-6 04-01
Miring, Electrical Components_ Standard for
04101/64, EO--1 06/09164
40H00200 08-01
Nirlng9 Electrical Ground Support Equipment9
Identification Marking and Color Coding,
Standard for 09/02/1964
40H00220 08-01
Engineering Drawings, Electrical Support
Equipment9 Preparation of_ Standard for_
11/30/66
40MOO224A 08-01
Mechanical Design Standards Listt Electrical
Support Equipment, 7/07/66
40MOO322A 08-01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supply Buses, Standard for, 7/14/66
40MOO376A 08-01
Connectors, Electrical Feedthrought 50M10622
and 50R10623_ Specification for 11/12/1963
50H60006 08-01
Flight Equipment, Electrical Intcrconnections_
2111163
20018-GEN-J 11-01
Wirer Electrical, Teflon Insulated_ High




Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switchlng







Zinc Plating /Electrodeposited/t Specification
for 01/24/1964
95M01105 08-01
Gold Plating /EleCtrodeposltad/_ Specification
for 01/24/1965
95MOIIOS 08-01
PlatiQg, Cadmium, /Electrodaposited/1 /Cover




Capacitors, Fixed_ Solid Electrolvte,
Tantalum9 Styte CS13 with Weldable Leads,




Capacitors_ Fixedt Nonsolid Electrolvtic
Tantalus /Style SCS13/_ Specification for
06/19/649 EO-I 04/21/65
50M60192 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum_ Foil and Sintered Slug/_ /StvIe
SCL/, Specification for_ 06/24/64, EO-1
04/21/65
50M60193 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed_ Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalua_ Foil and Sintered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HIL-C-3965/, 4/07/66
50M60361 08-01
ELECTROMAGNETIC
Electromagnetic Coepatibility_ Specification for
06/01/1964
HSFO-SPEC-279 08-01
Laboratorg Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Heasuraments on Offset
Doppler Frequencv Interrogator Svstea_
Simmonds Model 4623209 Unit 2_ 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
ELECTRONECHANICAL
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Mechanical Systeas_ 5/13/64
GMO-SO3OO-GEN 11-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electro-Mechanical
SubsnJstem
S-623-0A0-0004 05-01
Jet Propulsion Laborstorv Reliabilitg Control
Program for SpaCecraft Electronic and
Electroaechanical Component Psrts_ 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliability Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechanicel Component
Psrt$_ 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Manufacturing of
Spabecraft Electronic for Electromcchanical
Component Parts9 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electromechenlcel Parts_ 5/10/66
ZPQ-2400-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electromechanical Parts_ 7/18/66
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A 11-01
ELECTRON
Electron Probe Hicrosnalvzer_ Research
133
ELECTRONIC SUBJECT INDEX
Equipment, 07/09/65t Revision 1, 11/24/65
ERC/FR-IO001 12-01
Hariner, Flight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Quality of Assembly Irradiation BW
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons, 9/01/64
HOO-50274-GEN-A 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Plight Equipment Electronic
Packaging, 10/11/66
HVU-50573-GEN 11-01
Exhibit C Godderd Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronoew Explorer Electron Trap
5-615-P-12 05-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Hlcroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
Four Niillon Electron Volt Partlcle
Accelerator with Beam Handling System
S-716-P-7 05-01
ELECTRONIC
Potting of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
AHC-PROC-IOIA 02-01
Conformcl Coating of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A 02-01
Printed Wiring for Electronic Assemblies
ARC-STD-2OOB 02-01
Welded Electronic Modules, Design and
Constructlon_ Standard for
ARC-STD-201 02-01
Electronic Equipment Product List
ARC-STB-203 02-01
Electronic Equipment, General Specification for
ARC-SPEC-302 02-01






Inspection Standards for Workmanship,
Electronic Ground Support Equipeent_
12/13/63, Amendment 1, 2/05/64_ Amendment 2,
11/09/64, Amendment 4, 6/28/65
GNO-50190-GEN 11-01
Electronic Hoving Van for Transport of
Spacacraftw 12/18/64
GMO-50385-GEN 11-01
Mariner C Flight Equipment Electronic
Packaging, 5/10/65
HCO-31128-GEa-B 11-01
Component Leod and Interconncction Materials,
for Welded Electronic Modules, 10/17/66
MSFC-SPEC-2?OB 08-01
Fabrication of Welded Electronic Modules,
Standard for, 04/30/64, Amendment 2,
10/29/66
HSFC-STD-271 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protection,
Handling, end Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Electrical and Electronic Reference
Designations, 10/29/65
NSFC-STD-349A 08-01
Radiographic Inspection of Electronic Parts,
06/07/65, Amendment 1, 08/17/66
NSFC-STD-3SSA 08-01
Hodulesw Electronicv Encapsulating,
03/03/65, Amendment 2, 09/24/65
HSFC-PROC-412 08-01
Polwurathane Foams for Electronic Equipment
04/09/1965
NSFC-SP£C-418 08-01
Use of Foam-in-Place Polvurethene_ for
Electronic Equipment 04/20/1965
MSFC-PROC-442 08-01
Mariner Venus 67 Spacecraft Material and
Herdeare for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equipment, 7/25/66
MVU-BO575-GEN 11-01
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
S-322-P-4 05-01
Workmanship, Marking, Traceabilitg, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semlconductors'Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddsrd Space Flight Center Use
134
5-3_3-P-2 05-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Semi-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-524-P-3 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Electronic Equipment, General
S-553-P-0001 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
5peclflcetlon for the Electronics Subsvstem
S-623-0A0-0005 05-01
Specification for Electronic Scenner-Suitching







Medium Resolution Infrared /MRIR/ Experiment
Prototvpe and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetrg Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Gnega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-24 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsvstem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Vovager Spacecraft Electronic Equipment
Packaging, 5/18/65
VNO-504OS-GEN 11-01
Spaceoroft Electronic Components Transistors
/HI-REL/_ 2/04/64
ZPH-2051-GEN-B 11-01




Semiconductors, Diodes /High Reliabilitv/,
1/31/66
ZPH-2246-GEN-B 11-01




Transistors /High Rellabilitv/, 2/25/65
ZPH-2251-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Lager
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/, 1/25/66
ZPH-2252-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches
/HI-REL/, 11130165
ZPH-2253-GEN 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratorv Reliabilitw Control
Program for Spaoecraft Electronic end
Electroeechenical Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jot Propulsion Laboratorv Contractor
Reliebilltv Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic end Eloctronechanical Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Manufacturing of
SpaCecraft Electronic for Elactromechanical
Component Perts_ 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Handling of HI-REL, Preferred, or Screened
Electronic Component Parts, 8/23/63
ZPP-2021-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Parts, 1/06/67
ZPP-2050-GEN 11-01
Spacaoraft Flight and Ground Support
Equipment, Requirements for Electronic
Components, 2/05/64
ZPP-2OTO-GEN-C 11-0]
Standard Format for Coding by Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Data, 9/08/64
ZPP-2093-GEN-A 11-0
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Parts, 11/04/66
ZPP-2100-GEN-A 11-0
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient




High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts_ 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Audio_ Pomer_ and High Pomer
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequencvt Intermediate
Frequencgt and Los Pomer Pulser 6/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01






Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays v
8/31/65
ZPP-2747-GEN-A ll-O1
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Roeintor8: 12/01/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors,
2123166
ZPP-2751-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Lavert 1/11/66
ZPP-2752-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Snitches,
2116166
ZPP-2753-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Hers 1966 Onlv/t 8/07/64
ZPP-2901-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Netuork
Electronic Partst 1/29/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electromechanicui Partst 5/10/66
ZPQ-2400-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and E|ectronechanicai Parts, ?/18/66
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A 11-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Electronic
Instrument Carrier, 05/10/65 /PR 98507-1/
10-03
Peckagingt Electronic Components_ Standard for
11120/1963
IONOI622A 08-01
Test Methods for Vehicle Neusurlng and
Telemetr¥ Electronic Parts_ Asseeblles_ and
Subsystees_ Standard for, 06/22/66
SON6OOOSB 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Teteuntr_ Electronic Parts9
Asseublies_ and Subsystees_ Standard for_
6/26/66
50H6303A 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Fucllitv9 General
Requirements for Deep Space Instrumentation
Fecilitv Electronic Equipment, 10/11/62
8907-GEN-A 11-01
Workmanship Requirements for Electronic
Equipment, 2/08/63
2001S-GEN--C 11-01
Materials, Proceeees_ and Harduare for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equipment, 6/07/62, Amendment 1_ 8/20/63
30261-GEN 11-01
Soldered Cordwood Electronic Nodule
Fnbricntiont 5/17/62
30262-GEN 11-01
Space Flight Operations Facllitvt General
Requirements for Electronic Conponents_
03/27/63
30765-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment9
Electronic SVsteu, Minimum Requirements for
the Atlantic Missile Range Launch Complex,
06/03/63
30766-GEM 11-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipmnnt_ Identification of
Electronic Assembly ChassJs_ 09/18/61
30879-GEH 11-01





Electropolinhing Saturn Ducting for Space




Filter, Elms.ants, Hydraulic, mire Hash,
Specification for9 07/26/63, Amendment 1,
05108164
NSFC-SPEC-113A 08-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Hodulation
Telemetry Signals at Nlnitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
ELEVATED
Elevated Floor SNmtem, _5/10/65
KSC-STD-2 10-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulation Material, Thernel_
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizingt General
Purposet 02/02/52, EO-1 08/03/62
10Ma1595 08-01
ELEVATION
Control Room Lnvout end Hack Elevation for
Houston Spasm E_vironmental Facilftw
ESD-IOSIOO 09-03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilitv
ESD-106101 09-03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Gruenan Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106102 09-03
Computer RoOm Lagout and Hack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106103 09-03
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0426 05-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker




Goddard Space Flight Center Emergency
Command Receiver
S-731-P-29 05-01
Suitch Assembly_ Eeergencvt LOX Vent,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10N01038 08-01
Emergency Detection System, Q-Dell Angle of
Attack, Sensor System9 Specification for
04/28/1968
50H60241 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection
Svsten Q-Ball Angle of Attack,
Specification fort 1/06/66
50H60338 08-01
Emergency Detection Svstemw Q-Ball Angle of
Atteck Sensor Svstee, Test Procedure for
0311511965
50N69931 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection
System Q-Ball Angle of Attackt In-Process
Test Procedure, 1/06/66
50N71001 08-01
Switch: LOX Vent and Emergencvp Specification
for, 01/17/62, EO-1, 05/15/62
10419932A 08-01
E_qlTTER




Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
S-9 Nuclear Emulsion Experiment
S-320-GE-1 05-01
ENAMEL
Coating Compounds_ Ceramic Enamel and Gold,




Compoundst Potting and Encapsulatlng_
Siliconet 09/13/651 QPL-3?9-1, 11/26/65
NSFG-SPEC-379A 08-01
Pottlng_ Encapsulating and Nolding_ Using






03/03/05. Amendment 2t 09/24/65
MSFC-PROC-412 08-01
ENCASED




Radio Frequency Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106035 09-03
Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosures, 02/15165
KSC-S-126 10-01
Specification for Nodular Enclosures, Radio
Frequency Interference Shielded. 01/21/64
KSC-E-153F 10-01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Hmasureecnts for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 06/26/1963
MSFC-STD-280 08-01
Enclosures, Nodular Shielded. Radio Frequency
Interference. Specification for 07/05/1963
HSFC-SPEC-331 08-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-0027 05-01
Radio Frequency Shielded Enclosure
S-636-P-5 05-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Shielded
Enclosure
S-672-P-1 05-01
Equipment Enclosure- Technical Exhibit.
08126/63 /64-17/ 10-03
ENCODER
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-0144 05-01





X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding System
S-SOD-P-D003 05-01




Contract End Item Detail Specification /Low
Frequency Accelcrometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirements.
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-H-O001 10-01
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
10-03
ENERGY
Specifications for the Development of e Los
Temperature, High Voltage Thereionic Energg
Conversion System
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Monitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy /Muse/




Hydraulic Sgstee. H-I Engine, Checkout
Requirements, Specification for 08/30/1963
MSFC-SPEC-188 08-01
Corrosion Preventive Compound. Oil Type.
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related
Components Preservative. Specification for
01/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-262 08-01
Specification for Gasoline Engine Driven
Vehicle
5-525-P-0009 06-01
Valve. Main LOX. /H-1 Rocket Engine/.
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOROIOOOA 08-01
Valve Assembly. Main Fuelt /H-1 Rocket
Engine/, Rmliebllit_ Test Requirements
0610611961
lOMOlO01 OR-01
Blender Unit Assembly, Fuel Additive. /R-1
Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10M01002 08-01
Duct. Fuel. High Pressure. 14-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliebilltv Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10MO1003 08-01
Gimbal Assembl_. H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliabilitg Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10H01004 08-01
Generator Assembly. Gas. H-1 Rocket Engine.
RelLabilit¥ Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10M01005 08-01
Container. Hvper9olic Igniter Tvpe FX H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10N01006 08-01
Valve. Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/9
H-1 Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 0512611961
10H01008 08-01
Duct. Liquid Oxwgen, High Pressure. H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Rmquireeents 05/01/1961
10M01010 08-01
Switch. Pressure, Thrust OK, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10H01011 08-01
Line. LOX Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine.
Rellabflit_ Test Requirements. Specification
for 04/17/1961
10M01012 08-01
Line. Fuel Bootstrap. H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
10M01013 08-01
Hose. Flexible. Blender Filter.
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10H01014 08-01
Hose, Engine Control. H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10H01015 08-01
Heater Asseeblg, Fuel Additive Blender Unit,
H-1 Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01016 08-01
Manifold AssembIv, Lube Drain. H-1 Rocket
Engine. Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10H01017 08-01
H-1 Rocket Engine, SA-3 Outboard, Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10H01018 08-01
Valve Assembly, _gnition. Monitory H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10M01019 08-01
Valve, Main LOX. /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1961
10M01020 08-01
Hose Assembly. Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
EngLne. Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10M01022 08-01
Hose. Assembly, Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engl.ne, Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10M01023 08-01
Filter. Lube Swetam, Turbopump, H-1 Rocket
EngLne 06/08/1961
10M01364 08-01
Check Valve, Fuel. H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliabilltg Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10H01365 08-01
Check Valve. Liquid Oxygen. H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
06113/1961
10M01366 08-01
Check Valve. LOX Dome. H-I Rocket Engine,
Rellabilitg Test Requirements 06/28/1961
10H91367 08-01
Smitch. Hwpergoli¢ Igniter Honitor. H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10M91369 08-01
Valve Assembly, Push Button. Blood. H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliebilitw Test
Requirements 08/09/1961
10R91450 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facllitw Field-
136
SUBJECT INDEX ENVIRONMENT
Power Equipment 60 Cycles Per Second
Engine Generator Sett 6/11/62
8909-GEN-A 11-01
ENGINEER
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
05-01
ENGINEERING
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Engineering Drawings and
Associated Lists_ 1/13/65
DUO-lO22-GEN-A 11-01
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentt
Spacecraft Mechanical end Electrical
Requirements for Grummen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-106086 09-03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Grummen Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106102 09-03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Grumaan Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106103 09-03
Terminal Facility Layout for Grunnan
Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-lO6104 09-03
Apollo Test Plan for Launch Support Equipment




Index of Speciflcutlons_ Standards_ and
Documents. Released and Utilized by Launch
Equipment Engineering Division_ 07/01/66
KDIA0146 10-01
Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/_ 07/11/66
KSC-STD-15 10-01
Drauings_ Engineering and Associated Listst
02/07/66
KSC-D-327 10-01
Microfilming of Engineering Documents 16 HN t
Requirements for
HSC-SPEC-3 09-03
Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
HSC-STD-108 09-03
Electrical Engineering Design Practice,
Standard for 03/15/1952
MSFC-STD-163 08-01
Human Engineering Design Criteriet Standard
fort 09/23/66
MSFC-STD-267_ 08-01
Human Factors Engineering Progran_ 7/28/55
HSFC-STD-391 08-01
Engineering Procedures Manual_ Preparationt
Revislon_ nnd Publication of_ Standard for
01/25/1965
MSFC-STD-432 08-01
Engineering Bulletinst Preparation and
Revision of 06/Z3/i965
MSFC-STD-454 08-01
Specifications and Standards for NASA
Engineering Data Microreproduetion System st
7/66
NHS 1440.4 00-02
Specification for Engineering Dramings and
Associated Lists
S-623-P-0147 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Engineering
Standards Design Manual
S-673-STD--0001 05-01
Engineering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-23 05-01
An Engineering Model Gravity Gradient
Subsystem
S-731-P-31 05-01
Data Requirements for Touchdomn Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21Hodel/t
4104166
SAS-50510-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Hodel/t
4104166
SAS-5OSI2-GEN-A 11-01
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation and Maintenance of
8TD-673-1 05-01
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drneing
Changes and Engineering Sketchest 10/02/62
00-5 04-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10H01704 08-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,
Preparation and Submittal oft Data tory
Standard for 05/24/1965
10H01711 08-01
Human Engineering Design Crltertat Reference
Abstraets_ 11/01/66
10M01827 08-01
Engineering Drauings_ Electrical Support
Equipuent_ Preparation of_ Standard fort
11/30/66
40HOO224A 08-01




Specifications for Blank Panels and Engraved
Blank Penelst 02/08/65 /PR 54933-1/
10-03
£NGPJWING




Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiuentst Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-SB and S-3C
S-320-EP-OlOI 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experinentst Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification tot Plight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
5-320-EP-0402 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System Enhanced








Coatlngst Confornal_ Protectivet Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assemblies9 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 10-01
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laboratory and Space Environment Effects
Laboratory Test Procedures
MSC-STD-109 09-03
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areast Standard for 07/29/1963
MSFC-STD-246 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
SpaCecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Atlas-Agenat
Thor-Agena_ or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spaoecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehicle-3C and Tho_-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghuney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dlotated by Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-3F_
3G, and 3R/
S-320-D-2 05-01
General Environnental Test Specification for
Spaoeeraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Scout FW-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
8-320-S-1 05-01
ProJeut Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
SpaCecraft Expected Environment
S-625-HEL-0103 05-01
Tags, ldentiflcationt Saturn Environment






Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentt
Spacecraft Hechanical and Electrical
_.equlresents tar Space Environmental
Facllltv
ESD-106085 09-03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Fecilitv
ESD-106100 09-05
Computer Room Lavout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facllitg
ESD-106101 09-03
Environmental Test Methods for Ground
Support Equipment Installations at John F.
Kennedy Space Centert 09/17/64
KSC-STD-164 10-01
Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
Environmental Criteria and Test
Specification
HSC-GSE-1B 09-03
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipmentt Procedure for
0312911963
NSFC-PROC-151 o8-ol
Resin Compounds9 Electrical end Environmental
Insulationt Epoxyt Specification tort
10/19/65t QPL-222-1t 10/25165
HSFC-SPEC-222B 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Atlus-Agenet
Thor-Agenat or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agama
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplanetary Honltoring Platform
/A I H P/Spacecraft
S-320-AINP-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification and Test Plan
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-O001 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Alouette 5
Spacecraft System Tests
3-320-AL-0901 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for 3-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
3-320-AT-0001 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6A
Subassemblies
S-320-AT-O003 05-01
Environmental Qualification end Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
3-320-ATS-0101 05-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
3-320-ATS-0102 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environeents Dictated by Delta Space
Vehlcla-3C end Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Allegheney Ballistics
3-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bR Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space gehlcle-3F t
3Gt and 3H/
5-320-D-2 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0002 05-01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-3/
S-320-EP-O003 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
8-320-EP-0004 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components end Experlmentsw Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt 3-35 end S-3C
3-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental AcCeptance Test- Components and
Exparimentst Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B end S-SC
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
3-320-EP-0401 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Project
EPE-D Energetic Particles Explorer-D
S-320-EP-0403 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Very Lom Frequency Satellite
S-320-FR-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
3-9 Nuclear Emulsion Experiment
S-320-GE-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Coaponentst
5-74 Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
S-3EO-IMP-0901 03-01





Environmental T_st Specification for
Components
S-320-INP-1 05-01
Interplanetary Nonitorin 0 Platform
Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft System Tests
S-320-IHP-2 05-01
Environmental Test Specification Nimbus C
Spacecraft System and Subsystem Tests
3-320-NI-1 05-01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus B
Spacecraft Systemt Subsystems and
Experiments
3-320-NI-2 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophysical Observetorv Experiments
S-320-OGU-0101 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer /RAE/ Subsystems
S-320-HAE-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spaoecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Scout FV-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-3-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for San Marco
/Shotput/ Payloads
S-320-SN-0901 05-01
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Pavloads
S-320-3R-1 05-01
EnvlronHntel Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments t United Kingdom
/2/3-52
S-320-UK-0101 05-01




Specification for the Prototype United
Klngdom-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-UK-0301 05-01
Environmental Test Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
3-320-UK-0501 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experimentst Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
3-334-DHE-A-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
5-334-RES-1 05-01
Specifications for Environmental Conditions
/Revision I1
S-500-P-0208 05-01





Environmental Control 3gates for Orbiting
138
SUBJECTINDEX EXPERIMENT
Astronomical Observetor g Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-UA0-0018 05-01
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-_625-REL-0101 05-01
PrOject Relay Test Specification- Relav
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0102 05-01
Envfronnental Specification for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-650-NI-0015 05-01
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Subsystems
S-650-N1-0016 05-01
Environmental Exposures and Tests for Nimbus
Satellites /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0017 05-01
Subsgstem Environmental Test Specification-
Tiros IVt V9 and VI
S-650-TI-OO01 05-01
Environmental Protection when using Electrical
Equipment mithin the Areas of Saturn
Complexes mhmro Hazardous Areas Exist0
Procedure for, 03/06/61e EO-1 03/20/62
10H01071 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Telemetry Electronic Parts,
Assembl/es9 and Subsystems9 Standard for9
6/26/66
50H6303A 08-01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support




Resin Compounds9 Electrical end Environmental
Insulations EpoxM_ Specification fore
10/19/659 QPL-222-1e 10/25/65
NSFC-SPEC-2228 08-01
Conformal Coating /Epoxy/e Application oft
Procedure for9 11/05/639 Amendment 29
06150155
NSFC-PROC-257A 08-01
Epoxv Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Sealing e Procedure
for 04/07/1964
MSFC-PROC-371 08-01
Adheslve9 Epoxy Realm9 3/01/66e QPL-411-1e
3101/65
MSFC-SPEC-411 08-01




Electronic Equipment9 General Specification for
ARC-SPEC-302 02-01
Marking of Ground Support Equipments 10/01/64
KSC-STD-169 10-01
ESTABLISHMENT
Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Traceability
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
ETCHED
Acceptability Limits for All Selectivelv
Etched Aluminum Componentse Standard for
06/30/1958
ABNA-STD-21 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixede Tantalum /Polnrizede
Etched Foil/ /StRIa KCL21/9 03/10/66
KSC-C-IO7A 10-01
Capacitors9 Fixede Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/e 08/24/64
KSC-C-I08 10-01
ETCHING
Etching of Aluminum before Spotmeldinge
Standard for 09/23/1958
ABNA-STD--3 08-01
Pre-Treetment /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
NSC-Q-3 09-03






Sterilization Test Program Investigation9




Specification for a Radioisotope Heat Source
Evaluation
S-630-P-0134 05-01
Reliability Program Evaluation Procedures9
09/63
SP-6002 00-03
Quality Program Evaluation Procedures 9 09/63
SP-TOO3 00-03










Direct Writing lOO-Chennel Event Recording
SNstmm
ESD-106047 09-03
Direct Writing 32--Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-I06048 09-03
Specifications fo_ Events Per Unit Time/
Timers 07/23/66 /PR 30915-2/
10-03




Valve9 Checks Heat Exchanger9 Specification
for, 05/02/60, EO-7 05/07/62
10419903 08-01
EXECUTOR
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Nodules
ESD-106042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Modules
ESD-106091 09-03
EXHIBIT
Telemetry Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-514-P--1 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specification Amendment I to Exhibit A
S-531-P-17-AI 05-01
ExhlbLt C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronong Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-11 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Spaoe Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
S-615-P-12 05-01
EXPANDED












Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments9 Stud2 of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
5-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments 9 Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
S-9 Nuclear Emutsion Experiment
S-320-GE-1 05-01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus B
139
EXPERINENTAL SUBJECT INDEX
Spacecraft System, Subsystems and
Experiments
S-320-NI-2 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, United Kingdom
iZlS-S2
_-320-UK-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments, United Kingdom-2/S-S2
S-320-UK-0201 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
_cceptance Tests- Components and
Experiments, Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DNE-A-1 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the System Goddard
Experiment Package
S-623-0A0-0001 05-01
9oddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Mechanical
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0002 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Goddard Experiment Package
S-623-DA0-0003 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electro-Nachsnical
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0004 05-01
Goddmrd Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electronics Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0005 05-01
Goddmrd Experiment Package Specification for
Ground Handling and Facilities
S-623-0A0-0006 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Testing
S-623-0A0-0007 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Integration
S-623-0A0-0008 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Date and Documentation
S-623-0A0-0009 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Neterials
S-623-0A0-0010 05-01
Shipping and Container end Combined Supporting
Framework end Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optical Systems Containers
S-623-0A0-00_4 05-01
Environmental Control Sgstee for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0016 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory- Princeton
University Experiment for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-1 05-01
Specification for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0002 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0005 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-0150 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Nonitor Experiments
5-625-REL-0151 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
5-625-REL-0152 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Nonitoring Platform F and G
Spacacraft_ Experiments and Instruments
S-672-INP-0196 05-01
Radius Resolution Infrared /MRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Nodal Digital
Electronics Telenetrv Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Data Requirements for Nlcroaetsorits Experiment
Surveuor Scientific Flights /A-24 Nodal/,
4104166
SAS-5OSOT-GEN 11-01
Data Requirements for Soil Nechsnics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Nodal/, 4/04/66
SAS-5OSO9-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdoen Dynamic
Experiment Surveyor Scientific Flights
/A-24 Model/, 4/04/66
SAS-SO511-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Nodal/,
4/04/66
SAS-SO512-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Model/,
4/04/66
SAS-50513-GEN-A 11-01
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Assemblv and Sterilization Laboratory,
10125165
XOY-50543-GEN 11-01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital




Specification for Experimental Data System
S-525-P-0038 05-01
EXPLODING
Exploding Bridgewire /EBW/ Destruct System
Controller, Acceptance Test, Procedure for
03/_3/1964
HSFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Exploding Sridgeuira /EBW/ Firing Unit,
Checkout, Procedure for 04/15/1965
HSFC-PROC-396B 08-01
EXPLOSIVE
Single Branch Explosively Actuated Valve
Assemblies
GME-50335-GEN 11-01
Vslva_-Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/,
H-1 Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
lONOlO08 08-01
Explosive Bridge Wire /EBN/ Pulse Sensor
224-1, Acceptance Test, 7/14/65
50N60310 08-01
EXPORT








Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocouple




Decals, Elsstomeric Pigmented Films, for Use








Polvtotrafluoroethylene /Teflon/ Rolded and
Extruded Parts, Sheets, Rods, and Tubing,
Specification for, 07/20/62, Amendment 1,
09/20/65
NSFG-SPEC-236 08-01
Aluminum Alloy, Bars, Rods, Wire and Special
Shapes, Rolled, Drawn. Extruded or Cold





Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes mith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Hater Nozzles,






Fabricated and Machined Items
05-01
Quality Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and
He,chined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
FABRICATION
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Welded Electrical Connectionst
7127/66
GHO-50571-GEN 11-01
Designt Fabrication, and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unity Project Apollo, 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 10-01
Electrical Ground Support Equipment
Fabrieation9 10/07/64
KSC-E-16SA 10-01
Mariner C, Flight Equipment9 Fabricationt
Power Subsvstem9 Solar Panels /4Alt 4A3t
4A59 and 4AT/t 8/17/63
NCP-30287-GEN 11-01
Cable Assemblleat Fabrication oft for
Electrical Ground Support Equlpmentt
Procedure for 10/12/1964
MSFC-PROC-140A 08-01
Rivetingt Fabrication and Inspectiont
Standard for9 04/02/629 Notice 19 11/14/63t
Amendment It 11/15/63
MSFC-STD-156 08-01
Electrical Fabricetiont Procedure for
03/01/1964
MSFC-PROC-256 08-01
Fabrication of Welded Electronic Modules9
Standard for, 04/30/649 Amendment 29
10/29/65
MSFC-STD-271 08-01
Designt Fabrication9 and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve bv
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-7A 05-01
Molds9 Plsstict Fabrication oft Procedure for
03/06/1962
10M01602 08-01
Vesselst Pressuret Design and Fabricatlon9
Specification for 11/03/1964
10M01795 08-01
Melding Fabrication of Hastelloy Allovst
Specification for 10/16/1963
95M01200 08-01
Terminal Boards9 Fabrication of 9 8/16/60t
Amendment 1-_9 1/23/64
20028-GEN-B 11-01
Neterialst Processest and Hsrduare for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equipment, 6/07/62t Amendment 19 8/20/63
30261-GEN 11-01








Failure Effect Anelvsis of Ground Support
Equipment9 02/03/65
KSC-N-118 10-01




Torque Speciticationt Threaded Fasteners 9
Standard for 07/07/1988
ABHA-STD-1B 08-01
Threaded Fastenerst Lubricant Application9
Procedure for 07/12/1962
MSFC-PROC-226 08-01




Feasibilitv Prototvpe Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
FEED
Equipment Procurement Specification for Antenna
Feed Svsten
S-500-P-0217 08-01
Perfornenbe Specification for a Cassegrein Feed
Sgsbem for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-ANT-O030 05-01
Functional Spqeifieation for 136 Negacvcle end
1700 Negacvcle Feed Sgstems 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-528-P-0002 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Date Acqulsitlon Antenna Feed Sgstem 40-008
S-525-P-0003 05-01
Performance Specification for Relag Feed
Svsten for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Performanae Specification for Space
Communications Feed Svstem for 8S-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed Sgstem for 8S-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01
Performmnse Bpeclticat[on for 136t 400 and 1700
MC Feed 5getems for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0016 05--01
Performanse Specification for 8 Cessegrain
Feed Svstem for 85-Foot Antenna
S-825-P-0023 05-01
Performance Specification for a Cessegrain Feed
Svstem for 30-Foot Antenna
S-528-P-0030 08-01




Servoactuatort Mechanical Feed-backt Thrust




Connectorst Electrical Feedthrought 80N10622
and 50N10623, Specification for 11/12/1963
50N60006 08-01
FEHALE
Fittingst Female Threads /Premium Qualitg/9




Filter9 Mechanical, 455 Kilocvcle9 Upper




Taper Heat-Reflective9 Pressure Sensitive9
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth9
Specification for9 02/23/629 EO-1 08/03/629
EO-2 09/25/62
10M01597 08-01
Rope9 Fiberglass9 One-Quarter Inch9
General Purpose9 Specification for
01/31/1962
10M01599 08-01
Thread9 Fiberglass9 Specification for
03/28/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10M01619 08-01
Spheres t Flberglass9 High Pressuret




Magnetic Field Restraints for Lea Magnetism
Svstems
ARC-STD-204 02-01
Magnetic Field Screening of Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 02-01
Magnetic Field Testing of Subassemblies
ARC-SPEC-351 02-01
Magnetic Field Testing of Lou Magnetism
Spaoecreft
ARC-SPEC-382 02-01
Cleanliness Levels_ Cleening_ Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partst Field
Parts9 Assemblies9 Subsvstems and Svstems





Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures. Standard for 06/26/1963
MSFC-STD-280 08-01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
_nd Space Administration 40-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2,3. and 4
S-500-P-0019 05-01
Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-625-P-0028 06-01
Magnetic Field Restraints for Intarplanetarg
Nonitorlng Platform F end G
S-672-IHP-0197 05-01
Cleanliness Levels9 Cleaning. Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts. Field
Parts, Assemblies. Subsystems9 and Svstems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment.
Specification forl 4/28/64. EO-2. 7/28/64.
10MO1671B 08-01
Transistor. Field Effect. Type 2N3436 with
Neldable Loads, Specification for, 10/06/66
50M60375 08-01
Transistors, N-Channel Junction. Silicon,
Field-Effect, Type U182 ulth Weldable
Leads, Specification for. 10/17/66
50M60401 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilitv Field-
Power Equipment 60 Cgcles Per Second
Engine Generator Set. 6/11/62
8909-GEH-A 11-01
Mariner C. Flight Equipment. Requirements for




noise Figure and Test Signal Svstea
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0222 05-01
Specifications for the Noise Figure end Test
Signal System
S-500-P-0410 05-01




Bottle Fill and Vent Valve. Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01041 08-01
Valve Aussablg. Fuel Fill and Drain.
Reliabilitv Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01062 08-01
Valve Assenblv_ LOX Fill and Drain.
Reliabilitv Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10M01064 08-01
Valve. Fill and Vent. Specification for.
05/19/60. EO-I, 12/06/60, E0-2, 03/16/61.
EO-3. 04/28/61, EO-4. 04/28/61. EU-5.
06/26/61. EO-6, 07/12/61, EO-7, 08/11/61
10419911 08-01
Valve AssumblN, LQX-Fill and Drain.
Specification for. 12/28/60, EO-I, 04/28/61.
EO-2. 06/24/61. EO-3. 01/24/62
10419929 08-01
Valve Assembiv. Fuel Fill and Drain.




Polvurethane Foam, Filling S-I and S-IB




Resistors. Fixed. Film /High Stabilitv/
/Stvles KRNSS/60/66/70C/. 08/24/64
KSC-R-102 10-01
Resistors. Fixed. Film General Purpose
/Stgle8 KRL07/20/32/42/. 08/24/64
KSC-R-IO3 10-01
Lubricant. UrN-FIlm Ceramic. HLF-5.
Preparation end Application of. Specification
for 04/16/1963
MSFC-SPEC-2S3 08-01
Decals, Eiestomeric Pigmented Films. for Use
on Exterior Surfaces, Specification for
10/07/1964
HSFC-SPEC-410 08-01
Film. Transparent. Plastic, LOX Compatible.
Gas and Contamination Barrier, 8/01/66
HSFO-SPEC-456 08-01
Specification for a Reliable. Lea Power, Thin
Fibs Spacecraft Menorg
S-522-P-0008 05-01
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification to
Nodifg the Advanced Vidlcon Camera System
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bimat
Film
S-653-P-7 05-01
High Resolution Display and Film Recorder
S-731-P-55 05-01
Resistors. Precision. Fixed. Film /Style
SRN/. Specification for 04/17/1964
50N60149 08-01
Resistor. Fixed. Film /High Stability/.
Stgle RN55 vlth Weldable Leads.
Specification for /CoVer Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-lOS09/. 4107/66
50M80359 08-01
Reals,mrs. Fixed. Film. Insulated, Style RL
20 uith Weldable Leads. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22684/,
10/17/66
50H60399 08-01
Raais_ors. Fixed, Film, Insulated, Style RL
32 with Weldable Leeds, Specification for




Filter, Elements, Hydraulic, mire Mesh.
Specification for, 07/28/63, Amendment 1.
05/08/64
MSFC-SPEC-113A 08-01
Specification for a Reliable. Light Neight.
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Prooeesing for Pulse Frequencg Modulation
Telemetrg Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Hiniaturized Active Elements for
Prooassing Pulse Frequency Hodulation
Telknatr¥ Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
ExhibLt A. Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Narrom Band Tracking
Filter
S-536-P-1 05-01
Hose. Flexible. Blender Filter.
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10M01014 08-01
Filter Assembly. /3/4-Inch/. Reliabilit_ Test
Requirements 04/14/1961
10H01050 08-01
Filter Assemblv. /3/8--Inch/. Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10H_1063 08-01
Filter, Lube System. Turbopump, 14--1 Rocket
EngLne 06/08/1961
10M01364 08-01
Filters, Pneumatic, Specification for
11/37/1961
10M01417 08-01
Filter. Bandpass, Specification for
08/06/1963
50NGOO08 08-01
Filter. Mechanical. 455 Kilocvcle, Upper
Sideband Partite Drive Selector,
Specification for 08/06/1963
50M60009 08-01
Filter. Bendpaus. Specification for.
02125166
50M80022C 08-01
Filter. Antenna, Low-Pass. Specification fort
08115/86
50M60036C 08-01
Filter Aesembl_. Power Line. Specification
for. 07/23/64. EO-1. 06/04/65. EO-2,
07129/88. EO-3, 10113/65. EO-4, 10113/65,
EO-S. 01/08/66,- EO-6. 01/27/66. EO-7.
07106188
60M60086A 06-01
Filter. Prasaapiing. and Power Supply.
Modified. Subassemblv. Specification fort
142
SUBJECT INDEX FIXED
03102165, EO-3t 06/25/659 EO-4, 06125155,
EO-SI 06125/65. EO-6. 10127165, EO'-7,
11/05/65, EO-8, 01/05/661EO-9, 06/22/56,
50H60208A 08-01
Filter, UHF Telemetrvt Specification for9
/_1165
0M60393 08-01
Filtert Air Performances Specification for
04/21/60. EO-1 03/15/61
10419908 08-01




Requirelents for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Faeilit_ Periodic,
Technical. and Final Project Reports.
9/22/64
DOO-1024-GEN 11-01
Final Test Method for Precision Test Fixture
S-550-AP-O001 05-01
Final Test Method for Alignment Hirror
Aaslmblg
S-660-AP-OOO2 05-01
Preparation end Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Progrmmus 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Paintings Finals of Saturn ESE Punelus
Procedure fury 5/04/66
40H00325 08-01
Paintings Finals of Saturn ESE Racks.
Procedure for s 5104166
40M00326 08-01
FINE
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Goddnrd Experiment Package
S-623-0A0-0003 05-01
FINISH
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipments Standard for
02/07/1962
NSFC-STD-181 08-01
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles.
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,




Aluminum Allog, Bars. Rods, glre and Special
Shapes. Rolled. Drawns Extruded or Cold




Painting and Finishing Work
S-532-P-0019 05-01
FIRING
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Snfet¥ Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support S_stemss 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Exploding Brldgeuire /EBV/ Firing Unit,
Checkouts Procedure for 04/15/1968
MSFC-PRUC-396B 08-01
FITTING
Fittings /Pressure Conoectionsls Flared Tuber
06105165
KSC-F-124 10-01
gelding of Stainless Steel and InNer Pipet
Tubing. and Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-W-179 10-01
gelding of Aluminum Alloy Pipe. Tubing and
Associated Fittingss 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 10-01
Flttingss Flared Tube /Premium Qualitv/.
Pressure Connectiona_ Specification for,
02110165, Amendment 5, 09/21/66s QPL-143-1,
01/10/66
MSFC-SPEC-143B 08-01
Fittings /Pressure Conneetion/s Flared Tube,
Specification for. 02/13/62s Amendment 1,
09/27/65
NSFC-SPEC-171 08-01
Fittingss Female'Threads /Premium Qualltv/.
Preparation and Lubrication, Procedure for
05/15/1963
NSFC-PROC-238 08-01
Flared Tube Fittings, Handling. Protections
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
MSFC-STI)-343/1 05-01
Fittings9 Military Connectors Classification of
Defects. Specification for 02/11/1965
NSFC-SPEC-437 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-




Inspecting. Testing. and Certifving Fixed and
Mobile Cranes, Forkliftst Mobile Personnel
Touerss and Auxiliarv Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-0001 10-01
Resistorss Fixed, Film /High Stabilitv/
/Stvles KRN55/60/65/70C/. 08/24/64
KSC-R-102 10-01
Rssiubors. Flxsds Film General Purpose
/StvIas KRL07/20/32/42/, 08/24/64
KSC-R-103 10-01
Rasistoru_ Fixods Virevound /Purer TVpe/
Style KRN67/68/69/t 03/10/66
KSC-R-IOSA 10-01
Capacitors Flxedt Glass Dlmloctriu. High
RellabilltN /Stvlou CYFR 10/16/20/30/,
08/E4/64
KSC-C-106 10-01
Capacitors. Fixed t Tantalum /Polarized.
Etched Foil/ /Stgle KCL21/, 03110166
KSC-C-IOTA 10-01
Cspacitorss Fixed_ Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-108 10-01
Cspacltorss Fixeds Tantalum /Polarizeds Plain
Foil/ /Stvle KCL31/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOgA 10-01
Capacitors. Fixed_ Tantalus /Polarized. Etched
Foil/ /Stgle KCL33/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-11OA 10-01




/Nonmetallic Case/ /Stvle KCTH/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-112 10-01
Capacitorss Fixed. Polarized. Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL51 and KCL53/. 08/24/64
KSC-C-113 IO-Ol
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper or Paper-Plastlc
/Stvla KCVPO9/s 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 10-01
Capacitors9 Fixeds Tantalum /Polarized,
Sintered-Slug/ /Style KCL65/, 03/10/56
KSC-C-133 10-01
Capaeitorss Fixed Glaes-Dieleetric_
Established Rellubillt¥9 Specification for
07/30/64, Marshall Space Flight Center-
QPL-400-1 04/19/65
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA 08-01
Capacitorss Fixed. _ Glass-Dielectric. Stvle
ECY 10. Established Reliabilitg 07/20/1964
MSFO-SPEC-4OOA/1A 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixedt Glass-Dielectric. Style
ECY 16, Established Rellabilitg 07/20/1964
HSFQ-SPEC-4OOA/2A 06-01
Capacitors, Fixed1 Glass-Dielectric. Stvle
ECY 20. Established Reliability 07/20/1964
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/3A 08-01
Capacitors. Fixeds Glass-Dielectrics Stgle
ECY 30. Established Reliability 07/20/1964
RSFG--SPEC-4OOA/4A 08-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capncitorss
Fixed /HI-REL/s 2/36/65
ZPH-2244-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-2102-GEN 11-01
SteriHzation Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2112-GEN-A 11-01
Spaceoraft Electronic Components Cupucltorss
Fixed9 9/19/66
ZPP-2744-GEN-A 11-01
Spaceoraft Electronic Components Fixed
Resistors9 12/01/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B 11-01





Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Capacitors, 1/21/66
ZPQ-2444-GEN 11-01
ResLstors, Fixed9 Precision9 Wirewound /Style
_RB/, Specification for9 04/17/649 EG-1
o412x165
50N60147 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Casa/, /Stule SCTR/9
Specification fort 04/17/649 EO-1 04/21/65
50H60148 08-01
Resistors9 Precision9 Fixed9 Film /Style
SRN/, Specification for 04/17/1964
50H60149 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermeticallw Sealed in Hatallic
Case/ /Style SCPV09/, Specification for9
04/17/64, E0-19 04/21/659 E0-29 09/24/66
50H60180 08-01
Resistors9 Fixed, Wirewound /Power/, /Style
SRE/, Specification for9 05/21/649 E0-19
04/21/65, E0-29 12/20/65
50H60185 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Paper /or Hvlar/
Dielectric, Hetnllized Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current9 Haraeticallv
Sealed Metallic Case /Style SCHO5/9
Specification for
50H60186 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpose/, /StvIa SCK/, Specification for
06/19/64, EO-1 04/21/65
50H60187 08-01
Resistors9 Fixed9 Wireeound /Insulated/9
/Stwie SRW/9 Specification for9 05/21/649
EO-1 04/21/65
50H60188 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Nonsolid Electrolytic
Tantalum /StvIe SCS13/, Specification for
06/191649 EO-1 04/21/65
50M60192 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolvtlc
/Tantalum9 Foil and Slntered Slug/9 /Style
SCL/, Specification for9 06/24/64, EO-1
04121/65
50M60193 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/9
Style RC07 with Weldable Leads9
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-R-11/, 4/07/66
50M60337 08-01
Resistors, Fixed9 Composition /Insulated/,
Stvle RL07 vlth Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-22684/9 4/07/66
50M60358 08-01
Resistor9 Fixed, File /Hioh Stabillt_/,
St_le R855 with Weldable Leads9
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-R-IO509/: 4/07/66
50M60359 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed, Ceramic-Dielectric9 Styles
CKOSCW end CKO6CW slth Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-11015/9 10/05/66
50H60360 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolwtlc
/Tantalum, Foil and Slntered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leeds9 Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HIL-C-3965/, 4/07/66
50R60361 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Solid Electrolyte,
Tantalus9 Style CS13 with Weldable Loader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-26655/9 10/18/66
50H60362 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed, Hica-Oleiectric9 St¥1e CM08
with Weldable Leads9 Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-C-S/9
4/07/66
50H60364 08-01
Resistor9 Fixed9 Composition /Insulated/9 TVpa
CBD2265 through CBOlO065 ulth Weldable
Leads9 Specification for, 10/13/66
50H60380 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Precision, Wire Wound /High
Temperature/9 Type SX063 uith Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50H60381 08-01
Reeis_ors, Fixed, Filmy Insulated, Style RL
20 ulth Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/9
10/17/66
50N60399 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated9 St¥1e RL
32 with Weldabl_ Leads9 Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22684/9
10/17/66
50H60400 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Noqeet811ic Ca_s/ with Weldable Leads9
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-27287/9 10/17/66
50M60409 08-01
Fixed Capacitors /High Rellabilitv/9 11/06/62
20044-GEN-E 11-01
FIXTURE
Miscellaneous Fixtures and Metals
S-532-P-0021 05-01
Installatlon of Electrical Equipment Flxturms9
and Wiring
S-532-P-0023 05-01
Final Test Method for Precision Test Fixture
S-5SO-AP-O001 05-01
FLAME
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet




Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts9 Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Haunting9
S6GH-2-1B9 04/01/65, Amendment 19 07/29/66
HSFO-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Reley_ General Purpose9 28 Volts, Direct
Currant9 6 Pole Double Thron, 2A9 Plug-In9
Two Hole Flange Mounting9 S6GP-2-2B9
08/31/64_ Amendment 19 07/29/66
NSFG-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Ralag_ General Purpose9 28 Volts, Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Throu9 IOA, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
54GH-1.S-19A, 04/01/65, Amendment 19
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose, 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Throu, 7.5A9 Solder
Hook, Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
S4GH-3-2OA, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relnvf General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current9 4 Pole DouUIe Throw9 10A9 Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Haunting9
S4GH-2-22A, 03/16/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relay 9 General Purpose9 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe9 10A9 Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Haunting9
S4GH-S.25-23A9 08/31/64
HSFG-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Rela¥9 Special Purpose, /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Relaw, Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/9 28
Volta, Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Rala¥t General Purpose, 28 Volts9 Direct
Currant9 2 Pole Double Throe9 2A9 Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting9
S2GH-6-31B9 04/01/469 Amendment 19 07129/66
NSFO-SPEC-S39/31B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose9 28 Volts, Direct
Currant_ 2 Pole Double Throe9 2At
144
SUBJECT INDEX FOAM
Plug-In9 Two Hole Flange Mounting9
$2GP-6-33B9 041011859 Amendment 19 07129/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Relav9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Th4"ou9 2A9 Solder Hookt Two Role
Reverse-Flange Hountlngt 52LH-8-41B9
04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/418 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 2A, Plug-Int Two Hole Flange
Mounting9 S2LP-8-43D, 04/01/659 Amendment 19
07/29/55
MSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Rels_ General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A, Solder
Hook. Tee Hole Reverse-Flange Hountfng9
S2GH-6-SIA9 04/01/55
RSFC-SPEC-339/SIA 08-01
Rele_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts9 Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A9 Solder Hook. Two Hole Reverse-
Flmngm Hounting, S2LH-S-61A9 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Rmlav9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Currmnt_ 2 Pole Double Throv9 2Aj Solder
Hooky Tvo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting_
S2GH-7.25-71A_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts9 Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throu9 2A. Solder Hooky Tuo Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting9 S2LH-S-81A. 04/01/65.
Amendment 1. _ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnatlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm9 2A, Plug-In9 Tvo Hole Flange
Mounting, S2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
HSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
RelaV, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double




Releg9 Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/. 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throv9 2A, Solder Hook, Tee Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting9 SgLH-S-92A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relag, Specisl_Purpose /Sensitive/9 28 Volts.
Direct Current9 2 Pole Double Throv9 2A9





Fittings /Pressure Connections/. Flared Tube.
05/05165
KSC-F-124 10-01
Flttlngs9 Flared Tube /Premium Qualitv/,
Pressure Connections, Specification for,
02/10/659 Amendment 5, 09/21/669 QPL-143-19
01110166
HSFC-SPEC-143B 08-01
Fittings /Pressure Connection/9 Flared Tube,
Specification for, 02/13/629 Amendment 19
09/27/65
HSFC-SPEC-171 08-01
Flared Tube Fittings 9 Handling9 Protection9
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/1 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-




Connectors9 Flat Conductor. Flexible
Electrical Cable9 05/05/66
NSFC-SPEC-219A 08-01




Hose Assembllesg. Flexible, Hvdraulic9 Medium
end High Pressuret High Temperature,
Specification for9 01/18/639 Amendment 2,
05120164
MSFO-SPEC-116 08-01
Connectors, Flat Conductor, Flexible
Electrical Cable9 05/05/66
HSFG-SPEC-219A 08-01
Cable¢ Flat Conductor, Flexible, Electrical,
Coppery 01/28/66
HSFO-SPEC-220B 08-01
Rose, Flexible9 Blender Filter.
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Rellabilltv Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10H_1014 08-01
Curtains9 Heat Shield, Flexible, Acceptance,
Specification for, 03/09/629 E0-1 08/03/62
10H01591 08-01
Ducts_ Flexible9 Cooling Svstca. Specification
for 03/13/1962
10M0159_ 08-01
Flexible Circuits. Wiring, and Cable, Design,




Molded Hodulo9 Series 3009 Flip-Flop /F-1A/
11/04/1963
MSFO-SPEC-526/9 08-01
gelded Nodule9 Series 3009 Flip-Flop /F-2A/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/10 08-01
gelded Module, Series 300, Flip-Flop /FB-1A/
11/04/1963
HSFO-SPEC-325/1_ 08-01




Elevated Floor System. 05/10/65
KSC-STD-2 10-01
FLOg
Regulatory Constant Flou. Rellability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01048 08-01
Valve9 Floe Regulating Constant, Specification
tory 09/05/619 E0-5 10/02/62, E0-6
12/26/62
10419918A 08-01
Regulator. Constant Flour Specification for.






Apollo Spacecraft9 Fluid Cleanliness
HSC-SPEC-C-6 09-03






Hvdraullc S_stens Coaponeots and H_draulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles9 Cleaning.
Tes¢ing. and Handling. Procedure for
08/18/1965
HSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Mark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0001 05-01
Description9 User and Control of Hydraulic




Etching9 Fluorocarbon Insulation. Procedure for
05/10/1965
HSFC-PROC-376B 08-01
Cloth_ Glass. Leached. Fluorocarbon
Imp_egnnted, General Purpose 04/25/1962
10N01631 08-01
FLUSH
Flush and Purge Ground Support Servicing
Sgstsa, Specification for 01/22/1964
10M01696 08-01
FOAM
Polyurethane Foams for Electronic Equipment
04/09/1965
HSFO-SPEC-418 08-01





Polyurethane Foam, Filling S-1 and S-1B




Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized,
Etched Foil/ /Style KCL21/, 03/10166
KSC-C-IO7A 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/t 08124/64
KBC-C-108 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized, Plain
Foil/ /Style KCL31/t 03/10166
KSC-C-IO9A 10-01
Capacitors, Fixedv Tantalum /Polarized, Etched
Foil/ /Style KCL33/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-IIOA 10-01
Capacitors t Fixed, Polarized, Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL61 and KCL53/t 08/24164
K8C-C-113 10-01
Plates, Identification, Metal Foil Adhesive
Backed, Specification for 10/07/1964
RSFC-SPEC-266A 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil end Slntered Slug/, /Style
3CL/t Specification fort 06/24/64t EO-I
04121165
50M60193 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed_ Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil end Sintered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leads, Specification foe /Cover
Sheet to Specification NIL-C-39631, 4/07166
60H60361 08-01
FOLLOWER
Emitter Followers, Design Specification for
04/21/1965
50H02505 08-01




Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Hark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0001 05-01
FORGING
Aluminum Alloy FarMings, Premium Qualitvi
Heat Treated, Specification for, 03/31/64t
Amendment lv 09108164 QPL-144-1t 07126/65
MSFC-SPEC-144B 08-01
Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy 0
Bare_ Shape_ end FarMings /Premium
Quality/, Specification fort 05/15/63,
Amendment 4, 08/191661QPL-145-1 t 02116166
MSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
FORKLIFT
Inspecting, Testing, and Certifying Fixed and
Mobile Cranes, Forklifts, Mobile Personnel
Tovers: end Auxiliary Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
FORR
Veioht Documentation Fore Completion, Space
Vehicle ! Procedure for 10/X0/1962
NSFC-PRQC-208A 08-01
Microfilm Logging Form Completion, HSFC
Microfilming Program Support, Procedure for
06/24/1963
NSFC-PROC-228A 08-01
Maintenance and Use of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration -Plight Research




Deep Space Nmtvork Teletype Format, 7122164
BCC-50305-GEH 11-01
Specification for a Computer Format Control
Buffer vith T'iwe Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Data, 2/01/66
ZPP-2OgO-GEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Dater 1/24/64
ZPP-2092-GEN 11-01
Standard Format'for Coding b_ Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Data, 9/08164
ZPP-2093-GEN-A 11-01
Genmrml Specification Stnndmrd Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data e 11/30/66
ZPP-2094-GEN-A 11-01
FORMATTER
Data Formatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0041 05-01
FORMATTING
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Test end Formatting System
S-653-P-1 05-01
FORMICA
Formica Gram Smooth Vinyl
8-533-P-0038 05-01
FORMING
Specification for a Beam Forming Matrix
8-525-P-0033 05-01
Specification for a Beam-Forming Matrix
/Sixty-Four Beams/
S-525-P-0036 05-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ end Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehicle, Specification for
08/1311963
95M01301 08-01
Hwdraullc Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center
Pieces for S-IC Stage of Saturn V Vehicle,
Specification for 08/13/1963
95M01400 08-01
Tube, Forming, Standard for 06/23/1960
10419959 08-01
FOUNDATION
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition FncilitN,
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01




Shipping end Container end Combined Supporting
Framework and Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optical Systems Containers
5-623-0A0-0014 05-01
FREE
Gvroscopet Free, Miniature, Tmo Axis
GSFC-ACS-O01 05-01
FREESPACE




Frequency Modulation Subcerrler Discriminator
ESD-106032 09-03
Radio Frequency Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106035 09-03
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Lom
Frequency Accelerometerl Performance Design
end Product Configuration Requirements,
11103/66
KSC-SPEC-M-O001 10-01
Specification for Modular Enclosures, Radio
Frequencg Interference Shielded, 01/21164
KSC-E-153F 10-01
Enclosures, Modular Shielded, Radio Frequency
Interference, Specification for 07/05/1963
HSFC-SPEC-331 08-01
Determination of Voltage Controlled 'Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization Notuorkt Procedure
for, 04/09/65
HSFC-PROC-359 08-01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Very Lom Frequency Satellite
S-320-FR-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequenc_ Modulation
Simulator
5-521-P-2 05-01
Specification for • Universal Comb-Filter
Prooessing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Tmlnmetr¥ Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Prooeseing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signnla at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01





Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Haterial for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-,625-P-0007 03-01
Sp_cificetions for Frequency Synthesizer
S-530-P-0011 05-01
Specifications for Frequency Modulation
Honitor and Deviation Meters
S-530-P-0022 05-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-0027 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specifications- Frequency Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix I to Exhibit A/
S-531-RR-0032 06-01
Installation of Power and Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0012 05-01
Performaoom Specification on Radio Frequency
Power Monitor
5-553-P-0016 05-01
Pmrfornanee Specification on Apollo Precision
Frequency Source
S-553-P-0028 05-01
Exhibit A, Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-gstt/lO Kilowatt Ultra High
Frequency Command System
S-553-P-0029 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
System, Type I Single Channel: Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver, Type
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver, Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 05-01
Eight Channel Radio Frequency Multicoupler
S-553-P-6 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-O006 05-01
Specification for Frequency Hodulated 5 Watt,
400 Hegacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0001_ 05-01
Radio Frequency Shielded Enclosure
S-636-P-5 05-01
Radio Frequency Susceptibility/Electrical
Systems Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-HI-0022 05-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Shielded
Enclosure
S-672-P-1 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, and Low Power Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEH 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Low
Frequency Inductors and Transformers,
4/22/66
ZPQ-2437-GEN 11-01
Frequency Modulation System Test Oscillator,
Specification, 07/15/64 /PR 26764-1/
10-03
Laboratory Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator Svstem,
Simmonds Model 462320, Unit 2, 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
Low-Noise, High Gain Radio Frequency
Preamplifier System, 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
10--03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Poeer Divider, 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Radio
Frequency Micro-Voltmeter, 03/05/65
/PR 56941-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Oscillator, 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
10-03
Minimum Snllent Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Signsl_ Generator, 03/10/65
/PR 90134-1/ 10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator 3ystesr- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System, Addendum A,
/PR 03347-1/ 10-03
Procurement Spe¢Iflcstlo_ for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Telemetry Receiver
10-03
Radio Frequency Converter System, 10/22/64
/K-EF3-64-8/ 10-03
Radio Frequency Neveguldn/Coax Equipment
05-01
Specifications for FreqUency Counter, 07/22/64
/PR 30910/ 10-03
Specifications for Ultra High Frequency
Amplitude Modulated/Frequency Modulntion
Signal Generator 10-03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
SuU©arrier Oscillator, High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
Technical Exhibit for Frequency Modulation/
Frmqumnav Nodulntlon Dmmultlplmxing
Equipment 10-03
Technl, cal Exhibit for Lom Distortion Radio
Frequency Hulticoupler, 01/14/65
/PR 49717-1/ 10-03
TechnLcal Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequency Signals 10-03
Technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency
Antenna System, 12/30/64 /PR 49002-1/
10-03
Frequency Changer, Static, 1S-Kilowatt,
120/20S-Volt, 3-Phase, 400-Cycles Per
Second, Specification for, 07/01/64
40H00201D 08-01
Frequency Divider, Specification for
12/09/1964
50MSOOO3A 03-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertz, Checkout Procedure for,
11/07/1963
50H80024 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertz, Specification for,
10/08/1963
50H60025 08-01
Radio Frequency Assembly_ Pulse Code
Hodulated, Model CT-19B, Specification for,
07/15/64, EO-1, 04/07/65, EO-2, 05/17/655
EO-3, 07/15/65, + EO-4, 07/24/65, EO-5,
01/05/66, EO-6, 07/06/66
50M60029A 08-01
Amplifier, Power, Radio Frequency,
Specification for, 04/12/65, EO-I, 06/07/65,
EO-2, 07/15/65¢ EO-3, 07/15/65, EO-4,
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50M60034C 08-01
Transmitter, Telemetry, Solid State, Frequency
Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification fort 02/09/66, EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2, 07/15/65, EO-3, 07/15/65, EO-4,
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50NSOO39B 08-01
Radio Frequency Assembly, Model 1,
Specification for_ 06/22/66
50N60071B 08-01
Transmitter, Telemetry, Vacuum Tube or Hybrid,
Frequency Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification for, 07/08/64, EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2, 07/15/65, EO-3, 07/15/65, EO-4,
10/05/659 EO-5, 01/05/66, EO-6, 07/06/66
50M60072A 08-01
Demultiplexer, Single Sidebend Frequency
Modulated, Specification for 12/02/1963
50M60078 08-01
Radio Frequency Assembly, Hodel 11,
Specification far, 08/31/66
50M600850 08-01
Demultiplexer, Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated, Specification for, 01/22/65
50MSOO92A 08-01





Antenna Assembly. Offset Doppler Frequencvt
Nodal 40St Specification for 03/18/1965
50N60134 08-01
Antenna Svstea9 0ffset Doppler Frequency.
Transmitting. Hodel 405. Checkout Procedure
_or 11/04/1964
50H60135 08-01
Antenna Assembly. Offset Doppler Frequencvt
Nodal 404t Specification for 03/18/1965
50N60136 08-01
Antenna S_stee. Offset Doppler Frequency
Receiving Nodal 404t Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50H60137 08-01
Transmitter. Telemetry. Solid State. Frequency
Hodulated /Very High Frequency/t
Specification for. 12/10/64. EO-lt 05/17/65.
EG-2. 10/05/65. EO-3. 07/15/65. EO-4.
01/05/66. EO-Bt 07/06/66
50H60230 08-01
Transistor. PNP Dual-Chip Differential,
High Frequency, Type SP494, Specification
for. 03/24/659 EO-lt 04/13/66
60H60235 08-01
Radio Frequency Teleeetrv Assemblies, Pulse
Code Hodulated. Specification fort
11/17/66
50NSO263A 08-01
Acceleronetert Lom Frequencyt Vibration.
Specification For 03/26/1965
50N60277 08-01
Couplert Radio FrequencV Telemetry.
Specification for. 01/01/66
50NSO278A 08-01
Radio Frequencg Assemblv, Hodel III,
Telemetryt Pulse Code Modulated t Ultra
High Frequency, Specification for, 9/09/66
60H80320 08-01
Transmitter. Telemetry. Frequencv Noduletedt
Ultra High Frequency, Specification for,
9109166
50N60321 08-01
Power Amplifier. Radio Frequency. 860 HHz,
Qualification Test Procedure for. 7/22/66
50H60331 08-01
Coupler. Radio Frequencyt Telemetry.
Specification fort 9/01/66
50H60394 08-01
Flight Equipment. Radio Frequency System.




Harking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Panels, and Rack Title
Plates. Standard for 05/22/1964
HSFC-STD-275A 08-01
FUEL
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxygen.
Fuel, and Pneumatic Svsteemt Specification
for. 04/16/62t Amendment 4t 07/17/64
NSFC-SPEC-164 08-01
Rocket Fuel. RP-19 Specification for
06/28/1965
HSFC-SPEC-342A 08-01
Valve Assembly. Hale Fuel. /H-1 Rocket
Engine/. Reliability Test Requlreeents
05/06/1961
10N01001 08-01
Blender Unit Assemblyt Fuel Additive, /H-1
Rocket Engine/t Reliability Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10N01002 08-01
Duct. Fuel. High Pressure. H-1 Rocket
Enginet Reliability Test Requireeents
04/14/1951
10N01003 08-01
Line. Fuel Bootstrep9 H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
10H01013 08-01
Heater Aaaemblv. Fuel Additive Blender Unit.
H-1 Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01016 08-01
Hose. Assembly. Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine. Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10H01023 08-01
Control Valve. Fuel Container Pressurizing.
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10N01025 08-01
Pressure Switch. Fuel Container. Rellebilitv
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10H01036 08-01
Switch. Assembly. Fuel Step Pressuret
Reliabilitv Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10N_1046 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Fill and Drain,
Rell_bllitg Test Requirements 04/0411961
10H01052 08-01
Switch Amseeblv. Fuel Level. Reliability Test
Requireeents 05115/1961
10H01058 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01060 08-01
Fuel Safety Velvet Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01061 08-01
Valve Asseeblvt Preliminary Fuel, Reliability
Test Requirements 04104/1961
10fl01062 08-01
Valve Asmeeblv. Fuel Level Control.
Specification for 08/09/1961
10HOlOTOA 08-01
Valve_ Fuel Safety, Specification for
06/21/61. EO-1 12/10/61, EO-2 02/20/62t
EO-3 05125/62. EO-4 10102/62
10NO1073A 08-01
Check Valve. Fuel9 H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10H01365 08-01
Cover Sheet to He,shall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxygen. Fuel. and Pneumatic Systems/
08/27/1963
10NO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet for Harshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxygen, Fuel, and Pneumatic Systems/
06/26/1964
10H01702 08-01
Smitch Assenblvt Pressure. Fuel Pressurizing.
Specification for 06/16/1963
10H01736 08-01
Velvet Fuel, Safe'v, Containers, Specification
for_ 06/08/60, EO-1 11/29/61
10419923 08-01
Switch, Pressure, Fuel Container,
Specification for 01/15/1962
10419936A 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Fill and Drain,
Specification for, 12/20/60 EO-lt 04118161,
EO-2, 02102/62
10419937 08-01
Velvet Fuel Vent9 Specification for.
12/15/60. EO-lt 04/28/61
10419938 08-01
Valve Assembly. Fuel Level Control.
Specification fort 12/28/60. EO-1. 02/19/62
104_9947 08-01
smirch Assembly. Fuel Step Pressure.
Specification fort 06/07/61. EO-1. 11/01/61.
E0-2. 01/25/62
10419955 08-01
Valve. Control. Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Specification for. 04/17/61. EO-2; 01/24/62
10419972 08-01
FUNCTION
Logic Functions, Symbols and Oeflnltlonst
Standard fort 06122164. Notice It 07130164.
Amendment It 03/08/65
NSFC-STD-353 08-01
Nininun Salient Charscterlsit©s for Function
Generatort 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
10-03
FUNCTIONAL
Instructions for Prepmrstion of Design Criteria
and Functional Requirements. IInterin/.
02134165
KSC-STD-8 10-01
Functional Specification for Date S_stee
S-SO0-P-O015 05-01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-500-P-0020 06-01
Functional SpecifLcation for Broad-Band Ground
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Antenna for Satellite Command System
S-523-P-0001 05-01
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0001 05-01
Functional Specification for 136 Megacycle and




Electrically-Driven X-¥ Mount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0004 05-01
Functional Specification for Hydraulicallg
Driven X-Y Pedestal and Servo Positioning
Sgstem
S-525-P-0005 05-01
Functional Specification for High Power
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment
5-525-P-0024 05-01
Functional Specifications for Bmtterv-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0028 05-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-0029 05-01
FURNACE
Versatile Crystal Growing Furnace_ 07/30165
ERC/FR-IO003 12-01
FURNISHED
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Hardmare_ 2/15/65
DOO-lO25-GEN • 11-01
Requirements for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-EF3-GES-2/ 10-03
FURNISHING
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Rotor-Generator Set at MoJave Station
S-532-P-0036 05-01
FbSE
Specification for Solid State Current Lfmiter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0139 05-01




Welding_ Fusion, Shielded Arc9 Missile
Components_ Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-W-45 08-01
_eldingt Fusion t Specification for 01/1611963
NSFC-SPEC-135 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Hagnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/_
4/09/65
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Ueldingt Fusion, Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum Alloy Plate_ 2219 For Y Ring,
Procedure for, 02/01/83_ EO-1 03/27/63
10HO1648B 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant





Gages, Measuring Devlcese Instrumental Test




Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsvstem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/_ 2/06/67
HVX-50832-FAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Tvpe
AppPoval Testing Radio Subsgstem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/9 2/06/67
HVX-5063?-TAT 11-01
Low-Noise, High Gain Radio Frequenev
Preamplifier Svstem, 03/25/84 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
GALACTIC
Galactic Noise-Batterv Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0113 05-01





Specifications for Galvanometer Driver
Amplifier Unit /PR 14366/
10-03
GAP
Gap Welding of Electrical Circuits 06/11/1965
NSFC-PROC-429 08-01
GARI_ENT
Clean Room Garmentnt Specification for
MSC-SPEC-C-2A 09-03
Pressure Garment Asseablv Cleanliness
NSC-SPEC-C-15 09-03
GAS
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas Sgstem, 10107/63
GMV-5OOO3-GEN 11-01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen_ Helium_ and Hvdrogen
Systems at Complex 39, 06107186
KSC-C-182 10-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Searing Gas Supply and Slosh
Meamuring Systems: 08/10/86
MSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Carbon Tetrachloride_ Scrubber Method for
Analysis of Condensible Hvdroearbun
Contamination in Compressed Gases_
Proeedure forp 01/18/63, Amendment 1,
05/23/63
MSFC-PROC-245 08-01
Argon Gas /Melding/9 Specification for
10/09/1984
MSFO-SPEC-363 08-01
Gases, Drying and Preservationt Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Methods_ Procedure for
10/20/1964
MSFC-PROC-404 08-01
Film, Transparent_ Plastic_ LOX Coupatible_
Gas and Contamination Bartlett 8/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-456 08-01
Switchgear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for MoJave Site
S-532-P-13 05.01
Generator Aasemblvt Gas, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Rell.abilit_ Test Requirements 05/01/1961
IOM01005 08-01
Regulator and Heater Assemblv_ Gas Searing t
Gas Supplv_ ST-90, Specification for
01/_5/63 , E0-2 03127163
lONO1446A 08-01
Generator9 Gas Assemblv, Reliability Test
Requirements 08/25/1961
10M01449 08-01
Regulator and Heater Assembly1 Gas Bearing
Gas Supplvv Specification for, 05/13/64_
EO-2 07/07164 , EU-3 08/25/64t EO-4
01/19/65, EO-5, 10/13/65
10M016818 08-01
Hazardous Gas Analvzer System, General
Design, Operation, and Sampling
Requirements, Specification for_ 2/09/66
10M01812 08-01
Leak Meter Assenblv_ Hot Gas Measuring,
Speclfloatlon for t 02127/66
SOM60089A 08-01
Cleanliness Levelst Cleaning and Inspection
Prooedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring S_stems,




Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
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Gaseous Hitrogent Helium, and Hgdrogen
Systems ct Complex 39t 06107/66
KSC-C-182 10-01
Leak Hater Assemblyt Gaseous Oxygen
Heaaurlngt Specification fort 02/17/66
50H600668 08--01
Leak Reter Asseeblvt Gaseous Hydrogen
Heasurlngt Specification fort 03/08/66
50HSOOTgA 08-01
GASOLINE




Digital Gate Rack Assemblgt Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition




Pulse Code Modulation Subcommutatort
Portable Data Gathering Sgstem
ESD-106115 09-03
GAUGE
Cablet Electricalt 2 Conductort Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4t Butvl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for t 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1B 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 2 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20 t Polgethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 3 Conductort Unahieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6t Butvl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/38 08-01
Cablet Eiectrlcalt 3 Conductor, Unahieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size lOt Butyl Rubber
Insulated t Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/48 08-01
Cable t Electricalt 4 Conductort Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 8t Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/6S 08-01
Cable 9 Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braid t American Wire Gauge
Size 12_ Polvethglene Insulatedt
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/78 08-01
Cablet Eiectricalt 4 Conductort Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size lOt Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-33_/88 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6, Butvl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/98 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 4 Conductort Unshielded,
American Vlre Gauge Size 20t Polvethvlene
Insulated t Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/10D 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 10 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/11B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 18 Conductort Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polvethvlene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/128 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 19 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polvethglene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/13B 08-01
Cublet Electricalt 39 Conductort Unshieldmdt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 and 20 t
Polgath¥1ene Insulatedt Specification fort
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/14D 08--01
Cablet Electrlcalt 39 Conductort Unshieldad,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polvethylane
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/158 08-01
Cable, Elactrlcalt 60 Conductort 20 Triple
Tmiatmd and Shielded t American Hire Gauge
Size 20t Polvethglene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/16B 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 60 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Mire Gauge
Size 20t Polvethglene Insulntedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/17B 08-01
Cablet Electrical,-61 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polgethglene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/18B 08-01
Cable¢ Electricalt 2 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 1at Polveth21ene
Insulatodt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/198 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 3 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Rite Gauge Size 18t Polgeth¥1ene
Insulatedt Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/20B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 3 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Mire Gauge Size 8t Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/2_B 08-01
Cable¢ Electricalt 4 Conductort Unshimldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polgeth¥1ene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPF_-332/22B 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 4/0,
Butgl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 12t Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/24B 08-01
Cable,-Electricnlt 4 Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 1/Of
Butvl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08130168
MSFC-SPEC-332/258 08-01
Ceblet Electrical, 4 Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 4t
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 4 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 6,
ButvI Rubber Inmulatedt Specification fort.
08130168
HSFC-SPEC-332/278 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Mire Gauge Size 8t
Dutv! Rubber Inmulatedt Specification fort
o813o166
HSFO-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 5 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 1St Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/29B 08-01
Cable t Electricalt 6 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Hire Gauge Size ISt Polgethylene
Insulatedt Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/30B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 7 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieidedt American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polvethylene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/31B 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 7 Conductort I Unahieldedt
3 Pair Tvlsted and Shieldedt American Wire
Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber Insulntedt
Specification left 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/32D 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 7 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 8t
Butvl Rubber Insmlatedt Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/338 08-01
Cablat Electricalt 8 Conductort Overall
Shioldedt American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polvmthylena Inmulatedt Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/34D 08-01
Cablat Elactricalt 8 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 20t
Polvethvlane Insulatedt Specification for t
08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/35B 08-01
Cable, Eimctrlcalt 10 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Hire Gauge Size 16t
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Polgethglene Inuuluted_ Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/368 08-01
Cubist Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Tuisted and Shielded_ Overall Shielded_
_merican Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polvethglene
lnsulated_ Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18t PolMethvlene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/388 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 19 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded_ American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polveth_lene Insulated,
Specification tory 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/39B 08-01
Cablel Electricalt 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and lnsulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polgethglene Insulsted_ Specification fort
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/408 08-01
Cublet Electricalt 37 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polwethwlmne
Insulatedt Specification fort 08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/418 08-01
Cmblet Electrlcelt 36 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polvethylene Insulated_
Specification for9 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/428 08-01
Cable, Electricait 37 Conductor_ Unuhielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12_ Polvethglene
Insulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/43B 08-01
Cablet Electricsl_ 40 Conductort 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Xnsulatedt American
Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/445 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 46 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tulsted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polvethglene Insulated9 Specification for_
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/458 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcalt 47 Conductor_ 1 Pair
Teisted Shielded and Insulated t 4 Quad
Tmistud Shielded and Insulated t 29
Unuhialded t American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12t
and 18, Polvethvlene and Butgl Rubber
MSFC-SPEC-33_/46B 08-01
Ceblet Electrical, 47 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Braid, Aaerlcan Wire Gauge
Size 8_ 12t and 16, Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Xnuuleted_ Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/478 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcal_ 60 Conductor_ Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Pol_ethvlene
lnsulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/48B 08-01
Cubist Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polvethglene Insulated_
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/49B 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 60 Conductort Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size lot Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/505 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 60 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 16_ Polvethylene Insulated,
Specification for9 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/618 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 60 Conductor_ 15 Single
Conductor Shlelded t 18 Pair Tmisted end
Shielded t end 3 Triple Tmisted end Shieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polvethglene
lnsulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/528 08-01
Cmble_ Electricelt 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Braidt American Wire Gauge
Size let Polvethglene Insulatedt
Speciftcetion fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcalt 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polvethvlene
Insulated t Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFQ-SPEC-332/578 08-01
Cable_' Electrical_ 60 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shlelded_ Overall Shielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 14_ Polvethvlene
Insulated Speci_ication for_ 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/58B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 60 Conductor, Overall
Shimldedt American Wire Gauge Size 14t
Po_veth¥1ene Inmulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/59B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 60 Conductor_ 15 Quad
Tmlsted and Shl®Idedt Overall Shlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polveth¥1ene
Insulate<t Speclficmti_u fort 08/30166
MSFG-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable_ Electricel_ 60 Conductor_ 30 Pair
T_isted and Shielded, American _ire Gauge
Size 2Of Polvethvlmno Insuletedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFO-$PEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable, Elmctricel_ 21 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braidt American Wire Gauge
Size 8t But¥1 Rubber Inuulated_
Specification fort 08130186
MSFO-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size l/Or Butyl Rubber lnuulatedt
Specification for, 06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cuble_ Electrical_ 5 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 12_
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for_
08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cable_ Electrica]_ 8 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polveth_lene
Insulated e Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/68B 08-01
Cablet Electrical_ 10 Conductor_ Unuhielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethvlene
lnsulated_ Specification for_ 08/30/66
MSFG-SPEC-332/67B 08-01
Cable_ Electrlcel_ 3 Conductor_ Unuhielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethglene
Insuluted_ Speclficatioa for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cuble_ Electricelt 54 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polgethglene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/69B 08-01
Cable, Etectricelt 6 Conductort Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Pol_ethvlene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/705 08-01
Cables Electrical_ 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgethgleue Insulated_ Spmclficatlon for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/71B 08-01
Cab|e_ Electrics]_ 15 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polvethvlene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/728 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 13 Conductort Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 16 t
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/738 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 13 Conductor_ Unshielded,
Aaerican Wire Gauge Size 20t Pol_ethvlene
lnsulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/74B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 18 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polveth¥1ene Insulatedt Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/758 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 60 Conductort Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 20_





Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and I Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/798 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/808 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/818 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16 t
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30168
NSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable, £1ectric81e 32 Conductor, Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for 08130/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/84B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, Aserlcan Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130168
MSFC-SPEC-332/870 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded w American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethwlene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-3321888 08-01
Cablel Electrical9 2 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/898 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 2 Conductor9 Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 1/09 Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/908 08-01
Cable, Electricalj 3 Conductor9 Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 169 Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/918 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332192B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 6 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated9 S_ecificatlon for 08130168
HSFC-SPEC-332/93B 08-01
Cable9 Electrlcal9 4 Conductor, Unahielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08130168
NSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 169 Polgethylene Insulated 9
Specification for, 08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/95A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 169 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/96A 06-01
Cable, Electrical9 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/97A 06-01
Cable9 Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulsted_ Specification for
08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polvethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08130166
NSFQ-SPEC-332/1008 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/86
RSFQ-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded9 American Rite Gauge Size 14,
Polyethglene Insulated9 Specification for
08130/66
MSFC--SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable, Eiectrical_ 48 Conductor, 12 quad
Tuisted Shielded Insulated9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
HSFQ-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor9 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFG-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Pol2ethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
NSFG-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFQ-SPEC-332/107A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Yire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethwlene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/108A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 40 Conductor9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polgethylene Ineulatedl Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/109A 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated 9 Specification for
08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable,-Electrical9 30 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Pol_ethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/1_lA 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 3 Conductor9 Unshielded,
American Rite Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated 9 Specification for 08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/1L2A 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 3 Conductor, Unshieidedt
American Mire Gauge Size 149 Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08130166
NSFG-SPEC-332/1L38 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 3 Conductor0 Unshielded,
American Uire Gauge Size 29 Butyl Rubber
Insulatmdw Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1148 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene lnaulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFG-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Onshielded,
American Ulre Gauge Size 2/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulated9 Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01





Temperature Gauge Assenblgt Theraistor_ Type
119 Specification for 04/14/1965
50R6OO89A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseablvt Resistance_ Type
_79 Specification for 03/02/1966
50N60181 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assenblvt Thermistor9 Type
15_ Specification for 04/20/1965
50N60212 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assenblvt Resistance Type 39
Specification for 06/28/1965
50N60213 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseablvt Thernistor9 Type
139 Specification for 05/03/1965
50R60214A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseabl¥t Resistance Type
109 Specification for 11/13/1964
50M60215 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assemblgt Thermistor Type
189 Specification for 04/21/1965
50N60216A 06-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly9 Thurmocouplet Type
359 Specification for 03/19/1965
50H60234 08-01
Temperature Gauge Aenemblyt Thormoconplmt Type
559 Specification for9 06/10/65
50N60304A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly9 Thereocouple9 Type
549 Specification for9 6/10/65
50N60309 08-01
GEAR
Carnarvon9 Australia Switch Gear Specification
S-532-P-0034 05-01
GEIGER-NUELLER




Countdown Generator/Computer Interface Unit
ES1)-105089 09-03
136 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0412 05-01
400 Negacvc|e Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0414 05-01
1700Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0416 05-01
Specification for Random-Noise Generator
S-530-P-0026_ 05-01
Specification for Pulse Sueep and Time Delay
Generators
S-530-P-0028 05-01
Specification fur Installation of two 350
Kilowatt Diesel-Generator Sets and Related
Equipaent_ MoJave Station
S-632-P-0030 05-01
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Hater-Generator Set at HoJave Station
S-532-P-0036 05-01
Specification for Hodifications to Switehgear9
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets_ Data Acquisition Facillty_
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Power
Plant
S-532-P-0039 05-01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0040 05-01
Suitchgenr and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-1 05-01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokea
Park Station9 Hawaii
S-532-P-6 05-01
Bermuda Smitchgear and Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-8 05-01
Switchoear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for NoJave Site
S-532-P-13 05-01
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quite t Ecuador
5-532-P-26 05-01
Nlnlaum Salient Characterlsitcs for Function
Generator_ 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
10-03
Nlnieum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequencv Signni Generator, 03/10/66
/PR 90134-1/ 10-03
Specification for Video Test Generator9
04/08/65 /PR 96679-1/ 10-03
Specification for Voltage Controlled
Generator, 11/25/64 /PR 44000-1/
10-03
Specifications for Digital Display Generator
10-03
Specifications for Pulse Generator
10-03
Specifications for Time Code Generator
10-03
Specifications for Ultra High Frequenc_
Amplitude Modulated/Frequency Nodulatlon
Signal Generator 10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Telemetry Calibration
Generatort 04/29/65 /PR 96730-3/
10-03
Generator AssmmbIyt Gear H-1 Rocket Engine9
Reliability Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10M01005 06-01
Generator9 Gas Aseemblvt Reliability Test
Requirements 08/25/1981
10H01449 08-01
Hater Generator Set9 3-Phaset 120/208-Voltt
400-Cycles Per Second9 60-Kilowatt9
Specification for 08/19/1964
40NOOEO2A 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Field-
Pouer Equipment 60 Cycles Per Second
EngLne Generator Set9 6/11/62
8909-GEN-A 11-01
gEOPHYSICAL
Specifications fo_ Orbiting Geophysical
Observator_ Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0005 05-01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital




Gimbal Assemblv9 H-I Rocket Engine9
Reliability Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10R_1004 08-01
GIMBALED
Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Haunting
S-731-P-25 05-01




Capacitor9 Flxed_ Glass Dielectric9 High




Established Reliability9 Specification for
07/20/64, Rarshall Space Flight Center-
QPL-400-1 04/19/65
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed 9 Glass-Dielectric9 Style
ECY 109 Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/1A 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed9 Glass-Dielectric9 Style
ECY 159 Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFU-SPEC-4OOA/2A 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed9 Glass-Dielectric9 Stvle
ECY 20_ Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFG-SPEC-4OOA/SA 08-01
Capacitorst Fixed9 Glass-Dielectric9 St¥1e
ECY 309 Established Reliability 07/20/1964
HSFO-SPEC-4OOA/4A 08-01
Visual Inspection Requirements for Glass
Encased Diodes
S-323-P-3 05-01
Clotht Glassy Leached9 Fluorocarbon






Coating Compounds9 Ceramic Enamel and Gold9
153
gRADE SUBJECT INDEX
Preparation and Application. Specification
for 04/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75--Silver 22-Nickel 5/,
Wire Strip, Sheet, end Rod, Specification
re4-, 10/29/63, EO-1 01/08/64
_0M01753 08-01
Gold, Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/9 Wire, Strip.
Sheet9 end Rod. Specification fort 10/21/63,
EO-1 01/08/64
10N01754 08-01
Palladium AIIov /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold 1g-Platinum lO-Zinc 1/,
Wire. Sheet. Strip and Rod. Specification
fort 11/07/638 EO-1 01/06/64
10H01755 08-01
Golds Silvery Platinue AIIov /Gold sg-silver
2S-Platinum 6/, Stripe Sheets Tubing, and
Rode Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01757 08-01
Gold. Silvery Zinct Platinums Copper Aliog
/Gold 7h5-Sllver 4.S-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Stripy Sheet, Tubing,
end. Rod, Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Gold, Platinum AlloM /Gold 9S-Platinum 2/
Stripy Sheets Tubing. end Rode
Specification for 12/31/1963
10N01759 08-01
Golds 10 Carets /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/, Sheet: Strip, Rod. and
Tubing, Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01764 08-01




Nitrogen, Instrument Grade, Specification for
09/21/1964
NSFC-SPEC-233A 08-01




An Engineering Hodel Gravity Gradient
Subsvstee
8-731-P-31 06-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient




Graphical Svmb_ls for Dreuings- Part 19
Electrical and Logic Svnbols, 02/01/64
KSC-STD-152-1 10-01




Ueight Csnter-of-Gravltve Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Niebus A Prototvpa Spacecraft
S-660-NI-OOO3 05-01
An Engineering Model Gravitv Gradient
Subsvstsn
S-731-P-31 06-01
Regulator Asseablve 700 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravitv. Reliabilitv Test
Requirements, 03/31/1961
10M01042 08-01
Pressure Sultch. 1476 Pounds Per Square Inch
Grevitv, OKe Reliability Test
Requirements, 04/06/1961
lOHO1049 08-01
Valve Assseblv. Pressure Rsliaf. 750 Pounds




Formica Grav Smooth Vinvl
S-663-P-0038 05-01
GROUND
Research end Developeent Quelltv Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipment.
6102166
GHO--SOSSS-GEN 11-01
Failure Effect Aneivsls of Ground Support
Equlpasnte 02f03/65
KSC-STD-118 lO-Ol
Bonds end Grounds Cleaning. Testing end
Protections 04/26/66
KSC-B-155 10-01
Marking of Ground Support Equipment. 10/01/64
KSC-STD--169 lO-Ol
Apollo Spacecraft Intelgreted Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
NS CoASPO-'GORP-4 09--03
Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
EnvLronmental Criteria and Test
Specification
NSC-GSE-1B 09-03
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-653-P-15 05-01
Saturn IB end Saturn V Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test end
Documentation Plan, Procedure for, 3/23/66
10H01811 08-01
Accumulator, S-IC Ground Hydraulic.
Specification for. 8/26/66
10H01819 08-01
Relevs, DC, Hermeticallv Sealed, Established
RelLsbllit¥ for Spsee Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipments Specification, 10/01/68
401437496 05-01
Tape Recorder/Reproducer Asseablv, Ground




Bonding and Grounding Standard. 06/17/66
KSC-STD-140A 10-01
Grounding Svstem Requires.ate for Satellite




Telemetr V end Command Antenna Group
S-625-REL-O 141 05-01
GROUING
Versatile Crystal Growing Furnaces 07/30/65
ERC/FR-IO003 12-01
GUIDANCE
Commercial Equipment for Usa in Ground
Support Equipment. Guidance and Control
5vstees, 10/16/63. Amendment 1-A. 9/09/64
GHG--30614-GEN-A 11-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specifioetion for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Goddal_d Expsrieent Package
S-623-OAn-OO03 05-01
GUIDE
Guide for the Preparation of Specifications.
10/02/64
KSC-G-IO0 10-01
Technical Writing Guide, Procedures.







Three Axis Rate G_ro Package
S-731-P-16A 05-01












School of Relisbllltg end Quelitv Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7
Insulation of Motel Rocket Motor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gerd Hatarials /Hand Lavup,
Cure In-Place Method/e g/07/648
RmendRnt 1, 11/19/64
GMO-SO36_--GEN







Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Wire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01




School of Reliability and Qunlitv Assurnnce
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7 02-01
Saturn Technical Information Handbook,
Preparation end Publication of, Standard for
06/21/1965
10HO1762A 08-01
Handbook, Saturn IB Vehicle, Preparation and
Publication of, Standard for, 4/06/66
10H01815 08-01
HANDLING
Hydraulic Systems Components and Hvdraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning,
Testing, and Handling, Procedure for
08/18/1966
HSFC-PROC-IS6C 08-01
Prnservntiont Packaging, Handling, and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipment, General Standard for
03/09/1968
HSFC-STD-343 08-01
Flared Tube Fittings, Handling, Protection,
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/1 06-01
Valves and Control Devices, Handling,
Protectlont and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protection,
Handling_ and Packaging of 03/09/1966
NSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Specification for Pulse Code Hodulstion
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-P-0014 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCH-DHE Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05--01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Ground Handling end Facilities
S-623-0A0--0006 05-01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52
S-530-UK-0075 05-01
Test Speclflc_tlon and Operators Manual-
Ground Handling Equipment, United
Kingdoa-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-530-UK-0098 05-01
Four Hillion Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator uith Bean Handling S_stem
S-716-P-7 05-01
Handling of HI-REL, Preferred_ or Screened
Electronic Component Parts_ 8/23/63
ZPP-2021-GEN 11-01
Sling, Instrument Unit Container Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01770 08-01
Sling, Instrument Unit Segment Hsndling_
Specification for 02/24/1954
10H01771 08-01
Sling_ Assembled Instrument Unit Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01772 08-01
Ring-Segment, Instrument Unit Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01773 08-01
Container_ Special Handling and Protective,
for Saturn XB and Saturn V Instrument
Unit, Specification for 02/24/1964
10M01774 08-01
Harking of Ground Support Equipment for
Handling Purposes, Standard for 01/28/1965
10M01801 08-01
HANDSET
Specification for Sound Pouered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset - Hicrophonn
10-03
HARDENING
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of




Cable and Harness Asscmblins_ Electrical,
Missile Svstnns, General Specification for
1211511gs9
ABNA-PD-C-711A 08-01
Deep Spucb Instrumentation Facilit¥,
Hanufucturing R&quirements, Cables and
Harness, 4/06/66
DOS-891S-GEN-B 11-01




Functional Specifications for Batterv-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-625--P-0028 05-01
HAZARDOUS
Environmental Protection mhun using Electrical
Equipment mithln the Areas of Saturn
Complexes nhara Hazardous Areas Exist,
Proaednrn for, 03/06/61, EO--1 03/20/62
IONOlOTI 08-01
Hazardous Gee Analyzer System, General
DosLgn, Operation, and Sampling
Requirements, Specification For, 2/09/66
lOHOl81_ 08-01
HEAD
Aluminum Drum, TVpo 42D_ Double-Head




RelaM_ General Purpose, 28 Volts_ Direct
Currant_ 2 Pole Double Throe, 2At Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Hounting, S2GP-8-59A_ 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/SgA 08-01
Helag_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/t 28
Volts: Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-lag
Side Header Mounting, S2LP-8-69A9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
HEADSET
Specification for Sound Powered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset - Microphone
10-03
HEAT
Aluminum Allov Forgings, Premium Qualit¥9
Heat Treated, Specification for, 03/31/54,
Amendment 1, 09/08/64 QPL-144-1t 07/26/65
HSFO--SPEC-144B 08-01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stabilized/_ TVpo 321 and 347_
Specification for 04/23/1963
HSFO-SPEC-248 08-01
Tubing, Heat Heactive_ Installation ofw
Prouedure for 04/19/1963
MSFC-PROC-273 08-01
Tubing, Heat Reactive, Specification for
02/17/1965
HSFO-SPEC-276A 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cubles_ Procedure for
08/24/1964
HSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-539-P-0003 05-01
Specification for u Radioisotope Heat Source
Evaluation
S-630-P-0134 05-01
Heat Sterilizatioq Test Program for
Electronic Coeponent Parts, 11/04/56
ZPP-2100-GEN-A 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts, 7/26/65
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/65
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
Curtains, Heat Shield, Flexible, Acceptance_
Speclficstion for9 03/09/62_ EO-1 08/03/62
10HG1591 08-01





Taper Heat-Rmflmctivmt Pressure Sensitive,
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth,
Specification fort 02/23/62t EO-1 08/03/62,
EO--2 09/25/62
10N01597 08-01
Heat Sink, Connection Compound, Specification
for 11/15/1963
50H60033 08-01
Calorimeter Assemblvt Total Heat, Hembrane
Type, Specification for 12/01/1964
50H60218 08-01
Valve, Chock, Heat Exchanger t Specification
fort 05/02/60t EO-7 05/07/62
10419903 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Heater Aesembl¥9 Fuel Additive Blender Unit.
H-I Rocket Engine, Rellsbilit¥ Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10M01016 08-01
Heater Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/29/1961
10N01045 08-01
Regulator end Heater Aseembl¥, Gas Bearing,
Gas Suppl¥, ST-90, Specification for
01/25/63, EU-2 03/27/63
10HO1446A 08-01
Regulator and Heater Assenbl¥, Gas Searing
Gas Supplv, Specification fort 05/13/64,
EO-2 07/07/64t EO-3 08/25/64, EU-4
01/19/65, EO-5, 10/13/65
10MO1681B 08-01




Haterlalt Unfired. Ceramic. Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heating, H-31,




Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium, and Hydrogen
S2stems at Complex 39_ 06/07/66
K5C-C-182 10-01
Helium, 08/04/64, Amendment 1, 03/18/66
MSFC-SPEC-364A 08-01
HERHETICALLY
Relavs, Direct Current Heraeticsllv Sealed,
for Space Vehicles end Ground Support
Equipment, General Specification for,
Supplement 1E, 9/16/66t QPL-339-4, 4/25/65,
Amendment 2, 2/07/66
HSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Relavt Hsrmetlcallg Sealed, Specification for
01/24/1962
10H01569 08-01
Cover Sheet for ABHA-PD-R-187 /Relavs,
Hmrnmticmll¥ Sealed Missile Equipment/
06/28/1964
10N01707 08--01
RoIuvu, OCt Hermeticall¥ Sealed t Established
Reliabllit¥ for Space Vehicles end Ground
Support Equipment, Specification, 10/01/65
40HS7496 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hernetic8112 Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Stvle SCPVO9/, Specification for,
04/17/64, EO-lt 04/21/65t EO-2t 09/24/66
50M60100 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Paper /or Hvlmr/
Dielectric, Metallizsd Dielectric
Construction. Direct Current. flerneticall¥




High Speed Digital Computer /Interim/
ESD-106026 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-I06087 09-03
Resistors, Fixed, Film /High Stabilitg/
/Styles KRNSSISOI65/70C/t 08124164
KSC-R-102 10-01
Capacitor. Fixed, Glass Dielectric, High





Hose Asaenbliest Flexible, Hvdrsulict Medium
and High Pressure, High Temperature,
Specification for, 01/18/63t Amendment 2,
05/30/64
HSFC-SPEC-116 _8-01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/, Procedure for, 02/15/63,
Amendment It 09/27/63
HSFC-PROC-158B 08-01
Steely Structurai_ Lea Alloy, High Yield
Strength, Specification fort 03/25/64
Amendment 1, 05/26/65
MSFO-SPEC-282 08-01
Cleaning of Aluminum Allog Weld Joints for
High Qualit¥ golds, 12/06/65
HSFC-PROC-463 08-01
Castings, High Strength, Aluminum Alloy M-45t
6/28/66
HSFO-SPEC-470 08-01
Solventt It 1, 1 - Trichloroethane, High
Purit¥, Inhibited, 7/11/66
MSFC-SPEC-471 08-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subs¥stem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/, 2/06/67
MVX-50632-FAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment T_po
Approval Testing Radio Subsvsten High
Gain Antenna 12El1, 2106167
HVX-50637-TAT 11-01
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
S-322-P-4 05-01
High Precisio, Digital Voltmeter
S-322-P-5 05-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05-01
Vmrv High Frequency Command Transmitter
Prellainar_ Specification
S-523-P-0401 05-01
Functional SpecifLcation for High Paver
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Goddsrd Range and Range Rate Verv High
Frequencv Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
High Speed Shutter
S-836-P-0001 05-01
ExhJbLt A_ Specifi_ation for Transportable
Dual 500-Watt/lO Kilouatt Ultra High
Frequenc¥ Commend System
S-553-P-0029 05-01
Vmr¥ High Frequenc2 Teleaetrv Receiving
aVe,ant Tvpe I Single Channel, Tvpe
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetrw Receiver, Tvpe
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2 05-01
Vmr¥ High Frequmnow Telenetrw Receiver, Tvpe
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 05-01
Specifications for the Development of • Lay
Temperature, High Voltage Thermionic EnergV
Conversion Svstca
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Specification for the Analgsis end Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
8-630-P-0130 05-01
High Vacuum Pumping Nodule
5-630-P-0142 05-01
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum Svuten
S-630-P-0150 05-01
Specification for Ultra-High Vacuum System
S-630-P-0159 05-01





Goddard Space Flight Center Specification
High Reliability Transistor Silicon PRPt
Type SP-IO0
S-631-0-0010 05-01
Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacslmlle for Image
_'Rectiftcation
S-663-P-0002 05-01
High Date Rate Storage System for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-34 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
S-731-P-40 05-01
High Resolution Display end Film Recorder
S-731-P-55 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components.




Transistors /High Reliability/, 2/25/65
ZPH-2251-GFJ-A 11-01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts, 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-91
Spacecraft Electronic Components Trannforsmrs
end Inductors Audio, Pomer, and High Poumr
Paise, 8/19/65
ZPP-Z737-GER 11-01
Fift_-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Digital
Conversion System /K-EFS-64-6/
10-03
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Recorders, 03/17/65 /PR 94186-1/
10-03
High Reliability Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera. 12/17/65
10-03
Low-Noise. High Gain Radio Frequency
Preamplifier System. 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Oscillator, 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
10-03
Specifications for a High Performance Kinescope
Recording System, 03/25/65 /K-EF3-65-14/
10-03
Specifications for Ultra High Frequencv
Amplitude Modulated/Frequency Modulation
Signal Generator 10-03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrier Oscillator. High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
Technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency
Antenna System. 12/30/64 /PR 49002-1/
10-03
Duct. Fuel, High Pressure, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10M01003 08-01
Duct, Liquid Oxygen, High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Engine. Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10H01010 08-01
smirch. High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01026 08-01
Adhesive: Silicone Rubber, One-Component,
Moderate-to--High Temperature Resistent.
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62. EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose9 02/02/629 EO-1 08/03/62
10H01595 08-01
Transducer. High Pressure. Hydraulic9
Specification for 10/25/1962
10H01629 08-01
High Temperature Hiring and Soldering,
09127/63
12-3 04-01
Hand Soldering of High Reliabilit_ Electrical
Connections9 10/02/63
12-6 04-01
High Voltage StTobe Light Cable_
Specification for 08/26/1963
50M60015 08-01
Transmitter, Telemetrg_ Solid State9 Frequencv
Modulated /Ver_ High Frequency/9
Specification for_ 02/09/659 EO-1, 05/17/65_
EO-2t 07/15/65,- E0-39 07/15/659 E0-49
01/05/669 EO-5, 07/06/66
50HSOO39D 08-01
Transmitter9 Telemetrvt Vacuum Tube or Hgbrid_
Frequeno¥ Modulated /Ver_ High Frequencv/9
Specification for9 07/08/649 EO-I_ 05/17/659
E0-29 07/15/65¢ EO-3t 07/15/65_ EO-4_
10/05/659 EO-St 01/05/66_ E0-69 07/06/66
50M60072A 08-01
Submultlplexer Assembl_t knulog_ Remote9 High-
Level_ Nodal lO_s Specification fort
10/30/641 E0--19 12/16/649 E0-29 07/14/65,
E0-39 07/14/65¢ E0-49 01/04/669 E0-59
01/04/66_ E0-69 07/05/66
50H60203 08-01
Transmitter9 Telemetrvt Solid State, Frequency
Hodulated /VerV High Prequencv/_
Specification for9 12/10/649 E0-19 05/17/659
EO-2t 10/05/65_ E0-39 07/15/659 EO-4t
01/05/66, E0--89 07/06/66
50H60230 08-01
Transistor9 PNP Dual-Chip Differential9
Hig_ Frequency9 Type 5P4949 Specification
For9 03/24/659 E0-19 04/13/66
50N60235 08-01
Submultiplexer9 High Level9 Specification for,
5/16/66
50N60312 08-01
Radio Frequencv Assembly, Model III_
Teleletr¥9 Pulse Code Hoduleted_ Ultra
High Frequency9 Specification forw 9/09/66
50N80320 08-01
Transmitter 9 Telemetr¥_ Frequency Modulated9
Ultra High Frequency9 Specification for9
9/09/66
50N60321 08-01
Resistor9 Fixed9 Film /High Stebllitv/_
Style RN55 eith Neldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-lOS09 9 4/07/66
50M60359 06-01
Flight and Ground Equipment9 High Reliabilit¥_
12/12/62
20037-GEM 11-01
Sire9 Electrical9 Teflon Insulated_ High
Temperature Hookup and General Purpose_
3/21/63
20039-GEH 11-01
Fixed Capacitors /High Reliability/9 11/06/62
20044-GEM-E 11-01
Spheres9 Fiberglass, High Pressure_
Specification for9 0k/04/60_ DO-1 12/12/62,
EO-2 11/21/63
10419907 08-01
Filter9 Air9 High Pressure_ Specification fort
11/22/60_ DO-2, 02/14/62
10419941 08-01
Sultchest Pressure9 Hlgh9 Low9 S_eciflcation




Welding. HY-80 Armor Plate Steel9 Static
Test Holddomn Arm_ Procedure for 02/26/1963
10M01687 08-01
HOLE
Rela¥_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 6 Pole Double Thrum9 2A. Solder
Hook_ Tso Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting_
S6GH-2-1B9 04/01/65_ Amendment 19 07/29/66
HSFG-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Rela_ General Purpose9 25 Volts9 Direct
Cur_ent_ 6 Pole Double Thros_ 2A_ Plug-In.
Tee Hole Flange Mounting_ SSGP-2-2B_
08/31/649 Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/2B 06-01
ReIav9 General Purpose. 28 Volts_ Direct
Currcnt_ 4 Pole Double Thrust 1OAt Solder
Hoo_t T_o Hole Reverse-Flange Houri, leg 9
S4GH-1.5-19A9 04/01/659 Amendment 19
07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relng_ General Purpose, 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Throw9 7.5A, Solder
Hook, Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Nountlng_




Relagy General Purposay 28 molter Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Thromy lOAy Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting1
S4GH-2-22Ay 03/16/64
_SFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relagy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Throwy 1OAt Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Moentingt
S4GN-3.25-23Ay 08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
ReleNt Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Relavt Special Purposay /magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltsy Direct Currentj 4 Pole Double




Releyy Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/_ 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Rela_y Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/_ 28
Voltet Direct Currentt 4 Pole Double
Throuw 3At Plug-Int Two One-Hole Ears
Nountingt S4LH-6-27At 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relagt General Purpose_ 28 Voitst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwt 2At Solder
Hook_ Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S2GH-6-31By 64/01/65t Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relav_ General Purposey 28 Voitet Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throw t 2A, Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mountingt
S2GH-6-32Ay 04/01/65t Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Rala_ General Purposet 28 Volts, Direct
Curranty 2 Pole Double Thromy 2At
Plug-Iny Two Hole Flange Mountlngt
S2GP-6-33Bt 04/01/65, Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Rala_y Special Purpose /Magnstic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwt 2At Solder Hooky Two Hole
Reverse-Flen_e Nounting_ S2LH-8-41Dt
04/01/65t Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
HeleN, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throut 2At Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountingt S2LH-8-42Ay 04/01/65y
Amendment It 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Rela_y Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throvt 2Ay Plug-In_ Two Hole Flange
Nountingt S2LP-6-43By 04/01/65y Amendment ly
07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relag General Purposee 28 Voltsy Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throvt 2At Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S2GIP6-51Ay 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/51A 06-01
Rala_w General Purposey 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Thromt 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hountingy
S2GH-6-52At 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
RelawI General Purpoaet 28 Voltsy Direct
Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears Hountingt
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwy 2Ay
Plug-Int 2 One-Hole Ears Hountingt
S2GP-6-53By 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53B 06-01
RelaMy General Purposet 26 Voltst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throw_ lOAy Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Nountingt
S2GH-3-58A_ 04/01/68y Amendment ly 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/58A 06-01
Relagt Special Purpose /Hagnatic Latch/ 28
Volley Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwt 2Ay Solder Hookt Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountfngy S2LH-S-61At 04/01/65
HSFO-SPEC-339/6IA 08-01
ReleNt Special Purpose /magnetic Letch/y 28
Voltat Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwt 2A9 Solder Hookt Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountlngy S2LH-8-62At 04/01/65
NSFO-SPEC-339/62A 06-01
Relavy Special Purpose Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct C_rrantt 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2At Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears
Nounting_ S2LP-8-63Bt 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Voltst Direct C_rranty 2 Pole Double
Thro_t 1OAt Solder Hookt 2 One-Hole
Revqree-Eare Mounting_ S2LH-6-68At
04/01/65t Amendment le 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Rela_ General Purpoaa_ 28 Voltsy Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwy 2At Solder
Hookt Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
82GH-7.25-71At 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/71A 06-01
Rala¥_ General Purpoee_ 28 Voltst Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Mounting_ 52GP-7-74
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throuy 2Ay 2
One-Hole Ears Mountingy $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
MSFO-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Rala_y Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Thro_t 2A_ Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountlngy S2LH-8-81At 04/01/65t
Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Ralagy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/m 26
Voltet Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwt 2At Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountingt S2LH-8-82At 64/01/65t
Amendment ly 07/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relent Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A_ Plug-Iny Two Hole Flange
Hountingy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
HSFO-SPEC-339/83A 06-01
Relagy Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double




Relent Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/t 28
Uoltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thrum t 2Ay Solder Hooky T_o Hole Reverse-
Flange Rounting_ S2LH-8-92At 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
ReleNt Special Purpose /magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltey Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Thro_y 2Ay Plug-In_ 2 One Hole Ears
Mounting, S2LP-8-93A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relevy Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/_ 26
Voltsy Direct Curranty 2 Pole Double
Thro_y lOAy Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Earl Mounting_ S2LH-S-98Ay
04/01/65_ Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/gSA 08-01
Ralagt Special Purpose /Sensitive/y 28 Voltey
Direct Curranty 2 Pole Double Throwt 2A_








Chainy _eldlesst Single Jacky and S Hooks,
Specification for 02/12/1962
HSFC-SPEC-189 06-01
Relent General Purpoeet 28 Voitet Direct
Currantl 6 Pole Double Throwy 2At Solder
Hooky T_o Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingt
S6GH-2-1Bt 04/01/65_ Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-S39/1B 08-01
Relagy General Purposay 28 Voltet Direct
158
SUBJECT INDEX HOUSING
Current s 4 Pole Double Throws lOAm Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountlngs
S4GH-1.5-19A9 04/01/659 Amendment 19
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Rela419 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
_urrent9 4 Pole Double Throws 7.5A9 Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
S4GH-3-20A9 04/01/659 Amendment ls 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relay9 General Purposes 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Thrums lOAm Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mountings
S4GH-2-22As 03/16/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relays General Purposes 28 Voltss Direct
Currents 4 Pole Double Throe9 10A9 Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mountings
S4GH-3.25-23As 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
ReicH9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Voltss Direct Currents 4 Pole Double




ReleN, Special Purposet /Hagnetlc Latch/e 28
Voltss Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Currents 4 Pole Double




Relavs General Purpose, 28 Volts9 Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throws 2As Solder
Hook, Tee Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
$2GH-6-3189 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
MSFC-SFEC-339/31B 08-01
Relavs General Purposes 28 Volts9 Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Thrum s 2A, Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting9
S2GH-6-32A9 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
NSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relag9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thrum9 2A9 Solder Hooky Tvo Hole
Reverse-Flange Mounting9 S2LH-8-41B9
04/01/65, Amendment 19 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339141B 08-01
Relevs Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throm9 2As Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountlng9 S2LH-8-42A9 04/01/659
Amendment 19 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relav General Purposes 28 Volts, Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hooky Tee Hole Reverse-Flange Hountings
S2GH-6-51A9 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relavs General Purposes 28 Voltss Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting9
S2GH-6-52As 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relags General Purposes 28 Volts9 Direct
Currents 2 Pole Double Thrums lOAm Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mounting9
S2GH-3-58As 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relavs Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throws 2A_ Solder Hooky Tvo Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountings S2LH-S-61As 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relevs Special Purpose /Magnetic Lnteh/s 28
Voltss Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throvs 2As Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountings S2LH-S-62A9 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relav9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts s Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 lOAm Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting9 S2LH-6-68A9
04101/659 Amendment ls 07/29/66
MSFO-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relavs General Purpose, 28 Voltss Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw s 2A9 Solder
Hooky Tee Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
S2GH-7.2S-71As 04/01/55
MSFO-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relav_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Doable
Throvs 2As Solder Hooky Tee Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting_ S2LH-8-81A9 04/01/659
Amendment ls 07/29/66
HSFG-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relavs Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Volts9 Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Thrum9 2A9 Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting9 S2LH-B-82As 04/01/659
Amendment 19 07/28/66
MSFO-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Voltss Direct Currents 2 Pole Double




Rele¥_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/t 28
Voltst Dlrect Cm'rentt 2 Pole Double
Throws 2As Solder Hookt Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting9 52LH-8-92A9 04/01/68
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/_ 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Thrum9 lOAm Solder Rooks 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting9 S2LH-6-98A9
04/01/659 Amendment ls 07/29/66
MSFO-SPEC-339/96A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Sensitive/, 28 Volts9
Direct Current9 2 Pole Double Thrum, 2A9





Vires Electrical9 Teflon Insulated9 High




Nimbus Panel Number 6 and Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-HI-0012 05-01
Signal Processor end Centre| Logic Electronics




Hose Assemblies, Flexible9 Hgdraulle, Hediue
and High Pressures High Temperatures
Specification fort 01/18/639 Amendment 29
05/30/64
HSFO-SPEC-116 08-01
Hoses Flexible9 Blender Filters
/H-1 Rocket Engine/9 Reliabllitv Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10M01014 08-01
Hose9 Engine Control9 H-1 Rocket Engines
Reliabilitg Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10N01015 08-01
Hose Asseeblvs Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine9 Reliabilitv Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10H01022 08-01
Hoses Asseeblg9 Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket












Standardized PaMload Housing and Rack for




HUMAN SUBJECT INDEX ,
HUHAN
Human Engineering Design Criteriat Standard
fort 00123/68
HSFC-STD-267A 08--01
Human Factors Engineering Programt 7128166
_.SFC-STD-391 08-01




Tr•nsnittert Telemetrvt Vacuum Tube or Hybrid t
Frequency Modul•ted /Verg High Frequency/9
Specification fort 07/08/64t EO-lt 05/17/65 t
EO-2t 07/15/65 t EO-3_ 07/15/66t EO-4t
10/05165 t EO-St 01/05/66t EO-6t 07106168
50H60072A 08-01
Ringt Hvbrfdt Command •nd Communication




Pneumatic and Hgdr•ulic Mechanical Components
• nd Partst El•ctric•lt 02101166
KSC-STD-131 10-01
Filtert Elamentst Hydr•ulict Wit• Ms•hi
Sp•cification fort 07/26/63t Amendment It
06108164
MSFC-SPEC-113A 08-01
Hose A•se•bliesl Flaxiblet Hgdr•ulict Medium
and High Pressuret High Tenper•turat
Specific•ties fort 01/18/63t Am•ndment 2t
05120164
HSFC-SPEC-116 08-01
Hydr•ulic S_steas Components •nd Hydraulic
Fluids for Space Vehiclest Cla•ningt
Tastingt and Handlingt Procedure for
08/18/1986
NSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Hvdrnulic Svstent H-1Enginet Checkout
Raquirenent•t Specification for 08/3011963
MSFC-SPEC-188 08-01
Functional Specification for Hydraulicall_
Driven X-Y Pede•t•l •nd Serve Positioning
S_sten
5-626-P-0006 06-01
Hydraulicsllv-Driv•n Yagi Tal•natry Array
8-631-P-4 06-01
Descriptiont Us•t •rid Control of Hydr•ulic
Fluidt Non-Petroleum B••at Aircraft
/MIL-H-8446/t 01/06/61
06-3 04-01
Suitcht Thermelt Hydraulict Specification for
07/17/1962
10H01620 06-01
Transducert High Pressur•t H_draulict
Specification for 10/25/1962
10N01629 08-01
Ground Support Hydr•ulic Syst•a and Checkout
Unity Specification for 03113/1963
10M01693 06-01
Accumulatort S-IC Ground Hgdr•ulict
Specification fort 8/26166
10M01819 08-01
Valv•t Checkt Hydr•ullc /P/H 204022-191
Qualification Test Speciflcationt 12/08/66
10M06072 08-01
Hvdr•ullc Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center








Carbon T•trachloridat Scrubber Hethod for
Analysis of Condensible Hydroc•rbon
Contamination in Compressed Gases,




G•s Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogant Haliumt end Hydrogen
Syst•ms st Complex S9t 06107166
KSC-C-182 10-01
Hgdrogent Llqufdt Spaclfic•tion for 0112711966
MSFC-SPEC-356 08-01
Leak Meter Aa•aeblyt Gaseous Hvdrog•n
Mea•uringt 5peclficntion fort 03/08/66
60MdOO79A 08-01
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Method• of Treatment for Hvdrogan Peroxide
Componentst 08/10/61
06-4 04-01
Acceptance Skendards for Hydrogen Peroxide




Cent•inert Hvpergollc Igniter TVpa FX H-1
Rocket Engin•t R•liablllt¥ Test
Requirements 06/10/1961
10NG1006 08-01
Seitcht Hvpergolic Ignit•r Monitory H-I









Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of _dentificatlon to Provide
Article and Record Tr•ca•bllltv
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
H•rkJng9 04/28/66
KSC-STD-141 10-01
Platost Identificationt Metal Foil Adhesive
Backedt Specification for 1010711964
MSFC-SPEC-266A 08-01
Tagst Identificatlont Saturn Environment
Protection Itcm•t Specification for
07/18/1963
lOM_1682A 08-01
Idantl, flcatlon of Electrical Ulrlng and
Cablingt 00130163
12-4 04-01
Wiringt Electrical Ground Support Equlpe•ntt
Identification H•rking and Color Codingt
Standard for 0910211964
40N00220 08-01
SpaceCraft Flight Equipaantt Identification of
Electronic As•enbl¥ Cha•sist 09/18/61
30879-GEN 11-01
IDENTIFYING




Cont•i.nart Mypergolic Igniter TVpe FX H-1
Rocket Enginet Reliability Test
Requirement• 05/10/1961
lOMOlO06 08-01
Svltcht Hvpargollc Igniter Honitort H-1




Valve Assenblwt Ignltiont Monitory H-I




Specification for a Tvo-bv-Tmo Inch Data
Tr•nsp•rency Illuminator /PR 14387-1/
10-03
IMAGE
Specification for Image Dis•actor
Photomultipllar Tube Using • Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0144 06-01
Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacsinila for Image
Rectification
8-653-P-0002 06-01
Specification for an Image Dissector Sensor
8-653-P-0003 06-01
IMPACT






Exhibit C Goddard Space Plight Center
Specification for Flight Hodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-11 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
_nput-Output Impedance T-Pad9 03/16/65
/PR 91226-2/ 10-03
IMPLEMENTATION




Cloth, Glass, Leached, Fluorocarbon
Impregnated, Genera1 Purpose 04/25/1962
10H01631 08-01
IMPROVED
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Improved Delta




Index of Specifications, Standards end
Procedures t Revised, 04/26/65
KDIA0127 10-01
Index of Specifications, Standards, and
Documents. Released end Utilized bg Launch
Equipment Engineering Division, 07/01/66
KDIAO146 10-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,




Subcarrier Indicator and Calibration System
ESI)-106023 09-03
Project Relnv Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Magnetic
Indicators, 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Telemetering Indicators, 01/11/65
/PR 49696-1/ 10-03
Specification for Large Screen X-Y Indicator
/PR 3704-1/ 10-03








Sterilization Test Program, Transformers and
Inductors, 12/02/65
ZPP-2124-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
end Inductors Audio, Power, and High Power
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductora Radio Frequency, Intermediate
FrequencM, end Lov Power Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2736-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Lou
Frequency Inductors and Transformers,
4122166
ZPQ-2437-GEN 11-01
Inductor, Shielded, Type 1537734 mith Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50M60383 08-01
INERT




Height Center-of-Gravity, Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0003 05-01
IMFLIGHT
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Assembly, Specification for 10/31/1961
10M01293 08-01




Deep Space Nntmork, Display and Presentation
of Time and TimLng Information, 4/14/66
DOS-SO271-GEM-A 11-01
Versatile Information Processor /VIP/
Subsystem for the Nimbus D Spacecraft
S-731-P-46 05-01
Saturn Technical Information Handbook,




Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacsimlle for Image
Rectification
S-653-P-0002 05-01
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Test and Formatting System
S-653-P-1 05-01
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Instrument
8-653-P-6 05-'01
Medium Resolution Infrared /RRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Unite for Nimbus B
S-731-P-1RA 05-01
INGRESS
Technical Specifications for Modification on




Propellant, Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxlde
MSC-PPD-2 09-03












Melded Modular Series 300, Input Delay
/BD-IA/ 11/04/1953
NSFC-SPEC-325/6 08-01
Input for Configuration Management Accounting
and Reporting System, Preparation of,
12/01/66
MSFC-PROC-485 08-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0006 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad, 03/16/65
/PR 91226-2/ 10-03




Inspecting, Testing, and Certifying Fixed and
Mobile Cranes, Forklifts, Mobile Personnel
Towers, and Auxiliary Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
INSPECTION
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
ARC-SPEC-303 02-01
Inspection Standards for Workmanship,
Electronic Ground Support Equipment,
12/I3/63, Amendment 1, 2/05/54, Amendment 2,
11/09/64, Amendment 4t 6/25/65
GHO-60190-GEN 11-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Parts, Assemblies, Subsvsteas and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
12/14/64
KSC-C-123 10-01
Castings, Aluminum and Magnesium Alloy,
Radiographic Inspection of, Acceptance
Stnndard for, 05/16/61, Amendment 1,
0s/17/68
MSFC-STI)-IOO 08-01
Riveting, Fabrication and InspectJont
161
INSTALLATION SUBJECT INDEX
Standard for, 04102162, Notice I, 11/14163 ,
Amendment I, 11115/63
MSFC-STD-158 08-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements end Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
_ Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring Systems, 08/10/66
NSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4/09/65
HSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Radiographic Inspection of Electronic Par,st
06/07/65 t Amendment It 08/17/88
NSFC-STD-355A 08-01
Penetrant Inspection Method1 Standard for
10/27/1984
MSFC-STD-366 08-01
Oases, Drying and Preservation, Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Methods, Procedure for
10/20/1964
MSFC-PROC-404 08-01
Adhesive Dondlngr Process and Inspection
Requirements for 05/07/1965
MSFC-SPEC-445 08-01
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Hateriels, Parts, Components, and
Services, 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
Visual Inspection Requirements for Glass
Encased Diodes
S-323-P-3 05-01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Ports, 1106/67
ZPP-2050-GER 11-01
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Mars 1956 Only/, 8/07/64
ZPP-2901-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Network
Electronic Parts9 1/29/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleanlng_ Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Partsr Assemblies, Subsystems, and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
Specification for, 4/28/64, EO-29 7/28/64,
10MO1671B . 08-01
Flexible Circuits, Wiring, and Cable r Design,
Constructionr and Inspection of r
Specification for, 09/15/66
50M60150A 08--01
Cleanliness Leveler Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring Systems,
Specification for, 06/28/62, EO-I 07/02/63r
EO-3 04103164
10419906B 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Environnental Test Methods for Ground
Support Equipment Installations at John F.
Kennedy Space Center t 09/17/64
KSC-STD-164 10-01
Passive Thermal Protection System
Installation r Procedures for
MSC-PROC-31 09-03
Tubing r Heat Reactive, Installation of,
Procedure for 04/19/1963
HSFC-PROC-273 08-01
Terminals, Installation of, Procedure for
08/07163, Amendment 1, 12/15/63
NSFC-PRQC-2?4 08-01
Design, Fabrication r and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-7A 05-01
Installation of Power end Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0012 05-01
Installation of Electrical Equipment Fixtures,
and Miring
S-532-P-0023 05-01
Specification for Installation of two 350
Kilowatt Diesel-Generator Sets and Related
Equipment, MoJmve Station
S-532-P-0030 05-01
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Motor-Generator Set at HoJave Station
S-532-P-0036 05-01
Requirements for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-BF3-GES-2/ 10-03




Wiring, and Checkout, 10/03/63
12-7 04-01





Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be _nstelled in Building 19
S-525-P-0022 05-01
INSTRUCTrON
Instructions for Preparation of Design Criteria




Nitrogen, Instrument Grader Specification for
09/2111964
NSFO-SPEC-233A 08-01
Optical Tooling Instruments, Calibration and
Test, 10/24/86
MSFC-PRDC-440 08-01





Backseetter Ultraviolet /BUY/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft end on the
Aerobem 150A Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-1 05-01
Honitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy /Muse/
Instrument- Nimbus B, Aerobes 150, Aerobes
150A
S-652-P-6 05-01
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Instrument
S-653-P-5 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform F and G
Spaoecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-INP-0196 05-01
Surveyor Television Instruments, 5/16/66
SAT-50570-GEN 11-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Electronic
Instrument Carrier, 05/10/65 /PR 98507-1/
10-02
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter
/eith Air Conditioning/ for Optical
Tra_king Instruments, 07/23/64
10-0:
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
10-0
Gages, Measuring Devises, Instruments, Test
Equipment, and Tools, Calibration and
Checking Requirements, 02/15/6S
02-2 04-0
Cleaning of Pressurized and Non-Pressurlzed
Instrument Compartments, Procedure for,
12/30/65
IONOI445A 08-0
Sling, Instrument Unit Container Hendlingr
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01770 08-0
Sling, Instrument Unit Segment Hendlingr
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01771 08-0





Ring-Segment: Instrument Unit I1andling.
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01773 08-01
Container. Special Handling and Protective.
for Saturn IB and Saturn V Instrument
Unit: Specification for 02/24/1964
10R01774 08-01
Decoder: Instrument Unit Command:
Specification for. 02/09/66
50RSO151A 08-01
Decoder. Instrument Unit Command. Acceptance
Teat. Procedure for9 7122/66
50R60153 08-01





Requiruuents for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Hanuals.
2102165
DOO-1023-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facllltv
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Herdveret 2/15/65
SGO-lO25-GEN 11-01
C-Band Re-Entry Acquisition Bvstem for
Apollo Inatrumentat|on Ships
S-506-P-4 05-01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Godderd Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0032 05-01
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration--
Godderd Space Flight Center Hagnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0121 05-01
Specification for Precision Instrumentation
Radar AN/FPQ-6
S-553-P-0027 05-01
Standard Instrumentation Nagnetic Recording
Tape
X-534-66-180 05-01
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Recorders, 03/17/65 /PR 94186-1/
10-03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable. Tvpe $4C/20: 06/15/64
10-03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable. Tvpe $6C/20: 10/06/64
10-03
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilitv Field-
Power Equipment 60 Cvcles Per Second
Engine Generator Set. 6/11/62
8909--GEN-A 11-01





Terminals Bifurcated and Turret. Swage Tvpe
end Standoff: Insulated Screutype.
Terminals. Solder Pot: Suage Tvpe
07101/64. Auenduent 2. 10/05/64
HSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 2 Conductor: Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 40 Butvl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for: 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-33211B 08-01
Cuble: Electrical. 2 Conductor. Unshielded.
American Ulre Gauge Size 20. Polvethvlene
Insulated. Specification for: 05/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded:
American Wire Gauge Size 69 Butgl Rubber
Insulated: Specification for: 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 10: Butvl Rubber
Insulated: Specification for, 08130/66
RSFC-SPEC-3S2/4B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded:
Polvethvlene Insulated: Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/DR 08-01
Cable. Electrica'l. 4 Conductor: Unahlelded:
American Wire Gauge Size 8. 8utvI Rubber
Insulated: Specification for: 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/6B 08-01
Cable: Electrical. 4 Conductor. Overall
Shi!Ided Double Braid: American Wire Gauge
Size 12: Polvethylene Insulated.
Specification for9 08130166
NSFO-SPEC-332/7B 08-01
Cable. Electrical: 4 Conductor: Unshielded_
American Nire Gauge Size 10: Butvl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/8S 08-01
Cablet Electrical.-4 Conductor. Unahielded.
Americun Nlre Gauge Size 6. Butyl Rubber
Insulated 9 Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/98 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor. Unshie|ded:
American Nire Gauge Size 20: Polgethvlene
Insulated. Specification for: 08130/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/10B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 10 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded: American Wire Gauge
Size 20: Polgethvlene Insulated.
Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/11B 08-01
Cable. Electrical9 18 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20. Pol2nthwlene Insulated.
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/12B OS-Ol
Cable_ Electrical. 19 Conductor: Unshielded:
American Wire Gauge Size 20w Polvethvlene
Insulutedg Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/138 08-01
Cable: Electrical. 39 Conductor: Unshialdedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 end 20:
Polveth¥1cne Insulated: Specification for:
08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/14B 08-01
Cable: Electrical: 39 Conductor: Unshielded:
American Vire Gauge Size 20. Polvethviena
Inaulstedt Specification for: 08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/15B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded: American Wire Gauge
Size 20: Polveth¥1ene Insulated:
Specification for: 08130/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/168 08-01
Cable¢ Electrical9 60 Conductor: Single
Conductor Shielded. American Mire Gauge
Size 20: Polveth¥lene Insulated:
Specification for9 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/1?B 08-01
Cable, Electrical: 61 Conductor: Unshlelded:
American RIPe Gauge Size 20: Polvethylena
Insulated: Specification for: 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/18B 08-01
Cable_ E|ectrica|. 2 Conductor: Unshielded:
American Wire Gauge Size 18: Pol_ethglene
Insulated: Specification for. 08130166
HSFG-SPEC-332/19B 08-01
Cables Electrical: 3 Conductor: Onshlelded.
American Nlre Gauge Size 18: Polyethvlene
Insulated. Specification for: 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/20B 08-01
Cable. Electrical: 3 Conductor: Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 8. Butyl Rubber
Insulated: Specification for: 08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/21B 08-01
Cable: Electrical: 4 Conductor: Onshlelded:
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethglene
Insulated: Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 4/0:
ButvI Rubber Insulated: Specification for:
08130166
RSFG-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable: Electrical: 4 Conductor9 Unshlelded:
American Wire Gauge Size 12. Polveth_lene
Insulated: Specification for: 08/30/66
RSFS-SPEC-S32/24B 08-01
Cablev Electrical: 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/0:
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for:
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/25B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical: 4 Conductor: Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 4,
Butvl Rubber Insulated Specification for.
08/30/66
103
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HSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 6t
Butgl Rubber Insulated. Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
But_l Rubber Insulated. Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/28B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/290 08-01
Cable, £1ectrlcalt 6 Conductor, Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polgethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/308 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18_ Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/31B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, I Unahieldedt
3 Pair Tuisted and Shielded, American Wire
Gauge Size 89 Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/32S 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8.
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/33B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130160
HSFC-SPEC-332/34B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 20t
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/35B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16t
Polwethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/368 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14. Polyethylene
Insulated, S_eciflcation fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, I0 Conductor, Unshieldedv
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332138B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/39B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for,
06130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/40B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/41B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 18. Polyethglene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/42B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 12. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 06/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/43B 08-01
Cable, Electrlcnl, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, American
Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/446 08-01
Cable, Electricalw 45 Conductor, IS Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/45B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, I Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Qued
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unshlelded, American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12t
and 189 Polgethvlenm and Butyl Rubber
HSFO-SPEC-332/A6B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12, end 16, Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/4_B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/48B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 18j Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/49B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 169 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08130166
HSFO-SPEC-332/50B 08-01
Cebley Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethglene Insulated,
Specification for, 06/30/66
HSF(_-SPEC-332/51B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded. 18 Pair Tmlsted and
Shielded, and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/52B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for. 06/30166
HSFG-SPEC-332/S3B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFG-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cable, Electricelt 60 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/58B 08-01
Cablet Electrical. 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/59B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shleldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 21 Conductor. Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8t Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 1/0, Butwl Rubber Insulated.
Specification for, 06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cablat Electrical, 5 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 12v
Polyethylene Ineulated, Specification for.
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/65S 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene




Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/67B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 54 Conductors Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polveth_lene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/690 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/TOB 08-01
Cable, Electrlcalv 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/?1B 08-01
Cable_ Electrica|_ 15 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethglene Imsulatedt Specification for
08130168
MSFC-SPEC-S3Z/?2B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/738 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor_ Onshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/74B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/75B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polveth_lene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/778 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Teisted and Shielded and 1Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polvethviene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/796 08-01
Cable, Electrical, ? Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16 t
Polveth_lene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/808 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
06/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/81B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/838 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 32 Conductor, Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/848 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 2 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Pol_ethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/878 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/88B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Onshielded,
Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 8, Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/89B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 2 Conductor_ Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 1/Of Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/gOB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/91D 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16t Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/92B 08-01
Cablef Electrical, 6 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16t Polveth_lene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFO-SPEC-332/938 08-01
Cable, Electrlcal_ 4 Conductor_ Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16t Pol¥ethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/948 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 37 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Braid_ American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polvethglene "Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFO-SPEC-332/gSA 08-01
Cable¢ Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unshielded_
Alericmn Wire Gauge Size lot Polymthwlenm
Insuleted_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFO-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Cable_ Elmctrieal: 10 Conductor, Unchlmldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 209 Polvethvlene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFG-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 40 Conductor9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFG-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cable, Eiectricel_ 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shlelded, American Wire Gauge Size 20t
Polgethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded end Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgeth_lene Inmulatede Specification for
08130/68
MSFC-SPEC-332/lOOA 08-01
Ceble_ Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Inaulated: Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/lOIA 08-01
Ceble_ Electrical, 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American gire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Inmulated_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 48 Conductor, 1Z Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
_SFC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 1Z _uad
Twisted Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Inmulated_ Specification for
0s/30/es
HSFC-SPEC-3S2/IO4A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmiated Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Pol_ethvlene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-3S2/IO5A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 1S_
Polvethvlene Inmulated_ Specification for
08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-3S2/IO6A 00-01
Cable, Electrical_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,





Cmblet Elactricalt 48 Conductor) 12 Ouad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated) Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16)
Polvethylene Insulated) Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/108A 08-01
Cablet Electrical) 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated) Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16)
Polgethvlene Insulatedt Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/IOgA 08-01
Ceblet Electrical) 45 Conductor) 1S Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated) Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 16)
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cablet Elactricalt 30 Conductor) Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated) Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16)
Polveth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for
08130160
HSFC-SPEC-3321111A 08-01
Cable) Electrical) 3 Conductor) Unshlelded)
American Wire Gauge Size 4) Butyl Rubber
Insulatsdt Specification for 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/112A 08-01
Cablet Electrical) 3 Conductor) Onshielded)
American Wire Gauge Size 14) Polgethvlene
Insulatedt Specification for 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/113A 08-01
Cable) Electrical) 3 Conductor) Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 2t But_l Rubber
Insulated) Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/II4A 08-01
Cable) Electrical) 37 Conductor) Overall
Shielded t American Vlre Gauge Size 16)
Polveth¥1ene Insulated) Specification for
08130186
HSFC-SPEC-332/11SA 08-01
Cable) Electrical) 3 Conductor) Unshialded)
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0) Butvl Rubber
Insulated) Specification for 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Resistors, Fixed) Wirewound /Insulated/)
/Stvle SRW/) Specification for) 05121/64 )
E0-1 04/21/65
50H60188 08-01
Resistor) Fixed) Composition /Insulated/)
Stvle RC07 with Weldable Leads)
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specificatlo_ HIL-R-11/) 4/07/66
50M60337 08-01
Resistors, Fixed) Composition /Insulated/,
Style RL07 with Weldable Leads)
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-22684/) 4/07/66
50N80358 08-01
Resistor) Fixed) Composition /Insulated/) Twpe
CBD2285 through CBDlO065 with Weldable
Leeds) Specification fort 10/13166
50N60380 08-01
Resistors, Fixed) Film) Insulated) StvIe RL
20 with Weldable Leads) Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22654/t
10117166
50N80399 08-01
Resistors) Fixed) Film t Insulated) StMle RL
32 mith Weldable Leads) Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22684/)
10/17/66
SoN604oo 08-01
Wire) Electrical) Teflon Insulated) High




Silicone Rubber) Insulating Haterial)
Two-Component) Thermal Curing) General




Insulation of Metal Rocket Motor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand LeVup)
Cure In-Place Method/) 9/07164 )
Amendment 1) 11/19/64
GMO-SO363-GEN 11-01
NaterLalt Unflredt Ceramic) Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heating) M-31t
Specification fort 03104163) Amendment 1)
06128163
NSFG-SPEC-197A 08-01
Material) Remork and Repair for M-31 Thermal
Insulation) Specification for 03122/1983
MSFO-SPEC-198A 06-01
Resin Compounds) Electrical and Environmental
Insulationt Epoxyt Specification fort
10119165) QgL-222-1) 10125165
NSFC-SPEC-222S 08-01
Etching) Fluorocarbon Insulation) Procedure for
0511011965
MSFC-PROC-376B OG-Ol
Built-Up Roofing end Roof Insulation
0S-01
Silicone Rubber) Insulation Materiel) Thermal)
Room Temperature Vulcanizing) General
Purpose) Specification fort 01/16/62, SO-1
08/03/62
10H01589 06-01
Silicone Rubbert Insulation Material) Thermal)
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose) 02/02/62, E0-1 08/03/62
10N01595 08-01




Motors) Alternating Current) Integral
Horsepower for Ground Support Equipment
KSC-H-117 10-01
INTEGRATED
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
MSC-ASPO-GORP-4 09-03
Integrated Circuits) Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic) Series SNN51) General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFG-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuits) Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic) Series SMN511) General
Specification for 03101/1965
MSFO-SPEC-451/1 08-01
Integrated Circuits) Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SMNS13) General
Specification for 0310111965
MSFC-SPEC-481/2 06-01
Integrated Circuits) Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic) Series SMN514t General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFO-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuits) Resistor Capacitor







Goddard Experiment Paokage Design
Specification for Integration
S-623-0A0-0006 05-01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements end
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-16/
S-683-0A0-0020 05-01
Vehicle Svstem Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observator¥ /S-18 / Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nimit/
Chnck-of-Calibratioo for Nimbus A
Spaaecraft
S-650-NI-0001 05-01
Nimbus Integration end Test /M/sit/
Sequence 8pecifLcation for Nimbus A
Prototvpe Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0020 05-01
Specification for the Integration and Test of
Nimbus S Spacecraft
S-653-P-10 05-01
Integration Plan for United Kingdom-21S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-O021 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/




Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control




Inte_comnunicetion System for Programmed






Lead Waterfall Weldable, for Interconnection




Component Lead and Interconnection Materials,
for Welded Electronic Modules, 10/17/66
MSFC-SPEC-2708 08-01








Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft External Interfaces
ESD-106082 09-03
Countdown Generator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-106089 09-03
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station9 Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-302 00-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus
B-SNAP-19 Swstem
S-460-NI-2 06-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCM-DHE Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-OOO1 OS-O1
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus B/
System for M_clear Auxiliary Power-19
Sgstem
S-662-NI-2 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interpl_etary Monitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-INP-0196 06-01
Procurement Specification for Computer
Interface Sgstem, 11/14/63 /PR 12025-1/
10--03
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index9
Preparation end Submittal oft Data for,
Standard for 05/24/1986
10M01711 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem/ Computer
Interface Unit, Model 501, Specification
fort 3/04166, E0-29 5106/66t EO-3, 6/26/66t
EO-4t 7/06/66
60M60273A 08-01




Radio Frequencg Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106035 09-03
Specification for Nodular Enclosures, Radio
FrequencN Interference Shielded, 01/21/64
KSC-E-163F 10-01
Addendum to MIL-I-26600 /Interference Control
Requirementst Aeronautical Equipment/
NSC-ASPU-ENI-10A 09-01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 08/26/1963
MSFC-STD-280 08-01
Enclosures, Nodular Shielded, Radio Frequency
Interference, Specification for 07/06/1963
MSFO-SPEC-331 08-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-0027 06-01
Laboratorg Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator System,
Simsmnds Model 462320_ Unit 2, 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-6/ 10-03
INTERFERONETRR
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRrS/ Test and Formatting System
S-653-P-1 05-01




Requirements for Interim Antenna Pointing
Subsgstu /IAPS/, 11/01/66
DFZ-1197-GEN 11-01
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Raw Tube Displew
ESD"206016 09-03
INTERIOR
Electrical Rorkt Interior, 12/17/64
KSC-STD-3 IO-01
INTERMEDIATE
Spaceoraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, and Lou Power Pulse, 8/10/66
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01
INTERROGATION




Lom Poeer Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-633-P-3 06-01
Interrogation, Recording, and Location
SubsNstee Transmitter
S-731-P-8 06-01
Interrogation Recording and Location Subsystem
/IRLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Synchronizer
5--731-P-39 05-01
The Interrogation, Recording and Location
Subswstem for Nimbus D
S-731-P-56 06-01
INTERROGATOR
Laborutorw "Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator System,
Simnonds Model 462330_ Unit 2, 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-54-6/ 10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System9 Addendum A,
/PR 03347-1/ 10-03
INTERSTAGE
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanise
S-623-0A0-0015 05-01
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism








gelded Module, Series 300, Inverter Suffer
/IR-3/ 11/04/1963
NSFO-SPEC-325/1 08-01
gelded Module, Series 300t Double lnverter
/11-2/ 11/0411963
MSFO-SPEC-325/5 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/12 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
11-21 11/0411963
RSFC-SPEC-326113 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/1-3/ 11/04/1963
MSFO-SPEC-326/14 08-01





Welded Moduley Series 300y Inverter Circuit
1I-SA/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/16 08-01
W_lded Nodulmy Series 3009 Inverter Buffer
/IB-1/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/17 08-01
Welded Hoduley Series 300y Inverter Buffer
/IB-2/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/18 08-01
Neided Moduley Series 300t Inverter Flip-Flop
/IFB-1/ 11/04/1963
HSFC-SPEC-325/19 08-01
Inverter, Static 450y Volt-Ampere. Model 0 and
ly Specification for 11/08/1963
60M60027 08-01
ION





Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator




Platinum, Iridium Allog /Platinum 8S-Iridium




Plastic Sheet9 Laminatedy Nickel-Iron-Cobalt




Huriner, Flight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Qualltv of Assemb| V Irradiation BV
Natural Radiation Belt Eluctronss 9/01/64
MOO--50274-GEN-A 11-01
IRRADIATOR
Cobalt 60 Spacecraft Irrudlator
S-716-P-2 05-01
ISOLATED
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequencg Power Divider. 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1_ 10-03
Amplifier, Mixer, Outputy Dual /Isolated/
Specification for, 04/12/65y EO--2, 07/14/65y




Contract End Item Detail Specification /Low
Prequencg Accalerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirementsy
11103166
KSC-SPEC-M-O001 10-01
Nmrinmr C. Flight and Ground Equipment
Requirements for Storage of the Mariner
/NC-4/ Spacecraft and Associated Itemsy
2/01/65y Amendment 1. 12/01/65
HCO-SOSS3-GEN-B 11-01
Fabricated and Machined Items
05-01
Quniitg Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and
Machined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
TaGging of Saturn Vehicle Non-Flight Itemsy
Procedure fury 01/22/63y EO-I 08/07/63
10M01678 08-01
Tmgey Identification, Saturn Environment













Requirements for the Eighteen bg Thirty Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal Sgstem
S-731-P-61 05-01
JOINT
Cleaning of Aluminum Alloy Veld Joints for
HioN Quality Nelda, 12/06/65
NSFC-PROC-463 08-01
Radio_rnphlc Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Voided
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




TransLutora_ N-Channel Junction, Silicony
Field-Effecty Tinge U182 vith Veldable




Specifications for m High Performance Kinescope




Preparation of Space Environment Simulation




Standard for9 06/21/64_ Amendment 2,
03/a4/6s
HSFC-STD-397 06-01
Certification Requirements for the Experimental




Plastic Sheet_ Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Viring/_ 11/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Plastic Sheety Laainated9 Nickel-Iron-Cobalt




Lamp Power Supply, 2500 Vntt, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolsb Hodel 2500--L
S-630-P-0151 05-01
Specification for Lamp Pouer Supply
S-630-P-0155 05-01
LARGE
Specification for Large Screen Projectors.
• 22/07/64 /PR 45631-1/ 10-03
Specification for Large Screen X-Y Indicator
/PR 3704_-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Large Screen Oscilloscope
/PR 14347-1/ 10-03
LATCH
Rmluyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volta_ Direct Current: 4 Pole Double
Throng SAy Solder Hooky Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Mounting 9 S4LH-6-24A_
08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/24A 08-01
Releyy Special Purpose, /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltay Direct Currmnt9 • Pole Double




Rmley_ Special Purpose /Hngnmtic Lutch/l 28
Volts, Direct Currmnt_ 4 Polo Double




Rmlmv9 Special Purpose /Nngnmtic Latch/y 20
Voltny Direct CuTrmnty • Pole Double





Ralayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double
Throay 3Ay Printed Circuit Board Plug-Iny
Tu_ Stud Hountingy S4LP-6-28A, 04/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltuy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throay 2Ay Solder Hooky Tuo Hole
Reverse-Flange Hountingy S2LH-8-41By
04/01/65y Amendment ly 07129/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Ralsv, Special Purpose /Magnetic Lstch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountlngy S2LH-8-42Ay 04/01/65y
Amendment ly 07/29166
HSFC-SPEC-S39/42A 08-01
Relnvy Special Purpose /Magnetic Lntch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throus 2As Plug-Iny Tvo Hole Flange
Nountingy S2LP-8-43Bs 04/01/65s Amendment ls
07/29/66
PLSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Hagnatic Latch/ 28
Voltes Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throws 2As Solder Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountingy S2LH-8-61A, 04/01165
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relev, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountingy S2LH-8-62Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-33g/62A 08-01
Reluvy Special Purpose Magnetic Lutch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-lny 2 One-Hole Ears
Mountingy 52LP-8-63By 04101/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throay 2Ay Plug-In, Plain Case Mountings
52LP-8-64By 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, lOAy Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mountingy 52LH-6-68A,
04/01/66y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltss Direc_ Current s 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mountingy S2LP-8-69Ay 04/01/66
HSFC-SPEC-33g/69A 08-01
Relevy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voitsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throay 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountingy S2LH-8-81As 04/01/66 s
Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/s 28
Voltsy Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throay 2As Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountingy 52LH-6-82Ay 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/26/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny Tee Hole Flange
Nountlngy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relavs Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currents 2 Pole Double




Relnvy Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/y 26
Voltsy Direct Curranty 2 Pole Double
Thrum s 2Ay Solder Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountings S2LH-8--92As 04/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-SS9/92A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throms 2As Plug-Iny 2 One Hole Ears
Hountingy S2LP-8-93As 04101/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relev, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Voltss Direct Currenty 2 Pole Doable
Throw s 2Ay Plug-Ins Plain Case Hountingy
S2LP-6-94As 06/31/64
MSFG-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
RoIevs- Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Voltss Direct Curreuty 2 Pole Double
Thrum, 10As Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Revbree-Ears Mountings S2LH-6-98A,
04/01/65, Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-SSD/96A 08-01
LAUNCH
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipments
5palcecreft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipmenty Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Purchase Specificstioq for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch _omplex 34 and 37s
12101166
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 10-01
Technical Specifications for Modification on
Launch Complexes 34 and 37B for Apollo
Ingress-Egress Svstems 05115/64
KSC-S4-37B-O03 10-01
Purformanoe/Dusign and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safatv Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Svstemss 09113166
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Contamination Control end Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equlpuenty Procedure for
0312911963
NSFC-PROC-151 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
SpaCecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlns-Agenay
Thor-Agamas or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agen8
Launch Vehicles
5-320-A-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spaoecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dibtated bv Delta Space
Veh4cle-SC and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghnnev Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmeqtal Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-SF,
3G, and 3H/
S-320-D--2 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spaaecratt and Components Using Launch
Environments Diotatad bv Scout FV-4 and




Data Collection and Recording Svstem for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01
Data Collection and Recording Svstee for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-525-P-4 05-01
Electropolishing Saturn Ductlng for Space




SpaceOrutt Electronic Components Four-Laver
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/y 1/25166
ZPH-2252-GEN 11-01
Spaceoratt Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Lsvery 1111/66
ZPP-2762-GEN-A 11-01
LAYOUT
Control Room Lavout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Er_vironmental FacilJt_f
ESD-106100 09-03
Computer Room Lagout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilitv
ESD-I06101 09-03
Control Room Lnvout and Rack Elevation for
Grunman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-I06102 09-03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for








Znsulation of Metal Rocket Hater Chambers
s4ng HBR Gen-Gard Materiels /Hand Lavup,




Cloths Gloss, Leeched, Fluorocarbon
Impregnated. General Purpooe 04/25/1962
10H01631 08-01
LEAD
Component Lead end Interconnection Materials.
for Velded Electronic Modules. 10/17/66
HSFC-SPEC-270S 08-01
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-S71d /Solder. Tin
AIIov. Lead-Tin Aliov. and Lead Allov
05/10/1965
MSFC-SP£C-457 08-01
Qualification Testing Requirements For
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screw Actuated/.
11/07/55
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thernocoupla
Leads and Extenslona. Standard tar
04/07/1964
50H60145 08-01
Resistors. Variable. Virouound. /Lead Spray
Actuated/. /StvIo SRT/9 Specification for9
06/19/64. E0-19 04/21/65. EO-2. 11/04/68e
EO-3. 01/03/66
50H60183 08-01
Resistors. Variable. Honwlramound /Lead Screw
Actuated/. /Stvle SRJ/. Specification for.
06/19/04. EO-l. 04/21/66. EO-2. 11/04/65.
EO-3. 01/03/66
60H60184 08-01
Resistor. Fixed. Coepoaitlon /Tnsulated/.
StvIo RC07 mith Voidable Loads.
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/. 4/07/66
50H60337 08-01
Resistors. Fixed. Composition /Insulated/.
Stvla RL07 with Voidable Loads.
Specification for /Cover Shoot to
Specification RZL-R-22684/. 4/07/66
60H60308 08-01
Resistor. Fixed. Film /High 8tabiiltv/9
StvIe RHS5 mitt Veldsble Loads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Spacificatio_ NIL-R-lOS09/. 4/07/66
60M60359 08-01
Capacitor. Fixed. Ceramic-Dielectric. Stvlas
CKOSCV and CKO6CV with Voidable Leads.
Specification For /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-C-11015/. 10/05/66
60H60360 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed. Nonsolld Electrolvtic
/Tantalus. Foil and Slntered-Slug/ with
Veldable Leads. Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HZL-C-3965/. 4/07/66
50M60301 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Solid Electrolvta.
Tantalum. StvIe CSIS with rVeldabla Loads.
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HZL-C-26666/. 10/18/66
801460302 08-01
Lead Materiel, Veldabla. for Znterconnection
and Component Parts, Specification for.
3/17/00
60H60S6S 08-01
Capacitor. Fixed. Mica-Dielectric. Stvle CH06
with Veidable Loads. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NZL-C-5/.
4/07/$6
50H60504 08-01
Tranoistors. HPN. Silicon. TVpoc 2N910.
2H930. and 2N1482 with Voidable Leads.
Specification For /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-5-19600/. 4/07/66
80H60565 08-01
Transistors. PHP. Silicon. Types C920-1.
C920-A. and C920-AA with Voidable Leads.
Specification For. 11/17/66
80H60566 08-01
Translator. PHP. TVpe 67782 with Voidable
Leads. Specification fort 10/18/66
60M60367 08-01
Translator, PAP. TVpe 78P2B math Voidable
Leads, Speclficetios for, 10/19/66
601440368 08-01
Differential Amplifier. Transistor. NPN. Type
s01g5 math VeIdable Loads. Specification
for, 11/17/66
60M80369 08-01
TransLator HPN. Si.llcon, Type 2N2432 with
Voidable Leads, Specification fort 10/05/66
50H80370 08-01
Transistor. PHP. Silicon. TVpe 2N956 with
Voidable Leads. Specification for. 10/19/66
60H60371 08-01
Transistor. PHP. _Vpo N81223 with Voidable
Leads, Specificatioq fort 10/18/66
80M037_ 08-01
Translator. PAP. allison. TVpe 2N3251 eith
Veldable Leads. Specification fort 10/19/66
60H40875 08-01
Transistor. PHP. Silicon. TVpe T61S3 with
Voidable Leeds. Specification fort 10/18/66
50H80374 08-01
Translator. Field Effect. TVpe 2N3436 uith
Voidable Leeds. Specification for. 10/05/66
50M80376 08-01
Diodes. Silicon. TVpee 1N468, 1N469. and
1N827 with Voidable Leeds, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-S-19600/.
4/07/66
50H80376 08-01
Diode, Zoner. Silicon, TVpe 1H936A with
Voidable Laeds_ Specification for. 10/13/66
60M60377 08-01
Diode, Zenar. Silicon. TVpo 1NI314A with
Veldebio Leads. Specification for. 10/13/66
60H80378 08-01
Resistor. Fixed. Composition /Insulated/. TVpa
CBD2265 through CBD10066 with Valdable
Leads, Specification for, 10/13/66
50H60580 08-01
Resistor. Fixed. Precision. Vire Vowed /Mloh
Temperature/, TVpe SXOSS mith Voidable
Leader SpeclflcetloQ tar. 8/12/66
50R60381 08-01
Senslatort Hoidad. Silicon. TVpa TH-1/8 with
Voidable Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
60H60582 08-01
Inductor. Shielded. TVpe 1637734 with Voidable
Loads. Specification for. 8/12/66
60N60883 08-01
Reela4_ors. Fixed. File. Insulated. Stvla RL
20 with Weldable Loads. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HZL-R-22684/.
10/17/66
50H80399 08-01
Reals*ors. Fixed. Film. Insulated. Style RL
$2 mith VeldablW Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification MIL-R-22684/.
10/17/68
60H60400 08-01
Transistors. H-Channel Junction. Silicon.
Field-Effect. TMpe U182 with Veidable
Leads. Speclficatioq for9 10/17/66
50H60401 08-01
Transistors. Silicon. PNP. Tvpes 82N722 and
82N1132 mlth Voidable Leade. Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HSFG-SPEC-558/I08/. 10/17/66
50H80402 08-01
Transistors. Silicon. NPN. TVpe 52N2102 with
Voidable Leads. Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HSFC-SPEC-338/116/.
10117168
60H80405 08-01
Semiconductor DevLca. Diode. Silicon. Type
1N941B mlth Veldeble Leada. Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-8-19600/. 10/17/66
50H60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devices9 Diodes. Silicon. TVpe
JAN-IN649 elth VeIdable Leads. Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/. 10/17/66
60M80405 08-01
Semiconductor Devices. Diodes. Silicon. TVpae
1N4370A, TX-1N4370A. 1N4371A. TX-1NA371A.
1N4372A.- TX-1N4572A. IN746A. Through
1N759A. end TX-XN746A Through TX-1NTS9A vith
17C
SUBJECT INDEX LINE
Weldable Leader Specification for /Cover
50M60406 08--01
Diode, Zener, Type 1NB23A with Veldable
Leeds, Specification for, 10/17/66
50N60407 08-01
Diodes, Zener, Diffused, Type 1N4105 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/17/68
50H60408 08-01
Capacitorsj Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ with Weldable Leads,




Commercial Equipment Specification for A
Versatile Leak Detector, 12/08/65
ERC/F-C-IO001 12-01
Leak Test Compounds, LOX Compatible,
Specification for 05/05/1964
MSFC-SPEC-384 08-01
Leak Meter Asseablv, Gaseous Oxvgen
Measuring, Specification fort 02/17/66
80H60066B 06--01
Leak Hater AsseoblNt Hot Gee Nensuring_
Specification forp 02/27/66
50MOO69A 08--01
Leak Meter Assnoblvt Gaseous I_drogen
Measuring, Specification for9 03/08/66
SOMGOOTgA 08-01












Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems and Svstems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
12114164
K5C-C-123 10-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Heesuring Systems, 08/10/86
HSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Gases, Drying had Preservation, Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Hethods, Procedure for
10/20/1964
HSFC-PROC-404 08-01
Switch Asseablv, LOX, Level, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10M01028 08-01
Switch Assembly, Fuel Level, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10M01058 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Level Control,
Specification for 08/09/1961
10NOlOTOA 08-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection end
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Partst Assemblies, Subsvstems, and Svsteas
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
Specification fort 4/28/64, EO-2, ?/28/64,
10NO1671B 08-01
Probe, Liquid Level, Specification for
11/27/1983
50M60007 08-01
Digital Adapter, Liquid Level Measuring,
Specification for 02/17/1964
50N60088 08-01
Submultlplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, Low-
Level, Model 102 t Specification for,
10/28/54, EO-1, 12/16/64, EO-2, 07/27/65,
EO-3, 07/27/65, EO-4, 01/04/68, EO-5,
01/17/66, EO-6, 07/05/86
50M60202 08-01
Subeultiplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, High-
Level, Hodel 101, Specification for,
10/30/64, EO-1, 12/16/64, EO-2, 07/14/65,
E0-3, 07/14/65_ EO-4, 01/04/68, EO-5,
01/04/66, EO-6, 07/05/66
50N60203 08-01
Amplifier, Differential, Lon Level,
Specification for, 10/12/64, EO-I, 12/15/64,
EO-3, 06/25/657 E0-49 10/05/85, EO--5,
10/27/85, EO-6, 11/05/85, EO-7, 11/14/65,
EO--8, 11/22/65, E(}-9t 11/22/85, EO-IOA,
50H60204 08-01
Submultiplexer, High Level, Specification for,
6/18/66
50M60312 08-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning and Inspection
Prosedures for Component Parts of Gas
Hearing and Slosh Measuring Systems,
Specification for, 06126/62, EO-1 07/02/63,
EO-3 04/03/64
10419906B 08-01
Switch, Assemblies, Liquid Level,
Specification for, 07/13/50, EG-1 12/01/60
10419914 08-01
Valve Assemblv, Fuel Level Control,
Specification for, 12/28/60, EO--1, 02/19/62
10419947 08-01
LIBRARY
Library Technical Support Services Comtrsot
S-252--P-1 05-01
LIFE




Long Life Rate Measuring Package
S-731-P-47 05-01
LIFTING




Specification for a Reliable, Light Weight,
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Lamp Power Supply,. 2500 Watt, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectroleb Hodel 2500-L
S-630-P-0181 05-01
High Voltage Strobe Light Cable,
Specification for 08/26/1963
50M00015 08-01












Acceptability Limits for All Selectivelv
Etched Aluminum Components, Standard for
0613011956
ABHA-STD-21 08-01












Voided Nodule, Series 300, Line Driver /LD-2/
11/04/1963
NSFC--SPBC-325/3 08-01
Velded Module, Series 300, Line Driver /L1)-I/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/23 08-01
130 Hegacvcle to 140 Megacycle Line Amplifiers
Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0219 05-01
Functional SpecifLcetion for High Power
Transmission Line end Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Line, LOX Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine,





Liner Fuel Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Enginer
Reliability Teat Requirements 04/15/1961
10H01013 08-01
Liner Drain, Lube Ollr Specification for,
2/15/63, EO-I, 6111/63
10M01164 08-01
Filter Assembly, Power Liner Specification
fort 07/23/64r EO-lr 06/04/65r EO-2r
07/29/65, EO-3r 10/13/65t E0-4, 10/13/65t
EO-5r 01/05/66r EO-Sr 01/27/66r EO-Tt
07/06/66
50H60086A 08-01
Networks_ Passiver Printed Transmission Line
Section_ Standard for 11/18/1964
50N60233 08-01
LINEAR
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/r 3/31/65
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01




Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-106008 09-03
Specification for Microwave Link
/PR 10726-1/ 10-03
LIQUID
Pressure Measurement System for Liquid
Propellant Compatibility Testing, 4/22/66
GNZ-50522-GEN 11-01
Testing Compatibility of Materials for Liquid
Oxygen Systems, 09/16/66
NSFC-STD-IO6B 08-01
Hydrogen r Liquid, Specification for 01/27/1965
HSFC-SPEC-356 08-01
Ductr Liquid Oxygen, High Pressurer H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
lOHOlOlO 08-01
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Aasemblg, Specification for 10/31/1961
10N01293 08-01
Check Valve r Liquid Oxygen_ H-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10M01366 08-01
Vaive_ Cheeky Liquid Nitrogen_ Cooling
Sgatem, Specification for r 05/15/62, EO-1
07/27/62
10N01627 08-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiseize
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen S_stems/
06/25/1964
10M01703 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Compatibility of
Materials, for Liquid Oxvgen Systems/
06/25/1964
10H01706 08-01
Probe r Liquid Levelr Specification for
11/27/1963
50H60007 08-01
Digital Adapter, Liquid Level Neasurlngr
Specification for 02/17/1964
50N60088 08-01
Velvet Vent, Liquid Oxggen Container_
Specification fort 05/19/60, EO-lr 12/06/60r
ED-2, 06/29/61w ED-3Ar 10/17/62t EO-4t
10/17/62
10419910 08-01
Svltchr Assembllesr Liquid Level,
Specification for, 07/13/60t EO-1 12/01/60
10419914 08-01
Lubricant9 Antiseize and Sealing, Liquid




Electronic Equipment Product List
ARC-STD-203 02-01




Drawings7 Engineering and Associated Llstsr
02/07/66
KSC-D-327 10-01
Space Vehicles and Supporting Equipmentr
Applicable Docuwentsr Listing fort 02/23/65
NSFC-ADL-258B 08-01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus B
Spaoecraft S_stem, Subsgstems and
Experiments
S-320-NI-2 05-01
Specification for Engineering Drawings end
Associated Lists
S-623-P-0147 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Measurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Capacitors and Resistors, Preferred, Approved
Source List, 06/03/66
IOH01805C 08-01




Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand




Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Module
Stabilization end Control System_ 01/31/84
/64 752C/24/A/ 10-03
Design Loads, S-ICy Standard, 9/30/56
10NO1714A 08-01
LOCATION
lnterrogationw Recordlngv and Location
Subsystem Transmitter
S-731-P-8 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
S-731-P-21 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-24 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Control Center /OCC/ and System Integration
S-731-P-27 05-01
Interrogation Recording and Location SubsMstem
/IRIS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Svnchronizer
S-731-P-39 05-01
The Interrogationr Recording end Location
Subsystem for Nimbus D
S-731-P-56 05-01
LOCK











Drill Dater Lockwlre Sizer and Method of
Appllcationr Standard for 01/16/1962
10419909B 08-01
LOG




Microfilm Logging Form Completion9 HSFC
Microfilming Program Support, Procedure for
05/24/1963
NSFC-PROC-228A 08-01
Specification for Data Logging Svstem
S-630-P-0158 05-01
LOGIC
Graphical Symbols for Drawings- Part It
Electrical and Logic Symbolsr 02/01/64
KSC-STD-152-1 10-01
Melded Nodular Series 3001 Serializing Logic
Circuit /M-1A/ 11/04/1963
NSFG-SPEC-325/20 08-01
Welded Noduler Series 300, Diode Logic
Network /M-7A/ 11/04/1963
HSFG-SPEC-325/21 08-01





Logic Functions, Symbols and Definitions,
Standard for, 08/22/64, Notice 19 07/30/64,
Amendment 1, 03/08/85
NSFC-STD-353 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN51, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN511, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-451/1 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SMN513, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-451/2 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN5149 General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN515, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSPC-SPEC-451/4 08-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction ghmml Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Model for Nimbus 0 Attitude Control
SubsMstea
S-731-P-51 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Logic
Modules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3,7/
10-03
LONG
Long Term Compatibility Testing Mith
Hydrazlne, 2/24/85
GNZ-50521-GEN-A 11-01




Long Life Rate Measuring Package
S-731-P-47 05-01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Model/
S-731-P-49 05-01
LONGITUDINAL




Quick-Look Assembly, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station, Specification for
08/08/1983
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01




Hagnetlc Field Restraints for Low Magnetism
Systems
ARC-STD-204 02-01
Magnetic Field Testing of Low Magnetism
Spacecraft
ARC-SPEC-352 02-01
Steel, Structural, Low Alloy, High Yield
Strength, Specification for, 03/25/64
Amendment 1, 05/26/65
MSFC-SPEC-282 08-01
Valve Relief, Pneumatic, Low-Pressure,
10/20/68
MSFC-SPEC-461 08-01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Very Lou Frequency Satellite
5-320-FR-1 05-01
Development of a 1700 Hegacycle_ Ultra-Lou-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter System
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of a 400 Megacycle, Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-500-P-0420 05-01
Specification for a Reliable, Lee Power, Thin
Film Spacecraft Memory
S-522-P-0008 05-01
Lee Pomer Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-3 05-01
Specification for a Low Power Pulse Code
Modulation Telemeter
S-521-P-0002 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Lom Voltage Pomer Converter
PS-8
S-623-OGO--OOO1 05--01
Specifications for the Development of a Lon
Temperature, High Voltage Thermlonic Energy
Conversion System
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, and Low Poser Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Low




Technical ExhihLt, 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
10-03
Lom-Noise, High Gain Radio Frequency
Preamplifier System 9 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
Technical Exhibit for Low Distortion Radio
FrequencN Mult I¢oupler_ 01/14/65
/PR 49717-1/ 10-03
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Tug-Component,
Low-to-Moderate Temperature Resistant,
Room--Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/82
10M01587 08-01
Adhesive, Lou Density, Epoxy_ Specification
for 03/12/1954
lOM(Y1744 08-01
Submultlplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote_ Lom-
Level, Model 102, Specification for,
10/28/84, EO-1, 12/15/64, EO-2, 07/27/55,
EO-3, 07/27/55,, EO-4, 01/04/58, EO--5,
01/17/68, EO-5, 07/05/86
50N60202 08-01
Amplifier9 Differential, Low Level,
Specification for, 10/12/64, EO-I, 12/15/64,
EO-3, 06/25/65, EO-4, 10/05/65, EO-5_
10/27/65, EO-6, 11/05/65, EO-7, 11/14/65,
EO-8, 11/22/65, EO-9, 11/22/65w EO-IOA,
50N80204 08-01
Acceleroaeter_ Two Axis Lee G, Specification
for, 2/04/66
50M60332 08-01
Switches, Pressure, High, Lou, Specification
for,- 12/20/60, EO-1A, 07/12/619 EO-2_
07/14/61
10419943 08-01
Welding, Carbon, Low Alloy and Stainless




Specification for Low-Boy Equipment Console,
10127164 /W3HAP5-1/ 10-03
LOM-PASS




Leak Test Compounds, LOX Compatible,
Specification for 05/05/1964
MSF(;-SPEC-384 08-01
Film, Transparent, Plastic, LOX Compatible,
Gas and Contamination Barrier, 8/01/88
MSF(}-SPEC-456 08-01
Valve, Main LUX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
10NOlOOOA 08-01
Line, LOX Bootstrap9 H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1951
10MU1012 08-01
Valve, Main LOX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1951
10H01020 08-01
smirch Assembly, LOX9 Level, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10M01028 08-01
Switch Assembly, LOX Pressurizing and Relief,




Switch Assembly. Emergency. LOX Vent.
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10N01038 08-01
Pressure Suitch. LOX Differential Step.
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10N01043 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Relief. Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10N01054 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Vent. Reliability Test
Requirements
10H01055 08-01
Valve Assembly. LOX Preliminary. Reliabilit_
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01063 08-01
Valve Assemblyy LOX Fill and Drain.
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
IOH01084 08-01
Check Velvey LOX Dome. H-1 Rocket Engine.
Reliability Test Requirements 06/26/1961
10M01367 08-01
Valve Assembly. LDX Relief. Specification
fort 12/13/61. EO-5 04/28/62
10419902A 08-01
LUX Replenishing Valve Assembly e Performance.
Specification for. 05/02/60. EO-1. 12/06/60,
ED-2, 02/21/62
10419913 08-01
Valve Assembly9 LOX-Fill end Drain,
Specification for. 12/28/60. EO--1. 04/28/61,
E0-2, 06/24/61. E0-3, 01/24/62
10419929 08-01
Suitchy LOX Pressurizing end Relief.
Specification fory 01/12/62. EO-I. 05/15/62
10419931A 08-01
Suitchy LUX Vent and Emergency. Specification
fory 01/17/62, EO-1. 05/15/62
10419932A 08-01
Switch Assembly, LOX Step Pressurey
Specification for. 08/02/61. EO-1. 11/01/61
10419949 08-01
LUBE
Manifold Assemblyy Lube grainy H-1 Rocket
Enginey Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10N01017 08-01
Line. Drain, Lube Oily Specification fory
2/15/63, EO-1, 6/11163
10H01164 08-01




Threaded Fasteners. Lubricant Application.
Procedure for 07/12/1962
MSFC-PRUC-226 08-01
Lubricant, Dry-Film Ceramic. NLF-5.
Preparation and Application of. Specification
for 04/15/1963
HSFC-SPEC-253 08-01
Standard Thread Anti-Seize and O Ring
Lubricants. Typesy Usesy and Control,
09/20/62
04-4 04-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiseize
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10N01703 08-01
Lubricant. Antiseize and Sealing. Liquid




Fittingsy Female Threads /Premium Quality/.





Certification of Yelding Machine Operators
and Meldorsy Specification for 03127/1963
NSFC-SPEC-130 08-01
RACHINED
Fabricated and Machined Items
05-01
Quality Assurance Provisions for Fabricated end
Machined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
MACHINING
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC




Melding, Fusion. Shielded Arc, Missile
Components. Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABNA-PD-M-45 08-01
Castings. Aluminum and Magnesium Alloy.
Radiographic Inspection of. Acceptance
Standard fory 05/16/61. Amendment 1.
081;7166
NSFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Radiographic Inspection _ Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Velds In Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4/09/65
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Epoxy Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium




Magnetic Field Restraints for Low Magnetism
Systems
ARC-STD-204 02-0]
Magnetic Field Screening of Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 02-01
Magnetic Field Testing of Subassemblies
ARC-SPEC-351 02-01









Digital Magnetic Tape Specification
ESD-106043 09-0:
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purposey /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts. Direct Current. 4 Pole Double




Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Current. 4 Pole Double
Throw. 3A. Plug-In. Two One-Hole Ears
Mounting. S4LH-6-27A. 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 4 Pole Double
Throw. 3At Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Tmo Stud Haunting. S4LP-8-28A. 04/01/65
NSFU-SPEC-339/28A
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Lstch/y 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2A, Solder Hooky Tmo Hole
Reverse-Flange Vaunting, $2LH-8-418.
04/01/65. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
MSFU-SPEC-339/41B
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A. Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting. 82LH-S-42A. 04/01/65.
Amendment 1. 07/29/66
MSFU-SPEC-339/42A
Relay. Special Purpose /Nngnetlc Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2A, Plug-In. Tmo Hole Flange
174
SUBJECT INDEX MAINTENANCE
Mounting, S2LP-8-435, 04/01/65t Amendment It
07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/438 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throvy 2Ay Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountingy S2LH-8-81Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountingy S2LH-8-62Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Rela_y Special Purpose Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears
Mountingy S2LP-8-6391 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny Plain Case Hountingy
S2LP-S-54By 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/645 08-01
Releyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Lmtch/_ 28
Voltey Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throvy lOAm Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mountingy S2LH--6-68Ay
04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-33g/68A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Printed Circuit Board Plug-Iny
Side Header Mounting, S2LP-8-59Ay 04/01/85
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 26
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2Ay Solder Hooky Tuo Hole Reverse-
_lange Mountingy S2LH-8-81A, 04/01/65y
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountlngy S2LH-8-S2Ay 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Hountingy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double




Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountingy S2LH-8--g2A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2Ay Plug-Iny 2 One Hole Ears
Mountingy S2LP-8-g3Ay 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relevy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny Plain Case Mountingy
S2LP-8-94Ay 08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throvy IOA, Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mountingy S2LH-6-98Ay
04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Magnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0121 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-





National Aeronautics and Space Adein[stration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Tapey
Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0266 05-01
Hagnetic Computer Tape /800 bpi/
S-533-P-10 05-01
Specification for a Magnetic Tape Recorder
S-553-P-0034 05-01
Specification for Magnetic Tape Recording
S_stem
5-630-P-0145 05-01
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of





Magnetic Field Restrain_s for Interplanetarv
Monitoring Platform F and G
S-672-IMP-0197 05-01
Standard Instrumentation Magnetic Recording
Tape
X-534-66-180 05-01
Characteristics for Magnetic Core Memoryy
01/21/65 /PR 51528-1/ 10-03
Magnetic Storage Drub System Spmcificatlony
01/33/64 /KN-EF2/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Magnetic
Indi.cetorsy 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Containery 03/19/85
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Specifications for a Magnetic Core Meeorg
10-03
Mariner Cy Flight Equipment, Requirements for




Magnetic Field Restraints for Low Magnetism
Svstens
ARC-STD-2O4 02-01




Velvet Main LOXy /H-1 Rocket Engine/y
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOMO'IOOOA 08-01
Valve AssenblVy Main Fuel, /H-I Rocket
Engi.ne/y Beliabilitv Test Requirements
05/06/1961
10N61001 08-01




Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Trnceabilit_
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
Drafting and Designy Preparation end
Maintenance ofy 06/01/66
KSC-M-125 10-01
Control During Repairy Replacement or
Maintenance
MSC-SPEC-C-IO 09-03
Drafting Hanunly Preparation and Maintenance
ofy Standard for 09/30/1964
MSFC-STD-428 08-01
Preparation of Operation and Maintenance
Manuals
STD-256-4 05-01
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation and Maintenance of
STD-673-1 05-01
Design Specification for the Apollo
Stabilization and Control System Bench
Maintenance Equipnenty 04/09/64
/PO [N3J7XA-406004/ 10-03
Maintenance and Use of National Aeronautics and
Spa_e Administration -Flight Research
Center Workbook and Associated Forms and
Recordsy 06/04/63
00-1 04-01
Menualsy Operations end Maintenancey Ground





Preparation of Operation end Maintenance




Weight/Performance Management Survev Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6OO6/t 8/15/65
CM 017-041-1 00-02
Electrical Power Nanngement Standard /National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
SP-6005/, 06/15/65
CM 019-000-1 00-02
Electrical Power Management Surveg Manual
/National Aeronautics end Space
Administration SP-6007/, 09/01/65
CM 019-002-1 00-02
Configuration Management Accounting Reports,
Preparation oft 10/01/65
MSFC-PROC-459 08-01
Input for Configuration Management Accounting




Manifold Assembigl Lube Drain t H-I Rocket




Melding t Fusion t Shielded Arc t Missile
Components_ Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-V-45 08-01
Height/Performance Management Surveg Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6OOS/t 8/15/65
CH 017-041-1 00-02
Electrical Power Management Surve_ Manual
/National Aeronautics end Space
Administration SP-5OOT/w 09/01/65
CN 019-002-1 00-02
Requirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Manuals,
2/02/65
DOO-1023-GEN 11-01
Drafting Hanual, Preparation and Maintenance
of t Standard for 09/30/1964
HSFC-STD-428 08-01
Engineering Procedures Manual t Preparation,
Revision, and Publication of, Standard for
01/25/1965
HSFC-STD-432 08-01
Preparation and Acceptance of Technical Manuals
S-552-GEM-O010 05-01
Test Specification and Operators Manual-
Ground Handling Equipment, United
Kingdos-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0098 05-01
Test Specification and Operator*s Manual





Goddard Space Flight Center Engineering
Standards Design Manual
S-673-STD-0001 05-01
Preparation of Operation and Maintenance
Manuals
STD-256-4 05-01
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation and Maintenance of
STD-673-1 05-01
Manuals, Operations and Maintenance, Ground
Support Equipment, Preparation oft
Standard for, 12102165
10HO1776B 08-01
Quality Control of Technical Manuals,
Procedure for 02/15/1965
10H01792 08-01
Preparation of Operation and Maintenance
Manuals for Ground Support Equipment,
5109153
20042-GEM 11-01
Veldingt Carbon_ Low Alloy and Stainless




Standard Format for Coding by Manufacturer of
Electronic Component Data9 9/08/64
ZPP-2093-GEM-A 11-01
MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing Requirements HI-REL Digital
Modules, 2/02/67
DDM-50442-GEN-B 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility,
Manufacturing Requirements, Cables and
Harness, 4/06/66
DOS-8913-GEM-B 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Manufacturing of
SpaCecraft Electronic for Electromechanica]
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01




Procedure for Packaging and Harking Cables
end Harnesses, 10/01/64
KSC-P-116 10-01
Detail Specification Packaging, Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Motors and Motor
Drive Sets, 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Racks, Consoles, Panels, and Distributors,
Packaging, Marking and Storage of, 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01
Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
Harking, 04/28/66
KSC-STD-141 10-01
Marking of Ground Support Equipment, 10/01/64
KSC-STD-169 10-01
Marking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Panels, and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
NSFC-STD-275A 08-01
Vorkmanshipt Marking, Traceability, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard SpaDe Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
Harking of Ground Support Equipment for
Handling Purposes, Standard for 01/28/1965
10H01801 08-01
Miring, Electrical Ground Support Equipment_
Identification Marking end Color Coding,
Standard for 09/02/1964
40H00220 08-01




Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Mars 1966 Onl_/t 8/07/64
ZPP-2901-GEN 11-01
NABS
Mass Properties Standard /National Aeronautics





Voltage Supplg, Master Measuring, Acceptance
Checkout_ Procedure for 11/02/1964
MSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Master Drawings and Patterns, Undinensionedt
General Requirements, 02/03/65, Amendment
1_ 04/09/65
MSFC-STD-420 08-01
Printed Circuit Board, Master Drawing
S-330-P-0001 05-01
Master Measuring Voltage Power Supply, 5
Volts, Direct Current, Specification for
12/03/1964
50M60228 08-01
Nester Control Assemblvt Model 810
Multiplexer, Specification for, 10/17/66
50M60322 08-01
NATERIAL
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate





Plating9 Mechanical9 Zlnct Specification fort
7/18/66
40M00380 08-01
Filter9 Mechanical9 455 Kilocycle9 Upper
Sideband Ferrite Drive Selector9
Specification for 08/06/1963
50M60009 08-01




Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Survegor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Hodel/, 4/04/66
SAS-5OSOg-GEN-A 11--01
MECHANISM
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism
S-623-0A0-0015 05-01
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism




Hose Assamblloat Flexible, Hydraulic, Medium
and High Pressure, High Temperature9
Specification fort 01/18/63_ Amendment 2,
06120164
MSFC-SPEC-116 08-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /MRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Medium Capacity IRLS Command and Data Memory
S-731-P-19 05--01
MEMBRANE
Membrane Calorimeter Assemblies9 Types 149 159
169 17, and 209 Specification for 05/17/1964
50H60206 08-01
Calorimeter Assembly, Total Heat9 Membrane
Type9 Specification for 12/01/1964
50N60218 08-01
HEMORY
Specification for a Reliable9 Low Power9 Thin
Film Spacecraft Memory
S-522-P-0008 05--01





Characteristics for Magnetic Core Memory,
01/21/65 /P_ 61525-1/ 10-03
Core Memory Specifications- Attachment 1
10-03
Specifications for a Magnetic Core Memory
10-03
MESH
Filter9 Elements9 Hydraulic, Wire Mesh9




Insulation of Metal Rocket Motor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand Layup9
Cure In-Place Method/9 9/07/649
Amendment 1, 11/19/64
GHQ-50363-GEN 11-01
Plates9 Identification, Metal Foil Adhesive




Miscellaneous Fixtures and Metals
S-532-P--0021 05-01
Miscellaneous Metal 05-01




Capacitors9 Fixed, Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric9 Metallized Dielectric
Construction9 Direct Current9 Hermetically




Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Style SCPV09/, Specification for9
041171649 EO-I, 04121/65, E0-29 09124/66
50N60180 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed9 Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric, Metallized Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current9 Hermetically








Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-450-P-3 05-01
Continuous Scanning Meteorological Camera
Subsystem
S-650-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Power Aging for the
Heteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Dew-Might Meteorological Camera for the





Specifications for Q Haters
S-530-P-0020 05-01
Specifications for Paver Meters
S-530-P-0021 05-01
Specifications for Frequency Modulation
Monitor and Deviation Meters
S-530-P-0022 05-01
Leak Meter Assembly, Gaseous Oxygen
Measuring, Specification for, 02/17/66
50M60066B 08-01
Leak Meter Assembly9 Hot Gas Measuring9
Specification for, 02/27/66
50H60069A 08-01
Leak Meter Assembl|/9 Gaseous Hydrogen
Measuring9 Specification for9 03/08/66
50N60079A 08-01
Leak Meter Assembly9 RP-1 Measuring9
Specification for, 03/15/66
50M60146A 08-01




Capacitor, Fixed9 Hica-Dielectric9 Style CN06
with Weldable Leads, Specification for








Electron Probe Mlcroanalyzer9 Research
Equipment, 07/09/659 Revision 1, 11/24/65
ERC/FR-IO 001 12-01
MICROBIOLOGICAL
Microbiological Asse_/ and Certification of
Spacecraft Hardware Sterilit|/9 8/04/67
GRO-50470-GEM-A 11-01
MICROCIRCUIT
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/, 3/51/65
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01




Specification for Determining Relative 1
Nicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
HI CROELECTRONI C
Microelectronlc Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0003 05-01
Mlcroelectronlc Circuits9 Digital, Silicon,





Mariner Venus 67 Spacecraft Material and
Hardware for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equipeentt 7/25/55
MVU-50575-GEN 11-01
Jet Propulsion Lab Flight Hardware Preferred
Polymeric Haterials and Products, 8/25/66
ZCF-4OIO-OOO2-A 11-01
Lead Haterial9 Weldablet for Interconnection




Specification for a Beam Forming Matrix
S-525-P-0033 05-01
Specification for a Seam-Forming Matrix
/Sixty-Four Beass/
S-525-P-0035 05-01
Specification for Coaxial Switching Matrix
S-530-P-0025 05-01
NEASUREHENT
Pressure Measurement System for Liquid
Propellant Compatibility Testingt 4/22/56
GHZ-50522-GEN 11-01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures t Standard for 06/26/1963
HSFC-STD-280 08-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Heasurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Laboratory Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequencu Interrogator Systemt
Slmmonds Model 4623201 Unit 2, 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
Measurement Calibratort Specification for
08/13/1963
50M60000 08-01
Heasureeent Rack Selectort Specification for
08/13/1963
50H50001 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Missile Trajectory
Measurement t Modal 802, Specification for
03/18/1965
50M60129 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Missile Trajectory




Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring Systems, 08/10/66
NSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Voltage Supplyt Measuringt Acceptance
Checkoutt Procedure for 11/03/1964
HSFC-PROC-290A 08-01
Voltage Supplyt Raster Heasuringt Acceptance
Chackoutt Procedure for 11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experiaentst Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DME-A-1 05-01







Long Life Rata Measuring Package
S-731-P-47 05-01
Gagest Measuring Devicest Instruments, Test
Equ|paent t and Tools t Calibration and
Checking Requirements, 02/15/65
02-2 04-01
Test Hethods for Vehicle Measuring and
Telemetry Electronic Partst Assembliest and
Subsystemst Standard fort 06/22/66
50M6OOOSB 08-01
Leak Meter Assembly t Gaseous Oxygen
Measuring t Specification for t 02/17/66
50M6OO66B 08-01
Leak Meter Assaablu, Hot Gas Measuringt
Specification fort 02/27/66
50H60069A 08-01
Selectort Measuring Rack, Specification for
03/30/1965
50H60077 08-01
Leak Hater Assemblvt Gaseous Hydrogen
Heaauringt Specification fort 03/08/66
50H60079A 08-01
Digital Adaptert Liquid Level Measuringt
Specification for 02/17/1964
50H60088 08-01
Leak Hater Assembly, RP-1Neasuringt
Specification fort 03/15/66
50H60146A 08-01
Master Heasurlng Voltage Pouer Supply_ 5
Volts9 Direct C_rrentt Specification for
12/03/1964
50H60228 08-01
Measuring Assembly, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio Model 220_ Specification for,
01/28/66
50M60259A 08-01
Measuring Rack House Assemblyt Specification
for 05/12/1965
50H60288 08-01
Environmental Test Hethods for Vehicle
Measuring and Telemetry Electronic Partst
Assemblies, and Subsystems t Standard fort
6/26/66
50H6303A 08-01
Measuring Assembly t Voltage Standing Wave
Ratiot Model 2259 Specification fort 4/18/65
50H60355 08-01
Cleanliness Levels t Cleaning and Inspection
Prooedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring Systems 9




Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipaent_
Spaoecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106083 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentt
Spaoecraft Hechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Merritt Island Launch Area
Facility
ESD-106084 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spaoecraft Hechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facility
ESD-106085 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment_
Spaoecreft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Grummen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-106086 09-03
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Mechanical Sgsteas_ 5/13/64
GNO-503OO-GEN 11-01
Pneumatic and Hydraulic Mechanical Components
and Partet Electrlcalt 02/01/66
KSC-STD-131 10-01
Graphi.cal Symbols for Drauings- Part 2t
Mechanical Symbols t 07/01/64
KSC-STD-152-2 10-01
Mechanical Syabolst Standard fort 02/14/64t
Amendment 19 12/18/64
MSFC-STD-162A 08-01
Godderd Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Mechanical
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0002 05-01
Godderd Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electro-Hechanical
Subsystem
8-623-0A0-0004 05-01
Hachanical Ground Support Equipment, Support
Plant Standard for t 05/24/65
10NO171OA 08-01
Saturn IB and Saturn V Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plan t Procedure fort 3/23/66
10H01811 08-01





Microfiche Preparation_ Specification for
MSC-SPEC-7 09-03
MICROFILM
Microfilm Logging Form Completion, NSFC




N|crofilling of Drawings and Associated
Documents9 Specification for
MSC-SPEC-1 09-03
Microfilming of Engineering Documents 15 HM_
Requirements for
NSC-SPEC-3 09-03
Microfilming of Drawings and Associated
Documentst Specification for 09/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-IO8A 08-01
Microfilm Logging Form Completiont MSFC




Data Requirements for Nierometmorite Experiment




Specification for Sound Powered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset - Microphone
10-03




Specifications and Standards for NASA




Specification for Microwave Station Data
Acquisition Facilitv_ Rosman_ North
Carolina
S-532-P-0029 05-01
Revised Specification for a Hicrouave
Radiometer
S-622-P-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Microwave Radiometer
S-652-P-2 05-01
Specification for Microwave Link
/PR 10725-1/ 10-03
NIDCOURSE




Fittings, Military Connector_ Classification of
Defects_ Specification for 02/11/1965
MSFC-SPEC-437 08-01
MINIATURE
Gyroscope, Free, Miniature, Two Axis
GSFC-ACS-O01 05-01




Specification for e Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
MINIMUM
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tape Degaussers, 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad_ 03/16/65
/PR 91225-2/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
Writing Analog Recorder Systems, 05/10165
/PR 98508-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Display
Unit_ 03/12/65 /PR 91218-1/
10-03
Minimum Sallen_ Characteristics for E|ectronlc
Instrument Carrier, 05/10/85 /PR 98507-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characterlsitcs for Function
Generutor_ 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequencv Power Divider_ 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Logic
Modules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3,7/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Magnetic
Indicators, 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for an
Osclllogram Proceasor_ 03/02/65
/PR 54974-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Container_ 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Amplifler/Supplv 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Supply_ 12104/64 /PR 45818-2/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Nount for Model 5-119 Oscillographs_
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Radio
Frequency Hicro-Voltmetmrt 03/05/65
/PR 58941-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Recording
Oscillograph_ 03/22/65 /PR 91239-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rotary
Thumbmheel Switch Assemblv, 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
Analyzer Plug-in Unit_ 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Seitch
Assemblies, 03/10/64 /PB 90135-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Telemetering Indicators, 01/11/65
/PR 49696-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Television
Monitor, 02/25/65 /PR 54947-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dia]_ 04/05/65 /PR 94213-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Osclllutor_ 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Signal Generator, 03/10/65
/PR 90134-1/ 10-03
Spacecraft Operationnl Support Equipment,
Electronic System, Minimum Requirements for
the Atlantic Missile Range Launch Complex,
06103/83
30768-GEM 11-01
Hariner C_ Flight Equipment_ Requirements for




Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Prooessing Pulse Frequenc_ Modulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Specification for
04/16/64, EO-1 05/25/64
50M60107 05-01
Transmittert Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn




Final Test Method for Alignment Mirror
Assembly
S-550-AP-0002 05-01










Welding, Fusion, Shielded Arcp Missile
Components, Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABMA-PD-W-45 08-01
Valveaj Pressure Regulating for Missile Use,
General Specification for 05/04/1959
AnNA-V-S3 08-01
Cable and Harness Assemblies 9 Electrical s
Missile Systems, General Specification for
12/15/1959
ARHA-PD-C-?IIA 08-01
Nimbus Control Sub-System Pacific Missile
Range Pre-Lmunch Test Set
S-SSO-NI-O005 05-01
Cover Sheet for ABRA-PD-R-187 /Relayss
Hermetically Sealed Missile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10M01707 08-01
Antenna Assemblys Missile Trajectory
Measuremente Model 802e Specification for
03/18/1965
50M60129 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Mlsslle TraJector_
Measurement s Model 803, Specification for
03/18/1965
50M60130 08-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment,
Electronic System m Minimum Requirements for




Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satelllte-D Mission
S-731-P-54 05-01
MIXER
Ground Composite Signal Mixer and Separator
ESD-106105 09-03
Single Output Mixer Amplifier Specification
for_ 12/30/64_ EO-1, 07/14/65_ EG-2_
07/14/65, £0-3, 07/14/65t EO-4, 12/30/65s
EO-5, 07/06/66
50M60021A 08-01
Amplifier_ Mixer, Outputs Dual /Isolated/
Specification for s 04/12/65m EO-21 07/14/65,




Inspecting s Testing s and Certifying Fixed and
Mobile Cranes_ Forklifts s Mobile Personnel
Tomers_ and Auxiliary Equipment_ 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
Mobile Service Truck Units RJ-1 and Sodium
Nitrite r Specification for 01/30/1964
10M01765 08-01
MODEL
Exhiblt C Godderd Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astron0mg Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-11 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
S-615-P-12 05-01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Model/ for Use in
Stabilization and Control Subs_stemt
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-625-0A0-0016 05-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /MRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus D
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Engineering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-23 05-01
An Engineering Model Gravity Gradient
Subsystem
S-731-P-31 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Model for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subs_Jstem
S-731-P-51 05-01
Flight Node] Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-52 05-01
Data Requirements for Nicrometeorite Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Model/,
4104156
SAS-50507-GEN 11-01
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Model/, 4/04/66
SAS-50509-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Model/_
4/04/6s
SAS-5OSIO-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamic
Experiment Surveyor Scientific Flights
/A-34 Model/s 4/04/66
SAS-50511-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Model/,
4104166
SAS-SOS12-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Hodel/,
4104166
SAS-SO513-GEN-A 11-01
Motors, Auxiliary Solid Propellant, Model
Specification9 Preparation of_ Standard for,
6123166
IOMOl818 08-01
Recorder Assembly 9 Tape /Airborne/, Model 101,
Specification furs 10/22/64, EO-ls 12/16/64s
EO-2, 07/14/65t EO-3s 07/14/65_ EO-4,
10/27/655 EO-5s 12/04/65s EO-6, 12/04/65 s
EO-Ts 01/14/66s EO-8, 07/06/66
50M6OOI6D 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem_ Pulse
Code Modulateds Assemblyt Model 301_
Checkout Procedure for, 6/16/64
50MSOO31A 08-01
Antenna Systems, Nlstram, Models 802 and 803 s
Checkout Procedure furs 11/04/64
50M60131 08-01
Antenna Systems Radars Model 708s Checkouts
Procedure fore 3/10/65
50M60138 08-01
Antenna Systems Azusas Model 711s Checkouts
Procedure for, 3/10/65
50M60139 08-01
Antenna System9 Televisions Model 402_
Checkout, Procedure fort 3/10/65
50M60143 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem/ Computer
Interfaoe Units Model 501s Specification
for_ 3/04/669 EO-2, 5/06/661EO-3, 5/25[66_
EO-4s 7/05/66
50M60273A 08-01
Digital Multiplexer Assembly s Model 410 s
Specification for_ 2/23/66s EO-3s 4/12/66,
EO-4s 5/06/55s EG-5 s 5/25/66s
£O-6s 7/05/66
50MSO274A 08-01
Antennas Command, Model 313s Specification for,
3/14/$6
50MSO280A 08-01
Command Pouer Divider, Model 312s
Specification fore 3/14/66
50M60285B 08-01
TV Antenna, Model 408t 11/26/65
50M60298 08-01
Command Antennas Model 311, 12/15/65
50M60302 08-01
Radio Frequency Assambly_ Model III,
Teleeetrys Pulse Code Modulatedw Ultra
High Frmquencys Specification fore 9/09/66
50M60320 08-01
Master Control AseemblN_ Modal 810
Muitiplexert Specification for s 10/17/65
50M60322 08-01
Dividers Powers Televisions Model 409s
Specification furs 4/04/66
50M60334 08-01
Measuring Assembly, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratios Model 225, Specification foes 4/18/66
50M60355 08-01
Antennae DJrectlonale Command and Communication
180
SUBJECT INDEX MODULATED
System, Hodcl 609, Specification for,
7/15/66
50M60356 08-01
Switch, Coaxial, Nodal 612, Specification for,
5/13/86
50M60384 08-01
Ring, Hybrid, Command and Communication
System, Model 608, Specification for,
5/08/68
50M60385 08-01
Antenna, Receive, Command and Communication
System, Model 6109 Specification for,
6/10186
50M60389 08-01
Antenna, UHF, Model 613, Specification for,
6/10/66
50M60390 08-01
Coupler_ Directional1 Telemetry Model 225,
Specification for, 9/01/66
50M60396 08-01




Technical Specifications for Modification on
Launch Complexes 34 and 37B for Apollo
Ingress-Egress System, 05/15/64
KSC-34-37B-003 10-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Specification for Modifications to Switch,car,
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets, Data Acquisition Facility,
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacsimile for Image
Rectification
S-653-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Hodify the Advanced Vidicon Camera System




Filter, Presampling, and Power Supply,
Hodified, Subassembly, Specification for,
03/02/65t ED-3, 06/25/65, ED-4, 06/25/65,
EO-5, 06/25/65, EO-6, 10/27/65, E0-7,
11/05/65, EU-8_ 01/05/66, EU-9, 06/22/66,
50M60208A 08-01
NDDOLAR
Specification for Modulsr Enclosures, Radio
Frequency Interference Shielded, 01/21/64
KSC-E-153F 10-01
Enclosures, Modular Shielded, Radio Frequencg
Interference, Specification for 07/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-331 08-01
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the M Modular Concept
as Sponsored by Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0S0-0003 05-01
NODULARIZATIOM
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Modularization Concepts,




Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 08/07/1963
MSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Quick-Look Assembly, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station, Specification for
0810811963
NSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
HSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Carrels,or Penal'Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selector, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specifi,cation for 08/02/1963
MSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-3O2 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/14/1963
MSFC-SPEC-SO3 08-01
Digital Signal Synchronizer, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 01/05/1965
MSFC-SPEC-SO4A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquieitlon Subsl/stem Receiving Station,
Specification for 03/25/1965
MSFO-SPEC-SOSA De-D1
Pomer SuppIv_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationw Specification for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-3O6 08-01
Blower Assembly, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specification for 09/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specifi.cation for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Digital Gate Rack Assembl_, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station_ Specification
for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Telemetry Receiving Station, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem, Specification for 09/20/1963
NSFG-SPEC-313 08-01
Converter, Analog-to-Digital9 Subassemblg,
Vehicleborne, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition System_ Specification for
05/15/1964
MSFG-SPEC-323A 08-01
Regulator_ Precision Voltage_ Assembly Model
301, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem_ Specification for
08/15/63_ Amendment 2, 11/20/63
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
TiBer, 40 Second, Component Selection, Time
and Temperature Compensating, 06/10/65
MSFC-PRGC-45SA 08-01




Specification for Frequencg Modulated 5 Watt,
400 Megacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0001 05-01
Specifications for Ultra High Frequency
Amplitude Moduiated/Frequenc_ Modulation
Signal Generator 10-03
Radio Frequency Assembly w Pulse Code
Modulated, Model CT-19B, Specification for,
07/15/64, EO-1, 04/07/65, EO-2, 05/17/85,
EO-3, 07/15/65,- EO-4, 0?/24/85, EO-5,
01/08/66, EO-6, 07/06/66
50HSOO29A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem, Pulse
Code Modulated, Assembly, Model 301,
Checkout Procedure for, 6/16/64
50H60031A 08-01
Transmitter, Teleaetry_ Solid State_ Frequency
Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification for, 02/09/65_ EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2, 07/15/65,- EU-3_ 07/15/65o EO-4,
01/05/66, EO-5_ 07/06/66
50H6OOS9B 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem, Pulse
Code Modulated, Assembty_ Model 301,
Specification for, 09/14/64, EO-1, 12104/64,
181
MODULATION SUBJECT INDEX
EO-2t 12/10/64t EO-3, 07/15165 , E0-4,
11/22/85, E0-5, 01/05/66, E0-6, 01/14/659
50M80067 08-01
Transmitter1Telemetrg, Vacuum Tube or Hybrid,
Frequency Modulated /Verg High Frequency/,
Specification for, 07/08/64, E0-19 05/17/559
E0-29 07/15/65, E0-3, 07/15/651 E0-41
10/05/65, 20-5, 01/05/869 E0-69 07/05/66
50M60072A 08-01
Demultiplexer, Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated, Specification for 12/02/1963
50M60078 08-01
Demultlplexer, Single Sldeband Frequency
Modulated, Specification for9 01/22/65
50MTOO92A 08-01
Regulator t Precision Voltage9 Assembly Model
3019 Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem, Specification for 9
10/06/64, E0-19 07/20/659 E0-29 01/05/669
E0-39 05/18/66
50H60209 08-01
Transmitter 9 Telemetry1 Solid State, Frequency
Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification for, 12/10/64, E0-1, 05/17/65,
E0-29 10/05/65, E0-39 07/15/65, E0-4,
01/05/669 E0-5, 07/06/56
50M60230 08-01
Signal Conditioner, Pulse Code Nodulated_
Specification for, 06/14/85, E0-1, 10/05/65,
E0-2, 12/02/65, EU-39 07/06/66
50H60231 08-01
Pacer Supply, 300 Hllliamperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current9 Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station_ Specification for 06/08/1955
50M60246 08-01
Pomer Supply, One Ampere 9 12 Voltsy Direct
Current t Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Sgstee Receiving Station,
Specification for 06/11/1965
50H60247 08-01
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Sgnchronlzer,
Specification for 9 11/26/65
50N60250 08-01
Radio Frequencg Telemetry Asseabllest Pulse
Code Hodulated, Specification for,
11117186
50M60263A 08-01
Signal Adapter, Pulse Code Modulated,
Specification for, 8/08/66
50N60313 08-01
Radio Frequency Asseablg, Hodel III,
Telemetry, Pqlse Code Modulated, Ultra
High Frequency, Specification for_ 9/09/66
50N60320 08-01
Transmitter9 Telenetryl Frequency Modulated_




Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry System
ESD-100013 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
/Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-106014 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decoamutator
ESD-106019 09-03
Pulse Aeplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation Digital Decomautator System
ESD-106024 09-03
Frequency Modulation Subcarrier Discriminator
ESD-106032 09-03
Pulse Code Hodulation Subcoeeutator_
Portable Data Gathering System
ESD-IO6115 09-03
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Modulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequencg Modulation
Simulator
S-521-P-2 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for s Pulse Code Modulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0006 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Data Simulator and Comparator
S-522-P-0007 05-01
Specification for a Universal CoBb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Pro_esslng Pulse Frequency Modulation
Teleaetrg Signals st Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-P-0014 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0019 05-01
Specifications for Frequency Modulation
Monitor and Deviation Haters
S-530-P-0022 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCM-DHE Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation Simulator
S-534-P-4 05-01
Specification for Manned Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Modulation System
S-550-P-OOO1 05-01
Goddsrd Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Hodulation Data Decommunication
System
S-553-P-0010 05-01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Multiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation/National Aeronautics
Spaoe Adeinistration Manned Space Flight
Netuork
S-553-P-17 05-01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder System
S-611-P-2 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Comeunication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-0006 05-01
Specification for a Low Pouer Pulse Code
Modulation Telemeter
S-621-P-0002 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Receiving Station
S-621-P-0003 05-01




Modulation Commutator Siuulator for Saturn
IB 10-03
Frequency Modulation Systee Test Oscillator,
Specification, 07/15/64 /PR 26764-1/
10-03
Specifications for Pulse Code Modulation
Simulator /PR 14369-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Ultra High Frequency
Amplitude Modulated/Frequency Modulation
Signal Generator / 10-03




Welded Electronic Modules9 Design and
Construction, Standard for
ARC-STD-201 02-01













Prototgpe Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-106042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Modules
ESD-106091 09-03
Direct Current Amplifier Module. Specification
for, 08/13/62. Amendment 1. 03/26/63
MSFC-SPEC-133A 08-01
Component Lead and Interconnection Materials.
for Welded Electronic Modules. 10/17/66
MSFC-SPEC-270B 08-01
Fabrication of Welded Electronic Modules,
Standard for. 04130/64. Amendment 2.
10/29/65
MSFC-STD-271 08-01
Welded Modules, Series 300, Specification for
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Buffer
lIB-S  1110411963
MSFC-SPEC-325/1 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Analog Suitch
/SW-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/2 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Line Driver /LD-2/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/3 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Dela_ Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/4 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Double Inverter
/11-2/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/5 08-01
Welded Module. Series 3009 Input Dela_
/BD,1A/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/6 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300_ Core Write /CW-1/
11/04/1965
MSFC-SPEC-325/7 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Dela_ Circuit
/D-1A/ 1110411963
MSFC-SPEC-325/8 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Fllp-Flop /F-IA/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/9 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Flip-Flop /F-2A/
11/0411963
MSFC-SPEC-325/10 '08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Flip-Flop /FB-IA/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-SZ_/11 08--01
Helded Module, Series 300. Inverter Circuit
/I-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/12 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/1-2/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/13 08--01
Welded Module. Series 300. Inverter Circuit
II-31 1110411963
NSFC-SPEC-325/14 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/1-4/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/15 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-SA/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/I6 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Buffer
/IB-l/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/17 08-01
Welded Modulet Series 300, Inverter Buffer
lIB-2/ 11/0411963
MSFC-SPEC-325/18 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Flip-Flop
/IFD-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/19 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Serializing Logic
Circuit /M-IA/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/20 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Diode Logic
Network /M-TA/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/21 08-01
Welded Module. Series 300. Diode Logic
Network /M-8/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/22 08-01
Welded Module. Series 300. Line Driver /LD-1/
11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/23 08-01




03/03/65. Amendment 29 09/24/65
NSFC-PROC-412 08-01
Specification for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Modules
S-623-QS0-0002 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatorv Digital Experiment Modules
S-623-QG0-0005 05-01




Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Module
Stabilization and Control Sgstem, 01/31/64
164 752C/24/A/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Logic
Modules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3,7/
10-03
gelded Module Wiring, Standard for,
04112/62 , £U-I 10/11/63
10N01618 08-01
Amplifier Module. Direct Current.
Specification for. 7/06/66
40M00315B 08-01
Amplifier Module. Direct Current.
Specification for. 03/05/65. EO-1. 07/14/65.
EO-2. 03/25/66
50N60074A 08-01
Amplifier Module, Alternating Current_
Specification for, 04/20/65
50N6OO75A 08-01
gelded Modules, Series 300, Specification for,
09/09/66
50H602OIA 08-01
gelded Nodules, Remote Digital Sub-
Multiplexer, Specification for, 07/08/65.
EO-1, 10/05/65,. EO-2, 11/29/65
50N60217 08-01
Nodules, Plug-In, Digital, Specification for,
2110166
50M60271 08-01








Pol_tetrafluoroethvlene /Teflon/ Molded and
Extruded Parts. Sheets. Rods. and Tubing,
Specification for, 07/20/62, Amendment 1,
09/20/65
NSFG-SPEC-236 08-01
Sensistor, Molded, Silicon, Tvpe TM-I/8 with
Heldnble Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50M60382 08-01
MOLDING
Potting and Molding Electrical Cable Asseeblg
Terminations, 11/22/65
KSC-STD-132 10-01
Potting and Molding Cable Assemblies, Using
Elms,emetic Compounds, 09/13/65
NSFC-PROC-186C 08-01
Compound, Potting and Molding, Elastomeric,
12/11/1964. QPL-202-4 02/09/1966
NSFC-SPEC-202A 08-01
Potting, Encapsulating and Molding, Using
Silicone Rubber. 01/26/65. Amendment 11
07/07/65
NSFC-PROC-380 08-01








Design of Electrical Control and Monitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-E-OO01 lO-Ol
Specifications for Frequencg Modulation






Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Ronitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 05-01
Monitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy /Ruse/
Instrument- Nimbus By Aerobee 150y Aerobee
150A
S-652-P-6 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Television
Ronitors 02/25/65 /PR 54947-1/
10-03
Valve Assemblys Ignitiony Ronitor, H-1
Rocket Enginey Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10R01019 08-01
Smitchm Hvpergolic Igniter Honitory H-1




Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplanetary Ronitoring Platform
/A I H P/Spacecraft
S-320-AIHP-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Componentst
S-74 Interplanetary Honitoring Platform
S-320-INP-0901 05-01









Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft System Tests
S-320-IHP-2 05-01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Paddle
Assembly Satellite S-74 /Interplanetary
Honitoring Platform/
S-630-IHP-0079 05-01
Specifications and Requirements for the
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform Pryme
Convertery Nodal 1
S-630-IRP-0122 05-01
Specifications for S-74 /Interplanetary
Ronitoring Platform-C/ Solar Paddles
S-630-IHP-0125 05-01
Anchored Interplanetary Ronitoring
Platform /D+E/ Solar Paddles
S-636-P-1 05-01
Interplanetary Honitoring Platform /F+G/
Solar Paddles
S-636-P-2 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Honitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraft, Experiments and Instruments
S-672-IHP-0196 05-01
Hagnetic Field Restraints for Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform F and G
S-672-IHP-0197 05-01
A 8oresight Optics and Ronitoring System-
Technical Exhibity 03/23/64 /PR 14390-1/
10-03
MONOCHROME




Procurement Specification for the Advanced






Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes eith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Rotor Nozzlesy
5/04/64 s Amendment 1-By 9/01/64y Amendment
2y 2/26/65
GRO-50111-GEN-S 11-01
Insulation of Retal Rocket Rotor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Haterials /Hand Layupy
Cure In-Place Rethod/, 9/07/64y
Amendment ly 11/19/64
GNO-50363-GEN 11-01
Rotorny Alternating Currenty Integral
Horsepower for Ground Support Equipment
KSC-R-117 10-01
Detail Specification Packagingy Harklng for
Shipment and Storage of Rotors and Motor
Drive Setsy 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Motor-Generator Set at RoJave Station
S-532-P-0036 05-01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Rotor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Systems
S-630-P-0135 05-01
Valvey Butterflyy 4-Inchy Rotor Operateds
Specification fort 01/30/62y ED-1
06/01/62, EO-2 07/20/62y EO-3 04/02/63
10H01575 08-01
Rotory Electricy Specification for 07/20/1962
10R01624 08-01
Valve Asnemblyy Butterflyy 4-Incht Rotor
Operatedy Reliabilityy Specification for
08/28/1962
10H01668 08-01
Ullage Rotory S-II Stagey Test Specification
fort 6/23/66, EO-ly 7/22/56
10R01817 08-01
Hotorsy Auxiliary Solid Propellanty Nodal
Specificationy Preparation ofy Standard fory
6/23/66
10N01818 08-01
Rotor Generator Sets 3-Phasey 120/208-Volty
400-Cycles Per Seconds 60-Kilowatt,
Specification for 08/19/1964
40ROO202A 08-01
Sviteht Rotor-Driveny Power Transfert
Specification fory 10/05/65
40N21010 08-01
Flight Equipmenty Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Rotor Nozzleny 2/22/63
2003S-GEM 11-01




Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker




Electrically-Driven X-Y Rount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0004 05-01
Rinlmum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Rount for Hodel 5-119 Oscillographsy
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/ 10-03
MOUNTED




Releyy General Purposes 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 6 Pole Double Throvy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Rountingy
S6GH-2-1By 04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay, General Purposes 28 goltsm Direct
Cuerenty 6 Pole Double Theowy 2Ay Plug-Iny
Two Hole Flange Hountingy S6GP-2-2By
08/31/64y Amendment ly 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Relayy General Purposet 28 Voltny Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Throws lOAm Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingt
S4GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65y Amendment ly
07/29/66
HSFG-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relayy General Purposes 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Throuy 7.SAy Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Rountingy
S4GH-3-2OAt 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relays General Purposes 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Throws lOAy Solder
Hooky Tag Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S4GH-2-22Ay 03/16/64
RSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relay, General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
184
SUBJECT INDEX MOUNTING
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe t IOA, Solder
Hookw Tag Hole Reverse-Flange Mountlngl
$4GH-3.25-23A, 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relu_t Special Purpose /Magnetic Latoh/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relagt Special Purpose_ /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relug, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




ReIav_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Currentt 4 Pole Double
Throw, 38, Plug-In, Tug One-Hole Ears
Mounting, S4LH-6-27A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-S39/27A 08-01
Relu_ t Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts9 Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throww 3A_ Printed Circuit Board Plug-In_
Tug Stud Hounting_ S4LP-6-28A, 04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relag, General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throvt 2A_ Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S2GH-6-31B, 04/01/65_ Amendment It 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relay_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throu_ 2A, Solder
Hook_ Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
$2GH-6-32A_ 04/01/65_ Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Reley_ General Purpose_ 28 Voltst Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throm, 28,
Plug-Int Two Hole Flange Hounting_
S2GP-6-33B_ 04/01/65_ Amendeent 1_ 07/29166
MSFC-SPEC-339/338 08-01
Relent Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/9 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 28_ Solder Hook, Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-41B,
04/01/65t Amendment 1_ 07/29166
MSFC-SPEC-33_/41B 08-01
Relug_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw9 28, Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, $2LH-8-42A_ 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltst Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe9 28_ Plug-In_ Two Hole Flange
Hounting, $2LP-8-438_ 04/01/65_ Amendment 1,
07129166
MSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relu_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throv_ 2A_ Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-6-51A, 04101165
MSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Rela_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throv_ 2A_ Solder
Hook_ Four Hole Side-Plate Hounttng_
$2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relag_ General Purpose_ 28 Voltst Direct
Plug-ln, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting_
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A_
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting,
S2GP-6-53B, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53B 08-01
Rele_, General Purpose, 28 Volts_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A_
Plug-In_ Plain Case Mounting_ S2GP-6-54A_
04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relay, General PUrpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throv_ 10A_ Solder
Hook, 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mountlng_
52GH-3-58A, 04/01/65_ Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relav_ General Purposet 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throv_ 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-59A_ 04101165
NSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Releg_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A, Solder Hook_ Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, $2LH-8-61A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relag_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throv_ 2A_ Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Nounting_ $2LH-8-62A_ 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Rele_, Special Purpose Magnetic Lutch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A, Plug-In_ 2 One-Hole Ears
Mounting, $2LP-8-638_ 04/01165
MSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
golts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thro_, 2A, Plug-In t Plain Case Mounting_
S2LP-8-64B_ 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw, IOA_ Solder Hook_ 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting_ S2LH-6-68A_
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Rela_ Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 28, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In_
Side Header Hountingt S2LP-8-69At 04/01/65
RSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relent General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A_ Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting_
S2GH-7.25-71A_ 04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relug_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throv_ 2A_
Plug-In_ Plain Case Mountlng_
S2GP-7.25-73A_ 09130165
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Releg_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hounting, $2GP-7-74
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throu_ 28_ 2
One-Hole Ears Hountlng_ $2GP-7-74
0410111965
HSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relag_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A_ Solder Hook_ Tug Hole Reverse-
Flange Nounting_ $2LH-8-81A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Rele_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Letch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throe, 28, Solder Hook_ Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting_ $2LH-8-82A_ 04/01/65,
Amendment 1_ 07/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Lutch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A_ Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Mounting, $2LP-8-83 08131/1964
HSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Rele_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double




Rela_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throv_ 2A_ Solder Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, $2LH-8-92A_ 04/01/65
NSFG-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Beleg, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 2A_ Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Hounting_ S2LP-8-93A, 04101165
MSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relag_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
185
ROVING SUBJECT INDEX
Throut 2At Plug-In, Plain Case Rountingt
S2LP-8-94A, 08/31/64
MSPC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throat IOA_ Solder Hookt 2 One-Hole
Revmrse-Ears Mountingt S2LH-6-DBA,
04/01/65_ Amendment It 07/29/56
NSFC-SPEC-S39/98A 08-01
Ralegt Special Purpose /Sensitive/t 28 Voltst
Direct Currentp 2 Pole Double Throv, 2A_




Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Mounting
S-731-P-25 05-01














136 Megacycle Multieoupler Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0204 05-01
130-140 Negacvcle Solid-State Multicoupler
S-531-P-3 05-01
Eight Channel Radio Prequencg Multicoupler
S-563-P-6 05-01
Specifications for a Telemetrv Nultlcoupler
10-03




Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Teleaetrv and Multiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Applications Tachnologv Satellite Project
Specification for Multiplex Equipment
05-01
MULTIPLEXER
Multiplexer As_emblg_ Model 245t Specification
for, 10/05/64t EO-lt 01/04/65t EO--2,
02/16/65, E0-3, 04/12/55, EO-4, 06/09/55,
EU-St 07/28/65, EO-6t 10/05/65, EO-Tt
03114166
50N60023 08-01
Multiplexer Assemblyt Time Division, Model
270t Specification for, 06/27/66, E0-109
07/06/66
SOM60061A 08-01
Melded Modulest Remote Digital Sub-
Hultiplexerv Specification fort 07/08/85e
EO-lt 10/05/65t EO-2t 11/29/65
50M60217 08-01
Digital Multiplexer Assemblve Model 410e
Specification fort 2/23/66e EO-3t 4/12/68e
EO-4e 5/06/66t EO-Se 5/25/66e
EO-Te 7/05/68
60M60274A 08-01
Master Control Assaablve Model 810
Nultipluxere Specification fort 10/17/66
50M60322 08-01
MULTIPLIER
Specification for Image Dissector
Photoaultipllar Tube Using a Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0144 05-01
General Requirements for Multiplier Chainae
02/26/65 /W3HAP-MS-1/ 10-03
MYLAR
Capacitorat Fixedl Paper /or Mvlar/
Diulectric9 Matsllized Dielectric
Constructione Direct Currante Hermetiesllv





Exhibit At Goddard Space Flight Center




Marinate Plight Equipmentt Electron Radiation
Test for Qualitv of Asaemblv Irradiation DV
Natural Radiation Belt Electronst 9/01/64
HOO-50274-GEM-A 11-01
NEEDLE




Deep Space Netuork Teletype Formate 7/22/64
BCC-503OS-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Natuork_ Displav and Presentation
of Time and Timing Informstlone 4/14/66
DOS-SO271-GEN-A 11-01
Molded Modular Series 3009 Diode Logic
Network /N-7A/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/21 08-01
Valded Modular Series 300e Diode Logic
Matuork /M-8/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/22 08-01
Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Fraquenc¥ Stabilization Netuorke Procedure
fort 04/09/85
MSFC-PROC-359 08-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Metvork Timing Svatea /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netuork Timing Svste: Specification
S-531-P-0267 06-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facilitve Madagascar
S-532-P-9 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Traoking and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
S-533-P-11 06-01
Solid State Suitching Netuork
S-534-P-3 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-536-P-1 05-01
Airborne Ranging Svstea for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netmork
S-536-P-0004 05-01
Airborne Ranging Svatea for Calibration of
Spare Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-636-P-0009 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments st the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Metvork Facilities
S-537-STD-0266 05-01
Specification for Digital Command Svstem
Ground Control Natuork
S-563-P-0040 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation/National Aeronautics
Spaoa Administration Manned Space Flight
Netuork
S-553-P-17 05-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Netuork
Electronic Partse 1/29/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Natuorkse Psseivee Printed Transmission Line
Sectione Standard for 11/18/1964
50M80233 08-01
NEUTRAL




Plastic Sheat9 Lsainated_ Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Naldabla Printed Wiring/
06/07/1965
MSFC-SPEC-455 08-01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium





Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third ELectrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-630-P-0167 05-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 7S-Sliver 22-Nickel 3/,
Wire Strip, Sheet, and Rod, Specification
for, 10/29/63, EU-1 01/08/64
10M01753 08-01
Battery, Nickel Cadmium, 28-Celi,
160-Ampere-Hour, Specification for, 2/5/54
40N00204 08-01
NIGHT
Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Hission
S-731-P-54 05-01
NITROGEN
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium, and Hydrogen
Systems at Complex 39, 06/07/66
KSC-C-182 10-01
Propellant t Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxlde
HSC-PPD-2 09-03
Nitrogen9 Instrument Grader Specification for
0912111964
HSFC-SPEC-233A 08-01
Nitrogen9 Space Vehicle Grade, Specification
for 09/21/1954
HSFC-SPEC-234 08-01
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Assembly, Specification for 10/31/1961
10HO1293 08-01
Valve, Check, Liquid Nitrogen, Cooling




Noise Figure and Test Signal System
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0222 05-01
Specifications for the Noise Figure and Test
Signal System
S-500-P-0410 05-01
Development of a 1700 Megacycle9 Ultrn-Lom-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter System
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of a 400 Megacycle, Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-500-P-0420 05-01
Specification for Random-Noise Generator
S-530-P-0026 0_01
Noise Figure a_d Test Signal System
Performance Specification
S-553-P-0022 05-01
Galactic Noise-Battery Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0113 05-01





Technical Exhibit9 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
10-03
Lee-Noise 9 High Gain Radio Frequenc_
Preamplifier System, 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
NON-MAGNETIC
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of




A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Hodularization Concepts,




Procurement Specification for the Purchase of




Capacitors9 Fixed, Plastic Dielectric9
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Style KCTH/9 08124164
KSC-C-112 10-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/9 /StNle SCTN/,
Specification for, 04117164 , EO-I 04121/65
50H60148 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed9 Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ uith geldable Leads,




Microelectronic Circuits9 Digital, Silicon,
Monolithic9 General Specification for
S-711-P-1 05-01
NONSOLID
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
Tantalum /Style SCS13/, Specification for
06/19/64, EO-1 04/21/65
50N60192 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum 9 Foll and Sintered Slug/, /Style
SCL/9 Specification for, 06/24/64, EO-1
04/21/65
50H6019_ 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed9 Nonnolid Electrolvtic
/Tantalus9 Foil and Sintered-Slug/ with
Veldab|n Leads9 Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification MIL-C-3965/9 4/07/66
50H60361 08-01
NONSTRUCTURAL
Yelding, Spot, Resistance, Nonstructural,
Specification for, 04/06/629 EO-I 10/11/63
10H01617 08-01
MONWIRENOUND
Resistors, Variable, Nonuireeound /Lead Scram
Actuated/, /Style SRJ/, Specification for,








Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes with Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Hotor Nozzles 9
5/04/64, Amendment l-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GNO-50111-GEN-B 11-01
Flight Equipment9 Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles, 2/22/63
20038-GEN 11-01
NPN
Semiconductor Devices, $2N1724 and $2N1724I,
06/25166
NSFC-SPEC-338/100A 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, NPN, S2N335B 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/101 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, S2N338B 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/102 08-01
Transistor9 Silicon, NPN, S2N657A 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/104 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar, NPN, $2N697
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/IO5 08-01
Transistor, Silicon9 Planar, NPN, $2N708
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-336/106 08-01
Transistors, Silicon9 NPN, S2N718A and
$2N1613 02/17/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/I07 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, $2N1514 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/109 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, $2N834 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/110 08-01
Transistor9 Silicon, Planar9 NPN, $2N910
12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/111 08-01
Transistor, Silicone9 Planar, NPN, $2N918
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/112 08-01
Semiconductor Devices S2N9SO and $2N2586,
09/09/66
NSFC-SPEC-338/113A 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, S2N2034A 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/114 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, Planar, $2N2102
12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/115 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, S2MIO16D and $2N3432,
187
NUCLEAR SUBJECT INDEX
09/24/65y Amendment 1, 10128166
NSFC-SPEC-338A/l17B 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesy $2N2126 and $2N2772,
09/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-338/l18A 08-01
Transistor_ Silicon, NPN, $2N1486 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/119 08-01
Transistors, NPN, Silicon, Types 2N910,
2N930, and 2N1482 with Weldable Leadsy
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-S-19500/, 4/07/66
50N60365 08-01
Differential Amplifier, Transistor, NPN, Type
301K5 with Weldable Leeds, Specification
for, 11/17/66
50H60369 08-01
Transistor NPN, Silicon, Type 2N2432 with
Weldable Leeds, Specification for, 10/05/66
50N60370 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, NPN, Type $2N2102 with
Meldable Leeds, Specification for /Cover




Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
S-9 Nuclear Emulsion Experiment
S-320-GE-1 05-01
Godderd Space Flight Center Program
Specification for the Nimbus D/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 Svstem
5-652-NI-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus 8/





Standard Thread Anti-Seize end O Ring




Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document rot the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Modules
S-623-0G0-00_5 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-080-0137 05-01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital




Laborator_ Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator System,
Simmondn Model 462320, Unit 2_ 10/19/64
/1N-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System, Addendum A,
/PR 03347-1/ 10-03
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertz , Checkout Procedure for,
11/07/1963
50N60024 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertzy Specification for,
10/08/1963
50H60025 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Offset Doppler Frequency,
Model 405, Specification for 03/18/1965
50N60134 08-01
Antenna System I Offset Doppler Frequency,
Trsneeittingy Model 405, Checkout Procedure
for 11/0411964
50M60135 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Offset Doppler Frequency,
Nodal 404, Specification for 03/18/1965
50N60136 08-01
Antenna Sgstem, Offset Doppler Frequency




Corrosion Preventive Compound, Oil Typey
Vnter Displeclng Saturn Engines end Related
Components Preservative, Specification for
01/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-262 08-01




Specification for the Nimbus C Data System-




On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid S_stem
S-553-P-0037 05-01
OPEN
Prevalve Assemblies, Normally Openy
Specification fory 3/08/62t EO-1, 6/17/631




Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0028 05-01
Cooling System Vent Valve9 Solenoid Opereted_
Specification fory 08/30/61, EO-1 05/17/62
10N01211 08-01
Valve, Butterfly, 4-Inch, Motor Operated,
Specification for, 01/30/62, EO-1
06/01/62, EO-2 07/20/62_ EO-3 \04/02/63
10M01575 08-01
Valve Assembly, Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 01/23/63_ EO-1 03/11/63,
EO-2 09/16/63, EO-3 11/18/63
10NO1616A 08-01
Valve Assembly, Butterfly, 4-Inchy Motor
Operated, Reliabilityy Specification for
08/28/1962
10N01668 08-01
Valve Assembly Solenoid Operated9
Specification fory 07/12/50, EO-ly 04/18/61
10419922 08-01




Goddard Space Flight Center Closed Circuit




Performance/Deslgn and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
NSC-ASPO-GDRP-4 09-03
Specification for Operations Building,
Satellite Trackin 0 Antenna Receiver, and
Related Facilltlesy National Aeronautics and
Spare Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort Myers_ Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Expansion of Operations Building Facility
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-25 05-01
Operation Plan- Project Echo A-II
S-625-EC-0001 05-01
Preparation of Operation end Maintenance
Manuals
STD-258-4 05-01
Manuals, Operations and Maintenance9 Ground





Hazardous Gas Analyzer System1 General
Designy Operationy and Sampling
Requirementsy Specification fury 2109/66
IOMO1812 08-01
Preparation of Operation and Maintenance




Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogent Heliumy and Hydrogen
Systems at Complex 39y 06/07/66
KSC-C-182 10-01
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areasy Standard for 07/29/1963
NSFC-STD-246 08-01
gallops-Tiros Operational Satellite Antenna
Feed Systems
S-531-P-7 05-01
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
10-03





Certification of Welding Machine Operators
and Neldorsy Specification for 03/2711963
MSFC-SPEC-130 08-01
Test Specification and Operators Manual-
Ground Handling Equipmenty United
Kingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0098 05-01
Test Specification and Operator*s Manual




Optical Tooling Instruments, Calibration and
Testy 10124166
MSFC-PROC-440 08-01
Designy Fabrication_ and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-7A 05-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Specification for a Computer/Controller
Subsystem of an Optical Tracking System
S-524-P-2 , 05-01
Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
S-532-P-0045 05-01
Specification for a Lightmeight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0005 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Hechanical
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0002 05-01
Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Framemork and Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optical Systems Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 06-01
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter




A Boresight Optics and Monitoring System-
Technical Exhibity 03/23164 /PH 14390-1/
10-03
ORBITER





Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observator_ Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0005 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-0S0-0137 05-01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital








Structuraly Thermal Controly and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
S-625-REL-0110 05-01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct








Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization Network, Procedure
fury 04109165
MSFC-PROC-359 08-01
Performance Specification for Data Sub-Carrier
Oscillators
S-500-P-O009 05-01
Shipboard Unified S-Band Systee Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 05-01
Microelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0003 05-01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-S15-P-O 05-01
Frequency Modulation System Test Oscillatory
Specificatlony 07/15/64 /PR 26764-11
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Oscillatory 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
10-03
Specification for Test Oscillator
/PR 32325-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrier Oscillatory High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
Telemetry Oscillator Assemblyy Model By
Specification for 09/11/1963
SOH60019 08-01




Specification for, 12/14/64, EO-ly 10127165y
EO-2y 12/30/65y EO-3_ 07/06166
50H600328 08-01
Oscillatory Widebandy Subcarriery Specification
fury 04/20/65y EO-St 07/14/65y EO-4y
07/14/65y EO-5, 07/15/65y EO-6, 12/30/65
50M60037B 08-01
Oscillator Assemblyy Telemetry, Model Cly
Specification fury 02123166
50MSOIOOA 08-01
Telemetry Oscillator Assemblyy Models A1 and
A2y and A3y Specification for_ 02/26/65y
EO-Sy 07114165, EO-Sy 07/14/65y EO-Ty
08/16/65y EO-8, 07128/65, EO-Dy 10/05/65y
EO-lOy 12/10/65, EO-lly 07/06/66
5OMSOIO1A 08-01
Oscillator Assemblgy Telemetryy Model Bly
Specification fury 02/23166
50N60102A 08-01
Oscillatory Subcarrlery Dual Inputy
Specification for, 11130/66
50N60222 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilityy Ground
Equipmenty Transmittery 29.668-Megacycle
Very Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillatory
Goldstone Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9915-GEM 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilityy Ground
Equipmenty Transmitter, 29.668-Megacycle












Specification for Two-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph System
S-630-P-0153 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Haunt for Model 5-119 Oscillographs,
05/07166 /PR 98521-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Recording
Oscillograph, 03/22165 /PR 91239-1/
10-03
OSCILLOSCOPE
Characteristics for Oscilloscope and Associated
Units, 03111/65 /PR 90159-1/
10-03
Specifications for Large Screen Oscilloscope
/PR 14347-1/ 10-03
OUTBOARD
H-1 Rocket Engine, SA-3 Outboard, Rellabilitg
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10N01018 08-01




Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad, 03/16/55
/PR 91226-21 10-03
Single Output Mixer Amplifier Specification
for, 12/30/64, EO-lt 07/14/65t EO-2t
07/14/65, EO-3, 07/14/65, EO-4t 12/30/65,
EO-5, 07/06/66
50R60021A 08-01
Amplifiers Mixer, Outputl Dual /Isolated/
Specification fort 04112/65, EO-2, 07/14/65,
EO-3w 07114/65, EO-41 07/15/65, EO-5t
12/30165
50H60036B 08-01
Output Register Panel Assembly, Specification
fort 11/08/65, EO-lt 6/22/66
50M60248 08-01
OVERALL
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 12_ PolMeth¥1ene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/TB 08-01
Cable, ElectriCal, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4/Of
ButuI Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/23B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/0 t
Butgl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/256 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 4t
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/268 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 6 t
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/278 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8 t
ButvI Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/280 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8t
ButMi Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/336 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polyathviene Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/340 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20t
190
Polyethwlene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/35B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, lO Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polweth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for,
08130/66
MSPC-SPEC-332/36B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Tmisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polgethglene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable t Electrlcal_ 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 14 t
polMeth¥1ene Insulated t Specification for_
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332140B 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14t
Polweth¥1ene Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/45B 08-01
Cablet Electricalt 47 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12t and 16, PolMethwlene and Butwl
Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/56
NSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polgethwlene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cable t Electrical t 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14t PolgethMlene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/575 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14t PolMethMlene
Insulated Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/58B 08-01
Cable t Electrical t 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14t
PolMeth_lene Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/59B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Tuisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14t PolyethMlene
Insulated Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, Butgl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 1/Of Butgl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 5 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 12t
Polgethglena Insulated, Specification forl
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/GSB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 1St
PolMethMlene Inau|ated t Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/708 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wlra Gauge Size 1St
Polgeth¥1ene Innulatad_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/71S 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 15 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 18 t
Polweth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/72B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductort Overall
Shleldedt American Wire Gauge Size 1St




Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/755 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/775 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polveth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/805 08-01
Cable, Electrical, ? Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polveth_lene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332181S 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polgeth_lene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgethvlene Ineulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/87B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/888 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethwlene Insulated,
Specification for, 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/gS& 08-01
Cabie_ Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polvethwlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/gA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/100A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Pol_ethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/lOIA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shfelded_ American Hire Gauge Size 14_
Polgethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical9 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Tuieted Shielded Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Ceble_ Electrical, 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Inauletedw Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polgethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08130168
MSFC-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgeth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 45 Conductors 15 Triple
Tmlsted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shieldedw American Rite Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
06130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/107A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Teisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-S32/lO8A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insuleted_ Overall
Shielded, American Rite Gauge Size 16_
Pol¥ethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/109A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Teisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16t
Polvethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFG-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/II1A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Rite Gauge Size 169
Polweth¥1ene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/l15A 08-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorv Overall
S_stem Performance Specification for




Sterilization Test Program Investigation,




Hose Asseeblg, Oxidizer Bootstrap H-I Rocket




Testing Coepatibllftv of Haterials for Liquid
Oxvgen Sgstees_ 09/16/66
HSFC-STD-1068 08-01
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxvgen,
Fuel_ and Pneumatic S_stees, Specification
for, 04/16/62, Amendment 4, 07/17/64
NSFC-SPEC-164 08-01
Oxvgen_ Specification for 04/24/1964
MSFC-SPEC-399 08-01
Duct, Liquid Oxygen, High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliabilltv Test
Requirements 05101/1961
10H01010 08-01
Check Valve_ Liquid Oxygen, H-1 Rocket
Englne_ Reliabilit_ Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10R01366 08-01
Cover Sheet to Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen_ Fuel, and Pneumatic SMateea/
08127/1963
10MO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen, Fuel, and Pneumatic Svstees/
0612511964
10M01702 08-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiseize





Cover Sheet for Hershall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-I06 /Testing Compatibility of
Haterials_ for Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10HO170S 05-01
Leak Hater Assemblgt Gaseous Oxygen
Heasuring_ Specification for_ 02/17/66
50HSOOSS5 08-01
Valve_ Ventt Liquid Uxygen Contelner9
Specification for_ 05/19/60_ EO-I_ 12/06/60t
EO-2t 06/29/51t EO-3A. 10/17/62t EO-4t
10117152
10419910 08-01
Lubricant1Antiseize end Sealing_ Liquid





Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the S_stem Goddard
Experiment Package
S-523-DAO-OO01 06-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Hechenical
Subsystem
S-623-8A0-0002 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Godderd Experiment Package
S-623-0A0-0003 06-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electro-Hechanicel
Subsystem
S-823-0A0-0004 05-01
Godderd Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electronics Subsystem
5-623-0AU-0005 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Ground Handling end Facilities
5-623-0A0-0006 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Testing
S-523-OAO-OO07 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Integration
S-623-0AU-0008 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Data and Documentation
S-623-OAO-OO09 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Heterials
S-623-UAO-OOlO 05-01
Three Axis Rate Ggro Package
S-731-P-16A 05-01
Yaw Rate G_ro Package
S-731-P-17A 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /UPLE/




Long Life Rate Heasurlng Package
S-731-P-47 05-01
PACKAGING
Procedure for Packaging and Merking Cables
end Harneesest 10/01/64
KSC-P-116 10-01
Detail Specification Packeging_ Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Rotors end Hotor
Drive Setsw 07/01/55
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Racks_ Consolest Panels9 and Distributors 9
Peckaglngt Harking and Storage of, 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01





Preservation, Packaging ! Handlingt end
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipeentv General Standard for
03/09/1965
MSFC-STD-343 08-01
Flared Tube Flttingst Handling, Protectiont
end Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/1 08-01
Valves and Control Devices_ Handling9
Protection9 and Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protection_
Handling_ and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Electronic
Peckagings 10/11/66
NVU-50573-GEN 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Spacecraft Material and
Hardware for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equlpment_ 7/25/86
HVU-50575-GEN 11-01
Workmanship, Harking, Traceabilityg Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association'Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
Equipment Packaging Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0218 05-01
Voyager Spacecraft Electronic Equipment
Packeglngt 5/18/55
VMO-50405-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test P_ogram Packaging of
Sterilized Component Partse 9/02/65
ZPP-2117-GEN 11-01
Packaging_ Electronic Componentst Standard for
11/20/1953
10MO1622A 08-01
Packaglng_ Contamination Control_ end Storage
Procedures_ 07/15/65
20-2 04-01




Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts




Packing and Crating Equipment for Export
Shipment
S-500-P-0026 05-01
Packing Flight Equipment for Shipment Withln
the Continental United States_ 2/28/63t
Amendment I-A, 10/24/63
20064-GEH--A 11-01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts




Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
S-532-P-0045 05-01
Hinimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad, 03/16/55
/PR 91226-2/ 10-03
PADDLE
Preliminarg Test Specification for S-3A
Solar Paddles
S-320-EP-OO01 05-01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Paddle
Assembly Satellite S-74 /Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform/
S-630-IRP-0079 06-01
Specifications for 5-74 /Interplanetary
Honltorlng Platforsr-C/ Solar Paddles
S-630-IHP-0125 06-01
Solar Peddle Specification for International
Satellite United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0072 05-01





Platform /D+E/ Solar Paddles
S-636-P-1 05-01
Interplaneterv Honitoring Platform /F÷G/
Solar Paddles
S-636-P-2 05-01






Ground Support Equipment, Paint Standards,
01123162
30600-STD-A 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation FacilitNt Paint
Standards, 01/23/62
30606-STD-A 11-01




Painting and Finishing Work
S-532-P-OO1g 05-01
Painting, Final t of Saturn USE Panels,
Procedure for, 5/04/66
40H00325 08-01




Cables Electrical, 7 Conductor s I Unshielded s
3 Pair Twisted and Shielded, American Mire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/320 08-01
Cables Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated s American
Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/44B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 47 Conductor, 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated s 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unshielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12_
end 18s Polyethylene and Butyl Rubber
NSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded s 18 Pair Tmisted and
Shielded, and 3 Triple Tmisted and Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/62B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded s Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for s 08/30/66
. HSFC-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cables Electrical s 60 Conductor s 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20 s Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded and 1 Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16 s Polyethylene
Insulateds Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/TgB 08-01
Cables Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Onshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/g6A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/gsA 08-01
Cables Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Tmtsted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20 s
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/100A 08-01
Cables Electrical_ 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulateds Specification for
08130168
NSFC-SPEC-3321105A 08-01
Cables Electrical_ 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated s Overall
Shielded s American Wire Gauge Size 16,




Palladium Alloy /Palladium 3S-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Plutinum lO-Zinc 1/,
Wire, Sheet, Strip and Rod, Specification





Design of Electrical Control and Monitor
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-E-O001 10-01
Racks, Consoles, Panelss and Distributors,
Packaging, Narking and Storage of s 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01
Mariner C, Flight Equipment, Fabrication,
Pomer Subsystem, Solar Panels /4A1, 4A3,
4A5, and 4A7/, 8/17/63
MCP-30287-GEN 11-01
Harking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Pane_ss and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
NSFC-STD-275A 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 08/07/1963
NSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stations Specification
for 08108/1963
HSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assemblgs Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving S_ation, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsister Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08114/1963
NSFC-SPEC-303 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembl_,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 03/25/1965
NSFC-SPEC-3OSA 08-01
Patch Panell Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystee Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Telemetry Patch Panel Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0213 05-01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 1
S-650-NI-0010 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 4
S-650-NI-O011 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 6 and Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-NI-0012 05-01
Nimbus Panel Number 5
S-650-NI-0013 05-01
Specifications for Blank Panels and Engraved
Blank Panels, 02/08/65 /PR 54933-1/
10-03
Coating, Chromate Conversion, of Saturn ESE
Panels, Chassis s and Racks, Procedure for,
5/04/66
40N00319 08-01
Painting, Final, of Saturn ESE Panels,
Procedure fort 5/04/66
40N00325 08-01
Output Register Panel Assembly, Specification
for, 11/08/65, EO-I_ 6/22/66
50H60248 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly, Specification for,
11/04/65
50N60252 08-01





Receiver and Demodulator Panel Asaemblg,
Specification for9 7/28/65
50M60291 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Asaemblgt
Specification fort 11/26/65
50H60292 08-01
Source Selector Panel Asaeablv, Specification
fort 11/08/65
50N60293 08-01
Computer Interface Panel Asseablgt
Specification for, 11/23/65
50H60294 08-01
Data Control Panel Aaeemblyt Specification
fort 12/28/65
50M60305 08-01
Correlator Panel Aasemblv, Specification fort
12/20/65
50M60307 08-01
Quick-Look Panel Asseablyt Specification fort
9108165
50H60308 08-01
Technical Specification for Data Model Control
Panels
571.1-1-66 05-01
Engraving on Ground Equipnantt Control Panel
Faces_ 01/30/63
30602-STD-C 11-01




Capacitorst Fixedw Paper or Paper-Plastic
/Stvle KCVPO9/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 10-01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Hark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Ink Recording Paper /Used in
Esterline Tvpe Recorders/
S-539-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-539-P-0003 05-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed in Hatallic
Case/ /Style SCPVOg/t Specification fort
04/17/64, EO-It 04/21/65, EO-2t 09/24/66
50H60180 08-01
Capacitors t Fixad_ Paper /or Hvlar/
Dielectrict Netallizad Dielectric
Conatruction I Direct Currentt Hermetically
Sealed Metallic Case /Style SCH05/_
Specification for
80H60186 08-01




Functional Specification for 136 Megacgcle and
1700 Megacycle Feed Svsteas 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0002 05-01
Performance Specification for Relav Feed
Svstem for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed Svstan for 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed Svstem for 8S-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01
Performance Specification for 136 t 400 and 1700







Development of a 1700 Megacvclet Ultra-Low-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter Svsten
S-500-P-0419 05-01
Development of a 400 Megecvclet Lee-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter System
S-500-P-0420 05-01
PART
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
ARC-SPEC-303 02-01
Magnetic Field Screening of Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 02-01
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Mechanical Svetems, 5/13/64
GHO-503OO-GEN 11-01
Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Document for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
GSFC-571-65-01 05-01
Cleanliness Leveler Cleanlngt Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partst Field
Partst Asseabliest Subavsteas and Svsteas
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipnentt
12/14/64
KSC-C-123 I0-01
Pneumatic and Nvdraulic Mechanical Components
and Partst Electricalt 02/01/66
KSC-STD-131 10-01
Pol_tetrafluoroethylene /Teflon/ Holded and
Extruded Parts, Sheetsj Rodat and Tubingt
Specification fort 07/20/62t Amendment It
09/20/65
HSFC-SPEC-236 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protectiont
Handling t and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Radiographic Inspection of Electronic Parts_
06/07/65t Amendment 1, 08/17/66
NSFC-STD-355A 08-01
Inspection System Provi-sions for Suppliers of
Space Haterials_ Partst Coaponentat and
Servicest 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netmork Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliabilitv Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electronechanical Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboeator_ Contractor
Reliability Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electroaechanical Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Manufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanical
Component Partst 11/15/68
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Handling of HI-RELy Preferredt or Screened
Electronic Component Partst 8/23/63
ZPP-2021-GEN 11-01
Computation and Submittal of Component Test
Statisticst 2/03/65
ZPP-2040-GEH-D 11-01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Partst 1/06/67
ZPP-2050-GEN 11-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programst 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Partst 11/04/66
ZPP-2100-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Partsw 9/02/65
ZPP-2117-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigetiont
Ethglene Oxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase III/t 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraiaalt 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Patter 7/26/65
ZPP-2126-GEN 11-01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Patter 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
194
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/Applicable to Mars 1966 Only/, 8107164
ZPP-2901-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Network
Electronic Parts, 1/29/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electromechanfcal Parts, 5/10/66
ZPQ-2400-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electroeechanicel Parts, 7/18/66
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A 11-01
Acceptance Standards for Hydrogen Peroxide
Conditioning of Components and Purist
02101162
05-5 04-01
Cleanliness Levels t Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partst Field
Partst Assemblies, Subsystees_ and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
Specification fort 4/28/64, EO-2, 7/28/54,
10HO1671B 08-01
Test Methods for Vehicle Measuring and
TelemetrM Electronic Partst Assemblies, and
Subsystems, Standard for, 06/22/66
50H60005B 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Telemetry Electronic Parts,
Asseabliesw and Subsystems, Standard fort
6/25/68
50M6303A 08-01
Lead Haterialt Weldable, for Interconnection
and Component Parts, Specification fort
3117165
50M60363 08-01
Cleanliness Levelst Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing end Slosh Measuring Systems,
Specification fort 06/26/621 EO-1 07/02/631
EO-3 04/03/64
104199058 08-01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts




Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-3/
S-320-EP-0003 05-01
Four Million Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator with Beam Handling System
S-716-P-7 05-01
PASSIVATION




Passive Thermal Protection System
Installetiont Procedures for
MSC-PROC-31 09-03
Networks, Passivet Printed Transmission Line
Sectiont Standard for 11/18/1964
50N60233 08-01
PATCH
Patch Panel, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Telemetry Patch Panel Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0213 05-01
Signal Patch Board Assembly
S-525-P-2 05-01








Specification for Coaxial Patching Coeponentst
01/04/65 /PR 49004-1/ 10-03
PATTERN
Master Drawings and Patternst Undimensioned,




Environmental Test Specification for San Marco
/Shotput/ Payloads
S-320-SN-0901 05-01
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-SR-1 05-01
Standardized Payload Housing and Rack for




Functional Specification for Hydraulically
Driven X-Y Pedestal and Servo Positioning
System
S-525-P-0005 05-01
Specifications for Servo-Driven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0010 05-01
General Purpose X-Y Pedestal
S-531-P-16 05-01
PEN
Specifications for Pen Recorder /PR 14346-1/
10-03
PENETRANT




Veight/Perforeance Management Survey Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6006/t 8/15/65
CN 017-041-1 00-02
Contract End Item Detai.l Specification /Low
Frequency Acceleroaeter/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirementst
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-M-O001 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Preparation of Performance and Design
Requirements
NSC-STD-105 09-03
Performance Specification for Data Sub-Carrier
Oscillators
S-500-P-O009 05-01
Performance Specification for a 10 Kilowatt S-
Band Purer Amplifier
S-500-P-OOlO 05-01
Performance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive System
S-500-P_0021 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Programmer System
S-500-P-0022 05-01
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Modulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor System
S-500-P-0025 05-01
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-500-P-0101 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0202 05-01
136 Megacycle Multlcoupler Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0204 05-01
136 Megacycle Solid-State Preamplifier
Performance Specificetioe
S-500-P-0211 05-01
Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-500-P-0212 05-01
Telemetry Patch Panel Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0213 05-01
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Performance Specification for Remote ControlIed
Attenuator
S-500-P-0223 05-01






130-140 HegacDc|a Tracking Receiver
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0301 05-01
136 Megacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0411 05-01
136 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0412 05-01
400 Megacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0413 05-01
400 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0414 05-01
1700 Regacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0415 05-01
1700Negucycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0415 05-01
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0101 05-01
Diversity-Locked Phase Demodulator Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0201 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0202 05-01
130 Hegecycle to 140 Megacycle Line Amplifiers
Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0219 05-01
130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotreck Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-0302 05-01
Digital Data Recording and Synchronizing




Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-ANT-O0_O 05-01
Vertical Freespace Range for Antenna
Performance Test Facility
S-525-P-0006 05-01
Performance Specification for Relay Feed
System for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed System for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01
Performance Specification for 136t 400 and 1700
NC Feed Systems for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
8-525-P-0016 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive end
Control System
5-525-P-0019 05-01
Performance Specification for e Cassegrein
Feed System for 85-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0023 05-01
Performance Specification for • Ceseegrain Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
5-525-P-0030 05-01
Performance Specification for an Acquisition
Antenna fop 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0031 05-01
Performance Specification- 150 to 140 Megacycle
Tracking Receiver
S-531-P-6 05-01






Performance Specification on Collimation Tower
S-553-P-0014 05-01
Performance Specification on Radio Frequency
Pouer Ronitor
S-553-P-0015 05-01
Noise Figure and Teat Signal System
Performance Specification
S-553-P-0022 05-01
Performance Specification on Apollo Precision
Frequency Source
S-553-P-0028 05-01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Rultiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Performance Specifications for an Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0017 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Overall
System Performance Specification for
Refurbishment of Prototype of Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /A-l/
S-623-0A0-0019 05-01
Relay I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
S-625-REL-0100 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-625-REL-0103 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design end Coordination
S-625-REL-0105 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
S-625-REL-0111 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Pouer Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 05-01
Project Rela_ Performance _equirements-
Videband Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-0130 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spaoecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-0144 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requireeents-
Spacecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-REL-0145 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Measurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Commend Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-0150 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Nonitor Experiments
S-625-REL-OIS1 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-625-REL-0169 05-01
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Recorderst 03/17/65 /PR 94185-1/
10-03
Specifications for a High Performance Kinescope
196
SUBJECT INDEX PLAIN
Recording 598tem, 03/25/55 /K-EF3-55-14/
10-03
Filter, Air Performance_ Specification for
04/21/60, EO-1 03/15/51
10419908 08-01
LOX Replenishing Valve Assemblv, Performance,




Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facllitv Periodic_
Technical, and Final Project Neports_
9/22/64
DUO-1024-GEN 11-01
Log Periodic Antenna Foundations Clark Lake
/Borrego Springs/, Calif.
S-532-P-17 05-01
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Wire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
PERIPHERAL
Feaslbilitv Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
PERSONNEL
Inspecting_ Testlng9 and Certifving Fixed and
Mobile Cranes_ Forkllftst Noblle Personnel
Towers, and Auxiliar_ Equipment_ 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
PETROLEUM
Description, User and Control of Hgdraulic






_ata Collection and Recording Sgstem for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-500-P-0020 05-01
Diversity-Locked Phase Demodulator Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0201 05-01






Applications Technolog_ Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequenc_ Modulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-0006 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observator9 S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-A050-0137 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatorv S-67
Phase 1 Development Tasks
S-623-050-0137 05-01
Sterilization Test Program Varactor Phase II_
11/04/66
ZPP-21OT-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase II/,
2/11/55
ZPP-2107-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase, 2/26/65
ZPP-2108-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/_ 1/19/57
ZPP-2109-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/_ 1/19/67
ZPP-2112-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigationt
Ethglene Oxide Effects fin Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Relav Phase_
2111155
ZPP-2119-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/_ 3/31/55
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01
Frequencv Changer, Statlc_ 15-Kllowatt_
120/208-golt, 3-Phase, 400-Cvcles Per
Second, Specification fort 07/01/64
40MOO201B 08-01
Motor Generator Set, 3-Phaset 120/208-Volt,
400-Cycles Per Secondt 60-Kllowatt_
Specification for 08/19/1964
40NOO202A 08-01
Power SuppIv Set, 3-Phase, 60-Kilowatt,




Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes mith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Notor Nozzles,
5/04/64_ Amendment l-B, 9/01/64_ Amendment
2_ 2/26/55
GMO-50111-GEN-B 11-01
Flight Equipment, Carbon Cloth uith Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles_ 2/22/53
20038-GEM 11-01
PHOTOFACSINILE
Specification for Modification of the High






Specification for Image Dissector




Hgdraullc Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center




Decalst Elastomeric Pigmented Filmer for Use




gelding of Stainless Steel and Invar Pipe_
Tubing, and Associated Fittings_ 08/01/66
KSC-W-17g 10-01
gelding of Aluminum Allog Plpe_ Tubing and
Associated Fittings 9 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 10-01
PIPING




Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier_ Pitch
Axis
S-650-NI-0014 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics




Insulation of Metal Rocket Motor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand Lavup,
Cure In-Place Method/, 9/07/64_
Amendment 1_ 11/19/64
GNO-50363-GEM 11-01




Relav, General Purpose9 28 Volts_ Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A9
Plug-In, Plain Case Mountingt S2GP-5-54A,
04101155
BSFC-SPEC-S39/54A 08-01
Relav9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe9 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Nounting_
S2LP-8-64B, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relag_ General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throe, 2A_
Plug-In, Plain Case Mounting,
S2GP-7°25-73A, 09/30/55
MSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double






Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
Apollo Test Plan for Launch Support Equipment
Engineering Divisions Revlsedt 12/10/65
KDIA0132 10-01
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
MSC-ASPO-GORP-4 09-03
Preparation of Program Plans Standard
MSC-STD-lO4 09-03
Preparation of Test Plans Standard
MSC-STD-lO6 09-03
Environmental Test Specification and Test Plan
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-OO01 05-01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-3/
S-320-EP-0003 05-01
Environmental Test Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
S-320-UK-0501 05-01
Operation Plan- Project Echo A-11
S-625-EC-0001 05-01
Integration Plan for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0021 05-01
Mechanical Ground Support Equipments Support
Plan, Standard for, 05/24/65
10MO1710A 08-01
Saturn IB and Saturn V Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plant Procedure fort 3/23/66
10H01811 08-01
PLANAR
Transistors Silicon, Planart NPNt $2N697
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/105 08-01
Trnnsistort Silicon, Plannrt NPN, $2N708
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/106 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planart NPNt $2N910
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/111 08-01
Transistors Silicone, Plnnsrt NPNt $2N918
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/112 08-01
Semiconductor Devices $2N930 and $2N25869
09/09/66
HSFC-SPEC-338/113A 08-01
Transistors Silicon, NPNI Planart $2N2102
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/l15 08-01




Specification for Svitchgenr and Diesel




Capacitors s Fixed s Plastic Dielectric s
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Stvle KCTM/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-II2 10-01
Cnpecitorss Fixed s Paper or Paper-Plastic
/Stvle KCVPO9/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 10-01
Plastic Sheets Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Wiring/s 11/16/66
MSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Plastic Sheet s Laminated, Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wiring/
05/07/1965
MSFC-SPEC-455 08-01
Films Transparents Plastic, LOX Compatible s
Gem end Contamination Barrier t 8/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-456 08-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Container t 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Molds, Plastic. Fabrication oft Procedure for
03/06/1962
10M01802 08-01
Capecitorss Fixeds Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/. /Stvle SCTM/s
Specification fort 04/17/64, EO-1 04/21/65
50M60148 08-01
Capacitors, Flxeds Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Stvle SCPV09/, Specification fort
04/17/64s EO-ls 04/21/659 EO-2t 09/24/66
50N60180 08-01
Capacitors, Fixeds Plastic Dielectrics DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ mith Weldable Leadss




Aluminum Allogs 2014 Barss Plate, and Sheets
Specification for, 04/02/62, Amendment ls
04/30/64
NSFC-SPEC-104 08-01
Preparation for Deliver_ of Aluminum Allo M
Plate and Sheets Specification for 04/22/1983
MSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Coaponents/s
4/09/65
NSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Platest Identifications Metal Foil Adhesive
Backed s Specification for 10/07/1964
MSFC-SPEC-266A 08-01
Marking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipments Front Panels, and Rack Titl_
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
HSFC-STD-275A 08-01
Testing s Ultrasonics Aluminum Alloy Plate,
Specification for 12/10/1963
MSFC-SPEC-283 08-01
Relays General Purpose. 28 Voltss Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throws 2At Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting.
S2GH-6-32A. 04/01/659 Amendment it 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/s 28
Voltss Direct Currentl 2 Pole Double
Throus 2As Solder Hooks Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-42As 04/01/65s
Amendment 1. 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relavs General Purpose. 28 goltss Direct
Current s 2 Pole Double Throws 2As Solder
Hooks Four Hole Side-Plate Mountings
S2GH-G-52A. 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltss Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throus 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountings S2LH-8-62A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Voltss Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2As Solder Hooks Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-82A, 04/01/659
Amendment 1. 07/28/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Plate 22199 Specification for
05/29/1962
10MO1646A 08-01
Weldings Fusions Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum Alloy Plates 2219 For Y Rings
Procedure for, 02/01/639 EO-1 03/27/63
10N016488 08-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Plates s
Sheets s and Stripss Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10M01674 08-01
Preparations for Delivarv of Aluminum AIIov
Plates and Sheaths Specification for
09/06/1962
10M01677 08-01
Weldings HY-80 Armor Plate Steel, Static
Test Holddown Arm, Procedure for 02/26/1963
10N01687 08-01
PLATFORM
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-24 05-01
PLATZMG








Zinc Plating /Electrodeposited/. Specification
for 01/24/1964
95H01105 08-01
Gold Plating /Electrodepositmd/. Specification
for 01/24/1985
95N01106 08-01
Plating. Cadmium, /Electrodnposited/, /Cover




Palladium Alloy /Palladium 3S-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Plntinum lO-Zinc 1/,
girey Sheet, Strip and Rod, Specification
fory 11/07/63y EO-1 01/08/64
10M01755 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Allan /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium lO/y Wlrey Stripy Sheet, Tubingy
end Rod, Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01756 08-01
Gold. Silver, Platinum Allan /Gold 69-Silver
2S-Platinum 6/. Strip, Sheet, Tubing, and
Hody Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01757 08-01
Gold. Silver. Zlncy Platinum. Copper Allov
/Gold 71.S-Silver 4.S-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire. Stripy Sheety Tubing,
and Rody Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Goldy Platinum AIIov /Gold 98-Platinum 2/
Strip, Sheety Tubing, and Rod,
Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01759 08-01
Platinumy Iridium Allow /Platinum 85-Iridium









RelaMy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 6 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Plug-Iny
Two Hole Flange Hountingy S6GP-2-2By
08/31/64. Amendment ly 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltay Direc_ Currenty 4 Pole Double
Throw. 3A. Plug-In. Tmo One-Hole Ears
Haunting. S4LH-6-27A. 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double
Throm, 3A. Printed Circuit Board Plug-Iny
Two Stud Mounting, S4LP-6-28Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relav. General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throm. 2A,
Plug-In, Two Hole Flange Haunting,
$2GP-6-338, 04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/338 06-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throu. 2Ay Plug-Iny Tmo Hole Flange
Nountingy S2LP-S-43By 04/01/65y Amendment 1,
07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/438 08-01
Relag. General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Plug-In. 2 One-Hole Ears Haunting,
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throwy 2Ay
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hountingy
S2GP-6-53B, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/53B 06-01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay
Plug-In, Plain Case Haunting, S2GP-6-64Ay
04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/54A OS-Ol
Relawy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay Printed
Circuit Board Plug-Iny Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-59Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
ReleM. Special Purpose Hmgnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throv, 2Ay Plug-In. 2 One-Hole Ears
Mounting. S2LP-8-63By 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2Ay Plug-lny Plain Case Hountingy
$2LP-8-648, 04/01/65
HSFG-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-Iny
Side Header Mounting. S2LP-8-SgA, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relnvy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay
Plug-Iny Plain Case Mountingy
S2GP-7.25-73A, 09/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throvy 2A, Plug-Iny Tmo Hole Flange
Hountingy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-S39/83A 08-01
RelaM, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/. 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A, Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Mounting, S2LP-S-93Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relavy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A, Plug-In. Plain Case Haunting.
S2LP-S-g4A. 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
H/n/mum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
AnalMzer Plug-in Unity 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/ 10-03




Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/y 07/11/66
KSC-STD-16 10-01
PNEUMATIC
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning. Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partsy Field
Partsy Assemblies. Subavstems and Svstems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment.
12/14/64
KSC-C-123 10-01
Pneumatic and Hydraulic Mechanical Components
and Parts. Electricaly 02/01/68
KSC-STD-131 10-01
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxggeay
Fuel, and Pneumatic Sgstemsy Specification
fory 04/16/62y Amendment 4. 07/17/64
HSFC-SPEC-104 08-01





Filtersy Pneumatic, Specification for
11/27/1961
10H01417 08-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaningy Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts. Field
Partsy Assemblies. Subswsteas, and Svstema
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment:
Specification fory 4/28/64y EO-2y 7/26/64y
10M016718 08-01
Cover Sheet to Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxwgeny Fuely and Pneumatic Svatees/
08/27/1963
10HO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxvgen_ Fuel. and Pneumatic Svstems/
06/25/1964
10H01702 08-01









Transistor, Silicon. Planar. PNP, $282412
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/116 08-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification
High Reliability Transistor Silicon PNP.
Type SP-IO0
_-631-0-0010 05-01
Transistor. PNP Dual-Chip Differential.
High Frequency, Type SP494. Specification
for, 03/24/65, EO-X, 04/13/66
50M60235 08-01
Transistors. PNP, Silicon, Types C920-1,
C920-A, and C920-AA with Weldable Leads,
Specification for, 11/17/66
50N60366 08-01
Transistor. PHP, Type 57752 with Weldable
Leads, Specification fort 10/18/66
50N60367 08-01
Transistor, PNP, Type 75P2B with Weldable
Leads. Specification fort 10/19/66
50H60368 08-01
Transistor, PNP, Silicon, Type 2N936 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50H60371 08-01
Transistor. PNP, Type HS1223 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10/13/66
50M60372 06-01
Transistor, PNPt Silicon. Type 2N3251 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50N60373 08-01
Transistor. PNP, Silicon, Type T6153 with
Veldable Leads, Specification for, 10/18/66
50M60374 08-01
Transistors. Silicon. PHP, Types $2N722 and
$281132 with Neldable Leads. Specification








Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCL23/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-108 10-01
POLARIZATIOH
130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-0302 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Rosman IX
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-531-P-15A 05-01
POLARIZED
Cepacitorsy Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized,
Etched Foil/ /St_le KCL21/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOTA 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Tantalum /Polarized. Plain
Foil/ /Style KCL31/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOOA 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized, Etched
Foil/ /Stgle KCL33/. 03/10/66
KSC-C-110A 10-01
Capacitors. Fixed, Polarized, Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL51 end KCL53/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-113 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized.
Sintered-Slug/ /Style KCL65/. 03/10/66
KSC-C-133 10-01
POLE
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current. 6 Pole Double Throw. 2A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S6GH-2-1B, 04/01/65. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts. Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw. 2A. Plug-In.
Tmo Hole Flange Haunting, STGP_2-2B.
08/31/64. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-S39/2B 08-01
Relav, General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current. 4 Pole Double Throw. IOA. Solder
Hook. Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting.
S4GH-I.5-19A, 04/01/65. Amendment 1,
o712g166
MSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, 7.5A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH--3-2OAt 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-S39/20A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 4 Pole Double Throw. IOA. Solder
Hook. Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-2-22A, 03/16/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, 1OAt Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nounting_
S4GH-3.25-23A. 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose. /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volta. Direct Current. 4 Pole Double
Throw. 3At Plug-In, Two One-Hole Ears
Mounting, S4LH-6-27A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throe, 3A. Printed Circuit Board Plug-In.
Two Stud Mounting. 34LP-6-28A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-S39/Z8A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw. 2At Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting.
S2GH-6-31B. 04/01/65. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw. 2A, Solder
Hook. Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
S2GH-6-32At 04/01/65. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts_ Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A,
Plug-In, Two Hole Flange Haunting.
S2GP-6-33B, 04/01/65. Amendment 1. 07/29/66
HSFG-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2At Solder Hook, Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Mounting. S2LH-8-41B.
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/41B 06-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm, 2At Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-42A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1. 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2At Plug-In, Tug Hole Flange
Mounting. S2LP-8-43B, 04/01/65, Amendment 1,
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/438 08-01
Relay General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A. Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-6-BIA_ 04/01/65
MSFG-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A. Solder
Hook. Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
S2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/SZA 08-01
Relay. General Purpose, 28 Volts. Direct
Plug-In. 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting.
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A.





Relayt General Purposey 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Thromt 2At
Piug-Int Plain Case Hountlngy S2GP-8-54At
04101185
MSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relagy General Purposet 28 Volts t Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throwy 1OAt Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mountingt
S2GH-3-S8At 04/01/68y Amendment It 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/S8A 08-01
Relayt General Purposet 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwt 2Ay Printed
Circuit Board Plug-Iny Side Header
Mountlngy S2GP-8-sgAt 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/S9A 08-01
Relevt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
goiter Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2Ay Solder Hookt Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting t S2LH-8-81At 04/01/85
MSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relegt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2Ay Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountingt S2LH-8-62At 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relegy Special Purpose Hagnetlc Lstch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2At Plug-Int 2 One-Hole Ears
Nountingt $2LP-8-63B9 04/01/85
HSFC-SPEC-339/835 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny Plain Case Hountingy
S2LP-8-64Dt 04/01/68
HSFC-SPEC-339/848 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throut 1OAt Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountingt S2LH-S-68At
04/01/88, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/S8A 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Printed Circuit Board Plug-lny
Side Header Nountingt S2LP-8-SgAt 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/SDA 08-01
Relayt General Purposet 28 Voltst Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwt 2At Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nountingt
S2GH-7o25-71At 04/01/68
MSFC-SPEC-33_/71A 08-01
Relayt General Purposet 28 goltsy Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throwt 2At
Plug-Iny Plain Case Hountingy
S2GP-7.25-73Ay 09/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relayt General Purposet 28 Voltst Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hountingy $2GP-7-74
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throey 2Ay 2
One-Hole Ears Mountingt $2GP-7-74
04/01/1968
MSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relegt Special Purpose /Magnetic Lutch/y 28
Voltey Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2Ay Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountingt S2LH-8-81At 04/01/65t
Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relagt Special Purpose /Magnetic Letch/y 28
Voltst Direct Current t 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2At Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mountingy S2LH-8-82At 04/01/65y
Amendment I t 07/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Hegnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2Ay Plug-Iny Two Hole Flange
Mountlngy $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
NSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltst Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double




Rela_y Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltet Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throw t 2A t Solder Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountlngy S2LH-8-92Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Releyt Special Purpose /Magnetic Lntch/_ 28
Voltst Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2At Plug-Iny 2 One Hole Ears
Mountingt S2LP-8-g3At 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relegt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltsy Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throet 2At Plug-Int Plain Case Mountingy
S2LP-8-94At 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Releyt Special Purpose /Hngnetlc Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throwy lOAy Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountingy S2LH-6-gSAt
04/01/65y Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Sensitlvelt 28 Voltst
Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double Throey 2At





Cabley Electrlcalt 2 Conductory Unshieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/86
MSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cablet Electricaly 3 Conductory Unshielded t
Polgethylene Insulatedy Specification for
08130168
MSPC-SPEC-332/5B 08-01
Cabley Electrical t 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Draidt American Wire Gauge
Size 12t Polyethglene Insuletedy
Specification fury 08/30/88
HSFC-SPEC-332/7B 08-01
Cabley Electrlculy 4 Conductort Unshielded t
American Wire Gauge Size 20y Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/108 08-01
Cubley Electricaly 10 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polyethylene Insulatedy
Specification fort 08/30/86
MSFC-SPEC-332/11B 08-01
Cable t Electricalt 18 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldedy American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polvethglene Insuletedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 19 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20y Polgeth_lene
Insulatedt Specification for_ 08/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-332/13B 08-01
Cabley Electricalt 39 Conductort Onshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18 end 20t
Polyethglene Insulatedt Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/14B 08-01
Cablet Electricaly 39 Conductort Unshieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulatedy Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/15B 08-01
Ceblet Electricalt 60 Conductort 20 Triple
Teisted and Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polyethglene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/56
HSFC-SPEC-332/168 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 60 Conductory Single
Conductor Shieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polyethylene Insulstedy
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/17B 08-01
Cablet Electrlcalt 61Conductory Unshieldedt
American Mire Gauge Size 20t Polyethvlene
Insuletedt Specification fury 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/18D 08-01
Cabley Electrlcalt 2 Conductort Unshieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polyethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/198 08-01
Cabley Electricnlt 3 Conductort Onshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polgethylene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/208 08-01
Cablet Electrlcaly 4 Conductory Unshieldedy
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American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/225 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification forw 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/24B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 5 Conductor. Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/298 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 8 Conductor. Onshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/30B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 7 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/318 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/34B 08-01
Cablet Electrical9 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for.
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/35B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 10 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Hire Gauge Size 16.
Polveth¥1ene Insulated. Specification for9
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/368 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded. Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14. Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 10 Conductor. Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/388 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polgethvlene Insulated.
Specification for9 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/398 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall




Cable. Electrical. 37 Conductor. Onshlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polffethylene
Insulated. Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/418 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18. Polvethylene Insulated,
Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/42B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 37 Conductor. Unshlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/43S 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Teisted Shielded and Insulated. American
Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/448 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 14.
Polvethvlene Insulated. Specification for.
08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/458 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 47 Conductor. 1 Pair
Twisted ShieLded and Insulated. 4 Quad
Twisted ShieLded and Insulated. 29
Unshialded. American Wire Gauge Size 8t 12,
and 18, Polyethylene and Butvl Rubber
HSFC-SPEC-332/468 08-01
Cab|e, Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 129 and 16, Polyethylene end Butyl
Rubber Insulated t Specification for.
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/47D 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/488 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/498 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 60 Conductor. Unshlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 16t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/50B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 60 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 16. Polvethylene _nsulated9
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/518 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded. 18 Pair Twisted and
Shielded. end 3 Triple Tmisted and Shield.dr
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/52B 08-01
Cable. Electricalt 60 Conductor. Overall
Shielded Double Braid. American Wire Gauge
Size 18. Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cable. Electricalt 60 Conductor. 30 Pair
Teisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
.Znsulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/57S 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 60 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded. Overall Shielded.
American Hire Gauge Size 14, Polvethvlene
Insulated Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/588 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 60 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14t
Pol_ethvlene Insulated. Specification for.
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/59B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 60 Conductor. 15 Quad
Tmiated and Shielded. Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14. Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/608 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 60 Conductor. 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/61B 08-01
Cable. Electricel9 5 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 12.
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for,
06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/658 08-01
Ceble9 Electrical, 8 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/668 08-01
Cabin, Electrical, 10 Conductor. Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 169 Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/678 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor. Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 129 Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/68B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 54 Conductort Onshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethvlene
Insulatedt Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/698 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 6 Conductor. Overall
Shield.dr American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polvethyiene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC--SPEC-332/?OB 08-01
Cable, Electrical. I0 Conductor. Overall
Shield.dr American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Poivethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/718 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 15 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18.
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Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSPC-SPEC-332/72B 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 13 Conductor, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/73B 08-01
Cable, Eiectricnl_ 13 Conductor9 Unshlelded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/T4B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 18 Conductor9 Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire GauGe Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/T5B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire GauGe Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/77B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 7 Conductor9 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 06/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/79B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductorw Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/80B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 7 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20t
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/81B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 32 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/84B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Nire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/87B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 3 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Nire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/88B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Nire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/91B 08-01
Cable1 Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/92B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, S Conductor_ Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 151 Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSPC-SPEC-332/93B 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 4 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 37 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 169 Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/95A 08-01
Cable_ Electrieal_ 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and G Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/96A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Nire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/86
NSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cable, Electr|cal_ 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20_
PolNethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-33219gA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Xnsulated_ Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/100A 08-01
Cable, Electricel_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded end Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Ni_e Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/68
NSPC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical1 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-S32/104A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulateds Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene lnsulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/lOSA 08-01
Cable_ Electricai_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSPC-SPEC-332/107A 08-01
Cable, Electricai_ 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 16t
Polyethylene Ineulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/lO8A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 40 Conductor9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Nire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/109A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Yire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable, Eiectricsi_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical9 3 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Nire Gauge Size 14_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/113A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_






Jet Propulsion Lab Flight Hardware Preferred
Polgmerfc Materials and Products, 8/25/66
ZCF-4OIO-OOOR-A 11-01
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE
Polgtetrafluoroethglene /Teflon/ Molded and
Extruded Parts. Sheets. Rods. and Tubing,




Coating. Conformal /Polgurethane/t Printed
Circuit Assemblies. Procedure for. 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Coating Conformel /Polgurethane/t Printed
Circuit Assemblies. Procedure for. 11/15/639
Amendment 3, 05/06/65
HSFC-PROC-293A 00-01
Polgurethane Foams for Electronic Equipment
0410911965
MSFC-SPEC-418 00-01
Use of Foam-in-Place Polyurethane, for
Electronic Equipment 04/20/1985
MSFC-PROC-44R 08-01
Polgurethsne Foam. Filling S-1 and S-10








Pulse Code Modulation Subcommutatort
Portable Data Gathering Sgstee
ESD-106115 09-03
Procurement Specification for Portable,
Solid-State. Radiometer
S-525-P-0017 05-01





Specification for e Portable Automatic
Calibration Tracker /PACT/
S-536-P-0003 05-01
Specification for • Lightweight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0005 05-01
Specifications for Recorder Svstem. Portable
/PR 152721 10-03




X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding Sgstem
S-500-P-0003 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Programmer Sgsten
S-500-P-0022 05-01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer end Position
Encoding Sgstem
S-500-P-0215 05-01
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0426 05-01
Yam Rate and Position Sensor
5-653-P-0001 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Studg
S-731-P-21 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-24 05-01
Omege Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Control Center /OCC/ and S_stem Integration
S-731-P-27 05-01
Valve e Single-Solenoid. 2-Nay. R-Position
/P/N 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification. 12/08166
10H05060 08-01
Velvet Single-Solenoid. 3-Wag, 2-Position
/P/N 803664-104691 Qualification Test
Specification. 12108/66
10M05074 08-01
Valve Assembly Solenoid Operated,
Specification fort 07/12/60. EO-1. 04/18/81
10419922 08-01
POSITIONING
Functional Specification for Hydreulicallg




Terminals Bifurcated and Turret, Swage Type
and Standoff, Insulated Screvtgpe.
Terminals. Solder Pot. Swage Type
07/01/64, Amendment 2. 10/05/64
HSFC-SPEC-R78A 08-01
POTABLE
Water. Potable. Specification for
HSC-SPEC-C-21 09-03
POTENTIONETER




Potting of Electronic and Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IOIA 02-01
Potting and Holding Electrical Cable Assembly
Terminations, 11/22/65
KSC-STD-13R 10-01
Pea-Treatment /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
NSC-Q-3 09-03
Potting end Holding Cable Assemblies. Using
Elastomeric Compounds. 09/13165
HSFC-PROC-188C 08-01
Potting Cable Assemblies. Using Epox_ Resin
Compounds. 09/09/65t Amendment It 12/13/65
HSFC-PRDC-196B 08-01
Compound. Potting and Holding. Elastomerict
12/11/1964. QPL-RO2-4 02/09/1966
HSFC-SPEC-202A 08-01
Potting of Electrical Distributors. Procedure
for 09/1811963
NSFC-PROC-310 08-01
Compounds. Potting and Encapsulating.
Silicone, 09/13/65. QPL-379-1, 11/26/65
HSFC-SPEC-379A 08-01
Potting. Encapsulating and Holding. Using
Silicone Rubber. 01/25/65t Amendment It
07/07165
HSFC-PRDC-380 08-01








Electrical Parer Management Standard /National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
SP-6OOS/t 06/15/65
CN 019-000-1 00-32
Electrical Pomer Management Surve_ Henual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-8007/. 09/01/65
CH 019-002-1 00-02
Qualification Testing of Transformers Power_
Four to Eight Kilocycle Toroidal. 3/29166
GNI-50549-GEN 11-01
Specification Sheet Diode. Zener. Silicon,
Power Tgpe KIN2970B. 08/24/64
KSC-S-101/1 10-01
Resistors. Fixed. Wirewound /Power T_pe/
Style KRN67/66/69/. 03110166
KSC-R-IO5A 10-01
Her/net C. Flight Equipmentl Fabrication.
Power Subsystem. Solar Panels /4Alt 4A3,
4A5. end 4A7/1 8/17/63
MCP-30287-GEN 11-01
Power Supply, Pulse Code Hodeleted Digital
Data Acquisition Subsvstem Receiving
Station. Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Power Supply. 56 Volt Direct Current, Nodal
2. Acceptance Checkout. Procedure for
11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-431 08-01
Performance Specification for a 10 Kiloeett S-
Band Power Amplifier
S-500-P-O010 05-01





Functional Specification for High Power
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Specifications for Power Neters
S-530-P-0021 05-01
Installation of Power and Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Electric Power Facilities
Building, Blossom Point Radio Tracking
Facility Blossom Point, Naryland
S-532-P-0037 05-01
Specification for Switehgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Power
Plant
S-532-P-0039 05-01
Low Power Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-3 05-01
Performance Specification on Radio Frequency
Power Monitor
S-553-P-0015 05-01
Direct Current Power Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-13 05-01
Direct Current Power Supply 50 Ampere 10
Volts
S-553-P-14 05-01
Specification for e Low Power Pulse Code
Hodulatlon Telemeter
S-621-P-0002 05-01
Power Supply Subsystew Design Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-6 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Low Voltage Power Converter
PS-8
S-523-0G0-0001 05-01
Power Supply-9 Power Converter
S-623-P-0001 05-01
Geiger Nueiler Counter Power Converter Power
Supply-lO
S-623-P-0002 05-01
Project Relay Perforwance Requirements-
Electrical Power Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 05-01
Lamp Power Supply, 2500 Watt, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolab Nodel 2500-L
S-630-P-0151 05-01
Specification for Lamp Power Supply
S-630-P-0165_ 05-01
Solar Power Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0088 05-01




Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Power Aging for the
Neteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Program
Specification for the Nimbus B/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 System
S-652-NI-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus D/
System for Nuclear Auxiliary Power-lg
System
S-652-NI-2 05-01
Specification for Semiconductor Power Aging
S-652-P-0003 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nlwbus B Solar Conversion Power
Supply Subsystem
S-652-P-1 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Audio, Power, end High Power
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
end Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, and'Low Power Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEH 11-01
Nlnimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Power Divider, 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1/ 10-03
Ninimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Amplifier/Supply 10-03
Ninlmuw Salient Characteristics for Power
Supply, 12/04/64 /PR 45518-2/
10-03
Power Supply Set, 3-Phase, 60-Kilowatt,
6D-Cycles Per Second, Specification for
05/18/1964
40NOO203A 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 56-Volt,
50-Awpere, Specification for, 02/28/64,
EO-1, 06/22/64
40N00205 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct 28-Volt, 50-Awpere,
Specification for, 02/28/64, EU-1 06/22/64
40N00206 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volt,
lO0-Ampere, Specification for, 02/28/64,
EO-1 06/22/64
40N00207 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volt,
250-Ampere, Specification for, 02/28/64,
EO-1, 06/22/64
40N00208 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volt,
500-Awpere, Specification for, 02/28/64,
EO-1 06/22/64
40H00209 08-01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supply Buses, Standard for, 7/14/66
40NOO376A 08-01
Switch, Notor-Driven, Power Transfer,
Specification for, 10/05/65
40N21010 08-01
Amplifier, Power, Radio Frequency,
Specification for, 04/12/65, EO-1, 06/07/65,
EO-2, 07/15/55, EO-3, 07/15/65, EO-4,
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50N60034C 08-01
Divider, Paver, Telemetry Antenna,
Specification for, 07/26/65
50N60042A 08-01
Command Power Divider Assembly, Nodal 307,
Specification for, 07/23/65
50NTOO43A 08-01
Filter Assembly, Power Line, Specification
for, 07/23/64, EO-1, 06/04/65, EO-2,
07/29/65, EO-3, 10/13/65, EO-4, 10/13/65,
EO-5, 01/05/66, EO-6, 01/27/66, EO-7,
07/06/66
50N60086A 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound /Power/, /Style
SRE/, Specification for, 05/21/64, E0-11
04/21/65, EO-2, 12/20/65
50H60185 08-01
Filter, Presanpling, and Power Supply,
Hodified, Subassembly, Specification for,
03/02/65, EO-3, 06/25/65, E0-4, 06/25/65,
EO-5, 06/25/65,- EO--6, 10/27/65, EO-7,
11/05/65, EO-8t 01/05/66, ED-g, 06/22/66,
50N60208A 08-01
Power Supply, Direct Current, 56 Volt,
Specification for, 09/03/64, EU-1 01/13/65,
EO-2 01/15/65, EO-3 03/26/65
50N60223 08-01
Haster Neasuring Voltage Power Supply, 5
Volts, Direct Current, Specification for
12/03/1964
50N60228 08-01
Power Supply, 300 Hilllamperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current, Pulse Code Nodulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station, Specification for 06/08/1965
50N60246 08-01
Power Supply, One Ampere, 12 Volts, Direct
Current, Pulse Code Noduleted Digital Data
Acquisition Systew Receiving Station,
Specification for 06/11/1965
50N60247 08-01
Divider, Power, Telemetry, Nodal 221,
Specification for, 02/01/66
50N60256B 08-01
Divider, Command, Power, Nodel 310,
Specification for, 03/10/66
50H60260B 08-01
Power and Control Assembly, Telemeter





Command Power Divlder_ Model 312,
Specification for, 3/14/66
50M60285B 08-01
Amp|lfiert Powert Command and Communicationt
S-Bandy Specification fort 1/19/66
50M60287 08-01
Dividert Power, Telemetry, Model 607_
Specification fort 02/14/66
50N60289D 08-01
Power Supplyt 1.5At 36 VDCt SS/FM
Demultlplexerj Specification fort 8/31/65
50M60311 08-01
Power Aapllfiert Radio Frequencyt 860 MHzt
Qualification Test Procedure fort 7/22/66
50M60331 08-01
Dividert Powert Televisiont Model 409j
Specification fort 4/04/66
50M60334 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Field-
Power Equipment 60 Cycles Per Second
Engine Generator Sett 6/11/62
8909-GEN-A 11-01
POWERED
Specification for Sound Powered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset - Microphone
10-03
PRACTICE
Electrical Engineering Design Practicer
Standard for" 03/15/1962
MSFC-STD-163 08-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-







Nimbus Control Sub-System Pacific Missile
Range Pre-Launch Test Set
S-650-NI-O006 05-01
PREAMPLIFIER
136 Megacycle Solid-State Preamplifier
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0211 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-0006 05-01
Low-Noise9 High Gain Radio Frequency
Preamplifier Syeteet 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
PRECIPITATION
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of








Solventt Precision Cleaning Agents t
Specification for 10/16/1964
MSFC-SPEC-237A 08-01
Reguletort Precision Voltage t Assembly Model
301t Pulse Code Hodolated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystemt Specification for
08/15/63t Amendment 2t 11/20/63
HSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
High Precision Digital Voltmeter
S-322-P-5 05-01





Final Test Method for Precision Test Fixture
S-SSO-AP-O001 05-01
Specification for Precision Instrumentation
Radar AN/FPQ-6
S-553-P-0027 05-01




Resistorst Fixed, Precieiont Wirewound /Style
SRB/t Specification for_ 04/17/64t EO-1
04/21/85
50M60147 08-01
Resistorst Precision t Fixedt Film /Style
SRN/t Specification for 04/17/1964
50H60149 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltaget Assembly Hodel
301t Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsgatemt Specification fort
I0/06/64t EO-lt 07/20/65t EO-2t 01/05/66t
EO-3t 05/18/66
50M60209 08-01
Transistort Siliconl Precisiont Type SP2N861t
Specification fort 03/24/65t EO-lt 03/28/66t
EO-2t 05/16/66
50M60236 08-01
Reslstort Fixed9 Preclsiont Wire Wound /High
Temperature/t Type SX063 mith Weldable
Leader Specification fort 8/12/66
50H60381 08-01
PRECOOLING
Valve Aaseablgt Precoolingt Checkt
Reliability Test Requirements 08/28/1962
10M01667 08-01
PREFERRED








Fittingst Flared Tube /Premium Quality/t
Pressure Connectionet Specification for_
02/10/65t Amendment 5t 09/21/66t QPL-143-1t
01/10/65
HSFC-SPEC-143B 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Forgingst Premium Qualityt
Heat Treated_ Specification for, 03/31/64t
Amendment It 09/08/64 qPL-144-1, 07/26/65
MSFC-SPEC-144B 08-01
Steely Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloyt
Barst Shapes, and Forgings /Premium
QualitM/t Specification fort 05/15/63t
Amendment 4j 08/19/66 t QPL-145-1 t 02/16/66
MSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Fittingst Female Threads /Premium Qunlity/t




Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Standard Subsystem Test
Procedures t 7/16/64
DOO-1021-GEN 11-01
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Engineering Drawing_s and
Associated Lister 1/13/65
DOO-1022-GEN-A 11-01
Requirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Manuals,
2/02/65
DOO-lO23-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Spsoe Instrumentation Facility Periodic,
Technical, and Final Project Reporter
9/22/64
DOO-1024-GEN 11-01
Instructions for Preparation of Design Criteria
end Functional Requirements. /lnterlm/,
02/24/65
KSC-STD-8 10-01
Guide for the Preparation of Specificetionat
I0/02/64
KSC-G-IO0 10-01
Drafting and Designt Preparation and
Maintenance of, 06/01/66
KSC-M-125 10-01
Test Reports, Preparation oft 06/05/65
KSC-STD-128 10-01
Test Procedurej Preparation oft 10/05/65
KSC-STD-129 IO-Ol
Microfiche Prepsrationt Specification for
MSC-SPEC-7 09-03
Preparation of Test Reports Standard
MSC-STD-103 09-03
Preparation of Program Plans Standard
SUBJECT INDEX PRESSURE
MSC-STD-104 09-03
Preparation of Performance end Design
Requirements
MSC-STD-105 09-03
Preparation of Test Plans Standard
MSC-STD-106 09-03
Preparation of Test Procedures Standard
MSC-STD-107 09-03
Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
HSC-STD-108 09-03
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laboratory and Space Environment Effects
Laboratory Test Procedures
MSC-STD-109 09-03
Coating Compoundst Ceramic Enamel and Goldt
Preparation and Application_ Specification
for 04/05/1963
HSFC-SPEC-111 08-01
Coating Coapoundt NSFC-X-258, Preparation
and Application oft Specification for
08119/1951
HSFC-SPEC-1A2 08-01
Subliming Coating Compounds_ Preparation end
Application oft Specification for 0611211964
MSFC-SPEC-203A 08-01
Prime Coati EX 176t Preparation and
Application of_ Procedure for 0111711963
MSFC-PROC-205 08-01
Fittings_ Female Threads /Premium Qunlityl_
Preparation and Lubrlcetlont Procedure for
0511511963
HSFC-PROC-238 08-01
Preparation for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plate and Sheet_ Specification for 04/22/1963
NSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Lubricantt Dry-Film Ceramict _LF-5_
Preparation and Application of, Specification
for 04/1511983
MSFC-SPEC-253 08-01
Data Submittal Documentation, Contractort
Preparation of 12/1811963
NSFC-STD-263A 08-01
Drafting Manual, Preparation and Maintenance
of, Standard for 0913011964
NSFC-STD-428 08-01
Engineering Procedures Hanual_ Preparation,
Revision, and Publication of_ Standard for
0112511985
HSFC-ST9-432 08-01
Engineering Bulletinst Preparation and
Revision of 06123/1985
NSFC-STD-454_ 08-01
Configuration Management Accounting Reportst
Preparation oft 10/01/85
MSFC-PROC-459 08-01
Input for Configuration Management Accounting
and Reporting System_ Preparation of_
12/01/86
MSFC-PROC-485 08-01
Preparation and Acceptance of Technical Manuals
S-552-GEH-O010 05-01
Preparation of Operation end Maintenance
Manuals
STD-256-4 05-01
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation and Maintenance of
STD-673-1 05-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs_ 1108/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Preparations for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plates and Sheeter Specification for
0910611962
10M01877 08-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index,
Preparation and Submittal of_ Data fort
Standard for 0512411965
10H01711 08-01
Saturn Technical Information Hsndbookt
Preparation and Publication of, Standard for
06/2111965
lOMO1762A 08-01
Saturn Vehicle Data Bookt Preparation end
Publication of, Standard for 05/0311965
lOMO1769A 08-01
Nanualst Operations and Haintenancet Ground
Support Equipment, Preparation of_
Standard fort 12/02/65
10HO1776B 08-01
Handbookt Saturn IB Vehicle9 Preparation and
Publication oft Standard fort 4/08/66
10M01815 08-01
Motors, Auxiliary Solid Propellent, Model
Specification_ Preparation oft Standard fort
8/23166
10M01818 08-01
Engineering Dreuingst Electrical Support
Equipmentt Preparation oft Standard for_
11/30/66
40HOO224A 08-01
Preparation of Operation and Maintenance




Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drauing
Changes and Engineering Sketches_ 10102/62
00-5 04-01
PRESAMPLING
Filtert Presemptingt end Power Supplyt
Modifiedt Subassemblyt Specification for,
03/02/65_ EO-3, 06/25/65_ EO-4t 06125165t
EO-5e 06/25/65t EO-6_ 10/27/85t ED-79
11/05/65t EO-8, 01/05/66_ EO-9_ 06/22/66_
50N60208A 08-01
PRESENTATION
Deep Space Netvorkt Display and Presentation
of Time and Timing lnformation_ 4/14166
DOS-50271-GEN-A 11-01
PRESERVATION
Taper Pressure-Sensitive Adhesivet for
Preservation and Sealing_ Specification for
03/0711962
MSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
Preservation, Packaging, Handlingt sad
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipment_ General Standard for
03109/1965
NSFC-STD-343 08-01
Gases, Drying and Preservationt Cleanliness




Corrosion Preventive Compoundt Oil Type_
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related




Valves t Pressure Regulating for Missile Use,
General Specification for 05/04/1959
ABMA-V-53 08-01
Pressure Measurement System for Liquid
Propellant Compatibility Testing, 4122/86
GMZ-50522-GEN 11-01
Fittings /Pressure Connections/t Flared Tube r
o5/o5/65
KSC-F-124 10-01
Pressure Garment Assembly Cleanliness
MSC-SPEC-C-15 09-03
Hose Assemblieet Plexlblet Hydraulic_ Medium
and High Pressure, High Temperaturet
Specification for_ 01118/63_ Amendment 2t
05120184
MSFC-SPEC-118 08-01
Taper Pressure-Sensitive Adhesivee for
Preservation end _ealing, Specification for
0310711962
NSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
Fittings, Flared Tube /Premium Qualit_/i
Pressure Connectionst Specification fort
02110/65_ Amendment 5, 09121166_ QPL-143-1t
01110165
NSFC-SPEC-143B 08-01
Fittings /Pressure Connection/, Flared Tube_
Specification fort 02/13/62, Amendment 1,
09127165
NSFC-SPEC-171 08-01
Epoxy Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Seallngt Procedure
for 04/07/1964
MSFC-PROC-371 08-01





Technical Specification for Bl-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
10-03
Duct9 Fuele High Pressuree H-1 Rocket
Engine. Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10M01003 08-01
Ducte Liquid Oxygen, High Pressuree H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10M01010 08-01
Switch, Pressurey Thrust OK, H-I Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10M01011 08-01
Svitch, High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1981
10N01026 08-01
Pressure Switche 750 Pounds Per Square Inch,
Reliability Test Requirements, 04/01/1951
10H01027 08-01
Regulator. Air Pressure. Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1981
10H01031 08-01
Pressure Switch, Fuel Contalnere Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10M01036 08-01
Pressure Swltche LOX Differential Stepy
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1951
10H01043 08-01
Valvey Pressure Regulating, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10M01044 08-01
Switch, Assemblyy Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/15/1981
10M01046 08-01
Switch. Absolute Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1981
10H01047 08-01
Pressure Switch, 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravity. OK, Reliability Test
Requirements. 04/06/1981
IOM01049 08-01
Pressure Relief Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01059 08-01
Tape, Heat-Reflective. Pressure Sensitive,
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Clothy
Specification for, 02/23/62, EO-I 08/03/62.
EO-2 09/25/02
10M01597 08-01
Swltche Absolute Pressure. Specification for
04/04/62y EO-1 11/07/62
IOM01613 08-01
Transducery High Pressuree Hydraulice
Specification for 10/25/1962
10M01629 08-01
Cover Sheet for Harshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Fittings, Pressure Connectionsy
Flared Tube/ 06125/1964
10H01705 05-01
Switch Assembly, Pressurey Fuel Pressurizingy
Specification for 08/18/1963
10H01735 08-01
Vessels, Pressurey Design and Fabrication e
Specification for 11/03/1964
10H01796 08-01
Couplings, Pressure Balanced, Cryogenic,
Quick Disconnect, Specification fort
4/25/66, EO-1, 10/24/68
10H01813 08-01
Reset end Calibration Proceduree X-15 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /Heletron Model
M4151/. 07/11/62
14-4 04-01
Pressure, Transducer Unit, Type 2-11y
Specification for 10/23/1963
50H60063 08-01
Pressure Transducer Unite Type 2-12e
Specification for 10/23/1963
50H60064 08-01
Transducsrse Pressure Specification for
04/19/1965
50M60290 08-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment, Pressure Systeme
Safety Requirements fory 6/18/62
30265-GEN 11-01
Spheres. Fiberglass, High Pressure,
Specification fort Ok/04/60, ED-1 12/12/62,
EO-2 11/21/83
10419907 08-01
Switche Pressure, Fuel Containere
Specification for 01/15/1962
10419936A _ 08-01
Filter, Air, High Pressuree Specification fore
11/22/80y EO-2y 02/14/62
10419941 08-01
Switchese Pressurey Hight Low_ Specification
for, 12/20/60, EO-IAt 07/12/61t EO-2y
07/14/61
10419943 08-01
Valve Assembly, Pressure Relief, 750 Pounds
Per Square Inch Gravity, Specification fore
08/16/60, ED-le 12/18/61
10419946 08-01
Switch Assemblyy LOX Step Pressuree
Specification fory 08/02/61, EO-ly 11/01/51
10419949 08-01
Regulatory Air Pressure, Specification for,
03/13/61_ ED-4, 09/06/61y EO-Se 01/16/62y
EO-6, 05/11/62
10419954 08-01
Switch Assembly, Fuel Step Pressurey
Specification fory 06/07/61, EO-ly 11/01/61y
ED-2, 01/25/62
10419955 08-01
Switche Absolute Pressure, Specification fore
11/08/60y EO-1Ae 09/12/81, EO-2, 05/12/61
10419956 08-01
Couplingy Specification for 02/21/1961
10419970 08-01
PRESSURIZED
Cleaning of Pressurized and Non-Pressurized




Control Valve, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1981
10N01025 08-01
Switch Assemblyy LOX Pressurizing and Relief,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10N01037 08-01
Switch Assemblyy Pressurey Fuel Pressurizinge
Specification for 08/16/1963
10M01735 08-01
Velvet Controly Pressurizing, Specification for
07/18/80e EO-1 12/01/60, EO-2 04/05/61
10419917 08-01
Switch, LOX Pressurizing and Relief,
Specification for, 01/12/62, EO-1, 05/15/62
10419931A 08-01
Valve, Control, Fuel Container Pressurizingy
Specification fOry 04/17/61e EO-2y 01/24/62
10419972 08-01
PREVALVE
Prevalve Assembliese Normally Dpen.
Specification for, 3/08/62, EO-1, 6/17/63,




Corrosion Preventive Compoundy Oil Type_
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related








Battery t Nickel Cadmium, 28-Celly
160-Ampere-Houry Specification for, 2/5/64
40N00204 08-01
Hanuelly Activated Primary Battery /HAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedurey 9/29/65
40N00228 08-01




Prime Coety EX 176, Preparation and
Application of, Procedure for 01/17/1963
_SFC-PRDC-20S 08-01
PRIRER
Primer, Silicone Rubbery Solvent Type,





Printed Wiring for Electronic Assemblies
ARC-STD-200B 02-01
Coating, Conformal /Polgurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure fort 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Coatings, Conformel, Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assemblies_ 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 10-01
Soldering9 Automatic Wave, or Printed Circuit
Assemblies, 07/01/66
KSC-S-176 10-01
Connectors, Receptacles_ Electrical, Printed
Wiring Board, General Purpose, Edge
Type, 05/01/56
NSFC-SPEC-119A 08-01
Printed-Wiring Boards /Copper-Clad/ Design,
Documentation, and Fabrication of, 12/15/65
HSFC-STD-154A 08-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Wave Soldering of, Procedure for, 01/10/649
Amendment 2, 10/25/65
MSFC-PROC-224 06-01
Coating Conformal /Polyurethene/_ Printed
Circuit &ssemblles, Procedure for, 11/15/63,
Amendment 3, 05/06/65
MSFC-PROC-293A 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throw, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Tuo Stud Kounting, S4LP-6-28A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Belay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currentv 2 Pole Double Throw t 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-59A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Relag_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-Inw
Side Header Mounting, S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Plastic Sheet, Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Wiring/, 11/16/66
MSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Compound, Printed Circuit Board, Conformal
Coating, Elaetomeric, 04/19/65, QPL-393-1_
04/19/65 s Amendment Is 02/17/68
MSFC-SPEC-393A 08-01
Cleaning Solvent_ Printed Circuit Assembliest
4130165
MSFC-PROC-43 s 08-01
Plastic Sheet t Laminated, Nickel-Iron-Cobalt





Printed Circuit Board, Master Draming
S-330-P-OO01 05-01
Printed Wiring Boards and Assemblies
S-672-P-0001 05-01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Quality Control Implementation- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 05-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies 05-01
Netuorks, Passive, Printed Transmission Line
Section, Standard for 11/18/1964
50M60233 08-01




Electron Probe Microanalyzer, Research
Equipment, 07/09/65, Revision 1, 11/24/65
ERC/FR--lOO01 12-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomg Explorer Impedance Probe
S-815-P-11 05-01
Probe, Thermal, Specification for, 02/27/64,
EO-2 08/21/64
IOMO16OSA 08-01




Potting of Electronic end Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IOIA 02-01
Reliability and QualltN Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
ARC-RQA-1 02-01
Ames Research Center Quality Status Stamping
Procedure
ARC-RQA-9 02-01
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facilitg Standard Subsystem Test
Procedures, 7/16/64
DOO-1021-GEN 11-01





Coating, Conformal /Polgurethane/, Printed
Circuit Assemblies, Procedure for, 11/30/66
KSC-SPEC-E-O001 10-01
Procedure for Packaging mad Marking Cables
and Harnesses, 10/01/64
KSC-P-116 10-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
12/14164
KSC-C-123 10-01
Test Procedure, Preparation of, 10/05/55
KSC-STD-129 10-01
Procedure for Wiring Programming System
Patchboards, 06/15/64
KSC-W-167 10-01
Passive Thermal Protection System
Installation, Procedures for
MSC-PROC-31 09-03
Preparation of Test Procedures Standard
MSC-STD-107 09-03
Preparation of Spece Environment Simulation
Leboratorg end Space Environment Effects
Laboretor_ Test Procedures
MSC-STD-IO9 09-03
Cable Assemblies, Fabrication ors for
Electrical Ground Support Equipment,
Procedure for 10/12/1964
MSFC-PROC-140A 08-01
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equlpment_ Procedure for
03/29/1963
MSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliabilitg/, Procedure for, 02/15/63,
Amendment 1, 09/27/63
HSFC-PRUC-1588 08-01
H_draulic Systems Components end H_draulic
FLuids for Space Vehicles9 Cleaning,
Testing, and Handlingl Procedure for
08/18/1965
MSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Coating Procedures, Saturn Ice-Shields
03/26/1962
NSFC-PROC-175 08-01
Potting and Molding Cable Assemblies, Using
Elastomerlc Compounds_ 09/13/85
MSFC-PROC-186C 00-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring Svstems, 08/10/66
NSFC-PROC-lg5A 08-01
Potting Cable Assembiles_ Using Epox_ Resin
Compounds, 09/09/65, Amendment 1, 12/13/65
HSFC-PROC-1966 08-01
Prime Coati EX 176, Preparation and
Application of, Procedure for 01/17/1963
NSFC-PROC-205 08-01
Weight Documentation Form Completion, Space
Vehtcle9 Procedure for 10/10/1962
MSFC-PROC-208A 08-01
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Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Wave Soldering of 9 Procedure for9 01/10/549
Amendment 29 10/25/65
NSFC-PROC-224 08-01
Threaded Fasteners, Lubricant Application,
Procedure for 07/12/1962
HSFC-PROC-226 08-01
Nicrofila Logging Form Coapletion9 RSFC
Nlcrofileing Program Support, Procedure for
05/24/1963
RSFC-PROC-228A 08-01
Fittings9 Female Threads /Premium Quality/9
Preparation end Lubrication9 Procedure for
05/15/1963
HSFC-PRDC-238 08-01
Technical Writing Guide, Procedures9
Vol. I9 06/15/639 Vol. IIA, 04/15/659
Vol. IIIA, 10/15/64
HSFC-PROC-239 08-01
Carbon Tetrachloride9 Scrubber Method for
Analvsis of Condensible Hvdrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gasese
Procedure for, 01/15/639 Amendment 19
05/23/63
NSFC-PROC-245 08-01
Weight and Balance Requirements s Procedure for
09/19/1962
MSFC-PRDC-252 08-01
Electrical Fabrication 9 Procedure for
03/01/1964
HSFC-PROC-256 08-01
Conferral Coating /Epoxy/9 Application of 9
Procedure for 9 11/05/639 Amendment 29
06/30/65
MSFC-PRGC-257A 08-01
Tubing9 Heat Reactive9 Installation of 9
Procedure for 04/19/1963
NSFC-PROC-273 08-01
Terainelss Installation oft Procedure for
06/07/633 Amendment 1, 12/15/63
NSFC-PROC-274 08-01
Sequencers Flighty Acceptance Testy Procedure
for 07/15/1963
HSFC-PROC-285 08-01
Timer Assanbly9 Acceptance Checkout9 Procedure
for9 07/16/63, Amendment 1, 03/31/64
HSFC-PBOC-289 08-01
Voltage Suppi¥9 Heasuring 9 Acceptance
Checkouts Procedure for 11/03/1964
NSFC-PRQC-290A 08-01
Voltage Supply9 Haster Heasurings Acceptance
Checkouts Procedure for 11/02/1964
RSFC-PROC-29_A 08-01
Coating Conformal /Polyurethane/9 Printed
Circuit Assemblies9 Procedure tory 11/15/B33
Amendment 3, 05/06/56
MSFC-PROC-293A 08-01
Potting of Electrical Distributors9 Procedure
for 09/18/1963
MSFC-PROC-310 08-01
Acceleroaeter Assemblies9 Donners Alignment9
Procedure for 9 06/18/63, Amendment 1,
08/12/63
HSFC-PROC-321 08-01
Testing of Welded Modules9 Series 300,
Procedure for 09/20/1963
NSFC-PROC-326 08-01
Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Stabilization Hetmork9 Procedure
for9 04/09/65
HSFC-PROC-359 08-01
Epoxv Treatment of Aluminum and Nagneeiua
Castings for Pressure Sealing9 Procedure
for 04/07/1964
HSFC-PROC-371 08-01
Exploding Brldgemire /EBW/ Destruct Svstea
Controllers Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
NSFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Etching9 Fluorocarbon Insulations Procedure for
05/10/1965
NSFC-PROC-376B 08-01
TIBer Assseblies, Selection of Timing and
Temperature Compensating Resistors 9
Procedure for 11/05/1963
HSFC-PROC-3?8 08-01
Range Safstw9 Sgstsm Controller9 40M320163
Acceptance Tasty 10/14/65
NSFC-PROC-382B 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables, Procedure for
08/24/1964
HSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Exploding Bridgevire /EBW/ Firing Unity
Checkout9 Procedure for 04/15/1965
HSFC-PROC-396B 08-01
Gases, Drying and Preservation9 Cleanliness
Level end Inspection Methods, Procedure for
10/20/1964
MSFC-PROC-404 08-01
Modules9 Electronic 9 Encapsulatings
03/03/659 Amendment 23 09/24/65
MSFC-PROC-412 08-01
Power Suppiw, 56 Volt Direct Current9 Model
29 Acceptance Checkout9 Procedure for
11/02/1964
HSFC-PROC-431 08-01
Engineering Procedures Nanual9 Preparation9
Revisions and Publication of t Standard for
01/25/1965
MSFC-STD-432 08-01
Specification for Harmed Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Nodulation Svstem
S-550-P-OO01 05-01
Radar Set AN/HPS-26 /XN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0025 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Node] 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0031 05-01
Model 34030 Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure rot the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid Sgstee
S-553-P-0036 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid Svstem
S-553-P-0037 05-01




Qualit_ Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Quality Control Implementation- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 05-01
Reliability Program Evaluation Procedures9
09/63
SP-6002 00-03
Quality Program Evaluation Procedures9 09/63
SP-6003 00-03
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Parts9 11/04/66
ZPP-2100-GEH-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-2102-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/9 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEM 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements Methods and
Procedures for Traneistorss 1/21/66
ZPQ-2451-GEM 11-01
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Draming
Changes and Engineering Sketches9 10/02/62
00-5 04-01
Environmental Protection _hen using Electrical
Equipment within the Areas of Saturn
Complexes where Hazardous Areas Exist s
Procedure for, 03/06/519 EO-1 03/20/62
10R01071 08-01
Cleaning of Pressurized and Non-Pressurized
Instrument Compartments 9 Procedure for9
12/30/65
10MO1445A 08-01
Manufacturing Procedure for Saturn Heat Shield
Curtains /Outboard/ 05/04/1962
10H01593 08-01
Holds9 Plastic9 Fabrication ot9 Procedure for
03/06/1962
10M01602 08-01
Welding9 Fusion9 Four- to Six-Inch Thick
A|uminue Alloy Plate9 2219 For Y Ring9
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Procedure for, 02101163, EO-I 03127163
10N01648B 08-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaningt Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partsy Field
Purist Assemblies, Subsvstemst and Svstems
for Pneueatic Use in Support Equipmenty
Specification for, 4/28/64y E0-2, 7/28/64t
lOHO1671B 08-01
Tagging of Saturn Vehicle Non-Flight Iteest
Procedure fury 01/22/63, EO-1 08/07/83
10M01678 08-01
Welding, HY-80 Armor Plate Steely Static
Test Holddoun Army Procedure for 02126/1953
10H01887 08-01
Installation of Strain Gaugesy Procedure for
04/02/1963
10H01691 08--01
Attaching Thereocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins9 Procedure for 09/16/1963
lONOl?41 08-01
Polyurethane Foamy Filling S-I and S-1B
Torque Boxes Usingy Procedure for
03/30/1964
10N01778 08-01
Quality Control of Technical Nanualsy
Procedure for 02/15/1965
IOH01792 08-01
Saturn IS and Saturn q Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plant Procedure for, 3/23/66
10N01811 08-01
Reset and Calibration Procedurey X-15 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /Neletrou Model
N4151/, 07/11/62
14-4 04-01
Packagingy Contamination Control, and Storage
Procedurest 07/15/65
20-2 04-01
Manually Activated Prtaarv Battery /NAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedurey 9/29/65
40N00228 08-01
Coating, Chromate Conversiony of Saturn ESE
Paneisy Chessisy and Rncksy Procedure fort
5104/66
40N00319 08-01
Paintingy Finalt of Saturn ESE Panelsy
Procedure fort 5/04/66
40M00325 08--01
Pelntlngt Finalt of Saturn ESE Rackst
Procedure for t 5/04/66
40N00326 08--01
smirch Selectory HOD I and NOD Ily Checkout
Procedure fo_y 06/11/65y EO-I_ 08/13/65,
EO-2y 09/30/65t £0-3y 10/04/66
50Hl1548 08-01
Sub-Multiplexer Asseeblyt Remotey Digitaly
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50M60011 08-01
Calibrator Assembliesy Telemeter, Model 2y
Part Humbers 50N12011-1 and 50N12011-3y
Bench Checkout, Procedure for 01/09/1964
50N60012 08-01
Telemeter Calibretort Node] Iy Acceptance
Testy Procedure for 09/09/1963
SOMSOOl3 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/950 Megahertz, Checkout Procedure fUry
11/07/1963
50N60024 08-01
Digital Date Acquisition Subsystem, Pulse
Code Modulated, Assemblyy Model 301y
Checkout Procedure fury 6/16/64
50NDOO31A 08-01
Decodery Sequencey Ground Support Equlpeentt
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50N60054 08-01
Telemetry Asseablyt Single Sidebandy Airborne,
Acceptance Test, Procedure for 03/03/1964
50H60103 08-01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn ID and Saturn
V Space Vehiclet Checkout Procedure for
07/14/1964
50N60108 08-01
Antenna Systemsy Mistramy Models 802 end 803y
Checkout Procedure fury 11/04/64
50N60131 08-01
Antenna Systems, Coeaandt Hodels 308 and 309t
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H60133 08-01
Antenna Sgstemy Offset Doppler Frequeucgy
Transmittingt Model 405y Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1964
50N60135 08-01
Antenna Systea_ Offset Doppler Frequency
Receiving Model 404y Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50H60137 08-01
Antenna Svsteey Rader_ Hodel 708t Checkoutt
Procedure fort 3/10/55
50H60138 08-01
Antenna Systemt Azusay Model 711, Checkoutt
Procedure fury 3/10/65
50M60139 08-01
Antenna Svstem t Altimetery Model 503y Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H60140 08-01
Antenna System, Televisron, Model 402,
Checkout, Procedure for_ 3/10/65
50M60143 08-01
Antenna Systeet Teleeetery Model 219, Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50M60144 08-01
Decodery Instrument Unit Coemandy Acceptance
Testt Procedure fury 7/22/68
50M60153 08-01
Command Decodery Secure Range Safety,
Qualification Test Procedurey 4/06/66
50M60155 08-01
Oecodery Secure Range Safer V Comeandt
Acceptance Test Procedurel 8/04/66
50N60156 08-01
Coemaud Oecoder, Secure-Range Safety, Bench
Checkouty Procedure fury 09/21/65, EO-ly
03/17/66y EQ-2, 04/13/66
50M60157A 08-01
Command Receiver NCRS03, Bench Checkouty
Procedure for, 12/02/65, EQ-1, 03/17/66,
EO-2, 04/13/66t EO-3, 08/18/66t EO-4t
12/02/66
50N60161C 08-01
Command Systemt Secure Range Safetyy Bench
Checkout Procedure for, 12/21/65, EQ-1,
03/16/66
50M60162D 08-01
Command Receivert MCR 503 Acceptance Test,
Procedure for, 12/05/66
50M60164 08-01
Command Receivert HCR 503, Qualification Test
Procedure, 4/22/66_ EO-ly 7/27/66
50M60166 08-01
Transpondert C Bandy Radar_ Checkout
Procedure for 11/12/1964
50N60175 08-01
Pouer Ampliflert Radio Frequeucyy 860 MHzt
Qualification Test Procedure fury 7/22/66
50N60331 08-01
Emergency Detection Svstem_ Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor Systent Test Procedure for
03/15/1965
50N69931 08-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection
Systea Q-Ball Angle of &ttacky In-Process
Test Procedure, 1/06/66
50K71001 08-01
Drauing Standards and Proceduresy 3/04/63
20030-GEM-B 11-01
Cleanliness Levelst Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring Systemsy
Specification fury 06/26/62, EO-1 07/02/63y
£0-3 04103164
10419905B 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Nldcourse Propulsion Systems Cleaning Procenst
12123/63
GPM-20068-GEN-A 11-01
Specification for Solderless Wrap Process9
Electricsl Connectlonst 07/06/64
KSC-W-1B1A lO-O1
Pre-Treataent /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces




Adhesive Bondingt Process and Inspection
Requirements for 05/07/1965
NSFC-SPEC-445 08-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Flight Research Center Process
Specification System, 10/20/64
00-2 04-01
Cleaning Methods and Processes t 09/16/63
20-1 04-01
Sensor System, Redundant Emergency Detection





Materials. Processes_ and Hardware for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equipment, 6/07/62t Amendment 1, 8/20/63
30261-GEM 11-01
PROCESSING
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-106087 09-03
Specification for n Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
Exhibit By Goddnrd Space Flight Center
Specification for Digital Data Processing
System
S-553-P-0003 05-01
Data Processing Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-4 05-01
Specification for the Nimbus C Data System-




Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor System
S-500-P-0025 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Modify the Advanced Vidicon Camera System
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bleat
Film
S-553-P-7 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for • Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Versatile Information Processor /UIP/
Subsystem for the Nimbus D Spacecraft
S-731-P-46 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Nodal for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem
S-731-P-51 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for an
Oscillogram Processor, 03/02/65
/PR 54974-1/ 10-03
Topside Sounder Data Processor
564-78779 05-01
PROCURED
Workmanship, Marking 9 Traceability, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
PROCUREMENT
Quality and Reliability Provislona for Nimbus
Procurement
S-450-P-1A 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OOOIA 05-01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-500-P-0004 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0214 05-01
Procurement Specification- Relay Test Station
Servo System
S-500-P-0216 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for Antenna
Feed System
S-500-P-0217 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-500-P-0418 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-005
S-525-P-0003 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0007 05-01
Procurement Speclficatidn for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
5-525-P-0008 05-01
Procurement Specification for Portable,
Solid-State, Radiometer
S-525-P-0017 05-01
Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be Installed in Building 19
S-525-P-0022 05-01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Goddard Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0032 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of a Tmo-Channel
Nonopulse Antenna System
S-525-P-0039 05-01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-2 05-01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-8 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Sliver-Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0126 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0127 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Nonmagnetic/
S-630-P-0128 05-01
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of
Eleven Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Non-Hagnetlc/
S-630-P-0166 05-01
Procurement Specification for Computer
Interface System, 11/14/63 /PR 12025-1/
10-03
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Teleeetrw Receiver
10-03
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Hariner Program
Procurement, 04/26/63
30274 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control




Electronic Equipment Product List
ARC-STD-203 02-01
Contrmct End Item Detail Specification /Lov,
Frequency Accelerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requlremsntst
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-N-O001 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Jet Propulsion Lab Fllght Harduare Preferred
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Polymeric Materials and Products, 8/25/66
ZCF-4OIO-OOO2-A 11-01
PRQGRAN
Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
Preparation of Program Plans Standard
NSC-STD-104 09-03
Definitions for Contamination Programs
MSC-STD-C-I 09-03
Microfilm Logging Form Completion_ MSFC
Microfilming Program Support_ Procedure for
05/24/1963
NSFC-PROC-228A 08-01
Human Factors Engineering Programt 7/28/65
NSFC-STD-391 08-01
Quality Program Provisions foe Space System
Contractors, 04/62
NPC 200-2 00-01
Reliability Program Provisions for Space
System Contractors, 07/63
NPC 250-1 00-01
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technology Satellite Program
S-2-0000 05-01
Environmental Teat Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
S-320-UK-0501 05-01
Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-450-P-3 05-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
A Research_ Design and Development Program
Providing Nodularization Concepts_
Techniques and Circuitr_ for Use in
Nondisslpative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01





Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Power Aging for the
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Program
Specificatio_ for the Nimbus B/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 Sgstem
S-652-NI-1 05-01
Rellabilit_ Program Evaluation Procedures_
09/63
SP-60O2 00-05
Qualit_ Program Evaluation Procedures, 09/63
SP-60O3 00-05
Jet Propulsion Laborator_ Reliability Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electromechanical Component Parts9 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliabilitg Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechanical Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs_ 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Partsw 11/04/66
ZPP-2100-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/_ 10/14/65
ZPP-2102-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/_ 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Varactor Phase llt
11/04/65
ZPP-Z106-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase II/_
2/11/65
ZPP-2107-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase, 2/26/65
ZPP-2108-GEN II-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-21Og-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, 12/16/64
ZPP-2110-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase 1I/, 1/19/67
ZPP-ZII2--GEN-A ll-Ol
Sterilization Test Program Crystals, 7/20/65
ZPP-2116-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Parts, 9/02/65
ZPP-211?-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethylene Oxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Relay Phase_
2/11/65
ZPP-211g-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/, 3/51/65
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Transformers and
Iuductors, 12/02/65
ZPP-2124-GEN-A ii-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraisal, 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Partst 7/26/65
ZPP-2126-GEH 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts, 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Mariner Program
Procurement_ 04/26/63
30274 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratorg Quality Control




Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment_
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Requirements
ESD-106081 09-05
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft External Interfaces
ESD-106082 09-05
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentt
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-1060S3 09-05
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmeat_
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Merritt Island Launch Area
Facilitg
ESD-106084 09-05
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facility
ESD-106085 09-05
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Grummeu Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-106086 09-03
Facility Criteria, Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station_ North American Aviation Facilit_
ESD-10609O 09-05
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-lO6094 09-03
Merritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo




North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmenty Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-I06096 09-03
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmenty Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-106097 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmenty Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106098 09-03
Merritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-I06099 09-03
Closed-Circuit Television Svstem for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106106 09-03
Intercommunication System for Programmed




X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding System
S-500-P-0003 05-01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Progranmer System
S-500-P-0022 05-01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer and Position
Encoding System
S-500-P-0215 05-01
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0426 05-01
Nimbus Programmer and Signal Converter
S-650-NI-0009 05-01








Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic,
Technical, and Final Project Reports,
9/22/54
DOO-lO24-GEN 11-01
Designy Fabric_tiony and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-S Instrumentation
Unity Project Apollo, 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 10-01
Applications Technology Satellite Project
Specification for Multiplex Equipment
05-01
PROJECTOR
Specification for Large Screen Projectors,
12107/64 /PR 45631-1/ 10-03
PROPAGATION
Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequency Signals 10-03
PROPELLANT
Pressure Measurement System for Liquid
Propellant Compatibility Testing, 4/22/66
GMZ-60522-GEN 11-01
Propellant, Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxide
NSC-PPD-2 09-03
Propellant Servicing Unit, Specification for
04/06/64, EO-1 08/20/64
10M01777 08-01
Motors, Auxiliary Solid Propellant, Model




Specification tory 12/05/60, EG-I 10/23/60
10419916 08-01




Mass Properties Standard /National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 5P-6004/, 6/01/65
CM 018-001-1 00-02
PROPOSAL
Technical Requirements for Proposals
/K-EF3-TPR-1/ 10-03




Nidcourse Propulsion Systems Cleaning Process,
;2/23/63
GPN-20068-GEN-A 11-01
Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
System Components and Assemblies, 9/21/66
NSFC-STD-460 08-01
PROTECTION
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment9
i2/x4/64
KSC-C-123 10-O1
Bonds and Grounds Cleaning, Testing and
Protection, 04/25/66
KSC-B-155 10-01
Passive Thermal Protection System
Installationy Procedures for
MSC-PROC-31 09-03
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment, Procedure for
03/29/1963
MSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment, Standard for
0210711962
NSFC-STD-181 08-01
Flared Tube Fittings, Handling, Protection,
end Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/1 08-01
Valves and Control Devices, Handling,
Protection, and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Electronic Parts and Components Protectiony
Handling, and Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/3 08-01
Environmental Protection when using Electrical
Equipment eithin the Areas of Saturn
Complexes uhere Hazardous Areas Exist,
Procedure for, 03/06/61, EO-1 03/20/62
10M01071 08-01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaningy Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts, Field
Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems, and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipment,
Specification for, 4/28/64, EO-2, 7/28/64,
10M016718 08-01
Tags, Identification, Saturn Environment
Protection Items, Specification for
07/18/1963
lOHO1682A 08-01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support




Coatingsy Conformal, Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Assemblies, 10/10/66
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 10-01
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles,
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,
Specification fort 02/28/63, Amendment ly
02/26/64
NSFC-SPEC-250 08-01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-S2
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0101 05-01
Container, Special Handling and Protective,
for Saturn IB and Saturn V Instrument
Unit, Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01774 08-01
PROTOTYPE
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Nodules
ESD-106042 09-03






Specification for the Prototype United
Kingdoa-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-UK-0301 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Overall
S_stem Performance Specification for
Refurbishment of Prototgpe of Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /A-l/
S-623-0A0-0019 05-01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
Weight Center-of-Gravity1 Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0003 05-01
Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
5-650-_I-0018 05-01
Electrical Systems Test for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OO19 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nieft/
Sequence Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OO20 05-01




S_steas Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0022 05-01
Paddle Deployment Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0023 05-01
Vibration Test Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0024 05-01
Nimbus B Prototype Direct Current/Direct
Current Converter Subsystem
S-716-P-6 05-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /HRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Nodal Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01





Quality Assurance Provisions for Government
Agencies, 06/64
NPC 200-1A 00-01
Quality Program Provisions for Space System
Contractorsy 04/62
NPC 200-2 00-01
Inspection S_stem Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Rateriaisy Partsy Conponentsy and
Servicesy 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
Reliability Program Provisions for Space
System Contractorsy 07/63
NPC 250-1 00-01
Quality and Reliability Provisions for Nimbus
Procurement
S-450-P-1A 05-01
Qualit_ Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and
Nachined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
PROVISIONING
Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning




Engineering Procedures Hanual, Preparation,
Revisiony and Publication of, Standard for
01/25/1965
_SFC-STD-432 08-01
Saturn Technical Information Handbooky
Preparation and Publication of, Standard for
0612111965
IOMO1762A 08-01
Saturn Vehicle Data Booky Preparation and
Publication ofy Standard for 05/03/1955
lONO1769A 08-01
Handbooky Saturn IB Vehicley Preparation and




Confornal Coating of Electronic and Electrical
Assenbliesy Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A 02-01
Pulse Code _odulation Teleaetry Swstem
ESD-106013 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decoanutstion System
/Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-106014 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Pulse Detector
Modulation/Pulse Code Modulation Digital
Decomlutator
ESD-108019 09-03
Pulse Amplitude Hodulation/Pulse Detector
Nodulation Digital Decoaautator System
ESD-106024 09-03
Pulse Code Modulation Subcomautatory
Portable Data Gathering System
ESD-106115 09-03
,Designy Fsbricationy and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unity Project Apolloy 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 02-01
Receiving Stationy Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsysteay Nodal
DRS-ly Specification for 09/16/1963
NSFC-SPEC-295 08-01
Digital Signal Siwulator Panel Aasembl_y
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationy
Specification for 08/07/1963
HSFC-SPEC-2g7 08-01
Quick-Look Assemblyy Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Statlony Specification for
08/08/1953
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assemblyy Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystee Receiving Stationy Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assemblyy Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-30O 08-01
Source Selectory Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationy Specification for 08/02/1963
MSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Computer Interface Psnely Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystee Receiving Stationy Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-3O2 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/14/1963
NSFC-SPEC-S03 08-01
Digital Signal S_nchronizery Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationy Specification
for 01/05/1965
NSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly_
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationy
Specification for 03/25/1965
NSFC-SPEC-SO5A 08-01
Pomer Suppl_y Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationy Specification for 08115/1963
HSFC-SPEC-3O6 08-01
Blower Assembl_, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationy Specification for 09/04/1965
NSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel_ Pulse Code Nodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station9 Specification for 08/15/1965
NSFC-SPEC-308 88-01
Digital Gate Rack Asseablyy Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationy Specification
for 08/15/1963
RSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Telemetry Receiving Stationy Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition




Vehicleborne_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition System9 Specification for
05/15/1964
MSFC-SPEC-323A 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltage_ Assembly Model
301t Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem9 Specification for
08/15/631 Amendment 2t 11/20/63
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Timer9 40 Second 9 Component Selection 9 Time
and Temperature Compensating9 06/10/65
NSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Modulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequency Modulation
Simulator
S-521-P-2 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0006 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Data Simulator and Comparator
S-522-P-0007 05-01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Hodulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-P-0014 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0019 05-01
Specification for Pulse Sweep and Time Delay
Generators
5-530-P-0028 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCM-DHE Data Word Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05-01
Pulse Code Mode|align Simulator
S-534-P-4 05-01
Specification for Harmed Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Hodulation System
S-550-P-O001 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Hodulatlon Data Decommunicatlon
S_stee
S-553-P-0010 05-01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Multiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation/National Aeronautics
Space Administration Manned Space Flight
Netmork
S-553-P-17 05-01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder System
S-611-P-2 05-01
Specification for a Los Pomer Pulse Code
Modulation Telemeter
S-621-P-0002 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulatlon
Receiving Station
S-621-P-0003 05-01
Nimbus S Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry
Subsystem
S-653-P-6 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Audio9 Power_ and High Power
Pulser 8/19/85
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency9 Intermediate
Frequency, and Lou Power Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEH 11-01
Equipment Specification-Pulse Amplitude
Modulation Commutator Simulator for Saturn
IB 10-03
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data S_atea for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Experiment F-17
05-01
Specifications for Pulse Code Modulation
Simulator /PR 14369-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Pulse Generator
10-03
Radio Frequenc9 Assembly 9 Pulse Code
Modulated, Model CT-19B, Specification for,
07/15/64, EU-19 04/07/65j E0-29 05/17/65t
E0-39 07/15/651E0-49 07/24/65, E0-59
01/05/661 E0-6, 07/06/66
50N60029A 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem9 Pulse
Code Modulatedt Assembly, Model 301 w
Checkout Procedure for9 6/16/64
50N60031A 08-01
Detector, Pulser Specification for 10/21/1963
50N60062 08-01
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem9 Pulse
Code Modulated 9 Assembly_ Model 301_
Specification for, 09/14/64, EO-19 12/04/649
EQ-2, 12/10/64, E0-39 07/15/659 E0-4_
11/22/65t E0-59 01/05/66, EO-6_ 01/14/66_
50M60067 08-01
Regulator, Precision Voltage, Assembl_ Model
301, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem, Specification for,
10/06/64t EO-lt 07/20/55t E0-29 01/05/66y
EO-3, 05/18/66
50M60209 08-01
Signal Conditioner, Pulse Code Modulatedt
Specification for, 06/14/651 E0-19 10/05/651
EO-Zt 12/02/65, EO-3_ 07/06/66
50860231 08-01
Power Supply1 300 Milliamperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current 9 Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station, Specifi,catlon for 06/08/1965
50M60246 08-01
Power Supply_ One Ampere] 12 Volts9 Direct
Current, Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition S_stem Receiving Statlont
Specification for 06/11/1965
50M60247 08-01
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Synchronizer,
Specification for9 11/26/65
50M60250 08-01
Radio Frequency Telemetry Assemblies 9 Pulse
Code Modulated, Specification for,
11/17/66
50M60263A 08-01
Explosive Bridge Mire /EBU/ Pulse Sensor
224-1, Acceptance Test9 7/14/65
50M60310 08-01
Signal Adapter, Pulse Code Modulated,
Specification for9 8/08/66
50H60313 08-01
Radio Frequency Assembly9 Nodal III,
Telemetry9 Pulsa Code Modulated9 Ultra
High Fraquenc99 Specification for 9 9/09/66
50M50320 08-01
PUMP
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
5-322-P-4 05-01
PUMPED
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum System
S-630-P-0150 05-01
PUMPIMG
High Vacuum Pumping Nodule
S-630-P-0142 05-01




General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Datat 11/30/65
ZPP-2094-GEN-A 11--01
PURCHASE
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch Complex 34 and 37 t
12/01/66
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 10-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
216
SUBJECT INDEX PURPOSE
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Tvpe
S-630-P-0126 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium T_pe
S-630-P-0127 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Ceils of the
Silver-Cadmium Tgpe /Nonmagnetic/
S-630-P-0128 OS-O1
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of




Flush and Purge Ground Support Servicing









Connectors9 Receptacles9 Electrical9 Printed
Wiring Board 9 General Purposet Edge
Typet 05/01166
NSFC-SPEC-119A 08-01
Relay9 General Purposet 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 6 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
S6GH-2-1B9 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/20/56
HSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay9 General Purposet 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 6 Pole Double Throv9 2A9 Plug-ln9
Tmo Hole Flange Hounting9 STGP-2-2B9
08/31/649 Amendment 19 07/20/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Relayt General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Thrum 9 10A9 Solder
Hookt Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountlngt
S4GH-1.5-19A9 04/01/659 Amendment 19
07129166
HSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Thrum9 7.5At Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting9
S4GH-3-20A9 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relay9 General Purposet 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 P_le Double Thrum 9 1OAt Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nounting9
S4GH-2-22At 03/16/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 4 Pole Double Thrum9 10A9 Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting9
S4GH-3.25-23A9 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relnyt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Currentt 4 Pole Double




Relayt Special Purpose, /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Relay9 Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 4 Pole Double
Throwt 3A9 Plug-In9 Two One-Hole Ears
Hountlng9 S4LH-6-27A9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-_1
Rela_9 Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Voltst Direct Current9 4 Pole Double
Throw9 3A9 Printed Circuit Board Plug-lnt
Two Stud Mountlng9 SALP-6-28A9 04101/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throb 9 2At Solder
Hookt Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-6-31Bt 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/20/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw t 2A9 Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hounting9
S2GH-S-32At 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/20/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9
Plug-In, Tmo Hole Flange Hounting9
S2GP-6-33Bt 04/01/659 Amendment 19 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 EAt Solder HooKt Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Nounting9 S2LH-8-4189
04/01/659 Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 2A9 Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting9 S2LH-8-42A9 04/01/659
Amendment 19 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-S39/42A 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Thrum9 2A9 Plug-ln9 Two Hole Flange
Mountingt S2LP-8-43B9 04/01/659 Amendment It
07/2R/SS
HSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relay General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2At Solder
Hooky Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Nountingt
S2GH-6-51A9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relav9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hounting9
S2GH-6-S2A9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/S2A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Plug-In9 2 One-Hole Ears Hountingt
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw9 2At
Plug-In9 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting9
S2GP-6-53Bt 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53B 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Thrum 9 2A9
Plug-In, Plain Case Honnting9 S2GP-6-54A9
o4101165
MSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 10A9 Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Hounting9
S2GH-3-58A9 04/01/659 Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Printed
Circuit Board Plug-Int Side Header
Hounting, S2GP-8-59A9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/ 28
Voltst Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 2A9 Solder Hookt Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Nountingt S2LH-8-61At 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throut 2At Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountlngt S2LH-8-62A_ 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose Hagnetic Latch/9 28
Voltst Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 2A9 Plug-In9 2 One-Hole Ears
Nounting9 S2LP-8-6389 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
goltst Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Thromt 2At Plug-Int Plain Case Hounting9
S2LP-8-84B9 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw9 10A9 Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting9 S2LH-6-68A,




Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mountingy S2LP-8-69Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relavy General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mountingy
S2GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relavy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2Ay
Plug-In, Plain Case Hountlng,
S2GP-7.25-73A, 09/30/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Rela_, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hountingy $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2A, 2
One-Hole Ears Mounting, $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountingy S2LH-S-SIAy 04/01/65y
Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/SIA 08-01
Releyy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, S2LH-B-B2A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/S2A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Mounting, $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-339/S3A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double




Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Ay Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountingy S2LH-8-92A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throwy 2A, P_ug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Hountingy S2LP-8-93Ay 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/g3A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Mounting,
S2LP-S-94Ay 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/g4A 08-01
Relagy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throw, lOAy Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting, S2LH-6-98Ay
04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/gSA 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Sensitive/, 28 Volts,
Direct Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy 2Ay




Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Two-Component,
Low-to-Hoderate Temperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purposey 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01587 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubbery One-Component,
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Therealy
Room Temperature Vulcanizingy General
Purpose, Specification fory 01/16/62, EO-1
08103162
10M01589 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 02/02162, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01595 08-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulating Materialy
Two-Componenty Thermal Curingy General
Purpose, 01/31/62, EO-I 08/16/62, EO-2
10110/62
10H01596 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Solvent Typey
General Purpose, Specification for
02/01/1962
10N01598 08-01
Rope, Fiberglass, One-quarter Inchy
General Purposey Specification for
01/31/1962
10N01599 08-01
Clothy Glass, Leached, Fluorocarbon
Impregnated, General Purpose 04/25/1962
10M01631 08-01
Harking of Ground Support Equipment for
Handling Purposes, Standard for 01/28/1965
10M01801 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpoee/y /Style SCK/y Specification for
06/19/64y EO-I 04/21/65
50H60187 08-01
Wirey Electricaly Teflon Insulated, High




Valve Assembl_, Push Button, Bleedy H-1




Switches, Electricaly Toggley Rotarg,





Emergency Detection System, q-Ball Angle of
Attecky Sensor System, Specification for
04/28/1965
50M60241 08-01
Emergency Detection System, q-Ball Angle of




Cabley Electrical, 47 Conductor, | Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unshieldedy American Wire Gauge Size 8y 12,
and 18, Polgethylene and 8utMl Rubber
MSFC-SPEC-332/468 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 60 Conductor, 15 quad
Twisted and Shieldedy Overall Shleldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 14y Polvethylene
Insulated Specification fory 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulatedy Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductory 12 quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20y
Polyethylene Insulatedy Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/lO3A 08-01
Cebley Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 qued
Twisted Shielded and Insulatedy Overall
Shleldedy American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polwethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,




Qualification Testing of Transformers Power,
218
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Qualification Testing, Separable Tube




Standard for, 06/21/64, Amendment 2_
03/24/65
NSFC-STD-397 08-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-0101 05-01
Environmental Qualification end Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments t Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory Experiments
S-320-0G0-0101 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-




Specification for the Prototype United
Kingdom-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-UK-0301 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components and
Experiments, Distance Measuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DNE-A-1 05-01
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-625-REL-0101 05-01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem /ACS/ Integration and
Qualification
S-731-P-58 05-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors, 10/26/65
ZPQ-2248-GEN 11-01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electromechanical Parts_ 5/10/66
ZPQ-2400-GEN II--01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electrom_chanlcal Parts, 7/18/66
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Lou
Frequency Inductors and Transformersl
4/22/66
ZPQ-2437-GEH 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Capacitorst 1/21/66
ZPQ-2444-GEN II-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Semiconductor Diodest 5/25/66
ZPQ-2446-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Relays_
12/01/55
ZPQ-2447-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screw Actuated/,
11/07/66
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements Methods and
Procedures for Transistors, 1/21/66
ZPQ-2451-GEN II-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Smitches, 5/25/66
ZPQ-2452-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Smitches, 2/25/66
ZPQ-2453-GEN 11-01
Valve, Main LOX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1961
10M01020 08-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid, 2-Wayt 2-Position
/P/N 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification t 12/08/66
10H05060 08-01
Valve, Check, Hydraulic /P/R 204022-19/
Qualification Test Specificatiout 12/08/66
10H05072 08-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid, 3-Way, 2-Position
/P/N 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
10N05074 08-01
Ranually Activated Primary Battery /MAP 4240/
Qualification Test Proceduret 9/29/65
40M00228 08-01
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safety,
Qualification Test Procedure, 4/06/66
50M60155 08-01
Command Receiver, HCR 5039 Qualification Test
Procedure, 4/22/66t EO-1, 7/27/66
50N60166 08-01
Pomer Amplifler_ Radio Frequency, 860 MHz,
Qualification Test Procedure for, 7/22/66
50H60331 08-01
QUALITY
Reliabilitg and Quality Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
ARC-RQA-1 02-01
Ames Research Center Quality and Reliability
Survey Checklist
ARC-RQA-6 02-01
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7 02-01
Ames Research Center Quality Status Stamping
Procedure
ARC-RQA-9 02-01
Quality Control Requirements for Ground
Support Equipment_ 10/06/66
GMO-SO139-GEN-F 11-01
Research and Development Quality Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipment,
6/02/66
GRO-50555-GEN 11-01
Mariner, Plight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Quality of Assembly Irradiation By
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons_ 9/01/64
MOO-50274-GEN-A 11-01
Fittings, Flared Tube /Premium Quality/,
Pressure Connections, Specification fort
02/10/65 T Amendment 5, 09/21/66, QPL-143-1,
01/10/66
NSFC--SPEC-143B 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Forgings, Premium Quality,
Heat Treated, Specification fort 03/31/64,
Amendment 1, 09/08/64 QPL-144-1, 07/26/65
MSPC-SPEC-144D 08-01
Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Allog,
Bars, Shapes, and Forgings /Premium
Quality/T Specification fort 05/15/63,
Amendment 4, 08/19/66, QPL-145-1, 02/16/66
HSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Fittings, Female Threads /Premium Quality/_
Preparation and Lubrication, Procedure for
0511511963
HSFC-PROC-238 08-01
Cleaning of Aluminum Alloy Weld Joints for
High Quality Welder 12/06/65
MSFC-PRUC-463 08-01
Quality Assurance Provisions for Government
Agencies, 06/64
NPC 200-1A 00-01
Quality Program Provisions for Space System
Contractors9 04/62
NPC 200-2 00-01
Quality Requirements for Hand Soldering of
Electrical Connectional 08/64
NPC 200-4 00-01
Quality and Reliability Provisions for Nimbus
Procurement
S-450-P-1A 05-01
_eliability and Quality Assurance Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-12 05-01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Quality Control Implementation- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 05-01
Quality Program Evaluation ProceduresT 09/63
SP-6003 00-03
Quality Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and




Qualitg Control of Technical Manuals,
Procedure for 02/15/1965
10N01792 08-01
Jet Propulsion Leboretorg Quality Control
Requirements for Mariner Program
Procurement, 04/26/63
30274 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control




Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand




Quick-L0ok Assemblv, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstem
Receiving Station, Specification for
08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Couplings, Pressure Balanced, Crvogenic,
Quick Disconnect, Specification for,
4125/66, EO-1, 10/24/66
10N01813 08-01





Control Room Levout end Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilitg
ESD-106100 09-03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilit N
ESD-106101 09-03
Control Room LeNout end Rack Elevation for
Grumaan Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-105102 09-03
Computer Room Layout end Rack Elevation for
Grunaan Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106103 09-03
Recks, Consoles, Panelst and Distributors,
Packaging, Marking end Storage of, 12/01/05
KSC-P-127/2 10-01
Harking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Panels, and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
MSFC-STD-275A 08-01
Digital Gate R_ck Asseablg, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Standardized PeNload Housing end Rack for
Hike-Cajun and Nike-Apache Sounding
Rockets
S-616-P-0051 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Mount for Model 5-I19 Oscillographs,
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/ 10-03
Requireeents for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks end Consoles
/K-EF3-GES-2/ 10-03
Specifications for Rack Connectors, 10/16/64
/PR 41318-9/ 10-03
Universal Inter-Rack Cabling Sgstem
/K-EF3-64-10/ 11/16/64 10-03
Coating, Chromate Conversion, of Saturn ESE
Panels, Chassis, end Racks, Procedure for,
5/04/5s
40H00319 08-01
Painting, Final, of Saturn ESE Recks,
Procedure for, 5/04/66
40M00326 08-01
Measureeant Rack Selector, Specification for
08/13/1963
50M60001 08-01
Selector, Measuring Reck, Specification for
03/30/1965
50M50077 08-01
Measuring Reck House Assembly, Specification
for 05/12/1965
50H60288 08-01
Racks for Ground Equipment, 01/23/62
3O609-STD-A 11-01
RADAR
Radar Set AN/MPS-26 /IN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0025 05-0]
Specification for the AH/HPS-26 Radar, Exhibit
A
S-553-P-0026 05-01
Specification for Precision Instrumentation
Radar AN/FPQ-S
S-553-P-0027 05-01
Closed Circuit Television Svstem for AN/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-12 05-01
Antenna System, Radar, Model 708, Checkout,
Procedure for, 3/10/65
50N60138 08-01
Transponder, C Bend, Radar, Specification for
11/12/1964
50N60174 08-01
Transponder, C Bend, Radar, Checkout
Procedure for 11/12/1964
50M60175 08-01
Antenna, Radar, Model 708, Specification for,
02101186
50M60239A 08-01




Materiel, Unfired, Ceramic, Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heating, M-31,




Mariner, Flight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Quality of AasemblN Irradiation By
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons, 9/01/64
MOO-50274-GEN-A II-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B end S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments, Studg of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and 5-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05-01
Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0028 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-0150 05-01
Project Reich Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 05'01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 05-01
Project Rele_ Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Microelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safetv Sgstem - Building 22
05-01




Radio Frequencv Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106035 09-03
Specification for Modular Enclosures, Radio
Frequencg Interference Shielded, 01/21/64
KSC-E-153F 10-01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Measurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 06/26/1963
MSFC-STD-280 08-01
Enclosures, Modular Shielded, Radio Frequencg




Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/t 2/06/67
NVX-60632-FAT 11-01
Nariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Type
Approval Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/t 2/06/57
NVX-50637-TAT 11-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0007 05-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-0027 05-01
Installation of Power and Radio Frequency
Cables
S-532-P-0012 05-01
Specification for Electric Power Facilities
Buildingt Blossom Point Radio Tracking
Facility Blossom Pointt Raryland
S-532-P-0037 05-01
Specification for Operations Bulldingt
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receivert and
Related Facilitiest National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort Hyerst Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Performance Specification on Radio FrequencN
Power Monitor
S-553-P-0015 05-01
Eight Channel Radio Frequency Nulticoupler
S-553-P-6 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-9 05-01
Exhibit C Goddnrd Space FLight Center
Specification foe Flight Nodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-11 05-01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
S-615-P-12 05-01
Aspect System for Radio Astronomy Explorer
Satellite
S-631-P-4 05-01
Radio Frequency Shielded Enclosure
S-636-P-5 06-01
Radio Frequency Susceptibility/Electrical
Systems Test_for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OOZ2 06-01
Specification for Radio Frequency Shielded
Enclosure
S-672-P-1 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequencyt Intermediate
Frequenc_t and Lom Pouer Pulser 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01
Lo_-Roiset High Gain Radio Frequency
Preamplifier S#stemt 03/26/64 /PR 14391-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Power Dlvidert 03/12/55
/PR 91214-1/ 10--03
Minimue Salient Characteristics for Radio
Frequency Nicro-Voltmeter, 03/05/65
/PR 68941-1/ 10--03
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Telemetry Receiver
10-03
Radio Frequency Converter Systemt 10/22/64
/K-EF3-64-8/ 10-03
Radio Frequency gaveguide/Coex Equipment
06-01
Technical Exhibit for Low Distortion Radio
Frequency Nulticouplert 01/14/65
/PR 49717-1/ 10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequency Signals 10-03
Radio Frequency Assemblyw Pulse Code
Nodulatedt Model CT-19Bt Specification fort
07/15/64t EO-l't 04/07/65t EO-2t 05/17/65_





kmplifiert Power, Radio Frequency,
Specification for, 04/12/65t EO-lt 06/07/65t
EO-2t 07/15/65t EO-3t 07/15/65t EO-4t
01/05/66t EO-St 07/06/66
50N60034C 08-01
Radio Frequency Assembly, Model it
Specification fort 06/22/66
50N600718 08-01
Radio Frequency Assemblyt Nodel IIt
Specification for, 08/31/66
50N600850 08-01
Radio Frequency Telemetry Assembliest Pulse
Code Modulated t Specification for t
11/17/65
50N60263A 08-01
Couplert Radio Frequency Telemetryt
Specification fort 01/01/66
50N6027BA 08-01
Radio Frequency Assenblyt Model lilt
Telemetrvt Pulse Code Nodulatedt Ultra
High Frequency_ Specification fort 9/09/66
50N60320 08-01
Pouer Amplifier_ Radio Frequencyt 860 NHzt
Qualification Test Procedure for_ 7/22/66
50N60331 08-01
Coupler, Radio Frequency, Telemetryt
Specification fort 9/01/66
50N60394 08-01
Flight Equipmentt Radio Frequency Systemt




Castings, Aluminum and Nagnesium Alloyt
Radiographic Inspection oft Acceptance
Standard fort 05/16/61t Amendment It
08/17/65
NSFC-STD-IO0 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion gelds in Aluninum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/t
4/09/65
NSFC-SPEC-269A 08-01
Radiographic Inspection of Electronic Partst
06/07/65, Amendment It 08/17/66
MSFC-STD-355A 08-01
Radiographic Laboratory Qualification_
Standard fort 06/21/64t Amendment 2t
03/24/65
NSFC-STD-397 08-01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Parts, 1/06/67
ZPP-2OSO-GEN 11-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Yelded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant








Procurement Specification for Portablet
Solid-State, Radiometer
S-525-P-0017 06-01
Revised Specification for a Hicrowave
Radiometer
S-622-P-1 05-01




Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
S-525-P-0008 05-01
Specification for Redome to be used with
85-Foott X-Yt Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0027 05-01
RANDON
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-lO6042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to




Specification for Random-Noise Generator
S-530-P-0026 05-01
RANGE
Range Safetyt System Contro|lert 40H32016w
Acceptance Testt 10/14/65
HSFC-PROC-382B 08-01
Controller t Range Safety Systemt 1/21/66
HSFC-SPEC-449 08-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0002 05-01
81croelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0003 05-01
Exhibit B Goddard Range and Range Rate
System Specification
S-522-RR-0054 05-01
Vertical Freespace Range for Antenna
Performance Test Facility
S-525-P-0006 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0007 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
S-525-P-0008 05-01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Goddard Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0032 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specification Amendment I to Exhibit A
S-531-P-1?-A1 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Speciflcation_ Exhibit A
S-531-RR-0002 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System Enhanced
S-Band Transponder Speclficatlont Exhibit
A
S-531-RR-0003 05-01
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate Svstee /ATSR/
S-531-RR-0004 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specifications- Frequency Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix 1 to Exhibit A/
S-531-RR-0032 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities D_ta Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Nimbus Control Sub-System Pacific Missile
Range Pre-Launch Test Set
S-650-NI-0005 05-01
Offset Doppler Frequencg Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequenc_ Short-Range
Interrogator Systent Addendum At
/PR 03347-1/ 10-03
Command Decodert Secure Range Safetyt
Qualification Test Proceduret 4/06/66
50860155 08-01
Decoder_ Secure Range Safety Command t
Acceptance Test Proceduret 8/04/66
50860156 08-01
Command Decoder t Secure Range Safetyt Bench
Checkoutt Procedure fort 09/21/65t EO-lt
03/17/66, EO-2t 04/13/66
50860157A 08-01
Command Decoder t Secure Range Safetyt
Specification fort 09/16/65t EO-lt 03/14/66
50HTO158B 08-01
Command System t Secure Range Safety,
Specification forw 03/04/1965
50H60160 08-01
Command System t Secure Range Safetyt Bench
Checkout Procedure fort 12/21/65t EO-lt
03/16/66
50860162B 08-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipmentt
Electronic S_stem_ Minimum Requirements for




Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netmork
S-536-P-0004 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of




Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Modify the Advanced Vidicon Camera System




Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0002 05-01
Nicroelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0003 05-01
Exhibit B Goddard Range and Range Rate
System Specification
S-522-RR-0054 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Very High
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-11 05-01
Godderd Range and Range Rate System
Specification Amendment 1 to Exhibit A
S-531-P-17-A1 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specification t Exhibi.t A
S-531-RR-0002 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System Enhanced
S-Band Transponder Spectficationt Exhibit
A
S-531-RR-0003 05-01
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate System /ATSR/
5-531-RR-0004 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Sgstea
Specifications- Frequencg Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix 1 to Exhibit A/
S-531-RR-0032 05-01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0043 05-01
Yau Rate end Position Sensor
S-653-P-0001 05-01
Three Axis Rate Ggro Package
S-731-P-16A 05-01






High Data Rate Storage S_stem for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-34 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
S-731-P-40 05-01
Long Life Rate Measuring Package
S-731-P-47 05-01




Measuring Assembly, Voltage Standing Vave
Ratio Model 220t Specification for t
01/28/66
50H60259A 08-01
Measuring Assemblv_ Voltage Standing Wave
Ratlot Hodel 225v Specification fort 4/18/66
50H60355 08-01
RAY
Aluminum Allo_ Sheett Ram Haterialt General




Alphanumeric Cathode Rag Tube Display
ESD-106006 09-03





Engineering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-23 05-01
Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Mounting
S-731-P-25 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Flight Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-52 05-01




Tubingy Heat Reaetivey Installation ofy
Procedure for 04/19/1963
MSFC-PROC-273 08-01







Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker








Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly_
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationy
Specification for 03/25/1965
MSFC-SPEC-3OSA 08-01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-500-P-0004 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0202 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0214 05-01






130-140 Megacycle Tracking Receiver
Performance Specification
S-50O-P-0301 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0202 05-01
130 Megacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P--0302 05-01
400 Megacycle/136 Megacycle Auto-Track and
Telemetry Receiver Specification for Rosnan
85-Foot Antenna
S-523-R0-0001 05-01
Specifications for Communications Receiver
S-530-P-0018 05-01
Performance Specification- 130 to 140 Megacycle
Tracking Receiver
S-531-P-6 05-01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facllityy
East Grand Forksy Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facilityy No. 2 Rosman
Department of Air Force, Rosmany North
Carolina
S-532-P-3 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2, Data Acquisition Facilityy
Ouitoy Ecuador'
S-532--P-4 05-01
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facilityt Goldstone_ California
S-532-P-7 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facilityy Gilmore Creeky
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Operations Buildingy
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver, and
Related Facilities, National Aeronautics and
Spaoe Administration Radio Tracking
Facilityt Fort Hyersy Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Model 3405D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure end Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receivery Type
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2. 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver_ Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-0006 05-01
Preliminary Specification for a Redundant
Command Receiver System
S-621-P-0004 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spaoecraft Commend Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01





Interrogation Recording and Location Subsystem
/IRLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Synchronizer
S-731-P-39 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unity Telemetry Receiver
10-03
Command Receiver HCRSO3t Bench Checkouty
Procedure for, 12/02/65y EO-ly 03/17/66y
EO-2y 04/13/66y EO-3_ 08/18/66_ EO-4y
12/02/66
50M60161C 08-01
Command Receiver ! MCR 503 Acceptance Testy
Procedure fort 12/05/66
50N60164 08-01
Command Receivery HCR503y Specification fory
09/27/65y EO-ly 03/14/66y EO-2y 04/13/66y
EO-3y 07/27/66
50M60165B 08-01
Command Receivery NCR 503y Qualification Test
Procedure_ 4/22/66y EO-ly 7/27/66
50M60166 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assemblyy
Specification fory 7/26/65
50M60291 08-01
Antennay Receivey Command and Communication




Receiving Stationt Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem, Model
DRS-ly Specification for 09/16/1963
NSFC-SPEC-295 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assemblyy
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationy
Specification for 08/07/1963
MSFC-SPEC-297 08-01
Quick-Look Assemblyy Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem
Receiving Station1 Specification for
08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-298 08-01
Data Switch Panel Aesembly_ Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station, Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Correlator Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
223
RECEPTACLE SUBJECT INDEX
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/0811963
MSFC-SPEC-300 08-01
Source Selectort Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 08/02/1963
MSFC-SPEC-3Ol 08-01
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-302 08-01
Data Control Panel Assembly, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station9 Specification
for 08/14/1963
MSFC-SPEC-3O3 08-01
Digital Signal Synchronizer, Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Statfont Specification
for 01/05/1965
MSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Receiver and Demodulator Panel Assembly,
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stationt
Specification for 03/25/1965
NSFC-SPEC-305A 08-01
Power Supplyt Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Blower Assemblyw Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 09/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-307 08-01
Patch Panel, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationt Specification for 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-308 08-01
Digital Gate Rack Assembly_ Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 08/15/1963
MSFC-SPEC-309 08-01
Telemetry Receiving Station, Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subeystee_ Specification for 09/20/1953
NSFC-SPEC-313 08-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
System, Type I Single Channelj Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Specification_for a Pulse Code Modulation
Receiving Station
S-621-P-0003 05-01
Antenna Systeme Offset Doppler Frequency
Receiving Model 404t Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50M60137 08-01
Power Supplye 300 Milliamperes, 12 Volts
Direct Current_ Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station_ Specification for 06/08/1965
50H60240 08-01
Pouer Supply, One Anperee 12 Volts, Direct
Current9 Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition System Receiving Station,
Specification for 06/11/1965
50N60247 08-01
Digital Receiving Station 50M69703-1w
Specification fore 1/04/68
50N60315 08-01
PCM Telemetry Receiving Station 50M69803-1
Specification for_ 12/17/65
50H60316 08-01




Connectors_ Recepteclese Electricale Printed




Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Traceability
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
Maintenance and Use of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration -Flight Research













Specification for Strip Chart Recorder, Two
Channel
5-530-P-0016 05-01
Specification for Digital Recorders
S-530-P-0017 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments st the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facilities
S-537-STD-0266 05-01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Mark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Ink Recording Paper /Used in
Esterline Type Recorders/
S-539-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-539-P-0003 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-552-P-0018 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Wideband Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-553-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Voice Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0006 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0008 05-01
Specification for a Magnetic Tape Recorder
5-553-P-0034 05-01
Specification for a Wideband Recorder System
S-553-P-0035 05-01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder System
S-611-P-2 05-01
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the M Modular Concept
as Sponsored by Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0SU-0003 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0SU-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0SU-0005 05-01
Specification for • Reel to Reel Spacecraft
Recorder
S-630-P-0156 05-01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder




High Resolution Display end Film Recorder
S-731-P-55 05-01
Digital Tape Recorder Specification, 03/25/64
/PR 14392-1/ 10-03
Equipment Specifications for Telemetry Tape
Recordere Saturn IB /PR 42314-1/
10-03
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Reco_derse 03/17/65 /PR 94186-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
224
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gritlng Analog Recorder Systeusl 05/10/65
/PR 98508-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Pen Recorder /PR 14346-1/
10-03
Specifications for Recorder Systest Portable
/PR 15272/ 10-03
Wideband Tape Recorder/Reproducer S_stem
05-01
Recorder Assemblv1 Tape /Airborne/, Node1 101t
Specification for_ 10/22/64, EO-I_ 12/15/64,
Eft-2, 07/14/65, EO-3t 07/14/65, EO-4,
10/27/65_ EO-5, 12/04/65_ EO-6_ 12/04/65_





Tape Recorder/Reproducer Assemblv_ Ground




Direct Writing Analog Recording System
ESD-106018 09-03
Direct Vriting Recording Svstem
ESD-106039 09-03
Direct Writing lO0-Channel Event Recording
Sgstem
ESD-106O4? 09-03





Data Collection and Recording Svstem for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01
Digital Data Recording and Sgnchronizing




Data Collection and Recording Svstem for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-525-P-4 05-01
Rational Aeronautics end Space Adeinistration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Nagnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0121 05-01
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration-





National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Taper
Nagnetlc Recording
S-533-P-0266 05-01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Hark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Ink Recording Paper /Used in
Esterllne Type Recorders/
S-539-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-539-P-0003 05-01
Specification for Nagnetlc Tape Recording
Svstem
5-630-P-0145 05-01
Specification for Two-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph Svstee
S-630-P-0153 05-01
Interrogation, Recording, and Location
Subsgstee Transmitter
S-?31-P-8 05-01
Interrogation Recording and Location Subsystem
/IRLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Svnchronlzer
S-731-P-39 05-01
The Interrogation, Recording and Location
Subsystem for Nimbus D
S-731-P-56 05-01
Standard Instrumentation Hagnetic Recording
Tape
X-534--56-180 05-01
Hlnlmue Salient Characteristics for Recording
Oscillograph_ 03/22/65 /PR 91239-1/
10-03
Specifications for n High Performance Kinescope
Recording System, 03/25/65 /K-EF3-65-14/
10-03
Specifications for lOO-Channel Digital Data
Recording Svstem /PR 00008-1/
10-03
RECTIFICATION
Specification for Hodlfioatlon of the High




Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches_ 5/25/66
ZPQ-2452-GEN 11-01
REDUCTION
Descriptive Specification for Data Reduction
Stand for United Klngdoe-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-530-UK-O077 05-01





Prellminarg Specification for a Redundant
Command Receiver S_stee
S-621-P-0004 05-01
Sensor System, Redundant Eeergencv Detection
Svstem Q-Ball Angle of Attack_
Specification for9 1/06/66
50N50338 08-01
Sensor Svstea_ Redundant Emergencv Detection








Electrical and Electronic Reference
Designations_ 10/29/65
HSFC-STD-349A 08-01
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference Svstem
S-512-P-2 05-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index1
Preparation and Submittal of 1 Data for_
Standard for 05/24/1965
lORO1711 08-01





Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth,




Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Overall
System Performance Specification for




Register_ Video, Space Vehicle_ Specification
for 09/22/1964
50N60051A 08-01
Data Register Assembly_ Specification fury
10122/65
50HsoogoA 08-01




Valves_ Pressure Regulating for Hissile User
General Specification for 05/04/1959
ABHA-V-53 08-01
Valve_ Pressure Regulating_ Reliabilltv Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10N01044 08-01
Valve_ Flou Regulating Constant9 Specification










Regulator, Precision Voltagey Assembly Model
3011 Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystemy Specification for
08/15/63y Amendment 2y 11/20/63
MSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Hodularization Concepts,
Techniques and Circuitry for Use in
Nondissipative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01
Regulatory Air Pressurey Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1961
10N01031 08-01
Regulator Assemblyy 750 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravityy Reliability Test
Requireeentsy 03/31/1981
10H01042 08-01
Regulator, Constant Flouy Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01040 08-01
Regulator and Heater Assemblyy Gas Denringy
Gas Supply, ST-90, Specification for
01/25/63, ED-2 03/27/63
10NO1446A 08-01
Regulator and Heater Asseablyy Gas Searing
Gas Supplyy Specification fory 05/13/64y
EO-2 07/07/64y EO-3 08/25/64y EO-4
01/19/65y E0-51 10/13/65
10H016818 08-01
Regulator, Precision Voltage, Assembly Model
3Oly Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystemy Specification fory
10/06/64y EO-ly 07/20/85y EO-2y 01/05/66y
EO-3y 05/18/68
50N60209 08-01
Regulator Assemblyy Specification for
02/21/61y EO-2 02/09/62
10419912A 08-01
Regulatory Constant Flouy Specification fury
07/15/61y EO-2y 07/17/61y ED-3y 05/15/62
10419920A 08-01
Regulator, Air Pressure, Specification fory




Specification for Determining Relative 1
Hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
RELAY
Solid State Neutral Telegraph Relay
Specification
GSFC-571-66-00 05-01
Relayay Direct Current Hermetically Sealedy
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipmenty General Specification fory
Supplement 1Ey 9/16/66t QPL-339-4y 4/25/651
Amendment 2y 2/07/66
NSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Relsvy General Purpose, 28 Voltay Direct
Currenty 6 Pole Double Thromy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S6GH-2-1B, 04/01/85y Amendment ly 07/29/68
HSFC-SPEC-339/18 08-01
Ralayy General Purposet 28 Voltsy Direct
Current0 6 Pole Double Throuy 2A! Plug-In1
Two Hole Flange Hountingy SGGP-2-2By
08/31/64y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/28 08-01
Rslayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throuy lOA, Solder
Hooky Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Haunting1
S4GH-1.5-19Ay 04/01/651 Amendment ly
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltey Direct
Currentl 4 Pole Double Throwy 7.5Ay Solder
Hooky Tea Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
S4GH-3-2OAy 04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throuy lOAy Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting_
S4GH-2-22Ay 03/16/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose, 28 Voltay Direc_
Current, 4 Pole Double Throuy lOAy Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountfngy
S4GH-3.25-23Ay 08/31/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relay t Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purpose1 "/Magnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voitsy Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double
ThroB, 3A, Plug-Iny Two One-Hole Ears
Nountingy S4LH-6-27Ay 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Lntch/l 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double
Throwl 3Ay Printed Circuit Board Plug-lny
Two Stud Nountingy S4LP-6-28Ay 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throu, 2Ay Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingy
$2GH-6-3181 04/01/65y Amendment It 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/318 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throwy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mountingy
SZGH-6-32Ay 04/01/651 Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throw1 2Ay
Plug-In1 Two Hole Flange Mounting1
S2GP-6-33By 04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/338 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Solder Hooky Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Nountingy $2LH-8-418,
04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/418 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Volta, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountingy S2LH-8-42Ay 04/01/65y
Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Plug-Iny Two Hole Flange
Hountingy S2LP-8-43By 04/01/65y Amendment ly
07129166
NSFC-SPEC-339/438 08-01
Relay General Purposey 28 Voltey Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throuy 2A, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Mountingy
S2GH-6-51Ay 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throuy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Mountingy
S2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relay, General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Plug-Iny 2 One-Hole Ears Mountlngy
Currenty 2 Pole Double Throwy 2Ay
Plug-Xny 2 One-Hole Ears Nountingy
S2GP-6-53By 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/538 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
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Current, 2 Pole Double Throwe 2A,
Plug-Iny Plain Case Mounting, S2GP-B-54A,
04/01/85
MSFC-SPEC-339/54A 08-01
Relayt General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook, 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mountingt
S2GH-3-S8At 04/01/65, Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Printed
Circuit Board Plug-ln_ Side Header
Mounting9 S2GP-B-59A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-S39/59A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ Z8
Volts, Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2Ay Solder Hooky Tvo Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-61A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Haunting, S2LH-8-B2A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throey 2A, Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears
8ounting_ S2LP-8-S3Dy 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/63D 05-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throwe 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Nounting_
S2LP-8-64B_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relay t Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltst Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting, S2LN-6-B8A_
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relay 9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts1 Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throwt 2A_ Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mounting_ S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/S9A 08-01
Relay_ General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A9 Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange 8ounting_
S2GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Re]ay_ General Purpose, 28 Volts 9 Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A,
Plug-In_ Pla|n Case Mounting9
S2GP-7.25-73Ay 09/30/65
MSFC-SPEC-33g/73A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Uolta_ Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Mounting, $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2At 2
One-Hole Ears Hountingy $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts t Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2Ay Solder Hooky T_o Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountlng_ SZLH-8-81A_ 04/01/65t
Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm_ 2Ay Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LR-8-82A, 04/01/65_
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/y 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, P|ug-In, Tmo Hole Flange
8ountingt $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
HSFC-SPEC-S39/83A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double




Relayt Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hookt Tea Hole Reverse-
Flange Haunting9 S2LH-8-92AI 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-33g/92A 08-01
Relayt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Voltsy Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A, Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Hounting_ S2LP-8-93Ay 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-S39/g3A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Thro_y 2A_ Plug-In, Plain Case Mounting,
S2LP-8-94A_ 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, IOA_ Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Nounting_ S2LH-6-gHA,
04/01/65, Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Sensltive/t 28 Voltsy
Direct Current_ 2 Paid Double Thromy 2At
Solder Hook, Two-Hole Reverse-Flange
Mounting e $2SH-50-101, 12/14/64,
Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/101 08-01
Procurement Specification- Relay Test Station
Servo System
S-500-P-0216 05-01
Equipment Packaging Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0218 05-01
Inter-System Wiring Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0219 05-01
Project Relay Specification- Relay I Test
Station_ Nutley, Mew Jersey
S-500-P-0450 05-01
Performance Specification for Relay Feed
System for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0011 05-01
Project Relay 1 System Requirements
S-625-REL-O001 05-01
Relay I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
S-625-REL-0100 05-01
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-625-REL-0101 05-01
Project Relay Test Specification- Rela_
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing .
S-625-REL-0102 05-01
Project Rela_ Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-625-REL-0103 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Projeot Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design and Coordination
S-625-REL-0105 05-01
Project Rela_ Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
S-625-REL-0111 05-01
Project Relag Performance Requirements-
Electrical Power Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Wideband Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-0130 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01
Project Rela_ Performance Requireeents-
Spaoecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Project Relaw Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-D144 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spaoecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-REL-0145 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Heasurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01





Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-OI54 05-01
Project RelaR Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-625-REL-0169 05-01
Specification for Potter and Brumfield Relays-
Type HC11D-12Vt HL11D-12V_ FC-12V, FL-12V
S-630-P-0146 05-01
Specification for Potter and Brumfleld Relays-
Type SC11D-12Vt SLIID-12V_ TL17D-12V_
TL17D-24V
S-630-P-0148 05-01
Specification for Babcock Relays
S-630-P-0149 05-01
Specification for Potter and Brumfleld Relays-
Type SL11DH-12V
S-630-P-0152 05-01
Specification for Potter and Brumfield Relays-
Type SC11D-SV, SL11D-6V
S-630-P-0166 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays
/HI-REL/, 8/31/65
ZPH-2247-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Relay Phase_
2/11/65
ZPP-2119-GEM-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays,
8131165
ZPP-2747-GEN-A 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Relays9
12101155
ZPQ-2447-GEN 11-01
Relay AesemblM_ Reliability Test Requirements
05/12/1961
10H01032 08-01
Relay, Hermetically Sealed_ Specification for
01/24/1962
10M01569 08-01
Cover Sheet for ABMA-PD-R-187 /Relays9
Hermetically Sealed Missile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10M01707 08-01
Relays t DC_ Hermetically Sealed_ Established
Reliability for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipment, Speciflcation_ 10/01/65
40M37496 08-01
RELIABILITY
Reliability and Quality Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
ARC-RQA-1 02-01
Ames Research Center Quality and Reliability
Survey Checklist
ARC-RQA-6 02-01
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-? 02-01
Capacitor9 Fixed, Glass Dlelectric_ High
Reliabflit_ /Styles CYFR 10/15/20/30/,
08/24164
KSC-C-106 10-01
Soldering of Electrlcal Connections /High




Established Rellability_ Specification for
07/20/64, Marshall Space Flight Center-
QPL-400-1 04/19/65
HSFC-SPEC-4OOA 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Glass-Dielectric, Style
ECY lOt Established Reliability 07/20/1964
HSFC-SPEC-4OOA/1A 06-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Glass-Dielectrlct Style
ECY 15, Established Rellabillty 07/20/1964
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/2A 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed9 Glase-Dielectrlc_ Style
ECY 20_ Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/3A 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Glass-Dielectric, St_ie
ECY 30_ Established Reliability 07/20/1964
MSFC-SPEC-4OOA/4A 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesw Established Reliability,
Specification for 09/30/1964
HSFC-SPEC-438 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Device
E2N657A 05/31/1965
MSFC-SPEC-438/100 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Devices
E2N722 end E2H1_32 05/31/1965
NSFC-SPEC-438/101 08-01
Reliabilitw Program Provisions for Space
System Contrectorsl 07/63
NPC 250-1 00-01
Quality and Reliability Provisions for Nimbus
Procuremcnt
S-450-P-1A 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical OUservatorg S-18
Specification- Reliability Control
8-623-0A0-0012 05-01
Reliability and Quality Assurance Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0AD-0345-12 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification
High Reliability Transistor Silicon PNP_
T_pc SP-IO0
S-631-0-0010 05-01








Transistors /High Rellabllltv/_ 2/25/65
ZPH-2251-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliability Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electroaechanical Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliabilit_ Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electromechanical Component
Parts_ 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
High Reliabilltv Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera, 12/17/65
10-03
Valve_ Main LOX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/9
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOHOIOOOA 08-01
Valve Assembly_ Haln Fuel, /H-1 Rocket
Engine/, Reliabilit_ Test Requirements
0510611951
lOMOlOOl o8-ol
Blender Unit Assembly, Fuel Addltive_ /H-1
Rocket Engine/9 Reliability Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10M01002 06-01
Duct, Fuel_ High Pressure9 H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
o411411951
lONOlO03 08-01
Gimbal Aseembly_ H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10N01004 08-01
Generator Assembly, Gas, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10N01005 08-01
Container, Hypergolic Igniter Type FX H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10M01006 06-01
Valvee Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/_
H-1 Rocket Engine9 Reliability Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
10N01008 08-01
Duct, Liquid Oxygen, High Pressure_ H-I
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10M01010 06-01
Smitch_ Pressure, Thrust OKe H-1 Rocket




SUBJECT INDEX RELIABILITY COHT
Line, LOX Bootstrap, H-I Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1961
lOHOlO12 08-01
Line, Fuel Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
lOMOlO13 08-01
Hose, Flexible, Blender Filter,
/H-I Rocket Engine/e Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10M01014 08-01
Hose, Engine Control, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10M01015 08-01
Heater Assembly, Fuel Additive Blender Unit,
H-1 Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01016 08-01
Hanifold Assembly, Lube Draine H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10M01017 08-01
H-I Rocket Engine, SA-3 Outboard, Reliabllltv
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10H01018 08-01
Valve Assembly, Ignition, Honitor, H-I
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10H01019 08-01
Hose Assembly, Oxidizer Bootstrap H-I Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10H01022 08-01
Hose, Assembly, Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10M01023 on-g1
Control Valve, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10H01025 08-01
Switch, High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01026 08-01
Pressure Switch, 750 Pounds Per Square Inch,
Reliability Test Requirements, 04/01/1951
10H01027 08-01
Snitch Assembly, LOX, Level, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1951
10H01028 08-01
Thermostat, Reliabilitv Test Requirements
04/19/1961
10H01030 08-01
Regulator, Air,Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/15/1961
10H01031 08-01
Relay Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10R01032 08-01
Check Valve, /l/4-Ineh/, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10H01034 08-01
Valve, Check /3/B-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10H01035 08-01
Pressure Switch, Fuel Container, Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10MO1036 08-01
Snitch Assembly, LQX Pressurizing and Relief,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10H01037 08-01
Smitch Assembly, Emergency, LOX Vent,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
lOHO1038 08-01
Control Valve, Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10H01039 08-01
Control Valve, MV-74V, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10HO1040 08-01
Bottle Fill and Vent Valve, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10N01041 08-01
Regulator Assembly, 750 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravity, Reliability Test
Requirements, 03/31/1961
10M01042 08-01
Pressure Switch, _flX Differential Step,
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10H01043 08-01
Valve, Pressure R_gulating, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10HG1044 08-01
Heater Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/29/1961
10801045 08-01
Switch, Assembly, Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10N01046 08-01
Switch, Absolute Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01047 08-01
Regulator, Constant Flom, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
IOMOIO4B 08-01
Pressure Snitch, 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravity, OK, Reliability Test
Requirements, 04/06/_961
10H01049 08-01
Filter Assembly, /3/4-Inch , Reliability Test
Requirements 04/14/1961
10H01050 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01052 08-01
Filter Assembly, /3/8-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10M01053 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Relief, Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10H01054 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements
10H01055 08-01
Valve, Check, Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10H01056 08-01
Check Valve, Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1961
IOH01057 08-01
Suitch Assembly, Fuel Level, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10H01058 08-01
Pressure Relief VaLve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01059 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10801060 08-01
Fuel Safety Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01061 08-01
Valve Assembly, Preliminary Fuel, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01062 08-01
Valve Assembly, LUX Preliminnry, Reliability
Tes_ Requirements 04/07/1961
10R01063 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10H01064 08-01
Check Valve, Fuel, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10H01365 08-01
Check Valve, Liquid Oxygen, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10M01366 08-01
Check Valve, LOX Dome, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/28/1961
10R01367 08-01
Switch, Hypergolic Igniter Honitor, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10H01369 08-01
Generator, Gas Assembly, Reliability Test
Requirements 08/25/1961
10R01449 08-01
Valve Assembly, Push Button, Bleed, H-I
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 08/09/1961
lORO1450 08-01
Valve Assembly, Precooling, Check,
Reliability Test Requirements 08/28/1962
10H01667 08-01
Valve Assembly_ Butterfly_ 4-Inch, Motor





Hand Soldering of High Reliability Electrical
Connectional 10/02/53
12-6 04-01
Relays t DC, Hermetically Sealede Established
Reliability for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipment9 Specificationt 10/01/65
40M37496 08-01
Flight end Ground Equipment, High Reliability,
12/12/62
20037-GEN 11-01
Fixed Capacitors /High Reliability/_ 11/06/62
20044-GEN-E 11-01
RELIABLE
Ames Research Center School for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-324-RES-1 05-01
Specification for a Reliable, Low Power, Thin
Film Spacecraft Hemory
S-522-P-0008 05-01
Specification for a Reliable, Light Weight,




Valve Relief, Pneumatic, Lou-Pressure,
10/20/66
HSFC-SPEC-461 08-01
Suitch Assembly, LOX Pressurizing and Relief9
Reliability Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10M01037 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Rellef, Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
lOMOlOS4 08-01
Pressure Relief Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
10M01059 08-01
Cooling System Relief Valve, Specification for
08/30/61_ EO-IA 07/25/62
10H01212 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX Relief, Specification
for, 12/13/61, EO-5 04/28/62
10419902A 08-01
Suitch, LDX Pressurizing and Relief,
Specification for, 01/12/62, EO-1, 05/15/62
10419931A 08-01
Valve Assembly, Pressure Relief, 750 Pounds









Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-800-P-0212 05-01
Performance Specification for Remote Controlled
Attenuator
S-500-P-0223 05-01
Specification for Remote Site Computers
S-553-P-0032 05-01
Arming Unit, Remote, Primacord Initiator,
Specification for 10/25/1961
10M01561 08-01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/, Specification for, 06/13/66
lOMOI745A 08-01
Sub-Multiplexer Assembly, Remote, Digital,
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50N60011 08-01
Submultiplexer t Assembly, Remote Digital,
Specification for, 08/18/64, EO-1,
10/13/64, E0-2, 11/04/64, EO-31 12/16/64,
EO-4, 01/29/65, EO-5, 07/20/65, EO-6,
07/20/65, EO-7, 07/20/65, EO-8, 07/20/65_
50H60018A 08-01
Submultiplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, Lou-
Level, Hodel 102, Specification for,
10/28/64, EO-1, 12/18/64, EO-2, 07/27/65,
EO-3, 07/27/65, EO-4, 01/04/66, EO-5,
01/17/66, ED-6, 07/05/66
50N60202 08-01
Submultiplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, High-
Level, Hodel 101, Specification for,
10/30/64, EO-1, 12/16/64, EO-2, 07/14/65,
EO-3, 07/14/65, EO-4, 01/04/66, EO-5,
01/04/66, EO-6, 07/05/66
50M60203 08-01
Velded Nodules, Remote Digital Sub-
Multiplexer, Specification for, 07/08/65,
EO-1, 10/05/65, EO-2, 11/29/65
50M60217 08-01
REPAIR
Control During Repair, Replacement or
Haintenance
RSC-SPEC-C-IO 09-03
Material, Remork and Repair for N-31 Thermal
Insulation, Specification for 03/22/1963
MSFC-SPEC-198A 08-01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts




Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning








LOX Replenishing Valve Assembly, Performance_




Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic,
Technical, and Final Project Reports,
9/22/64
DOO-lO24-GEN 11-01
Test Reports, Preparation of, 06/05/65
KSC-STD-128 10-01
Preparation of Test Reports Standard
MSC-STD-I03 09-03
Configuration Management Accounting Reports,
Preparation of, 10/01/65
MSFC-PROC-459 08-01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report SM-42367/
S-623-D-0052 05-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs, 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Laboratory Report of Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequency Interrogator System,
Simmonds Model 462320, Unit 2, 10/19/64
/IN-K-EF34-64-5/ 10-03
REPORTING
lnput for Configuration Management Accounting










Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-552-P-0018 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Videband Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-553-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Voice Recorder Reproducer System
5-553-P-0006 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0008 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Obeervatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0SG-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar










Tape Recorder Reproducer Assembly, Ground








Manufacturing Requirements HI-REL Digital
Modules, 2/02/67
DDM-50442-GEN-B 11-01
Requirements for Interim Antenna Pointing
Subsystem /IAPS/, 11/01/66
DFZ-1197-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Manuals,
2/02/55
DGD-lO23-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic9
Technical, and Final Project Reports,
9/22/64
DO0-1024-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Hardware, 2/15/65
DOO-IO2S-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility,
Manufacturing Requirements, Cables and
Harness, 4/06/66
DOS-8913-GEN-8 11-01
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Requirements
ESD-106081 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Hechenical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106083 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Merritt Island Launch Area
Facility
ESD-106084 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,




Programmed Apollo Checkout £quipment_
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Grummen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facility
ESD-I06086 09-03
Quality Control Requirements for Ground
Support Equipment, 10/06/66
GMO-SOI39-GEN-F 11-01
Spare Parts Requirements.for Electro-
Mechanical Systems, 5/13/64
GHO-503OO-GEN 11-01
Research and Development Quality Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipment,
6102166
GMO-50555-GEN 11-01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Melded Electrical Connections,
7/27/66
GMO-50571-GEM 11--01
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas System, 10/07/63
GHV-5OOO3-GEN 11-01
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Lom
Frequency Accelerometer/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirements,
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-M-OO01 10-01
Instructions for Preparation of Design Criteria
and Functional Requirements. /Interlm/t
02/24/65
KSC-STD-8 10-01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium9 and Hydrogen
Systems at Complex 39, 06/07/66
KSC-C-182 10-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Mariner C, Flight and Ground Equipment
Requireeents for Storage of the Mariner
/MC-4/ Spacecraft and Associated Items 9
2/01/65_ Amendment 1, 12/01/65
MCO-50383-GEN-D 11-01
Addendum to MIL-I-Z6600 /Interference Control
Requirements, Aeronautical Equipment/
NSC-ASPO-EMI-IOA 09-01
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
MSC-ASPO-GORP-4 09-03
Crimping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
MSC-MSFC-JD-O01 09-03
Microfilming of Engineering Documents 16 MR,
Requirements for
NSC-SPEC-3 09-03
Preparation of Performance and Design
Requirements
MSC-STIP-105 09-03
Hydraulic System, H-1 Engine, Checkout
Requireeents_ Specification for 08/30/1963
MSFC-SPEC-188 08-01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Measuring Systems, 08/10/66
MSFC-PRDC-195A 08-01
Nelght and Balance Requirements1 Procedure for
09/19/1962
HSFC-PROC-252 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4109155
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Vehicle Configuration System, Data
Requirements for, Marshall Space Flight
Centerw Data Center, 12/22165, Notice 1,
12/13/66
MSFC-_TD-417A 08-01
Nester Drauings and Patterns, Undimensloned,
General Requirements, 02/03/65, Amendment
1_ 04/09/65
MSFC-STD-420 08-01
Electrical Support Equipment, General Design
Requirement for, Standard for 08/14/1964
MSFC-STD-421 08-01
Adhesive Bonding t Process and Inspection
Requirements for 05/07/1965
MSFC-SPEC-445 08-01
Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
System Components and Assemblies, 9/21/66
MSFC-STD-460 08-01
Quality Requirements for Hand Soldering of
Electrical Connections, 08/64
NPC 200-4 00-01
Workmanship_ Harking, Traceability_ Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
Visual Inspection Requirements for Glass
Encased Diodes
S-$23-P-3 05-01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock
Demodulator-Combiner
S-500-P-0020 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Traokfng and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
S-533-P-11 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description and
Requirements
S-620-ATS-0012 05-01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observe,or9 Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-0AU-0020 05-01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
231
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Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05-01
Project Relay I System Requirements
S-625-REL-O001 05-01
Relay I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
S-625-REL-0100 05-01
Project Relay Perfbrmance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-625-REL-0103 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Design end Coordination
S-625-REL-0105 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
S-625-REL-0111 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Power Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Wideband Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-0130 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-0144 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-REL-0145 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Measurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0147 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-0150 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Rbdiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-625-REL-0169 05-01
Specifications and Requirements for the
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform Pryme
Converter_ Model 1
S-630-IMP-0122 05-01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem /ACS/ Integration and
Qualification
S-731-P-58 05-01
Requirements for the Eighteen by Thirty Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal Sgstem
S-731-P-61 05-01
Data Requirements for Nicrometeorite Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Nodel/t
4104106
SAS-5OSOT-GEN 11-01
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Model/, 4/04/66
SAS-5OSO9-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamics
Survevor Engineering Flights /A-21Hodel/,
4/04/66
SAS-5OSIO-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamic
Experiment Surveyor Scientific Flights
IA-24 Nodal/9 4104166
SAS-50511-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21Model/t
4104166
SAS-50512-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Model/9
4104166
SAS-50513-GEN-A 11-01
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Assembly and Sterilization Laboratory9
10/25/65
XOY-50543-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Manufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanicai
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GER-B 11-01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Partst 1/06/67
ZPP-2OSO-GER 11-01
Spacecraft Flight and Ground Support
Equipment t Requirements for Electronic
Components, 2/05/64
ZPP-2OTO-GER-C 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors, 10/26/65
ZPQ-2248-GER 11-01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electromechanlcal Pertst 5/10/66
ZPQ-2400-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Lom
Frequency Inductees and Transformers,
4/22/66
ZPQ-2437-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Capacitors, 1/21/66
ZPQ-2444-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Semiconductor Diodes, 5/25/66
ZPQ-2446-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Relays1
12/01/65
ZPQ-2447-GER 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screm Actuated/_
11/07/66
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements Methods and
Procedures for Trensistors_ 1/21/66
ZPQ-2451-GER 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Seitchese 5/25/66
ZPQ-2452-GER 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Switches_ 2/25/66
ZPQ-2453-GEN 11-01
General Requirements for Multiplier Chains_
02/26/65 /W3HAP-MS-1/ 10-03
Requirements for Connectors and Cable
Assemblies /K-BF3-GES-3/
10-03
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Facility Antenna
Sitar 11/09/64 10-03
Requirements for the Installation of Equipment
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-EF3-GES-2/ 10-03
Technical Requirements for Proposals
/K-EF3-TPR-1/ 10-03
Technical Requirements for Cost Proposals-
Appendix C /KN-EF3-64-2/
10-03
Gages9 Measuring Devicest Instruments_ Test
Equipment_ end Toolst Calibration and
Checking Requieements_ 02/15/65
02-2 04-01
Valve_ Main LOXt /R-1 Rocket Engine/t
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IONOIOOOA 05-01
Valve Assemblyt Main Fuelt /H-1 Rocket
Engine/l Reliability Test Requirements
05/06/1961
10N01001 08--01
Blender Unit Assemblye Fuel Additivet /H-I
Rocket Engine/_ Reliability Teat
Requirements 03/29/1961
10N01002 08-01
Ductl Fuelt High Pressuret H-1 Rocket





Gimbal Assembly, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10801004 08-01
Generator Assembly, Gas_ H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10801005 08-01
Container, Hypergolic Igniter Type FX H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10801006 08-01
Valve, Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/,
H-1 Rocket Engine_ Reliability Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
10801008 08-01
Duct, Liquid Oxygen t High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10_01010 08-01
Smitcht Pressure_ Thrust OK, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/2511961
10801011 08-01
Line, LOX 8ootstrnpw H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1961
10801012 08-01
Liner Fuel Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
10801013 08-01
Hose, Flexible, Blender Filter,
/H-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10801014 08-01
Hose, Engine Control, H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10801015 08-01
Heater Assembly, Fuel Additive Blender Unit,
H-1 Rocket Englne_ Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10801016 08-01
manifold Assembly, Lube Drein_ H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10801017 08-01
H-1 Rocket Engine, SA-3 Outboard, Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10801018 08-01
Valve Assembly, Ignltion_ Honitort H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10801019 06-01
Hose Assembly_ Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10801022 08-01
Hose, Assembiy_ Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
OS/04/1961
10H01023 08-01
Control Valve, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10801025 08-01
Svitcht High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10801026 08-01
Pressure Smiteh_ 750 Pounds Per Square Inch,
Reliability Test Requirements, 04/01/1961
10H01027 08-01
Svitch Assembly_ LOXt Level_ Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10801028 08-01
Thermostat, Reliability Test Requirements
04/19/1961
10801030 08-01
Reguletor, Air Pressure t Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1961
10801031 08-01
Relay Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10801032 08-01
Check Valve, /1/4-Ineh/. Rellability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10801034 08-01
Valve_ Check /3/8-Inch/_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10801035 08-01
Pressure 8uitch_ Fuel Container, Reliability
Test Requirements 0911211961
10801036 08-01
smirch Assembly, LOX Pressurizing and Relief_
Retlabilitg Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10801037 08-01
smirch Assembly, Emergency_ LOX Vent_
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10801038 08-01
Control Valve, Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10801039 08-01
Control Valve, NV-74V, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10801040 08-01
Bottle Fill and Vent Valve, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10N01041 08-01
Regulator Assembly_ 750"Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravity, Reliability Test
Requirements_ 03/31/1961
10801042 08-01
Pressure Snitch, LOX Differential Step,
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10801043 08-01
Valve, Pressure Regulating, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10801044 08-01
Heater Assembly, Reliability Test Requirements
06/29/1961
lOHO1045 08-01
Switch, Assembly, Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10801046 08-01
Seitch_ Absolute Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10801047 08-01
Regulator_ Constant Flomt Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1981
10801048 08-01
Pressure Suitch_ 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravity, OK, Reliability Test
Requirements, 04/06/1961
10801049 08-01
Filter Assembly,  3 4-Inch , Reliability Test
Requirements 04/14/1981
lOHOlO50 08-01
Filter Assembly, /3/8-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10801053 08-01
Value Assembly, LOX-Relief, Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10801054 08-01
Valve_ Check_ Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10801056 08-01
Check Velvet Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1961
10M01057 08-01
Svitch Assemblg_ Fuel Level_ Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10801058 08-01
Pressure Relief Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
lOKO1059 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01060 08-01
Fuel Safety Valve9 Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01061 08-01
Valve Asseably_ Preliminary Fuel, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01062 08-01
Valve Assembly9 LOX Preliminary, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01063 08-01
Valve Asseably_ LOX Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10801084 08-01
Check Valve, Fuel, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10801365 08-01
Check Valve_ Liquid Oxygen, H-I Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10R01386 08-01
Check Valve, LOX Domev H-1 Rocket Engine_




Switch, Hypergolic Igniter Monitor, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliabllitv Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10N01369 08-01
Generator, Gas Assembly, Reliability Test
Requirements 0S/25/1961
10H01449 08-01
Valve Assembly, Push muttony Bleed, H-I
Rocket Engine, Reliabilitv Test
Requirements 08/09/1961
10M01450 08-01
Valve Assembly, Precooling, Check,
Reliability Test Requirements 08/28/1962
10M01667 08-01
Hazardous Gas Analyzer Systemy General
Design, Operation, and Sampling
Requirements, Specification for, 2/09/66
10M01812 08-01
General Electrical Wiring Requirements,
09/15/63
12-1 04-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminationsy Safety Wiring, and Connectors,
09/30/63
12-2 04-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, General
Requirements for Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Electronic Equipment, 10/11/62
8907-GEN-A 11-01
Vorkmanship Requirements for Electronic
Equipment, 2/08/63
20016-GEN-C II-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment, Pressure System,
Safet_ Requirements fort 6/15/62
30265-GEM 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Mariner Program
Procurementy 04/26/63
30274 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Surveyor Program
Procurementy 04/26/63
30284-GEM 11-01
Engineering Requirements for Telemetry Ground
Equipment, 01/16/62
305B4-GEN 11-01
Space Flight Uperations Facility, General
Requirements for Electronic Components,
03/27/63
30765-GEM 11-01
Space Flight Operations Facility,
Documentation Requirements, 03/26/63
30766-GEN , 11-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment,
Electronic System, Minimum Requirements for
the Atlantic Missile Range Launch Complex,
06103163
30768-GEM 11-01
Mariner C, Flight Equipment, Requirements for




Electron Probe Microanal_zery Research
Equipment, 07/09/65y Revision 1, 11/24/65
ERC/FR-IO001 12-01
Metallograph, Research Equipment, mith
Accessories, 05/13/65
ERC/FR-IOO02 12-01
Research and Development Quality Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipment,
6/02/66
GMO-50555-GEN 11-01
A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Modulerization Conceptsj




Reset and Calibration Procedurey X-15 Cabin




Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes with Phenolic






Potting Cable Assemblies, Using Epoxy Resin
Compoundsy 09/09/65, Amendment 1, 12/13/65
MSFC-PROC-196S 08-01
Resin Compoundsy Electrical and Environmental
Insulationy Epoxy, Specification fury
10/19/65, QPL-222-1, 10/25/65
MSFC-SPEC-222B 08-01
Adhesive, Epox_ Resin, 3/01/86, QPL-411-1,
3/01/66
MSFC-SPEC-411 06-01
Flight Equipment, Carbon Cloth mlth Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles, 2/22/63
20038-GEM 11-01
RESISTANCE
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Welded Electrical Connections,
7/27/66
GMO-50571-GEN 11-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Microelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistanoe for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
Welding, Spot, Resistance, Nonstructural,
Specification for, 04/06/62, EO-I 10/11/63
10N01617 08-01
Temperature Transducer Assemblyy Resistance
Type B, Specification for 07/22/1964
50N600BO 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Resistance, T_pe
17, Specification for 03/02/1965
50M601B1 08-01
Temperature Gauge Aseemblyy Resistance Type 3,
Specification for 06/28/1965
50H60213 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Resistance Type
10, Specification for 11/13/1964
50M60215 08-01
RESISTANT
Tubing, Steely Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304
and 304L/, Seamless, Specification for
12/23/1964
MSFC-SPEC-131C 08-01
Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy,
Bars, Shapes, and Forgings /Premium
Quality/, Specification for, 05/15/63,
Amendment 4, 08/19/66, QPL-145-1, 02/16/66
MSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stabilized/, Type 321 and 347,
Specification for 04/23/1963
MSFC-SPEC-248 08-01
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Ceblesy Procedure for
08/24/1964
MSFC-PROC-395 08-01
Specification for Chemical Resistant Counter
Assemblies, 02/25/65 /PR 54970-1/
10-03
Adhesive, Silicone Rubbery Two-Component,
Low-to-Moderate Temperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01587 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, One-Component,
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purposey 01/16/62, EO-I 08/03/62
10N01588 08-01
Tubingy Steely Corrosion-Resistant, Type 316y
Seamlessy Specification for 06/28/63,
EO-ly 03/29/64
10M01734 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Steely Expanded Sheet, Corrosion-Resisting,"
Specification for 05/17/1962
10M01647 08-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Platesy









Resistors_ Fixed, Film General Purpose
/Styles KRL07/20/32/42/, 08/24/84
KSC-R-103 10-01
Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound /Power Type/
Style KRW67/68/69/, 03/10/66
KSC-R-IOSA 10-01
Resistors, Composition Carbon /Styles
KRC071201321421, 03110166
KSC-R-148 10-01




Integrated Circultst Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logict Series SMN51, General
Specification for 0310111965
HSFC-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN511, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-45111 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SHN513, General
Specification for 0310111965
NSFC-SPEC-451/2 08--01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SHN514_ General
Specification for 03/0111965
NSFC-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNNS15_ General
Specification for 0310111965
NSFC-SPEC-451/4 08-01
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Data, 1/24164
ZPP-2092-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-2102-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 67413-A1, 10122165
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase I11, 1119/67
ZPP-2109-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/, 1/19167
ZPP-2112-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Reslstors_ 12/01/65
ZPP-Z748-GEN-S 11-01
Qualification testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors, 10/26/65
ZPQ-2248-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screw Actuated/,
11/07166
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Capacitors and Resistors, Preferred, Approved
Source List, 06/03/66
10M01805C 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Precision, Nirewound /Style
SRB/, Specification fort 04/17164, EO-1
04121165
50M60147 08-01
Resistors, Precision, Fixed, Film /Style
SRN/, Specification for 04/17/1964
50N60149 08-01
Resistors, Variable, Wirewound, /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /Style SRT/_ Specification for,
06119/64, EO-1, 04/21/65, EO-2, 11/04/65,
E0-3, 01/03/66
50H60183 08-01
Resistors, Variable, Nonwiremound /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /Style SRJ/_ Specification for,
06/19164, EO-1, 04121165, ED-2, 11104/65,
EO-3, 01/03/66
50H60184 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound /Power/, /Style
SRE/, Specification for, 05121/64, EO-1,
04/21165, EO-2, 12120/65
50M60185 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Wireuound  Insulated ,
/Style SRW/, Specification for, 05121164 *
EO-1 04/21/65
50N60188 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/,
Style RC07 mith Neldmble Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/, 4/07166
50H60337 08-01
Resistors, Fixed9 Composition /Insulated/,
Style RL07 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-22684/, 4/07/66
50N60358 08-01
Resistor_ Fixed, Film /High Stability/,
Style RN55 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-lOS09/, 4/07/66
50H60359 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/, Type
CDD2265 through CSD10065 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10113/66
50N60380 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Precisfon, Wire Wound /High
Temperature/, Type SX063 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50H60381 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, Style RL
20 with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/,
10117166
50H60399 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, Style RL
32 with Weldable Leads, Specification for




High Resolution 1-Inch Vidicon System
Specification
S-630-P-0164 05-01
Specification for Modification of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacslwile foe Image
Rectification
S-653-P-0002 05-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /NRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus D
S-731-P-18A 05-01
High Resolution Display and Film Recorder
S-731-P-55 05-01
RESTRAINTS
Magnetic Field Restraints for Low Magnetism
Systems
ARC-STD-204 02-01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report 6N-42367/
S-623-D-0052 05-01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
AstronomJce| Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-0A0-0020 05-01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0100 05"01
Hagnetic Field Restraints for Interplanetary
Honitoring Platform F and G
S-672-IHP-0197 05-01
RETEST




On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
REVERSE
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 6 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S6GH-2-1B, 04/01/65v Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook, Tvo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1,
07129166
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Thrum, 7o5A, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-3-2OA, 04/01/65_ Amendment 1, 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
235
REVISION SUBJECT INDEX
Current, 4 Pole Double Throm, IOA, Solder
Hook, Tvo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-2-22A9 03/16/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
RelaM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-3.25-23A, 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
RelaM, Special Purpose /Magnetic Lntch/, 28
Volta, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




RelaM, Special Purpose, /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Hegnetlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throm, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S2GH-6-31B, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2A t Solder Hooky TeD Hole
Reverse-Flange Hounting, $2LH-8-418,
04/01/85, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relay General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throm, 2A, Solder
Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-S-51A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relay, General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throwy IOA, Solder
Hook, 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Hountingy
S2GH-S-58A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A 08-01
RelaM, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2A, Solder Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-61A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throe, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountingy S2LH-6-68A,
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
RelaM, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Thromy 2A, Solder
Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe, 2Ay Solder Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-BIAy 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double




RelaM, Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/, 28
Voltsy Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm_ 2A, Solder Hooky Tuo Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-S-g2A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-33g/92A 08-01
Rela¥, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volta, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm, IOA, Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting, S2LH-6-98A,
04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/gSA 08-01
ReleM, Special Purpose /Sensitive/, 28 Volts,
Direct Currant, 2 Pole Double Throe, 2A,





Engineering Procedures Hanual, Preparation,
Revision, end Publication of, Standard for
01/25/1965
HSFC-STD-432 08-01




Haterial, Remork end Repair for H-31 Thermal
Insulation, Specification for 03/22/1963
HSFC-SPEC-198A 08-01
RING
Ring-Segment, Instrument Unit Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01773 08-01
Ring, Hgbrid, Command and Communication




Rivetinge Fabrication and Inspection,




Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facilitv,
East Grand Forks, Hinnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
ROCKET
Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes elth Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket He,or Nozzles,
5/04/64, Amendment 1-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GHO-50111-GEN-D 11-01
Insulation of Hetsl Rocket Notor Chambers
Using NDR Gen-Gard Materials /Hand Layup,
Cure In-Place Method/, 9/07/64y
Amendment 1, 11/19/64
GNO-50363-GEN 11-01
Rocket Fuel, RP-1, Specification for
06/28/1965
HSFC-SPEC-342A 08-01
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-SR-1 05-01
Standardized PaMload Housing and Rack for
Nike-CaJun and Mike-Apache Sounding
Rockets
S-616-P-0051 05-01
Sackacatter Ultraviolet /DUg/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobee 150A Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-1 05-01
Valve, Hain LOX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/y
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOMOIOOOA 08-01
Valve Assembly, Hain Fuel, /H-1 Rocket
Engine/y ReliabilitM Test Requirements
05/06/1961
1oNoiool o8-ol
Blender Unit Assembly, Fuel Additive, /H-1
Rocket Engine/, ReliabilitM Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10H01002 08-01
Duct, Fuel, High Pressure, H-1 Rocket
Engine, RellabilitM Test Requirements
o41141196I
ioMotoo3 o8-ol
Gimbal Assembly, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliabllit V Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10H01004 08-01
Generator AaaemblMy Gas, H-I Rocket Engine¢
Reliabllltg Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10H01005 08-01
Container, Hvpergol|c Igniter Type FX H-1
Rocket Engine, ReliebllitM Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10H01006 08-01
Valve, Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/,





Duct, Liquid Oxygen, High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Engine t Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10H01010 08-01
Buitcht Pressure, Thrust OK, H-1 Rocket
_nglnet Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10H01011 08-01
Line, LOX Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Teat Requirements, Specification
for 04/17/1961
10N01012 08--01
Liner Fuel Bootstrap, H-1 Rocket Englnet
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
10H01013 08-01
Hoset Flexiblet Blender Filter,
/H-1 Rocket Engine/t Reliability Teat
Requirements 04/19/1951
10N01014 08-01
Homer Engine Control_ H-1 Rocket Enginet
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10H01015 08-01
Heater Assemblyt Fuel Additive Blender Unitt
H-1 Rocket Englnet Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01016 08-01
Hanifold Assemblyt Lube Draint H-1 Rocket
Englnet Reliability Test Requirements
04120/1961
10N01017 08-01
H-1 Rocket Enginet SA-30utboardt Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10N01018 08-01
Valve Assemblvt Ignition, Honitort H-1
Rocket Enginet Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10H01019 08-01
Valve t Holm LOX t /H-1 Rocket Engine/t
Qualification 03/13/1981
10H01020 08-01
Hose Assembly t Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Enginet Reliabilitv Test Requirements
0510411961
10H01022 08-01
Homer Assemblyt Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliabilitv Test Requirements
05/0411961
10H01023 08-01
Filtert Lube S_stem, Turbopumpt H-1 Rocket
Engine 06/08/1961
10H01364 08-01
Check Velvet F_el, H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10H01365 08-01
Check Velvet Liquid Oxygen_ H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Teat Requirements
06/13/1961
10H01366 08-01
Check Valvet LOX Domet H-1 Rocket Enginet
Reliability Test Requirements 06/28/1961
10N01367 08-01
Svltcht Hypergolic Igniter Honitort H-1
Rocket Enginet Reliability Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10N01369 08-01
Valve Assemblg, Push Button, Bleedt H-1
Rocket Enginet Reliabilit_ Test
Requirements 08/09/1961
10N01450 08-01
Flight Equipment, Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Hotor Nozzlest 2/22/63
20038-GEN 11-01
ROD
Polgtetrafluoroethvlene /Teflon/ Holded and
Extruded Purist Sheets, Rodst and Tubingt
Specification for, 07/20/62, Amendment It
09/20/65
HSFC-SPEC-236 08-01
Aluminum Alight Burst Rodst Wipe end Special
Shapes, Rolledt Dramnt Extruded or Cold
Finishedt 7075t 05/28/64t Amendment It
10/04/66t QPL-389-2t 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-389 08-01
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
ArraV
S-525-P-0018 05-01
Gold Allog /Gold 75-Sliver 22-Nickel 3/t
Hire Strlpt Sheet, and Rod, Specification
for, 10129/63, EO-1 01108164
10N01753 08-01
Goldt Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/, Wirer Strlpt
Sheet, and Rodt Specification fort 10/21/63,
EO-1 01/08/64
10N01754 08-01
Palladium AIIov /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platinum lO-Zlnc 1/t
Riret Sheet, Strip and Rodt Specification
fort 11/07/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10H01755 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium lO/t Wirer Stript Sheet, Tubingt
and Rodt Speclfication for 12/18/1963
10H01756 08-01
Gold, Silver, Platinum Allo_ /Gold 69-Silver
25-Platinum 6/, Stript Sheett Tubing, and
Rodt Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01757 08-01
Goldt Silver, Zinc, Platinum, Copper Allo_
/Gold 71.5-Silver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Stript Sheett Tubingt
and Rodt Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Gold, Platinum Alloy /Gold 98-P1atlnum 2/
Stript Sheet, Tubingt end Rod_
Specification for 12/31/1963
10N01759 08-01
Platinumt Iridium Allo_ /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/_ Hirer Strip, Sheet, Tubing9 and Rodt
Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01760 08-01
Sllvert Coin /Silver 90-Copper lO/t Sheett
Strlpt Rodt and Tubingt Specification for
12/18/1963
10H01761 08-01
Gold, 10 Caratt /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/t Sheett Strlpt Rod, and
Tubingt Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01764 08-01
ROLLED
Aluminum Allogt Burst Rods_ Wire and Special
Shapest Rolledt Drawnw Extruded or Cold




Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106095 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-106096 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106098 09-03
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment_ Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106099 09-03
Control Room Lagout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilitv
ESD-106100 09-03
Computer Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facilitg
ESD-106101 09-03
Control Room Lavout and Rack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106102 09-03
Computer Room Lagout and Rack Elevation for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106103 09-03
Terminal Facfllt_ Lagout for Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-106104 09-03
Clean Room Requirements-for Attitude Control
Gas S_stem, 10/07/63
GMV-5OOO3-GEN • 11-01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support S_stems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Clean Room Garmentst Specification for
HSC-SPEC-C-2A 09-03




Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Frameuork and Clean Room Dollv for
Experiment Optical Sgstees Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 05-01
Adhesivet Silicone Rubber, Tmo-Componentt
Lov-to-Hoderate Temperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing9 General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10H01587 08-01
Adheeiuet Silicone Rubber, One-Component,
Hoderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizingt General
Purpose, 01/16/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Haterialt Thermal,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General




Rope, Fiberglass, One-Quarter Inch,




Hlnimum Salient Characteristics for Rotarv
Thuebmheel Suitch Assemblv_ 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/ 10-03
Switches, Electrical: Togglet Rotargt




SMnthetic Rubber, Age Control of, Standard for
12/21/62, Amendment 1, 04/16/65
HSFC-STD-IOSA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Onshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 4t ButMl Rubber
Inaulatedt Specification for_ 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/18 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 6t Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
Cable, £iectricalt 3 Conductor, Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size lOt ButMl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/4B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 4 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 8, ButMl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/68 08-01
Cable, ElectriCal, 4 Conductort Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 10, ButMl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 9 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/88 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 6, ButMl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/9B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 81 Butvl Rubber
Znaulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/218 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 4/Of
flutMl Rubber Insulatedt Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/23R 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/0,
ButMl Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/258 08-01
Cable, Elactricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 4t
ButMI Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/260 08-01
Cable, Electrical t 4 Conductor, Overall
Shieldsdt American Wire Gauge Size St
ButMl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cable, Elactriceit 4 Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 8,
ButMl Rubber Insulatedt Specification for,
0s/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-332/28B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, I Unshieldedt
3 Pair Tmisted and Shieldedl American Wire
Gauge Size 8, ButMl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFG-SPEC-332/32R 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
ButMl Rubber Inmulatedt Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/338 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 47 Conductort 1 Pair
Tuisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unshielded, American Mire Gauge Size 8t 12,
and 18t PolMethylene and ButMl Rubber
NSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Ceblet Electricalt 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid( American Wire Gauge
Size 8t 12, end 16, PolMethMlene and ButMl
Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/47B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Brald_ American Wire Gauge
Size 8, ButMl Rubber Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/638 08-01
Cable t Electricalt 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded Double Braldt American Wire Gauge
Size I/0, ButMI Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cable, Electricalt 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8t ButMI Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/898 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 1/Of ButM! Rubber
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Onshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 4, Butvl Rubber
_nsulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/112A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American _ire Gauge Size 2, ButMI Rubber
Insulated W Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/114A 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 3 Conductort Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0, SutMl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for 08/30/65
HSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Potting, Encapsulating and Holdingt Using
Silicone Rubber, 01/26/65t Amendment 1,
07107165
HSFC-PROC-380 08-01
Rubber steeping of Electrical Equipment and
Components, 10/24/66
HSFC-STD-383A 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Teo-Component_
Lov-to-Noderate Temperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizingt General
Purpose, 01/16/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10H01587 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubbery One-Component,
Hoderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10N_1588 08-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulation Haterial, Thermal,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing1 General
Purposet Specification for, 01/16/62t EO-1
08/03/62
10N01589 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Haterialt Thermal,
Elevated Temperature Vulcenizlngt General
Purpose, 02/02/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10H01595 08-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulating Haterialt
Tmo-Componentt Thermal Curingt General
Purpose, 01/31/62, EO-1 08/16/62, EO_2
10110162
10N01596 08-01
Adheelvet Silicone Rubber, Solvent Tvpat
General Purposet Specification for
02/01/1962
10H01598 08-01
Primer, Silicone Rubber, Solvent TMpe,





Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium 10/9 Wirer Stripy Sheet_ Tubing_




Performance Specification for a 10 Kilomatt S-
Band Power Amplifier
S-500-P-O010 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System Enhanced
S-Band Transponder Specification, Exhibit
A
S-531-RR-0003 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Ulaska






Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/65
KSC-CP-22309 10-01
Range SafetR, System Controller_ 40H32016,
Acceptance Testy 10/14/65
MSFC-PROC-382B 08-01
Controllery Range Safety Sgstewy 1/21/66
MSFC-SPEC-449 08-01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
05-01
Fuel Safety Vnlvey Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01061 08-01
Valvey Fuel Safety, Specification for
08/21/61, E0-1 12/10/61y EO-2 02/20/52,
EO-3 05/25/62, EO-4 10/02/62
10M01073A 08-01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/, Specification for, 06/13/65
10M01745A 08-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminations, Safetg Wiring, and Connectors,
09/30/63
12-2 04-01
Command Decodery Secure Range Safetyy
Qualification Test Procedurey 4/06/66
50M60155 08-01
Decoder, Secure Range Safety Command,
Acceptance Test Proceduret 8/04/66
50N60156 08-01
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safety_ Bench
Checkouty Procedure fury 09/21/65, EO-ly
03/17/66y EO-2, 04/13/66
50N60157A 08-01
Command Decodery Secure Range Safety_
Specification for, 09/16/65y EO-I_ 03/14/66
50M60158B 08-01
Command System, Secure Range SafetR,
Specification fury 03/04/1965
50M60160 08-01
Command System, Secure Range Safety, Bench
Checkout Procedure fury 12/21/659 EO-ly
03/16/66
50MSO162B 08-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment, Pressure System,
Safety Requirements for_ 6/15/62
30265-GEM 11-01
Valve, Fuel_ Safetyy Containers, Specification
for_ 06/08/60, EO-1 11/29/61
10419923 08-01
SALIENT
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tape Degaussers, 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad_ 03/16/65
/PR 91226-2/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
Writing Analog Recorder Systems, 05/10/65
/PR 98508-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Display
Unit, 03/12/65 /PR 91218-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Electronic
Instrument Carrier, 05/10/65 /PR 98507-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characterisitcs for Function
Generatory 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio FrequencR Power Divider_ 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Logic
Modules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3y7/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Magnetic
Indicators, 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for an
Oscillogram Processory 03/02/65
/PR 54974-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Containery 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Amplifier/Supply 10-03
Ninimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Supply, 12/04/64 /PR 45618-2/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Mount for Model 5-119 Oscillographsy
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Radio
Frequency Nicro-Voltweter_ 03/05/65
/PR 58941-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Recording
Oscillograph, 03/22/65 /PR 91239-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rotary
Thuwbwheel Switch Assembly, 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
AnalRzer Plug-in Unity 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Switch
Assemblies, 03/10/64 /PR 90135-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Telemetering Indicators, 01/11/65
/PR 49696-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Television
Monitory 02/25/65 /PR 54947-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dimly 04/05/65 /PR 94213-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Oscillatory 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequencg Signal Generatory 03/10/65
/PR 90134-1/ 10-03
SAMPLER
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment SurveRor Scientific





Hazardous Gas Analyzer S_stem_ General
Design, Operation, and Sampling
Requirements, Specification fory 2/09/66
10N01812 08-01
SAN NARCO




Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Seeer_ and Drainage of the Station, Data
Acquisition Facility Rosmany North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
SATELLITE
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technology Satellite Program
S-2-0000 05-01
Environmental Test Specification and Test Plan
239
SATELLITE CONT SUBJECT INDEX
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-OOO1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
S-320-AT-OOO1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-OOO2 05-01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-3/
S-320-EP-O003 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0004 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0401 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Very Low Frequency Satellite
S-320-FR-1 05-01
Environmental Test Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
S-320-UK-0501 05-01
Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-450-P-3 05-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05--01
Specification for 85-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-OO17 05-01
Functional Specification for Broad-Band Ground
Antenna for Satellite Command System
S-523-P-0001 05-01
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0001 05-01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed System for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0015 05-01




Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite TracKing and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-0267 05-01
Advanced Technology Satellite-Nojave 40-Foot
Antenna
S-531-P-1A 05-01
Wallops-Tiros Operational Satellite Antenna
Feed Systems
S-531-P-7 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Roeman II
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-531-P-15A 05-01
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate System /ATSR/
S-531-RR-OO04 05-01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facility,
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facllltyl No. 2 Hoeman
Department of Air Forcer Rosman, North
Carolina
S-532-P-3 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2t Data Acquisition Fecilityt
guitar Ecuador
S-532-P-4 05-01
Specification for Telemetry Building end
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facllltvt Goldstone_ California
5-532-P-7 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facility, Madagascar
S-532-P-9 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility, Gilmore Creek,
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Operations Buildingt
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver, and
Related Facilities, National Aeronautics and
Spaoe Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort Myers, Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Semert end Drainage of the Station_ Data
Acquisition Facility Rosmant North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quito, Ecuador
S-532-P-26 05-01
Low Power Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-3 05-01
Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable
Terminal Utility Trailer Specification
S-533-P-5 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Tracking end Data Acquisition Netmork
Stations
S-533-P-11 05-01
Satellite Tracking end Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking end Data Acquisition
Netmork Facilities
S-537-ST0-0265 05-01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Ceils International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-2 05-01
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-8 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Hodulation and
Phase Modulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-OOO6 05-01
Applicetioas Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description and
Requirements
S-620-ATS-0012 05-01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Paddle
Assembly Satellite S--74 /Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform/
S-630-1HP-0079 05-01
Solar Paddle Specification for International
Satellite United Kingdom-R/S-52
S-630-UK-0072 05-01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0075 05-01




Descriptive Specification for Data Reduction
Stand for United Klngdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0077 05-01
System Specification for United
Klngdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-OO85 05-01
Structural Subsystem Descriptive Specification
for United Kingdom-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-0087 05-01
Solar Power Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Klngdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-OO88 05-01






Test Specification and Operators Manual-
Ground Handling Equipment, United
Kingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
_-630-UK-0098 05-01




Test and Test Specification for United
Kingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0100 05-01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United KIngdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0101 05-01
Test Specification end Operator*s Manual
Special Test Equipment UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-530-UK-0105 05-01
Galactic Noise-Battery Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0113 05-01




Aspect System for Radio Astronomy Explorer
Satellite
S-531-P-4 05-01
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-650-NI-0015 05-01
Environmental Exposures and Tests for Nimbus
Satellites /Preliminarg/
S-650-NI-0017 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Power Aging for the
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Scanning Celestial Attitude Determination
System
S-652-P-4 05-01








Integration Plan for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0021 05-01
GN-Bsttery Test Specification for UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0113 05-01
International Ionosphere Satellite United
Kingdom-2/S-52 System Specification
S-672-UK-0102 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
S-731-P-21 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-34 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
S-731-P-40 05-01
Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Mission
S-731-P-54 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Project
Specification for Nultiplex Equipment
05-01
SCANNER
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching









Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Flight Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-52 05-01




Continuous Scanning Meteorological Camera
Subsystem
S-650-P-0002 05-01




Ames Research Center ScKool for Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-2A 02-01
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-? 02-01
SCIENTIFIC
Data Requirements for Nicrometeorite Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Hodel/,
4104166
SAS-50507-GEN 11-01
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Model/, 4/04/66
SAS-50509-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamic
Experiment Surveyor Scientific Flights
/A-24 Model/, 4/04/55
SAS-50511-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Model/,
4104/66
SAS-50513-GEN-A 11-01









Specification for Large Screen ProJectorsy
12107/64 /PR 45631-1/ 10-03
Specification for Large Screen X-Y Indicator
/PR 3704-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Large Screen Oscilloscope
/PR 14347-1/ 10-03




Handling of HI-RELy Preferred, or Screened
Electronic Component Parts, 8/23/63
ZPP-2021-GEN 11-01
SCREENING
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
ARC-SPEC-303 02-01
Hagnetic Field Screening of Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 02-01
Silk Screening of Electrical Equiplenty
10/24/66
HSFC-STD-372A 08-01
Screening of Semiconductors for the Ninbus
Heteorological Satellite Progrsn
S-450-P-3 05-01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-450-P-4 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistors
S-716-P-4 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor
G2n1724/I
S-716-P-5 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor GNHN
2201
S-716-P-8 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor G2N3350
S-716-P-9 05-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test





Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Mars 1966 DnlY/t 8/07/64
ZPP-2901-GEN 11-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Netvork
_leetronic Parts, 1129/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Screeningt Specification for Semiconductor
Device SIN916Bt 6/08162 t EO-1 t 11/04/65
85MO1305A 08-01
SCREW
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Seres Actuated/9
11/07/68
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Resistors I Variabie_ Wlrevound 9 /Lead Screw
Actuated/t /Style SRT/t Specification for,




Terminals Bifurcated and Turret t Swage Type
and Stnndofft Insulated Screwtype t
Terminalst Solder Pot t Suage Type
07/01/64t Amendment 2t 10/05/64
MSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
SCRUBBER
Carbon Tetrachloridet Scrubber Method for
Analysis of Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gasest








Relays t Direct Current Hermetically Sealed I
for Space Vehicles end Ground Support
Equlpeentt General Specification fort
Supplement 1E t 9/16/66_ QPL-339-4t 4/25/65_
Amendment 2t 2/07/86
MSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Relay t Hermetically Sealed t Specification for
01/24/1962
10M01569 08-01
Cover Sheet for ABHA-PD-R-187 /Relays t
Hermetically Sealed Missile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10M01707 08-01
Releyst DCt Hermetically Sealed t Established
Reliebi|ity for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipmentt Specificationt 10/01/65
40M37496 08-01
Capacitors t Fixed t Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Hermetically Seated in Metallic
Case/ /Style SCPVO9/t Specification fort
04/17/64t ED-1, 04/21/65t ED-2t 09/24/66
50M60180 08-01
Capacitors, Fixedt Paper /or Mylar/
8ielectrict Hetallized Dielectric
Constructiont Direct Currentt Hermetically




Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosurest 02/15/65
KSC-S-126 10-01
Tape, Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive t for
Preservation and Sealing t Specification for
03107/1962
MSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
Epoxy Treatment of Aluminum end Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Sealingt Procedure
for 04/07/1964
HSFC-PROC-371 08-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricantt Antiselze
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06125/1964
10M01703 08-01
Lubricant t Antiseize end Sealing t Liquid




Tublngt Steelt Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304
and 304L/t Seeelesst Specification for
1212311964
MSFC-SPEC-131C 08-01
Tubingt Steel t Corrosion-Resistantt Type 316 t




Tape Recorder/Computer Time Decoder end
Search Unit
ESD-106002 09-03
Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit 10-03
SECTION
Specification for Image Dissector
Photomultipller Tube Using a Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0144 05-01
Neteorkst Passive_ Prin(ed Transmission Line
Section t Standard for 11/18/1964
50H60233 08--01
SECURE
Command Decoder t Secure Range Sefetyt
Qualification Test Proceduret 4/06/66
50H60155 08-01
Decoder t Secure Range Safety Commandt
Acceptance Test Proceduret 8/04/66
50M60156 08-01
Command Decoder t Secure Range Safetyt Bench
Checkoutt Procedure fort 09/21/65t £0-1t
03/17/66, EO-2t 04/13/66
50M60157A 08-01
Command Sgsteml Secure Range Safety,
Specification fort 03/04/1985
50H60160 08-01
Command Systemt Secure Rsnge Safetyt Bench




Slingt Instrument Unit Segment Handlingt
Specification for 02/24/1964
10M01771 08-01
Ring-Segmentt Instrument Unit Handling t
Specification for 02/24/1964
10N01773 08-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehiclet Specification for
08/13/1963
95M01301 08-01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-1C









Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Modules
ESD-106042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Nodules
ESD-106091 09-03





Acceptabilit_ Limits for All Selectively




Source Selectort Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stationt Specification for 08102/1963
MSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCR-DH£ Data Rord Selector
Interface Specification
S-534-P-0001 05-01
Switch Selectort NOD I and MUD IIt Checkout
Procedure fort 06/11/65, £0-1, 08/13/65t




Measurement Rack Selector9 Specification for
08/13/1953
50M50001 08-01
Flitery Nechanicaly 455 Kilocycle9 Upper
Sideband Ferrlte Drive Selectory
Specification for 08/05/1953
$0N50009 08-01
Channel Selectorsy A and By Specification for
02/26/1965
50N50076 08-01
Selectory Measuring Racky Specification for
03/30/1955
50N60077 00-01




Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Cryogenic Accelerometer /PR 34619-1/
10-03
SEMI-TRAILER
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Semi-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-524-P-3 05-01
SENICONDUCTOR
General Specification Semiconductor Devicesy
08/24/64
KSC-S-IO1 10-01
Semiconductor Devices T General Specification
for 12/18/1964
MSFC-SPEC-338A 08-01
Semiconductor Device S2N25Oly 8/26/66
NSFC-SPEC-338/122 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesy Established Reliability,
Specification for 09/30/1964
MSFC-SPEC-438 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Device
E2N657A 05/31/1965
MSFC-SPEC-438/100 08-01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Devices
E2N722 and E2N1132 05/31/1965
MSFC-SPEC-438/101 08-01
Norkmanshipy Markingy Traceabllityy Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Meteorological Satellite Program
S-450-P-3 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconducto_ Power Aging for the
Neteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-1 05-01
Specification for Semiconductor Power Aging
S-652-P-0003 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Componentsy
Semlconductorsy Diodes /High Reliability/y
1/31/66
ZPH-2246-GEN-B 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Layer





Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Layery 1/11/66
ZPP-2752-GEN-A 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Semiconductor Diodesy 5/25/66
ZPQ-2446-GEN 11-01
Semiconductor Devicey SN1186y Specification
fury 10/22/64, EO-ly 12/14/64, EO-2y
11/05/65, EU-3, 01/21/66
50H60196 08-01
Semiconductor Devicey SMIN914y Specification
fury 10/22/64, EO-1T 03/28/66y EO-2y
01114166
50M60197 08-01
Semiconductor Devicey SN2N2907A, Specification
fury 10/22/64, EU-ly 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/66
50N60198 08-01
Semiconductor Devicey SM1534y Specification
fury 10/22/64_ EO-ly 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/66
50N60199 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, SN3750, Specification
fury 10/22/64y EO-ly 11/05/65y EO-2,
01/21/66
50M60200 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesy SH4419y Specification
tory 10/20/64y EO-ly 03/14/66
50N60205 08-01
Semiconductor Devicey SNM1757y Specification
fury 03/15/65y EO--ly 11/05/65y EO-2y
01/21/66y EO-3y 04/06/66
50N60267 08-01
Semiconductor Device, Diodey Silicony Type
1N941B with Weldable Leadsy Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/y 10/17/60
50M60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesy Diodes_ Silicon, Type
JAN-IN649 mith Weldabre Leadsy Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
MIL-S-19500/y 10/17/66
50H60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devicesy Diodes, Silicony Types
1N4370Ay TX-IN4370Ay 1N4371Ay TX-1N4371Ay
1N4372Ay TX-1N4372Ay 1N746A, Through
1N759Ay and TX-1N746A Through TX-1N759A mith
Weldable Leadsy Specification for /Cover
50N60406 08-01
Screeningy Specification for Semiconductor
Device SIN916By 6/06/62y EO-ly 11/04/65
85MO1305A 08-01
SENSISTOR
Sensistory Noldedy Silicon_ Type TN-1/8 with
Weldable Leadsy Specification for T 8/12/66
50M60382 08-01
SENSITIVE
Tapey Pressure-Sensitive Adhesivey for
Preservation and SealingT Speciflcution for
03/07/1962
MSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Sensitive/T 28 Voltsy
Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double Thromy 2Ay




Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-539-P-0003 05-01
Tapey Heat-Reflective, Pressure Sensitive_
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Clothy




Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-324-RES-1 05-01
Lamp Po_er Supplyy 2500 Watt, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolab Nodal 2500-L
S-630-P-0151 05-01
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-OO06 05-01
Nimbus Amplifiery Coarse Sun Sensor
S-650-NI-0007 05-01
Yaw Rate and Position Sensor
S-653-P-0001 05-01
Specification for an Image Dissector Sensor
S-653-P-0003 05-01
Sensory Temperaturey Cooling Sgstemy
Specification fury 04/16/62, go-1 12/04/63
10M01579 08-01
Sensory Temperature_ Cooling Systemy
Specification fort 04/16/62y EO-1 06/28/62
10N01626 08-01
Emergency Detection Systesy Q-Ball Angle of
AttackT Sensor S_stemy Specification for
04/2811965
50H60241 08-01
Explosive Bridge Wire /EBN/ Pulse Sensor
224-1y Acceptance Testy 7/14/65
50N60310 08-01
Sensor Sgsteny Redundant Emergency Detection
System Q-Ball Angle of Attacky
Specification fury 1/06/65
50M60338 08-01
Emergency Detection Systemy Q-Ball Angle of





Sensor Sgstem, Redundant Emergency Detection








Qualification Testing9 Separable Tube




Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism
S-523-GAO-OO15 05-01
Interstage Structure and Separation Mechanism




Ground Composite Signal Mixer and Separator
ESD-IOSIO5 09-03
SEQUENCE
Nimbus Integration and Teat /Nimit/
Sequence Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0020 05-01
Decoder 9 Television Sequence s Ground Support
Equipment9 Specification for 06/15/1964
50H60053 08-01
Decoder 9 Sequence 9 Ground Support Equipment9
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50N60054 08-01




Sequencer, Flight, Acceptance Test, Procedure
for 07/15/1963
MSFC-PROC-285 08-01
Sequencer, Flight9 Slave Unit9 Acceptance
Testy 07/18/639 Amendment 19 12/16/63
MSFC-PROC-291 08-01
SERIALIZING




Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Docueentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services and Hardware9 2/15/65
DOO-1025-GEN_ 11-01
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Naterials9 Parts9 Components9 and
Services, 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
Library Technical Support Services Contract
S-252-P-1 05-01
Specification for Three Truck Mounted
50-Foot Service Towers
S-532-P-0042 08-01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
05-01
Mobile Service Truck Unit9 RJ-1 and Sodium
gitrite_ Specification for 01/30/1964
iON01765 08-01
SERVICING
Flush end Purge Ground Support Servicing
SNstem9 Specification for 01/22/1964
10N01696 08-01




Servo Control and Drive Systems Specification
S-500-P-0012 05-01
Servo Control and Drive Sub-S_stem
Specification
5-500-P-0013 05-01
Procurement Specification- Relay Test Station
Servo Sgstem
S-500-P-0216 05-01
Functional Specification for HydraulicallM
Driven X-Y Pedestal and Servo Positioning
Svstem
S-525-P-O005 05-01
Specifications for Servo-Drlven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0010 05-01
Servoactuator9 Hechanical Feed-back9 Thrust
Vector Control9 Saturn S-IC Stage9
Specification for 05/15/1965
50N35008C 08-01
Servo Accelerometer Units9 Types NP-19
NP-1/29 Specification for 10/23/1983
50M60055 08-01
Servo Accelerometer Units9 Types PM-1/2 and
MP-1/29 Specification for 11/20/1964
50N60237 08-01




Detail Specification Packaging9 Marking for
Shipment end Storage df Motors and Motor
Drive Sets9 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Telemetry Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-514-P-1 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0002 05-01
Specification for Installation of tug 350
Kilouatt Diesel-Generator Sets and Related
Equipment9 MoJave Station
S-532-P-0030 05-01
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Motor-Generator Set at MoJave Station
S-532-P-0036 05-01
Specification for Modifications to Switchgear9
Electrical Components and New Diesel
Generator Sets9 Data Acquisition Facility9
Santiago, Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Smitchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Power
Plant
S-532-P-0039 05-01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0040 05-01
Swltchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-1 05-01
Suitchgear and Diesel Generator Sets fop Kokee
Park Station, Hawaii
S-532-P-6 05-01
Bermuda Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-8 05-01
Switchgear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for NoJave Site
S-532-P-13 05-01
Radar Set AN/MrS-26 /XN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0025 05-01
Hodel PPT-1 Telemetering Set
S-616-P-0001 05-01
Nimbus Control Sub-System Pacific Missile
Range Pre-Launch Test Set
S-650-NI-0005 05-01
Motor Generator Set9 3-Phase, 120/208-Vo199
400-C_clee Per Second_ 6g-Kilowatt,
Specification for 08/19/1964
40NOO202A 08-01
Power Supply Set9 S-Phase9 60-Kilowattt
60-Cycles Per Second9 Specification for
05/18/1964
40NOO203A 08-01
Power Supply Set9 Direct Current 58-Volt9
5D-Ampere9 Specification foe t 02/28/649
EO-1, 06/22/64
40M00205 08-01
Power SuppIN Set9 Direct 28-Volt9 50-Ampere9
Specification for9 02/28/64, EO-1 06/22/64
40N00206 08-01
Power SupplM Set9 Diract Current 28-Volt_
lO0-Ampere9 Specification for, 02/28/64.
£0-1 06/22/64
40M00207 08-01
Pomer Suppiv Set9 Direct Current 28-VoLt9
250-Ampere9 Specification for, 02/28/649
EO-19 06/22/64
40MOO20B 08-01
Power Supply Setw Diract Current 28-Volt,





Deeodeej Television Test Sets Sequeneew
Specification for 04/30/1964
50H50127 08-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Field-
Power Equipment SO Cycles Per Second
Engine Generator Set_ 8/11/62
890g-GEN-A 11-01
SEWER
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitarg
Sewers and Drainage of the Stations Data
Acquisition Facility Rosman_ North Carolina
S-532-P-15 05-01
SHAPE
Steely Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy 9
Barss Shepes_ end Forgings /Premium
Quality/s Specification for, 05/15/63s
Amendment 4s 08/19/66s QPL-145-1_ 02/16/66
HSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Aluminum Alloy_ Sars_ Rodss Wire and Special
Shapes_ Rolled9 Drawnt Extruded or Cold




Aluminum Alloy s 2014 Bars s Plates end Sheets
Specification fort 04/02/52_ Amendment ls
o4/3o/64
NSFC-SPEC-104 08-01
Aluminum Alloy Sheets Raw Haterials General
Specification form 03/18/63, Amendment ls
07/14/65
NSFC-SPEC-13TA 08-01
Cover Sheet to O-T-634a /Trichloroethylene_
technical/ 08/10/1962
HSFC-SPEC-217 08-01
Polytetrafluoroethylene /Teflon/ Nolded and
Extruded Partss Sheetss Rodsv and Tubing_
Specification tory 07/20/626 Amendment ls
09/20/65
RSFC-SPEC-236 08-01
Preparation for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plate and Sheets Specification for 04/22/1983
NSFC-SPEC-241 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Nagnealum Allog Sheet end Plate
Haterlal /Space Vehicle Components/s
4/09/6s
NSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Plastic Sheet_ Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Wiri_g/, 11/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Plastic Sheets Laminated_ Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wfring/
05/07/1965
NSFC-SPEC-455 08-01
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-571d /Solder9 Tin
Alloys Lead-Tin Alloy s and Lead Allo_
05/10/1965
NSFC-SPEC-457 08-01
Nodel 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
Steely Expanded Sheets Corrosion-Hesistings
Specification for 05/17/1962
10N01647 08-01
Cover Sheet to Narshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxygens Fuel, and Pneumatic Systems/
08/27/1963
lONO1672A 08-01
Cover Sheet fop QQ-S-766 /Steel Plates_
Sheets, and Strlps_ Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10N01674 08-01
Preparations for Dellver_ of Aluminum Allog
Plates end Sheets s Specification for
09/06/1962
10N01677 08-01
Cover Sheet for Nutshell Space Flight Center-
STD-110 /Electrical Hardmare_ Equipmenty
Nateriel t and Nethods Used in Saturn
Ground Support Equipment/ 06/25/1964
10N01701 08-01
Cover Sheet for Narshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Oxygen, Fuel_ and Pneumatic Systems/
06/25/1964
10N01702 08-01
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant_ Antiseize
and Sealing Ltquid Oxygen Systems/
0512511964
10N01703 08-01
Cover Sheet for Narshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10H01704 08-01
Cover Sheet for Narshall Space Flight Center-
SP£C-171 /Fittings_ Pressure Connectionss
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1954
10N01705 08-01
Cover Sheet for Narshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Compatibility of
Naterials, for Liquid Oxygen Systems/
06/25/1964
10NOIT06 08-01
Cover Sheet for ABMA-PD-R-187 /Releyss
Hermetically Sealed Nissile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10N01707 06-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75-Sliver 22-Nickel 3/t
Wire Strips Sheet_ and Rod_ Specification
for, 10/29/53, EO-1 01/08/64
10N01753 08-01
Gold_ Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/s Wires Stripy
Sheet, and Rod_ Specification for_ 10/21/636
EO-1 01/08/84
10N01754 08-01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platlnum lO-Zinc 1is
Wire_ Sheet s Strip end Rody Specification
fort 11/07/636 EO-1 01/08/64
1DN01755 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium 10/9 Wires Stripy Sheets Tubings
and Rod_ Speclfi.cntion for 12/18/1963
10N01756 08-01
Golds Silver, Platinum Alloy /Gold 69-Sliver
25-Platinum 6/s Stripy Sheets Tubing9 and
Rods Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01757 08-01
Golds Silver_ Zincs Platinums Copper Alloy
/Gold 71o5-Silver 4°S-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.S-
Copper 14.5/ Wires Stripy Sheets Tubing_
and Rod_ Specification for 12/31/1983
10NO1758 08-01
Golds Platinum Alloy /Gold 98-Platinum 2/
Stripy Sheet_ Tubing_ and Rods
Specification for 12/31/1963
10Nff1759 08-01
Platinum_ Iridium Alloy /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/_ Wires Strips Sheets Tubings end Rods
Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01750 08-01
Silver_ Coin /Silver 90-Copper 10/s Sheets
Stripy Nods and Tuhing_ Specification for
12/18/1963
10N01761 08-01
Golds 10 Carat9 /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Sllver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/t Sheets Stript Rods and
Tubing_ Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01754 08-01
Resistors Fixeds Composition /Insuleted/s
Style RC07 _ith Weldable Lendss
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/, 4/07/65
50N60337 08-01
Resistorss Fixeds Composition /Insulated/s
Style RLOT with Weldable Leads_
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-R-22684/s 4/07/66
50N60358 08-01
Resistor_ Fixed_ Film /High Stabillty/s
St_le RM55 with _eldable Leads_
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-10509/s 4/07/66
50N60359 08-01
Capacitors Fixed_ Ceramic-Dielectric s Stgles
CK05C_ and CK06C_ with Weldable Leadss
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-11015/_ 10/05/66
50N60360 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixeds Nonsolid Electrol_tic
/Tantalues Foil end Sintered-Slug/ with
_e|deble Leadss Specification for /Cover




Capacitors, Fixed, Solid Electrolyte,
Tantalum, Style CS13 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-26655/, 10/18/66
50N60362 08-01
Capacitor_ Fixed, Mica-Dielectric, Style CN06
with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-C-5/,
4/07/66
50H60364 08-01
Transistors, NPN, Silicon, Types 2N910,
2N9309 and 2N1482 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-S-19500/, 4/07/66
50H60365 08-01
Diodes, Silicon, Types IN458, IN459, and
IN827 eith Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-S-19500/,
4/07/56
50N60376 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, Style RL
20 with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22584/,
10/17/66
50H60399 08-01
Resistors t Fixed, File, Insulated, Style RL
32 with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/,
10/17/66
50M60400 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, PNP, Types $2N722 and
$2Nl132 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HSFC-SPEC-338/108/, 10/17/66
50H60402 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, NPN, Type $2N2102 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HSFC-SPEC-338/II5/,
10/17/66
50M60403 08-01
Semiconductor Device, Diode, Silicon, Type
1NAIB eith Weldable Leads, Specification
fop /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50M60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Type
JAN-IN649 elth Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
MIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50M60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Types
1N4370A_ TX-1N4370A, 1M4371A, TX-1N4371A_
1N4372A_ TX-1N4372A, 1N746A, Through
1N759A, and TX-l_746A Through TX-I_7SgA with
Weldable Leads_ Specification for /Cover
50H60406 08-01
Capacltors_ Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, DC
/Nonmetallic Cases/ with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-C-27287/, 10/17/66
50H60409 08-01
Plating, Cadmium, /Electrodeposited/, /Cover




Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter




Coating Procedures, Saturn Ice-Shields
03/26/1962
NSFC-PROC-175 08-01
Curteins_ Heat Shield, Flexible, Acceptance,
Specification for, 03/09/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01591 08-01
Manufacturing Procedure for Saturn Heat Shield
Curtains /Outboard/ 05/04/1962
10N01593 08-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield




Welding, Fusion I Shielded Arc, Missile
Components, Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABNA-PD-W-45 08-01
Radio Frequency Interference Shielded
Enclosures
ESD-106035 09-03
Specification for Modular Enclosures, Radio
Frequency Interference Shielded, 01/21/84
KSC-E-153F 10-01
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Neasurements for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 06/26/1963
NSFC-STD-280 08-01
Enclosures, Modular Shielded, Radio Frequency
Interference, Specification for 07/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-331 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 12, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/78 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated9
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/l18 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 18 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor1 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/168 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/178 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Ylre Gauge Size 4/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated t Specification for,
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/238 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for t
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/258 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 4,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 6,
Butyl Rubber Insulated t Specification for,
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/27B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor1 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable, Electrlcal_ 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insuleted_
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/31B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, I Unshielded,
3 Pair Twisted and Shielded, American Wire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/33D 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 181
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130165
HSFC-SPEC-332/348 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,





Cablet Electrica| t lO Conductor9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polvethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130186
NSFC-SPEC-332/36B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification furl 08/30/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/370 08-01
Cable, Electricall 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/398 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 141
PolyethBlene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/86
NSFC-SPEC-332/40B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 181 Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/428 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, American
Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/44B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 16 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shieldedt American gire Gauge Size 149
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/458 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Onshielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8, 12,
and 18 v Polyethylene and Butyl Rubber
HSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 121 and IS, Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification for_
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/478 08-01
Cable, Electrical1 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specificetio_ for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/498 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/51B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductort 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 16 Pair Twisted and
Shielded, and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/520 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, SO Conductorl Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/86
NSFC-SPEC-332/53B 08-01
Cable, Electrical1 SO Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded 1
American Wire Gauge Size 14 t Polyethylene
Insulated1 Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/57B 08-01
Cab|e, Electricall SO Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded I Overall Shielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for, 08/30/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/588 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded1 American Wire Gauge Size 14t
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/590 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 qued
Twisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for, 08130/86
NSFC--SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cable1 Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted end Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/610 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/63B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 1/0, Butyl Rubber Insulated_
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/64B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor1 Overall
Shielded, American Wi_e Gauge Size 121
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/65B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/700 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/71B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 15 Conductor1 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18 t
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/72B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/73B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/75B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/778 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 10nshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 161 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/79B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/800 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/81B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/83B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor1 Overall
Shielded I American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Inmulated I Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/870 08-01
Cable1 Electrical, 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/88B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 16, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/68
NSFC-SPEC-332/95A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor_ 2 Pair
Twisted end Shielded and 6 Unshielded_
American gire Gauge Size 161 Polyethylene
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Insulated, Specification for 08/30/65
MSFC-SPEC-332/gSA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American gire Gauge Size 149
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polgethvlene Insulated, Specification for
08130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332199A 08-01
Cable. Electrical9 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/100A 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical. 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Tmisted Shielded end Insulated9 Overall
Shielded 9 American glre Gauge Size 14,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 48 Conductor9 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded 9 American gire Gauge Size 20.
Polgethglene Insulated. Specification for
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 48 Conductor. 12 Quad
Teisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Xnsu|ated9 Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/lO4A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 40 Conductor9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 189
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/IO5A 08-01
Cable 9 Electrical 9 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical9 30 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/lO7A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Qued
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated9 Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/108A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor. 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated 9 Specification for
08130160
MSFC-SPEC-332/109A 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 45 Conductor. 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated9 Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polgethvlene Insulated9 Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded end Insulated9 Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated t Specification for
08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Cable, Electrical9 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polveth¥1ene Insulated 9 Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/115A 08-01
Specification for Radio Frequencv Interference
Shielded Enclosures
S-530-P-0027 05-01
Radio Frequency Shielded Enclosure
S-636-P-5 05-01
Specification for Radio Frequene_ Shielded
Enclosure
S-672-P-1 05-01
Inductor, Shielded9 Type 1537734 uith Weldable
Leads, Specification for9 8/12166
50H60383 08-01
SHIP




Shipboard Unified S-Band System Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 05-01
SHIPMENT
Detail Specification Packaging9 Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Motors end Motor
Drive Sets, 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Packing end Crating Equipment for Export
Shipment
S-500-P-0026 05-01
Packing Flight Equipment for Shipment Within




Preservation, Packaging, Handling9 and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies end
Associated Equipment. General Standard for
0310911965
RSFC-STD-343 08-01
Shipping end Container and Combined Supporting
Framemork and Clean Room Doll_ for
Experiment Optical S_stees Containers
S-623-0A0-0014 05-01
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0018 05-01
SHOCK




Offset Doppler FrequencN Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range










Relag, General Purpose9 28 Volts9 Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Hounting9
S2GH-6-32A9 04101/65, Amendment 19 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts9 Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-B-42A9 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relay9 General Purpose, 28 Volta, Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2A9 Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Hounting.
S2GH-6-S2A9 04101/65
MSFC-SPEC-339152A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Thrum9 2A. Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Mounting, S2GP-8-SgA. 04101/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/59A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Regnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
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Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountlngt S2LH-8-62At 04/01/65
RSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
ReleNt Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Voltst Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A9 Printed Circuit Board Plug-In9
Side Header Haunting9 S2LP-B-ODAt 04/01/65
RSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relay, Speclal Purpose /Magnetic Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Current9 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-




Teleaetrg Asseeblg, Single Sldeband Airborne9
Specification for9 10/19/649 EO-1
12/11/54, EO-2t 03/23/659 EO-39 04/30/659
EO-4t 07/28/65, EO-5, 10/05/659 E0-69
11/05/659 EO-79 12/10/659 E0-89 01/26/669
50R60002B 08-01
Filter, Hechenicalt 455 Kilocycle, Upper
Sldeband Ferrite Drive Selectort
Specification for 08/06/1963
50M60009 08-01
Telemetr_ AsseeblN, Single Side-bandy
Airborne9 Specification for 01/31/1964
50H60010A 08-01
Demultiplexer, Single Sideband Frequency
Hodulatedt Specification for 12/02/1963
50N60078 08-01
Deaultiplexer9 Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated, Specification for, 01/22/85
50MSOO92A 08-01
Telemetry AsseeblD, Single Sidebandt Airborne,
Acceptance Test, Procedure for 03/03/1964
50M60103 08-01
Top Deck Assembly, Single Sldeband
Telemeter, Specification for, 09/28/649
EO-1, 12/11/64, EG-2, 07/15/659 EQ-39
07/28/659 EG-4, 10/05/659 E0-59 10/27/659
EO-6t 06/13/66
50R60210 08-01
Top Deck Assembly9 Single Sldeband






Ground Composite Signal Mixer and Separator
ESD-106105 09-03
Digital Signal_Simulator Panel Asseablyt
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Station,
Specification for 08/07/1963
MsFc-sPEC-297 05-01
Digital Signal Synchronizer9 Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 01/05/1965
NSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Timer, 40 Second t Component Selection 9 Time
and Temperature Compensating, 06/10/65
MSFC-PROC-453A 06-01
Performance Specifications- Pulse Code
Hodulatlon Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0023 05-01
Noise Figure and Test Signal SNstem
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0222 05-01
Slgnal Data Demodulator System
S-500-P-0226 05-01
Specifications for the Noise Figure and Test
Signal System
S-500-P-0410 05-01
136 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0412 05--01
400 Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0414 05--01
1700Megacycle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0416 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Modulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0005 05-01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Prooesslng for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Hodulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
Specification for a Bit Synchronizer and Signal
Conditioner
S-522-P-0013 05-01
Signal Patch Board Assembly
S-525-P-2 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Hodulatlon
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0019 05-01
Noise Figure and Test Signal SNstem
Performance Specificufion
S-553-P-0022 05-01
Nimbus Programmer and Signal Converter
S-650-NI-0009 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731-P-42 05-01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Model for Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem
S-731-P-51 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Signal Generator, 03/10/65
/PR 90134-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Ultra High Frequency
Amplitude Modulated/Frequency Modulation
Signal Generator 10-03
Technical Exhibit for a StudN of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequencv Signals 10-03
Adapter, Signal9 Differential /Wldeband/t
Specification for9 03/30/66
50H60070B 08-01
Signal Condltioner9 Pulse Code Modulated9
Specification fort 06/14/65_ EO-19 10/05/659
EO--2, 12/02/65_ E0--39 07/06/66
50M60231 08-01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembly,
Specification for, 11/26/65
50N60292 08-01




Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes uith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Motor Nozzles9




Specification Sheet Diode. Zener, Silicon9
Power Type KIN2970Bt 08/24/64
KSC-S-101/1 lO-O1
Diode9 Silicont SIR483B 12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/1 08-01
Diodest Silicon, $1N540 and SIN547 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/2 08-01
Diode_ Silicon9 S1N626 12/13/1963
RSFC-SPEC-338/3 08-01
Diodet Silicon, S1N643 12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/4 08-01
Diode9 Silicon, S1N793 12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/5 08-01
Diodes, Silicon9 $1N645 and $1N649 12/13/1963
_SFC-SPEC-338/6 08-01
Diodes9 Silicon9 SIN3016B through S1N3028B
12/13/1963
MSFC-SPEC-338/7 08-01
Semiconductor Devices S1N437OA through
S1N4372A and SIN476A through SIN759A9
04/12/66
HSFC-$PEC-338/8A 08-01
Dlodest Silicon, SIR761A through SIN769A
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/9 08-01
Diodest Silicont S1N827At SIN939A9 and
s1Ng44B 12/13/1964
NSFC-SPEC-338/lO 08-01





Diodes, Silicon. SINl189 12/13/1983
HSFC-SPEC-338/12 08-01
Diodes, Silicon SIN1204A and SIN1206A
12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/13 08-01
Diode. Silicon, $1N1616 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/14 08-01
Diode. Siliconj $1N916S 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/15 08-01
Diodes. Silicon, SIN2970B through SINZ958B
02/17/1964
NSFC-SPEC-330/16 08-01
Semiconductor Devices. $2N1724 and $2N1724I.
06/25/66
NSFC-SPEC-338/10OA 08-01
Transistors. Silicon, NPN. S2N335B 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-330/101 08-01
Transistor. Silicon. NPN. S2N338B 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/102 08-01
Transistors, Silicon. PN. UniJunction.
S2N491B and $2N2419S 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/lO3 08-01
Transistor. Silicon, NPN. S2NSSTA 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/104 08-01
Transistor, Silicon. Planar, NPN, $2N697
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/105 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar. NPNt $2N708
12/13/1953
NSFC-SPEC-338/105 08-01
Transistors. Silicon. NPN, S2N718A and
$2N1813 02/17/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/107 08-01































Semiconductor Devices, S2NIOISD and $2N3432,
09/24/05, Amendment 1, 10/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-338A/117B 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, $2N2126 and $2N2772.
09130165
HSFC-SPEC-338/llBA 08-01
Transistor. Silicon_ NPN. $2R1486 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/119 08-01
Specification for Determining Relative I
Hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0106 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification
High Reliabilit_ Transistor Silicon PNP,
Type SP-IO0
S-SSI-O-O010 05-01
Nicroeisctronic Circuits, Digital. Silicon,
Nonolithlc, General Specification for
S-711-P-1 05-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches. 5/25/66
ZPQ-2452-GEN 11-01
Transistor, Silicon, Precision. Type SP2NS61t
Specification for, 03/24/65. EO-1. 03/28/66,
EO-2. 05/16/66
50N60236 08-01
Transistors, NPN, Silicon. Tvpss 2N910,
2N930 t and 2R1482 with geldable Leads.
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-S-19500/. 4/07/66
50N60365 08-01
Transistorst PNP. Siliconv Types C920-1t
C920-A_ end C920-AA with geldeble Leads.
Specification for_ 11/17/66
50H60366 08-01
Transistor NPNt Silicon. T_pe 2N2432 with
Neldable Lesdsw Specification fort 10/05/66
50N60370 08-01
Transistor, PNPt Silicon, Tgpe 2N936 with
geldabla Leads, Specification for. 10/19/66
50N60371 08-01
Transistor. PNP. Silicon, Type 2N3251 with
Weldable Lands, Specification for, 10/19/66
50N60373 08-01
Transistor, PNP. Silicon, Tgpe T6153 mith
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/18/66
50N60374 08-01
Diodes t Silicon. Tvpes IN458. IN459. and
1N827 with Reldable Leeds. Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-S-19500/,
4/07/66
50N60376 08-01
Diode. Zener. Silicon, Tgpe 1N936A with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/13/66
50N60377 08-01
Diode. Zaner. Silicon, Tvpe 1N1314A with
Weldable Leads. Specification fort 10/13/66
50N80378 08-01
Sensistort Molded. Silicon. TVpa TN-1/8 mith
Heldable Lends. Specification fort 8/12/66
50N60382 08-01
Transistors, N-Channel Junction, Silicon.
Field-Effect. Tgpe U182 with Weldable
Leads, Specification fort 10/17/66
50M60401 08-01
Transistors. Silicon. PNP, Types $2N722 and
$2Nl132 with Naldable Leads. Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HSFC-SPEC-338/108/. 10/17/66
50H60402 08-01
Transistors, Silicon. NPN, Tgpe $2N2102 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HSFC-SPEC-338/I15/.
10/17/66
50H60403 08--01
Semiconductor Device, Diode. Silicon. Tvpe
1N941B with Weldable Leads. Specification
fOr /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-I9500/, 10/17/66
50M60404 08--01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Type
JAN-INS49 with Weldable Leeds. Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-S-19500/, 10/17/66
50H60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes. Silicon. Tvpes
1N4370A. TX-1N4370A. 1N4371At TX-1N4371A,
1N4372At TX-1N4372A, 1R746At Through
1N759A. and TX-1N746A Through TX-1N759A with
Weldable Leads t Specification for /Cover
50N60406 08-01
SILICONE
Transistor. Silicone, Planar. NPN, $2N918
1211311963
NSFC-SPEC-338/112 08-01
Semiconductor Devices $2N930 and $2N2585,
09/09/66
NSFC-SPEC-338/113A 08-_1
Potting, Encapsulating and Holding. Using
Silicone Rubber, 01/26/65. Amendment 1.
07/07/65
HSFC-PHOC-380 08-01
Adhesive. Silicone Rubber, Two-Component.
Low-to-Noderate Temperature Resistant.
Roost-Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose, 01/16/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M@1587 08-01
Adhesive. Silicone Rubber, One-Component.
Noderate-to-High Temperature Resistant.
Room Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose, 01/16/62. EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Materiel, Thermal,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing. General
Purpose. Specification for. 01/16/62, EO-I
08103152
IOHOI589 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal.
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 02/02/62. EO-1 08/03/62
10H01595 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulating Naterlel.
Two-Component, Thermal Curing. General
Purpose. 01/31/62. EO-I 08/16/62. EO-2
10/10/62
10M01596 06-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber. Solvent Tvpet
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General Purpose, Specification for
02/01/1962
10N01598 08-01
Primer, Silicone Rubberl Solvent Type t
Specification fort 03/28/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10N01620 08-01
SILK
Silk Screening of Electrical Equipment,
10/24/65
HSFC-STD-372A 08-01




Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Tgpe
S-630-P-0126 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Ceils of the Silver
Cadmium Tvpe
S-830-P-0127 05-01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Nonmagnetic/
S-530-P-0128 05-01
Silver Cadmium, 12 Ampere Hour 8atterv
Cgcllng Program
S-630-P-0138 05-01
Procurements Specifications for the Purchase of
Eleven Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Non-Nagnetic/
S-630-P-0166 05-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75-Silver 22-Nickel 3/t
Wire Stripy Sheet t and Rod t Specification
fort 10/29/53t EO-1 01/08/64
10H01753 08-01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold 1g-Platinum lO-Zinc 1/t
Wirer Sheett Strip and Rod t Specification
fort I1/07/63t EO-I 01/08/64
10R01755 08-01
Gold9 Silvery Platinum Alloy /Gold 69-Silver
26-Platinum 6/t Stripy Sheet t Tubing t and
Rodt Specification for 12/18/1963
10R01757 08-01
Gold, Silvery Zinc, Platinum, Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.5-Silver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Stripy Sheet, Tubing,
and Rod t Specification for 12/31/1963
IOH01758 08-01
Silvery Coin /Silver 90-Copper IO/t Sheet,
Stripy Rod, _nd Tubing, Specification for
12/18/1963
lONO1761 08-01
Gold, 10 Carat_ /Gold 41.7-Copper 36o2-Sllver
12o8-Zlnc 9°3/, Sheet, Strip, Rod, end





8razlngt Silvery Specification for 06/03/1961
10509307A 08-01
SIHULATIOH
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation






Digital Signal Simulator Panel Asseibly t
Pulse Code Nodulated Digital Data





Data Collection and Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-4 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequency Hodulation
Simulator
S-521-P-2 05-01
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulation
Data Simulator and Comperntor
S-522-P-0007 05-01
Specification for an Analog Simulator
S-525-P-0037 05-01
Data Collection end Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-525-P-4 05-01
Specification for Pulse Code Nodulation
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0019 06-01
Pulse Code Hodulation Simulator
S-534-P-4 05-01






Nodulation Commutator Simulator for Saturn
IB 10-03
Specifications for Pulse Code Hoduletion
Simulator /PR 14369-1/ 10-03




Single Branch Explosively Actuated Valve
Assemblies
GNE-50335-GEN 11-01
Chaint Yeldleas t Single Jack_ and S Hookst
Specification for 02/12/1962
HSFC-SPEC-189 08-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Wave Soldering of t Procedure for t 01/10/64t
Amendment 2t 10/25/65
NSFC-PRDC-224 08-01
Cable, Electricalv 10 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20 t Polyethylene Insulated t
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/11D 08-01
Cable, Electrical t 18 Conductor t Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20 t Polyethylene Insulated t
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded t American Wire Gauge
Size 2Of Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/17B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded t American Yire Gauge
Size 18t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/318 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded t American Wire Gauge
Size 18 t Polyethylene Insulated t
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/39D 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor t Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated t Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 14t
Polyethylene Insulatedt Specification fort
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/408 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded t American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for t 08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/425 08-01
Cable t Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18 t Polyethylene Insulated t
Specification fort 08/30/56
NSFC-SPEC-332/49B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded I American Wire Gauge
Size 16_ Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/51B 08-01
Cable, Electrical t 60 Conductor t 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 18 Pair Tuisted and
Shielded, and 3 Triple Tuisted and Shielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 18 t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/528 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shielded t
American Wire Gauge Size 14t Polyethylene
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Insulated Specification fort 08/30166
MSFC-SPEC-332/588 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 30 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 20.
Polyethglene Insulated. Speclficstion for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/99A 06-01
Cable. Electrical. 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18.
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/107A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. Amerlcan Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polvethylene Insulated. Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/111A 08-01
Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0025 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
System. Type I Single Channel. T_pe
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver. Type
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2 05-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid, 2-Nay. 2-Position
/PIN 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification. 12/08/66
10H05060 08-01
Valve. Single-Solenoid, 3-WaV_ 2-Position
/P/N 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification. 12/08/66
10H05074 08-01
Telemetry Assembly, Single Sideband Airborne.
Specification for, 10/19/64, EO-1
12/11/64_ E0-2. 03/23/65. EO-3. 04/30/65.
EO-4. 07/28/65. EO-5. 10/05/65. EO-6.
11/05/65. EO-7. 12/10/65. EO-8. 01/26/66,
50H60002B 08-01
TelemetrM Assenblv_ Single Side-bend.
Airborne. Specification for 01/31/1964
50H60010A 08-01
Single Output Hixer Amplifier Specification
for. 12/30/64. EO-lt 07/14/65, E0-2.
07/14/65, EO-3, 07/14/65, EO-4. 12/30/65.
ED-5, 07/06/66
50HTOO21A 08-01
Deaultiplexer. Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated. S_eclficetion for 12/0211963
50H60078 06-01
Demultiplexer. Single Sideband Frequency
Hoduleted. Specification for. 01122/65
50H60092A 08-01
Telemetry Assembly. Single Sldebend. Airborne.
Acceptance Test. Procedure for 03/03/1964
50H60103 08-01
Viewing Unit. Television. Single Channel.
Ground Support Equipment, Specification for
06/15/1064
50H60125 08-01
Top Deck Assenblv. Single Sidebend
Telemeter. Specification for. 09128164.
EO-1. 12111164, E0-2. 07115/65. EO-3.
07/28/65. E0-4, 10/05/65. EO-5, 10/27/65.
EO-6. 06/13/66
50H60210 08-01
Top Deck Assemblv. Single Sideband








Cepacltors_ Fixed. Tantalum /Polarized.
Sintered-Slug/ /Stgle KCL65/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-133 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum. Foll and Slntsred Slug/. /Style
SCL/. Specification fort 06124164. EO-1
04121165
50N60193 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalus. Foll end Slntered-Slug/ with
Weldable Lends, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HIL-C-3965/, 4/07166
50N60361 08-01
SITE
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Tomer Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility. Fairbanks.
Alaska
S-532-P-ll 05-01
Suitchgear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for MoJave Site
S-532-P-13 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Godderd Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
Specification for Remote Site Computers
S-553-P-0032 05-01
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Fscillt¥ Antenna
Site. 11/09/64 10-03
SKETCHES
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drawing
Changes end Engineering Sketches. 10/02/62
00-5 04-01
SKIM
Attaching Thernocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins. Procedure for 09/16/1963
10H01741 08-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehicle, Specification for
0611311963
95H01301 08-01
Hachining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC




Sequencer. Flight. Sieve Unit. Acceptance
Test. 07/18/63. Amendment 1. 12/16/63
HSFC-PROC-291 08-01
SLEEPING
Apollo Transportable Fecilitv for Grand




Sling. Instrument Unit Container Handling.
Specification for 02/2411964
10H01770 08-01
Sling. Instrument Unit Segment Handling,
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01771 08-01




Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Methods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supplv and Slosh
Measuring Systems. 08/10/66
MSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Cleanliness Levels. Cleaning end Inspection
Procedures for Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Heasuring Systems.







Capacitors. Fixed. Tantalum /Polarized.
Sintsrad-Slug/ /Style KCL65/. 03/10/66
KSC-C-133 10-01
Capacitors, Fixed. Nonsolld Electrolytic
/Tantalus. Foil and Sintered Slug/t /Style
SCL/. Specification fort 06/24/64. EO-1
04/21/65
50N60193 08-01
Capacitors. Fixed. Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalus, Foil end Sintsred-Slug/ uith
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover





Small Diameter Antenna Sgstee- Technical
Exhibit, 06/29/64 /PR 26765-1/
10-03
SMOOTH
Formica Grag Smooth VInyl
S-663-P-0038 06-01
SODIUM NITRITE
Mobile Service Truck Unit, RJ-1 end Sodium
Nitrite9 Specification for 01/30/1964
10N01765 08-01
Mobile Service Truck Unit9 RJ-1 end Sodium
Nitrite, Specification for 01/30/1964
10N01766 08-01
SOIL
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Survegor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Model/t 4/04/66
SAS-50509-GEN-A 11-01
SOLAR
Mariner Ct Flight Equipment, Fabrication,
Power Subsgstemy Solar Panels /4Aly 4A3,
4A5y and 4AT/y 8/17/63
MCP-30287-GEN 11-01
Preliminary Test Specification for S-3A
Solar Paddles
S-320-EP-0001 05-01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-AOS0-0001 06-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatorg S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-AOS0-0137 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-C /S-67/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-623-0S0-0002 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0006 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-0S0-0137 05-01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Paddle
Assembly Satellite S-74 /Interplanetarg
Monitoring Platform/
S-630-INP-0079 05-01
Specifications for S-74 /Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform-C/ Solar Paddles
S-630-INP-0126 06-01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Microelectron Volt Electron Radiation




Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Motor for Use in Solar
Array Orientation Systems
S-630-P-0135 05-01
Solar Paddle Specification for International
Satellite United Kingdon-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0072 05-01
Solar Pouer Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdon-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0088 06-01





Platform /D+E/ Solar Paddles
S-636-P-1 05-01
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform /F+G/
Solar Paddies
S-636-P-2 05-01
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-OO06 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nimbus B Solar Conversion Power
Supplg Subsgstem
S-652-P-1 06-01
Nonitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energ_ /Muse/
Instrument- Nimbus By Aerobee 160y Aerobee
150A
S-652-P-8 06-01
A Long Life Solar Array Drive Subsystem
S-653-P-8 06-01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Nodal/
S-731-P-49 05-01
SOLDER
Terminals Bifurcated and Tottery Swage Tvpe
and Standoff, Insulated Scremtgpey
Terminals, Solder Poty Smage Type
07/01/64y Amendment 2, 10/06/64
NSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
Releyy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Thromy 2Ay Solder
Rook, Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S6GH-2-1B, 04/01/65y Anendnent ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Throw, lOAy Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nountingy
S4GH-1.5-19Ay 04/01/66y Amendment ly
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
Relayy General Purpose_ 28 Volts, Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Thromy 7.SAy Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nountingy
S4GH-3-2OA, 04/01/66, Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Thromy IOAI Solder
Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-2-22Ay 03/16/64
NSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 20 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 4 Pole Double Thromy 1DAy Solder
Hooky Tmo Hole Reverse-Flange Nountingy
S4GH-3.25-E3A, 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Cuerenty 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purposey /Magnetic Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Relayy Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/t 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 4 Pole Double




Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Thromy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Tuo Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-6-31Dy 04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/31D 08-01
Relayy General Purposey 28 Voltsy Direct
Currenty 2 Pole Double Thromy 2Ay Solder
Hooky Four Hole Side-Plate Nountingy
S2GH-6-32A, 04/01/65y Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/y 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Throuy 2Ay Solder Hook, Tmo Hole
Reverse-Flange Nountingy S2LH-8-41Dy
04/01/65y Amendment ly 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relayy Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Voltsy Direct Currenty 2 Pole Double
Thromy 2A, Solder Hooky Four Hole Side-
Plate Nountingy S2LH-8-42Ay 04/01/65,
Amendment ly 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relay General Purposey 28 goltsy Direct
253
SOLDERED SUBJECTINDEX
Current, 2 Pole Double Throv, 2At Solder
Hooky Two Hole Reverse-Flange Nounting.
S2GH-6-51A. 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/51A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A, Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Nounting,
S2GH-6-52A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hooke 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Nounting,
S2GH-3-58A, 04/01/65, Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/5BA 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2At Solder Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-61A, 04/01/85
HSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Lstch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2At Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-62A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hountlng, S2LH-6-68A,
04/01/65. Amendment 1, 07/29/68
HSFC-SPEC-339/6BA 08-01
Belay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current t 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A, Solder
Hooky Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Nounting,
S2GH-7.25-71A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relay t Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountlngt 52LH-8-81A, 04/01/85,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throv, 2A. Solder Hook. Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting. S2LH-8-82A, 04/01/65_
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double




Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Rounting t S2LH-8-92At 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throu, IOA, Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Rounting, 52LH-6-98A,
04/01/65, Amendment I t 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Relavt Special Purpose /Sensltive/, 28 Volts,
Direct Current1 2 Pole Double Throm, 2At




Cover Sheet to QQ-S-571d /Solder, Tin








School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7 02-01
Soldering9 Automatic Wave. or Printed Circuit
Assemblies, 07/01/66
KSC-S-178 10-01
Amendment to Soldering Specification NSFC
PROC 158B
HSC-ASPO-S-SC 09-03
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/, Procedure for, 02/15/63,
Amendment It 09/27/63
MSFC-PROC-158B 08-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Wave Soldering of, Procedure for, 01/10/64,
Amendment 2t 10/25/65
NSFC-PROC-224 08-01
Quality Requirements for Hand Soldering of
Electrical Connections, 08/64
NPC 200-4 00-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminations, Safety giring, and Connectors,
09/30/63
12-2 04-01
High Temperature Wiring and Solderingt
09/27/63
12-3 04-01










Cooling System Vent Velvet Solenoid Operated.
Specification for. 08/30/61, EO-1 05/17/62
10H01211 08-01
Valve Assembly, Solenoid Dperatedt
Specification for, 01/23/63, EO-1 03/11/63,
E0-2 09/18/63t E0-3 11/18/63
10HO1616A 08-01
Valve. Single-Solenoid t 2-Vay. 2-Position
/P/N 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
10N05060 08-01
Valve. Single-Solenoid, 3-Way. 2-Position
/P/N 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
10H05074 08-01
Valve Assembly Solenoid Operated.
Specification for, 07/12/60, EO-1, 04/18/61
10419922 08-01
SOLID
Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes with Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Hotor Nozzles,
5/04/64. Amendment l-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GNO-50111-GEN-B 11-01
Solid State Neutral Telegraph Relay
Specification
GSFC-571-68-08 05-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid. Tantalum /Style
KCS13/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-111A 10-01
136 Negac_cle Solid-State Preamplifier
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0211 05-01
Procurement Specification for Portable.
Solid-State. Radlometer
S-525-P-0017 05-01
130-140 Negecycle Solid-State Nulticoupler
S-531-P-3 05-01
Solid State Switching Netmork
S-534-P-3 05-01
Specification for Frequencv Nodulsted 5 Watt,
400 Megacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Solid State Current Llmlter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0139 05-01
Specification for Two-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph System
S-830-P-0153 05-01
Solid State Digital Voltmeter Specification
S-630-P-0160 05-01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
S-733-P-1 05-01
Motors, Auxiliary Solid Propellent. Nodal
Specification t Preparation of. Standard for.
6/23/66
10H01818 o8-01
Transmitter, Telemetry, Solid State, Frequency
Noduleted /Very High Frequency/.
Specification fort 02/09/65, EO-1. 05/17/65t





Transmitter, Telemetrg, Solid State, Frequencg
Modulated /Verg High Frequencv/_
Specification for, 12/10/64, EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2, 10/05/85, EO-3, 07/15/85, EO-4,
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50N60230 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid Electrolyte,
Tantalum, Stgle CS13 mith Weldable Leads,






Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agents,
Specification for 10/16/1984
HSFC-SPEC-237A 08-01
Cleaning Solvent9 Printed Circuit Assemblies,
4130165
MSFC-PROC-439 08-01
Solvent, 1, 1, 1 - Trichloroethane, High
Purity, Inhibited, 7/11/66
HSFC-SPEC-471 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Solvent Tgpew
General Purpose t Specification for
02/01/1962
10M01598 08-01
Primer, Silicone Rubber, Solvent Tgpe,
Specification for, 03/28/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10M01620 08-01
SONAR
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference S_stem
S-512-P-2 05-01
SOUND
Specification for Sound Powered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset - Microphone
10-03
SOUNDER
Environmental Test Specification and Test Plan
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-O001 05-01
Topside Sounder Data Processor
564-78779 05-01
SOUNDING
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-SR-1 05-01
Standardized Pagload Housing and Rack for
Mike-Cajun and Mike-Apache Sounding
Rockets
S-616-P-0051 05-01
Backscatter Ultraviolet /SUV/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobee 15OA Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-1 05-01
SOUNDNESS
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Hagnesiu= Alloy Sheet and Plate




Source Selector, Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsgeten Receiving
Station, Specification for 08/02/1963
HSFC-SPEC-301 08-01
Performance Specification for 2300 Hegacycle
Boresight Source
S-500-P-0224 05-01
136 Megacycle Boreslght Source Performance
Specification
S-SOD-P-D411 05-01
400 Megacycle Boreslght Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0413 05-01
1700 Megacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0415 05-01
Performance Specification on Apollo Precision
Frequency Source
S-553-P-0028 05-01
Specification for a Radioisotope Heat Source
Evaluation
S-630-P-0134 05-01
Capacitors end Resistore_ Preferred_ Approved
Source List, 06/03/66
IOHOI8O5C 08-01
Source Selector Panel Assembly, Specification
for, 11/08/65
50N60293 08-01
Source Follouer, Design Specification for
05/05/1965
50H60296 08-01
Flight Equipment, Radio Frequency Sgstem,




Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-108100 09-03
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laboratorv and Space Environment Effects
Laboratory Test Procedures
MSC-STD-lO9 09-03
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment, Procedure for
03/29/1963
HSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment, Standard for
02/07/1962
HSFC-STD-181 08-01
Veight Documentation Pore Completion, Space
Vehiclew Procedure for 10/10/1962
HSFC-PROC-208A 08-01
Nitrogen, Space Vehicle Grade, Specification
for 09/21/1964
HSFC-SPEC-234 08-01
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles_
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,
Specification for, 02/28/63, Amendment 1,
02/26/64
HSFC-SPEC-250 08-01
Space Vehicles and Supporting Equipment,
Applicable Documents, Listing for, 02/23/65
HSFC-ADL-258B 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Velds in Aluminum
and Magnesium Alloy Sheet end Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4/09/65
MSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Relags_ Direct Current Hermetically Sealed 9
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipment_ General Specification for_
Supplement 1E, 9/16/66, QPL-339-4t 4/25/65,
Amendment 2, 2/07/66
HSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Preservation, Packaging, Handling, and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipment, General Standard for
03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343 08-01
Quality Program Provisions for Space Sgstem
Contractors, 04/62
NPC 200-2 00-01
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Haterials, Parts, Components, and
Services, 04/62
NPC 200-3 00-01
Reliability Program Provisions for Space
System Contractors, 07/63
NPC 250-1 00-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehlcle-3C and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghaney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft end Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by ImprovedDelta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-3F_
3G, and 3H/
S-320-D-2 05-01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed Sgetem for 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0013 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of





Airborne Ranging Sgstem for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-53G-P-O009 05-01
Pulse Code Modulation/National Aeronautics
Space Administration Manned Space Flight
Network
S-553-P-17 05-01
Project Relag Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 05-01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Network
Electronic Partst 1/29/65
ZPP-2902-GEN 11-01
Quelitv Assurance Provisions for Fabricated and
Machined Items /Space Flight Use/
05-01
Relegst DCt Hermeticallg Sealed, Established
Reliabilitg for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipmentt Specification, 10/01/65
40M37496 08-01
Cnmere_ Television, Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50H60047 08-01
Transmitter t Television t Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50H60049 08-01
Register, Video 9 Space Vehicle, Specification
for 09/22/1964
50N60051A 08-01
Transmitter9 Rinltrack9 Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle 9 Specification for
04/16/649 EO-1 05/25/64
50M60107 08-01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Checkout Procedure for
0711411964
50N60108 08-01
E|ectropollshln 0 Saturn Ductlng for Space
Launch Vehicles, Specification for
10/21/1963
95N01101 08-01
Packaging end Packing of Parts /Repair Parts








Magnetic Field Testing of Low Magnetism
Spacecraft
ARC-SPEC-352 02-01
Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipment_ Spacecraft Stations
£SD-106001 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment 9
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment9 Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft Requirements
ESD-lO6081 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft External Interfaces
ESD-106082 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106083 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Nerritt Island Launch Area
Facilltg
£SD-106084 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment_
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facilit_
ESD-106085 09-03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment 9
Spacecraft Mechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Gruamen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facllitv
ESD-IO608S 09-03
Facllitv Criteria, Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft Ground
Station9 North American Aviation Facilitv
ESD-IO6090 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equlpmentt Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106094 09-03
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-106095 09-03
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment 9 Spacecraft Computer
Room 1 and 2
ESD-106096 09-03
Herritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-106097 09-03
North American Aviation'Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft Terminal
Pacilitv Room
ESD-106098 09-03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment_ Spacecraft Terminal
Facilitv Room
ESD-106099 09-03
Closed-Circuit Television Swstem for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106106 09-03
Intercommunication Svstem for Programmed
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106107 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 34
ESD-106109 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 37
ESD-106110 09-03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in the Launch Control Center of
Complex 39
ESD-106111 09-03
Electronic Moving Van for Transport of
Spaoecraft9 12/18/64
GHO-50385-GEN 11-01
Microbiological Assav and Certification of
Spacecraft Hardware Sterilitv_ 8/04/67
GNO-SO470-GEN-A 11-01
Contamination Control of Flight Hard.are
Spacecraft Control Flight Components9
2/03/66
GMU-50387-GEN 11-01
Mariner C, Flight and Ground Equipment
Requirements for Storage of the Mariner
/MC-4/ Spacecraft and Associated Itenst
2/01/65, Amendment It 12/01/65
MCO-50383-GEN-B 11-01
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
NSC-ASPO-GORP-4 09-03
Apollo Spacecraft Cleanliness9 Specification
for
NSC-SPEC-C-5A 09-03
Apollo Spacecraft9 Fluid Cleanliness
NSC-SPEC-C-6 09-03




Mariner Venus 67 Spacecraft Material and
Hardmare for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equipment9 7/25/66
NVU-50575-GEN 11-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spaoecraft end Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlas-Agena,
Thor-Agena, or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplanetarv Monitoring Platform
/A I N P/Spacecraft
S-320-AINP-1 05-01
Environmental Teat Specification- Alouette B
Spauecreft Svstem Teats
S-320-AL-0901 05-01





General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehicle-3C and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghaney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-SF_
3Gs and 3H/
S-320-D-2 05-01





Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft System Tests
S-320-INP-2 05-01
Environmental Test Specification Nimbus C
Spacecraft System and Subsystem Tests
S-320-NI-1 05-01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus D
Spacecraft Systemt Subsystems and
Experiments
5-320-NI-2 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Scout FN-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-S-1 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification
Specification for the Prototype United
Kingdon-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-OK-0301 05-01
Specification for a Reliable_ Low Pomer_ Thin
Film Spacecraft Remory
S-522-P-OOO8 05-01
Specification for a Rellable9 Light Weighty
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-&0S0-0001 05-01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report SR-qYS67/
S-623-D-0052 05-01
Vehicle System_Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-OAO-O020 05-01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /5-18/ Spacecraft
S-523-0AD-0100 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Obaervatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatorg-C /S-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
S-523-0S0-0002 05-01
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the N Nodular Concept
as Sponsored by Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0S0-0003 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0004 05-01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S9-0005 05-01
Backscatter Ultraviolet /BUV/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobee 150A Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-1 05-01
Relay I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
S-BZS-REL-OIOO, 05-01
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-625-REL-0101 05-01
Project Relay Test Specification- Relay
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0102 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-525-REL-OIOS 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliebillty Control
S-625-REL-0104 05-01
Spacecraft Tracking_ Telemetryt and Command
Subsystem
S-625-REL-0140 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0142 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command DeCoder
S-625-REL-0143 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-014_ 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft TelemetrN Transmitter
S-625-REL-OI45 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Neasurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-O152 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-625-REL-0169 05-01
Specification for a Reel to Reel Spacecraft
Recorder
5-630-P-0155 05-01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Mimit/
Check-of-Calibration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
S-550-NI-O001 05-01
_eight Center-of-Gravity_ Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OO03 05-01
Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0018 05-01
Electrical Systems Test for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-O019 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nimlt/
Sequence Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-O020 05-01




Systems Test for Nimbus A Prototype,
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0022 05-01
Paddle Deployment Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-550-NI-0023 05-01
Vibration Test Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0024 05-01
Command and Clock Subsystem for Nimbus B
Spacecraft
S-SSS-P-S 05-01
Specification for the Integration and Test of
Nimbus B Spacecraft
S-653-P-10 05-01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Ronitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraft_ Experiments and Instruments
S-672-IRP-0196 05-01
Cobalt 60 Spacecraft Irradiator
S-?16-P-2 05-01





Versatile Information Processor /VIP/
Subsystem for the Nimbus O Spacecraft
S-731-P-46 05-01
Voyager Spacecraft Electronic Equipment
Packagings 5/18/6G
VHO-SO4OS-GEN 11-01
Electrical Cabling Voyager Spacecraft. 6/25/65
VRO-SO406-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors
/HI-REL/, 2/04164
ZPH-2051-GEN-B 11-01




Semiconductors_ Diodes /High RellabilitYlt
1131166
ZPH-224S-GEN-B 11-01




Transistors /Nigh Reliability/, 2/25/65
ZPH-2251-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Layer
Semiconductor Devices /HI-REL/, 1/25/66
ZPH-2252-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Suitches
/HI-REL/_ 11/30/65
ZPH-2253-GEN 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliability Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electrosechanical Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A 11-01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliability Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic end Electromechanical Component
Parts_ 7129/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Controls in Hanufacturin 0 of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanlcal
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B 11-01
Spacecraft Flight and Ground Support
Equipment, Requirements for Electronic
Components, 2/05/64
ZPP-2070-GEN-C 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and lnductors Audio, Power, and High Pomer
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GER 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequencge Intermediate
Frequency_ and Lov Power Pulse, 8110/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01






Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays t
8131185
ZPP-2747-GEN-4 ll-Ol
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Resistors_ 12/01/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors,
2/23/65
ZPP-2751-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Layer 9 1/11/66
ZPP-2752-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Smitchest
2115166
ZPP-2753-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electromechanlcal Parts, 7/18/86
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A 11-01
Haterlalsl Processes. and Harduare for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equipeentl 6/07/62. Amendment 1w 8/20/63
30261-GEM 11-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment t Pressure System,
Safety Requirements for, 6/15/62
30265-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment,
Electronic S_steat Ninimue Requirements for
the Atlantic Hisslle Range Launch Complex.
08103163
30768-GEM 11-01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment, Identification of
Electronic Assembly Chassis. 09/18/61
30879-GER 11-01
SPARE
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Hechanlcal Systems, 5/13/64
GRO-503OO-GEN 11-01
Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Document for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
GSFC-571-65-01 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
SPECIAL
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay_ Special Purpose_ /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Currentt 4 Pole Double




Relayl Special Purpose /Ragnetic Latch/9 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throu_ 3At Solder Hook, Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Hounting t S4LH-6-26A,
04/01165
NSFC-SPEC-339/26A 08-01
Relay9 Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throe, 34_ Plug-In, Two One-Hole Ears
Nounting_ $4LR-6-274, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throve 34, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In.
Two Stud Mountlngt S4LP-6-28A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relay t Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2Am Solder Hook. Two Hole
Reverse-Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-41D9
04/01/65, Amendment 1_ 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relay 9 Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A_ Solder Hook_ Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, $2LH-8-424. 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Reiay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 24_ Plug-lnt TeD Hole Flange
Nounting_ $2LP-8-43B_ 04/01/65, Amendment 1_
07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throu_ 24. Solder Hook. Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting_ S2LH-8-61A_ 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relav_ Special Purpose /Ragnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm_ 2R_ Solder Hooke Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting_ S2LH-8-62As 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relay_ Special Purpose Hegnetlc Letch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throm_ 24, Plug-In_ 2 One-Hole Ears
Nountlng_ S2LP-S-63D_ 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/636 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throe_ 24_ Plug-In. Plain Case Mounting.
S2LP-8-64B_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/_ 28
Voits_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw_ IOA, Solder Hook. 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mounting. S2LH-6-68A,




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Mounting, S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-81A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throv_ 2A_ Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-82A9 04/01/65,
Amendment I w 07/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/82A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Nagnetlc Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A 9 Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Mounting, $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
MSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Rela_, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current9 2 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, Z Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-8-92A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currentt 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Mounting, S2LP-8-93A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw_ 2A_ Plug-In, Plain Case Mounting,
S2LP-8-94A, 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, IOA, Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting, S2LH-6-g8A,
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Belay, Special Purpose /Sensitive/_ 28 Voltst
Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw t 2A,




A|uminue Alloy_ Bars, Rods, Wire and Special
Shapes, Rolled, Draun, Extruded or Cold
Finished, 7075, 05/28/64, Amendment 1_
10/04/66, QPL-389-2, 01/28/66
MSFC-SPEC-389 08-01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
Klngdoe-2/S-52
S-630-UK-OO75 05-01
Test Specification and DperatorSs Manual
Special Test Equipment UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-OlO5 05-01
Container_ Special Handling and Protective,
fOr Saturn IS end Saturn V Instrument





Niebus Infrared Interferometre Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Test and Formatting System
S-653-P-1 05-01







Specifications for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ III
S-530-P-OO13 05-01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ II
S-530-P-0014 05-01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzers /Tuning
Unity I
S-530-P-0015 05-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
Analyzer Plug-in Unit, 03/05/64
/PR 58942-1/ 10-03




High Speed Digital Computer /Interim/
ESD-106025 09-03
High Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-106087 09-03
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
High Speed Shutter
S-536-P-0001 05-01




Spheres, Fiberglassj High Pressure_




Etching of Aluminum before Spotwetding,
Standard for 09/23/1958
ASMA-STD-3 08-01
Welding, Spot, Resistance, Nonetructural,
Specification for, 04/05/62, EO-1 10/11/63
10M01617 06-01
SQUARE
Pressure Switch, 750 Pounds Per Square Inch,
Reliability Test Requirenents, 04/01/1961
10M01027 06-01
Regulator Assembly_ 750 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravity, Reliability Test
Requirements, 03/31/1961
10M01042 08-01
Pressure Switch, 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravity, OK, Reliability Test
Requirements, 04/06/1961
10M01049 08-01
Valve Assembly, Pressure Relief, 750 Pounds
Per Square Inch Gravit_ Specification for,
08/16/60, ED-1, 12/18/61
10419946 06-01
Coupling, Specification for 02/21/1961
10419970 08-01
STABILITY
Resistors, Fixed_ Film /High Stability/
/Styles KRN55/60/65/70C/, 08/24/64
KSC-R-102 10-01
Resistor, Fixed, Film /High Stability/,
Style RR55 with Weldable Leads_




Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequenc_ Stabilization He,work, Procedure
for, 04/09/65
MSFC-PRUC-359 08-01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Model/ for Use in
Stabilization and Control Subsystem_
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0AD-0016 05-01
Stabilization and Control Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observator_
S-623-0A0-0345-3 05-01
Design Specification for the Apollo
Stabilization and Control System Bench
Maintenance Equipment, 04/09/64
/PO [M3JTXA-406004/ 10-03
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Module
Stabilization and Control S_stem t 01/31/64
164 752C/241A/ 10-03
STABILIZED
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion and Heat-Resistant








Very Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillator.
Golds,one Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9915-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, Ground
Equipment. Transmitter, 29.668-Hegacycle




General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehicie-3C and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghaney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
Ullage Motor, S-II Stage. Test Specification
for. 5/23/66, EO-lt 7/22/66
10H01817 08-01
Servoactuntor, Mechanical Feed-back, Thrust
Vector Control, Saturn S-IC Stage,
Specification for 05/15/1965
50M35008C 08-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Shin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehiclew Specification for
08/13/1963
95H01301 08-01
Hydraulic Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center
Pieces for S-IC Stage of Saturn V Vehicle.
Specification for 08/13/1963
95H01400 08-01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC




Welding of Stainless Steel and Invar Pipe t
Tubing, and Associated Fittings, 08/01/56
KSC-W-179 10-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant
Steel. Specification for. 06/01/60. EO-1
04/18/61, EO-2 06/05/62
10509306 08-01
Welding. Carbon t Low Alloy and Stainless




Ames Research Center Quality Status Stamping
Procedure
ARC-RQA-9 02-01




Terminals Bifurcated and Turret. Swage Type
and Standoff, Insulated Scremt_pet
Teralnals_ Solder Pot_ Swage Type
07/01/64t Amendment 2. 10/05/64
HSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
STANDARDIZED
Standardized Payload Housing and Rack for




Measuring Assembly 9 Voltage Standing Nave
Ratio Model 220. Specification for,
01128156
50MSO259A 08-01
Measuring Assembly_ Voltage Standing Nave
Ratio. Nodal 225_ Specification for. 4/18/65
50N50355 08-01
STAR
Star Tracker /Back-Up Model/ for Use in




Solid State Neutral Telegraph Relay
Specification
GSFC-571-66-08 05-01
136 Megacycle Solid-State Preamplifier
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0211 05-01
Procurement Specification for Portable,
Solid-State_ Radiometer
S-525-P-0017 05-01
130-140 Megacycle Solid-State Multicoupler
S-531-P-5 05-01
Solid State Switching Network
S-534-P-3 05-01
Specification for Frequency Modulated 5 Watt_
400 Megacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0001 05-01
Specification for Solid State Current Limiter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0139 05-01
Specification for Two-Channel All Solld-State
Recording Oscillograph System
S-630-P-0153 05-01
Solid State Digital Voltmeter Specification
S-630-P-0160 05-01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
S-733-P-1 05-01
Transmitter, Telemetry, Solid State, Frequency
Modulated /Very High Frequency/,
Specification for, 02/09/65, EO-1, 05/17/65,
E0-2, 07/15/65. EO-3, 07/15/65. EO-4.
01/05/66, EO-5_ 07/06/66
50N60039B 08-01
Transmitter_ Telemetrv_ Solid State, Frequency
Hodulated /Vet9 High Frequencg/_
Specification for, 12/10/64, EO-1, 05/17/65,




Velding_ HY-80 Armor Plate Steel, Static
Test Holddown Arm, Procedure for 03/26/1963
10N01587 08-01
Frequency Changer, Static, 15-Kilowatt1
120/208-Volt, 3-Phase. 400-Cycles Per
Second, Specification for, 07/01/64
40HOO201B 08-01
Inverter. Static 450, Volt-Ampere, Nodal 0 and
1, Specification for 11/08/1963
50H60027 08-01
STATION
Clean Rooms and Mark Stations
NSC-SPEC-C-4 09-03
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokee
Park Station. Hawaii
S-533-P-6 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 3 SNstem Sanitary
Seuerw and Drainage of the Station, Data
Acquisition FacilitN Rosman, North Carolina
S-533-P-15 05-01
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quito. Ecuador
S-532-P-26 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
S-533-P-11 05-01
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-653-P-15 05-01
Digital Receiving Station 50H69703-1,
Specification forw 1/04/56
50N60315 08-01
PCM Telemetry Receiving Station 50N69803-1
Specification for_ 12/17/65
50H60316 08-01








Ames Research Center Quality Status Stamping
Procedure
ARC-RQA-9 03-01
Status Control and Honitor System
ESD-lO6049 09-03
Antenna Control Status Specification
S-500-P-0011 05-01
STEEL
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304





Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Alloy,
Bars, Shapes, end Forglngs /Premium
Qualit_/_ Specification for, 05/15/53,
Amendment 4t 08/19/66, QPL-145-1, 02/15/66
HSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stabilized/_ Type 321 and 347,
Specification for 04/23/1963
HSFC-SPEC-248 08-01
Steel, Structural, Lou Alloy, High Yield
Strength, Specification for, 03/25/64
Amendment 1, 05/26/65
HSFC-SPEC-282 08-01
Steel, Expanded Sheet, Corrosion-Resisting9
Specification for 03/17/1962
10H01647 08-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Plates,
Sheets, and Strips_ Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10H01674 08-01
Welding, HY-80 Armor Plate Steel, Static
Teat Holddomn Arm, Procedure for 02126/1963
10H01687 08-01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant, Type 316,
Seamless, Specification for 06/28/63,
EO-lj 03/29/64
10H01734 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion gelded
Joints in Stainless end Heat Resistant
Steel, Specification for, 06/01/60, EO-I
04/18/61, EO-2 06/05/62
10509306 08-01
Nelding, Carbonj Lom Alloy and Stainless








Step One Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototgpe Spacecraft /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0018 05-01
Step Tso Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0021 05-01
Pressure Suitchv LDX Differential Step,
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10H01043 08-01
Switch, Assembly, Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliabilit9 Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01046 08-01
Snitch Assemblv, LaX Step Pressure_
Specification for, 08/02/61, EO-1, 11/01/61
10419949 08-01
Switch Assemblg, Fuel Step Pressure,




Microbiological Assay end Certification of
Spacecraft Hardmsre Sterility, 8/04/67
GHO-50470-GEN-A 11-01
STERILIZATION
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Assembl V and Sterilization Laboratory,
10125/65
XOY-SO543-GEN 11-01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Parts, 11/04/66
ZPP-21OO-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-2102-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/, 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Varactor Phase II,
11/04/66
ZPP-2106-GEM-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase II/,
2/11/65
ZPP-210?-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase, 2/26/65
ZPP-2108-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2109-GEM-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, 12/16/64
ZPP-2110-GEM 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2112-GEM-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Crystals, 7/20/65
ZPP-2116-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Parts, 9/02/65
ZPP-2117-GEM 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethglene Qxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Rela_ Phase,
2/11/65
ZPP-2119-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/, 3/31/65
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01
Nicrocircuit Sterilization Evaluation and
Application Study, 7/12/66
ZPP-2123-GEN ll-O1
Sterilization Test Program, Transformers and
Induetors, 12/02/65
ZPP-2124-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraisal, 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts, 7/26/65
ZPP-2126-GEN 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
STERILIZED
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Parts, 9/02/65
ZPP-211?-GEN 11-01
STORAGE
Detail Specification Packaging, Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Hotors and Hotor
Drive Sets, 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/1 10-01
Racks, Consoles, Panels, and Distributors,
Packaging, Harking and Storage of_ 12/01/65
KSC-P-127/2 10-01
Hariner C, Flight end Ground Equipment
Requirements for Storage of the Hariner
/HC-4/ Spacecraft and Associated Items,
2/01/65, Amendment 1, 12/01/65
HCO-50383-GEN-B 11-01
Improvement Effort for Storage Vidlcons
S-731-P-6A 05-01
High Data Rate Storage Sgstem for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-34 05-01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
S-731-P-40 05-01
Hagnetlc Storage Drum Sgstee Specification,
01/23/64 /KM-EF2/ 10-03
Ninimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Nagnetic Tape Storage Container_ 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03




Specification for the Nimbus C Data System-












Steel, Structural, Lom AIIov, High Yield





Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
System Components and Assemblies t 9/21/65
HSFC-STD-460 08-01




Specification for Strip Chart Recorder, Tmo
Channel
S-530-P-0016 05-01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-765 /Steel Plates,
Sheets, and Strips, Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10N01674 08-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 7S-Silver 22-Nickel 3/t
Wire Strip1 Sheet, and Rod t Specification
furl 10/29/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10N01753 08-01
Gold, Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/, Wire, Strip,
Sheet, and Rod, Specification for t 10/21/83,
EO-I 01/08/B4
10N01754 08-01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 3S-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platinum lO-Zinc 1/,
Wire, Sheet, Strip and Rod, Speclflcatlon
for_ 11/07/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10H01755 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium 10/, Wire, Strip_ Sheet, Tublng_
and Rod, Specification for 12/18/1963
10R01756 08-01
Gold, Sllver_ Platinum Alloy /Gold 59-Silver
2S-Platinum 5/, Strip, Sheet_ Tubing, and
Rod t Specification for 12/18/1953
10M01757 08-01
Gold, Silver t Zinc, Platinum, Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.5-Silver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Strip, Sheet, Tubing,
and Rod, Specification for 12/31/1953
10M01758 08-01
Gold, Platinum Alloy /Gold 98-Platlnum 2/
Strip, Sheett Tubing, and Rod,
Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01759 08-01
Platinum, Iridium Alloy /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/m giret Strip_ Sheet, Tubing, and Rod,
Specification for 12/18/1953
10M01750 08-01
Silver, Coin /Silver 90-Copper lO/t Sheet t
Strlpl Rod, and Tubing, Specification for
12/18/1963
10M01761 08-01
Gold, 10 Carat_ /Gold 41.7-Copper 35.2-Sliver
12.S-Zinc 9.3/, Sheet, Strip, Rod, and
Tubing_ Specification for 12/18/1963
IOH01764 08-01
STRIPPING
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Wire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
STROBE




Steel, Structural, Lou Alloy, High Yield
Strength_ Specification for, 03/25/64
Amendeent 1, 05/25/65
MSFC-SPEC-2S2 08-01
Structural, Thermal Control, and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
S-625-REL-0110 05-01
Structural Subsystem Descriptive Specification




Wiring, and Checkout, 10/03/63
12-7 04-01
STRUCTURE
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipeent_ Standard for
02/07/1962
MSFC-STD-181 08-01
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles t
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,
Specification for, 02/28/63, Amendment 1,
02/26/64
MSFC-SPEC-250 08-01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
S-320-AT-O001 05-01
Interstege Structure and Separation Nechanism
S-623-0A0-0015 05-01
Structures Subsystems Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-2 05-01
Inters,age Structure and Separation Mechanism
Design Specification for Orbiting
Astrononical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-15 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
S-625-REL-0111 05-01




Relay t Special Purpose /NagnetJc Latch/, 2B
Volts, Direct Current_ 4 Pole Double
Thrum, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Tug Stud Mounting, SaLP-6-28Aw 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-S39/28A 08-01
STUDENT
School of Reliability and Quality Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Handbook
ARC-RQA-7 02-01
STUDY
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experlments_ Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05-01
Procurement Speciflcetion for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-1 05-01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-2 05-01
Procurement Speclficntion for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-8 05-01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-A080-0001 05-01




Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
S-731-P-21 05-01
Hlcrocireuit Sterilization Evaluation and
Application Study, 7/12/66
ZPP-2123-GEN 11-01
Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequenc_ Signals 10-03






Subcarrier Indicator and Calibration System
ES0-106023 09-03
Frequency Nodulation Subcarrler Discriminator
ESD-106032 09-03
Performance Specification for Data Sub-Carrier
Oscillators
S-500-P-O009 05-01
Specifications for Tunable Telemetry




Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrier Oscillatory High Frequencg
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
Oscillatory Subcarriert Narrowbandl
Specification for1 12/14/64y E0-11 10/27/651
EU-2y 12/30/651EO-3y 07/06/66
50N800328 08-01
Oscillatory Widebandt Subcarrierl Specification
for1 04/20/65t EO-3y 07/14/651 E0-41
07/14/65t EO-5 t 07/15/65, EO-8, 12/30/65
50N60037B 08-01




Pulse Code Nodulation Subcomeutatort
Portable Data Gathering Sgstem
ESD-106115 09-03
SUBLINING
Subliming Coating Compounds I Preparation end
Application of t Specification for 06/12/1964
HSFC-SPEC-203A 08-01
SUBNITTAL
Data Submittal Documentationy Contractor1
Preparation of 12/18/1963
HSFC-STD-263A 08-01
Computation and Submittal of Component Test
Statistics1 2/03/65
ZPP-2040-GEN-D 11-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programsy 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Documentation Cross Reference Index 1




Sub-Multiplexer Assembly1 Remoter Digital I
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1953
50N60011 08-01
Submultiplexerl Assembly1 Remote Digitaly
Specification fort 08/18/641EO-ly
10/13/64, EO-21 11/04/641EU-3y 12/16/64t
ED-4, 01/29/65t E0-51 07/20/65y E0-61
07/20/651EO-7y 07/20/651EO-8y 07/20/65t
50M60018A 08-01
Submultiplexer Assembly t Analogy Remote t Lom-
Level1 Model 1021 Specification fort
10/28/641EU-11 12/16/641EO-2t 07/27/651
E0-31 07/27/65t £0-41 01/04/861 E0-51
01/17/661EO-Ty 07/05/66
50H60202 08-01
Subeultiplexer Assembly I Analogy Remotey High-
Level t Node] 1011 Specification for t
10/30/641 E0-11 12/16/641 E0-21 07/14/651
EO-31 07/14/65t E0-41 01/04/661 E0-5t
01/04/66t E0-6 t 07/05/66
50H80203 08-01




Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0153 05-01
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-0006 05-01
Nimbus Amplifier, Coarse Sun Sensor
S-650-NI-0007 • 05-01
SUPER
Steel, Corrosion Resistant and Super Allogt
Bars t Shapes, and Forgings /Premium
Ouality/t Specification for1 05/15/631
Amendment 41 08/19/681QPL-145-11 02/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-145A 08-01
SUPPLIER
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of




Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Hethods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh
Neasuring Systems t 08/10/66
NSFC-PROC-195A 08-01
Voltage Supply, Neasuring, Acceptance
Checkout1 Procedure for 11/03/1984
NSFC-PROC-29OA 08-01
Voltage Supplyt Naster Neasuringy Acceptance
Checkout1 Procedure for 11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Power Supply1 Pulse Code Nodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station1 Specification fop 08/15/1963
NSFC-SPEC-306 08-01
Preservation1 Packaging1Handlingy and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipmentt General Standard for
03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343 08-01
Pouer Supply1 56 Volt Direct Current1 Nodal
21 Acceptance Checkouty Procedure for
11/02/1964
HSFC-PROC-431 08-01
Direct Current Power Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-13 05-01
Direct Current Power Supply 50 Ampere 10
Volts
S-553-P-14 05-01
Pomer Supply SubsNstem Design Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-6 05-01
Pouer SuppIN-9 Power Converter
S-623-P-0001 05-01
Geiger Nueller Counter Poser Converter Pouer
Suppiy-lO
S-623-P-0002 05-01
Lamp Power Supply1 2500 Watt t Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolab Nodei 2500-L
S-630-P-0151 05-01
Specification for Lamp Pover Supply
S-630-P-0165 05-01
Solar Purer Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0088 05-01




Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nimbus B Solar Conversion Pouer
Supply Subsystem
S-652-P-1 05-01
Hinimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Amplifier/Supply 10-03
Hinimum Salient Characteristics for Power
Supply1 12/04/64 /PR 45618-2/
10-03
Regulator and Heater Assembly1 Gas Bearingy
Gas Supply, ST-gUt Specification for
01/25/831 EO-2 03/27/63
10HO1446A 08-01
Regulator and Heater Assemblyt Gas Bearing
Gas Supplyy Specification fury 05/13/64y
E0-2 07/07/64, EO-3 08/25/641 EO-4
01/19/85, EO-5, 10/13/65
10N018818 08-01
Power Supply Set1 3-Phase1 60-Kilomatty
60-Cycles Per Second1 Specification for
05/18/1964
40NOO203A 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 56-Voltl
50-Ampere1 Specification fury 02/28/641
EO-lt 06/22/64
40N00205 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct 28-Volti 50-Ampere1
Specification fury 02/28/64y EO-1 06/22/64
40H00206 08-01
Power Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volty
lO0-Amperet Specification fort 02/28/641
EO-1 06/22/64
40N00207 08-01
Pouer Supply Set1 Direct Current 28-Voltl
250-Amperey Specification fury 02/28/64 t
EO-lt 06/22/64
40H00208 08-01
Pouer Supply Set, Direct Current 28-Volty
500-Ampere1 Specification fury 02/28/641
ED-1 06/22/64
40H00209 08-01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supply Buses1 Standard fory 7/14/66
40HOO376A 08-01
Filtert Presamplingy and Poser Supply1
263
SURFACE SUBJECT INDEX
Hodifledt Subessemblgt Specification for,
03102165, EO-3, 06/25/65, EO-4, 06/25/65,
EO-5, 06/25/65, EO-6_ 10/27/65_ E0-79
11/05/65, EO-8, 01/05/66_ EO-9_ 06/22/86,
50N60208A 08-01
Power Supply, Direct Currentj 56 Volt_
Specification for, 09/03/64, EO-1 01/13/65_
E0-2 01/15/65_ go-3 03/26/65
50M60223 08-01
Faster Heasuring Voltage Power Supplyj 5
Volts_ Direct Current, Specification for
12/02/1964
50N60228 08-01
Power Supply, 300 Milliamperes9 12 Volts
Direct Current, Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition System Receiving
Station_ Specification for 06/08/1965
50H60246 08-01
Power Supply, One Amperet 12 Voltst Direct
Current_ Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition SNstea Receiving Station,
Specification for 06/11/1965
50M60247 08-01
Power Supply, 1.5A_ 36 VDC_ SS/FH
Demultiplexer, Specification for_ 8/31/65
50H60311 08-01
SURFACE
Pre-Treatment /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
MSC-Q-3 09-03
Apollo Spacecraft Fluid SNstems Surface
NSC-SPEC-C-7 09-03
Decals, Elastomeric Pigmented Films, for Use
on Exterior Surfaces, Specification for
10/07/1964
NSFC-SPEC-410 08-01
Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0025 05-01
Data Requirements for Soil Mechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Model/w 4/04/66
SAS-505Og-GEN-A 11-01
SURVEY
Ames Research Center Quality and Reliability
Survey Checklist
ARC-RQA-6 02-01
Weight/Performance Hanegement Survey Manual
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-6006/, 8/15/65
CN 017-041-1 00-02
Electrical Power Management Survey Manual









Terminals Bifurcated and Turret t Swage Type
and Standoff_ Insulated Screwtypet
Terminals, Solder Pot_ Suage Type
07/01/64, Amendment 2, 10/05/64
HSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
SWAGED








Data Switch Panel Aasembly_ Pulse Code
Modulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station_ Specification
for 08/08/1963
NSFC-SPEC-299 08-01
Welded Nodule_ Series 300_ Analog Switch
ISW-11 III0411963
HSFC-SPEC-32512 08-01
Specifications for Four-Port Coaxial Transfer
Switch
S-530-P-0012 05-01
Carnarvon. Australia Switch Gear Specification
S-532-P-0034 05-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches
/HI-REL/, 11/30/65
ZPH-2253-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches_
2115166
ZPP-2753-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches, 5/25/66
2PQ-2452-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Switches_ 2/25/66
ZPQ-2453-GEN 11-01
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rotary
Thumbwheel Switch Assemblye 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/ 10-03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Switch
Assemblies, 03/10/64 /PR 90135-1/
10-03
Switch_ Pressure_ Thrust OK, H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10H01011 08-01
Switch_ High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10N01026 08-01
Pressure Suitch_ 750 Pounds Per Square lnch,
Reliability Test Requirements_ 04/01/1961
10fl01027 08-01
Switch Assembly, LOX_ Levelt Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10M01028 08-01
Pressure Switch, Fuel Container9 Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10M01036 08-01
Switch Assembly, LOX Pressurizing and Relieft
Reliability Test Requirements 09/19/1961
10M01037 08-01
Switch Assembly, Emergencyt LUX Vent,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10N01038 08-01
Pressure Suitch. LOX Differential Step,
Reliabilitw Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10M01043 08-01
Switch_ Asseebly_ Fuel Step Pressure,
Reliability Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01046 08-01
Switcht Absolute Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01047 08-01
Pressure Suitch, 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravity_ OK, Reliability Test
Requirements, 04/06/1961
10N01049 08-01
Switch Assembly9 Fuel Level. Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10N01058 08-01
Switch, Hwpergolic Igniter Nonitorw H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements, 06/09/1961
10N01369 08-01
Switches, Electrical, Toggle, Rotary_
Pushbutton and Associated Hardware.
Specification for 04/30/1962
10H01585 08-01
Switchw Absolute Pressure, Specification for
04/04/62, EO-1 11/07/62
10N01613 08-01
Switch, Thermal, Hydraulic, Specification for
0711711962
10H01628 08-01
Switch Assembly, Pressuret Fuel Pressurizing,
Specification for 08/16/1963
10M01735 08-01
Reset end Calibration Procedure, X-16 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /Meletron Model
R4151/, 07/11/62
14-4 04-01
Switch t Motor-Driven, Power Trunsfer_
Specification for, 10/05/65
40N21010 08-01
Switch Selector, NOD I and MUD IIe Checkout
Procedure for_ 06/11/65, EO-1, 08/13/65w
EO-2, 09/30/651EO-3, 10/04/66
50Nl1548 08-01
Switch, Coaxialt Specification for. 01/28/66
50N60242A 08-01
Data Switch Panel Assembly. Specification for,
11104165
50M60252 08-01





Suitcht Assembliest Liquid Levelt
Specification for9 07/13/60t EO-1 12/01/60
10419914 08-01
Switcht LOX Pressurizing and Relieft
Specification fort 01/12/62t EO-lt 05/15/62
10419931A 08-01
Svitch t LDX Vent and EmergencNt Specification
for, 01/17/62t ED-1, 05/15/62
10419932A 08-01
Switcht Pressuret Fuel Containert
Specification for 01/15/1962
10419936A 08-01
Smitchest Pressuret Night Lowt Specification
fort 12/20/60t EO-1At 07/12/61t EO-2t
07/14/61
10419943 08--01
Switch Assembly, LOX Step Pressure_
Specification fort 08/02/61t EO-lt 11/01/61
10419949 08-01
Switch Assemblyt Fuel Step Pressuret
Specification fort 06/07/61t EO-1, 11/01/61,
EU-2, 01/25/62
10419955 08-01
Smitcht Absolute Pressure_ Specification fort
11/08/60, EO-1At 09/12/61, EO-2t 05/12/61
10419956 08-01
SNITCHER
Specifications for Ten-by-Ten Video Switcher
/PR 14379-1/ 10-03
SNITCHGEAR
Specification for Switchgeart Hojave Test
Statlont Barstowt California
S-532-P-0035 05-01
Specification for Modifications to Switchgeart
Electrical Components and Nee Diesel
Generator Setst Data Acquisition Facilitvt
Santlagot Chile
S-532-P-0038 05-01
Specification for Smltchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Poser
Plant
S-532-P-0039 05-01
Specification for $wttchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0040 05-01
Swltchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-1 05-01
Switchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokee
Park Statlont Hawaii
5-532-P-6 05-01
Bermuda Smitchgear and Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-8 05-01




Specification for Coaxial Switching Matrix
S-530-P-0025 05-01
Solid State Switching Network
S-534-P-3 05-01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Smitching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmium
Cells
S-630-P-0167 05-01
Specifications for Video Seitching Amplifier
/PR 13456-1/ 10-03
SNITCHLIGHT




Graphical Symbols for Drawings- Part It
Electrical and Logic Symbolst 02/01/64
KSC-STD-152-1 10-01
Graphical Symbols for Drawings- Part 2t
Mechanical Symbolst 07/01/64
KSC-STD-152-2 10-01
HechanicaI S_mbols t Standard fort 02/14/64t
Amendment It 12/18/64
NSFC-STD-162A 08-01
Electrical Symbolst Standard for 09/28/1964
HSFC-STD-352 08-01
Logic Functionst Symbols and Definitionst




Digital Signal Synchronizer, Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stationt Specification
for 01/05/1965
MSFC-SPEC-304A 08-01
Tlmert 40 Secondt Component Selectiont Time
and Temperature Compensating t 06/10/65
NSFC-PROC-453A 08-01
Specification for a Bit S_nchronlzer and Signal
Conditioner
S-522-P-0013 05-01
Interrogation Recording and Location Subsystem
/IRLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Synchronizer
S-731-P-39 05-01




Digital Data Recording and Sgnchronizlng
Sgstem /Digital Data Recording and




Specifications for Frequencg Sgnthesizer
S-530-P-0011 05-01
SYNTHETIC
Synthetic Rubbery Age Control oft Standard for







Tagging of Saturn Vehicle Non-Flight Itemst
Procedure fort 01/22/63t EO-1 08/07/63
10M01678 08-01
TAGS
Tsgst Identification t Saturn Environment




Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Assemblvt Specification for 10/31/1961
10N01293 08-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ end Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn g Vehiclet Specification for
0811311963
95H01301 08-01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC




Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized,
Etched Foil/ /Style KCL21/_ 03/10/66
KSC-C-IO7A 10-01
Capacitorst Flxedt Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Stwle KCL23/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-108 10-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Tantalum /Polarlzedt Plain
Foil/ /St_le KCL31/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-IOgA 10-01
Capacitorst Fixedt Tantalus /Polarizedt Etched
Foil/ /St_le KCL33/_ 03/10/66
KSC-C-110A 10-01
Capucltorst Fixedt Solidt Tantalum /Style
KCS13/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-111A 10-01
Capacitorst Flxedt Polarlzedt Tantalum Foil
/St_le KCL51 and KCL53/t 08/24/64
KSC-C-113 10-01
Capacltorst Fixed t Tantalum /Polarized t
Slntered-Slug/ /Style KCL65/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-133 10-01
Capacltorst Fixedt Nonsolid Electrolytic
Tantalum /St_le SCS13/t Specification for
06/19/64, EO-I 04/21/65
50N60192 08-01
Capecltorst Fixedt Nonsolid Electrolutic
/Tantalumt Foil and Sintered Slug/t /Stgle





Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil and Slntered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leads, Specification fop /Cover
Sheet to Specification NIL-C-3965/, 4/07/66
50m60361 08-01
Capacitors_ Fixed, Solid ElectrolNte_
Tantalum9 Stgle CS13 with Weldable Leads,













Digital Magnetic Tape Specification
ESD-I06043 09-03
Video Distribution and Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-106088 09-03
Carbon end Silica Fabric Tapes vith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Motor Nozzles,
5/04/64, Amendment l-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GhO-5OllI-GEN-B 11-01
Tape, Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive, for
Preservation end Sealing, Specification for
03/07/1962
NSFC-SPEC-124 08-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center magnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0121 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments It the
Nlnitrsck Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-





National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Tape,
Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0266 05-01
magnetic Computer Tape /800 bpi/
S-533-P-10 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddmrd Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Netvork Facilities
S-537-STD-0266 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer SMstem
S-552-P-0018 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Nideband Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-553-P-0002 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer SMstem
S-553-P-0008 05-01
Specification for a Nmgnetic Tape Recorder
S-553-P-0034 05-01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder Sgstee
8-611-P-2 05-01





Feasibility Prototgpe Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
Standard Instrumentation Negnetic Recording
Tape
X-534-66-180 05-01
Digital Tape Recorder Specification1 03/25/64
/PR 14392-1/ 10-03
Equipment Specifications for Telemetry Tape
Recorder, Saturn ID /PR 42314-1/
10-03
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Recordersy 03/17/65 /PR 94186-1/
10-03
Ninimum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tape Degaussers, 01/04/55 /PR 49003-1/
ZZZ 10-03
Ninlmum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Nagnetic Tape Storage Container, 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/ 10-03
Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit 10-03
Wideband Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
05-01
Tape, Heat-Reflective, Pressure Sensitive,
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Cloth,
Specification for, 02/23/62, 00-1 08/03/62,
EO-2 09/25/52
I0m01597 08-01
Recorder Assembly, Tape /Airborne/, Nodel 101_
Specification for, 10/22/64, EO-I, 12/16/64,
E0-2, 07/14/65, EO-3w 07/14/65j E0-4,
10/27/65, EO-5, 12/04/65, E0-6, 12/04/65,





Tape Recorder/Reproducer AssemblN_ Ground




Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory 5-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-A050-0137 05-01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-050-0137 05-01
TECHNICAL
Requirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Nanueist
2102165
DOO-lO23-GEN 11-01
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic,
Technical, end Final Project Reports9
9122/64
DOO-lO24-GEN 11-01
Technical Specifications for Nodification on
Launch Complexes 34 end 37B for Apollo
Ingress-Egress Sgstem, 05/15/64
KSC-34-370-003 10-01
Technical Writing Guide, Procedures,
Vol. I, 06/15/631Vol. IIA, 04/15/65_
Vole IliA, 10/15/64
NSFC-PRDC-2S9 08-01
Library Technical Support Services Contract
S-252-P-1 05-01
Godderd Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus
B-SNAP-19 SNstem
5-450-N1-2 05-01
Specification for Nenned Space Flight
Technical Procedure-! Pulse Code
Nodulation S_stem
S-550-P-O001 05-01
Preparation end Acceptance of Technical Ranuals
S-S52-GEm-O010 05-01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar QbservatorM /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-ADSO-O001 05-01
Goddurd Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus B/
System for Nuclear Auxiliary Poeer-19
Sgstem
S-652-NI-2 05-01
A Eoresight Uptics end Monitoring SMstem-
Technical Exhibit, 03/23/64 /PR 14390-1/
10-03
Doppler Digitizing Svstee- Technical Exhibit t
12/04/64 /PR 43997-1/ 10-03





Technical Exhibitt 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
10-03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator System- Technical Exhibit
10-03
Small Diameter Antenna System- Technical
Exhibit9 06/29/64 /PR 26755-1/
10-03
Technical Exhibit for Frequency Nodulation/
Frequency Modulation Demultiplexing
Equipment 10-03
Technical Exhibit for Low Distortion Radio
Frequency Multicoupler_ 01/14/55
/PR 49717-1/ 10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain
Propagation Anomalies in Flight Radio
Frequency Signals 10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Telemetry Calibration
Generator_ 04/29/65 /PR 95730-3/
10-03
Technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency
Antenna System, 12/30/64 /PR 49002-1/
10-03
Technical Requirements for Proposals
/K-EF3-TPR-1/ 10-03
Technical Requirements for Cost Proposals-
Appendix C /KR-EF3-54-2/
10-03
Technical Specification for el-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
10-03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable, Type $4C/20 v 06/15/54
10-03
Technical Specifications for the Datakor
System 10-03
Technical Specifications for Probability
Density Analyzer 10-03
Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit 10-03
Universal Inter-Reck Cabling System
/K-EF3-64-10/ 11/15/64 10-03
Saturn Technical Information Handbook,
Preparation and Publication of t Standard for
05/21/1965
lONO1762A 08-01
Quality Control of Technical Nanualst
Procedure for 02/15/1965
10M01792 08-01




A Research, Design and Development Program
Providing Modularizatlon Concepts,
Techniques and Circuitry for Use in
Nondissipative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0136 05-01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
S-632-P-0100 05-01
TECHNOLOGICAL
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of a Tmo-Channel
Honopulse Antenna System
S-525-P-0039 05-01
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate System /ATSR/
S-531-RR-0004 05-01
TECHNOLOGY
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technology Satellite Program
S-2-0000 05-01
Advanced Technology Satellite-Mojave 40-Foot
Antenna
S-531-P-1A 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Rosman II
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-531-P-15A 05-01
Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable
Terminal Utility Trailer Specification
S-533-P-5 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Nodulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-OOO6 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description and
Requirements
S-620-ATS-0012 05-01
Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Mission
S-731-P-54 05-01
Applications Technology Satellite Project
Specification for Multiplex Equipment
05-01
TEFLON
Pre-Treatnent /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
MSC-Q-3 09-03
Polytetrafluoroethylene /Teflon/ Molded end
Extruded Partst Sheetst Rods, and Tubing,
Specification for, 07/20/62, Amendment 1,
09/20/65
NSFC-SPEC-236 08-01
Wirer Electricalt Teflon Insulated, High








Specification for a Lom Pomer Pulse Code
Modulation Telemeter
S-621-P-0002 05-01
Calibrator Assemblies_ Telemetert Model 2t
Part Numbers 50N12011-1 and 50R12011-3,
Bench Checkout, Procedure for 01/09/1964
50N50012 08-01
Telemeter Calibratort Model I, Acceptance
Testy Procedure for 09/09/1963
50M60013 08-01
Telemeter Calibrator Assembly, Model I t
Specification for 09/09/1963
50N60017 08-01
Calibrator Assembly, Telemeter Model 1I
and IIA, Specification for, 03/15/66t
EO-6t 07/06/66
50NSOO26B 08-01
Antenna S_stemt Telemeter t Hodel 219 t Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50N60144 08-01
Top Deck Assembly, Single Sideband
Telemeter, Specification for, 09/28/54 t
EO-lt 12/11/64, EO-2t 07/15/65t EO-3,
07/28/65, ED-4t 10/05/65t ED-5t 10/27/65t
EO-6_ 05/13/66
50N60210 08-01
Pomer and Control Assemblyt Telemeter
Calibrator, Specification for t 7/20/65,
EO-I_ 7/06/66
50N60284 08-01
Top Deck Assemblyt Single Sideband




National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Magnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0121 05-01
Node! PPT-1 Telemetering Set
S-616-P-0001 05-01




Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry System
ESD-106013 09-03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System






Telemetry Receiving Station_ Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsysteat Specification for 09/20/1963
NSFC-SPEC-313 08-01




TELEHETRY CONT SUBJECT INDEX
Telemetry Patch Panel Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0213 05-01
Telemetry Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-514-P-1 05-01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01
Specification for m Developmental CoBb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Teleeetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
S-522-P-0012 05-01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0202 05-01
400 Megacycle/136 Megacycle Auto-Track and
Telemetry Receiver Specification for Rosman
85-Foot Antenna
S-523-R0-0001 05-01
Hydraullcally-Driven Yagi Telemetry Arrav
S-531-P-4 05-01
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facility, Goldstone, California
S-532-P-7 05-01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Hultiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-0042 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
System_ Type I Single Channel, T_pe
[I Dual Channel
S-553-P-1 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiver, Type
I Single Channel
S-553-P-2 05-01
Very High Frequency Telemetr_ Receivert Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-3 05-01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder Systee
S-511-P-2 05-01
Spacecraft Trackingy Telemetry, and Command
Subsystem
S-625-REL-0140 05-01
Telemetr_ and Command Antenna Group
S-625-REL-0141 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
S-625-REL-0144 05-01
Project Relay performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-REL-0145 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Relay Spacecraft Telemetry Measurements
List
S-625-REL-0146 05-01
Nimbus B Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry
Subsystem
S-653-P-6 05-01
Medium Resolution Infrared /HRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-18A 05-01
Equipment Specification- Telemetry
Demodulation System for Saturn 10, Complex
34 10-03
Equipment Specifications for Telemetrv Tape
Recorder, Saturn IB /PR 42314-1/
10-03
Procureeent Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Telemetry Receiver
10-03
Specifications for a Telemetry Multicoup|er
10-03
Specifications for Tunable Telmmetr V
Subcarrler Discriminator /PR 13577-1/
10-03
Technical Exhibit for a Telemetry Calibration
Generator, 04/29/65 /PR 96730-3/
10-03
Telemetry Assesblvt Single Sldeband Airborney
Specification fort 10/19/64, EO-1
12/11/64t EO-2, 03/23/65t EO-3t 04/30/65t
EO-4t 07/28/65: EO-5t 10/05/65t EO-6 t
11/05/65, EO-7t 12/10/65t EO-8t 01/26/66t
50MSOOO2B 08-01
Test Methods for Vehicle Measuring and
Telemetry Electronic Partst Asseabliesy and
Subsystemst Standard fort 06/22/66
5OH60O05B 08-01
Telemetry Assemblvt Single Side-bandt
A/rbornet Specification for 01/31/1964
50M60010A 08-01
Telemetry Oscillator Assembly, Model Bt
Specification for 09/11/1963
50N60019 08-01
Telemetry Oscillator Asseablyt Model At
Specification for 09/11/1963
50M60020 08-01
Tranmaittert Teleeetrvt Solid Statet Frequency
Modulated /Very High FrequencV/t
Specification for, 02/09/65, EO-lt 05/17/65,
EO-2y 07/15/65, EO-3, 07/15/65t EO-4y
01/05/66t EU-5, 07/06/66
50M600390 08-01
Dividert Pomert Telemetry Antennat
Specification fort 07/26/65
SOM60042A 08-01
Antenna, Telemetry, Model 213t Specification
fort 07/22/65
50M60045A 08-01
Transeittert Telemetrvt Vacuum Tube or Hvbridt
Frequency Modulated /Ver b High Frequency/,
Specification for, 07/08/64t EO-lt 05/17/65t
E0-2, 07/15/65, EO-3y 07/16/65t Ei}-4y
10/05/65, EO-St 01/05/66t EO-6t 07/06/66
50H60072& 08-01
Oscillator Asseablvy Teleeetryt Model Clt
Specification fort 02/23/66
50HaO100A 08-01
Telemetry Oscillator Asseablyy Models AI and
A2t and A3, Specification fort 02/26/65t
EO-Sy 07/14/85, EU-6t 07/14/65, E0-7,
08/16/65y EO-8t 07/28/65t EO-9t 10/05/65t
EO-IOt 12/10/65t EO-11, 07/06/66
50H60101A 08-01
Oscillator Asseeblvt Telemetryy Model Bit
Specification tory 02/23/66
50MSO102A 08-01
Telemetry Assembly, Single Sldeband t Airborney
Acceptance Testy Procedure for 03/03/1964
50H60103 08-01
Transeittert Teleaetrgt Solid Statet Frequenc_
Modulated /Very High Frequenc¥/t
Specification fort 12/10/64t EO-lt 05/17/65t
EO-2t 10/05/65t EO-3y 07/15/65, EO-4t
O1/05/66t EO-5, 07/06/66
50H60230 08-01
Antenna Teleaetryt Model 219_ Specification
fGr, 01/28/66
50H60240A 08-01
Diuldert Power, Telemetryy Model 221t
Specification fort 02/01/66
50M602550 08-01
Radio Frequency Telemetry Assembliesy Pulse
Code Modulated, Specification fort
11/17/66
50M60263A 08-01
Antennat Teleeetrvt Model 223t Specification
fort 02/28/66
50M60264A 08-01
Couplert Radio Frequency Tmleaetryy
Specification for, 01/01/66
50NSO278A 08-01
DC to DC Convertert Telemetry Calibrator,
Specification fort 3/29/86t EO-2t 7/06/66
50M60283A 08-01
Dividert Pomert Telemetrvt Model 607 t
Specification for, 02/14/66
50H60289B 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Telemetry Electronic Partsy
Assemblies, and Subsvmteasy Standard fort
6/26/66
50H6303A 08-01
PCM Telemetry Receiving Station 50M69803-1
Specification fort 12/17/65
50N60316 08-01
Radio Frequency Assamblvt Nodal IIIt
Telemetrgt Pulse Code Modulated t Ultra
High Frequencyy Specification for, 9/09/66
50M60320 08-01
Transeltter, Teleeetrgy Frequency Hodulatedy





Filter, OHF Telemetry, Specification for,
9/01/66
50M60393 08-01
Coupler, Radio Frequency, Telemetry,
Specification fort 9/01/66
50M50394 08-01
Coupler, Directional, Telemetry Nodal 226,
Specification fort 9/01/66
50M60396 08-01




Deep Space Network Teletype Format, 7/22/54
BCC-5OSO5-GEN 11-01
TELEVISION
Closed Circuit Television System /Merritt
Island Launch Area/
ESD-IO6080 09-03
Closed-Circuit Television System for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106106 09-03
Goddard Space Flight Center Closed Circuit
Television Operating Equipment and
Accessories
S-250-P-0001 05-01
Closed Circuit Television System for AN/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-12 05-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Hodel/,
4/04/66
SAS-SO512-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Model/,
4/04/66
SAS-50513-GER-A 11-01
Surveyor Television Instruments, 5/16/66
SAT-50570-GER 11-01
High Reliability Nonochrone Closed Circuit
Television Camera, 12/17/65
10-03
Hinieue Salient Characteristics for Television
Honitor, 02/25/65 /PR 54947-1/
10-03
System,Television, Closed-Circuit, Four-
Caeera, Specification for 05/20/1964
40H00217 08-01
Antenna, Television, Node] 402, Specification
for, 07/22/65
50M60044A 08-01
Camera, Television, Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50M60047 00-01
Transmitter, Television, Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50H60049 08-01
Decoder, Television Sequence, Ground Support
Equipeent, Specification for 06/15/1964
50H60053 08-01
Vleuing Unit, Television, Ground Support
Equipment, Specification for 05/28/1964
50H60055 08-01
Viewing Unit, Television, Single Channel,
Ground Support Equipment, Specification for
06/15/1964
50M60125 08-01
Study Unit, Television, Standard for
05/28/1964
50M60126 08-01
Decoder, Television Test Set, Sequence,
Specification for 04/30/1964
50860127 08-01
Antenna System, Television, Model 402,
Checkout, Procedure for, 3/10/65
50H60143 08-01
Video Programmer, Television, Specification for
12/01/1964
50M60221 08-01
Transmitter, Television, S Band System,
Specification for, 2/04/86
50M60243 08-01




Hose Assemblies, Flexible, Hydraulic, Medium
and High Pressure, High Temperature,
Specification for, 01/18/63, Amendment 2,
05/20/64
HSFC-SPEC-116 08-01




Specifications for the Developnent of a Low
Temperature, High Voltage Thermionlc Energy
Conversion Syatew
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts, 7/26/65
ZPP-2126-GER 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEM-A 11-01
Sensor, Temperature, Cooling System,
Specification for, 04/16/62, EO-1 12/04/63
10H01579 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, Two-Component,
Lom-to-Moderate Tenperature Resistant,
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/15/62, EO-I 08/03/62
10M01587 08-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubber, One-Component,
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistant,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 01/16/62, ED-I 08/03/62
10M01588 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, Specification for, 01/16/62, EO-I
08103/62
10M01589 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 02/02/62t EO-1 08/03/62
10M01595 08-01
Control Assembly, Temperature, Specification
04/16/62, EO-I 07/06/62, EO-2 06/03/63,
EG-3 08/28/63
10M01604 08-01
Sensor_ Temperature_ Cooling System_
Specification for, 04/16/62, ED-1 06/28/62
10H01626 08-01
Control Assembly, Temperature, Specification
for, 04/16/62, EO-1 05/22/63, gO-2
08/28/63
10N01630 08-01
High Temperature Yiring and Soldering,
09/27/63
12-3 04-01
Temperature Transducer Assembly, Resistance
Type 8, Specification for 07/22/1964
50H60080 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Thermistor9 Type
II, Specification for 04/14/1965
50MGOO89& 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Resistance t Type
17, Specification for 03/02/1965
50M60181 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Thermistor, T_pe
15, Specification for 04/20/1965
50M60212 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assemblg_ Resistance Type 3_
Specification for 06/28/1965
50H60213 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Thermistor, Type
13, Specification for 05/03/1965
50H60214A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Resistance Type
10, Specification for 11/13/1964
50N60215 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembl_, Thermistor Type
15, Specification for 04/21/1965
50M60216& 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly, Thermocouple, Type
35, Specification for 03/19/1965
50N60234 08-01
Temperature Gauge Aasemblg_ Thermocouple, Type
269
TERN SUBJECT INDEX
55, Specification for9 06110/65
50NGO304A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Assembly9 Thermocouplet Type
54t Specification fort 5/10/55
50M60309 08-01
Re_letort Fixedt Precisiont Wire Wound /High
Temperature/t Type SX063 with Weldable
Leadsw Specification fort 8/12/66
50M60381 08-01
Wire, Electrical, Teflon Insulated, High










North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipmentt Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106098 09-03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106099 09-03
Terminal Facility Layout for Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-1061O4 09-03
Terminal-Cable Assemblies t Swaged T_pet
Specification for 04/20/1962
HSFC-SPEC-209 08-01
Terminals_ Installation of w Procedure for
06/07/63t Amendment It 12/15/63
NSFC-PRGC-274 08-01
Terminals Bifurcated and Turret, Svage T_pe
and Standoff, Insulated Screwtype t
Terminals, Solder Pot, Swage Type
07/01/64 t Amendment 21 10/05/66
HSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
Advanced Technolog_ Satellite Transportable
Terminal Utility Trailer Specification
S-533-P-5 05-01
Terminal Boards_ Fabrication of t 8/16/60 t
Amendment 1-B t 1/23/64
20028-GEN-B 11-01
TERMINATION
Potting and Holding Electrical Cable Assembly
Terminationst 11/22/65
KSC-STD-132 10-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminationst Safet_ Wiringt and Connectors_
09/30/63
12-2 04-01








Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facilit_ Standard Subsgatem Test
Procedurest 7/16/64
DOO-lO21-GEN 11-01
Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-I06008 09-03




Electrical Prototype Digital Teat Command
System
ESD-ZOTOA5 09-03
Digital Test Coemand System iOn-Board/
ESD-106092 09-03
Apollo Test Plan for Launch Support Equipment
Engineering Division, Revised, 12/10/65
KDIA0132 10-01
Design, Fabrleation_ and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Instrumentation
Unit, Project Apollo, 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-P-O001 10-01
Test Reports, Preparation oft 06/05/65
KSC-STD-128 10-01
Test Procedure, Preparation oft 10/05/65
KSC-STD-129 10-01
'Environmental Test Methods for Ground
Support Equipment Installations at John F.
Kennedy Space Center t 09/17/64
KSC-STD-164 10-01
Mariner, Flight Equlpeentt Electron Radiation
Test for Qualitv of Assembly Irradiation By




Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
Environmental Criteria and Test
Specification
HSC-GSE-1B 09-03
Preparation of Test Reports Standard
NSC-STD-lO3 09-03
Preparation of Test Plans Standard
NSC-STD-105 09-03
Preparation of Test Procedures Standard
HSC-STD-107 09-03
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laboratorg and Space Environment Effects
Laboratory Test Procedures
NSC-STD-109 09-03
Sequencer, Flightm Acceptance Testy Procedure
for 07/15/1963
NSFC-PROC-285 08-01
Sequencert F|lghtv Slave Unitt Acceptance
Testt 07/18/63t Amendment It 12/16/63
HSFC-PROC-291 08-01
Exploding Brldgevire /EBW/ Destruct System
Controllert Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
MSFC-PROC-374A 08-01
Range Safetyt System Controllert 40H32016t
Acceptance Testy 10/14/65
HSFC-PRDC-382B 08-01
Leak Test Compounder LOX Compatiblet
Specification for 05/05/196A
NSFC-SPEC-384 08-01
Qptical Tooling Instrumentst Calibration and
Testy 10/24/66
NSFC-PROC-440 08-01
Timer_ 40-Secondt Acceptance Testy 06/10/65
NSFC-PROC-452A 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Atlas-Agenat
Thor-Agena9 or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
/A I M P/Spacecraft
S-320-AIHP-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification and Test Plan
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-O001 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Alouette B
Spacecraft System Tests
S-320-AL-0901 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
S-320-AT-0001 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6A
Subassemblies
S-320-AT-0003 05-01
Environmental qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-0101 05-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated b_ Delta Space
Vehicle-3C end Thor-Augmented
Launch gahicles /Aileghanev Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification _or
Speoecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated b_ Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicie-3Ft
3G, and 3H/
S-320-D-2 05-01





Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0002 05-01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-3/
S-320-EP-0003 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0004 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, Study of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments_ Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0401 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of Study of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
S-320-EP-0402 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Project
EPE-D Energetic Particles Explorer-D
S-320-EP-0403 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for FR-1
Ver_ Low Frequency Satellite
S-320-FR-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the Gemini
S-9 Muclear Emulsion Experiment
S-320-GE-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification- Componentst
S-74 Interplanetsr_ Nonitoring Platform
S-320-INP-0901 05-01









Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft S_stea Tests
S-320-INP-2 05-01
Environmental Test Specification Nimbus C
Spacecraft S_stem and Subsystem Tests
S-320-NI-1 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory Experiments
S-320-0GU-0101 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer /RAE/ Subsystems
S-320-RAE-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Scout FW-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-S-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for San Narco
/Shotput/ Payloads
S-320-SN-0901 05-01
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Payloads
S-320-SR-1 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments9 United Kingdom
/2/s-5z
S-320-UK-O101 05-01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components and
Experiments_ United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-320-UK-0201 05-01
Environmental Test Plan of the UK-2/S-52
Satellite Program
S-320-UK-0501 05-01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Tests- Components end
Experiments t Distance Heasurlng Equipment
Antenna
S-324-DNE-A-1 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-324-RES-1 05-01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 40-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2_3_ end 4
S-500-P-0019 05-01
Procurement Specification- Relay Test Station
Servo System
S-500-P-0216 05-01
Equipment Packaging Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0218 05-01
Inter-System Niring Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0219 05-01
Noise Figure and Test Signal System
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0222 05-01
Specifications for the Noise Figure and Test
Signal System
S-500-P-0410 05-01
Project Relay Specification- Relay I Test
Station_ Nutley_ Nem Jersey
S-500-P-0450 05-01
Telemetry Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-514-P-1 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0002 05-01
Vertical Freespace Range for Antenna
Performance Test Facility
S-525-P-0006 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0007 05-01
Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
S-525-P-0008 05-01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Goddard Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0032 05-01
Specification for Seitchgear_ NoJave Test
Station, Barstom_ California
S-532-P-0035 05-01
Construction of Closed Optical Test Pad
S-532-P-0045 05-01
Final Test Hethod for Precision Test Fixture
S-550-AP-O001 05-01
Final Test Nethod for Alignment Nirror
Assembly
S-550-AP-OO02 05-01
Noise Figure and Test Signal System
Performance Specification
S-553-P-0022 05-01
Radar Set AN/Mrs-26 /XN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0025 05-01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Model 203 Teltrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0031 05-01
Model 34030 Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0036 05-01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0037 05-01
Data Formatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0041 05-01
Project Relay Test Specification- Relay
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-O102 05-01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
Kingdom-Z/S-52
S-630-UK-0075 05-01








Test Specification and Operators Manual-
Ground Handling Equipment, United
Kingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
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5-630-UK-0098 05-01




Test-and Test Specification for United
Kingdoe-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0100 05-01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0101 05-01
Test Specification and Operatores Manual
Special Test Equipment UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0105 05-01
Nimbus Integration end Test /Niait/
Check-of-Calibration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-O001 05-01
Nimbus Sensorg Subsgstea Debugging Test
Specification /Preliainarg/
S-650-NI-0002 05-01
Weight Center-of-Gravity, Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0003 05-01
Nimbus Control Sub-Sgstem Pacific Missile
Range Pre-Launch Test Set
S-650-MI-0005 05-01
Environmental Exposures and Tests for Nimbus
Satellites /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0017 05-01
Electrical Systems Test for Nimbus A
Prototgpe Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OD19 05-01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Niait/




Systems Test for Nimbus A Prototgpe
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0022 05-01
Paddle Deplogment Test for Nimbus A Prototgpe
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0023 05-01
Vibration Test Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0024 05-01
Subsystem Environmental Test Specification-
Tiros IV, V, and VI
S-650-TI-0001 05-01
Nimbus Infrare_ Interferoneter Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Test and Formatting System
S-653-P-1 05-01
Speciflcntion for the Integration and Test of
Nimbus B Spacecraft
S-653-P-10 05-01








GN-Batterg Test Specification for UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0113 05-01
Computation and Submittal of Component Test
Statistics, 2/03/65
ZPP-2040-GEN-D 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Component Test
Data, 2/01/65
ZPP-2090-GEN-A 11-01
Standard Format for Coding of Resistor Test
Data, 1/24/64
ZPP-2092-GEN 11-01
General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data, 11/30/66
ZPP-2094-GEN-A 11-01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs, 1/08/64
ZPP-2098-GEN 11-0]
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Component Parts, 11/04/66
ZPP-21OO-GEN-A' 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 67412-A/, 10114/65
ZPP-2102-GEN II-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/, 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Varactor Phase 11t
ULO4166
ZPP-2106-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase II/,
2/11/65
ZPP-2107-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase, 2/26/65
ZPP-2108-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2109-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, 12/16/64
ZPP-2110-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2112-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Crystals, 7/20/65
ZPP-2116-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Parts, 9/02/65
ZPP-2117-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethylene Oxide Effects Dn Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/66
ZPP-2118-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Relay Phase,
2/11/65
ZPP-2119-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Linear Microcircuit
/Phase I/, 3131/65
ZPP-2122-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program, Transformers and
Inductorst 12/02/65
ZPP-2124-GEN-A 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Part Design
Appraisal, 10/28/66
ZPP-2125-GEN 11-01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts. 7126/65
ZPP-2126-GEN 11-01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts, 7/12/66
ZPP-2128-GEN 11-01
Frequency Nodule, ion System Test Oscillator,
Specification, 07/15/64 /PR 26764-1/
10-03
Specification for Test Oscillator
/PR 32325-1/ 10-03
Specification for Video Test Generator,
04/08/65 /PR 96679-1/ 10-03
Specifications for a Vibration Test System-
Exhibit II, 03/18/65 /ES3200-0179/
10-03
Gages, Heasuring Devices, Instrumentse Test
Equipment, and Tools, Calibration and
Checking Requirements, 02/15/65
02-2 04-01
Valve, Main LOXt /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Relinbilit9 Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOHOIOOOA 08-01
Valve Assembly9 Hale Fuel, /H-1 Rocket
Englne/t Reliability Test Requirements
06/06/1951
10M01001 08-01
Blender Unit Assembly, Fuel Additive1 /H-1
Rocket Engine/, ReliabilitN Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10H01002 08-01
Duct, Fuel9 High Presaure_ H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10H01003 08-01
Glabal Assemblv, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Rsliabilitv Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10M01004 08-01
Generator Aaseabl¥, Gas, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Ralisbilitv Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10N01005 08-01
Container, Hypargolic Igniter Type FX H-1
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Rocket Engines Reliability Test
Requirements 0511011961
10H01006 08-01
Vulve_ Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/s
H-1 Rocket Enginn_ Reliabilitv Test
Re_quirements 05/26/1961
10R01008 08-01
Ducts Liquid Oxygen_ High Pressures H-1
Rocket Engine_ Reliubi|ity Test
Requirements 0510111961
10M01010 08-01
Suitchs Pressures Thrust OKs H-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10H01011 08-01
Liner LaX Bootstrap: H-1 Rocket Engines
Reliability Test Requirementss Specification
for 04/17/1961
10H01012 08-01
Liner Fuel Bootstrap_ H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 0411511961
10N01013 08-01
Hose_ Flexible_ Blender Filters
/H-1 Rocket Enginels Reliability Test
Requirements 0411911961
10N01014 08-01
Hoses Engine Controls H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 04/2011961
10H01015 08-01
Heater Asseably_ Fuel Additive Blender Units
H-1 Rocket Engines Reliability Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
10H01016 08-01
Manifold Assemblys Lube Drain_ H-I Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
04/20/1961
10H01017 08-01
H-1 Rocket Engines SA-3 Outboards Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10H01018 08-01
Valve Assembly s Ignition t Monitory H-1
Rocket Engines Reliability Test
Requirements 0610111961
10H01019 08-01
Hose Assemblys Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
0510411961
10H01022 08-01
Hoses Assemblys Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engines Reliability Test Requirements
0510411961
10H01023 08-01
Control Valves_Fuel Container Pressurizing_
Reliability _est Requirement 05/2011961
10H01025 08-01
Svitch_ High Pressures Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01026 08-01
Pressure Svitch_ 750 Pounds Per Square Inch9
Reliability Test Requirements_ 04101/1961
10H01027 08-01
Switch Assemblv: LOX_ Levels Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10H01028 08-01
Thermostats Reliability Test Requirements
04/19/1961
10H01030 08-01
Regulatory Air Pressures Reliability Test
Requirements 03/16/1961
10H01031 08-01
Relay Assembl¥s Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10H01032 08-01
Check Valves /1/4-Inch/9 Reliability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10H01034 08-01
Valves Check /3/8-Inch/_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04113/1961
10M01035 08-01
Pressure Svltch_ Fuel Containers Reliability
Test Requirements 09/1211961
10R01036 08-01
Switch Assemblvt LaX Pressurizing and Relief_
Reliability Test Requirements 09119/1961
10H01037 08-01
Smirch Assemblys Eaergency_ Lax Vents
Reliability Test Requirements 0910911961
10H01038 08-01
Control Velve_ Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1981
10M01039 08-01
Control Valves MV-74V_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04101/1961
10H01040 08-01
Bottle Fill end V_nt Valves Relfebllitg
Tes_ Requirements 0410411961
10N01041 08-01
Regulator Assembly0 750 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravitys Reliability Test
Requirenentss 03/31/1961
10M01042 08-01
Pressure Switch9 Lax Differential Step_
Reliability Test Requirements 0311711961
10H01043 08-01
Valves Pressure Regulating_ Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1961
10R01044 08-01
Heater AssembIvs Reliability Test Requirements
06129/1961
10H01045 08-01
Switch_ Asseeblys Fuel Step Pressure_
Reliability Test Requirements 06115/1961
10H01046 08-01
Switchs Absolute Pressures Reliability Test
Requirements 0410111961
10H01047 08-01
Regulators Constant Flows Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1951
10H01048 08-01
Pressure Switchs 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravityt OK_ Reliability Test
Requirementss 04/0611961
10H01049 08-01
Filter Assemblys /3/4-Inch/s Reliability Test
Requirements 04/14/1961
10H01050 08--01
Valve Assmnbly_ Fuel Fill and Drain_
Reliability Test Requirements 0410411961
10H01052 08-01
Filter Assemblys /3/8-Inch/s Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10H01053 08-01
Valve Assemblys LOX-Relief_ Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10H01054 08-01
Valve Assemblys LOX-Vent_ Reliability Test
Requirements
10H01055 08-01
Vmlve_ Check_ Reliability Test Requirements
0410711951
10H01056 08-01
Check Valvew Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1961
10H01057 08-01
Switch Assembly9 Fuel Levels Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10H01058 08-01
Pressure Relief Valves Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1951
10R01059 08-01
Valve Assemblys Fuel Vent_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01060 08-01
Fuel Safety Vnlve_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01061 08-01
Valve Assemblys Preliminary Fuels Reliability
Test Requirements 0410411961
10R01062 08-01
Valve Assembly9 Lax Prelieinar¥_ Reliability
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10R01063 06-01
Valve Assemblvs Lax Fill and Drains
Reliability Test Requirements 0410311961
10H01064 08-01
Check Valves Fuel_ H-1 Rocket Engines
Reliability Test Requirements 0611611961
10H01365 08-01
Check Valve9 Liquid Oxygen_ H-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
0611311961
10H01366 08-01
Check Valve_ LaX Dome1H-1 Rocket Engines
Reliability Test Requirements 06/2811961
10M01367 08-0_
Suitchs Hgpergolic Igniter Monitory H-1





Generator, Gas Assembly, Reliabilitv Test
Requirements 08/25/1961
lOMO144g 08-01
Valve Asseablw, Push Button, Bleed, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliabilit¥ Test
Requirements 08109/1961
10M01450 08-01
Valve Assemblw. Precooling. Check,
Reliabilitw Test Requirements 08/28/1962
10M01667 08-01
Welding. HY-80 Armor Plate Steel. Static
Test Holddown Are. Procedure for 02/26/1953
10H01887 08-01
Saturn XB and Saturn V Mechanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plan. Procedure for. 3/23165
10M01811 08-01
Ullage Motor. S-II Stage. Test Specification
for. 6/23/86, E3-1. 7/22/66
10M01817 08-01
Valve. Single-Solenoid. 2-Wav. 2-Position
/P/N 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification. 12/08166
10M05060 08-01
Valve. Checkw Hydraulic /P/M 204022-191
Qualification Test Specification. 12108/66
10M05072 08-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid. 3-WaV. 2-Position
IPlN 803664-104691 Qualification Test
Specification, 12108166
10M05074 08-01
Manunllg Activated Priasrg Sstterv /HAP 42401
Qualification Test Procedure. 9/29/85
40M00228 08-01
Test Methods for Vehicle Measuring and
Teleaetrv Electronic Parts. Assemblies, and
Subsvsteus, Standard for, 06122166
50MTOOO5B 08-01
Sub-Multiplexer Assembly, Remote. Digital.
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50M80011 08-01
Telemeter Calibrator. Model 19 Acceptance
Test. Procedure for 09/09/1963
50H60013 08-01
Taleuetrv Asseeblv. Single Sideband. Airborne_
Acceptance Testa Procedure for 03/03/1984
50M60103 08-01
Decoder, Television Test Set_ Sequence,
Specification for 0413011964
50H60127 08-01
Decoder_ Instrument Unit Command, Acceptance
Test, ProcedUre for, 7/22/66
50H60153 08-01
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safetv.
Qualification Test Procedure. 4106/66
50M60155 08-01
Decoder. Secure Range Safetv Command.
Acceptance Test Procedure, 8/04166
50M60156 08-01
Command Receiver, RCR 503 Acceptance Test.
Procedure for, 12/05/66
50M60164 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Teleaetrw Electronic Parts,
Assemblies, and Subswsteas9 Standard for.
6126186
50M6303A 08-01
Pouer Amplifier. Radio Frequency. 860 MHz,
Qualification Test Procedure for9 7122/56
50M60331 08-01
Emergency Detection Svstea, Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor Svstea. Test Procedure for
o3/15/1965
50M69931 08-01
Sensor System. Redundant Emergency Detection




Magnetic Field Testing of Subassemblies
ARC-SPEC-351 02-01
Magnetic Field Testing of Lou Magnetism
Spacecraft
ARC-SPEC-352 02-01
PrototMpe Communications Unit Executor end
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Nodules
ESD-I06042 09-03
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Modules
ESD-IO6Ogl 09-03
Qualification Testing of Transformers Pouer.
Four to Eight Kilocvcle Toroidal. 3/29/66
GMI-5054g-GER 11-01
Long Term Coapatibllitv Testing With
HMdrazine. 2/24/66
GHZ-50521-GEM-A 11-01
Pressure Measurement Svstea for Liquid
Propellant Compatibilitv Tasting. 4/22/66
GMZ-50522-GEN 11-01
Inspecting. Testing, and Certlfving Fixed and
Mobile Cranes. Forklifts, Mobile Personnel
Toasts. and Auxlllarv Equipment. 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
Bonds and Grounds Cleaning. Testing and
Protection, 04125/66
KSC-B-155 10-01
Testing Compatibility of Materials for Liquid
Oxvgen Svsteme. 09/16166
MSFC-STD-IO6B 08-01
Hvdraullc Svsteas Components end Hvdraullc
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning,
Testing, and Handling. Procedure for
0811811965
MSFC-PR3C-166C 08-01
Testing, Ultrasonic. Aluminum Allow Plate,
Specification for 12110/1963
MSFC-SPEC-283 08-01
Testing of Welded Modules, Series 3009
Procedure for 09/20/1963
MSFC-PROC-326 08-01
Qualification Testing, Separable Tube
Connectors, 04127/64. Amendment 1.
03/05/65
MSFC-STD-362 08-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsvstem High
Gain Antenna 12E1/_ 2/06167
MVX-50632-FAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Tvpe
Approval Testing Radio SubsMstea High
Gain Antenna /2E1/. 2/06/67
MVX-50637-TAT 11-01
Mariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing S-Band Cevitv Amplifier
/2PAl/, 2/03/67
MVX-50662-FAT 11-01
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-OlOI 05-01
Environments1 Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-O002 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-O004 05-01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0401 05-01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Testing
S-623-0A0-0007 06-01
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-625-REL-0101 05-01
Project ReluM Test Specification- RoIa_
Spauecraft Environmental Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0102 05-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors. 10/26165
ZPQ-2248-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Electromechanical Parts. 7118166
ZPQ-2401-GEM-A 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Low
Frequancg Inductora and Transformers.
4122166
ZPQ-2437-GEN 11-01





Qualification Testing Requirements for Relavs9
12/01/65
ZPQ-2447-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Leud-Screm Actuated/,
;1107166
ZPQ-2449-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements Methods and
Procedures for Translstors9 1/21/66
ZPQ-2451-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches, 5/25/66
ZPQ--2452-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for
smirches, 2/25/66
ZPQ-2453-GEN 11-01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-106 /Testing Coupetibilitv of




Propellant, Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxide
HSC-PPD-2 09-03
THERHAL
Passive Thermal Protection Svsteu
Installation, Procedures for
HSC-PRGC-31 09-03
Material, Unfired, Ceramic, Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heating, R-31,
Specification for, 03/04/63, Amendment 19
06/28/63
HSFC-SPEC-197A 08-01
Huterial, Reuork and Repair for H-31 Thermal




Design, Fabrication, and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Tuelve bv
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-7A 05-01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorv S-18
Specification- ST-$18-11 Thermal Control
S-623-0A0-0011 05-01
Thermal Control Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorv
S-623-0A0-0345-11 05-01
Structural, Thermal Control, and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
S-625-REL-0110 05-01
Nimbus D Attitude Controls Structure and
Thermal Control Subsystem
S-731-P-53 05-01
Requirements for the Eighteen bg Thirtv Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal Svsteu
S-731-P-61 05--01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, Specification for, 01/16/62, EO-1
08/03/62
10H01589 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulation Material, Thermal,
Elevated Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purpose, 02/02/62, EO-1 08/03/62
10H01595 08-01
Silicone Rubber, Insulating Materiel,
Tuo-Couponent, Thermal Curing, General
Purpose, 01131162, EO-1 08116162 , E0-2
10/10/62
10H01696 08-01
Probe, Thermal, Specification for, 02/27164 ,
EO-2 08/21/64
10HO1603A 08-01




Specifications for the Development of a Lea




Temperature Gauge Assemblv, Thermistor, Tvpe
11, Specification for 04/14/1965
50HSOO89A 08-01
Temperature Gaug_ Asseeblv, Thermistor, Tvpe
15, Specification for 04/20/1965
50M60212 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseublv, Thermistor, Tvpe
13, Specification for 05/03/1965
50H60214A 08-01
Teuperature Gauge Assemblv, Thermistor TVpe
15, Specification for 04/21/1965
50H60216A 08-01
THERROCQUPLE
Attaching Theruocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins, Procedure for 09/16/1963
10H01741 08-01
N0n-Structural Thermocouples, Instullation_
Virlng, and Checkout, 10/03/63
12-7 04-01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocouple
Leads and Extensions, Standard for
04/07/i9s4
50H60145 08-01
Temperature Gauge AeeeIUIv, Theruocouple, Tvpe
35, Specification for 03/19/1965
50R60234 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseublv, Thermocouple, Tvpe
55, Specification for, 06/10/65
50H60304A 08-01
Temperature Gauge Asseubl¥, Theruocouple, T_pe
54, Specification for, 6/10/65
50RB0309 08-01
THERROELBCTRIC
Specification for the Analysis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0130 05-01
Specification for Thermoelectric Bonding Studg
S-630-P-0131 05-01
THERMOSTAT
Thermostat, Reliubilltv Test Requirements
04/1g/1961
lOMO1030 08-01
Thermostat, Specification for, 11/08/60,
EO-1, 01/23/61, EO-2_ 04/19/61
10419953 08-01
THICK
Welding, Fusion, Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum AIIov Plate, 2219 For Y Ring,
Procedure for, 02/01/63, EO-1 03/27/63
10HO1648B 08-01
THIN




Fittings, Female Threads /Premium Qualitv/,
Preparation and Lubrication, Procedure for
05/15/1963
HSFC-PROC-238 08-01
Standard Thread Anti-Seize and 0 Ring
Lubricants, Tvpes, Uses, and Control,
09120/62
04-4 04-01




Torque Specification, Threaded Fasteners,
Standard for 07/07/1958
ABMA-STD-18 08-01
Threaded Fasteners, Lubricant Application,
Procedure for 07/12/1962
HSFC-PROC-226 08-01




Relag, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throe, 2At Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hountin9,
$6GH-2-18, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/1B 08-01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throe, 2A! Plug-In_
Tug Hole Flange Mounting, SSGP-2-2B,
08/31/64, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/2B 08-01
Reluv, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe9 IOA, Solder
Hook, Tug Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting_
54GH-1.5-19A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1,
07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/19A 08-01
ReIav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
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Current. 4 Pole Double Throw, 7o5A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S4GH-S-2OA, 04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/20A 08-01
Relag, General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Currentt 4 Pole Double Throw. 1OAt Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting.
S4GH-2-22A, 03/16/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/22A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook. Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting.
S4GH-S.25-23A, 00/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/23A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay. Special Purpose. /Magnetic Lntch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throu. 3At Plug-In, Two One-Hole Ears
Mounting, S4LH-6-27A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/27A 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current. 4 Pole Double
Throw. 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In.
Two Stud Mounting. S4LP-6-28A. 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/28A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose, 28 Voltst Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A. Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mountings
S2GH-S-31B_ 04/01/65. Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B 08-01
Relay, General Purposet 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw. 2At Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
S2GH-6-32A. 04/01/65. Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A 08-01
Relay. General_Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw. 2A.
Plug-In, Twn Hole Flange Hounting,
S2GP-S-33B, 04/01/65. Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/33B 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A. Solder Hook, Tmo Bole
Reverse-Flange Mounting. S2LH-8-41B,
04/01/65, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41B 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-42A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/42A 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2A. Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Mounting. S2LP-D-43D. 04/01/65. Amendment 1.
07/29/$6
NSFC-SPEC-339/43B 08-01
Relay General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook. Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-G-51A. 04/01/65
MSFC-SFEC-339/51A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throm, 2A, Solder
Hook, Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
S2GH-O-52A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/52A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Mounting,
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A,
Plug-In, 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting.
S2GP-6-53B, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/53B 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 26 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throm, 2A.
Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting, S2GP-6-S4A,
04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/S4A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, IOA, Solder
Hook, 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Mounting,
S2GH-3-58A. 04/01/65, Amendment 1. 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/SaA 08-01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw. 2A. Printed
Circuit Board Plug-In, Side Header
Mounting. S2GP-8-59A, 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-S39/59A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A. Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mounting, S2LH-S-61A, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/61A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2A, Solder Hook. Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-D-62A. 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/62A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose Hngnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throm. 2A, Plug-In. 2 One-Hole Emrs
Mounting, S2LP-8-63B, 04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/63B 08-01
Relay. Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, Plain Case Hountln 0.
S2LP-S-64B, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw, IOA. Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting, S2LH-6-68A.
04/01/65. Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throu, 2A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In,
Side Header Hountlng, S2LP-8-69A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/69A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double ThroB. 2A, Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S2GH-7.25-71A. 04/01/65
MSFC-SPEC-339/71A 08-01
Relay. General Purpose. 26 Volts. Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A.
Plug-In. Plain Case Hounting.
S2GP-7.25-73A. 09/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/73A 08-01
Relay, General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hountlng, $2GP-7-74
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw. 2A, 2
One-Hole Ears Hounting, $2GP-7-74
04/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-339/74 08-01
Relag, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting, S2LH-8-81A, 04/01/65.
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
MSFO--SPEC-339/81A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Mounting, S2LH-8-82A. 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
RSFC-SPEC-339/S2A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A. Plug-In. Tun Hole Flange
Mounting. $2LP-8-83 08/31/1964
NSFC-SPEC-339/83A 08-01
Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, _8
Volts, Direct Current. 2 Pole Double




Relay, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/, 28




Throws 2A, Solder Hooky Two Hole Reverse-
Flange Mountings S2LH-8-92As 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/92A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Voltss Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throes 2As Plug-Ins 2 One Hole Ears
Mountings S2LP-8-93As 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/93A 08-01
Relav, Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Volts, Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2As Plug-Ins Plain Case Hauntings
S2LP-8-94As 08/31/64
MSFC-SPEC-339/94A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Magnetic Latch/s 28
Volts, Direct Currents 2 Pole Double
Throe, lOAm Solder Hooky 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Mountings S2LH-6-98As
04/01/65, Amendment ls 0?/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/98A 08-01
Relays Special Purpose /Sensitive/s 28 Voltss
Direct Currents 2 Pole Double Throve 2A,





General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft end Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bv Atlas-Agenas
Thor-Agenas or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
Seitch_ Pressures Thrust OKs H-1 Rocket
Engines Reliabilitv Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10H01011 08-01
Actuator, Thrust Vector Controls Specification
for, 08/17/63, EO-1 09/09/64
10fl01683 08-01
Servoactuator, Mechanical Feed-backs Thrust




Minimum Salient Characteristics for Roterv
Thumbwheel Switch Assemblvl 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/ 10-03
TIME
Deep Space Networks Display end Presentation
of Time and Timing Informationj 4/14/66
DOS-50271-GEN-A 11-01
Tape Recorder/Computer Time Decoder and
Search Unit
ESD-106002 09-03
Specification for • Computer Format Control
Buffer eith Time Decoder
S-522-P-0010 05-01
Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
Svstem Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01





Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitorss 12/05/66
ZPP-2127-GEN-A 11-01
Specifications for Events Per Unit Time/
Timer, 07/23/64 /PR 30915-2/
10-03
Specifications for Time Code Generator
10-03
Time Decoder and Displav S_stem
Specificationss 03/26/64 /pr 14393-1/
10-03
Multiplexer Assemblvs Time Divisions Model




Timer Assemblv, Acceptance Checkout, Procedure
for, 07/16/63, Amendment ls 03/31/64
NSFC-PROC-289 08-01




Timer, 40-Second, Acceptance Testy 06/10/66
HSFC-PROC-452A 08-01
Specifications for Events Per Unit Time/
Timer, 07/23/64 /PR 30915-2/
10-03
TIHIMG
Deep Space Networks Displav and Presentation
of Time and Timing Inforeations 4/14/66
DOS-50271-GEN-A 11-01




Specifications for Apollo Timing System
S-500-AP-O001 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Tieing Svstem /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-0267 05-01
TIN
Cover Sheet to QQ-S-571d /Solder, Tin




Harking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment, Front Panels, and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1984
MSFC-STD-27SA 08-01
TOGGLE
Suitchess Electrlcels Toggles Rotarvs








Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observutory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-823-US0-0001 05-01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar




Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
gire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
Gagess Measuring Devicess Instrueentss Test








Top Deck Assemblvs Single Sldeband
Telemeters Specification for, 09/28/64s
EO-ls 12/11/64, EO-2s 07/15/65s EO-3s
07/28/65, EO-4s 10/05/65s EO-5, 10/27/65,
EO-Ss 06/13/66
50R60210 08-01
Top Deck Assemblvs Single Sldebend




Environmental Test Specification end Test Plan
for S-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
S-320-AL-0001 05-01
Topside Sounder Data Processor
564-78779 05-01
TOROIDAL
Qualification Testing of Transformers Powers
Four to Eight Kiloogcle Toroidels 3/29/66
GMI-50549-GEM 11-01
TORQUE
Torque Specifications Threaded Fastenerss
Standard for 07/07/1958
ABMA-STD-18 08-01
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct





Torque Valves, Threaded Fastener, Standard
for, 1/26/66
10M01718 08-01
Polyurethane Foamy Filling S-1 and S-1B




Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21 Model/_
4104156
SAS-50510-GEN-A 11-01
Data Requirements for Touchdown Dynamic




Inspecting, Testing, and Certifying Fixed and
Mobile Cranes_ Forklifts, Mobile Personnel
Towers, and Auxiliary Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 10-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tower
Equipment
S-525-P-0024 05-01
Functional Specification for Collimation Toeer
Equipeent for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-0029 05-01
Specification for Three Truck Mounted
50-Foot Service Towers
S-532-P-0042 05-01
Specification for Construction of S-Band
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administratione Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facility, Fairbanks,
Alaska
S-532-P-11 05-01
Performance Specification on Collimation Tower
S-553-P-0014 05-01
TRACEABILITY
Ames Research Center Establishment and
Maintenance of Identification to Provide
Article and Record Traceability
ARC-RQA-8 02-01
Workmanship, Marking, Traceability, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01
TRACK
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technology Satellite-Rosman II
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-B31-P-15A 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Minitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-0212 05-01
National Aeronautics and Space Administratlon-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the




Real Time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Rodification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-1 05-01
Specification for a Portable Automatic
Calibration Tracker /PACT/
S-536-P-0003 05-01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Model/ for Use in




Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna System Tracking
Receiver
S-500-P-0004 05-01
Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor System
S-500-P-0025 05-01
Tracking Combine_ Performance Specifications
S-500-P-0101 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0214 05-01
Performance Specifications for Acquisition
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0220 05-01
130-140 Megacycle Tracking Receiver
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0301 05-01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-500-P-0418 05-01
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0101 05-01
Specification for a Computer/Controller
Subsystem of an Optical Tracking System
S-524-P-2 05-01
Satellite Tracking end Data Acquisition
Network Timing System'/Amendment I/
S-531-P-0129 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-0267 05-01
Performance Specification- 130 to 140 Megacycle
Traokln 9 Receiver
S-531-P-6 05-01
Specification for Electric Pomer Facilities
Building, Blossom Point Radio Tracking
Facility Blossom Point, Maryland
S-532-P-0037 05-01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facility,
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
S-532-P-0041 05-01
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facility, No. 2 Rosaan
Department of Air Force, Rosmnn, North
Carolina
S-532-P-3 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2t Data Acquisition Facility_
Quito, Ecuador
S-532-P-4 05-01
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facility t Goldstone_ California
S-532-P-7 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facility, Madagascar
S-532-P-9 05-01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition Facilltyv Gilmore Creekt
Alaska
S-532-P-10 05-01
Specification for Operations Building9
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver, and
Related Facilities, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Radio Tracking
FacilitN, Fort Myers, Florida
S-532-P-12 05-01
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 System Sanitary
Surer t and Drainage of the Station9 Data
Acquisition Facility Rosman9 North Caroline
S-532-P-15 05-01
Generator Buildin 0 National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quito_ Ecuador
S-532-P-26 05-01
Grounding System Requirements for Satellite
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
S-533-P-11 05-01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Spare Parts Program
S-535-P-1 05-01
Airborne Ranging S_stem for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-535-P-0004 05-01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0009 05-01
Exhibit A, Goddard Space Flight Center





National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facilities
S-537-STI)-0266 05-01
Model 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0033 05-01
Spacecraft Tracking, Telemetry, and Command
Subsystem
S-525-REL-0140 05-01
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter




Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Seal-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-524-P-3 05-01
Advanced Technologg Satellite Transportable
Terminal Utility Trailer Specification
S-533-P-5 05-01
Apollo Transportable FacllitR for Grand
Bahama Island Utility Trailer Specification
S-552-P-1 05-01
Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand
Bahama Island Living and Sleeping Quarters
Trailer Specification
S-552-P-2 05--01
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0018 05-01
TRAINING
Documentation Checkers, Training, Qualifying,
and Certification of, 7/19/65
10N01807 08-01
TRAJECTORY
Antenna Assembly, Missile Trajectory
Heasurement, Hodel 802t Specification for
03/18/1965
50H60129 08-01
Antenna Assembly, Missile Trajectory




Technical Specification for Bi-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
10-03
Transducer_ High Pressure, Hydraulic,
Specificatio_ for 10/25/1962
10M01629 08-01
Pressure, Transducer Unit_ Type 2-11,
Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60063 08-01
Pressure Transducer Unit, Type 2-129
Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60064 08-01
Temperature Transducer Assembly, Resistance












Specifications for Four-Port Coaxial Transfer
Sultch
S-530-P-0012 05-01




Qualification Testing of Transformers Power,




Sterilization Test Program, Transformers and
Inductors, 12/02/65
ZPP-2124-GEN-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and lnductors Audio, Pomer, and High Pomer
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2737-GEN 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, end Lom Pouer Pulse, 8/10/65
ZPP-2738-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Lom
Frequency lnductors end Transformers,
4/22/66
ZPQ-2437-GEN 11-01
Video Transformer, Specification for,




Semiconductor Devices, $2N1724 and $2N1724I,
06125/66
HSFC-SPEC-338/100A 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, NPN_ S2N335B 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/101 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, S2N338B 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/102 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, Pg, Unijunction,
S2N491B and S2N2419B 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/103 08-01
Transistor, Si'llcon, NPN, S2N657A 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/104 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar, NPN, $2N697
12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/105 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar_ NPN_ $28708
12/13/1953
NSFC-SPEC-338/106 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, NPN, S2N718A and
S2N1613 02/17/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/107 08-01
Transistors, Silicon1PNP, $2N722 and
$2Nl132 12/13/1983
NSFC-SPEC-338/108 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, $2N1514 12/13/1983
NSFC-SPEC-338/109 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, $2N834 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/110 08-01
Transistor, Silicon_ Planar, NPN, S2NglO
I2/13/1083
NSFC-SPEC-338/111 08-01
Transistor, Silicone, Planar, gPN, $2N918
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/112 08-01
Semiconductor Devices $2N930 and $2N2586,
09/09/88
HSFC-SPEC-338/1L3A 08-01
Transistor_ Silicon, NPN, S2N2034A 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/114 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, Planar1 $2N2102
12/1311953
HSFC-SPEC-338/115 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar, PNP, $2N2412
12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-338/116 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, S2N1015D and $2N3432,
09/24/65, Amendment 1, 10/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-338A/117B 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, $2N2128 and $2N2772_
09/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-338/118A 08-01
Transistor, Silicon, NPN, $2N1486 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/119 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNN51, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SNM511, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-451/1 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SHM513, General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/2 08-01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic, Series SHN514_ General
Specification for 03/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-451/3 08-01
Integrated Circuits_ Resistor Capacitor










Goddard Space Flight Center Specification
• lgh Reliability Transistor Silicon PNPt
Type SP-IO0
S-631-0-0010 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistors
S-716-P-4 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor
G2n1724/I
S-715-P-5 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor GHHH
2201
S-716-P-8 05-01
Screening Specification for Transistor G283350
S-716-P-9 05-01




Transistors /High Reliabilitv/t 2/26/55
ZPH-2251-GEM-A 11-01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistorst
2/23/65
ZPP-2751-GEN 11-01
Qualification Testing Requlreeents Methods and
Procedures for Transistorst 1/21/56
ZPQ-2451-GEN 11-01
Transistor, PNP Dual-Chip Differentialt
High Frequency, Type SP494t Specification
fort 03/24/65, EO-lt 04/13/66
50M60235 08-01
Trensistort Silicont Precislont Type SP28861t
Specification fort 03/24/65_ EO-lt 03/28/66t
E0-2, 05/16/66
50860236 08-01
Transietorst NPN, Slllcont Types 28910t
28930_ end 281482 with geldeble Leads v
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-S-19500/t 4/07/66
50860365 08-01
Translstorst PNP, Slliconw Types C920-1t
C920-A_ and C920-AA with Weldable Leads t
Specification fort 11/17/66
50M60366 08-01
Translstort PNPt Type 577S2 mith Veldable
Leadst Specification fort 10/18/66
50M60367 08-01
Transistort PNP_ Type 75P28 with Weldable
Leadst Specification forw 10/19/66
50M60368 08-01
Differential Aaplifiert Translstort 8PNt Type
301K5 with Weldable Leadst Specification
for_ 11/17/66
50860369 08-01
Transistor NPNt Sllicont Type 282432 aith
Weldable Leads t Specification fort 10/05/66
50H60370 08-01
Transistort PNP_ Silicon_ Tvpe 28936 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for_ 10/19/66
50860371 08-01
Translstorv PNPt Type 8S1223 with Weldable
Leadst Specification fort 10/13/66
50860372 08-01
Transistort PNP_ Sillcont Type 2N3251 mith
Weldable Laadst Specification fort 10/19/66
50M60373 08-01
Translstort PNP0 Slllcont Type T6153 with
Weldable Leads t Specification fort 10/18/66
50N60374 08-01
Transistort Field £ffect_ TVpe 283436 with
Weldable Leadst Specification fort 10/05/66
50N60375 08-01
Translstorst N-Channel Junctlont Silicont
Fiald-Effectw Tvpe U182 aith Weldable
Leader Specification fort 10/17/56
50860401 08-01
Transistorst Slliconv PHPt Tvpes $2M722 and
$281132 ulth Yeldeble Leads_ Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NSFC-SPEC-338/108/, 10/17/66
50M60402 08-01
Transistorst Silicont 8PNt Type $2N2102 uith
Weldable Leedst Specification for /Cover




Data Transmission Verification Converter
ESD-106009 09-03
Functional Specification for High Pomer
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0021 05-01
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-653-P-15 05-01
Specification for Video Data Transmission
Equipmentt 05/13/65 /PR 98520-8/
10-03
Specifications for a Analog Data Transmission
Svstems /PR 14363-1/ 10-03
Natuorkst Paesive_ Printed Transmission Line
Sectiont Standard for" 11/18/1964
50H60233 08-01
TRANSMITTER
Shipboard Unified S-Band System Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 06-01
Vet V High Frequencv Command Transmitter
Preliminary Specification
S-523-P-0401 05-01




Performance Specification- 235 Negacvcle
Collimation Transmitter
S-531-P-8 05-01
Lom Power Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-3 05-01
Specification for 1700 MC Transmitter
8-536-P-0006 05-01
Specification for a 400 MC Transmitter
S-535-P-0007 05-01
Specification for Frequency Modulated 5 Wattt
400 Megacycle Solid State Transmitter
S-621-P-0001 06-01





Interrogation, Recordlngt and Location
Subsystem Transmitter
S-731-P-8 05-01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
S-733-P-1 05-01
Traneeitter t Telemetrvt Solid Statet Frequency
Modulated /Very High Frequency/t
Specification for9 02/09/65t EO-lt 05/17/65t
EO-2t 07/15/65 t EO-3t 07/15/65t EO-4t
01/05/66, EO-5, 07/06/66
50M600398 08-01
Transnlttert Televislonw Space Vehiclet
Specification for 02/03/1964
50N60049 08-01
Transelttert Teleeetrvt Vacuum Tube or Hvbridt
Frequency Modulated /Very High Frequency/t
Specification fort 07/08/64, EO-lt 05/17/65t
EO-2, 07/15/65t EO-30 07/15/65t EO-4t
10/05/65t EO-5, 01/05/66t E0-6, 07/06/66
50860072A 08-01
Transmittert Ninitrackt Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehlclet Specification for
04/16/64t EO-1 05/25/64
50860107 08-01
Transmittert Minitrackt Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehlclet Checkout Procedure for
07/14/1964
50860108 08-01
Transmitter, Telametrvt Solid Statat Frequency
Modulated /Verv High Frequenc_/t
Specification fort 12/10/64t EO-lt 05/17/65t
EO-2t 10/05/65t EO-3t 07/15/65t EO-4t
01/05/66, EO-5t 07/06/65
50860230 08-01
Traneeittert Televlelonv S Band Svsteat
Specification fort 2/04/66
50M60243 08-01
Transmitter, Taleaetryt Frequency Modulatedt
Ultra High Frequancvt Specification for_
9109186
50M60321 08-01




Very Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillator,
Golds,one Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9915-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, Ground
Equipment, Transmitter, 29.668-Negucycle




Antenna System, Offset Doppler Frequencv,




Specification for e Tvo-bv-Tvo Inch Data
Trunsparencg Illuminator /PR 14387-1/
10-03
TRANSPARENT
Film, Transparent, Plastic, Lax Compatible,
Gas and Contamination Barrier_ 8/01/66
NSFC-SPEC-456 08-01
TRANSPONDER
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Beacon Reference System
S-512-P-2 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0002 05-01
Microelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0003 05-01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Svstem Enhanced
S-Band Transponder Specification, Exhibit
A
S-531-RR-0003 05-01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
S-731-P-21 05-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequencv/_
890/960 Megahertz, Checkout Procedure for,
11/07/1963
50H60024 08-01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequency/,
890/960 Megahertz, Specification for,
10/08/1963
50N60025 08-01
Transpondert C Bandy Radar, Specification for
11/12/1964
50H60174 08-01




Video Distribution end Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-106088 09-03
Electronic Moving Van for Transport of
Spacecraft, 12/18/64
GMO-50385-GEH 11-01
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0018 05-01
TRANSPORTABLE
Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable
Terminal UtllltM Trailer Specification
S-533-P-5 05-01
Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand
Bahama Island Utility Trailer Specification
S-552-P-1 05-01
Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand
Bahama Island Living and Sleeping Quarters
Trailer Specification
S-552--P-2 05-01
Exhibit At Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-Mmtt/lO Kilomatt Ultra High
Frequency Command Sgetem
S-553-P-0029 05-01




Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomv Explorer Electron Trap
S-615-P-12 05-01
TREATED
Aluminum Allan FarMings, Premium Quallty_
Heat Treated, Specification fort 03/31/64,
Amendment 1, 09/08/64 QPL-144-1t 07/26/65
NSFC-SPEC-144B 08-01
TREATMENT
Pre-Treatment /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
HSC-Q-3 09-03
Epoxy Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Seallng_ Procedure
for 04/07/1964
HSFC-PROC-371 08-01
Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0025 05-01












Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/t 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/_ 1/19/67
ZPP-2109-GEN-A 11-01
TRIPLE
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Teisted and Shleldedt American Mire Gauge
Size 20_ Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fort 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-S32/16B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor_ 20 Triple
Tmlsted and Shielded 9 Overall Shielded_
American Mire Gauge Size 14_ Polvethylene
Insulated t Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded_ American Mire Gauge Size 14t
Polvethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/45B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 18 Pair Telsted and
Shlelded_ and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18_ Polyethylene
Insulated1 Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-S32/52B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shieldedt American Mire Gauge Size 18,
Polveth¥1ene Insulatedt Specification for
08130166
HSPC-SPEC-332/106A 08-01
Cable9 Electrical_ 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmieted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 16,




Specification for Three Truck Mounted
50-Foot Service Towers
S-532-P-0042 05-01
mobile Service Truck Unity RJ-1 and Sodium
Nitrite, Specification for 01/30/1964
10M01765 08-01
TUBE
Alphanumeric Cathode RaM Tube Display
ESD-106006 09-03
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Ray Tube Display
ESD-106016 09-03
Flttlngsw Flared Tube /Premium Quality/,
Pressure Connections, Specification fort





Fittings /Pressure Connection/, Flared Tube,
Specification for, 02/13/62, Amendment It
09127165
HSFC-SPEC-171 08-01
Flared Tube Fittings, Handling, Protection,
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
RSFC-STD-343/1 08-01
Qualification Testing, Separable Tube
Connectors, 04/27/64, Amendment 1,
03/05/65
HSFC-STD-362 08-01
Specification for Image Dissector
Photoeultlplier Tube Using • Channel
Multiplier Section
S-630-P-0144 05-01
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
10-03
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Fittings, Pressure Connections,
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1964
10M01705 08-01
Transmitter, Teleeetrv, Vacuum Tube or Hybrid,
Frequenc_ Modulated /Verv High Frequencv/,
Specification for, 07/08/64, EO-1, 05/17/65,
EO-2, 07/15/659 EO-3t 07/15/65, EO-4,
10/05/65, EO-5, 01/05/66, EO-6, 07/06/66
50M60072A 08-01
Tube, Forming, Standard for 06/23/1960
10419959 08-01
TUBING
Welding of Stainless Steel end Inver Pipet
Tubing, and Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-W-179 10-01
Welding of Aluminum Allog Pipet Tubing and
Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 10-01
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant /Type 304
and 304L/, Seamless, Specification For
12/23/1964
NSFC-SPEC-131C 08-01
Polytetrafiuoroeth_lene /Teflon/ Molded and
Extruded Partsy Sheets, Rods, end Tubingy
Specification fory 07/20/62y Amendment 1,
09120165
MSFC-SPEC-236 08-01
Tubing_ Steely Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stebllized/t TVpe 321 end 347y
Specification for 04/23/1963
NSFC-SPEC-248 08-01
Tubing, Heat Reactlvey Installation ofy
Procedure for 04/19/1963
NSFC-PROC-273 08-01
Tubingy Heat Reactivey Specification for
02/17/1965
MSFC-SPEC-276A 08-01
Tubingy Steely Corroslon-Resistanty Tvpe 316t
Seamless, Specification for 06/28/63_
EO-ly 03/29/64
10M01734 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium lO/y Wirer Strip, Sheety Tubingy
end Rod, Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01756 08-01
Gold, Silver, Platinum Alia9 /Gold 69-Sliver
25-Platinum 6/y Stripy Sheety Tublngy end
Rody Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01757 08-01
Goidy Silvery Zincy Pletlnumy Copper Allov
/Gold 71.6-Silver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wirey Stripy Sheety Tubing,
and Rod, Specification for 12/31/1963
10M01758 08-01
Goidy Platinum Alloy /Gold 98-Platinum 2/
Stripy Sheet_ Tubingy and Rod,
Specification for 12/31/1963
10M01759 08-01
Platinum, Iridium Aliov /Platinum 8S-Iridium
15/y Wirey Strip, Sheety Tubingl end Rody
Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01760 08-01
Sliver, Coin /Silver 90-Copper lO/y Sheet,
Strip, Rody and Tubing, Specification for
12/18/1963
10H01761 08-01
Goldy 10 Ceret_ /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/, Shesty Stripy Rody end
Tublng_ Specification for 12/18/1963
10M01764 08-01
TUNABLE
Specifications for Tunable Telemetrv
Subcarrler Discriminator /PR 13577-1/
10-03
TUNING
Specifications for Spectrum Anelwzer /Tuning
Unit/ III
S-530-P-0013 05-01
Specification for Spectrum Anslvzer /Tuning
Unit/ II
S-530-P-0014 05-01




Suitchgeer end Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for NoJeve Site
S-532-P-13 05-01
Flowmetery Volumetricy Turbine Tvpe,
50M60081A 08-01
TURBOPUNP




Terminals Bifurcated end Turrety 8eage Tvpe
end Standoffy Insulated Screetvpey
Terminalsy Solder Poty Swage Tvpe
07/01/64y Amendment 2, 10/05/64
MSFC-SPEC-278A 08-01
TWISTED
Cebley Electricely 60 Conductory 20 Triple
Teisted end Shlelded_American Wire Gauge
Size 20y Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fory 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/168 08-01
Cabley Eiectrlcely 7 Conductory I Unshielded,
3 Pair Teisted and Shieidedy American Wire
Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber Insulatedy
Specification for_ 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/32B 08-01
Cabley Electrical_ 60 Conductory 20 Triple
Teisted and Shielded_ Overall Shieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polvethvlene
Insuletedy Specification tory 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/376 08-01
Cebley Electricely 40 Conductory 20 Pair
Tuisted Shielded end Insuletedy American
Wire Gauge Size 18y Polvethvlene
Insulatedy Specification fory 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/448 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tuisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shleldedy American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethvlene Inmulatedy Specification for,
08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332/458 08-01
Cahley Electricely 47 Conductor, 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded end lnsuletedy 4 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulatedy 29
Unshieldedy American Wire Gauge Size 8y 120
end 18y Polwethglene and Butyl Rubber
MSFC-SPEC-332/46B 08-01
Cebley Electricely 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shieldedy 18 Pair Teisted and
Shieldedy and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size lay Polveth_lene
Insulatedy Specification fory 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/528 08-01
Cebley Electricaly 60 Conductory 30 Pair
Twisted end Shieldedy Overall Shieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Poiyethwlene
Ineuletedy Specification fory 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/576 08-01
Cabley Electricaly 60 Conductory 16 Quad
Twisted end Shieidedy Overall Shieldedy
American Wire Gauge Size 14y Polgethwiene
Insulated Specification fory 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/60B 08-01
Cabley Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted end Shieidedy American Wire Gauge
Size 20y Polwethglene Insulatedy
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/61D 08-01
Cablee Electricely 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Twisted end Shielded end 1 Unshlelded,
American Wire Geuge Size 16y Polgeth¥lene




Cable9 Electricalt 10 Conductort 2 Pair
Tuisted and Shielded and 6 Unshleldad.
American Vira Gauge Size 16. Polgethglene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/gsA 05-01
Cables Electricalt 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shieldeds American gire Gauge Size 14s
Polgethglene Insulateds Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/gSA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, Overall
Shieldads American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1OOA 08-01
Cables Electricals 45 Conductor, 16 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Ineulateds Overall
Shieldads American Wire Gauge Size 20s
Polvethglene Insulateds Specification for
08130185
HSFC-SPEC-332/101A 08-01
Cables Electrical. 48 Conductors 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded end Insulated. Overall
Shieldeds American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polgethylene Insulateds Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable. Electricals 48 Conductort 12 Quad
Tuisted Shielded Insulateds Overall
Shielded s American gire Gauge Size 20s
Polyethvlene Insulatedl Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/103A 05-01
Cable, Electrical. 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulateds Overall
Shielded, American gire Gauge Size 18s
Pol_ethvlene Insulated. Specification for
08130165
HSFC-SPEC-332/104A 08-01
Cables Electricels 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18 s
Polvethglene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/105A 05-01
Cables Electrical. 45 Conductors 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shleldeds American glre Gauge Size 16s
Polgethglene Insulateds Specification for
08/30/65
NSFC-SPEC-33_/106A 05-01
Cables Electricals 48 Conductors 12 Ouad
Twisted Shielded and Insulateds Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Inaulateds Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/108A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulateds Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Pol_ethvlene Insulated. Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/109A 08-01
Cables Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulateds Overall
Shleldeds American Wire Gauge Size 16,





Ullage Motor, S-II Stages Test Specification
form 6/23/66s EO-ls 7/22/66
10N01817 05-01
ULTRA
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
8-322-P-4 05-01
Development of a 1700 Negacvcles Ultra-Low-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter Svstea
5-500-P-0419 05-01
Exhibit A, Specification for Transportable
Dual 5OO-gett/lO Kilowatt Ultra High
FrequencN Command Svstem
S-553-P-0029 05-01
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum Sgstem
S-630-P-0150 05-01
Specification for Ultra-High Vacuum Sgsten
S-630-P-0159 05-01
Specifications for Ultra High FrequencM
Amplitude Hodulated/Frequencg Noduletion
Signal Generator 10-03
Radio FrequencN Assemblys Nodal IIIs
Teleaetrvs Pulse Code Modulated. Ultra
High Frequency, Specification fort 9/09/65
50H60320 05-01
Transmitter, Telemetr¥. Frequencv Modulated.








Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Flame Detector Launch Complex 34 and 37_
12/01/65
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 10-01
Sackscatter Ultraviolet /BUg/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus O Spacecraft and on the
Aerobee 150A Sounding Rocket
S-623-P-I 05-01
Ronltor of Ultraviolet Solar Energv /Muse/




Raster Dremings and Patterns s Undlmensioned.




Material, Unfired s Ceramics Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heatings H-31s




Shipboard Unified S-Band Svstem Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-6 05-01
UNIJUNCTION
Transistors, Silicons PN, UniJunctions
SgH4glB and S2NG41gB 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/103 08-01
UNIVERSAL
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequencv Modulation
Simulator
S-521-P-2 05-01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequencg Modulation
Telemetry Signals
S-522-P-0011 05-01





Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit 10-03
Universal Inter-Rack Cabling Svstea
/K-EF3-64-10/ 11/16/64 10-03
UNSHIELDED
Cable, Electricels 2 Conductors Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 4w Butwl Rubber
Insulated s Specification furs 08/30/68
HSFC-SPEC-S32/1B 05-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductors Unshieldeds
American Uire Gauge Size 20. Polvethglene
Insulated, Specification furs 08/30/56
RSFC-SPEC-332/2B O8-Ol
Cablet Electrlcals 3 Conductors Unshleldads
American Wire Gauge Size 6s Butgl Rubber
Insulateds Specification furs 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/3B 05-01
Cablet Electricals 3 Conductor, Unshleldeds
American Mire Gauge Size 10s Butgl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/4B 05-01
Cable9 Electricals 3 Conductor, Unshleldeds





Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/TB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 10, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/8B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 6, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/gB 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/100 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 19 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20. Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/138 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 39 Conductor, Unahielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16 end 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
o813o168
HSFC-SPEC-332/148 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 39 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Polgethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/158 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 61 Conductor, Unshieided,
American Wire Gauge Size 20. Poiyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/180 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/190 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/200 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Mire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/216 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 4 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Po|gethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-33_/24B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/29B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 6 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/30B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, I Unshielded,
3 Pair Twisted and Shielded, American Mire
Gauge Size 8, Butgl Rubber Insulated,
Specification fore 08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshieided,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/386 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshlalded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polvethviene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/415 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/438 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor. 1 Pair
Tulsted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Tmisted Shielded end Insulated, 29
Unshialded, American Mire Gauge Size 8, 12,
and 18. Polvathvlene and 6utvi Rubber
HSFC-SPEC-332/466 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 00 Conductor. Unshimldmd,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polymthglenm
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/486 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Hire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/508 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/668 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/678 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 12, Polveth¥1ene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/688 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 54 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Polvethvlene
Insulated, Speelficatton for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/698 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Hire Gauge Size 20, Polyethvlene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/748 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor. 3 Pair
Telsted and Shielded and 1Unshielded,
American Hire Gauge Size 16, Poivethvlene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/798 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 32 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Po|vethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/848 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 8. Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/896 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 1/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 16. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/918 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Mire Gauge Size 16, Polyethvlene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/928 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/938 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 4 Conductor, Unahielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 16, Polgethglene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/94B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Tuisted and Shielded and 6 Unshielded.
American Hire Gauge Size 16, Polgethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/g6A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Mire Gauge Size 20, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/112A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Hire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-S32/113A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Mire Gauge Size 2. Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/114A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Hire Gauge Size 2/0, ButMl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
UPPER
Filter, Hechsnical, 455 Kilocycle, Upper




Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable




Apollo Transportable Facilitg for Grand








Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
S-322-P-4 05-01
Designt Fabrication, and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Thermal-Vacuum Chamber
S-325-P-TA 05-01
High Vacuum Pumping Module
S-630-P-0142 05-01
Specification for u lO-Inch Vacuum Pumping
Station
S-630-P-0143 05-01
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum System
S-630-P-0150 05-01
Specification for Ultra-High Vacuum System
5-630-P-0159 05-01
Requirements for the Eighteen bv Thirty Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal System
S-731-P-61 05-01
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
10-03
Transmitter, Telemetry, Vacuum Tube or Hybrid,
Frequency Modulated  Very High Frequency/,
Specification for, 07/05/64, EO--lw 05/17/65,
E0-2, 07/15/659 EO-3, 07/15/65, E0-4,
10/05/55, EO-5, 01/05/56, EO-6t 07/06/56
50N60072A 08-01
VALVE
Vulves_ Pressure Regulating for Missile Use,
General Specification for 05/04/1959
ABNA-V-53 08-01
Single Branch Explosivelg Actuated Valve
Assemblies
GNE-50335-GEN 11-01
Valves and Control Devices, Handling,
Protection, and Packaging of 03/09/1965
NSFC-STD-343/2 08-01
Valve Relief_ Pneumatic, Lom-Preusuret
10/20/66
HSFC-SPEC-461 08-01
Valve, Rain LO_ /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
IOHOIOOOA 08-01
Valve Assembly, Main Fuel, /N-1 Rocket
Englne/_ Reliability Test Requirements
05/06/1951
10N01001 08-01
Valve, Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/_
H-1 Rocket Engine, Relinbilltv Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
10M01008 08-01
Valve Assembly, Ignition, Monitor, H-1
Rocket Enginet Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10N01019 08-01
Valve, Rain LOX, /H-1 Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1961
10N01020 08-01
Control Vulve_ Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Reliability Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10H01025 08-01
Check Valve, /1/4-Inch/t Reliability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10N01034 08-01
Valve, Check /3/8-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10N01035 08-01
Control Valve, Reliability Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10H01039 08-01
Control Valve, MV-74V, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N01040 08-01
Bottle Fill and Vent Valve, Rellabllltg
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01041 08-01
Vulve_ Pressure Regulating, Rellability Test
Requireeents 06/30/1961
10N01044 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Fill and Drain_
Reliability Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01052 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Relief_ Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10N01054 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX-Ventt Reliability Test
Requirements
10N01055 08-01
Valve, Check, Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10N01056 08-01
Check Valve_ Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1951
10M01057 08-01
Pressure Relief Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/07/1961
10N01059 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vente Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01060 08-01
Fuel Safety Valve, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10N_1061 08-01
Valve Assembly, Preliminary Fuelt Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10M01062 08-01
Valve Asseublyl LOX Preliminary, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10N01063 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX Fill and Drain,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
10H01064 08-01
Valve Asseublg, Fuel Level Control,
Specification for 08/09/1961
IOHOIOTOA 08-01
Valve, Fuel Safety, Specification for
08/21/61, EO-1 12/10/61t EO-2 02/20/62,
E0-3 05/25/62, EO-4 10/02/62
lONO1073A 08-01
Cooling System Vent Valve, Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 08/30/61_ EO-1 05/17/62
10N01211 08-01
Cooling System Relief Valve9 Specification for.
08/30/61, EO-1A 07/25/62
10H01212 05-01
Check Valve, Fuel, H-1 Rocket Engine_
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
10M01365 08-01
Check Valve, Liquid Oxygen, H-1 Rocket
Engine9 Reliability Test Requirements
06/13/1961
10N01366 05-01
Check Vulve_ LOX Dose, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/28/1961
10N01367 08-01
Valve Assembly, Push Button, Bleed9 H-1
Rocket Engine9 Reliability Test
Requirements 05/09/1961
10M01450 08-01
Vulve_ Calibration, Specification for
12/20/1961
10N01559 08-01
Valve_ Butterfly_ 4-Inch, Motor Operated,
Specification for_ 01/30/62t EO-1
06/01/62_ E0-2 07/20/62, EO-3 04/02/63
10N01575 08-01
Valve, Butterflv_ 2-1rich, Specification for
01/30/52, EO-1 04/15/62, EO--2 06/01/62
10H01580 08-01
Vulve_ Control_ Specification for, 11/07/62
10RG1614 08-01
Valve Assembly, Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 01/23/63, EO-1 03/11/63_
EO-2 09/16/63, EO-3 11/15/63
lONO1615A 08-01
Valve, Check, Liquid Nitrogen9 Cooling
System, Specification fury 05/15/62, EO-1
07/27/62
10M01627 08-01
Valve Asseublv_ Precooling, Check,
Reliability Test Requirements 08/28/1962
10N01667 08-01
Valve Asseublvt Butterfly, 4-Inch, Motor





Torque Valves, Threaded Fastener, Standard
for, 1126166
10H01718 08-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid, 2-Hn¥, 2-Position
/PIN 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08166
IOHO5060 08-01
Valve, Check, Hgdreulic /P/N 204022-19/
Qualification Test Specification, 12108/65
10H05072 08-01
Valve, Single-Solenoid, 3-WmV_ 2-Position
/PIN 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification, 12/08/66
10H05074 08-01
Valve Assembly, LOX Relief, Specification
for, 12/13161, EO-5 04128162
10419902A 08-01
Valve, Check, Heat Exchanger, Specification
for, 05/02/60t EO-7 05/07/62
10419903 08-01
Valve, Vent, Liquid Oxvgen Container,
Specification for, 05/19160, EO-l, 12/06/60t
EO-2, 06/29/61, EO-3A, 10/17/62_ EO-4,
10/17/62
10419910 08-01
Valve, Fill end Vent, Specification fort
05/19/60, EO-lt 12/06/60, EO-2, 03/16/61,
EO-3, 04/28/61, £0-4, 04/28161 * EO-5,
06/26/61, EO-6, 07/12/61, EO-7, 08/11/61
10419911 08-01
LOX Replenishing Valve Assemblg, Performance,
Specification for, 05/02/60, EO-lt 12/06/60,
EO-2, 02/21/62
10419913 08-01
Valve, Control_ Pressurizing, Specification for
07/18/60, EO-1 12/01/60, EO-2 04/05/61
10419917 08-01
Velvet Flow Regulating Constant, Specification
for, 09/05161 * EO-5 10/02162, EO-6
12126/62
10419918A 08-01
Valve Asssmblv, Check /3/4-Inch/i
Specification for, 07113/60 * EO-1, 05/16/61,
EO-2, 05/10/62
10419919 08-01
Valve Asssmbiv Solenoid Operated_
Specification fore 07/12/60, EO-I_ 04/18/61
10419922 08-01
Valve, Fuel, Ssfetv, Containers, Specification
for, 06/08160, EO-1 11/29/61
10419923 08-01
Valve, Needler Three NnV, Specification for
06122/1960
10419926 08-01
Valve, Contro|w Specification for, 01/23162,
EU-7, 03/08/62
10419927A 08-01
Valve, Vent, Hater Operated, Specification for
06/10/60, EO-1, 09/30/60
10419928 08-01
Valve Assenbiv, LOX-Fill and Drain,
Specification for, 12128160, EO-I, 04/28/61,
EO-2, 06/24/61, EO-3, 01/24/62
10419929 08-01
Valve Assamblv, Check, 1/4 Inch and 3/8 Inch,
Specification for 07/15/1960
10419934 08-01
Valve Aasseblv, Fuel Fill and Drain,
Specification for, 12120/60 EO-I, 04/18/81_
EO-2, 02/02/62
10419937 08-01
Valve, Fuel Vent, Specification for,
12/15/60_ EO-1, 04/28/61
10419938 08-01
Valve Asssmblv, Pressure Relief, 750 Pounds
Per Square Inch Sravitv, Specification for,
08/16/60, EO-1, 12/18/61
10419946 08-01
Valve Asssmblg, Fuel Level Control,
Specification fort 12/28/60, EO-I, 02/19/62
10419947 08-01
Valve, Control, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Specification for, 04/17/61, EO-2, 01/24/62
10419972 08-01
VAN
Electronic Having Van for Transport of
Spacecraft, 12/18/64
GMO-50385-GEN 11-01
Goddnrd Space Flight Center Specification for
n Semi-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-524-P-3 05-01
VAPOR








Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/, 10/22/65
ZPP-2103-GEN 11-01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2109-GEN-A 11-01
Qualification Testing R_quirenents for
Variable Resistors /Land-Screw Actuated/,
11107166
ZPQ-244g-GEN 11-01
Reaistorsw Variable, Niremound, /Lead Screw
Actuated/, /Stvle SRT/, Specification for,
06/19/64, EO-1, 04/21/65, EO-2t 11/04/65,
EO-3, 01/03/66
50R60183 08-01
Resistors, Variable, Nonwiremound /Lead Screm
Actuated/, /Stwle SRJ/, Specification for,




Actuator, Thrust Vector Control, Specification
for, 06/17/63t EO-1 09/09/64
10N01683 08-01
Servonctuntor, Mechanical Feed-back, Thrust




Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-106038 09-03
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment_ Procedure for
03/29/1963
NSFC-PROC-151 08-01
Hvdrauiic Svatems Components and Hvdraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning,
Testlng_ end Handling, Procedure for
08/18/1985
NSFC-PROC-166C 08-01
Finishes end Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment, Standard for
02/07/1962
RSFC-STD-181 08-01
Height Documentation Fern Completions Space
Vehicle, Procedure for 10/1011962
NSFC-PROC-208A 08-01
Nitrogen, Space Vehicle Grade, Specification
for 09/21/1964
NSFC-SPEC-234 08-01
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles,
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,
Specification for, 02/28/63t Amendment It
02/36/64
NSFC-SPEC-250 08-01
Space Vehicles and Supporting Equipment,
Applicable Documents, Listing for, 02/23165
HSFC-ADL-2588 08-01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Velds in Aluminum
and Ragnesium AIIov Sheet and Plate
Material /Space Vehicle Components/,
4109/65
RSFC-SPEC-25gA 08-01
Rmlnvst Direct Current Hermetically Sealed,
for Space Vehicles and Ground Support
Equipment, General Specification fort
Supplement 1E, 9/16/66, QPL-339-4, 4/25/68,
Amendment 2, 2/07/66
NSFC-SPEC-339 08-01
Preservation, Packaging, Handling, and
Shipping of Spaoe Vehicle Supplies and





Vehicle Configuration System, Data
Requirements for, Marshall Space Flight
Center, Date Center, 12/22/55, Notice 1,
12113166
HSFC-STD-41?A 08-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Atlas-Agenat
Thor-Agenat or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Vehicles
S-320-A-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated by Delta Space
Vehicle-3C and Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Alleghaney Ballistics
S-320-D-1 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehfcle-3F,
3Gt end 3H/
S-320-D-2 05-01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated by Scout FN-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vehicles
S-320-S-1 05-01
Specification for Gasoline Engine Driven
Vehicle
S-525-P-0009 05-01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Drbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-UA0-0020 05-01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-OAO-OIDO 05-01
Tagging of Saturn Vehicle Non-Flight Items,
Procedure for, 01/22/63t EO-1 08/07/63
10H01678 08-01
Attaching Thermocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins, Procedure for 09/16/1953
10M01741 08-01
Saturn Vehicle Data Book, Preparation and
Publication oft Standard for 05/03/1955
lOHOI?69A 08-01
Handbook, Saturn I6 Vehicle, Preparation and
Publication of, Standard fort 4/08/66
lOMO1815 08-01
Relays, DC, Hermetically Sealed, Established
Reliability for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipment, Specification, 10/01/65
40M37496 08-01
Test Methods for Vehicle Measuring and
Telemetry Electronic Parts, Assemblies, and
Subsystems, Standard for, 06/22/66
50N60005B 08-01
Camera, Television, Space Vehicle t
Specification for 02/03/1964
50M60047 08-01
Transmitter, Television, Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50H60049 08-01
Register, Video, Space Vehicle, Specification
for 09/22/1964
50MSOO51A 08-01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Specification for
04/15/64, EO-1 05/25/64
50H60107 08-01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Checkout Procedure for
07/14/1964
50M60108 08-01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Measuring and Telemetry Electronic Parts,
Assemblies, and Subsystems, Standard fort
6/26/66
50M6303A 08-01
Electropolishing Saturn Ducting for Space
Launch Vehicles, Specification for
10/21/1963
95N01101 08-01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Forming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehicle, Specification for
08/13/1963
95H01301 08-01
Hydraulic Bulge-Forming of S4-Inch Center
Pieces for S-IC Stage of Saturn g Vehicle,
Specification for 08/13/1963
95H01400 08-01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC
Stage of Saturn V Vehicle, Specification
for 08/13/1963
95H01500 08-01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support
Equipment Components and Assemblies,
Specification for 07/01/1960
10419900 08-01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts





Vehlcleborne, Pulse Code Modulated Digital




Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drawing
Changes and Engineering Sketches, 10/02/62
00-5 04-01
VENT
Suitch Assembly, Emergency, LOX Vent,
Reliability Test Requirements 09/09/1961
10M01038 08-01
Bottle Fill and Vent Vnlve, Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
lOHO1041 08-01
Valve Assembly, LaX-Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements
lOMOlOSS 08-01
Valve Assembly, Fuel Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01060 08-01
Cooling System Vent Velvet Solenoid Operated,
Specification for, 08/30/61t EO-1 05/17/62
10M01211 08-01
Valve, Vent, Liquid Oxygen Container,
Specification fort 05/19/60, EO-1, 12/05/60t
EO-2, 06/29/61t EO-3A, 10/17/62, EO-4t
10/17/62
10419910 08-01
Valve, Fill and Vent, Specification fort
05/19/60, ED-1, 12/05/60, EO-2, 03/16/61t
E0-3, 04/28/51t EO-4, 04/28/61, EO-5,
06/26/61, EO-6, 07/12/61, EO-Tt 08/11/61
10419911 08-01
Valve, Vent, Motor Operated_ Specification for
06/10/6Dt EO-1, 09/30/60
10419928 08-01
Switch, LOX Vent and Emergency t Specification
fort 01/17/52, EO-I, 05/15/52
10419932A 08-01










Commercial Equipment Specification for A
Versatile Leak Detector, 12/08/65
ERC/F-C-10001 12-01
Versatile Crystal Graving Furnace, 07/30/65
ERC/FR-IOOO3 12-01
Versatile Information Processor /VIP/
Subsystem for the Nimbus D Spacecraft
S-731-P-46 05-01
VERTICAL













Specifications for a Vibration Test Svstem-












Video Distribution and Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-106088 09-03
Specification for Video Data Transmission
Equlpmentt 05/13/65 /PR 95520-8/
10-03
Specification for Video Test Generatory
04/08/65 /PR 96679-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Ten-by-Ten Video Seitcher
/PR 14379-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Video Switching Amplifier
/PR 13456-1/ 10-03
Video Trnnsformery Specification fory
02/26/65y EO-ly 05117/65t EO-2e 07/27/65y
EO-3y 01/05/66
50NTOO38A 08-01
Register, Video, Space Vehicley Specification
for 09/22/1964
50N60051A 08-01




High Resolution 1-Inch Vldicon Sgstem
Specification
S-630-P-0164 05-01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
ModlfM the Advanced Vidicon Camera SMstem
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bleat
Film
S-653-P-7 05-01
Improvement Effort for Storage Vidicona
S-731-P-6A 05-01
Specifications for Vidicon Camera
/PR 26725-1/ 10-03
VIENING
Viewing Unity Televisiony Ground Support
Equipeenty S_ecification for 05/28/1964
50H60055 _ 05-01
Viewing Unity Televislony Single Channely




Formica Gram Smooth Vinyl
S-553-P-0038 05-01
VISUAL




Godderd Space Flight Center Specification for
a Voice Recorder/Reproducer Svstem
S-553-P-0006 05-01
VOLT
Direct Current Paver Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-13 05-01




Voltage Supplvy Maasuringy Acceptance
Checkouty Procedure for 11/03/1964
HSFC-PROC-290A 08-01
Voltage Supplvy Master Neasuringy Acceptance
Checkouty Procedure for 11/02/1964
NSFC-PROC-292A 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltagey AssamblM Nodal
301y Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsvstemy Specification for
08/15/63y Amendment 2y 11/20/63
HSFC-SPEC-324 08-01
Determination of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
FrequencM Stabilization Hatvorky Procedure
fory 04/09/65
NSFC-PRDC-359 08-01
Shipboard Unified S-Band SMstem Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
S-506-P-S 05-01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophvslcal
ObservatorM Loe Voltage Pomer Converter
PS-8
S-623-0G0-0001 05-01
Project Relav Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0154 05-01
Specifications for the Development of a Loe
Temperaturey High Voltage Thermlonic EnergM
Conversion System
S-630-P-0129 05-01
Specification for Voltage Controlled
Generator, 11/25/64 /PR 44000-1/
10-03
Specifications for Voltage Calibrator
/PR 32343-1/ 10-03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcmrrier Oscillatory High Frequenc¥
/PR 14287-1/ 10-03
High Voltage Strobe Light Cabiey
Specification for 05/26/1963
50H60015 08-01
Regulatory Precision Voltagey AssemblM Model
301, Pulse Code Hodulsted Digital Data
Acquisition SubsMstemy Specification fory
10/06/64, EO-1, 07/20/65y EO-2y 01/05/66y
E0-3, 05/15/66
50H60209 08-01
Master Measuring Voltage Paver SuppIMy 5
Voltsy Direct Currenty Specification for
12/03/1964
50M60228 08-01
Measuring Assemblg. Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio Model 220y Specification fory
01125165
50M60259A 08-01
Measuring AssemblMy Voltage Standing Wave
Ratioy Nodal 225, Specification for. 4/18/65
50M60355 06-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, Ground
Equipment, Transmittery 29.668-NegacMcle
Verv Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillatory
Goidstone Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9915-GEN 11-01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facilityy Ground
Equipment, Transmittery 29.66S-Megacycle




High Precision Digital Voltmeter
S-322-P-5 05-01
Solid State Digital Voltmeter Specification
S-630-P-0160 05-01
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
10-03
VOLUMETRIC
Flommetery Volumetrlcy Turbine TMpe,
50H60081A 08-01
VULCANIZING
Adhesivey Silicone Rubber, Tmo-Componenty
Lov-to-Hoderate Temperature Resistanty
Room-Temperature Vulcanizingy General
Purposey 01/16/62y EO-1 08/03/62
10N01587 05-01
Adhesive, Silicone Rubbery One-Componenty
Moderate-to-High Temperature Resistanty
Room Temperature Vulcsalzlngy General
Purposey 01/16/62y EO-1 08/03/62
10H01588 08-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulation Material, Thermaly
Room Temperature Vulcanizlngy General
Purpose, Specification fury 01/16/62y EO-1
08/03/62
lOXOXSS9 08-01
Silicone Rubbery Insulation Materlaly The.reaIy
Elevated Temperature Vulcanlzingy General












Corrosion Preventive Compound, 811Tvpe,
Water Displacing Saturn Engines and Related




Soldering, Automatic Wave t or Printed Circuit
Assemblies, 07/01/66
KSC-S-178 10-01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
gave Soldering oft Procedure fort 01/10/64t
Amendment 2, 10/25/55
HSFC-PRUC-224 08-01
Specification for u 2300 Negucgcle Crossed
Half-gave Dipole
S-525-P-0035 05-01
Measuring Assembly, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio Hodel 220, Specification for,
01128168
50N60259A 08-01
Heasurlng Assembly, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio, Nodal 225t Specification fort 4/18/66
50H60355 08-01
BAVEGUIDE






Weight/Performance Management Survey Hnnuel
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-5006/, 8/15/65
CN 017-041-1 00-02
Weight Notation Systems, Standard, 12/06/62t
Amendment It 01/15/63
MSFC-STD-204A 08-01
Weight Documentation Form Completion, Space
Vehicle, Procedure for 10/10/1962 j
MSFC-PROC-208A 08_01
Weight and Balance Requirements, Procedure for
09/19/1962
NSFC-PROC-252 08-01
Specification for a Reliable, Light Weight,
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0009 05-01
Weight Center-of-Gravity, Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nimbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0003 05-01
WELD
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion Welds in Aluminum
and Nagnesium AIIov Sheet and Plate
Naterial /Space Vehicle Components/,
4109165
NSFC-SPEC-259A 08-01
Cleaning of Aluminum Alloy Weld Joints for
High Qualitg Welds, 12/06/65
NSFC-PROC-463 08-01
WELDABLE
Plastic Sheet, Laminated, Nickel-Iron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wiring/
05/07/1965
HSFC-SPEC-455 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/,
Style RC07 with geldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-11/, 4/07/66
50M50337 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/,
Style RL07 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-22684/, 4/0?/66
50H60358 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Film /High Stubility/t
Style RN55 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-lOS09/, 4/07/66
50N60359 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed t Ceramic-Dielectric, Styles
CKOSCW and CKOSCg with Weldable Leader
WELDABLE
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-11015/, 10/05/66
50N50360 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil and Sintered-Slug/ mith
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specifi,catfon HIL-C-3965/, 4/07/66
50M60361 08-01
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid Electrolyte,
Tantalum, Style CS13 mlth Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-26655/t 10/18/66
50M60362 08-01
Lead Material, Weldable, for Interconnection
and Component Parts, Specification for,
3/17/66
50H60363 08-01
Capacitor, Fixed, Mica-Dielectric, Stgle CN06
with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-C-S/,
4/07/66
50H60364 08-01
Transistors, NPMt Silicon, Types 2N910,
2N93Ot and 281482 with Weldable Leeds,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-S-19500/, 4/07/86
50H60365 08-01
Transistors, PNPt Silicon, Tgpes C920-1t
C920-At and C920-AA mlth Weldable Leads,
Specification fort 11/17/66
50H60366 08-01
Transistor, PMP t Tgpe 577S2 mith Weldable
Leader Specification for, 10/18/66
50N60367 08-01
Transistor, PNP, Type 75P2B mith Weldable
Leads, Specification fort 10/19/66
50N60368 08-01
Differential Amplifier, Transistor, NPHt Type
301K5 mith Weldable Leads, Specification
for, 11/17/66
50N60369 08-01
Transistor NPNt Silicon, Type 2N2432 mith
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/05/66
50H60370 08-01
Transistor, PNP, Silicon, Type 2N936 mith
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66.
50H60371 08-01
Transistor, PHP, Type HS1223 with Weldable
Leeds, Specification fort 10/13/66
50N60372 08-01
Transistor, PNPt Silicon, Type 2N3251 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50N60373 08-01
Transistor, PNPt Silicon, Type T6153 with
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/18/66
50H60374 08-01
Transistor, Field Effect, Type 2N3436 with
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/05/66
50H60375 08-01
Diodes, Slllcon_ Types IN458, IN459, and
IN827 mJth Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-S-19500/,
4/07/66
50H60376 08-01
Diode, Zener, Silicon, Tvpe 1H936A with
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/13/66
50N80377 08-01
Diode, Zenert Silicon, Type 1N1314A with
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/13/66
50H60378 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/, Type
CBD2265 through CBD10065 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10/13/66
50H60380 08-01
Resistor, Fixed, Precision, Wire Wound /Nigh
Temperature/, Tgpe SX063 with Weldable
Leads, Specification fort 8/12/66
50H603_1 08-01
SensistoP, Hold,dr Silicon, Tgpe TN-1/8 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50R60382 08-01
Inductor, Shielded, Type 1537734 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50H60383 08-01
Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, Style RL
20 with geldable Leads, Specification for





Resistors, Fixed9 Film, Insulated, Stgle RL
32 with Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-R-22684/9
10/17/66
50M60400 08-01
Transistors, N-Channel Junction, Silicon,
Field-Effect, Type U182 with Weldable
Leads9 Specification for. 10/17/66
50H60401 08-01
Transistors, Silicon, PNP, Types $2N722 and
$2Nl132 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NSFC-SPEC-338/108/. 10/17/66
50N60402 08-01
Transistors, Silicon. NPN, TVpe $2N2102 with
Weldable Leads9 Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification NSFC-SPEC-338/115/,
10/17/66
50H60403 08-01
Semiconductor Device, Diode, Silicon, Type
1N9418 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-19500/. 10/17/66
50R60404 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes, Silicon, Type
JAN-IN649 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
NIL-S-IV500/, 10/17/66
50N60405 08-01
Semiconductor Devices, Diodes. Silicon 9 Tvpes
1N4370A. TX-1N4370A, 1N4371A9 TX-1N4371A9
IN4372A, TX-1N4372A, 1N746A, Through
1N759A, and TX-1N748A Through TX-1N759A with
Weldable Leeds 9 Specification for /Cover
50M60406 08-01
Diode9 Zener, Tgpe 1N823A with Weldable
Leads. Specification for. 10/17/66
50N60407 08-01
Diodes. Zener9 Diffused. T_pe 1N4105 with
Weldable Leads. Specification for. 10/17/66
50M60408 08-01
Capacitors9 Fixed, Plastic Dielectric, 0C
/Nonmetallic Cases/ with Weldable Leeds,




Welded Electronic Nodules, Design and
Construction, Stundard for
ARC-STD-201 02-01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance Welded Electrical Connections,
7/27/6S
GNO-50571-GEN 11-01
Component Lead and Interconnection Materials,
for Welded Electronic Modules, 10/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-270B 08-01
Fabrication of Welded Electronic Modules,
Standard for, 04/30/64, Amendment 2,
10129165
NSFC-STD-271 08-01












Welded Nodule9 Series 3009 Delay Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/4 .08-01
Welded Module, Series SO0, Double Inverter
/II-2/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/5 08-01
gelded Nodule, Series 300. Input DoIa¥
/BD-1A/ 1110411963
NSFC-SPEC-325/6 08-01
Welded Module. Series 300. Core Write /CN-l/
11/04/1903
MSFC-SPEC-326/7 08-01
Molded Module. Series 300, Dmlav Circuit
/D-1A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/8 08-01






300, Line Driver /LD-2/
11104/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/9 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Flip-Flop /F-2A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/10 08-01
Welded Module. Series 300, Flip-Flop /FB-1A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/11 08-01
Welded Nodular Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/1-1/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/12 08-01
Welded Nodule. Series 300t Inverter Circuit
/I-2/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/13 08-01
Melded Module, Series 3009 Inverter Clrcuit
/1-3/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/14 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300. Inverter Circuit
/I-4/ 1110411963
NSFC-SPEC-325/15 08-01
Welded Nodule9 Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-SA/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/16 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Inverter Buffer
/IB-1/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/17 08-01
Welded Module9 Series 300. Inverter Buffer
/IB-2/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/18 08-01
Welded Module. Series 300, Inverter Flip-Flop
life-l/ 1110411963
MSFC-SPEC-325/19 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Serializing Logic
Circuit /M-1A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/20 08-01
Welded Module, Series 300, Diode Logic
Network /N-7A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/21 08-01
Welded Nodule, Series 300. Diode Logic
Network /N-8/ 11/04/1963
MSFC-SPEC-325/22 08-01
Welded Nodule. Series 3009 Line Driver /LIT-l/
11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/23 08-01





Welded Module Wiring, Standard for,
04/12162. EO-1 10/11/63
10M01618 08-01
Welded Nodules, Series 300. Specification for,
09/09/66
50NSO201A 08-01
Welded Nodules, Remote Digital Sub-
Multiplexer, Specification for, 07/08/65.
EO-1, 10/05/659 EO-2. 11/29/65
50N60217 08-01
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant




Etching of Aluminum before Spotwelding9
Standard for 09/23/1958
ABNA-STD-3 08-01
Welding, Fusion, Shielded Arc, Missile
Components, Aluminum and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABNA-PD-W-45 08-01
Voiding of Stainless Steel and Invar Piper
Tubing, and Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-N-179 10-01
Welding of Aluminum Allow Pipe, Tubing and
Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-N-180 10-01
Certification of Welding Machine Operators
and Welders, Specification for 03/27/1963
MSFC-SPEC-130 08-01
Welding, Fusion. Specification for 01/16/1963
NSFC-SPEC-135 08-01
Argon Gas /Welding/, Specification for
1010911984
RSFC-SPEC-363 08-01




Welding, Spot, Resistance, Ronstructural,
Specification for, 04/06/62t £0-1 10/11/63
10M01617 08-01
Welding. Fusion, Four- to Six-Inch Thick
Aluminum Alloy Plats, 2219 For Y Ring.
Procedure for. 02/01/63, EO-1 03/27/63
tOHO1648B 08-01
Welding. HY-80 Armor Plate Steele Static
Test Holddown Arm. Procedure for 02/26/1963
10M01687 08-01
Welding Fabrication of Hastellov Alloys.
Specification for 10/16/1963
95H01200 08-01
Welding. Carbon, Low Alloy and Stainless








Certification of Welding Hachine Operators
and Weldors, Specification for 03/27/1953
HSFC-SPEC-130 08-01
WHEEL
Engineering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-23 05-01
Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Hounting
S-731-P-25 05-01
Signal Processor end Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Wheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
S-731--P-42 05--01
Flight Hodel Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-52 05-01




Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Mldeband Tape Recorder Reproducer System
S-553-P-0002 05-01
Specification for a Wldeband Recorder System
S-553-P-0035 05-01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Wtdebaad Communications Subsystem
S-625-REL-O130 05-01
Yideband Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
05-01
Oscillator. Wideband, Subcarrler, Specification
for. 04/20/45, £0-3, 07/14/65. EO-4.
07/14/65, EO_5. 07/15/65 e EO-6. 12/30/65
50H600378 08-01







Filter, Elements, Hydraulic. Wire Hesh.
Specification for, 07/26/63, Amendment 1,
05108164
NSFC-SPEC-113A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4. Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/50/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/1B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 2 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 20+ Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/50/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/2B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 3 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size B. Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/3B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 10. Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/48 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 4 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size B, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/6B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Mire Gauge
Size 12, Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/TB 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 10. Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/68
RSFC-SPEC-332/8B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor. Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 6, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/gB 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 4 Conductor. Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20. Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/108 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 10 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/115 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 20. Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/12B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 19 Conductor, Onshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for. 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/13B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 39 Conductor. Unshielded.
American gire Gauge Size 16 and 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for.
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/148 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 39 Conductor. Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 20. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/56
HSFC-SPEC-332/15B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 20. Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/166 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20. Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/178 OB-O1
Cable+ Electrical, 61 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/188 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, gnshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Pol¥ethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/19B 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor. Onshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18. Polvethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/208 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor. Onuhielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butvl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-BPEC-332/21B 08-01
Cable, Electrical+ 4 Conductor, Unuhlelded,
American Uire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/228 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 4/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130165
HSFC-SPEC-332/238 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 4 Conductor. Unuhielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 12, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/24B 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 1/0,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for,
08150166
MSFC-SPEC-332/258 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 4,
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification for.
08130165
HSFC-SPEC-332/26B 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 4 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 6,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
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HSFC-SPEC-332/278 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulateds Specification form
06/30166
NSPC-SPEC-332/288 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Unsbieldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Pol_ethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08130/68
HSFC-SPEC-332/298 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Onshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulateds Specification form 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/308 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Mire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification form 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/316 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, I Unshielded,
3 Pair Twisted and Shielded, American Wire
Gauge Size 88 Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification form 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/328 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 8,
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30166
NSFC-SPEC-332/33B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Pol_ethwlene Insulated, Specification for,
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/34B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 8 Conductors Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Poi_ethglene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/356 08-01
Cables Electrical, 10 Conductors Overall
Shielded, American Mire Gauge Size 16 t
Polyethglene Insulateds Specification form
08130/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/36B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Tuisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 148 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08130/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/37B 08-01
Cables Electrical, 10 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mire Gauge Size 188 Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-33_/380 08-01
Cable, Electrical t 19 Conductors Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulateds
Specification tory 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/395 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14 s
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for,
08130186
NSFC-SPEC-3321408 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductors Onshielded s
American Mire Gauge Size 18, Pol_ethglene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/41B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 36 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification fops 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/42B 08-01
Cablew Electrical, 37 Conductors Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 128 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/439 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Tmlsted Shielded end Insulated, American
Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/448 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 1S Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated s Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14p
Polyethylene Insulateds Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/458 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 4 Quad
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Unshielded, American Mire Gauge Size 8, 12,
and 188 Polyethylene end Butyl Rubber
NSFC-SPEC-332/468 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12, and 16, Polvethglene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08130/66
NSPC-SPEC-332/478 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshieldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/48B 08-01
Cable, Electricals 60 Conductor, Single




Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Unshieided,
American Mire Gauge Size 168 Polgethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/50B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Mire Gauge
Size 168 Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/518 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 18 Pair Twisted and
Shle|ded s and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/528 08-01
Cable, Electricals 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid s American Wire Gauge
Size 188 Polyethglene Insulateds
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/S3D OS-Ol
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Tmisted and Shielded, Overall Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/578 08-01
Cable s Electrical, 60 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, Overall Shieldeds
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polvethviene
Insulated Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/588 08-01
Cable, Electrlcals 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded s American Mire Gauge Size 14,
Polgethglene Insuleteds Specification for,
08130166
RSPC-SPEC-332/598 08-01
Cable s Electrical, 60 Conductor, 15 Quad
Twisted and Shieldeds Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polgethylene
Insulated Specification fors 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/60D 08-01
Cable, Electricals 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/618 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braids American Mire Gauge
Size 8, ButvI Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/638 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Mire Gauge
Size I/0, Butyl Rubber Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/648 08-01
Cable, Electricals 5 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 12,
Polgethvlene Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/85B 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polgethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/6_
RSFC-SPEC-332/668 08-0)
Cable, Electrical, I0 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Mira Gauge Size 16, Pol¥ethviene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/678 08-0|
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unehieldmd,
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American Wire Gauge Size 12_ Polgethglene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/68B 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 54 Conductor_ Unehieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 18_ Polgethglene
Insulatedt Specification for 08/30/68
flSFC-SPEC-332/698 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 6 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polgeth¥1ene Insulated9 Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/708 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 10 Conductor_ Overall
Shieldedj American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polgethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08150/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/718 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 15 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethvlene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/728 08-01
Cablet Electrical, 13 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polgethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08150166
RSFC-SPEC-332/73B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 13 Conductor. Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/748 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 18 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20t
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/75B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 60 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethvlene Insulated. Specification for
08/50/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/77B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 1Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 15_ Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/TgB 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt ? Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16t
Polvethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08150166
HSFC-SPEC-332180B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ ? Conductor, Overall
Shieldedt American Wire Gauge Size 209
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSPC-SPEC-332/815 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 20 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16t
Polwethylene Ineulatedt Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/835 08-01
Cab|e_ Electrical_ 52 Conductor_ Onehieided_
American Wire Gauge Size 20. Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/848 08-01
Cable_ Electrica]_ 2 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/878 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 5 Conductor_ Overall
Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polgeth_lene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/888 08-01
Cable_ Electrical, 2 Conductor_ Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 8_ Butvl Rubber
Inaulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/898 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 2 Conductor_ Unahielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 1/Of Butvl Rubber
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/90B 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 3 Conductor_ Unahielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polgethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/918 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor_ Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/928 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 6 Conductor, Unshielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethvlene
Ineulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/938 08-01
Cable_ Electricai_ 4 Conductor_ Unshielded,
American Rire Gauge Size 16_ Polyethvlene
lnsulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/958 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 37 Conductor_ Overall
Shielded Double Braid_ American Wire Gauge
Size 16_ Polgethglene Insulated_
Specification for_ 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/gSA 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 10 Conductor_ 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unahielded_
American Wire Gauge Size 16, Polvethylene
lnsulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/g6A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 10 Conductor_ gnshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 2Of Polvethvlene
Insulated_ Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/97A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Tmisted Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Pol_ethvlene Inaulated_ Specification for
08130166
HSPC-SPEC-332/98A 08-01
Cablet Electrlcal_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Inaulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Inaulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
NSPC-SPEC-332/99A 08-01
Cable, Electrical_ 40 Conductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American _ire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethglene lnsulated_ Specification for
08130168
HSFC-SFEC-332/100A 08-01
Cable_ Electricel_ 45 Conductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08150166
HSFC-SPEC-5321101A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 14_
Polyethylene Tnsulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/102A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 48 Conductort 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded lnsulated_ Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 20_
Polyethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08150166
MSPC-SPEC-332/103A 08-01
Cable_ Electricalt 48 Conductor_ 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-532/104A 08-01
Cable. Electrical_ 40 Coaductor_ 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethylene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/105A 08-01
Cable. Electrical_ 45 Conductor. 15 Triple
Tmisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 18_
Polyethvlene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/lO6A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 30 Conductor_ Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 18.
Pol_ethglene Insulated_ Specification for
08/30/66 •
HSFC-SPEC-532/107A 08-01
Cable_ Electrical_ 48 Conductor. 12 Quad
Tvisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded_ American Wire Gauge Size 16,





Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
_SFC-SPEC-3321109A 08-01
Cable. Electrical, 45 Conductor. 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polgethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/110A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 30 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated. Overall
Shielded. American Wire Gauge Size 16.
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-3321111A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
Americas Wire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/I12A 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded.
Americas Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/IISA 08-01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshlelded,
Americas Wire Gauge Size 2, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 06/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/114A 08-01
Cable. Electrical. 37 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polvethglene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/115A 08-01
Cable, Electrical. 3 Conductor, Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/116A 08-01
Aluminum Allow, Bars, Rods. Wire and Special
Shapes, Rolled, Draun, Extruded or Cold
Finished, 7075, 05/28/64. Amendment 1.
10/04/66, QPL-3S9-2, 01/20/66
HSFC-SPEC-389 08-01
Connections. Electrical. Ylra Wrapped.
Specification for 02/09/1965
HSFC-SPEC-390 06-01
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping end
Yire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-1 04-01
Gold Alloy /Gold 7S-Silver 22-Nickel 3/,
Yire Strip. _heet, end Rod, Specification
for. 10/29/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10H01753 08-01
Gold. Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/. Wire, Strip,
Sheet. and Rod. Specification for, 10/21/63.
EO-I 01/08/64
10H01764 08-01
Palladium Alloy /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platinun lO-Zinc 1/9
Wire, Sheet, Strip and Rod9 Specification
for. 11/07/63, EO-1 01/08/64
10H01755 08-01
Platinum-Ruthenium Alloy /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium 10/. Wire. Strip, Sheet, Tubing.
end Rod. Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01766 08-01
Gold. Silver, Zinc, Platinum, Copper Alloy
/Gold 71.S-Silver 4.S-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire. Strip. Sheet, Tubing.
and Rod, Specification for 12/31/1963
10H01758 08-01
Platinum. Iridium Alloy /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/9 Wire. Strip, Sheet, Tubing. and Rod,
Specification for 12/18/1963
10H01760 08-01
Explosive Bridge Wire /EBW/ Pulse Sensor
224-1, Acceptance Test. 7/14/65
50H60310 08-0i
Resistor. Fixed, Precision, Ylra Wound /High
Temperature/. Type SX063 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for. 8/12/66
50H60381 08-01
Wire, Electrical. Teflon Insulated, High




Resistors. Fixed. Wirewound /Power Type/
Style KRW67168/69/. 03/10/66
KSC-R-IO5A 10-01
Resistors, Fixed. Precision, Wirewound /Style
SRB/, Specification for. 04/17/64, EO-1
04121165
50H60147 08-01
Resistors, Variable, Yirewound. /Lead Screu
Actuated/, /Style SRT/, Specification for,
06/19/64, EO-1, 04/21/65, EO-2, 11/04/65,
EO-39 01/03/66
50H60183 08-01
Resistors. Fixed. Wirewound /Power/, /Style
SRE/, Specification for. 05/21/64, EO-I.
04/21/65. E0-2. 12/20/65
50H60165 08-01
Resistors, Fixed. Wirewdund /Insulated/.




Printed Wiring for Electronic Assemblies
ARC-STD-2OOB 02-01
Sveten Cabling. Wiring and Connectors
ESD-IOSOS6 09-03
Procedure for Wiring Programming Svsten
Patchboards, 06/15/64
KSC-Y-187 10-01
Connectors, Receptacles, Electrlca|. Printed
Wiring Board, General Purpose, Edge
Type, 05101/66
NSFC-SPEC-119A 08-01
Plastic Sheet, Laminated Copperclud /for
Printed Wiring/, 11/16/66
HSFC-SPEC-377A 08-01
Plastic Sheet. Laminated. Nickel-Iron-Cobalt





Inter-Svsten Wiring Specification for Relay
Test Stations
S-500-P-0219 05-01
Installation of Electrical Equipment Fixtures..
end Wiring
S-532-P-0023 05-01
Printed Wiring Boards and Assemblies
S-672-P-0001 05-01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 05-01
Quality Control Implementation- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 05-01
Welded Nodule Wiring, Standard for.
04/12/62. EO-I 10/11/63
10H01618 08-01
General Electrical Wiring Requirements,
09115163
12-1 04-01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminations. Safety Wiring. and Connectors,
09/30/63
12-2 04-01
High Temperature Wiring and Soldering,
09/27/63
12-3 04-01
Identification of Electrical Wiring and
Cabling. 09/30/63
12-4 04-01




Wiring. and Checkout. 10/03/63
12-7 04-01
Wiring. Electrical Components, Standard for
04/01/64, EO-1 06/09/64
40H00200 08-01
Wiring, Electrical Ground Support Equipment.
Identification Harking and Color Coding,
Standard for 09/02/1964
40H00220 08-01
Flexible Circuits, Wiring. and Cable. Design.






Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling




Electrical Work, Interior, 12117164
KSC-STD-3 10-01
Clean Rooms and Work Stations
HSC-SPEC-C-4 09-03
Painting and Finishing Work
5-532-P-0019 05-01
WORKBOOK
Maintenance and Use of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration -Flight Research




Inspection Standards for Workmanship,
Electronic Ground Support Equipment,
12/13/63, Amendment 1, 2/05/64, Amendment 2,
11/09/64, Amendment 4, 6/28165
GHO-50190-GEN 11-01
Workmanship, Harking, Traceabilltv, Age
Control and Packaging Requirements for all
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
S-323-P-2 05-01




Rmsistorw Fixed, Precisionw Wire Wound /High
Temperature/, Type SX053 mith Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50M60381 08-01
WRAP












Direct Writing_Anslog Recording Svsten
ESD-106018 09-03
Direct Writing Recording Sgstem
ES0-106039 09-03
Direct Writing lO0-Channel Event Recording
Svsten
E5D-106047 09-03
Direct Writing 32-Channel Event Recording
Sgstam
ESD-106048 09-03
Technical Writing Guide, Procedures,
Vol. I, 06115/63 , Vol. llA, 04/15/65,
Vol. IIIA, 10/15/64
HSFC-PRGC-239 08-01
Nlnimun Salient Characteristics for Direct




gelding, Fusion, Four- to Six-lnch Thick
Aluminum Alloy Plate, 2219 For Y Ring,
Procedure for, 02/01/63, EO-1 03/27163
lONO1648B 08-01
YAGI
Hgdraullcall¥-Driven Yaoi Talametrv Array
S-531-P-4 05-01
YAW
Nimbus Attitude Control Amplifier, Yam Axis
5-650-NI-0008 05-01
Yew Rate and Position Sensor
S-653-P-0001 05-01
Yam Rate Gvro Package
S-731-P-17A 05-01
YIELD








Palladium Alloy /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold lO-Platlnun lO-Zinc 1/,
Wire, Sheet, Strip and Rod, Specification
for, 11/07163, EO-1 01108/64
10M01755 08-01
Gold, Silver, Zinc, Platinum, Copper Allow
/Gold 71o5-Sllver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Strip, Sheatt Tubing,
and Rod, Specification for 12/31/1963
10M01758 08-01
Gold, 10 Carat, /Gold 4r.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.D-Zinc 9.31, Sheet, Strip, Rod, and
Tubing, Specification for 12/18/1963
10N01764 08-01
Plating_ Mechanical, Zinc, Specification for,
7118166
40N00380 08-01




Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thermocoupla




PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
ORIGINATOR INDEX
NASA SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS MAY 1967
Listing of Items by Origin
The titles of specifications and standards are grouped by the NASA Center of
origin, The specification numbers are listed, followed by the title and the date
of issue, To the right of the designation is the four-digit code which identifies
the organizational component serving as the SOurce. The SOurce codes are
explained at the end of the Introduction,
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT i::|LMED.
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
ARC-PROC-IOOA ARC 02 01
Cable Asseebllest General Specification for
ARC-PROC-IOIA ARC 02 01
Potting of Electronic end Electrical
Aeseeblles, Procedure for
ARC-PROC-IO2A ARC 02 01
Conforeal Coating of Electronic end Electrical
Assemblies, Procedure for
ARC-R_A-1 ARC OZ 01
Reliability end Quellt¥ Assurance Procedures
for Ames Research Center
ARC-RQA-2A ARC 02 01
Ames Research Center School tor Reliable
Electrical Connections Program Plan
ARC-RQA-6 ARC 02 01
Ames Research Center Qualltg and Reliebllit W
Survev Checklist
ARC-RQA-7 ARC 02 01
School of Reliabilit V end Quulit_ Assurance
for Hand Soldering Student Huadbook
ARC-RQA-8 ARC 02 O1
Ames Research Center Establishment and
Haintenance of Identification to Provide
Article end Record Treceebilitv
ARC-RQA-9 ARC 02 01
Ames Research Canter QualitM Status Stamping
Procedure
ARC-STD-2OOB ARC
Printed Wiring for Electronic Assemblies
O2 01
ARC-STD-201 ARC
Relded Electronic Hodules, Design and
Construction_ Standard for
ARC-STD-203 ARC
Electronic Equipment Product List
ARC-STD-204 ARC





ARC-SPEC-3O2 ARC 02 01
Electronic Equipsaat_ General Specification for
ARC-SPEC-303 ARC 02 01
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
ARC-SPEC-350 ARC 02 01
Rugnatic Field Screening of Parts
ARc-sPEc-351 ARC 02 Ol
Regeetic Field Tasting of Subassemblies
ARC-SPEC-352 ARC




_ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
ERC/F-C-IO001 £RC
Coeaerclal Equlpeent Specification for A
Versatile Leek Datectort 12/08/65
12 Ol
ERC/PR-IO001 ERC
Electron Probe Mlcroenel_zer_ Research
Equlpaent, 07/09/651 Revision It 11/24/65
12 01
ERC/FR-IO002 ERC
Hetallographt Research Equipment 9 ulth
Acceseorlee_ 05/13/65
12 01
ERC/FR-IO003 ERC 12 01
Versatile Crvstal Growing Furnace, 07/30/65
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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°-_ _L.,_N;( NOT FILMED
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
00-1 FRC 04 Ol
Halntennnce and _se of National Aeronautics and
Space Adeinistration -Flight Research
Center Workbook and Associated Fores and
Recorder 06/04/63
00-2 FRC 04 01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Flight Research Center Process
Specification Systea_ 10/20/64
00-5 FRC 04 01
Procedure for Preparing Vendor Drawing
Changes and Engineering Sketches, 10/02/52
02-1 FRC 04 Ol
Periodic Certification of Hand Crimping and
Wire Stripping Tools, 09/25/63
02-2 FRC 04 01
Gages, Measuring Devices9 Instruennts t Test
Equipment ! and Tools_ Calibration and
Checking Requireeentst 02/15/65
04-4 FRC 04 01
Standard Thread Anti-Seize end 0 Ring
Lubricants, Tvpest Useal and Control,
09/20/62
05-4 FRC 04 01
Methods of Treatment for Rgdrogen Peroxide
Coeponents 9 08/10/61
05-5 FRC 04 O1
Acceptance Standards for Rydrogen Peroxide
Conditioning of Components and Parts,
02/01/62
06-3 FRC 04 01
Description, User and Control of Hgdraulic
Fluid, Non-Petroleum Base, Aircraft
/HIL-H-8446/, 01/06/61
12-1 FRC 04 01
General Electrical Hiring Requireeentee
09/15/63
12-2 FRC 04 01
Basic Soldering Requirements Shield
Terminations, Safetg _lringt and Connectors,
09/30/63
1Z-3 FRC 04 01
High Teeperature Wiring and Soldering_
09/27/63
12-4 FRC 04 01
Identification of Electrical Nlring and
Cabling, 09/30/63
12-5 FRC 04 01
Stoeage of Electrical giring and Connectorsw
09/20/63
12-6 FRC 04 Ol
Hand Soldering of High Rallablllty Electrical
Connections, 10/02/63
12-7 FRC 04 01
Non-Structural Therlmcouplnsw Installationt
Wiring, and Checkout, 10/03/63
14-4 FRC 04 Ol
Reset and Calibration Procedure, X-15 Cabin
Pressure Control Switch /Raletron Model
M4151/p 07/11/62
20-1 FRC 04 01
Cleaning Hethods and Processes, 09/16/63
20-2 FRC 04 Ol







































































GSFC 05 01 FFB-I GSFC
See S-532-P-0007
GSFC 05 01 FTR 1016910 GSFC
See S-550-AP-0001
GSFC 05 01 FTH 1016951 GSFC
See S-550-AP-0002
GSFC 05 O1 G-2-O00 GSFC
See S-320-D-0001
GSFC 05 01 G-8-O00 GSFC
See S-320-D-0002
GSFC 05 01 GA-GEH-lO01800 GSFC
See S-552-P-0018
GSFC 05 01 GA-GEH-1004310 GSFC
See S-552-GEH-O010
GSFC 05 01 GA-GEH-3147911 GSFC
See S-553-P-0039
GSFC 05 01 GgP-S18-1 GSFC
See S-623-DA0-0001
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-2 GSFC
See S-623-0A0-0002
GSFC 05 O1 GEP-S18-3 GSFC
See S-623-DAD-O003
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-4 GSFC
See S-623-DAD-O004
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-5 GSFC
See S-623-0AD-0005
GSFC 05 Ol GEP-SI8-6 GSFC
See S-623-DAD-O006
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-7 GSFC
See S-623-DAD-O007
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-8 GSFC
See S-623-0AD-0008
GSFC 05 O1 GEP-S18-9 GSFC
See S-623-0A0-0009
GSFC 05 01 GEP-S18-10 GSFC
See S-623-0AD-0010
GSFC 05 O1 GSFC-ACS-O01 GSFC
G_roscope_ Free r Rinisturew Tvo Axis
GSFC 05 01 GSFC-TDS-AMT-29 GSFC
See S-525-P-0029
GSFC 05 Ol GSFC-TDS-AMT-30 GSFC
See S-525-P-0030






























































































































































































































































































































































































Spare and Replaceable Parts Provisioning
Document for National Aeronautics Space
Administration Communications Division
SSFC-571-66-08 GSFC


































MIT-3430A GSFC 05 01
See S-650-HI-O001
MIT-3474 GSPC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0018
MIT-3475 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-N1-0019
MIT-3476 GSFC 05 01
See 5-650-NI-0021
MIT-3477 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-N1-0002
HIT-3480 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-MI-0003
MIT-3483 GSFC 05 01
See 5-650-MI-0022
elT-3404 GSFC 05 01
See 5-650-NI-0024
MIT-7026 GSFC 05 O1
See S-650-NI-0023
MIT-7027 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-MI-0020
OSO-D-DRR GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0SQ-0004
OSD-E-DRR GSFC 05 O1
See S-623-0S0-0005
P-1 GSFC 05 01
See $-672-P-0001
P-IIA GSFC 05 Ol
See S-672-P-OOO2&
PCN-72139-337 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-HR-0004
Q-11 GSFC 05 01
See S-672-P-0002
Q-111 GSFC 05 01
See S-572-P-0003
RFQ 29200 GSFC 05 01
See S-550-P-0001
Rl-O000 GSPC 05 01
See S-625-REL-O001
R1-0100 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-REL-0100
R_-0101 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-HEL-0101
R1-0102 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-REL-0102
R1-0103 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-REL-0103
R1-0104 GSFC 05 01
See S-625-HEL-0104















































































Rl-0450 GSFC 05 O1
See S-500-P-0450
S-1-101 GSFC 05 O1
See S-320-UK-0101
S-1-201 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-UK-0201
S-1-301 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-UK-0301
S-1-401 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-320-UK-0401
S-2-0ODO GSFC 05 01
General Specification Governing the
Applications Technology Satellite Program
S-2-0101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-ATS-O]01
S-2-0102 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-320-ATS-0102
S-2-101 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-320-EP-0101
S-2-201 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-320-EP-0201
S-2-401 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-EP-0401
S-2-402 GSFC 05 01
Sea S-320-EP-0402
S-2-901 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-IHP-0901
S-2-903 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-EP-0403 end 5-320-ZHP-0903
S-3-901 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-AL-0901
S-4-101 GSFC 05 01
See S-320-OGU-0101
5-4-201 GSFC 05 O1
See S-320-0GU-0201
S-6-901 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-320-SM-0901
S-250-P-OOO1 GSFC
Goddmrd Space Flight Center Closed Circuit
Television Operating Equipment and
Acceaaori@a
05 Ol
5-252-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Library Technical Support Services Contract
S-3OO-P-1A GSFC 05 Ol
Printed Miring Boards
S-320-A-1 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bg Atlas-Agama,
Thor-Agena, or Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agama
Launch Vehicles
S-320-AIHP-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for the
Anchored Interplauetarg Ronitorlng Platform
/A I R P/Spacecraft
S-320-AL-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test _pecification end Test Plan
for 5-27 Topside Sounder Satellite
5-320-AL-0901 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification- Alouette B
Spacecraft Svstea Tests
S-320-AT-OOO1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for S-6
Atmospheric Structure Satellite
S-320-AT-OOO3 GSFC 05 01
Environnental Test Specification for S-6A
Subassemblies
S-320-ATS-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environeentel Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Spacecraft Testing
S-320-ATS-0102 GSFC 05 O1
Environmental Qualification and Acceptance Test
Specification- Component Testing
S-320-D-1 GSFC 05 O1
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components- Launch
Environments Dictated bg Delta Space
Vehicle-SC end Thor-Augmented
Launch Vehicles /Allegheneg Ballistics
Laboratorv X-255 Third Stage/
S-320-D-2 GSFC 05 O1
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components Using Launch
Environments Dictated bg Improved Delta
Launch Vehicle /Delta Space Vehicle-SF,
3G, and 3H/
S-320-EP-O001 GSFC OS 01
Preliulnarv Test Specification for S-3A
Solar Paddles
S-320-EP-OOO2 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the G-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-O003 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Plan- Energetic Particles
Satellite /S-S/
S-320-EP-O004 GSFC 05 O1
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experiments, Stud V of
Enhanced Radiation Belt S-3B and S-3C
3O9
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S-320-EP-0201 GSFC 05 01
Environaental Acceptance Teat- Components and
Experimenter Study of Enhanced Radiation
Belt S-3B and S-3C
S-320-EP-0401 GSFC 05 01
Envlronaental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Testing of the S-3A Energetic
Particles Satellite
S-320-EP-0402 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for Flight
Acceptance Tests of StudN of Enhanced
Radiation Belt S-3A and S-3C
5-320-EP-0403 GSFC 05 01
Environaentel Test Specification- Project
EPE-D Energetic Particles Explorer-D
S-320-FR-I GSFC 05 01
Envlronnnntel Test Specification for FR-I
Varg Low Frequancv Satellite
5-320-GE-1 GSFC 05 01
Environnental Test Specification for the Gemini
S-9 Nuclear Enulsion Experiment
S-320-INP-0901 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification- Components,
S-74 Interplanetarv Honltoring Platform
S-320-INP-0903 GSFC 05 01
Environnental Test Specification- S-?4
Interplenetarv Nonitoring Platform
Spacecraft SNstee Tests
S-320-INP-1 GSFC OS Ol
Intarplaneterv Honitoring Platform
Environmental Teat Specification for
Components
S_320-IMP-2 GSFC 05 01
Interplanetarv Ronitorlng Platform
Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft SNstma Tests
S-320-N1-1 GSFC 05 01
Enviroaaental Test Specification Nimbus C
Spacecraft Svsten end Subsystem Testa
S-320-NI-2 GSFC 05 01
Environmental List Specification Nimbus B
Spacecraft Sgsteat Subsgstems end
Experiments
S-320-0G0-0101 GSFC OS 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Orbiting Geophgaic81 Obaarvator¥ Experiments
S-320-RAE-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Test Specification for the Radio
Astrononv Explorer /RAE/ Subsystems
S-320-S-1 GSFC 05 91
General Environmental Teat Specification for
Spacecraft and Coeponenta Uaing Launch
Environments Dictated bv Scout FW-4 and
Scout X-258 Launch Vahiclaa
S-320-SM-0901 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Teat Specification for San Narco
/Shotput/ Payloads
S-320-SR-1 GSFC 05 01
General Environmental Test Specifications for
Flight Acceptance of Sounding Rocket
Pavloeda
S-320-UK-0101 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification Test-
Components and Experimentsw United Kingdom
/z/s-sz
5-320-UK-0201 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Acceptance Test- Components end
Experiments, Unitnd'KIngdoa-2/S-52
S-320-UK-0301 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Design Qualification
Specification for the Prototvpe United
Kingdoe-2/S-52 Spacecraft
S-320-UK-0501 GSFC 05 Ol
Environmental Teat Plan of the UK-2/S-B2
Satellite Program
S-322-P-2 GSFC OS 01
Thermal Shroud AssenblN
S-322-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Ultra High Vacuum Electronic Pump
S-322-P-5 GSFC 05 01
High Precision Digital Voltmeter
S-323-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Workmanship, Harking, TrecaabllitN, Age
Control end Packaging Requirements for mll
Semiconductors Procured to Electronic
Institute Association Specifications for
Goddard Space Flight Center Use
5'-323-P-3 GSFC OS 01
Viaual Inspection Raqulranants for Glass
Encased Diodes
S-324-DNE-A-1 GSFC OS 01
Environmental Design Qualification and
Acceptance Testa- Components end
Experiments, Distance Heesuring Equipment
Antenna
S-324-RES-1 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Teat Specification for the
Reliable Earth Sensor /RES/
S-325-LPS-0001 GSFC 05 01
Launch Phase Simulator
8-325-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Data Collection and Recording Swstan for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-325-P-7A GSFC OB 01
Design, Febrlcation_ and Installation of
Princeton Optical Bench for the Twelve by
Fifteen Tharwei-Vacuum Chawber
S-330-P-OOD1 GSFC OB 01
Printed Circuit Boardw Nester Drawing
5-450-NI-2 GSFC OS 91
Godderd Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus
B-SMAP-19 System
310
S-450-P-1A GSFC 05 Ol
qualttg and Reltabllitg Provisions for Nimbus
Procurement
S-450-P-S GSFC 05 O1
Screening of Semiconductors for the Nimbus
Meteorological Satellite Program
5-_50-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Screening of High Usage Electronic Parts for
the Nimbus Satellite Program
S-5OO-AP-OO01 GSFC 05 Ol
Specifications for Apollo Timing System
S-5OO-P-OOOIA GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 4D-Foot
Diameter X-Y Data Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer end Posltlon
Encoding System
5-500-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for 40-Foot Data
Acquisition Antenna Svstea Tracking
Receiver
S-SOU-P-DOOm GSFC 05 01
Collimation System Specifications for 40-Foot
Data Acqulsition Antenna System
S-500-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Data Sub-Carrier
Usclllators
S-500-P-0010 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for a 10 Kilowatt S-
Band rover Amplifier
S-SOU-P-D011 GSFC 05 Ol
Antenna Control Status Specification
S-500-P-O012 GSFC 05 01
Serve Control and Drive Systems Specification
5-500-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Serve Control and Drive Sub-System
Specification
S-50O-P-OOl_ GSFC 05 01
Data System Specification
S-G0O-P-OO15 GSFC 05 Ol
Functional'Specification for Data Svetem
5-500-P-0016 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for 85-Foot Data Acquisition
Antenna
5-500-P-0017 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 85-Foot Satellite Data
Acquisition Antenna
S-500-P-0018 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for 85-Foot Antenna
S-5OO-P-O019 GSFC 05 01
Field Acceptance Test- National Aeronautics
and Space Administration 4D-Foot X-Y
Antenna Units 2,3 ! and 4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S-500-P-0020 GSFC 05 01
Functional Requirements for Phase Lock '
Demodulator-Comblner
S-500-P-0021 GSFC 05 01
Perfornance Specification for Antenna Control
and Drive System
S-500-P-0022 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- Antenna Position
Progrsnmer System
S-SOO-P-OOZ3 GSFC 05 01
Perfornance Specifications- Pulse Code
Rodulation Signal Conditioner and Calibrator
S-500-P-0024 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for 3D-Foot Antenna
S-500-P-0025 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Tracking Data
Processor Sgstem
S-500-P-0026 GSFC 05 01
Packing and Crating Equipment for Export
Shipeent
S-500-P-002? GSFC 05 01
Coatin 0 Svetem for Antennas
S-50O-P-0101 GSFC 05 01
Tracking Coablner Performance Specifications
S-500-P-0202 GSFC 05 01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
5-500-P-0204 GSFC 05 01
136 Regacycle Nulticoupler Performance
Specification
5-500-P-0208 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Environmental Conditions
/Revision I/
S-500-P-0211 GSFC 05 01
136 Regacycle Solid-State Preamplifier
Perfornance Specification
S-500-P-0212 GSFC 05 01
Remote Controlled Attenuator Performance
Specifications
S-500-P-O21S GSFC 05 01
Telesetrv Patch Pans1 Perfornancs
Specification
S-500-P-0214 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification- Angle
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0215 GSFC 05 01
X-Y Antenna Position Programmer .and Position
£ncoding System
S-500-P-0216 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification- Relay Test Station
Servo System
S-500-P-0217 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification for Antenna
Feed Svstem
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S-500-P-0218 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Packaging Specification for Relag
Test Stations
S-500-P-0219 GSFC 05 01
Inter-Svstem Wiring Specification for Relev
Test Stations
S-500-P-0220 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specifications for Acquisition
Tracking Receiver
S-500-P-0221 GSFC 05 Ol
Performance Specification- Parametric
Amplifier/Converter S_stem
S-500-P-0222 GSFC 05 01
Noise Figure and Test Signal S_stem
Performance Specification
5-500-P-0223 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Remote Controlled
Attenuator
S-500-P-0224 GSFC 05 01
Perfornance Specification for 2300 Negmcvcle
Boresight Source
S-500-P-0225 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- Up-Date
Verification Receiver
S-500-P-0226 GSFC 05 01
Signal Date Demodulator Swstem
S-500-P-0301 GSFC 05 Ol
130-140 Negacvcle Tracking Receiver
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0410 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Noise Figure and Test
Signal Svstem
S-500-P-0411 GSFC 05 01
136 Regacgcle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-bOO-P-0412 GSFC 05 01
136 Negacvcle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0413 GSFC 05 01
400 Hegacycle Boresight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0414 GSFC 05 01
400 Negacgcle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0415 GSFC 05 01
1700 Regacvcle Boreeight Source Performance
Specification
S-500-P-0416 GSFC 05 01
1700Hegacvcle Calibration Signal Generator
Performance Specification
S-500-P-0418 GSFC 05 01
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Diameter X-Y Tracking Antenna
S-500-P-0419 GSFC 05 01
Development of a 1700 Negacgcle9 Ultra-Lay-
Noise Parametric Amplifier/Converter Svetee
5-500-P-0420 GSFC 05 Ol
Development of a 400 Negncgcle_ Low-Noise-
Parametric Amplifier Converter Svstem
S-500-P-0426 GSFC 05 01
Azimuth-Elevation Antenna Position Programmer
S-500-P-0450 GSFC 05 01
Project Relev Specification- Relay I Test
Stationt Rutlevt Row Jmrsev
S-50B-P-4 GSFC 05 O1
C-Band Re-Entrv Acquisition Sgstem for
Apollo Instrumentation Ships
S-506-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Shipboard Unified S-Rend Sgstem Transmitter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Counter
5-512-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Acoustic Transponders - A Component of the
Sonar Deacon Reference Svstem
S-514-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Teleeetrv Test Set /Exhibit B/
S-521-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Universal Pulse Frequenc_ Nodulation
Simulator
S-522-P-0002 GSFC 05 61
Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder Test
Set Specification
S-522-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Nicroelectronic Oscillator Range and Range
Rate Transponder
S-522-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Specification for IOW_ 1000 Negecvcle
Transistor
S-522-P-0005 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for n Pulse Code Hodulation
Signal Conditioning Console
S-522-P-0006 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulation
Input Console
S-522-P-0007 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Pulse Code Nodulntion
Data Simulator and Comparator
5-522-P-0008 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for a Rslinblet Low Pouer_ Thin
Film Spacecraft Remor_
S-522-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Specification for • Reliable_ Light gelght_
Ceramic Audio Filter for Spacecraft
Applications
S-522-P-0010 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for • Computer Format Control
Buffer eith Time Decoder
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S-522-P-0911 GSFC 95 01
Specification for a Universal Comb-Filter
Processing for Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetr V Signals
S-'522-P-9012 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Developmental Comb-Filter
Utilizing Miniaturized Active Elements for
Processing Pulse Frequency Modulation
Telemetry Signals at Minitrack Stations
5-522-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Bit Synchronizer and Signal
Conditioner
S-522-P-9014 GSFC 95 01
Specification for Pulse Code Modulation
Data Handling Equipment
S-522-RR-0054 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit B Goddard Range and Range Rate
System Specification
S-523-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for Broad-Band Ground
Antenna for Satellite Command System
S-523-P-9101 GSFC 05 01
Tracking Combiner Performance Specifications
S-523-P-9201 GSFC 95 91
Diversity-Locked Phase Demodulator Performance
Specification
5-523-P-0202 GSFC 05 01
Diversity Telemetry Receiver Performance
Specification
S-523-P-0208 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Specification for Indoor
Equipment
S-523-P-9219 GSFC 05 01
130 Megacycle to 140 Negacycle Line Amplifiers
Performance Specifications
S-523-P-0302 GSFC 05 01
130 Hegacycle to 140 Megacycle Advanced
Polarization Diversity Autotrack Receiver
Performance Specification
S-523-P-9401 GSFC 05 01
Very High Frequency Command Transmitter
Preliminary Specification
S-523-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Digital Data Recording and Synchronizing
System /Digital Data Recording and
Synchronizing System/ Performance
Specification
S-523-RO-0901 GSFC 05 O1
400 Regacycle/136 Nsgac¥cle Auto-Track and
Telemetry Receiver Specification for Rosman
8S-Foot Antenna
S-524-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Real T/me Automatic Digital Optical Tracker
System Modification to Add Azimuth-
Elevation Mount Control
S-524-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Computer/Controller
Subsystem of an Optical Trackin 9 System
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S-524-P-3 GSFC 95 91
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Semi-Trailer Electronic Equipment Van
S-525-ANT-OO30 GSFC 95 91
Performance Specification for a Cassegrain Feed
System for 3g-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0091 GSFC 95 91
Functional Specification for Satellite Command
Antenna
S-525-P-0002 GSFC 05 O1
Functional Specification for 136 Megacycle and
1700 Megacycle Feed Systems 85-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0903 GSFC 95 91
Equipment Procurement Specification for 40-Foot
Data Acquisition Antenna Feed System 40-005
5-525-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for
Electrically-Driven X-Y Mount for
Antennas
S-525-P-0095 GSFC 05 91
Functional Specification for Hydraulically
Driven X-¥ Pedestal.and Serve Positioning
System
5-525-P-0006 GSFC 05 01
Vertical Freespace Range for Antenna
Performance Test Facility
S-525-P-0007 GSFC 05 91
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Absorbent Material for Antenna Test Range
Facility
S-525-P-0008 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Radome for
Antenna Test Range Facility
5-525-P-0099 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Gasoline Engine Driven
VehicLe
S-525-P-0010 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Serve-Driven Antenna
Pedestal
S-525-P-0011 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Relag Feed
System for 85-Foot Diameter Parabolic
Antenna
S-525-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Space
Communications Feed System for 8S-Foot
Diameter Parabolic Antenna
5-525-P-0015 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for Communications
Satellite Feed System for 8S-Foot D/_ametee
Parabolic Antenna
5-525-P-0016 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for 136, 490 and 1700
NC Feed Systems for 85-Foot Diameter
Parabolic Antenna
S-525-P-0017 GSFC 95 91
Procurement Specification for Portablet
Solid-Statet Radiometer
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S-525-P-0018 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Disk-On-Rod Command Antenna
Arreg
S-525-P-0019 GSFC 05 O1
Performance Specification- Antenna Drive and
Control System
S-525-P-0021 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for High Power
Transmission Line and Control Cable
Assemblies
S-525-P-0022 GSFC OS Ol
Procurement Specification for an R-F Echoic
Chamber to be Installed in Building 19
S-525-P-0023 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for • Cnssegrain
Feed System for Be-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0024 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specification for Collimation Tamer
Equipment
S-525-P-0026 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Aircraft Antenna
S-525-P-0027 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Radome to be used with
85-Foot_ X-Yt Data Acquisition Antenna
S-525-P-0028 GSFC 05 01
Functional Specifications for Battery-Operated
Field Radiation Hazard Detector
S-525-P-0029 GSFC 05 O1
Functional Specification for Collimation Tamer
Equipment for 30-Foot Dishes
S-525-P-0030 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for u Cussegrnin Feed
System for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0031 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification for an Acquisition
Antenna for 30-Foot Antenna
S-525-P-0032 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Instrumentation
of the Goddard Antenna Test Range
S-525-P-0033 GSFC 05 01
Specification for n Beam Forming Hatrix
S-525-P-0035 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for a 2300 Hsgncvcle Crossed
Half-Nave Dipole
S-525-P-0036 GSFC 05 01
Specification for n Beam-Forming Matrix
/Sixty-Four Beams/
5-525-P-0037 GSFC 05 01
Specification for an Analog Simulator
5-525-P-0038 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Experimental Data System
S-525-P-0039 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for the Advanced
Technological Development of n Two-Channel
Honopulse Antenna Svstem
S-525-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Tea-Channel Nonopulse System
S-525-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Signal Patch Board Assembly
S-525-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Data ColLection end Recording System for the
Launch Phase Simulator
S-530-P-0010 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 5 Kilowatt Amplitude
Hodulated Satellite Interrogation
Transmitter
S-530-P-0011 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Frequencg Sgntheaizer
5-530-P-0012 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Four-Port Coaxial Transfer
Switch
5-530-P-0013 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Spectrum Annlvzer /Tuning
Unit/ III
S-530-P-0014 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzer /Tuning
Unit/ II
S-530-P-0015 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Spectrum Analyzers /Tuning
Unit/ I
S-530-P-0016 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Strip Chart Recordmr_ Two
Channel
S-530-P-0017 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Digital Recorders
S-530-P-0018 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Communications Receiver
S-530-P-0019 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Pulse Code Hodulutlon
Signal Simulator
S-530-P-0020 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Q Haters
S-530-P-0021 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Power Haters
S-530-P-0022 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Frequency _odulntion
Honitor and Deviation Haters
S-530-P-0024 GSFC 05 01




S-530-P-0025 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Coaxial Suitching Hatrix
S-530-P-0026 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Random-Noise Generator
S-530-P-0027 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Radio Frequency Interference
Shielded Enclosures
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S-530-P-0028 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Pulse Sweep and Time Delay
Generators
S-531-P-0129 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Timing System /Amendment I/
S-531-P-0267 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Date Acquisition
Network Timing System Specification
S-531-P-1A GSFC OS 01
Advanced Technology Satellite-Nojeve 40-Foot
_ntenna
S-531-P-3 GSFC 05 01
130-140 Kegacvcle Solid-State Hulticoupler
S-531-P-4 GSFC 05 O1
Hydraulically-Driven Yngi Telemetr_ Array
S-531-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Conditions
S-531-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification- 130 to 140 Regacycle
Tracking Receiver
S-531-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Yellops-Tiros Operational Satellite Antenna
Feed Systems
S-531-P-8 GSFC 05 gl
Performance Specification- 235 Negac_cle
Collimation Transmitter
S-531-P-10 GSFC g5 01
Diversity-Locked Phase Demodulator
Performance Specifications
S-531-P-11 GSFC g5 01
Goddard Range and Range Rata Very Righ
Frequency Preamplifier Converter
S-531-P-15A GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Space Flight Center Specifications
Advanced Technolog_ Satellite-Rosman II
Polarization Auto - Track System
S-531-P-16 GSFC 05 01
General Purpose X-Y Pedestal
S-531-P-17-A1 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Rate Sgstem
Specification Amendment I to Exhibit A
S-531-RR-OO02 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specification_ Exhibit A
S-531-RR-OOO3 GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Range and Range Rate S_stee Enhanced
S-Band Transponder Specification_ Exhibit
A
S-531-RR-OOO4 GSFC 05 01
Advanced Technological Satellite Range and
Range Rate System /ATSR/
S-531-RR-OO32 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Range and Range Rate System
Specifications- Frequency Standard and
Digital Clock /Appendix I to Exhibit A/
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S-532-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Prefabricated Natal Building
S-532-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 4g-Foot Antenna Facility
near Quito_ Ecuador
S-532-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Transformer Specification
S-532-P-OOO5 SSFC 05 O1
Specification for 4g-Foot Antenna Facility near
Johannesburg_ South Africa
S-532-P-OOO7 GSFC 05 01
Electrical Speclf,icetions Johannesburgt
South Africa
S-532-P-0012 GSFC 05 O1
Installation of Pouer and Radio Frequency
Cables
5-532-P-0013 GSFC 05 O1
Electrical Equipment Specifications
S-532-P-DO19 GSFC 05 01
Painting and Finishing Work
S-532-P-0021 GSFC 05 01
Niscellaneous Fixtures and Netals
S-532-P-0023 GSFC 05 O1
Installation of Electrical Equipment Fixtures_
and Wiring
S-532-P-OD25 GSFC 05 01
Single Bituminous Surface Treatment
S-532-P-0029 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Microwave Station Data
Acquisition Facility9 Rosman_ North
Carolina
S-532-P-0030 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Installation of tug 350
Kilouatt Diesel-Generator Sets and Related
Equipment_ Nojave Station
S-532-P-0034 GSFC 05 01
Carnarvon_ Australia Switch Gear Specification
S-532-P-0035 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Switchgeart Nojave Test
Station_ Barstom_ California
S-532-P-0036 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Furnishing and Installation of
Notor-Generator Set at Nojave Station
S-532-P-0037 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Electric Power Facilities
Building, Blossom Point Radio Tracking
Facility Blossom Point_ Naryland
S-532-P-0038 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Nodiflcationsto Seitchgear_
Electrical Components and Mew Diesel
Generator Setst Data Acquisition Facilitgt
Santiago_ Chile
S-532-P-0039 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets for Ascension Island Poeer
Plant
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S-532-P-0040 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Switchgear and Diesel
Generator Sets
S-532-P-0041 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Construction Road and
Antenna Foundation for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Data Acquisition Facility,
East Grand Forks_ Minnesota
5-532-P-0042 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Three Truck Hounted
SO-Foot Service Towers
S-532-P-0043 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Range and Range Rate and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Command Antenna
Facilities Data Acquisition Facilities
S-532-P-0045 GSFC 05 01
Construction of Closed Dptical Test Pad
S-532-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Smitchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for
Madrid Spain
S-532-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Satellite Tracking
Antenna Receiver Facility, No. 2 Rosmsn
Department of Air Forcer Rosman_ North
Carolina
S-532-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Receiver 2_ Data Acquisition Facility,
Quitoy Ecuador
S-532-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Swltchgear and Diesel Generator Sets for Kokee
Park Station, Hawaii
5-532-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Telemetry Building and
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver
Facility_ Goldatone_ California
S-532-P-8 GSFC 05 01
Bermuda Suitchgeer and Diesel Generator Sets
S-532-P-9 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Neteork Facilltyy Madagascar
S-532-P-10 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Satellite Tracking Antenna
Facilities /Receiver 2 and Command 2/ Ulaska
Data Acquisition FacilitM_ Gilmore Creek,
Alaska
S-532-P-11 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Construction of S-Sand
Collimation Tower Site at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration_ Ulsska
Data Acquisition Facility, Fairbanks,
Alaska
S-532-P-12 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Operations Suilding_
Satellite Tracking Antenna Receiver t and
Related Facilitiss_ National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Radio Tracking
Facility, Fort Hvers _ Florida
S-532-P-13 GSFC 05 01
Switchgear and Gas Turbine Generator Sets
for NoJave Site
S-532-P-15 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for Construction of Satellite
Tracking Antenna Command 2 S_stem Sanitar_
Seeer_ and Drainage of the Station, Data
Acquisition Facility Rosaan_ North Carolina
S-532-P-17 GSFC




Expansion of Dperntions Building Facility
Santiago_ Chile
05 O1
S-532-P-26 GSFC 05 O1
Generator Building National Aeronautics Space
Administration Satellite Tracking Station
Quito_ Ecuador
S-533-P-0121 GSFC 05 O1
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Hagnetic
Recording Tape Specifications- Telemetering
Instrumentation
S-533-P-0212 GSFC 05 01
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Assignments at the
Hinitrack Data Acquisition Sites
S-533-P-O25D GSFC 05 01
National Aeronautics end Space Administration-
Goddsrd Space Flight Center Tape I
Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0265 GSFC 05 01
Tape, Magnetic Recording
S-533-P-0266 GSFC 05 O1
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Tape,
Ragnettc Recording
S-533-P-2 GSFC 05 Ol
Tactical Intercommunications System
S-533-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Low Pouer Satellite Interrogation Transmitter
S-533-P-5 GSFC 05 Ol
Advanced Technology Satellite Transportable
Terminal UtiJlty Trailer Specification
S-533-P-10 GSFC OS 01
Magnetic Computer Tape /800 bpi/
S-533-P-11 GSFC 05 01
Grounding Swstam Requirements for Satellite
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Stations
S-534-P-OOO1 GSFC 05 01
Pulse Code Modulation-Data Handling
Equipment- PCN-DHE Data Nord Selector
Interface Specification
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S-534-P-0002 GSFC 05 O1
General Specification for Central Station
COntrol and Display Console
S-534-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Solid State Suitehing Network
S-534-P-4 GSFC 05 01
Pulse Code Modulation Simulator
S-535-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Satellite Tracking and Date Acquisition
Metwork Spare Parts Program
S-536-P-OO01 GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
High Speed Shutter
S-536-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Portable Automatic
Calibration Tracker /PACT/
S-536-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-536-P-0005 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Lightweight Portable
Optical Acquisition Aid
S-536-P-0005 GSFC 05 01
Specification for 1700 MC Transmitter
S-536-P-0007 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a 400 MC Transmitter
S-536-P-0009 GSFC 05 01
Airborne Ranging System for Calibration of
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
S-53B-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit A, Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Narrow Band Tracking
Filter
5-537-STD-0266 GSFC 05 Ol
National Aeronautics and Space Adainistration-
Goddard Space Flight Center Standards for
Tape Recorder Track Asslgnments at the
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network Facilities
S-539-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Forced Fluid Recording Paper
/Used in Brush Mark 200 Recorders/
S-539-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Ink Recording Paper /Used in
Esterline T_pe Recorders/
S-539-P-0003, GSFC 05 01
Specification for Heat-Sensitive Recording
Paper /Used in Sanborn Recorders/
S-550-AP-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Final Test Method for Precision Test Fixture
S-550-AP-OO02 GSFC 05 01
Final Test Method for Alignment Mirror
Asseeblv
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S-550-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Harmed Space Flight
Technical Procedure-1 Pulse Code
Modulation System
S-552-GEM-O010 GSFC 05 01
Preparation and Acceptance of Technical Manuals
S-552-P-0018 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer S_sten
S-552-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand
Bahama Island Utility Trailer Specification
S-552-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Apollo Transportable Facility for Grand
Bahama Island Living end Sleeping Quarters
Trailer Specification
S-553-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Electronic Equipment, General
S-553-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Wideband Tape Recorder Reproducer Sgstem
S-553-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit B, Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Digital Data Processing
System
S-553-P-0006 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Voice Recorder/Reproducer S_stem
S-553-P-0008 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Data Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
S-553-P-0010 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification-
Pulse Code Modulation Data Decommunlcation
System
S-553-P-0014 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Collimation Tower
S-553-P-0015 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Radio Frequency
Poser Monitor
S-553-P-0022 GSFC 05 01
Noise Figure and Test Signal System
Perforeance Specification
S-553-P-0025 GSFC 05 01
Radar Set AH/MPS-26 /XN-2/ Acceptance Test
Procedure
S-553-P-0026 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the AN/HPS-26Radarw Exhibit
A
S-553-P-0027 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Precision Instrumentation
Radar AN/FPQ-6
S-553-P-0028 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specification on Apollo Precision
Frequency Source
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S-553-P-0029 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit A_ Specification for Transportable
Dual 500-Watt/lO Kilowatt Ultra High
Frequency Command System
S-553-P-0030 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Active Acquisition Aid
S-553-P-0031 GSFC 05 01
Acceptance Test Procedure- Hodel 203 Teitrac
Active Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0032 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Remote Site Computers
S-553-P-0033 GSFC 05 01
Model 3403D Tracking Receiver- Acceptance
Test Procedure and Data Sheet
S-553-P-0034 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Magnetic Tape Recorder
S-553-P-0035 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Nideband Recorder System
S-553-P-0036 GSFC OS 01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Retrofitted Agave Acquisition Aid System
S-553-P-0037 GSFC 05 01
On-Site Acceptance Test Procedure for the
Teltrac Acquisition Aid System
5-553-P-0038 GSFC 05 01
Formica Gray Smooth Vinyl
S-553-P-0039 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Cable 7 Multi-Conductor9
Jacketed /58 Conductor/
S-553-P-0040 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Digital Command System
Ground Control Nstmork
S-553-P-0041 GSFC 05 01
Data Formatter Acceptance Test Procedure
S-553-P-0042 GSFC OS 01
Performance Specification for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry and Multiplexing
Equipment
S-553-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Very High Frequency Telemetry Receiving
Systent Type I Single Channel_ Type
II Dual Channel
S-553-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Very High Freqoe_c_ Telemetry Receiver_ THpe
I Single Channel
S-553-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Very High Frequemcy Telemetry Receiver 9 Type
II Dual Channel
8-553-P-4 GSFC 05 Ol
Pre-Detaction Diversity Combiner
S-553-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Eight Channel Radio Frequency Hulticoupler
S-553-P-12 GSFC 05 01
Closed Circuit Television System for AH/FPS-16
Radar
S-553-P-13 GSFC 05 01
Direct Current Power Supply 10 Ampere 18
Volts
S-553-P-14 GSFC 05 01
Direct Current Power Supply 50 Ampere 10
Volts
S-553-P-17 GSFC 05 01
Pulse Code Hodulation/Natlonal Aeronautics
Space Administration Manned Space Flight
Neteoek
S-560-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Aerospace Data Systems Standards
S-583-P-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-1A
S-611-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Description and Specifications for Pulse Code
Modulation Telemetry Tape Recorder System
S-615-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for International
Satellite for Ionospheric Studies A Solar
Cell Panels
S-615-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for Nickel-Cadmium
Cells International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies A
S-615-P-D GSFC 05 Ol
Procurement Specification for Clock Oscillator
International Satellite for Ionospheric
Studies-A
S-615-P-9 GSFC 05 O1
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Models of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Capacitance Probe
S-615-P-11 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Hodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Impedance Probe
S-615-P-12 GSFC 05 01
Exhibit C Goddard Space Flight Center
Specification for Flight Hodels of the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Electron Trap
5-616-P-0001 GSFC 05 O1
Model PPT-1 Telemetering Set
S-616-P-0051 GSFC 05 O1
Standardized Payload Housing end Rack for
Hike-Cajun and Hike-Apache Sounding
Rockets
S-620-ATS-0006 GSFC 05 01
Applications Technology Satellite Specification
for Communication Frequency Modulation and
Phase Hodulation Receiver
S-620-ATS-0012 GSFC OS 01
Applications Technology Satellite Experimental
Communications System Description and
Requirements
S-621-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Frequency Modulated 5 Watt,
400 flegacvcle Solid State Transmitter
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S-621-P-0002 GSFC 95 01
Specification for a Low Power Pulse Code
Hodulation Telemeter
S-S21-P-OOD3 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for n Pulse Code Hodulation
Receiving Station
S-621-P-0004 GSFC 05 01
Preliminarg Specification for • Redundant
Command Receiver Sgstem
S-622-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Revised Specification for a Hicrouave
Radiometer
S-623-AOSO-0001 GSFC 05 01
Preliminary Technical Specification for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory /S-67/
Spacecraft Antenna Studies
S-623-AOSD-O137 GSFC 05 01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory S-67
Phase I Development Tasks
S-623-D-0052 GSFC 05 01
Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints /Douglas
Aircraft Company Report SH-42367/
S-623-OAO-OO01 GSFC 05 01
Goddnrd Experiment Package Design
Specification for the S_stem Goddurd
Experiment Package
S-623-DAD-OOO2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Optical-Hechanicnl
Subsystem
S-623-0A0-0003 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Fine Guidance
Subsystem Goddard Experiment Package
S-623-OAO-OOO4 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electro-Nechnnical
Subsystem
S-623-OAO-OOO5 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for the Electronics Subsystem
S-623-OAO-OOO6 GSFC OS 01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Ground Handling and Facilities
S-623-OAO-OOD7 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Testing
S-623-OAO-DOD8 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Integration
S-623-DAD-OO09 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddard Experiment Package Specification for
Data and Documentation
S-623-OAO-OOlO GSFC 05 01
Goddard Experiment Package Design
Specification for Hnterials
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S-623-0A0-0011 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- ST-S18-11 Thermal Control
S-623-0A0-0012 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- Reliability Control
S-623-0A0-0013 GSFC 05 91
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory S-18
Specification- Data and Documentation
S-623-DA0-0014 GSFC 05 01
Shipping and Container and Combined Supporting
Frameuork and Clean Room Dolly for
Experiment Optical Systems Containers
S-623-0A0-0015 GSFC 05 01
Interstage Structure and Separation Hechnnism
S-623-0A0-0016 GSFC 05 01
Star Tracker /Back-Up Hodel/ for Use in
Stabilization and Control Subsystem,
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorg
S-623-0AD-0017 GSFC 05 01
Performance Specifications for an Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0AD-0018 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Control System for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Transport Trailer
and Experiment Shipping Container
S-623-0A0-0019 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronomical Observntorg Overall
System Performance Specification for
Refurbishment of Prototype of Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory /A-l/
S-623-0A0-0020 GSFC 05 01
Vehicle System Integration- Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft /S-18/
S-623-OAO-0100 GSFC 05 01
Vehicle System Integration - Requirements and
Restraints Document for the Orbiting
Astronomical Dbservatory /S-18/ Spacecraft
S-623-0A0-0345-1 GSFC 05 01
Orbiting Astronoeical Observatory- Princeton
University Experiment for Drbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-2 GSFC 05 O1
Structures Subsystems Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-DA0-0345-3 GSFC 05 01
Stabilization and Control Subagstem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-4 GSFC
Data Processing Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorg
05 Ol
S-623-0A0-0345-5 GSFC 05 01
Communications and Antennas Subsystem Design
Specification for Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory
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S-623-0A0-0345-6 GSFC 05 01
Power Supply Subsystem Design Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-DA0-0345-11 GSFC 05 O1
Thermal Control Design Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatorg
S-623-DA0-0345-12 GSFC 05 01
Reliability and Quality Assurance Specification
for Orbiting Astronomical Observator9
S-623-0A0-0345-13 GSFC 05 01
Data and Documentation Specification for
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0A0-0345-15 GSFC 05 01
Interstsge Structure and Separation Nechanism
Design Specification for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory
S-623-0G0-0001 GSFC 05 O1
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Low Voltage Poser Converter
PS-8
S-623-DG0-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Nodules
S-623-0G0-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatories 5-49/50
S-623-0G0-0005 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory Digital Experiment Nodules
5-623-0S0-0001 GSFC 05 01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Spacecraft Tone Digital
Command Decoder No. OSO-D-TDDS
S-623-0S0-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-C /5-57/ Spacecraft Tone
Digital Command Decoder
5-623-050-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Digital Class I Spacecraft
Recorder Utilizing the N Modular Concept
as Sponsored by Goddard Space Flight Center
S-623-0S0-0004 GSFC 05 O1
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Observatory-D Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-623-0S0-0005 GSFC 05 01
Design Specifications for the Orbiting Solar
Dbservatory-E Flight Spacecraft Digital
Recorder/Reproducer
S-625-0SD-0137 GSFC 05 01
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory 5-57
Phase I Development Tasks
5-623-P-0001 GSFC 05 Ol
Power Supply-9 Power Converter
S-623-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Gelger Nueller Counter Po_er Converter Power
Supply-lO
5-623-P-0147 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Engineering Drawings and
Associated Lists
S-623-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Backscatter Ultraviolet /BUV/ Instrument for
Use on the Nimbus D Spacecraft and on the
Aerobes 150A Sounding Rocket
S-625-EC-0001 GSFC 05 01
Operation Plan- Project Echo A-11
5-625-REL-O001 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay I System Requirements
S-625-REL-0100 GSFC 05 Ol
Relag I Spacecraft Project Relay Performance
Requirements
5-625-REL-0101 GSFC 05 O]
Relay Spacecraft Environmental Qualification
Testing
S-625-REL-0102 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Test Specification- Relay
Spacecraft Envirosmentai Acceptance Testing
S-625-REL-0103 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Expected Environment
S-625-REL-0104 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Relay
Spacecraft Reliability Control
5-625-REL-0105 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Desigs and Coordination
S-625-REL-0110 GSFC 05 01
Structural_ Thermal Control, and Attitude
Orientation Subsystems
5-625-REL-0111 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Structure Subsystem
S-625-REL-0120 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Electrical Power Subsystem
S-625-REL-O130 GSFC 05 O1
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Wldeband Communications Subsystem
S-625-BEL-0140 GSFC 05 Ol
Spacecraft Tracktngt Telemetry_ and Command
Subsystem
S-625-REL-0141 GSFC 05 01
Telemetry and Command Antenna Group
5-625-REL-0142 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Receiver
S-625-REL-0143 GSFC 05 O1
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Command Decoder
S-625-REL-0144 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Encoder
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S-625-REL-0145 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Telemetry Transmitter
S-625-REL-O146 GSFC 05 01
Project Rela9 Performance Requirements-
Rela9 Spacecraft Telemetr9 Neasurements
List
S-625-REL-0147 GSFC 05 Ol
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Command Control Box
S-625-REL-0150 GSFC 05 O1
Project Rela_ Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments
S-625-REL-0151 GSFC 05 Ol
Project Relay Performance Requirements- Space
Radiation Monitor Experiments
S-625-REL-0152 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Radiation Effects Experiments
S-625-REL-0153 GSFC 05 01
Project Rela_ Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Sun Aspect Indicator
S-625-REL-0154 GSFC 05 O1
Project Rela9 Performance Requirements-
Radiation Experiments Voltage Regulator
S-625-REL-0169 GSFC 05 01
Project Relay Performance Requirements-
Spacecraft Simulator
S-630-INP-O079 GSFC 05 01
Preliminary Specification for Solar Paddle
Assembly Satellite 5-74 /Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform/
S-630-IHP-0122 GSFC 05 01
Specifications and Requirements for the
Interplanetary Nonitoring Platform Prime
Convertert Nodal 1
S-630-IHP-0125 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for S-74 /Interplanetary
Honitoring Platform-C  Solar Paddles
S-630-P-0106 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Determining Relative 1
Hicroelectron Volt Electron Radiation
Damage Resistance for Silicon Solar Cells
S-630-P-0125 GSFC 05 01
Procarement Specification for the Purchase of
Sixteen Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium T_pe
S-630-P-0127 GSFC 05 01
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Three Ampere-Hour Cells of the Silver
Cadmium Type
S-630-P-0128 GSFC 05 Ol
Procurement Specification for the Purchase of
Five Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Nonmagnetic/
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S-630-P-0129 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for the Development of a Lou
Temperature t High Voltage Thermiontc Energy
Conversion Sgstem
S-630-P-0130 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the AnalDsis and Design of a
High Temperature Thermoelectric Conversion
Device
S-630-P-0131 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Thermoelectric Bonding Study
S-630-P-0133 GSFC 05 01
Solar Simulator Specification
S-B30-P-0134 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Radioisotope Heat Source
Evaluation
S-630-P-0135 GSFC 05 O1
Design and Development of a Brushless Direct
Current Torque Hotor for Use in Solar
Arra_ Drientation Sgstems
S-630-P-0136 GSFC 05 01
A Research_ Design end Development Program
Providing Rodularization Concepts,
Techniques and Circuitry for Use in
Nondissipative Regulator-Converters
S-630-P-0138 GSFC 05 01
Silver Cadmiua_ 12 Ampere Hour Battery
Cycling Program
S-630-P-0139 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Solid State Current Limiter
/Fuse/ Development
S-630-P-0141 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Dymec Digital Data
Acquisition SDsten
S-630-P-0142 GSFC 05 01
High Vacuum Pumping Nodule
S-630-P-0143 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a 1D-Inch Vacuum Pumping
Station
S-630-P-0144 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Image Dissector
Photomuitiplier Tube Using a Channel
Hultiplier Section
S-630-P-0145 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Nagnettc Tape Recording
S_stee
S-630-P-0146 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Potter and Rrumfield Relays-
Type HC11D-12V_ HLllD-12V_ FC-12V_ FL-12V
S-630-P-0147 GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Transistors
S-630-P-0148 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Potter and Brumfield Relays-
Type SC11D-12Vt SL11D-12V_ TL17D-12V_
TL17D-Z4V
S-630-P-0149 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Babcock Relays
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S-630-P-0150 GSFC 05 Ol
Ion Pumped Ultra High Vacuum System
S-630-P-0151 GSFC 05 01
Leap Power Supply, 2500 _att, Light Sensor
Controlled Spectrolab Nodal 2500-L
S-630-P-0152 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for Potter and Brumfield Relays-
Type SLllDH-12V
S-630-P-0153 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Two-Channel All Solid-State
Recording Oscillograph System
S-630-P-0154 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Capacitorst Type 602, Type
6N9G
5-630-P-0156 GSFC 05 01
Specification for a Reel to Reel Spacecraft
Recorder
S-630-P-0158 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Data Logging System
S-630-P-0159 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for Ultra-High Vacuum Systen
S-630-P-0160 GSFC 05 O1
Solid State Digital Volteeter Specification
S-630-P-0161 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Spectrophotometer
S-630-P-D164 GSFC 05 01
High Resolution 1-Inch Vidicon System
Specification
5-630-P-0165 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Lanp Power Supply
S-630-P-0166 GSFC 05 01
Procureeenta Specifications for the Purchase of
Eleven Ampere-Hour Cells of the
Silver-Cadmium Type /Ron-Nagnetic/
S-630-P-0167 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Electronic Scanner-Switching
Device for Third Electrode Nickel-Cadmiue
Cells
S-630-P-0168 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Potter end Brumfield Relays-
Type SC11D-6V_ SLllD-6V
S-630-SYH-0123 GSFC 05 01
Sgncoe Cycling Program
S-630-UK-0072 GSFC 05 01
Solar Paddle Specification for International
Satellite United Kingdom-2/S-52
S-630-UK-0075 GSFC 05 01
Ground Handling and Special Test Equipment for
the International Satellite United
Kingdoe-2/S-52
S-630-UK-O076 GSFC 05 01
Descriptive Specification for Test Stand for
United Kingdon-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-0077 GSFC 05 01
Descriptive Specification for Data Reduction
Stand for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-O086 GSFC 05 01
Systee Specification for United
Kingdoe-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-0087 GSFC 05 Ol
Structural Subsystem Descriptive Specification
for United Kingdoe-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-OOS8 GSFC 05 01
Solar Power Supply Subsystem Descriptive
Specification for United Kingdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0097 GSFC 05 01
Solar Paddle Asaeablg Test Specification for
United Kingdoa-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-OO98 GSFC 05 01
Test Specification end Operators Nanual-
Ground Handling Equipment, United
Kingdoe-2/S-52 Iaternationel Satellite
S-630-UK-0099 GSFC 05 01
Pouer Supply Converters Test Specification for
United Kingdom-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-630-UK-OlOO GSFC 05 01
Test end Test Specification for United
Kingdom-2/S-52 International Satellite
S-630-UK-O101 GSFC 05 01
Battery Charge and Protective Circuit Test
Specification for United Klngdom-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-0105 GSFC 05 Ol
Test Specification and Operator's Nenual
Special Test Equipment UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-630-UK-OlI3 GSFC 05 01
Galactic Moise-Batterg Cell Specification
for International Satellite United
Kingdoe-2/S-52
S-630-UK-OllS GSFC 05 O1
Encoder Subsysten Descriptive Specification for
United Kingdoe-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-631-O-OOlO GSFC 05 Ol
Godderd Space Flight Center Specification
High Reliability Transistor Silicon PaP,
Type SP-IO0
S-631-P-4 GSFC 05 Ol
Aspect Systee for Radio Astronomy Explorer
Satellite
S-631-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Nagnetic Tape Scanner
S-632-P-OlOO GSFC 05 01
Feasibility Prototype Spacecraft Tape Recorder
Utilizing Peripheral Drive Belt Technique
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S-636-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Anchored Interplanetary Nonitoring
P|atform /D+E/ Solar Paddles
S-636-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Interplanetary Houitorlng Platform /F+G/
Solar Paddies
S-636-P-5 GSFC 05 O1
Radio Frequencg Shielded Enclosure
S-650-NI-0001 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Integration and Test /Ninit/
Check-of-Calibration for Nimbus A
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0002 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Sensory Subsystem Debugging Test
Specification /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-OO03 GSFC 05 Ol
Weight Center-of-Gravitgt Inertia and Balance
Tests for the Nisbus A Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-O005 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Control Sub-SNares Pacific Rlssile
Range Pre-Lnunch Test Set
S-650-NI-O006 GSFC 05 Ol
Nimbus Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier
S-650-NI-0007 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Amplifier_ Coarse Sun Sensor
S-650-NI-0008 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Attitude Control Aeplifierl Yav Axis
S-SSO-NI-O009 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Programmer and Signal Converter
S-650-NI-OO10 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Panel Number 1
5-650-NI-0011 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Panel Number 4
5-650-NI-0012 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Panel Number 6 and Horizon Attitude
Computer
S-650-NI-0013 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Panel Number 5
S-650-NI-0014 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Attitude Control &splifiert Pitch
Axis
S-650-NI-0015 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-550-NI-0016 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Specification for the Nimbus
Subsystems
S-650-NI-O017 GSFC 05 01
Environmental Exposures and Tests for Nimbus
Satellites /Preliminary/
S-650-NI-0018 GSFC 05 01
Step _ne Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft /Preliminary/
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S-650-NI-O019 GSFC 05 Ol
Electrical Systems Test for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OO20 GSFC 05 Ol
Nimbus Integration and Test /Nieit/
Sequence Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0021 GSFC 05 01
Step Ten Check of Calibration for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
S-650-NI-OO2Z GSFC 05 O1
Radio Frequency SusceptibilitN/Electrical
Systems Test for Nimbus A PrototNpe
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0023 GSFC 05 Ol
Paddle Deployment Test for Nimbus A Prototype
Spacecraft
S-650-NI-0024 GSFC 05 01
Vibration Test Specification for Nimbus A
Prototype Spacecraft
5-650-MI-0025 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the Nimbus C Data System-
Addendum C, On-Pass Computer Processing
of A-Stored Data
S-650-P-0002 GSFC 05 O1
Continuous Scanning Neteorological Camera
Subsystem
S-650-P-I GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
Semiconductor Pomer Aging for the
Heteorological Satellite Program
S-650-P-6 GSFC 05 01
See S-731-P-34
S-650-TI-O001 GSFC 05 01
Subsystem Environmental Test Specification-
Tiros IV, V, and VI
S-652-NI-1 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Program
Specification for the Nimbus B/System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power-19 System
S-652-N1-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Technical
Interface Specification for the Nimbus S/
System for Nuclear Auxiliar_ Pomer-19
System
S-652-P-0001 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for a Hinlature Space-Borne
Hemory
S-652-P-OOO2 GSFC 05 01
Specification for the BatterN Analysis System
$-652-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Semiconductor Power Aging
$-652-P-1 GSFC 05 Ol
Goddnrd Space Flight Center Specification for
the Nimbus B Solar Conversion Poser
Supply Subsystem
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S-652-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification for
a Microwave Radiometer
S-652-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Ion Nass Spectrometer
S-652-P-4 GSFC 05 Ol
Scanning Celestial Attitude Determination
System
5-652-P-5 GSFC 05 01
S-Band Transmitter
S-652-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Nonitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy /Nuse/
Instrument- Nimbus By Aerobee 150 t Aerobee
15OA
S-653-P-OOOl GSFC 05 01
Yav Rate and Position Sensor
S-653-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Nodlfication of the High
Resolution Infrared Photofacslmlle for Image
Rectification
S-653-P-0003 GSFC 05 Ol
Specification for an Image Dissector Sensor
S-653-P-1 GSFC 05 O1
Nimbus Infrared Interferoaeter Spectrometer
/IBIS/ Test end Formatting System
S-653-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Electronic Photofaceimlle Recorder
5-653-P-3 GSFC 05 01
Command and Clock Subsystem for Nimbus B
Spacecraft
S-653-P-4 GSFC 05 Ot
Weather Chart Study
S-653-P-5 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
/IRIS/ Instrument
S-653-P-6 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus B Pulse Coda Nodulatlon Telemetry
Subsystem
S-653-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Specification to
Rodify the Advanced Uldicon Camera System
Rapid Film Processors to Utilize Bimat
Film
S-653-P-8 GSFC 05 O1
A Long Life Solar Array Drive Subsystem
S-653-P-9 GSFC 05 01
Long-Life Pneumatic Subsystem
S-653-P-10 GSFC 05 O1
Specification for the Integration end Teat of
Nimbus B Spacecraft
S-653-P-15 GSFC 05 01
Support for the Transportable Automatic Picture
Transmission Ground Station
S-670-P-61 GSFC 05 O1
Procedures-Specifications-Standards Nanual
S-670-UK-OO01 GSFC 05 O1
Galactic Noise-Battery Test Specification for
United Kingdom-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-670-UK-OO02 GSFC 05 Ol
Data Reduction Stand Test Specification for
United Kingdoa-2/S-52 International
Satellite
S-670-UK-O021 GSFC 05 O1
Integration Plan for United Klngdol-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-670-UK-0113 GSFC 05 O1
GN-Bettery Test Specification for UK-2/S-52
International Satellite
S-672-IMP-0196 GSFC 05 01
Electrical Interface Document for
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform F and G
Spacecraftt Experiments end Instruments
S-672-INP-0197 GSFC 05 01
Nagnetlc Field Restraints for Interplanetary
Nonitoring Platform F and G
S-672-P-0001 GSFC 05 01
Printed _lrlng Boards and Assemblies
S-672-P-0002 GSFC 05 01
Quality Control Procedures and Inspection
Criteria for Printed Wiring Boards and
Assemblies
S-672-P-0003 GSFC 05 01
Quality Control Ieplementstion- Procedure for
Printed Wiring Asseeblles
5-672-P-0004 GSFC 05 Ol
Raided Electronic Nodules
S-672-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Specification for Radio Frequency Shielded
Enclosure
S-6?2-UK-OlO2 GSFC 05 01
International Ionosphere Satellite United
Klngdom-2/S-52 System Specification
S-673-STD-OOOl GSFC 05 O1
Goddard Space Flight Center Engineering
Standards Design Nanual
S-711-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Microelectronic Circuits_ Digital, Silicon,
Nonolithlct General Specification for
S-711-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Analog to Digital Conversion Subsystem
S-716-P-2 GSFC 05 01
Cobalt 60 Spacecraft Irredlator
S-716-P-$ GSFC 05 Ol
Screening Specification for Transistors
S-716-P-5 GSFC OS 01
Screening Specification for Transistor
G2n1724/I
S-716-P-6 GSFC OS O1
Nimbus B Prototype Direct Current/Direct
Current Converter SubsRstsa
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S-716-P-7 GSFC 05 01
Four Million Electron Volt Particle
Accelerator with Beam Handling System
S-716-P-8 GSFC 05 01
Screening Specification for Transistor GNHM
2201
S-716-P-9 GSFC 05 01
Screening Specification for Transistor G2N3350
S-731-P-6A GSFC 05 01
Improvement Effort for Storage Vldicons
S-?31-P-8 GSFC 05 O1
Interrogation, Recording 9 and Location
Subsgstem Transmitter
S-731-P-16A GSFC 05 O1
Three Axis Rate Ggro Package
S-731-P-17A GSFC 05 01
Yaw Rate Gyro Package
S-731-P-18A GSFC 05 01
Medium Resolution Infrared /NRIR/ Experiment
Prototype and Flight Model Digital
Electronics Telemetry Units for Nimbus B
S-731-P-19 GSFC 05 01
Nediua Capacity IRLS Command and Data Memory
S-731-P-21 GSFC 05 01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Satellite Transponder Study
5-731-P-23 GSFC 05 01
Engineering Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
S-731-P-24 GSFC 05 O1
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Platform Electronics Package /PEP/
S-731-P-25 GSFC 05 Ol
Gimbaled Reaction Wheel Mounting
S-731-P-26 GSFC 05 Ol
Steerable Mirror and Lens System for the Image
Orthicon Camera System
S-731-P-27 GSFC 05 01
Omega Position Location Equipment /OPLE/
Control Center /OCC/ and System Integration
S-731-P-28 GSFC 05 01
Command Clock Subsystem for Nimbus D
Spacecraft
S-731-P-29 GSFC 05 01
Goddard Space Flight Center Emergency
Command Receiver
S-731-P-30 GSFC 05 01
Clock Receiver
5-731-P-31 GSFC 05 01
An Engineering Model Gravity Gradient
Subsystem
S-731-P-32 GSFC 05 01
Rate Integrating Gyro
S-731-P-33 GSFC 05 01
Rate Heasurlng Package
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S-731-P-34 GSFC 05 01
High Data Rate Storage System for the Nimbus
Satellite
S-731-P-35 GSFC 05 01
Time Code Reader
S-731-P-36 GSFC 05 01
Slo_ Code Scanner
S-731-P-39 GSFC 05 01
Interrogation Recording and Location Subsystem
/IRLS/ Air Force Cambridge Receiver
Synchronizer
S-731-P-40 GSFC 05 01
High Data Rate Storage System - D for the
Nimbus D Satellite
5-731-P-41 GSFC 05 01
Five Kilobit Memory
5-731-P-42 GSFC 05 01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Electronics
for a Pitch Reaction Nheel Horizon Scanner
Attitude Control Subsystem
5-731-P-46 GSFC 05 O1
Versatile Information Processor /VIP/
Subsystem for the Nimbus D Spacecraft
S-731-P-47 GSFC 05 01
Long Life Rate Heasurin 0 Package
S-731-P-49 GSFC 05 01
Long Flight Solar Array Drive /Flight Hodel/
S-731-P-51 GSFC 05 01
Signal Processor and Control Logic Box Flight
Nodel for Nimbus O Attitude Control
Subsystem
S-731-P-52 GSFC 05 01
Flight Model Reaction Wheel Scanner
5-731-P-53 GSFC 05 01
Nimbus D Attitude Controls Structure and
Thermal Control Subsystem
S-731-P-54 GSFC 05 01
Day-Night Meteorological Camera for the
Advanced Technology Satellite-D Hission
S-731-P-55 GSFC 05 Ol
High Resolution Displm_ and Film Recorder
S-731-P-56 GSFC 05 01
The Interrogation, Recording and Location
Subsystem for Nimbus D
S-731-P-58 GSFC 05 01
Requirements for the Nimbus D Attitude Control
Subsystem /ACS/ Integration and
Qualification
S-731-P-59 GSFC 05 01
Qualified Gimbaled Reaction Nheel Scanner
Mounting
S-731-P-61 GSFC 05 O1
Requirements for the Eighteen by Thirty Bell
Jar Vacuum Thermal System
S-733-P-1 GSFC 05 01
Solid State S-Band Transmitter
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SVS-7075 GSFC 05 O1
See S-650-NI-O010
SVS-7078 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0011
SVS-7079 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0013
SGS-7085 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-650-MI-0014
sgs-7086 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-O008
sgs-7087 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-MI-OOO6
SGS-7088 GSFC 05 01
See S-650-NI-0007





Preparation of Operation and Haintenance
Nanuals
ST0-673-1 GSFC
Engineering Standards Design Manual
Preparation and Maintenance of
T-66-1 GSFC 05 01
Celestial Light Sources /Other than Isolated
Stars/ Which Could Detract from Optimum
Performance of the Gimbaled Star Trackers
TID-S-IO0 GSFC 05 O1
See S-250-P-0100
W-1 GSFC 05 O1
See S-672-P-0004
X-522-62-54 GSFC 05 01
See S-522-RR-0054
X-531-63-267 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-P-0267
X-531-64-32 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-RR-0032
X-531-64-129 GSFC 05 01
See S-531-P-0129
X-533-62-212 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0212
X-533-63-121 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0121
X-533-63-250 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-250
X-533-63-265 GSFC 05 01
See S-533-P-0265
X-533-63-266 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-533-P-0266
X-534-66-180 GSFC 05 01
Standard Instrumentation Magnetic Recording
Tape
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X-537-54-266 GSFC 05 01
See S-537-STD-O26B
X-623-62-48 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0048
X-6ZS-63-136 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-US0-0135
X-623-63-137 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-06D-0137
X-623_63--147 GSFC 05 Ot
See S-623-P-0147
X-672-64-196 GSFC 05 O1
See S-B72-INP-0196
X-672-64-197 GSFC 05 Ol
See S-672-INP-0197
X-673-64-1 GSFC 05 01
See S-673-STD-0001
GSFC 05 01
Applications Technology Satellite Project
Specification for Nultiplex Equipment
GSFC 05 O1
Built-Up Roofing and Roof Insulation
GSFC 05 01






_uelity Assuraace Provisions for Fabricated and
Nachined Items /Space Flight Use/
GSFC 05 O1
Radio Frequency Weveguids/Cosx Equipment
GSFC 05 01
Specifications for an Analog Pulse - Digital
Data System for _rbiting Geophysical
Observatory Experiment F-17
GSFC 05 01
Specifications for Architect-Engineer Services
for Radiation Safety System - Building 22
GSFC

































































































































































































































































































523-219 GSFC 05 01
See 5-523-P-0219
523-302F GSFC 05 01
See S-523-P-0302
523-401 GSFC 05 01
See 5-523-P-0401
523.1-1 GSFC 05 01
See 5-523-P-0001
553-54-01 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-17
554-78779 GSFC 05 01
Topside Sounder Data Processor
571.1-1-66 GSFC 05 01
Technical Specification for Data Nodel Control
Panels
632-100 GSFC 05 01
See S-632-P-0100
523.6/63/-49 GSFC 05 01
See S-623-0A0-0020
4320-7-60 GSFC 05 01
See S-532-P-0037
281001-003 GSFC 05 01
See S-553-P-0038
1171872 GSFC 05 01
See 5-650-TI-0001
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
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HEADQUARTERS
CN 017-041-1 NHQ O0 02
Weight/Performance Nanmgement Survey Manual
/National Aeronautics end Space
Administration SP-6006/9 8/15/65
CN 018-001-1 NHQ O0 02
Hess Properties Standard /National Aeronautics
and Space Administration SP-6OO4/9 6/01/65
CN 019-000-1 NHQ 00 02
Electrical Poeer Management Standard /National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
SP-6005/, 06/15/65
CN 019-002-1 NHQ O0 02
Electrical Pomer Hanagement Survey Hanuml
/National Aeronautics and Space
Administration SP-60'07/, 09/01/65
MHB 1440.4 NHQ
Specifications and Standards for NASA
Engineering Data Ricroreproduction Systems9
7/66
O0 O2
NPC 200-1A MHQ O0 Ol
Quality Assurance Provisions for Government
Agencies, 06/64
MPC 200-2 NHQ O0 01
Qualitg Program Provisions for Space System
Contractors, 04/62
NPC 200-3 NHQ O0 01
Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Haterials 9 Parts, Components t and
Services, 04/62
MPC 200-4 NHQ O0 01
Qumlit9 Requirements for Hand Soldering of
Electrical Connections t 08/64
MPC 250-1 NHQ O0 01
Reliabilit9 Program Provisions for Space
System Contrmctors_ 07/63
NPC 325-1 NHQ O0 02
Design C_iteria and Construction Standards,
4/65
5P-6002 NHQ O0 03
Reliability Program Evaluation Procedures9
09/63
SP-6003 NHQ O0 03
Quality Program Evaluation Procedures, 09/63
F'3,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
BCC-503OG-GEN JPL 11 01
Deep Space Netuork Teletvpe Format, 7/22/54
DDR-50442-GEM-B JPL 11 01
Manufacturing Requirements HI-REL Digital
Nodules. 2/02/67
DFZ-1197-GEN JPL 11 01
Requirements for Interln Antenna Pointing
Subsystem /lAPS/, 11/01/66
D_D-lO21-GEN JPL 11 01
Preparation of Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Standard Subsystem Test
Procedures, 7/16/64
DOO-1022-GER-A JPL 11 01
Preparation of Deep. Space Instrumentation
Facilitu Engineering Drawings and
Associated Lists t 1/13/65
DOG-lOnG-GIN JPL 11 01
Requirements for Preparation of Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility Technical Henuals.
2102/65
DDO-1024-GER JPL 11 O1
Requirements for Contractor Preparation of Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility Periodic.
Technical. and Final Project Reports,
9122164
DOO-lO25-G£_ JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Documentation Requirements for Contractor
Furnished Services end Hardware, 2/15/65
DQS-8913-G£N-B JPL 11 O1
Deep Space Instrunentetion Facility,
Hanufacturing Requirements, Cables and
Harness, 4/06/66
DOS-50271-GEN-A JPL 11 Ol
Deep Space Network, Display and Presentation
of Time and Timing Information, 4/14/66
GRE-50335-GEM JPL 11 01
Single Vbranch $explosivel9 *actuated *valve *asses
GRI-50549-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing of Transformers Pouer,
Four to Eight Kilocycle Toroidal. 3/29/66
GRD-3061A-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Commercial Equipment for Use in Ground
Support Equipment, Guidance and Control
Systems, 10/16/63, Amendnent l-A, 9/09/65
GRO-50111-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Carbon and Silica Fabric Tapes uith Phenolic
Resin for Solid Rocket Notor Nozzles,
5/04/64, Amendment l-B, 9/01/64, Amendment
2, 2/26/65
GRO-50139-GEN-F JPL 11 O1
Quality Control Requirements for Ground
Support Equipment, 10/06/66
GRO-50190-GEN JPL 11 O1
Inspection Standards for Yorkmanship.
Electronic Ground Support Equipment,
12/13/63, Amendment 1, 2/05/64, Amendment 2,
11/09/64t Amendment 4, 6/28/65
GRG-503OO-GEN JPL 11 01
Spare Parts Requirements for Electro-
Mechanical Systems, 5/13/64
GRO-50363-GEN JPL 11 01
Insulation of Natal Rocket Rotor Chambers
Using NBR Gen-Gard Heterials /Hand Letup9
Cure In-Place Nethod/_ 9/07/64,
Amendment 1, 11/19/64
GRO-50385-GEN JPL 11 01
Electronic Roving Van for Transport of
Spacecraft, 12/18/64
GRO-50470-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Nicrobiological Assay and Certification of
Spacecraft Hardware Sterility, 8/04/67
G_O-50555-GEN JPL 11 O1
Research and Development Qualit9 Assurance
Requirements for Ground Support Equipment,
6/02/66
GMO-50571-GER JPL 11 01
Design and Fabrication Requirements for
Resistance gelded Electrical Connections,
7/27/66
GMU-50387-GEN JPL 11 01
Contanination Control of Flight Harduare
Spacecraft Control Flight Components.
2103166
GMV-5OOO3-GEN JPL 11 O1
Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control
Gas System. 10/07/63
G_Z-50521-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Long Term Compatibility Testing With
Hydrazine_ 2/24/56
GNZ-50522-GEN JPL 11 01
Pressure Reesurement System for Liquid
Propellant Compatibility Testing, 4/22/66
GPR-20068-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Nldcourse Propulsion Systens Cleaning Process,
12/23/63
RCB-31128-GER-B JPL 11 01
Mariner C Flight Equipment Electronic
Packaging, 5/10/65
_P, ECEDING PAGE BLANK NO3- FtLI_,_EL'"
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JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
HCO-SO383-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Hariner C, Flight and Ground Equipment
Requirements for Storage of the Hariner
/HC-4/ Spacecraft and Associated Items 9
2/01185 , Amendment I t 12/01/65
HCP-3028?-GEN JPL 11 01
Hariner C, Flight Equipment, Fabrication,
Poser Subsystem, Solar Panels /4A1, 4AS,
4A5, and 4A7/, 8/17/63
HDO-SO2?4-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Nariner, Flight Equipment, Electron Radiation
Test for Quality of Assembly Irradiation BV
Natural Radiation Belt Electrons, 9101164
HVU-50573-GEN JPL 11 01
Nariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Electronic
Packaging, 10/11/66
HVU-SO575-GEN JPL 11 01
Hariner Venus 67 Spacecraft Haterial and
Hardware for Packaging of Spacecraft
Electronic Equipment, 7125166
HVX-SO632-FAT JPL 11 01
Hnriner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Flight
Acceptance Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/t 2/06/67
HVX-SO637-TAT JPL 11 01
Hariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Type
Approval Testing Radio Subsystem High
Gain Antenna /2E1/, 2106/87
NVX-50652-FAT JPL 11 01
Hariner Venus 67 Flight Equipment Plight
Acceptance Testing S-Band Cavity Amplifier
/2PAl/, 2/03/67
SAS-5OSO7-GEN JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Ricrometeorite Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights /A-24 Hodel/,
4104166
SAS-5OSO9-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Soil Hechanics Surface
Sampler Experiment Surveyor Scientific
Flights /A-24 Hodel/, 4/04/65
SAS-5OblO-GEN-A JPL 11 Ol
Data Requirements for Touchdoen Dynamics
Surveyor Engineering Plights /A-21Hodel/,
4/04166
SAS-50511-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Touchdoun Dynamic
Experiment Surveyor Scientific Plights
/A-24 Hodel/t 4/04/66
5AS-50512-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Engineering Flights /A-21Nodel/t
41o4166
SAS-50513-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Data Requirements for Television Experiment
Surveyor Scientific Flights IA-24 Hode[/,
4/04166
SAT-50570-GEN JPL 11 01
Surveyor Television Instruments t 8/16165
VRO-SO405-GEN JPL 11 01
Voyager Spacecraft Electronic Equipment
Packaging, 5/18/65
VHO-50406-GEN JPL 11 01
Electrical Cabling reneger Spacecraft_ 6/25/65
XOY-50543-GEN JPL 11 01
Certification Requirements for the Experimental
Assenblv and Sterilization Laboratory,
10/25/65
ZCF-4010-OOO2-A JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Lab Flight Harduare Preferred
Polymeric Hateriels and Products, 8/25/66
ZPH-2051-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Conponents Transistors
/HI-REL/, 2104164
ZPH-2244-GER JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitors,
Fixed /H1-REL/, 2/25/66
ZPH-2246-GEM-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components,
Semiconductors, Diodes /High Reliability/,
1/31/66
ZPH-224?-GER-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays
/HI-REL/, 8/31/65
ZPH-2251-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components,
Transistors /High Raliabilitw/, 2/25/65
ZPH-2252-GEM JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Four-Layer
Semiconductor Devices /RI-REL/, 1/25/66
ZPH-2253-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Switches
/HI-REL/, 11/30/65
ZPP-2OOO-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reliability Control
Program for Spacecraft Electronic and
Electrowechanicel Component Parts, 9/24/64
ZPP-2OO1-GEM JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contractor
Reliabilltv Control Program for Spacecraft
Electronic and Electronechenlcal Component
Parts, 7/29/64
ZPP-2OO2-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Requirements for Controls in Hanufacturing of
Spacecraft Electronic for Electromechanical
Component Parts, 11/15/65
ZPP-2021-GEM JPL 11 01
Handling of HI-REL t Preferred, or Screened
Electronic Component Parts, 8/23/63
ZPP-2040-GEM-D JPL 11 01
Computation and Submittal of Component Test
Statistics, 2103/65
ZPP-2OSO-GEM JPL 11 01
Requirements for Radiographic Inspection of
Electronic Parts, 1/06/67
334
ZPP-2OTO-GEN-C JPL 11 Ol
Spacecraft Flight and Ground Support
Equiplent, Requirements for Electronic
Components, 2/05/64
ZPP-2090-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Standard Format fur Coding of Component Test
Data, 2/01/65
ZPP-2092-GEN JPL 11 01
Standard Format fur Coding of Resistor Test
Data, 1/24/64
ZPP-2093-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Standard Format for Coding by Nanufacturer of
Electronic Component Data, 9/08/65
ZPP-2094-GEN-A JPL 11 01
General Specification Standard Punched Card
Format for Component Test Data, 11/30/66
ZPP-2098-GEN JPL 11 01
Preparation and Submittal of Final Test Report
on Component Part Test Programs, 1/08/64
ZPP-2100-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Heat Sterilization Test Program for
Electronic Compouent Parts9 11/04/66
ZPP-2102-SEM JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Procedure No. 674/2-A/, 10/14/65
ZPP-210S-GER JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Procedure No. 674/3-A/, 10/22/65
ZPP-2106-G£N-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Varactor Phase II,
11/0_/66
ZPP-2107-SEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fuses /Phase II/,
2/11/65
ZPP-2108-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Capacitor Retest
Phase_ 2/26/65
ZPP-2109-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Variable Trimming
Resistors /Phase II/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2110-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program, 12/16/64
ZPP-2112-GER-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Fixed Resistors
/Phase I1/, 1/19/67
ZPP-2116-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Crystals, 7/20/65
ZPP-2117-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of
Sterilized Component Partst 9/02/65
ZPP-2118-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Investigation,
Ethylene Oxide Effects On Component Parts
/Phase III/, 12/01/66
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
ZPP-2119-GER-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program, Relay Phasew
2/11/65
ZPP-2122-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Prograe Linear Nicrocircu[t
/Phase I/, 3/31/65
ZPP-2123-GEN JPL 11 01
Hlcrocircuit Sterilization Evaluation and
Application Study W 7/12/66
ZPP-2124-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test 2rogran_ Transformers and
Inductors, 12/02/65
ZPP-2125-GEN JPL 11 01
Sterilization Test Program Screening Test
Development Task I Component Pert Design
Appraisal, 10/28/66
ZPP-2126-GEN JPL 11 01
Heat sterilization - Temperature Gradient
Test Program for Electronic Component
Parts, 7/26/65
ZPP-2127-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Temperature-Time Heat Sterilization Test
Program for Capacitors, 12/05/66
ZPP-2128-SEN JPL 11 01
High Impact Shock Test Program for Electronic
Component Parts9 7/12/66
ZPP-2737-GER JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
and Inductors Audio, Pomer, and High Pomcr
Pulse, 8/19/65
ZPP-2738-GEN JPL 11 O1
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transformers
end Induetors Radio Frequency, Intermediate
Frequency, end Lov Pouer Pulse r 8/10/65
ZPP-2744-GEM-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Capacitors,
Fixed, 9/19/66
ZPP-2746-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components,
Semiconductor Diodes, 1/11/66
ZPP-2747-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Relays_
8/31/65
ZPP-2748-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Fixed
Resistors, 12/01/65
ZPP-2751-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Transistors_
2/23/65
ZPP-2752-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Electronic Components Semiconductor
Devices Four Layer, 1/11/66
ZPP-2753-GER JPL 11 01




ZPP-2901-GEM JPL 11 Ol
Screening Inspection for Electronic Parts
/Applicable to Mars 1956 Only/t 8/07164
ZPP-2902-GEN JPL 11 01
Screening Inspection for Deep Space Network
Electronic Parts_ 1/29/65
ZPQ-2248-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Resistors_ 10/26/65
ZPQ-2400-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Requirements for Electronic and
Electrosechanical Parts. 5/10/66
ZPQ-2401-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing of Spacecraft Electronic
and Eleetromechanical Psrts_ 7/18/65
ZPQ-2437-GEM JPL 11 Ol
Qualification Testing Requirements for Low
Frequenc9 Inductors end Transformers,
4/22/66
ZPQ-2444-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Fixed
Capacitors_ 1/21/66
ZPQ-2446-GEM JPL 11 01
_ualificatlon Testing Requirements for
Semiconductor Dlodes_ 5/25/65
ZPQ-2447-SEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for RelaNs.
12/01/65
ZP_-2449-S£N JPL 11 Ol
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Variable Resistors /Lead-Screw Actuated/.
11/07/66
ZPQ-2451-_EN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements Nethods and
Procedures for Transistorsj 1/21/66
ZPQ-2452-GEN JPL 11 01
Qualification Testing Requirements for Silicon
Controlled Rectifiers and Switches t 5/25/66
ZPQ-2453-SEM JPL 11 Ol
Qualification Testing Requirements for
Switches_ 2/25/66
8907-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility t General
Requirements for Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility Electronic Equipment t 10/11/62
8909-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Field-
Power Equipment GO Cycles Per Second
Engine Generator Set_ 6/11/62
9915-GEN JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, Ground
Equipment, Transmitter, 29.668-Negacycle
Very Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillatory
Goidstone Duplicate Standard, 2/20/62
9917-GEN JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, Ground
Equipment, Trsnssitterp 29.668-Negacycle
Vet9 Stable Voltage Controlled Oscillator,
NTSt 3/06/62
20014-GEN-F JPL 11 01
Soldering Process. 12/13/61
20016-GEN-C JPL 11 01
Norkmanship Requirements for Electronic
Equipment t 2/08/53
20018-GER-J . JPL 11 01
Flight Equipment. Electrical Interconnectionsv
2/11/63
20028-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Terminal Boards, Fabrication oft 8/16/60_
Amendment l-St 1/23/64
20030-GEN-B JPL 11 01
Drawing Standards and Procedures, 3/04/53
20037-GEN JPL 11 01
Flight and Ground Equipment, High RelisbllitD_
12/12/62
20038-GEN JPL 11 01
Flight Equipmentt Carbon Cloth with Phenolic
Resin for Rocket Motor Nozzles, 2/22/63
20039-GEM JPL 11 01
_iret Electrical, Teflon Insulated_ High
Temperature Hookup and General Purposet
3/21/63
20042-GEN JPL 11 O1
Preparation of Operation and Naintenance
Nanuals for Ground Support Equipment.
6109163
20044-GEN-E JPL 11 01
Fixed Capacitors /High Reiiabllit_/. 11/06/62
20064-GEN-A JPL 11 01
Packing Flight Equipment for Shipment Nithin
the Continental United Statesy 2/28/63t
Amendment 1-A_ 10/24/63
20512-GEN JPL 11 01
Acceptance Limits for Powdered Aluminum
/_D105/, 4/05/63
20513-GEN JPL 11 01
Acceptance Limits for N-Phengl-Beta-
Hsphthylsmine /Propellant Anti-Oxidsnt/t
4/02/63
30261-GEN JPL 11 Ol
Naterlalst Processes. and Hardware for
Fabrication of Spacecraft Electronic
Equipment_ 6/07/52j Amendment 1_ 8/20/63
30262-GEN JPL 11 01
Soldered Cordwood Electronic Nodule
Fabrication t 5/17/62
30265-GEN JPL 11 Ol
Spacecraft Flight Equipment. Pressure System.
Safet9 Requirements fort 6/15/62
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39273-GEN-S JPL 11 01
Fllght Equipment, Radio Frequency Sgstem s
NL-6J 20-Megacycle Crystal Frequency
Source s 01/12/63
50274 JPL 11 01
Jet Propulsion Laboratorg Quality Control
Requirements for Nariner Prograa
Procurements 04/26/63
30280-GEM JPL 11 91
Space Flight Operations Pacllitys Operational
Coamunications Installation Criterlas
01/92/63
50284-GEM JPL 11 91
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Quality Control
Requirements for Surveyor Program
Procurements 04/26/63
50584-GEN JPL 11 01
Engineering Requirements for Telemetry Ground
Equipment, 01/16/62
3060O-STD-A JPL 11 Ol
Ground Support Equipment t Paint Standards s
01/25/62
30602-STD-C JPL 11 01
Engraving on Ground Equipment I Control Panel
Faces, 01/30/65
59604-STD-A JPL 11 O1
Meters for Ground Equipaent, Control Panels s
01/19/62
30605-STD-A JPL 11 Ol
Colorss Indicator Light and Seltchllght s
01/18/62
30606-STD-A JPL 11 01
Deep Space Instrumentation Facllltys Paint
Standards, 01/23/62
59Gog-STD-A JPL 11 01
Racks for Ground Equipments 01/25/62
50612-STD-A JPL 11 91
Space Flight Operations Pacllitys Paint
Standardsw 04/08/63
50765-GEN JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations Facility s General
Requirements for Electronic Components,
03/27/63
59766-GEM JPL 11 01
Space Flight Operations Facilltys
Docuaentation Requlresentss 03/26/63
39768-GEM JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Operational Support Equipment s
Electronic System, Minimum Requirements for
the Atlantic Missile Range Launch Complex s
06/03/63
59776-GEM JPL
Space Flight Operations Facilltgj Display
Systems 04/99/63
11 01
39679-GEN JPL 11 01
Spacecraft Flight Equipment s Identification of
Electronic Assembly Chammies 09/18/61
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
51139-GEN JPL 11 O1
Surveyor Orbiter s Flight Equipments Scientific
Instrumentations Electronic Packaglngt
10/31/62
31252-GEN JPL 11 01
Mariner C, Plight Equipments Requirements for




KOIA0127 KSC 10 01
Index of Specifications, Standards and
Procedures, Revised, 04/26/65
KD1AO132 KSC 10 O1
Apollo Test Plan for Lauaeh Support Equipment
Engineering Division, Revised, 12/10/65
KDIA0133 KSC 10 01
Engineering Procedures
KD1AO146 KSC 10 O1
Index of Specifications, Standards, end
Docueentso Released and Utilized by Launch
Equipment Engineering Division, 07/01/66
KSC-sPEC-E-O001 KSC 10 Ol
Coating, Conforeel /Polyurethane/, Printed
Circuit Aeseeblles_ Procedure for, 11/50/66
KSC-SPEC-H-OOOl KSC 10 Ol
Contract End Item Detail Specification /Lom
Frequency Acceleroeeter/ Performance/Design
and Product Configuration Requirements,
11/03/66
KSC-SPEC-P-OOOl KSC 10 Ol
Design, Fabrication, and Test of Compartment
Cooling Unit for S-IV-B Iustrumentetion
Unit, Project Apollo, 01/03/67
KSC-SPEC-Q-O001 KSC I00l
Coatingaw Conforaal, Protective, Environmental
for Printed Circuit Asaeeblies9 10/10/6S
KSC-STD-E-OOO1 KSC 10 O1
Design of Electrical Control and Noel,or
Equipment and Panels, 11/30/66
KSC-STD-S-O001 KSC 10 O1
Inspecting, Testingt and Certlfuing Fixed and
Mobile Cranes, Forklifts, Robile Personnel
Touers, and _uxlliarg Equipment, 09/27/66
KSC-SPEC-H-O02 KSC 10 Ol
Purchase Specification for an Ultraviolet
Fla.a Detector Launch Coeplex 34 and 37,
12/01/66
KSC-STD-2 KSC 10 O1
Elevated Floor System, 05/10/65
KSC-STD-S-OOO2 KSC 10 O1
Identifying and Color Coding Compressed-Ga s
Cylinders, 10/07/66
KSC-STD-3 KSC 10 O1
Electrical York, Interior t 12/17/64
RSC-STD-5 KSC 10 Ol
Color Code for Piping Systems. /Interim/t
11/27/64
KSC-STD-8 KSC 10 Ol
Instructions for Preparation of Design Criteria
and Functional Requirements. /Interia/_
02124/65
KSC-STD-15 KSC 10 O1
Plumbing /Cross Connections/ Engineering
Design Standard. /Interim/, 07/11/66
KSC-G-IO0 KSC lO Ol
Guide for the Preparation of Specifications,
10/02/64
KSC-S-101 KSC 10 O1
General Specification Semiconductor Devices,
08/24/64
KSc-s-101/1 KSC 1o Ol
Specification Sheet Diode, Zener, Silicon,
Pomar Type KIN2970B_ 08/24/64
KSC-R-102 KGC 10 Ol
Resistors, Fixed, File /High Stability/
/Styles KRN55/60/65/70C/, 08/24/64
KSC-R-103 KSC 10 01
Resistors_ Fixed, Film General Purpose
/Stwles KRL07/20/32/42/, 08/24/64
KSC-R-IO5A KSC 10 O1
Resistors t Flxed_ dlremound /Pouer T_pe/
style KRM67/68/S9/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-106 KSC 10 O1
Capacitor, Fixed, Glass Dielectric, High
Reliability /St_les CYFR IO/15/ZO/30/,
08/24/64
KSC-C-IO7& KSC
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum /Polarized,
Etched Foil/ /Stvle KCL21/, 03/10/66
I00l
KSC-C-108 KSC 10 O1
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalum Non Polar Etched
Foil /Style KCLg3/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-IO9A KSC 10 O1
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalue /Polarized, ,Plain
Foil/ /Style KCL31/, 03/10/66
KSC-C-110A KSC 10 O1
Capacitors, Fixed, Tantalus /Polarized, Etched
Foil/ /St#le KCL33/, 05/10/66
KSC-C-111A KSC 10 Ol
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid, Tantalum /Style
KCSI3/t 03/10/66
KSC-C-112 KSC 10 Ol
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric,
/Nonmetallic Case/ /Style KCTR/, 08/24/54
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KSC-C-113 KSC 10 O1
Capacitors, Fixed, Polarized, Tantalum Foil
/Style KCL51 and KCL53/, 08/24/64
KSC-C-114 KSC 10 01
Capacitors, Fixed_ Paper or Paper-Plastic
/Style KCVPOg/t 06/24/64
KSC-P-116 KSC 10 01
Procedure for Packaging and Harking Cables
and Harnessea_ 10/01/64
KSC-STD-118 KSC 10 O1
Failure Effect Analysis of Ground Support
Equipmentt 02/05/65
KSC-STD-122 KSC 10 Ol
Determining Criticality Huebers for Priority
I_ II and III Coaponentsl 05/15/66
KSC-C-123 KSC 10 O1
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning_ Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Parts_ Field
Parts t Asseablies_ Subsystems and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equlpmentt
12/14164
KSC-F-124 KSC 10 Ol
Fittings /Pressure Connections/_ Flared Tube,
05105165
KSC-H-125 KSC 10 01
Drafting and Deslgn_ Preparation and
Haintenance of_ 06/01/66
KSC-S-126 KSC 10 Ol
Specification for Sealing of Electrical
Components and Enclosurest 02/15/65
KSC-P-127/1 KSC 10 O1
Detail Specification Packaging, Harking for
Shipment and Storage of Rotors and Hotor
Drive Sets, 07/01/66
KSC-P-127/2 KSC 10 01
Racks_ Consoles, Panels9 and Distributors_
Packagingt Harking and Storage of_ 12/01/65
KSC-STD-128 KSC 10 O1
Test Reports, Preparation of_ 06/05/65
KSC-STD-129 KSC 10 01
Test Procedure9 Preparation of, 10/05/65
KSC-STD-131 KSC 10 Ol
Pneumatic end Hydraulic Hechanical Components
and Parts_ Electrical, 02/01/66
KSC-STD-132 KSC 10 01
Potting and Holding Electrical Cable Asseably
Terminations, 11/22/65
KSC-C-133 KSC
Capacitors, Fixed9 Tantalus /Polarized_
Sintered-Slug/ /Style KCL65/I 03/10/66
10 01
KSC-STD-140A KSC lO 01
Bonding and Grounding Standard_ 06117/65
KSC-STD-141 KSC 10 O1
Cable /Lifting/ Identification Band and Data
Narking_ 04/28/66
KSC-R-148 KSC 10 01
Resistors_ Composition Carbon /Styles
KRC07/20/32/42/, 03/10/66
KSC-W-151A KSC 10 01
Specification for Solderless Wrap Process,
Electrical Connections_ 07/06/64
KSC-STD-152-1 KSC 10 O1
Graphical S_abols f_r Drauings- Part It
Electrical and Logic Svebols_ 02/01/64
KSC-STD-152-2 KSC I00l
Graphical Svmbols for Drawings- Part 2_
Hechanlcal Symbols, 07/01164
KSC-E-153F KSC 10 01
Specification for Hodular Enclosures_ Radio
Frequency Interference Shielded_ 01/21/64
KSC-B-155 KSC 10 01
Bonds and Grounds Cleaning_ Testing and
Protectionw 04/25/66
KSC-STD-164 KSC 10 01
Environmental Teat Nethods for Ground
Support Equipment Installations at John F.
KSC-E-165A KSC 10 01
Electrical Ground Support Equipment
Fabrication, 10/07/64
KSC-W-157 KSC 10 01
Procedure for Niring Progralling System
Patchboardst 06/15/64
KSC-STD-158 KSC
Interpretations of Drawing Terms and
Tolerances_ 02/18/66
10 01
KSC-STD-169 KSC 10 01
Harking of Ground Support Equipment_ 10/01164
KSC-S-178 KSC lO 01
Solderingj Automatic Waver or Printed Circuit
Assemblies_ 07/01/65
KSC-W-179 KSC 10 01
Welding of Stainless Steel end Invar Pipe,
Tubing_ and Associated Fittings_ 08/01/66
KSC-W-180 KSC 10 01
Welding of Aluminum Alloy Pipet Tubing and
Associated Fittings, 08/01/66
KSC-C-182 KSC 10 01
Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational
Gaseous Nltrogen_ Heliue, and Hydrogen
Systems at Complex 39, 06/07/66
KSC-0-327 KSC 10 01
Drawings 9 Engineering and Associated Lists_
02107/66
KSC-34-37B-OO3 KSC 10 O1
Technical Specifications for Hodification on
Launch Complexes 34 and 37B for Apollo
Ingress-Egress Sgstem_ 05/15/64
340
KSC-CP-22309 KSC 10 01
Performance/Design and Product Configuration
Requirements KSC Operations Safety Officer.
Launch Firing Room Console for Apollo
Launch Support Systems, 09/13/55
KSC 10 03
A Boresight Optics and Monitoring System-
Technical Exhibit, 03/23/64 /PR 14390-1/
KSC 10 03
Characteristics for Connectors, 03/09/54
/PR 9011-3/
KSC 10 03
Characteristics fop Ragnetlc Core Memory,
01/21/65 /PR 51525-1/
KSC lO 03
Characteristics for Oscilloscope and Associated
Units, 03/11/65 /PR 90159-1/
KSC lO 03
Core Memory Specifications- Attachment 1
KSC lO 03
Design Specificatioh for the Apollo




Digital Tape Recorder Specification, 03/25/64
/PR 14392-1/
KSC 10 03
Doppler Digitizing System- Technical Exhibit,
12/04/64 /PR 43997-1/
KSC 10 03
Electrical Load Data-Apollo Command Module
Stabilization and Control System, 01/31/64
A64 752C/24/A/
KSC 10 03








Demodulation System for Saturn IB, Complex
34
KSC i0 03
Equipment Specifications for Telemetry Tape
Recorder, Saturn IB /PR 42314-1/
KSC 10 03
Fift_-Channel High Speed Analog-to-Digital
Conversion System /K-EFS-64-6/
KSC 10 03
Frequency Hodulation System Test Oscillator,
Specification, 07/15/64 /PR 26764-1/
KSC 10 03




General Requirements for Multiplier Chalns_
02/26/65 /WSHAP-MS-1/
KSC 10 03
High Performance Instrumentation Tape
Recorders, 03/17/65 /PR 94186-1/
KSC 10 03
High Reliability Monochrome Closed Circuit
Television Camera9 12/17/65
KSC IO 03
Laboratory Report of. Electromagnetic
Interference Measurements on Offset
Doppler Frequenc_ Interrogator System,




Technical Exhibit, 03/09/64 /K-EF3-64-4/
KSC i0 03
Lou-Noise, High Gain Radio Frequency
Preaepllfier System, 03/25/64 /PR 14391-1/
KSC IO 03
Magnetic Storage Drum System Specification,
01/23/64 /KM-EF2/
KSC I0 03
Miniaum Salient Characteristics for Automatic
Tape Degaussers, 01/04/65 /PR 49003-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Constant
Input-Output Impedance T-Pad, 03/16/55
/PR 91226-2/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Direct
Nriting Analog Recorder Systems, 05/10/65
/PR 98508-11
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Display
Unit, 03/12/65 /PR 91218-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Electronic
Instrument Carrier, 05/10/65 /PR 98507-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characterisitcs for Function
Generator_ 12/04/64 /PR 45619-1/
KSC lO 03
Minieum Salient Characteristics for Isolated
Radio Frequency Po_er Divider, 03/12/65
/PR 91214-1/
KSC I0 03
Hlalmua Salient Characteristics for Logic
Modules, 10/22/64 /PR 41329-3_7/
KSC 10 03
Minieum Salient Characteristics for Magnetic
Indicators, 03/16/65 /PR 91224-4/
KSC 10 03






Minimum Salient Characteristics for Plastic
Magnetic Tape Storage Container, 03/19/65
/PR 91237-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Poser
Amplifier/Supply
KSC IO 03
Niniaue Salient Characteristics for Power
Supply, 12/04/64 /PR 45618-2/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Rack
Nount tar Model 5-119 Osclllographs_
05/07/65 /PR 98521-1/
KSC 10 03




Ninieum Salient Characteristics for Recording
Dscillographf 03/22/65 /PR 91239-1/
KSC lO 03
Minlaum Salient Characteristics for Rotary
Thumb_heel Switch Assembly, 03/26/65
/PR 91259-1/
KSC 10 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Spectrum
Analyzer Plug-in Unit. 03/05/64
/PR 5B942-1/
KSC 10 03
Nln/sum Salient Characteristics for Switch
Assemblies, 03/10/64 /PR 90135-1/
KSC 10 03




Minimum Salient Characteristics for Television
Monitor. 02/25/55 /PR 54947-1/
KSC 10 03
Nln/mum Salient Characteristics for
Turns-Counting Dial, 04/05/55 /PR 94213-1/
KSC I0 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Oeclilator W 12/04/64 /PR 45602-1/
KSC I0 03
Minimum Salient Characteristics for Very High
Frequency Signal Generatort 03/10/65
/PR 90134-1/
KSC 10 03
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range
Interrogator Systee- Technical Exhibit
KSC
Offset Doppler Frequency Short-Range




Procurement Specification for Computer
Interface Systee, 11/14/63 /PR 12025-1/
KSC 10 03
Procurement Specification for Radio Frequency
Calibration Unit, Teleeetr W Receiver
KSC I0 03
Radio Frequency Converter System, 10/22/64
/K-£F3-64-8/
KSC 10 03
Requirements for Connectors and Cable
Assemblies /K-EF3-GES-3/
KSC 10 03
Requirements and Criteria for Facilities for the
Central Instrumentation Facility Antenna
Site9 11/09/64
KSC 10 03
Requirements for the Installation of Equipeent
in Government Furnished Racks and Consoles
/K-EF3-GES-2/
KSC IO 03
Small Diameter Antenna System- Technical
Exhibit, 06/29/64 /PR 26755-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Astrodome-Type Shelter
/with Air Conditioning/ for Optical
Tracking Instruments. 07/23/64
KSC 10 03
Specification for Chemical Resistant Counter
Assemblies. 02/25/65 /PR 54970-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Coaxial Patching Components.
01/04/65 /PR 49004-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Converter_ Digital-to-Analog
Assembly
KSC I0 03
Specification for Large Screen Projectors,
12/07/64 /PR 45631-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Large Screen X-Y Indicator
/PR 3704-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Low-Soy £qulpeent Console.
10/27/64 /W3HAP5_I/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Ricromave Link
/PR 10726-1/
KSC I0 03
Specification for Operational Inter
Communication System End Instrument Cable
KSC 10 03
Specification for Sound Powered Handset and
Sound Powered Headset -Nicrophone
KSC lO 03




Specification for 34-Conductor Electrical
Cable, 02/03/65 /PR 54951-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for a Two-by-Two Inch Data
Transparency Illueinetor /PR 14387-1/
KSC
Specification for Video Data Transmission
Equlpaent_ 05/13/65 /PR 98520-8/
10 03
KSC 10 03
Specification for Video Test Generatort
04/08/65 /PR 96679-1/
KSC 10 03
Specification for Voltage Controlled
Generator, 11/25/64 /PR 44000-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Alternating Current Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter /PR 32326-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for n Analog Data Transmission
Systems /PR 14363-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for 5lank Panels and Engraved
Blank Panels, 02/08/65 /PR 54933-1/
KSC lO 03
Specifications for Channel Digital-to-Analog
Converter /PR 14364-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Digital Display Generator
KSC I0 03
Specifications for Events Per Unit Time/
Timer, 07/23/54 /PR 30915-2/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Frequency Counterl 07/22/64
/PR 30910/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Galvanometer Driver
_mplifier Unit /PR 14355/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for a High Performance Kinescope
Recording System, 03/25/65 /K-EF3-65-14/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Large Screen Oscilloscope
/PR 14347-1/
KSC I0 03
Specifications for a Hegnetic Core Heaory
KSC 10 03
Specifications for lOg-Channel Digital Data
Recording System /PR 00008-1/
KSC lO 03
Specifications foe Pen Recorder /PR 14346-1/
KSC 10 03




Specifications for Pulse Generator
KSC I0 03
Specifications for Rack Connectors, 10/16164
/PR 41318-9/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Recorder Syetem_ Portable
/PR 15272/
KSC I0 03
Specifications for a Self-Calibrating
Cryogenic Acceleroa_ter /PR 34619-1/
KSC lO 03
Specifications for a Telemetry Hultlcoupler
KSC I0 03
Specifications for Ten-by-Ten Video Switcher
/PR 14379-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Time Code Generator
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Tunable Telemetry
Subcarrier Discriminator /PR 13577-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for • Vibration Test System-
Exhibit II, 03/18/65 /ES3200-0179/
KS_ I0 03
Specifications for Video Switching Amplifier
/re 13456-1/
KSC 10 05
Specifications for Vidicon Camera
/PR 26725-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Voltage Calibrator
/PR 32343-1/
KSC 10 03
Specifications for Voltage Controlled
Subcarrier Oscillator, High Frequency
/PR 14287-1/
KSC 10 03








Technical Exhibit for a Study of Certain




Technical Exhibit for • Telemetry Calibration
Generator, 04/29/65 /PR 96730-3/
KSC 10 03
technical Exhibit for Very High Frequency




Technical Requirements for Proposals
/K-EF3-TP_-I/
KSC 10 03
Technical Requirements for Cost Proposals-
Appendix C /KM-EF3-54-2/
KSC lO 03
Technical Speciflcation for Bi-Directional
Differential Pressure-Transducer
KSC I0 03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable, Tgpe $6C/20, 10/06/64
KSC lO 03
Technical Specification for Instrumentation
Cable, Type $4C/20, 06/15/64
KSC 10 03
Technical Specifications for the Datakor
S_stea
KSC 10 03
Technical Specifications for Probability
Density Analyzer
KSC 10 03
Time Decoder and Display System
Specifications, 03/Z6/6_ /pc 14393-1/
KSC IO 03
Universal Automatic Tape Search Unit-
Technical Exhibit / 54-18/
KSC 10 03




ESD-lO6OOl MSC 09 03
Digital Computer Complex for Apollo Checkout
Equipment_ Spacecraft Stations
ESD-IO60O2 MSC 09 03
Tape Recorder/Computer Time Decoder and
Search Unit
£Sb-106005 RSC 09 03
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
ESD-106004 NSC 09 03
Signal Simulator
ESD-106005 MSC 09 03
X-Y Plotter
ESD-lO6OO6 MSC 09 03
Alphanumeric Cathode Ray Tube Display
ESD-106007 MSC 09 03
Magnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer
ESD-IOSOO8 MSC 09 03
Digital Test Command UP-LINK Digital Decoder
ESD-IO6OD9 NSC 09 03
Data Transmission Verification Converter
ESD-106OlO NSC 09 03
Decommutator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-lO6Oll HSC 09 03
Decommutatoe Line Driver
ESD-lO6Ol2 MSC 09 03
BB2O4 Cailup Module
ESD-lOSD13 NSC 09 03
Pulse Code Nodulation Telemetry System
ESD-lO6Ol4 NSC 09 OS
Digital Acquisition and Decommutation System
/Pulse Code Modulation Telemetry Station/
ESD-106015 HSC 09 03
Magnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer System
E_D-lDS016 HSC 09 05
Interim Alphanumeric Cathode Raw Tube Display
ESD-lO6Ol7 HSC 09 03
Subcarrier Discriminator
ESD-lOSO18 HSC 09 03
Direct Writing Analog Recording System
ESD-IO6Ol9 HSC 09 03
Pulse Amplitude Nodulation/Pulse Detector
Nodulation/Pulee Code Modulation Digital
Deco=mutator
ESD-1D602O NSC 09 03
Telemetry Receiver
ESD-IO6021 MSC 09 O
Digital Test Commend System
ESD-lO6022 MSC 09 O
Electronic Counter
ESD-lO6023 MSC 09 O
Subcarrier Indicator and Calibration System
ESD-106024 MSC 09 O
Pulse Amplitude Rodulation/Pulse Detector
Hodulation Digital Decoemutetor System
ESD-IOGOZ5 MSC 09 O
Nigh Speed Digital Computer /Interim/
£SD-106026 MSC 09 0
Nagnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer
ESD-106027 MSC 09 0
Digital Communication and Control Unit
ESD-106028 MSC 09 0
Decommutator Computer Interface
ESD-lOSO29 MSC 09 O
Meter Display Module
ESD-lOSOSO MSC 09 O
Decimal Display Hodule
ESD-IO6031 MSC 09 0
Event Display Nodule
ESD-lO6032 MSC 09 O
Frequency Modulation Subcerrier Discriminator
ESD-106033 HSC 09 O
General Test Equipment
ESD-lOSO34 MSC 09 O
Terminal Facility Complex
ESD-106035 MSC 09 0
Radio Frequency Interference Shielded
Enclosures
£SD-106036 NSC 09 O
System Cablimg_ Wiring end Connectors
£SD-106037 MSC 09 0
Line Amplifiers
ESD-lOS038 MSC 09 O _
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft Programmed Apollo Checkout
Equipment, Launch Vehicle Computer Interface
ESD-lOSO39 MSC 09 O
Direct Writing Recording System




Esg-106041 HSC 09 OS
Electronic Counter System
ESD-lO6042 NSC 09 03
Prototype Communications Unit Executor and
Selection to Activate Random Testing
Nodules
ESD-lO6043 HSC 09 03
Digital Nagnetlc Tape Specification
£5D-106044 NSC 09 OS
Deconeutator glaring Distribution Swstem
£5D-106045 HSC 09 OS
Electrical Prototype Digital Test Command
System
£5D-106047 NSC 09 03
Direct Writing 1gO-Channel Event Recording
System
ESD-106048 NSC 09 03
Direct Writing 32-Channel Event Recording
S_stse
ESD-106049 HSC 09 OS
Status Control end Ronitor Sgstem
ESD-IO6079 MSC 09 0S
Remote Facilities
£SD-lO6O8O NSC 09 03
Closed Circuit Television System /Nerrltt
Island Launch Area/
£50-106081 NSC og O:
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment t
Spacecraft Requirements
£SD-106082 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equlpeentt
Spacecraft External Interfaces
ESD-106083 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipmentl
Spacecraft Nechaaical end Electrical
Requirements for North American Aviation
Facilities
ESD-106084 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment9
Spacecraft Nechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Nerrltt Island Launch Area
Facilit g
£SD-106085 HSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment t
Spacecraft Nechanical and Electrical
Requirements for Space Environmental
Facilit_
ESD-106086 NSC 09 03
Programmed Apollo Checkout Equipment,
Spacecraft Nechenical end Electrical
Requirements for Grumeen Aircraft
Engineering Corporation Facllitg
ESD-106087 NSC 09 OS
Nigh Speed Digital Computer /Data
Processing/
ESD-IO6088 NSC og 03
Video Distribution and Tape Transport Control
Unit
ESD-IO6089 NSC 09 OS
Countdown Generator/Computer Interface Unit
ESD-lOSO90 HSC 09 03
Facility Criteria t Programmed Apollo Checkout
Checkout Equipeentl Spacecraft Ground
Station_ North Auerlcan Aviation Facilitg
ESD-106091 HSC
Communications Unit Executor Selection to
Activate Random Testing Nodules
09 03
ESD-lOSO92 NSC
Digital Test Command System /On-Board/
O9 O3
ESD-106094 RSC
Morth American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipeentt Spacecraft Control Room
09 03
ESD-lOSO95 HSC 09 03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment_ Spacecraft Control Room
ESD-lO609S NSC 09 OS
Horth American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equlpmentt Spacecraft Computer
Room I and 2
ESD-lOSO97 HSC 09 03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment9 Spacecraft Computer Room
ESD-IOSOgS HSC 09 OS
North American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment_ Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-lO6099 HSC _09 03
Nerritt Island Launch Area Progrmmmed Apollo
Checkout Equipeentt Spacecraft Terminal
Facility Room
ESD-106100 NSC 09 03
Control Room Layout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-106101 NSC 09 03
Computer Room Lagout and Rack Elevation for
Houston Space Environmental Facility
ESD-106102 NSC 09 03
Control Room Layout and Ksck Elevation fop
Grueean Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-lO6103 NSC 09 03
Computer Room Layout end Reck Elevation for
Grueesn Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-lO6104 NSC 09 OS
Terminal Facllltu Layout for Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation
ESD-lO6105 NBC 09 03
Ground Composite Signal Hlxsr end Separator
£5D-106106 NSC 09 03
Closed-Circuit Television System for North
American Aviation Programmed Apollo
Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft Ground
Station
346
ESD-lO61O7 NSC 09 03
Intercommunication Sgstee for Programmed
Apollo Checkout Equipment t Spacecraft Ground
Station
ESD-106108 HSC 09 03
Command Monitor Unit
£SD-106109 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 34
ESD-I06110 NSC og 03
Apollo Checkout Equipment, Spacecraft
Equipment in Blockhouse 37
ESD-106111 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Equlpment_ Spacecraft
Equipment in the Launch Control Center of
Complex 39
ESD-106112 NSC 09 03
Astronaut Communications Panel
£SD-106113 NSC 09 03
X-Y Plotter
ESD-106114 NSC 09 03
Recording Oscillograph
ESD-106115 NSC 09 03
Pulse Code Modulation Subcomeutator t
Portable Data Gathering Svstem
ESD-106115 NSC 09 03
Sgstea Specification for Herrltt Island
Launch Area Laboretorv Ground Station
ESD-106117 HSC 09 03
2200-2300 Hegecycle Rulticoupler
HSC-ASPO--ERI-IOA NBC 09 01
Addendum to NIL-I-2B600 /Interference Control
Requirements9 Aeronautical Equipment/
HSC-ASPO-GDRP-4 MSC 09 03
Apollo Spacecraft Integrated Ground Operations
Requirements Plan
NSC-ASPO-RQA-11 NSC 09 01
Qualification Test Guideline
HSC-ASPD-S-5C HSC 09 03
Amendment to Soldering Specification NSFC
PROC 158B
HSC-ASPO-S-6 NSC 09 03
NSC Supplement to NPC 200-4
RSC-COC-1 NSC 09 03
Apollo Checkout Criteria
RSC-GSE-1B NSC 09 03
Apollo Ground Support Equipment General
Environmental Criteria and Test
Specification
HSC-HSFC-JD-OOl NSC 09 03
Crimping of Electrical Connections Requirements
for
HSC-PPD-1 NSC 09 03
Solvent Trlchloroeonofluoromethnne
MANNED SPACECRAFT CEMTEI
HSC-PPD-2 HSC 09 O:
Propellant_ Inhibited Nitrogen Tetroxide
NSC-Q-I NSC 09 O:
Crimping of Electrical Connections
HSC-Q-3 HSC 09 O;
Pre-Trenteent /Etching/ of Teflon Surfaces
Prior to Potting Process
NSC-SPEC-1 HSC 09 O:
microfilming of Drauings and Associated
Docuaents_ Specification for
HSC-SPEC-3 HSC 09 O:
Hlcrofllming of Engineering Documents 16 HH,
Requirements for
HSC-SPEC-7 MSC 09 O:
Hicroflche Preparation, Specification for
HSC-PROC-31 NSC 09 0
Passive Thermal Protection Svstem
Installation, Procedures for
HSC-STD-IO3 HSC 09 0
Preparation of Test Reports Standard
HSC-STD-104 HSC 09 0
Preparation of Prograe Plens Standard
HSC-STD-IO5 NSC og 0
Preparation of Performance and Design
Requirements
RSC-STD-IO6 HSC 09 O
Preparation of Test Plane Standard
HSC-STD-IO? NSC 09 O
Preparation of Test Procedures Standard
NSC-STD-IO8 NSC og O
Preparation of ISD Engineering Applications
Documentation Standard
RSC-STD-IO9 NSC 09 0
Preparation of Space Environment Simulation
Laboratorg and Space Environment Effects
Lnboratorv Test Procedures
NSC-STD-C-1 NSC 09 0
Definitions for Contamination Programs
NSC-SPEC-C-2A NSC 09 O
Clean Room Garments, Specification for
NSC-SPEC-C-3 NSC




Clean Rooms and _ork Stations
O9 0
HSC-SPEC-C-5A NSC 09 0
Apollo Spacecraft Cleanliness, Specification
for
HSC-SPEC-C-6 NGC
Apollo Spacecraft, Fluid Cleanliness
09 O
NSC-SPEC-C-? NSC




HSC-SPEC-C-8 HSC 09 03
Apollo On-Board Equipment Cleanliness
RSC-SPEC-C-9 HSC 09 03
Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Sgstems
HSC-SPEC-C-EO NSC 09 03
Control During Repair ! Replacement or
Maintenance
HSC-SPEC-C-11 HSC 09 03
Precision Cleaning
NSC-SPEC-C-12 NSC 09 03
Precision Clean Packaging
HSC-SPEC-C-13 HSC 09 03
Fluid Sampling
HSC-SPEC-C-14 HSC 09 03
Spacecraft Fluid Annlgsis
RSC-SPEC-C-15 HSC 09 03
Pressure Garment Assembl W Cleanliness
RSC-SPEC-C-20 NSC 09 03
Watert High Purltv
RSC-SPEC-C-21 HSC 09 03
Watery Potable_ Specification for




ABNA-STD-3 MSFC 08 01
Etching of Aiuminue before Spotwelding.
Standard for 09/23/1958
ABNA-STD-18 MSFC 08 01
Torque Specification. Threaded Fasteners.
Standard for 07/07/1958
ABMA-STD-21 NSFC 08 01
Acceptebllitw Limits for All Selectivelw
Etched Aluminum Components, Standard for
06/30/1958
ABNA-PD-W-45 MSFC 08 01
Weldingr Fusionr Shielded Arc. Missile
Components. Aluminas and Magnesium Manual
or Automatic 01/10/1958
ABHA-PD-A-48A NSFC 08 01
Arming Unit. Remoter Destruction. and
Separation. 09/21/59
ABHA-V-53 NSFC 08 01
Valves. Pressure Regulating for Missile User
General Specification for 05/04/1959
ABHA-PD-D-461 MSFC 08 01
Alulinul Drum. Twpe 42Dr Double-Head
/86-Gallon Capaeity/t Specification for
02/27/1959
ABMA-PD-C-711A NSFC 08 01
Cable and Harness Assemblies. Electrical.
Missile Systems t General Specification for
12/15/1959
NSFC-STD-IO0 MSFC 08 01
Castings. Aluminun and Magnesium Allow.
Radiographic Inspection oft Acceptance
Standard for t 05/16/61. Aeendment Ir
08/17/66
NSFC-SPEC-104 MSFC 08 01
Aluminum Allow. 2014 Bars t Plate t and Sheet.
Specification for. 04/02/62, Amendment 1,
04/30/64
NSFC-STD-IO5A NSFC 08 01
Swnthetlc Rubber. Age Control of. Standard for
12/21/62r Amendment 1_ 04/16/65
NSFC-STD-IO6B MSFC 08 01
Testing Compatibility of Materials for Liquid
Dxwgen Swsteee. 09/16/66
NSFC-SPEC-IOMA NSFC 08 01
Nicrofilming of Drawings and Associated
Documents_ Specification for 09/04/1963
NSFC-STD-110A MSFC 08 Ol
Electrical Hardmare_ Equipmentr Naterials_ and
Methods Used in Saturn Ground Support
Equipment. Standard for 03/16/1962
NSFC-SPEC-111 NSFC 08 01
Coating Compounds r Ceramic Enamel and Gold.
Preparation and Application r Specification
for 04/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-113A MSFC 08 01
Filter. Eleeentsr Hwdraulic. Wire Meshr
Specification for t 07/26/63_ Amendment I t
05/08/64
NSFC-SPEC-116 NSFC 08 01
Hose Assemblies, Flexibler Hwdraulic. Medium
and High Pressure t High Temperature 1
Specification for t 01/18/63. Amendment 2.
05/20/64
RSFC-SPEC-119A NSFC 08 01
Connectors. Receptacles, Electrical, Printed
Wiring Board. General Purpose. Edge
Type. 05/01/68
NSFC-SPEC-124 MSFC 08 01
Tape. Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive t for
Preservation end Seelingr Specification for
03/07/1962
NSFC-SPEC-130 NSFC 08 01
Certification of Welding Nachine Operators
and Weldors. Specification for 03/27/1963
HSFC-SPEC-131C MSFC 08 01
Tubing t Steel. Corrosion-Resistant /Twpe 304
and 304L/. Seamless. Specification for
12/23/1964
MSFC-SPEC-133A MSFC 08 01
Direct Current Amplifier Nodule t Specification
for. 08/13/62r Amendment 1. 03/26/63
HSFC-SPEC-135 MSFC 08 01
Welding_ Fusion. Specification for 01/16/1963
NSFC-SPEC-13?A MSFC 08 01
Aluminum Alloy Sheet_ Raw Material t General
Specification for. 03/18/53. Amendment 1,
07/14/65
NSFC-PRDC-140A MSFC
Cable Assemblies. Fabrication of. for




Coating Compound t NSFC-X-258 ! Preparation
and Application of. Specification for
05/19/1961
08 O1
RSFC-SPEC-143B MSFC 08 O1
Fittings, Flared Tube /Premium Qualitv/t
Pressure Connections. Specification for.
02/10/65. Amendment 5_ 09/21/66. QPL-143-1,
01/10/66
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4SFC-SPEC-144B HSFC 08 Ol
Aluminum Allog Forgingnt Premium Oualitgt
Heat Trcutedt Specification for t 03/31/64t
Amendment 1, 09/08/64 QPL-I44-1t 07/26/85
4SFC-SPEC-145A NSFC 08 01
Strait Corrosion Resistant and Super Allovt
Bars_ Shapest and Forgings /Premium
Qusllty/_ Specification fort 05/1B/S3t
Amendment 4t 08/19/66t QPL-145-1t 02/15/66
ISFC-PROC-151 HSFC 08 01
Contamination Control and Environmental
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment W Procedure for
03/29/1963
gSFC-STD-IS4A HSFC 08 01
Printed-Wiring Boards /Copper-Clad/ Design t
Oocusnntation9 and Fabrication of t 12/15/65
tSFC-STD-166 NSFC 08 01
Riveting t Fabrication and Inspection t
Standard fort 04/02/62t Motice 1_ 11/14/63t
Amendment It 11/15/63
4SFC-PROC-158B HSFC 08 01
Soldering of Electrical Connections /High
Reliability/t Procedure for, 02/15/63 t
Amendment I t 09/27/63
ISFC-STD-162A HSFC 08 01
Hechmnical Svmhols t Standard fort 02/14/64t
Amendment I t 12/10/64
ISFC-STD-163 HSFC 08 01
Electrical Engineering Design Practicer
Standard for 03/15/1962
ISFC-SPEC-164 HSFC 08 01
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxvgent
Fuel t and Pneumatic Svstenst Specification
fort 04/16/62t Amendment 4 t 07/17/64
ISFC-PROC-166C NSFC 08 Ol
Hvdrnulic Svstems Components and Hwdraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles t Cleaning t
Testingt and Handling_ Procedure for
08/16/1965
ISFC-SPEC-171 HSFC 08 01
Fittings /Pressure Connection/t Flared Tube r
Specification fort 02/13/62 t Amendment 1_
09/27/65
ISFC-PROC-175 HSFC 08 01
Coating Procedures t Saturn Ice-Shields
03/26/1962
ISFC-STD-181 HSFC 08 01
Finishes and Coatings for Corrosion Protection
of Space Vehicle Structures and
Associated Equipment1 Standard for
02/07/1962
ISFC-PROC-186C HSFC 08 01
Potting end Holding Cable Assemblies t Using
Elautomsric Compounds w 09/13/65
ISFC-SPEC-180 HSFC 08 Ol
Hgdrnulic S_utnm t H-1 Engine t Checkout
Rmquirementst Specification for 08/30/1963
NSFC-SPEC-189 NSFC 08 01
Chnine Weldlenst Single Jack e and S Hooks t
Specification for 02/12/1982
NSFC-PROC-19SA HSFC 08 01
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection
Hethods for Determining Cleanliness Level
of Gas Bearing Gas Supplv and S|osh
Hemsuring Sgstems e 08/10/66
NSFC-PRDC-I96B HSFC 08 Ol
Potting Cable Assembliest Using Epoxy Resin
Compounds t 09/09165 t Amendment 1, 12/13/65
RSFC-SPEC-197A NSFC 08 01
Haterialt Unflredt Ceramic e Thermal
Insulation for Radiant Heutingl H-31t
Specification for e 03/04/63e Amendment It
06/28/63
HSFC-SPEC-198A RSFC 08 01
Hnterial e Remork and Repair for H-31 Thermal
Insulation, Specification for 03/22/1963
HSFC-SPEC-199A MSFC 08 01
Coatingt Vapor Barrlert H-SICt
Specification for 04/12/1963
NSFC-SPEC-202A NSFC 08 Ol
Compound t Potting and Holdisgt Elastomeric,
12/11/19649 ]qpi-202-4 02/09/1966
HSFC-SPEC-203A HSFC 08 Ol
Subliming Coating Compounder Preparation end
Application of t Specification for 06/12/1964
HSFC-STD-204A HSFC 08 01
Weight Notation Sgstemst Stmndsrdt 12/05/62t
Amendment It 01/15/63
NSFC-PROC-205 HSFC 08 01
Prime Coat t EX 176t Preparation and
Application of e Procedure for 01/17/1963
NSFC-PRUC-208A HSFC 08 01
Weight Documentation Form Completion, Space
Vehlclet Procedure for 10/10/1962
NSFC-SPEC-209 HSFC 08 01
Terminal-Cable Assemblies t Surged Type t
Spmclfication for 0412011962
HSFC-SPEC-217 MSFC 06 01
Cover Sheet to O-T-634a /Trlchloromthvlsnet
technical/ 08/10/1962
RSFC-SPEC-Z19A HSFC 08 01
Connectornt Flat Conductort Flexible
Electrical Cablmt 05/05/66
NSFC-SPEC-220B HSFC 08 Ol
Cable_ Flat Conductort Flsxiblel Elmctricsl9
Coppery 01/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-222B HSFC 08 01
Resin Compoundst Electrical and Environmental
Insulationt Epoxvt Specification fort
10/19/65 t QPL-222-1 t 10/25/65
NSFC-PROC-224 HSFC 08 01
Printed Circuit Assemblies, Automatic Single
Dave Soldering oft Procedure fort 01/10/64t
Amendment 29 10/25/65
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HSFC-PROC-226 HSFC 08 01
Threaded Fasteners, Lubricant Application,
Procedure for 07/12/1962
RSFC-PROC-228A HSFC 08 01
Hicrofilm Logging Form Completion t HSFC
Hicrofllming Program Support t Procedure for
05/24/1963
HSFC-SPEC-233A HSFC 08 01
Nitrogen, Instrument Grade r Specification for
09/21/1964
HSFC-SPEC-234 HSFC 08 01
Nitrogen, Space Vehicle Grade, Specification
for 09/21/1964
HSFC-SPEC-236 HSFC 08 O1
Polytetrafluoroethvlene /Teflon/ Holded and
Extruded.Parts_ Sheeter Rods, and Tubing,
Specification for t 07/20/62t Amendment 1 t
09/20/65
HSFC-SPEC-Z37A HSFC 08 Ol
Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agents,
Specification for 10/16/1964
RSFC-PROC-238 HSFC 08 Ol
Fit'legs, Female Threads /Premium Quality/_
Preparation and Lubrication, Procedure for
05/15/1963
RSFC-PROC-239 HSFC 08 Ol
Technical grlting Guide, Procedures t
Vol. It 06/15/63, Vol. liar 04/15/55_
Vol. IliA, 10/15/64
HSFC-SPEC-241 HSFC 08 Ol
Preparation for Delivery of Aluelnue Allo V
Plate and Sheet, Specification for 04/22/1963
RSFC-PROC-245 HSFC
Carbon Tetrachloridet Scrubber He,hod for
Analysis of Condensible Hydrocarbon
Contamination in Compressed Gases t
Procedure for t 01/16/63 t Amendment It
06/23/63
08 O1
HSFC-STD-246 HSFC 08 Ol
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled
Environment Areas9 Standard for 07/29/1963
HSFC-SPEC-248 HSFC 08 01
Tubing_ Steel, Corrosion and Heat-Resistant
/18-8 Stabilized/_ Type 321 and 347 t
Specification for 04/23/1963
HSFC-SPEC-2BO RSFC 08 O1
Protective finishes for Space Vehicles,
Structures and Associated Flight Equipment,
Specification fort 02/28/63 t Amendment It
02/25/64
HSFC-PROC-252 NSFC 08 01
Reight and Balance Requirements t Procedure for
09/19/1962
RSFC-SPEC-253 HSFC 08 01
Lubricant, Dry-Film Ceramic t RLF-5 t
Preparation and Application oft Specification
for 04/15/1963
HARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HSFC-PROC-256 HSFC 08 Ol
Electrical Fabrication, Procedure for
03/01/1964
HSFC-PROC-257A HSFC 08 Ol
Conformal Coating /Epoxv/_ Application of t
Procedure fort 11/05/63t Amendment 2 t
06/30/65
RSFC-ADL-258B RSFC 08 Ol
Space Vehicles and Supporting Equipment t
Applicable Documents, Listing fort 02/23/65
RSFC-SPEC-259A . HSFC 08 01
Radiographic Inspection - Soundness
Requirements for Fusion gelds in Aluminum
and Hagnesiue Alloy Sheet and Plate
Hnterlal /Space Vehicle Componente/t
4/09/6B
NSFC-SPEC-262 HSFC 08 Ol
Corrosion Preventive Compound, Oil Type t
gater Displacing Saturn Engines and Related
Components Preservative t Specification for
01/15/1963
HSFC-STD-263A HSFC 08 O1
Data Submittal Docueentationt Contractort
Preparation of 12/18/1963
NSFC-SPEC-266A NSFC 08 Ol
Plates, Identification t He,el Foil Adhesive
Backed, Specification for 10/07/196A
NSFC-STD-267A NSFC 08 Ol
Human Engineering Design Criteria t Standard
fort 09/23/66
HSFC-SPEC-270B RSFC 08 01
Component Lead and Interconnection Naterials t
for Welded Electronic Nodules, 10/17/66
HSFC-STD-271 NSFC 08 Ol
Fabrication of gelded Electronic Nodules,
Standard for_ 04/30/64, Amendment 2,
10/29/65
HSFC-PROC-273 NSFC 08 Ol
Tubing t Heat Reactive, Installation oft
Procedure for 04/19/1963
HSFC-PROC-274 HSFC 08 O1
Terminals t Installation of t Procedure for
05/07/63t Amendment I t 12/15/63
BSFC-STD-275A NSFC .08 O1
Harking of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment t Front Panelst and Rack Title
Plates, Standard for 05/22/1964
NSFC-SPEC-2?6A NSFC 08 Ol
Tublag_ Heat Reactive, Specification for
02/17/1966
MSFC-SPEC-278A HSFC
Terminals Bifurcated and Turret, Swage Tgpe
and Standoff t Insulated Screwtvpe,
Tereinalst Solder Putt Suage Tvpe
07/01/54t Amendment 2t 10/05/64
08 Ol
NSFC-SPEC-279 NSFC 08 O1
Electromagnetic Coepatibilitvt Specification for
06/01/1964
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MSFC-STD-280 HSFC 08 O1
Radio Interference Electric Field Attenuation
Heasureeents for Shielded Equipment
Enclosures, Standard for 06/28/1983
_SFC-SPEC-282 NSFC 08 Ol
Steel9 Structuraly Lo_ Alloyy High Yield
Strengthy Specification fory 03/25/64
Amendment ly 05/26/65
MSFC-SPEC-283 HSFC 08 01
Tentlngv Ultrasonic s Aluminum Alloy Plates
Specification for 12/10/1963
qSFC-PROC-205 HSFC 08 O1
Sequencery Flighty Acceptance Testy Procedure
for 07/15/1963
qSFC-PRDC-289 HSFC 08 01
Timer Assenblgy Acceptance Checkout s Procedure
form 07/16/63y Amendment I s 03/31/84
_SFC-PROC-290A NSFC 08 Ol
Voltage Supply s Measuringy Acceptance
Checkout s Procedure for 11/03/1964
qSFC-PROC-291 HSFC 08 Ol
Sequencers Flighty Slave Unity Acceptance
Test s 07/18/63, Amendment ly 12/16/63
tSFC-PRDC-292A HSFC 08 Ol
Voltage Supplys Master Heasuringy Acceptance
Checkoutt Procedure for 11/02/1964
_SFC-PROC-293A NSFC 08 Ol
Coating Conformal /PolMurethane/s Printed
Circuit Aesenbliess Procedure fops II/15/63y
Amendment 3y 05/06/65
(3FC-SPEC-295 HSFC 08 O1
Receiving Station s Pulse Code Hoduleted
Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem, Model
DRS-ly Specification for 09/18/1963
4SFC-SPEC-297 HSFC 08 Ol
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Asseeblgs
Pulse Code Rodulsted Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stations
Specification for 08/07/1963
ISFC-SPEC-298 NSFC 08 01
Quick-Look AnsemblMs Pulse Code Hoduleted
Digital Data Acquisition SubsMsten
Receiving Statlony Specification for
08/08/Ig63
ISFC-SPEC-299 HSFC 08 Ol
Data Switch Panel Assemblgy Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsgstee Receiving Station s Specification
for 08/08/1963
ISFC-SPEC-300 HSFC 08 Ol
Correlator Panel Assenblys Pulse Code
Hodul_ted Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stetion_ Specification
for 08/08/1963
ISFC-SPEC-301 MSFC 08 O1
Source Selectory Pulse Code Hodulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stations Specification for 08/02/1983
MSFC-SPEC-302 HSFC 08 O1
Computer Interface Panel, Pulse Code
Nodulsted Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Station s Specification
for 08/08/1963
MSFC-SPEC-303 NSFC 08 Ol
Data Control Panel Asseeblgl Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stations Specification
for 08/14/1953
MSFC-SPEC-304A HSFC 08 Ol
Digital Signal Synckronizer, Pulse Code
Nodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Stetiont Specification
for 01/05/1985
MSFC-SPEC-3OSA HSFC 08 O1
Receiver end Demodulator Panel AssenblDy
Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsystem Receiving Stations
Specification for 03/25/1985
MSFC-SPEC-306 HSFC 08 O1
Pouer Supplyy Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Stations Specification for 08/15/1983
RSFC-SPEC-307 HSFC 08 Ol
Blouer Assenhlyy Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station_ Specification for 09/04/1983
NSFC-SPEC-308 HSFC 08 Ol
Patch Pearly Pulse Code Hoduleted Digital
Data Acquisition Subsystem Receiving
Station 9 Specification for 08/15/1983
NSFC-SPEC-309 NSFC 08 01
Digital Gate Rack Assemblyy Pulse Code
Hodulated Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystem Receiving Statlony Specification
for 08/15/1963
RSFC-PROC-310 NSFC 08 O1
Potting of Electrical Distributorss Procedure
for 09/18/1983
MSFC-SPEC-312A HSFC 08 O1
Converter Asseablys Digital-to-Analogy
Specification for 03/29/1965
MSFC-SPEC-313 HSFC 08 Ol
Telemetry Receiving Stetlony Pulse Code
Hoduleted Digital Data Acquisition
Subsystemy Specification for 09/20/1983
MSFC-PRDC-321 HSFC 08 O1
Accelerometer Asseeblless Donner_ Alignments
Procedure form 06/18/63t Amendment Iy
08112/53
MSFC-SPEC-323A NSFC 08 Ol
Convertert Analog-to-Digitals Subessemblyy
Vehiclebornes Pulse Code Modulated Digital
Data Acquisition Sgstemy Specification for
05/15/1964
NSFC-SPEC-324 HSFC 08 Ol
Regulatory Precision Voltages Assembly Hodel
301y Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsgstan0 Specification for
08/15/63s Amendment 2y 11/20/63
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NSFC-SPEC-325 NSFC 08 01
We_ded Nodules t Series 300, Specification for
11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-325/1 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule 9 Series 3009 Inverter Buffer
/I8-3/ 11/04/1963
RSFC-SPEC-3Z5/2 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule t Series 3009 Analog Switch
/Sg-1/ 11/06/1963
NSFC-SPEC-3Z5/3 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule 9 Series 3009 Line Driver /LD-2/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/4 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule9 Series 3009 DelaN Circuit
/D-2A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/5 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule, Series 3009 Double Inverter
/II-2/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/6 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule9 Series 3009 Input Delay
/BD-1A/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/7 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule I Series 300, Core Write /Cg-1/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/8 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule, Series 3001 Delay Circuit
/D-IA/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-S25/R HSFC 08 01
Nelded Nodule9 Series 300, Flip-Flop /F-1A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/10 NSFC 08 Ol
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Flip-Flop /F-gA/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/11 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule 9 Series 300, Flip-Flop /FB-1A/
11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/12 NSFC 08 01
Welded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Circuit
/I-1/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/13 NSFC 0801
gelded Nodule, Series 30G, Inverter Circuit
/1-2/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/14 NSFC 08 O1
gelded Nodule_ Series 3009 Inverter Circuit
/I-3/ 11/04/1963
NSFC-SPEC-325/15 NSFC








gelded Nodulet Series 300, Inverter Duffer
/1B-1/ 11/04/1963
08 O1
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NSFC-SPEC-325/18 NSFC
Nelded Nodule, Series 300, Inverter Buffer
/18-2/ 11/o4/1983
08 Ol
NSFC-SPEC-325/19 NSFC 08 O1













Series 300, Serializing Logic
1110411963
NSFC 08 01
Series 300 t Diode Logic
11/64/18s3
NSFC 08 O1
Series 300_ Diode Logic
11/04/1963
NSFC 08 O1
gelded Nodule, Series 300, Line Driver /LD-1/
11/04/1963
NSFC-PROC-326 NSFC 08 O1
Testing of Welded Nodules_ Series 3009
Procedure for 09/20/1963
NSFC-SPEC-331 NSFC 08 O1
Enclosures 9 Rodula_ Shielded9 Radio Frequency
Interference, Specification for 07/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-3328 NSFC 08 01
Cables, Electrical ! General Specification for,
08/30/66, Supplenent 19 08/30/66, Notice 2_
08/30/66, QPL-332-5, 10/20/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/1B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Onshielded9
American gire Gauge Size 4, Butyl Rubber
Insulated 9 Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/28 NSFC 08 O1
Cable9 Electrical9 2 Conductor9 Unshielded9
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/38 NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical9 3 Conductor9 Unshieldedt
American Wire Gduge Size S, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/4B NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor9 Unshielded9
American glre Gauge Size 109 Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/5B NSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electricelt 3 Conductor_ Unshielded t
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/6B NSFC
Cable, Electrical 9 4 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Yire Gauge Size 89 Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
08 01
NSFC-SPEC-332/TB NSFC
Cable 9 Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Doubls Braid t American Wire Gauge
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HSFC-SPEC-332/8B NSFC 08 Ol
Cable9 Electricnlt 4 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size lOt Butgl Rubber
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/9B HSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electricalt 4 Conductort Unahieldedt
Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 6 t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/lOB HSFC 08 01
Csblat Electricnlt 4 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulatcdt Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/11B NSFC 08 01
Cablnt Eiectricelt 10 Conductor9 Single
Conductor 5hieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20_ Polyethylene Insulated_
Specification fort 06/30/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/128 RSFC 08 01
Ceblst Electricnl9 18 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shieldadt American Wire Gauge
Size 20t Polvethylnne Insuletedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/138 NSFC 08 01
Ceblet Electricalt 19 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20 t Polyethylene
Insuleted9 Specification fort 08/30/86
RSFC-SPEC-332/148 NSFC 00 Ol
Ceblnt Electrlcalt 39 Conductor, Unshieldad,
American Wire Gauge Size 16 and 20 t
Polgethglene Inaulatedt Specification fort
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/15B HSFC 05 01
Cablet E|ectricnlt 39 Conductor9 Unshlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/168 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electrlcalt 60 Conductor9 20 Triple
Twisted and Shieldedt American Wire GauGe
Size 20_ Polyethylene Insulatedt
Specification for. 08/30/68
HSFC-SPEC-332/178 HSFC 08 01
Cablet Electrical, 60 Conductor_ Single
Conductor 5hieldedt American Wire Gauge
Size 20, Polyethylene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/18B RSFC 08 01
Cable t Electrical t 61Conductor9 Unshleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 20t Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/196 NSFC 08 Ol
Ceblet Electrlcalt 2 Conductort Unshialdedt
American Wire Gauge Size let Polyethvlene
Insulated, Specification fort 08/30/68
RSFC-SPEC-332/206 NSFC 08 O1
Cable t Electrlcal t 3 Coaductor9 Unahleldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polvethvlene
Insulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/21B RSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshieldedt
American Yire Gauge Size 8, Butgl Rubber
Insulatedt Specification fort 05/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/22B HSFC 08 GI
Cablet Electrical. 4 Conductort Unshlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polvethvlene
Insulatedt Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/238 NSFC 08 O1
Cable_ Electricalt 4 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4/Or
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification for,
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/24B RSFC 08 01
Cablet Electricelt 4 Conductort Unshieldad_
American Wire Gauge.Size 12t Polveth¥1ene
Insulated, Specification for_ 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/258 HSFC 08 01
Cable t Electrlcal_ 4 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 1/09
Butyl Rubber Insulated Specification fort
05/30/86
HSFC-SPEC-332/268 RSFC 08 01
Cablet Electricelt 4 Conductort Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 4t
5ntvl Rubber Insulated Specification for_
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/278 HSFC 00 01
Cablat Electrical, 4 Conductort Overall
Shleldedl American Wire GauGe Size 6t
Butvl Rubber Insulated9 Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/288 RSFC 08 Ol
Cable w Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 8t
Butyl Rubber Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/298 HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electricalt 5 Conductort Unshieldedt
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethwlene
Insulated_ Specification for9 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/30B HSFC 08 Ol
Cable_ Electrlcnl_ 6 Conductort Unshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18t Polyethylene
Insulated_ Specification fort 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-532/31B NSFC O_ 01
Cable t Electrical, 7 Conductort Single
Conductor Shieldcd_ American Wire Gauge
Size 18t Polwethvlene Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/328 HSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electricalt 7 Conductort I Unshlalded,
3 Pair Twisted and Shieldedt American Wire
Gauge Size 8t Butyl Rubber Insulatedt
Specification fort 08/30/88
NSFC-SPEC-332/338 NSFC 08 01
Cable t Electricalt 7 Conductort.Overall
Shielded t American Wire GauGe Size 8t
Butyl Rubber Insulatedt Specification fort
08/30166
HSFC-SPEC-332/340 NSFC 08 01
Cablat Electricalt 8 Conductor9 Overall
Shielded t American Wire Gauge Size 18t
Polvethvlene Iasulatadt Specification fort
08/30/66
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NSFC-SPEC-332/355 HSFC 08 01
_able9 Electrical. 8 Conductor. Overall
Shielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for,
06/60/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/368 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical. 10 Conductor. Overall
Shielded 9 American Wire Gauge Size 169
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for,
06/30/66
KSFC-SPEC-332/378 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical9 60 Conductor, 20 Triple
Twisted and Shielded. Or,re11 Shlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for t 06130/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/38B MSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical9 10 Conductor9 Unshielded,
&aericen Wire Gauge Size IS, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification fur, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-352/398 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable9 Electrical. 19 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size IS. Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for,. 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/400 HSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical9 30 Conductor9 Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 149
Polyethylene Insulated. Specification for,
08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/416 NSFC OS O1
Cable. Electrical . 37 Conductor, Onshielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/42S HSFC 08 01
Conductor Shielded, Aeerican Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/43S NSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Onuhlelded9
American Wire Gauge Size 129 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/448 RSFC OS O1
Cable. Electrical9 40 Conductor9 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, American
Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 06/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/458 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical, 45 Conductor9 15 Triple
Tnlsted Shielded end Insulated 9 Overall
Shielded, Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 14.
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification fort
08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/46B NSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 47 Conductor9 1 Pair
Twisted Shielded end Insulated, 4 Qued
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, 29
Uushielded9 American Wire Gauge Size 8 t 129
and 189 Polyethylene end Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for. 08/30/66
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HSFC-SPEC-332/47B HSFC 06 Ol
Cable. Electrical9 47 Conductor. Overall
Shielded Double Brald_ American Wire Gauge
Size 8, 12, and 169 Polyethylene and Butyl
Rubber Insulated9 Specification for.
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/488 HSFC 08 01
Cable9 Electrical, 60 Conductor. Onehlelded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/49B HSFC 08 O1
Cable9 Electricalt SO Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded, American Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/50S NSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical9 60 Conductor, Unshielded.
American Yire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/518 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical9 60 Conductort Single
Conductor Shielded. American Wire Gauge
Size 169 Polyethylene Insulated9
Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/528 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable9 Electricalt SO Conductor, 15 Single
Conductor Shielded, 18 Pair Tvisted end
Shielded9 and 3 Triple Twisted and Shielded.
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated9 Specification for9 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/538 NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, Aeericen Wire Gauge
Size 18, Polyethylene Insulated.
Specification for9 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/578 NSFC 08 O1
Cable. Electrical9 60 Conductor9 30 Pair
Twisted and Shielded9 Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge SiZe 149 Polyethylene
Insulated 9 Specification for9 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/568 HSFC 08 Ol
Cablet Electrical9 60 Conductor. Single
Conductor Shielded9 Overall Shie|ded9
Aeerican Wire Gauge Size 14. Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for9 06/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/598 RSFC
Cable. Electrical, 60 Conductor. Overall
Shielded. American Yire Gauge Size 14,




Cable, Electrical. 60 Conductor, IS Quad
Twisted and Shielded9 Overall Shielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14. Polyethylene
Insulated Specification for9 08/30/66
08 Ol
HSFC-SPEC-332/618 HSFC
Cable, Electrical9 60 Conductor, 30 Pair
Twisted and Shlelded_ American Wire Gauge




MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HSFC-SPEC-332/63B HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 21 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Gire Gauge




Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid, American Wire Gauge




Cable, Electrical, 5 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American" Wire Gauge Size 12.




Cable, Electrical, 8 Conductor, Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated t Specification for, 08/30/66
08 Ol
RSFC-SPEC-332/67B HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical t 10 Conductor, Unahlelded,
American Mire Gauge Size 189 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for, 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/68B NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American gJre Gauge Size 12. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08130166
08 01
HSFC-SPEC-3321698 NSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 54 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 18, Polyethylene
Insulated. Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/70B HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 6 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,




Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,




Cable, Electrical, 15 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,




Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American glre Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
08 Ol
HSFC-SPEC-332/74D HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 13 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-33217SD HSPC
Cable, Electrical, 18 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 209




Cable, Electrical, 60 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size ZO,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/79B NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, 3 Pair
Tuisted and Shielded and 1Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/808 NSFC
Cable, Electrical, Z Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire GauGe Size 16.
PolNethyiene Insulated, Specification fop
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/818 NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 7 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, Ancrlcan P/re GaUGe Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
HSFC-SPEC-332/83B HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 20 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/84B HSPC
Cable, Electrical, 32 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 20, Polgethylene







RSFC-SPEC-332/878 RSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor. Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30166
RSFC-SPEC-332/86B HSFC 08 O1
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-$PEC-332/898 HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor. Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 8, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08130166
MSFC-SPEC-332190B HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor. Unehialded,
Aeerlcan Wire Gauge Size 1/0, Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
_SFC-SPEC-332/91D HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 16. Polgethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/928 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable, Electrical, 2 Conductor, Onshielded,
American gire Gauge Size 16, Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/938 HSFC 08 Ol
Cable. Electrical, fi Conductor, Onshlelded,
Anerlcmn Wire Gauge Size 16. Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
356
HSFC-SPEC-S32/94B HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 4 Conductor, Unshielded,
_American Wire Gauge Size 16, Poiyethglene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/95A NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded Double Braid m American Wire Gauge
Size 16, PolyethMlene Insulated,
Specification for, 08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/g6A NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, 2 Pair
Twisted and Shielded and 6 Unshlelded,
American Wire Gauge Size 161 Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/97A MSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 10 Conductor, Onshieldedt
American Ylre Gauge Size 20 s Polyethylene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/98A HSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08130166
NSFC-SPEC-332/99A NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethglene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-332/100A NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductors 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American gire GauGe Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
NSFC-SPEC-3S2/IOIA NSFC 08 01
Cable, Electrical, 46 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 20,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/102A NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor s 12 Qued
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 14,




Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Gire Gauge Size 20,




Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18 t
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
08 01
HARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
NSFC-SPEC-332/lOSA NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Tuisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded_ Anerican gire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene' Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
MSFC-SPEC-332/106A RSFC
Cable, Electrical, 45 Couductor_ 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American glee Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
86FC-SPEC-332/107A HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 18,
Polyethylene Insulated Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/lO8A NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 48 Conductor, 12 Quad
Twisted Shielded and Insulated s Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated Specification for
08130166
RSFC-SPEC-332/109A NSFC
Cables Electrical, 40 Conductor, 20 Pair
Twisted Shielded and Insulated_ Overall
Shielded, Anerican Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-S32/llOA MSFC
Cable, Electrical, 45 Conductor, 15 Triple
Twisted Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, American Wire Gauge Size 16_
Polyethylene Insulated Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/111A NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 30 Conductor, Single
Conductor Shielded and Insulated, Overall
Shielded, Anerican Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene InsuIated Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/11ZA NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 4 t Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-332/113A NSFC
Cable s Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielded,
American Wire Gauge Size 14, Polyethglene
Insulated, Specification for 08/30/66
R5FC-SPEC-S32/114A NSFC
Cable, Electrlcal s 3 Conductor9 Unahielded,
American Ylre Gauge Size 2_ Butyl Rubber
Insulated, Specification for 05/30/66
HSFC-SPEC-332/l15A HSFC
Cable, Electrical, 37 Conductor, Overall
Shielded, Anerican Wire Gauge Size 16,
Polyethylene Insulated, Specification for
08/30/66
RSFC-SPEC-S32/116A NSFC
Cable, Electrical, 3 Conductor, Unshielddd,
American Wire Gauge Size 2/0, Butyl Rubber















HSFC-SPEC-398A HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicest General Specification
for 12/18/1964
HSFC-SPEC-338/1 HSFC 08 01
Diodet Silicon, $1N483S 12/19/1963
HSFC-SPEC-938/2 MSFC 08 01
Diodaag Silicon, $1H540 end $1N547 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/3 HSFC 08 Ol
Olodey Silicony 81M626 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/4 HSFC 08 Ol
Dioday Slllcony $1H643 12/19/1969
HSFC-SPEC-338/5 HSFC 08 Ol
Diodey Silicon, 81g793 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-398/6 HSFC 08 01
Diodeat Silicony $1H646 end $1N649 12/13/1963
NSFC-SPEC-998/7 NSFC 08 01
Diodesy Sillcony $1M90168 through $1N30288
12/13/1969
HSFC-SPEC-930/SA HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices SIN49?OA through
SIN4372A and SIH476A through SIN759Ay
04112106
HSFC-SPEC-938/9 HSFC 08 01
Diodes, Silicony SIM761A through SIN?69A
12/13/1983
MSFC-SPEC-338/10 HSFC 08 01
Diodeet Silicon9 SIM827Ay SIM939A, and
$1M9448 12/13/1964
NSFC-SPEC-338/11 HSFC 08 01
Diodeej Silicony $1M9628 through $1M9738
12/19/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/12 HSFC 08 Ol
Diodeey Silicony $1Nl189 12/19/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/13 HSFC 08 01
Diodes! Silicon SIM1204A and SIN1206A
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/14 NSFC 08 01
Diodey Silicony $1M1616 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/15 HSFC 08 01
Diode, Silicony SIN916D 12/19/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/16 HSFC 08 01
Diodes, Silicony $1H2970S through $1H29588
02/17/1964
HSFC-SPEC-338/lOOA NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Deviceay $2N1724 and S2N1724Iy
06/25/66
HSFC-SPEC-338/101 HSFC 08 Ol
Transistors, Sillcony NPMy S2MSSSB 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-538/102 HSFC 08 01
Transistor9 Silicony NPN_ $2N3388 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-938/103 NSFC
Transistors, Si|icony PMy UniJunctlony
S2N4glB and $2M24198 12/13/1969
08 01
HSFC-SPEC-398/104 NSFC 08 O1
Trensistory Sllicony NPMy S2H65?A 12/13/1969
HSFC-SPEC-338/105 HSFC 08 01
Transistor9 Silicony Plenary NPNw 82N697
12/13/1969
HSFC-SPEC-338/106 HSFC 08 01
Trensistory Silicony Plenary NPM, S2N?O8
12/13/1969
HSFC-SPEC-398/107 HSFC 08 O1
Trensietorsy Silicony NPNy S2N718A end
$2N1613 02/17/1963"
HSFC-SPEC-338/108 HSFC 08 01
Tranaietorsy Silicon, PNP, $2N722 and
$2Ml192 12/13/1063
HSFC-SPEC-338/109 HSFC 08 01
Transistor, Silicony NPMy $2H1514 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-938/110 HSFC 08 01
Trensistory Silicony MPN, $2N834 12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338/111 HSFC 08 01
Transistor0 Silicon, Plenary MPN, $2M910
12/19/1969
HSFC-SPEC-398/112 HSFC 08 01
Transistor, Silicons, Planer, NPNy $2M918
12/19/1963
NSFC-SPEC-S38/113A HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices $2M930 end S2M2586y
09/09/66
HSFC-SPEC-398/114 HSFC 08 01
Traneistory Silicon, NPMi S2N2034A 12/19/1963
HSFC-SPEC-998/115 HSFC 00 01
Transistory Siliconw NPN, Planar, 52H2102
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-330/116 HSFC O0 01
Transistor, Silicon, Planar, PNP9 $2H2412
12/13/1963
HSFC-SPEC-338A/1176 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devices, S2N1016D end $2N34329
09/24/65, Amendment 1, 10/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-998/118A HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicesy $2N2126 end SZN2772y
09190165
HSFC-SPEC-398/lI9 HSFC 08 Ol
Transistor, Sllicony NPMy $2H1486 12/13/1969
HSFC-SPEC-338/122 HSFC 08 Ol
Semiconductor Device $2N2501, 8/26/66
HSFC-SPEC-939 HSFC 08 O1
Relags_ Direct Current Hermeticellv Sealed,
for Space Vehicles end Ground Support
Eguipeenty General Specification forl
Supplement 1E, 9/16/66y QPL-339-4, 4/25/65y
Amendment 2_ 2/07/66
HSFC-SPEC-999/16 RSFC 08 01
Releyy General Purpose 0 28 Voitey Direct
Current, 6 Polo Double Throey 2A, Solder
Hooky Tvo Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingl
S6GH-2-18y 04/01/66y Amendment 19 07/29/66
358
HSFC-SPEC-339/2B HSFC 08 01
Relaw, General Purpose, 28 Voltsl Direct
Current, 6 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Plug-In,
Two Hole Flange Hountlng, SSGP-2-2D,
08/31/64, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/19A HSFC 08 01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current1 4 Pole Double Throe t IOAt Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Mounting,
S4GH-1.S-19A, 04/01/65, Amendment 1,
07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/20A HSFC 08 01
Relav, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throw, ?.5A_ Solder
Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-Flange Hountingw
S4GH-3-2OA, 04/01/859 Amendment 1, 07/29/85
HSFC-SPEC-339/22A HSFC 08 01
Relay, General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double'Throw, 1OAt Solder
Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S4GH-2-22A9 03/18/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/23A HSFC 08 01
Rela_ t General Purpose, 28 Volta, Direct
Current, 4 Pole Double Throe, 1OAt Solder
Hook_ Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hountlng9
S4GH-3o25-23A, 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/24A HSFC 08 01
Rela¥_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts9 Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throe9 3A_ Solder Hook: Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Hountingt S4LH-6-24A9
08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/25A HSFC 08 01
Relav9 Special Purpose, /Hegeetic Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throm: 3At Solder Hook, Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Hountlng, S4LH-6-25At
04/01/65
NSFC-SPEC-339/26A HSFC 08 01
Rela¥_ Special Purpose /Hegnetlc Latch/9 28
Volts, Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throw_ 3A, Solder Hook_ Four Hole
Reverse-Flange Noun*leg, S4LH-S-25A_
04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/2?A HSFC 08 01
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetie Latch/, 28
Volts, Direct Currant, 4 Pole Double
Thros_ 3At Plug-In_ Tmo One-Hole Ears
Hounting, S4LH-6-2?A_ 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/28& NSFC 08 01
Relaw_ Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/,28
Volta t Direct Current, 4 Pole Double
Throe, 3A, Printed Circuit Board Plug-In_
Two Stud Nounting9 S4LP-S-28A, 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/31B HSFC 08 Ol
Relag, General Purpose, 28 Votte_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A t Solder
Hooky TeD Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting,
S20H-6-31B, 04/01/85, Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC SPEC-339/32A HSFC 08 01
Relavt General Purpose t 28 goiter Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw, 2A, Solder
Hook9 Four Hole Side-Plate Mounting,
S2GH-8-32A, 04/01/65_ Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HSFC-SPEC-339/33D HSFC 08 O1
Rela_t General Purpose, Z8 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throe, 2At
Plug-In, Two Hole Flange Hounting_
S2GP-6-33B, 04/01/659 Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/41B HSFC
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Lateh/t 28
Volts, Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throa, 2A_ Solder Hook, TeD Hole
Reverse-Flange Hountlng_ S2LH-8-41Bt
04/01/659 Amendment 1, 07/29/66
06 01
HSFC-SPEC-339/42A HSFC
Relag, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts9 Direct Current_ 2 Pole Double
Throe_ 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountlng, 52LH-D-42A_ 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07129/60
08 01
HSFC-SPEC-339/43S HSFC 08 Ol
Relag. Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Voits_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throe9 2A, Plug-In, Two Hole Flange
Hounting_ $2LP-8-4389 04/01/65, Amendment 19
07129186
HSFC-SPEC-339/51A HSFC
Rela_ General PurPose, 28 Volts_ Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throu, 2A_ Solder




Rela_ General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw_ 2A9 Solder




Relags General Purpose_ 28 Volte_ Direct
Plug-Int 2 One-Hole Ears Hounting t
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throw9 2At




Rela_, General Purposet 28 Volts_ Direct
Current9 2 Pole Double Throw9 2At
Plug-In_ Plain Case Nounting9 S2GP-6-54A9
04101185
08 01
HSFC-SPEC-339/58A HSFC 08 Ol
Rela_t General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current, 2 Pole Double Throw_ lOA, Solder
Hooky 2 One-Hole Reverse-Ears Hounting_
S2GH-3-58A_ 04/01/85, Amendment It 07/29/66
MSFC-SPEC-339/59& HSFC
Relent General Purpose, 28 Volts, Direct
Current_ 2 Pole Double Throm_ 2A, Printed




Relag9 Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throst 2A, Solder Hook, TeD Hole Reverse-
Flange Hounting t S2LH-8-61A_ 04/01/65
08 01
MSFC-SPEC-339/52A HSFC
Rela_, Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/, 28
Volts_ Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throat 2At Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hountlngt 52LH-8-62A, 04/01/65
08 01
359
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NSFC-SPEC-339/636 HSFC
Relay. Special Purpose Magnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2At Plug-In. 2 One-Hole Ears
Hountlng. 52LP-B-63Bt 04101165
HSFC-SPEC-339/64B HSFC
Relag, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 2At Plug-In. Plain Case Noun, lag.
52LP-0-64S. 04/01/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/68A HSFC
Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnstic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throw. 1OAr Solder Hook. 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Hounting, S2LH-S-68A,
04/01/65, Amendment 1: 07/29/66
NSFC-SPEC-339/69A HSFC
Relave Special Purpose /8agnetlc Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throe. 2At Printed Circuit Board Plug-In.
Side Header Mounting. S2LP-8-89A. 04/01165
NSFC-SPEC-339/71A NSFC
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throw. 2A. Solder
Hook, Two Hole Reverse-Flange Hounting.
52GH-7.25-71A, 04101/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/73A NSFC
Relay. General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
Current. 2 Pole Double Throm_ 2A.
Plug-In t Plain Case Hounting,
S2GP-7.25-73A, 09130/65
HSFC-SPEC-339/74 HSFC
Rela¥, General Purpose. 28 Volts. Direct
2 One-Hole Ears Hounting, 52GP-7-74
Current. 2 Pole Double Throm, 2As 2
One-Hole Ears Nounting, 52GP-7-74
04/01/1965
HSFC-SPEC-339/81A HSFC
Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Tug Role Reverse-
Ftnnge Hounting t S2LH-8-81A, 04/01165 .
Amendment 1. 07129/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/82A NSFC
Rslav. Special Purpose /Nagnetic Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Current t 2 Pole Double
ThroB. 2A, Solder Hook, Four Hole Side-
Plate Hounting, 32LR-6-82A, 04/01/65,
Amendment 1, 07/28/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/83A HSFC
Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current t 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2At Plug-In t Tag Hole Flange
8ountino, S2LP-8-83A, 04101/65 .
Amendment 1, 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/91A NSFC
Relav. Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/. 28
Volts. Direct Current t 2 Pole Double














HSFC-SPEC-339/92A HSFC 08 O1
Relav. Special Purpose /Hagnetlc Latch/. 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Solder Hook, Tmo Hole Reverse-
Flange Hountlngt S2LH-8-DZA, 04101/65
NSFC-SPEC-S39/93A RSFC 08 O1
Relay. Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/_ 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throw, 2A, Plug-In, 2 One Hole Ears
Rountingt S2LP-8-93A, 04/01165
HSFC-SPEC-339/94A RSFC 08 Ol
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/t 28
Volts, Direct Current, 2 Pole Double
Throut 2A t Plug-In, Plain Case Hounting,
S2LP-B-94A, 08/31/64
HSFC-SPEC-339/98A NSFC 08 O1
Relay, Special Purpose /Hagnetic Latch/, 28
Volts. Direct Current. 2 Pole Double
Throu, 1OAt Solder Hook, 2 One-Hole
Reverse-Ears Rounting. 52LH-S-98A.
04/01/65, Amendment It 07/29/66
HSFC-SPEC-339/101 NSFC 08 Ol
Relay, Special Purpose /Sensitive/, 28 Volts,
Direct Current, Z Pole Double Throw, 2At
Solder Hook. Two-Hole Reverse-Flange
Hounting, $2SH-50-i01, 12/14/64t
Amendment It 07/29/66
BSFC-SPEC-S42A NSFC 08 Ol
Rocket Fuel. RP-1. Specification for
06/28/1965
HSFC-STD-343 RSFC 08 O1
Preservation. Packaging. Handling. and
Shipping of Space Vehicle Supplies and
Associated Equipment, General Standard for
03/0911965
HSFC-STD-343/1 HSFC 08 Ol
Flared Tube Fittings t Handling. Protection,
and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/2 HSFC 06 O1
Valves and Control Devices. Handling,
Protection. and Packaging of 03/09/1965
HSFC-STD-343/3 NSFC 08 01
Electronic Parts and Components Protection.
Handling. and Packaging of 03/09/1965
RSFC-STD-349A HSFC 08 Ol
Electrical and Electronic Reference
Designations, 10/29/65
NSFC-STD-350 NSFC 08 O1
Abbreviations for Use on Drawings. Standard
ford 05/07/64. Amendment It 06/30/64
HSFC-STD-352 NSFC
Electrical Svmbols. Standard for
08 01
0912811964
HSFC-STD-353 HSFC 08 O1
Logic Functions_ Symbols and Definltions_
Standard for, 06/22/64, Motice Iv 07/30/64,
Amendment 1, 03108165
HSFC-STD-355A RSFC 08 O1
Radiographic Inspection uf Electronic Parts,
06/07/65 t Amendment 1, 08/17/66
360
RSFC-SPEC-356 RSFC 08 01
Hydrogen, Liquid9 Specification for 01/27/1965
NSFC-PROC-359 MSFC 08 01
Detereinatlon of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequenc9 Stabilization Network, Procedure
for, 04/09/65
RSFC-STD-362 NSFC 08 01
Qualification Testing 9 Separable Tube
Connectors. 04/27/649 Amendment 19
03/05/65
NSFC-SPEC-363 MSFC 08 01
Argon Gas /Welding/9 Specification for
10/09/1964
NSFC-SPEC-364A MSFC 08 O1
Helium. 08/04/649 Amendment 19 03/18/66
RSFC-ST9-566 MSFC 08 O1
Penetrant Inspection Method9 Standard for
10/27/1954
NSFC-PROC-S?I NSFC 08 O1
Epoxy Treatment of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings for Pressure Sealing, Procedure
for 04/07/1964
NSFC-STD-372A NSFC 08 Ol
Silk Screening of Electrical Equipment9
10124/66
NSFC-STD-373 MSFC 08 O1
Lettering of Electrical Equipment. Standard for
04/30/1964
NSFC-PRDC-3?4A NSFC 08 O1
Exploding Bridgesire /EBW/ Destruct System
Controller, Acceptance Testy Procedure for
03/13/1964
NSFC-PRDC-3766 MSFC 08 O1
Etching9 Fluorocarbon Insulation9 Procedure for
05/10/1965
NSFC-SPEC-377A NSFC 08 Ol
Plastic Sheet9 Laminated Copperclad /for
Printed Wiring/. 11/16/66
RSFC-PRDC-378 MSFC 05 O1
Timer Assemblies. Selection of Timing end
Temperature Compensating Resistors9
Procedure for 11/05/1963
NSFC-SPEC-379A NSFC 08 O1
Compounds9 Potting and Encapsulating.
Silicone• 09/13/65, QPL-379-1, 11/26/65
NSFC-PROC-380 NSFC 08 01
Potting 9 Encapsulating and Holding. Using
Silicone Rubber. 01/26/35• Amendment 1.
07/07/65
NSFC-PROC-352B NSFC




Rubber stamping of Electrical Equipment and
Components 9 10/24/66
08 O1
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
NSFC-SPEC-384 NSFC 08 Ol
Leak Test Compounds9 LDX Compatible.
Specification for 05/05/1964
NSFC-SPEC-389 NSFC 08 O1
Aluainum Alloy9 Bars9 Rods. Wire and Special
Shapes9 Rolled, Drawn9 Extruded or Cold
Finished9 70759 05/28/649 Amendment 1•
10/04/669 QPL-389-29 01/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-590 NSFC 08 01
Connections9 Electrical9 Wire Wrapped9
Specification for 02/09/1965
NSFC-STD-391 NSFC 08 O1
Human Factors Engineering Program9 7/28/65
NSFC-SPEC-393A MSFC 08 Ol
Compound9 Printed Circuit Board9 Conformal
Coating 9 Elastoeeric• 04/19/659 QPL-395-1.
04/19/659 &aendment 1, 02/17/66
NSFC-PROC-395 MSFC 08 O1
Application of Heat and Blast Resistant
Coatings to Electrical Cables9 Procedure fop
08/24/1964
HSFC-PROC-396B MSFC 08 O1
Exploding Bridgesire /EBW/ Firing Unity
Checkout, Procedure for 04/15/1965
MSFC-STD-397 MSFC 08 Ol
Radiographic Laborator_ Qualification9
Standard for9 06/21/649 Amendment 2.
03124/65
NSFC-SPEC-399 NSFC 08 01
Uxggen 9 Specification for 04/24/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA NSFC 08 O1
Capacitors9 Fixed Glass-Dielectricl
Established Reliability. Specification for
07/20/64, Marshall Space Flight Center-
QPL-400-1 04/19/65
RSFC-SPEC-qOOA/IA HSFC 06 O1
Capacitors, Fixed 9 Glass-Dielectric, Style
ECY 10. Established Reliabilit_ 07/20/1964
RSFC-SPEC-4OOA/2A HSFC 08 01
Capacitors t Fixed• Glass-Dielectric9 Style
EC¥ 15, Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-4OOA/3A NSFC 08 Ol
Capacitors9 Fixed9 Glass-Dielectric, Stvle
ECY 209 Established Reliabilit9 07/20/1964
_SFC-SPEC-4OOA/4A MSFC 08 01
Capacitors 9 Fixed. Glass-Dielectric, Stgle
ECY 309 Established Reliability 07/20/1964
NSFC-PROC-404 MSFC 08 Ol
Gases. Drying and Preservation. Cleanliness
Level and Inspection Methods9 Procedure for
10/20/1964
NSFC-SPEC-410 RSFC 08 Ol
Decals 9 Elastomeric Pigmented Fllmst for Use
on Exterior Surfaces. Specification for
10/07/1964
NSFC-SPEC-411 NSFC 08 Ol
Adhesive9 Epoxv Resin. 3/01/66. QPI-411-19
3/01/66
361
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HSFC-PROC-412 HSFC 08 O1
Nodules, Electronic, Encapsulntingt
03/03/65, Amendment 2 ! 09/24/65
NSPC-STD-417A MSFC 08 01
Vehicle Configuration Svsteey Data
Requirements for_ Marshall Space Flight
Center, Data Center_ 12/22/65 t Notice ly
12/13/66
HSFC-SPEC-418 MSFC 08 Ol
Polyurethane Foams for Electronic Equipment
0q/09/1965
NSFC-STD-420 flSFC 08 01
Master Drawings and Petternsy Undieensioned,
General Requirementsl 02/03/65y Amendment
1 ! 04/09/65
HSFC-STD-421 NSFC OB Ol
Electrical Support Equipmenty General Design
Requirement fory Standard for 08/14/1964
NSFC-STD-428 NSPC 08 O1
Drafting Nanualy Preparation end Maintenance
of, Standard for 09/30/1964
MSPC-PROC-429 MSFC 08 Ol
Gap _eldJng of Electrical Circuits 06/11/1965
NSFC-PRGC-431 MSFC 08 01
Power Supplyy 56 Volt Direct Currenty Model
2 t Acceptance Cheekout_ Procedure for
II/02/1964
_SFC-STD-432 MSFC 08 Ol
Engineering Procedures Manual, Preparation_
Revisiont and Publication of 9 Standard for
01/25/1965
MSFC-SP£C-437 MSFC 08 01
Fittings, Nilitar V Connectorw Classification of
Defects, Specification for 02/11/1965
NSFC-SPEC-438 MSFC 08 Ol
Semiconductor Devlcesy Established Reliabilityy
Specification for 09/30/1964
MSFC-SPEC-43S/lO0 NSFC 08 01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Device
E2N6STA 05/31/1965
MSFC-SPEC-438/101 MSFC 08 01
Established Reliability Semiconductor Devices
E2M722 and E2N1152 06/31/1965
NSFC-PRDC-439 MSFC 08 Ol
Cleaning Solvent9 Printed Circuit Assembllesv
4130/65
RSFC-PRDC-440 NSFC 08 01
Optical Tooling Isstruments_ Calibration and
Testy 10/24/66
NSFC-PROC-442 MSFC 08 01
Use of Foam-in-Place Polvurethaney for
Electronic Equipment 04/20/1966
MSFC-SPEC-445 MSFC 08 Ol
Adhesive Bonding_ Process and Tnspection
Requirements for 05/07/1965
NSFC-SPEC-449 MSFC 06 Ol
Controllery Range Safst_ Svstem9 1/21/66
NSFC-SPEC-451 MSFC 08 Ol
Integrated Circuits t Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logicy Series SNMS1y General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/1 MSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuits t Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logicy Series SNN511_ General
Specification for 03/01/1965
MSFC-SPEC-451/2 MSFC OS 01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logicy Series SMN513y General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/3 MSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuits, Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logier Series SNN514y General
Specification for 03/01/1965
NSFC-SPEC-451/4 MSFC 08 01
Integrated Circuits_ Resistor Capacitor
Transistor Logic t Series SMM51S, General
Specification tot 03/01/1965
RSFC-PROC-452A NSFC 08 01
Tiaer_ 40-Second_ Acceptance Testy 06/10/65
MSFC-PROC-453A NSFC 08 01
Tlmery 40 Second, Component Selectlony Time
and Temperature Compensatlngy 06/10/65
NSFC-STD-454 MSFC 08 Ol
Engineering Dulletins_ Preparation and
Revision of 06/23/1965
NSFC-SPEC-455 NSFC 08 01
Plastic Sheet_ Laminated e Hickel-lron-Cobalt
Clad /for Weldable Printed Wiring/
0510711965
HSFC-SPEC-456 MSFC 08 Ol
Filmy Transparentt Plastic t LDX Compatible 9
Gas and Contamination Barrlery 8/01/66
NSFC-SPEC-457 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet to Q_-S-571d /Solder v Tin
AJiovy Lead-Tin Aiiov_ and Lead Ai|o_
06/10/1965
NSFC-PRDC-459 NSFC 08 01
Configuration Management Accounting Reports,
Preparation of v 10/01/65
RSFC-STD-4SO NSFC 08 01
Strength Analysis Requirements for Propulsion
System Components end Asseebiiesy 9/21/66
RSFC-SPEC-461 MSFC 08 01
Valve Reilefy Pneuaatict Low-Pressure,
XO/20/S6
NSFC-PRQC-463 RSFC 08 01
Cleaning of Aluminum AIIo_ Veld Joints for
High Quality Welde_ 12/06/65
NSFC-SPEC-470 MSFC 08 O1
Caetingst High Strength_ Aluminum AIIov M-45y
6/28/66
NSFC-SPEC-4?I MSFC 08 O1
Solvent, 1_ 11 1 - Trichloroethane, High
Purit_ Inhibited, 7/11/66
362
NSFC-PROC-485 HSFC 08 01
Input for Configuration Management Accounting
and Reporting System_ Preparation oft
12/01/66
ION01000A NSFC 08 01
Vn|ve, Main LOX, /N-1 Rocket Engine/v
Reliability Test Requirements 05/08/1961
10801001 NSFC 08 01
Valve Assembler Main Fuel, /H-1 Rocket
Engine/, Reliability Test Requirements
05/06/1961
10801002 MSFC 08 01
Blender Unit Assembly1 Fuel Additive, /H-1
Rocket Engine/, Relinbilit_ Test
Requirements 03/29/1961
10N01003 HSFC 08 01
Duct, Fuel, High Pressure, H-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
04/14/1961
10N01004 NSFC 00 01
Glmbal Asseablv, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/10/1961
10801005 NSFC 08 01
Generator Assembl_t Gas, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 05/01/1961
10N01006 NSFC 08 01
Container_ Hypergolic Igniter Type FX H-1
Rocket Engine, Relinbilitg Test
Requirements 05/10/1961
10M01008 MSFC 08 O1
Valve, Explosive Actuated /300 degrees F/,
N-1 Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/26/1961
10801010 NSFC 00 01
Duct9 Liquid Oxygen _ High Pressure, H-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 05/01/1961
10801011 NSFC 08 01
Seitchj Pressure_ Thrust OK_ N-1 Rocket
Engine_ Reliability Test Requirements
05/25/1961
10801012 HSFC 08 01
Linew LOX Bootstrap_ H-1 Rocket Engine,
Relinbilit_ Test Requirenests_ Specification
for 04/17/1961
10801013 NSFC 08 01
Line_ Fuel Bootstrnp_ H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/15/1961
10801014 NSFC 08 01
Nose, Flexible, Blender Filter,
/N-1 Rocket Engine/, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/19/1961
10801015 RSFC 08 O1
Hose, Engine Control, H-1 Rocket Engine,
Reliability Test Requirements 04/20/1961
10801016 NSFC 08 O1
Heater AesenblM_ Fuel Additive Blender Unite
H-1 Rocket Engine, Reliabilitg Test
Requirements 06/15/1961
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10801017 NSFC 08 Ol
Manifold Assembly, Lube Drain, H-I Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
04/_0/1961
10801018 RSFC 08 O1
H-1 Rocket Engine, SA-3 Outboard, Reliability
Test Requirements 09/06/1961
10N01019 8SFC 08 Ol
Valve Assembly, Ignition, Monitor, N-1
Rocket Engine, Reliability Test
Requirements 06/01/1961
10801020 8SFC 08 01
Valve, Main LOX, /H-I Rocket Engine/,
Qualification 03/13/1961
10801022 NSFC 08 01
Hose Assenbly_ Oxidizer Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Enginet Reliabilit_ Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10801023 NSFC 08 Ol
Hose_ Asseubl_, Fuel Bootstrap H-1 Rocket
Engine, Reliability Test Requirements
05/04/1961
10801025 8SFC 08 Ol
Control Valve, Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Relinbilit_ Test Requirement 05/28/1961
10N01026 HSFC 08 01
Smitch_ High Pressure, Reliability Test
Requirements 04/04/1961
10801027 8SFC OB Ol
Pressure Smirch, 750 Pounds Per Square Inch_
Relinbllit_ Test Requirements, 04/01/1901
10H01028 NSFC 08 Ol
Snitch Assembly, LOX, Level_ Reliability Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10801030 NSFC 08 O1
Theraostat_ Reliabilit_ Test Requirements
04/19/1961
10801031 HSFC 08 O1
Regulator, Air Pressure_ Reliability Test
Requirements 03/10/1961
10801032 NSFC 08 Ol
Relay Assembly, Relinbilitv Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10801034 NSFC 08 01
Check Valve, /1/4-Inch/, Reliability Test
Requirements 03/22/1961
10H01035 NSFC 08 01
Valve, Check /3/8-Inch/, Rellebilit_ Test
Requirements 04/13/1961
10801036 HSFC 08 O1
Pressure Seitch_ Fuel Container9 Reliability
Test Requirements 09/12/1961
10R01037 NSFC 08 01
Svitch Assembly, LOX Pressurizing and Relief,




10N01039 MSFC 08OlControlVelvet Rellebllitv Test Requirements
06/12/1961
10R01040 HSFC 08 01
Control Velvet HV-TkVt Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01041 HSFC 08 Ol
Bottle Fill and Vent Valve w Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10H01042 HSFC 08 01
Regulator Asseebiv_ 760 Pounds Per Square
Inch Gravityt Reliability Test
Requlreeentst 03/31/1961
10H01043 RSFC 08 01
Pressure Switch9 LOX Differential Step_
Reliability Test Requirements 03/17/1961
10H01044 HSFC 08 01
Velve_ Pressure Regulatingt Reliability Test
Requirements 06/30/1951
10H01045 HSFC 08 01
Heater Asseeblv_ Reliability Test Requlreeents
06/29/1961
10M01O46 NSFC 08 Ol
Smltcht Assemblyt Fuel Step Prassuret
Rellabllit W Test Requirements 06/15/1961
10N01047 HSFC 08 01
Sultcht Absolute Pressuret Reliabilitv Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10801048 NSFC 08 01
Regulatory Constant Flour Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
I0801049 • HSFC 08 01
Pressure Switcht 1475 Pounds Per Square Inch
Gravitvl OK! Reliability Test
Requirementst 04/06/1961
10H01050 HSFC 08 01
Filter Asseably_ /3/4-1nch/t Reliability Test
Requirements 04/14/1961
10N01052 NSFC 08 O1
Valve Assembly_ Fuel Fill and Dralnt
Reliability Test Requirements 04/04/1961
IOH01053 HSFC 08 Ol
Filter Asseably_ /3/8-1nch/t Reliability Test
Requirements 04/06/1961
10H01054 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly_ LDX-Reliefl Reliability
Test Requirements 03/31/1961
10801055 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assemblv, LDX-Vent, Reliability Test
Requirements
10801056 NSFC 08 01
qalve_ Check_ Reliability Test Requirements
04/07/1961
10H01057 HSFC 08 Ol
Check Valve_ Reliability Test Requirements
03/15/1961
10801058 HSFC 08 01
smirch Asseebly_ Fuel Levelt Reliebilit_ Test
Requirements 05/15/1961
10801059 HSFC 08 01
Pressure Relief Velvet Rellabilitg Test
Requirements 04/07/1951
10H01060 NSFC 08 01
Valve Rssembly_ Fdel Vent_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10H01061 NSFC 08 01
Fuel Safety Valve_ Reliability Test
Requirements 04/01/1961
10M01062 HSFC 08 01
Valve Assemblvt Preliminary Fuel_ Reliability
Test Requirements 04/04/1961
10_01063 NSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, LOX Prellmlnarvt Reliability
Test Requirements 04/07/1961
10H01064 HSFC 08 01
Valve Aeseeblyt LOX Fill end Drmin_
Reliability Test Requirements 04/03/1961
IONOI070A NSFC 08 Ol
Valve Assembly_ Fuel Level Controlt
Specification for 08/09/1961
10N01071 NSFC 08 01
Environmental Protection uhen using Electrical
Equipeent mithin the Areas of Saturn
Complexes mhere _ezardous Areas Exlst_
Procedure for, 03/06/61, ED-1 03/20/62
10801073A HSFC 08 01
Valvs, Fuel Safetyt Specification for
08/21/51, EO-1 12/10/61v EO-2 02/20/52t
EO-3 05/25/62t EO-4 10/02/62
10R01164 HSFC 08 01
Liner Drain, Lube Oil_ Specification for_
2/15/631EO-I_ 6/11/63
10R01211 HSFC 08 01
Cooling System Vent Velve_ Solenoid Operated_
Specification for, 08/30/61t EO-1 05/17/62
10H01212 RSFC 08 01
Cooling System Relief Valve, Specification for
08/30/61_ EO-1A 07/25/62
10H01293 HSFC 08 01
Tank Liquid Nitrogen Inflight-Cooler
Asseeblvt Specification for 10/31/1961
10R01364 RSFC 08 01
Filter t Lube 8vstemt Turbopuap_ H-1 Rocket
Engine 06/08/1951
10R01365 NSFC 08 01
Check Velvet Fuelt H-1 Rocket Enginew
Reliability Test Requirements 06/16/1961
IOR01366 HSFC 08 01
Check Vulvet Liquid Oxygen9 _-1 Rocket




Check Valve t LOX Donee H-1 Rocket Enginet
Reliabilit_ Test Requirements 06/28/1961
O8 01
10H01389 HSFC 08 01
Suitch_ Hypergolic Igniter 8onitort H-1
Rocket Englnet Reliabllit_ Teat
Requlrements_ 05/09/1981
10801417 HSFC 08 01
Filteret Pneumatic_ Specification for
11/27/1961
10_01445A RSFC 08 01
Cleaning of Pressurized and Non-Pressurized
Instrument Coapartaentsy Procedure for9
12/30/65
10801448A 8SFC 08 01
Regulator and Heater Ansemblgt Gas Bearing 9
Gas Suppl_1ST-90t Specification f_r
01/25/53t EO-2 03/27/83
10801449 8SFC 08 01
Generator, Gas Aasenblyt Relinbillt_ Teat
Requirements 08/28/1961
10H01450 8SFC 08 01
Valve Asseablgt Push muttony Bleedy H-1
Rocket Enginey Reliabilit V Test
Requirements 08/09/1981
10801559 8SFC 08 O1
Velvet Calibrationt Specification for
12/20/1961
10H01581 NSFC 08 01
Arming Unlt_ Remote r Prinacord Initiator_
Specification for 10/25/1961
10801569 8SFC 08 O1
Relng_ Hermetically Sealed_ Specification for
01/24/1982
10801575 NSFC 08 01
Valve, Butterflw, 4-Inch, Motor Operated,
Specification for t 01/30/62_ EO-1
08/01/62t EO-2 07/20/62y EO-3 04/02/63
10801579 8SPC 08 01
Sensort Temperature_ Cooling System t
Specification for t 04/16/62y EO-1 12/04/53
10801580 NSFC 08 01
Valvst Butterf199 2-Inch_ Specification for
01/30/621 EO-1 04/15/62_ EO-2 06/01/62
10801585 8SPC 08 01
Suitches, Electricaly Toggle_ Rotnrgy
Puahbutton end Associated Harduaree
Specification for 04/30/1962
10801586 MSFC 08 O1
Blouers_ _ooling Sgetemt Specification for
01/31/62t ED-I 05/10/62_ EO-2 05/08/631
EO-3 05/20/63
10801587 8SFC 08 01
Adheaivey Silicone Rubbery Two-Component t
Lou-to-Hoderate Teeperature Reslstanty
Room-Temperature Vulcanizing 9 General
Purposey 01/16/52t EO-1 08/03/62
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10801588 8SFC 08 01
Adhesivey Silicone Rubbert One-Componentt
Moderate-to-High Temperature Reslstantt
Room Temperature Vulcanizing, General
Purposey 01/16/52y EO-1 08/03/62
10801589 HSFC 08 01
Silicone Rubbery Insulation Naterial_ Thermal_
Room Temperature Vulcanizingt General
Purpose_ Specification for_ 01/16/62y EO-1
08/03162
10801591 8SFC 08 01
Curtnins_ Heat Shinld_ Plexible_ Acceptancey
Specification fory 03/09/62_ EO-1 08/03/62
10N01592 8SFC 08 01
Dueler Flexlble_ Cooling SMstee_ Specification
for 03/13/1962
10801593 8SFC 08 Ol
Manufacturing Procedure for Saturn Heat Shield
Curtains /Outboard/ 05/04/1962
10801595 NSFC 08 01
Silicone Rubber_ Insulation Haterlal I Theraal_
Elevated Temperature Vulcanlzin9_ General
Purpoaet 02/02152y EO-1 08/03/52
10N01596 8SFC 08 01
Silicone Rubbery Insulating Material t
Two-Coeponentt Thermal Curingy General
Purpoaet 01/31/62t EO-1 08/16/52t EO-2
10/10/82
10H01597 8SFC 08 01
Tape_ Heat-Reflectivey Pressure Sensitivet
Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Clothy
Specification for_ 02/23/82_ EG-1 08/03/82_
EO-2 09/25/82
10801598 8SPC 08 01
Adhesive_ Silicone Rubberg Solvent Tvpe t
General Purposet Specification for
02/01/1962
10801599 MSFC 08 01
Mopey Fiberglass_ One-Quarter Incht
General Purpoae_ Specification for
01/31/19S2
10801602 HSFC 08 Ol
8oldat Plastic_ Fabrication ofy Procedure for
0310611962
10801603A NSFC 08 01
Probe_ Thermal_ Specification for_ 02/27/84_
EO-2 08/21/84
10N01604 8SFC G8 O1
Control AnaembI_ Tempereture_ Specification
04/16162, EO-1 07/06/62_ SO-2 06/03/63t
EO-3 08/28/83
10_01613 MSFC 08 O1
Suitch_ Absolute Preaauret Specification for
04/04/62 t EO-1 11/07/62
I0801614 NSFC 08 Ol
Valve_ Control_ Specification for_ 11/07/62
lONO1615B MSFC 08 01
Potting and Molding Configuration_ Connectors
09/05/1982
365
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10N01616A NSFC 08 01
Valve Assemblgw Solenoid Dperated,
Specification fort 01/23/63, EO-I 03/11/63,
ED-2 09116163, E0-3 11118163
10N01617 MSFC 08 01
Weldingy Spoty Resistance, Nonstructural,
Specification fore 04/06/62, EO-I 10/11/63
10N01618 HSFC 08 01
Welded Module Wiring, Standard fory
04/12/62y EO-1 10/11/63
10801619 NSFC 08 01
Thready Fiberglesej Specification for
03/28/62y £0-1 08/03152
10801620 NSFC 08 Ol
Prlmsry Silicone Rubbery Solvent Type,
Specification fory 03/28/62y EQ-1 08/03/62
10N01622A NSFC 08 Ol
Packaging, Electronic Componentsy Standard for
11/20/1963
10801624 NSFC 08 Ol
Hotory Electricy Specification for 07/20/1962
10801625 NSFC 08 O1
Potentiometre t Llneary Specification for
10/24/1962
10N01626 MSFC 08 01
Sensory Temperature, Cooling System,
Specification for, 04/16/62, EO-1 06128/62
10801627 MSFC OS Ol
Velvey Cheek t Liquid Nitrogen, Cooling
Systes_ Specification for, 05/15162, £0-1
07/27/62
10801628 8SFC 08 01
Sultchy Thernelw Hydraulict Specification for
07/17/1962
10801629 MSFC 08 01
Transducer, High Pressure, Hydraulic,
Specification for 10/25/1962
10801630 MSFC 08 01
Control Assesblyy Temperature W Specification
for, 04/16162 , £0-1 05122163 , £0-2
08/28/63
10801631 NSFC 08 Ol
Clothy Glassy Leaehedy Fluorocarbon
Impregnated, General Purpose 04/26/1962
10N01646A NSFC 08 Ol
Aluninum AIIo_ Plate 2219t Specification for
05129/1962
10801647 MSFC 08 01
Steely Expanded Sheety Corrosion-Resisting,
Specification for 05/17/1962
10N016_8B NSFC 08 Ol
Welding, Fusion, Four- to Six-lnch Thick
Aluminum Alloy Plate, 2219 For Y Ring,
Procedure for, 02/01/63y EO-1 03/27/63
10N01667 NSFC 08 Ol
Valve Aesenblv, Precooling, Check,
Reliability Test Hsquirenents 08/28/1962
10801668 MSFC 08 01
Valve Assembly, Butterflyy 4-Inchy Motor
Opersted, Relfebflftyt Specification for
08/28/1962
10N01671B MSFC 08 01
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and
Inspection Procedures for Partsy Field
Pertsy Assemblies, Subswsteesy and Systems
for Pneumatic Use in Support Equipmenty
Specification for, 4/28/64y £0-2, 7/28/6_y
EO-4, 9/15/64y EO-5, 12/22/64
10801672A MSFC 08 O1
Cover Sheet to Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Conponents for Use
in Dxggeny Fuely end Pneuastic Sgstees/
08/27/1963
10801674 MSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for QQ-S-766 /Steel Platest
Sheetsj and Strips, Corrosion Resisting/
07/17/1962
10801677 MSFC 08 01
Preparations for Delivery of Aluminum Alloy
Plates and Sheets t Specification for
0910611962
10N01678 NSFC 08 01
Tagging of Setups Vehicle Men-Flight Itemst
Procedure fort 01/22/63w EO-1 08/07/63
10N01681B MSFC 08 01
Regulator end Heater Asseebl_, Gee Bearing
Gas Supplyt Specification for, 05/13/64w
EO-2 07/07/64y go-3 08/25/64y E9-4
01/19/65y EO-5t 10/13/65
10N01682A MSFC 08 Ol
Tags, Identification, Saturn Environment
Protection Itemsy Speclflcstlon for
07/18/1963
10N01683 NSFC 08 01
Actuator, Thrust Vector Controlt Specification
fort 06/17/63y EO-I 09/09/64
10801687 NSFC 08 01
Welding, HY-80 Areor Plate Steely Static
Test Holddovn Are_ Procedure for 02/26/1983
10801691 NSFC 08 Ol
Installation of Strain Gaugest Procedure for
04/02/1963
10801693 NSFC 08 O1
Ground Support Hydraulic System and Checkout
Unity Specification for 03/13/1963
10N01694 NSFC 08 Ol
Prevnlve Assemblies, Nornslly Openy
Specification fory 3/08/62y EO-lw 6/17/63y
EO-Sy 10/01/63_ EO-5, 8/17/64s EO-6y
8/24/64
10N01695 NSFC 08 01
Inert Prefill Unity Speclfl¢etion for
05/06/63, EO-1 07/09/63
10N01696 NSFC
Flush and Purge Ground Support Servicing
Systeny Specification for 01122/1964
08 O]
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10801699A HSFC 08 01
Ground Support Cooling Unit, Specification
for 03/04/1964
IOMOITOl MSFC 08 Ol
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-IlO /Electrical Hardwaret Equipment,
Haterial, and Hethods Used in Saturn
Ground Support Equipment/ 05/25/1964
10801702 MSFC 08 O1
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-164 /Cleanliness of Components for Use
in Uxygen, Fuel, and Pneueatie 5_stens/
05/2511964
10M01703 MSFC 08 Ol
Cover Sheet for 10509313 /Lubricant, Antiselze
and Sealing Liquid Oxygen Sgstens/
0612511964
10801704 NSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
STD-163 /Electrical Engineering Design
Practice/ 06/25/1964
10801705 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Center-
SPEC-171 /Fittings, Pressure Connections,
Flared Tube/ 06/25/1964
10801706 8SFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for Marshall Space Flight Ce_ter-
SPEC-106 /Testing Compatibility of
Haterials, for Liquid Oxygen SDsteas/
06/25/1964
10801707 HSFC 08 01
Cover Sheet for ABMA-PD-R-187 /Relays,
Hermetically Sealed Rissile Equipment/
06/25/1964
10801710A MSFC 08 01
Hechanical Ground Support Equipeent_ Support
Plan 9 Standard for9 05/24/65
10801711 NSFC 08 01
Interface Control Documents to Engineering
Docuuentation Cross Reference lndex,
Preparation and Subnittat of, Data for,
Standard for 05/24/1965
10801714A NSFC 08 01
Design Loads, S-IC, Standard, 9/30/66
10801718 MSFC 08 01
Torque Valves t Threaded Fastener, Standard
for, 1/26/66
10N01734 MSFC 08 O1
Tubing, Steel, Corrosion-Resistant, T_pe 316,
Seamless, Specification for 06/28/63,
£0-1, 03/29/64
10801735 MSFC 08 01
Seitch Assembly, Pressure, Fuel Pressurizing,
Specification for 08/16/1963
10H01741 MSFC 08 01
Attaching Thermocouples to Saturn Vehicle
Skins, Procedure for 09/16/1963
10801744 MSFC 08 01
Adhesive, Lou Densitv_ Epoxy, Specification
for 03/12/1964
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
10KO1745A MSFC 08 01
Safety and Arming Device /Remote
Controlled/, Specification for, 06/13/66
10801753 MSFC 08 01
Gold Alloy /Gold 75-Sliver 22-Nickel 3/_
gire Strip, Sheet, and Rod, Specification
for, 10/29/53, EO-1 01/08/64
10801754 MSFC 08 01
Gold, Coin /Gold 90-Copper 10/, Wire, Strfp_
Sheet, and Rod, Specification for, 10/21/63,
go-I 01/08/64
10801755 HSFC 08 Ol
Palladium Allo_ /Palladium 35-Silver 30-
Copper 14-Gold IO-Platlnua lO-Zinc 1/,
Wire, Sheett Strip and Rod, Specification
for, 11/07/639 EO-1 01/08/64
10801756 MSFC 08 01
Platinun-Rutheniue Allo9 /Platinum 90-
Ruthenium lO/v Wire_ Strip, Sheet, Tubing,
and Rod, Specification for 12/18/1963
10801757 MSFC 08 01
Gold, Sliver, Platinum Alloy /Gold 69-Sll_er
25-Platinum 5/9 Strip, Sheet, Tubing, and
Rod, Specification for 12/18/1963
10801758 MSFC 08 01
Gold, Silver, Zinc, Platinum, Copper Allo9
/Gold 71.5-Silver 4.5-Zinc 1-Platinum 8.5-
Copper 14.5/ Wire, Strip, Sheet, Tubing,
end Rod_ Specification for 12/31/1963
10801759 HSFC 08 01
Gold, Platinum AIIo_ /Gold 98-Platinua 2/
Strip, Sheet, Tubing, and Rod,
Specification for 12/31/1963
10801760 NSFC 08 01
Platinum, Iridium &llo_ /Platinum 85-Iridium
15/, Wire, Strip, Sheet, Tubing, and Rod,
Specification for 12/18/1963
10801761 NSFC 05 01
Silver, Coin /Sflver 9D-Copper 10/, Sheet,
Strip, Rod, and Tubing, Specification for
12/18/1963
10801762A MSFC 08 01
Saturn Technical Information Handbook,
Preparation and Publication of, Standard for
06/21/1965
10801764 MSFC 08 Ol
Gold, 10 Carat, /Gold 41.7-Copper 36.2-Silver
12.8-Zinc 9.3/, Sheet, Strip, Rod_ end
Tubing, Specification for 12/18/1963
10801765 MSFC 08 Ol
Mobile Service Truck Unit_ RJ-1 and Sodium
Mitrlte, Specification for 01/30/1964
10801769A MSFC 08 01
Saturn Vehicle Data Book, Preparation and
Publication of, Standard for 05/03/1965
10801770 MSFC 08 01
Sling, Instrument Unit Container Handling,
Specification for OS/24/1964
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10H01771 NSFC 08 O1
Slingl Instrument Unit Segment Handlingy
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01772 HSFC 08 01
Slingy Assembled Instrument Unit Handlingy
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01773 HSFC 08 01
Ring-Segment W Instrument Unit Handlingy
Specification for 02/24/1964
10H01774 HSFC 08 Ol
Containery Special Handling and Protectivey
for Saturn IB end Saturn V Instrument
Unity Specification for 02/24/1964
10HO1776D HSFC 08 01
Menualsy Operations and Haintenencey Ground
Support Equipmenty Preparation oft
Standard fury 12/02/65
10H01777 HSFC 08 Ol
Propellant Servicing Unltt Specification for
04/05/64y EO-1 08/20/64
10801778 NSFC 08 01
Polyurethane Foam9 Filling S-1 and S-1B
Torque Boxes Uslngy Procedure for
03/30/1964
10R01792 HSFC 08 01
Qunlltg Control of Technical Hanualsy
Procedure for 02/15/1965
IOH01796 HSFC 08 01
gesselsy Pressurey Design and Febricationy
Specification for 11/03/1964
10H01801 MSFC 08 Ol
Harking of Ground Support Equipment for
Handling Purposes_ Standar_ for 01/28/1965
IOHOI805C HSFC 08 Ol
Capacitors and Resistorsy Preferred_ Approved
Source List9 06/03/66
10R01807 HSFC 08 01
Documentation Checkers_ Trainingy Qualif_ingy
and Certification ofy 7/19/65
10801811 HSFC 08 01
Saturn IS and Saturn V Hecbanical Ground
Support Equipment General Test and
Documentation Plan, Procedure for_ 3/23/66
10801812 HSFC 08 Ol
Hazardous Gas Analyzer Systemy General
Design, Operatlony end Sampling
Requirementsy Specification fury 2/09/66
10801813 HSFC 08 O1
Couplings_ Pressure Balancedy Crvogenic9
Quick Disconnecty Specification fort
4/25/56y EO-ly 10124/66
10801815 HSFC 08 01
Handbooky Saturn IB Vehicle_ Preparation end
Publication of, Standard for_ 4/08/66
10801817 HSFC 00 01
Ullage Hotor. S-II Stage, Test Specification
fury 6123/66 t EO-1, 7/22/66
10801818 HSFC 08 01
8otors_ Auxiliary Solid Propellantt 8odel
Speciflcetiony Preparation ofy Standard for.
6123/66
10801819 HSFC 08 01
Accumulator, S-IC Ground Hydreulicy
Specification fury 8/26/66
10801820 MSFC 08 01
Regulation Unit, Pneumatic, Portable_
Specification for9 9/29/66
10801827 NSFC 08 01
Human Engineering Design Criteria, Reference
Abstrectsy 11/01/66
10805060 HSFC 08 01
Velve_ Single-Solenoldy 2-Nay, 2-Position
/P/N 805764-10460/ Qualification Test
Specification9 12/08/66
10H05072 NSFC 08 01
Valve, Checky H_draulic /P/R 204022-19/
Qualification Test Specificationy 12/08/66
10805074 HSFC 08 01
Valvey Single-Solenoid, 3-Nayy 2-Position
/P/N 803664-10469/ Qualification Test
Specification W 12/08/66
40800200 HSFC 08 01
Niring_ Electrical Componentsy Standard for
04/01/64y EO-1 06/09/64
4OHOOgOIB HSFC 08 01
Frequencg Changer, Steticy 15-Kiiometty
120/208-Volty 3-Phnsey 400-Cycles Per
Second, Specification for, 07/01/64
40800202A HSFC 08 01
Motor Generator Sety 3-Phase, 120/208-Volty
400-Cgcles Per Second_ 60-Kilowett,
Specification for 08/19/1964
40800203A MSFC 08 Ol
Purer Supply Set, 3-Phase, 60-Kilouett_
60-Cycles Per Second_ Specification for
05/18/1964
40800204 HSFC 08 O1
Batteryy Nickel Cadmiumy 28-Cell, 160-Ampere-
Houry Specification for 02/05/64
40800205 HSFC 08 Ol
Purer Supply Set, Direct Current 56-Volt,
50-Ampere_ Specification for, 02/28/64,
EU-1, 06/22/64
40H00206 HSFC 08 01
Power Supply Set, Direct 28-Volty 5O-Amperay
Specification fury 02/28/64_ EO-1 06/22/64
4OHOO2O7 8SFC 08 01
Pouer Supplv Sety Direct Current 28-Volty
lOO-Ampere, Specification fury 02/28/64,
EG-1 06/22/64
40800208 MSFC 08 01
Poser Suppl_ Sety Direct Current 28-Uolty
2SO-Ampere, Specification fory 02/28/64y
EU-1, 06/22/64
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40H00209 RSFC 08 01
Power Supplv Set, Direct Currant 28-Volt9
500-Ampere, Specification for, 02/28/649
EO-I 06/22/64
40h00214 HSFC 08 01
Evaluetor9 Digital Events, Specification for
08120/1964
40N00217 HSFC 08 01
SysteaDTelevision, Closed-Circuity Four-
Caaera, Specification for 05/20/1954
40R00220 NSFC 08 01
Wiring, Electrical Ground Support Equipment 9
Identification Harking and Color Coding 9
Standard for 09/02/1964
40800224A HSFC 08 01
Engineering Drawings9 Electrical Support
Equipaent9 Preparation of 9 Standard for,
11/30/66
40H00228 RSFC 08 01
Hanuelly Activated Prinary Buttery /NAP 4240/
Qualification Test Procedure 9 9/29/65
40H003135 HSFC 08 01
Aeplifier Hodule 9 Direct Current9
Specification for, 7/06/66
40800319 HSFC 08 01
Coating, Chroeate Conversion 9 of Saturn ESE
Panels, Chassis, end Racks9 Procedure for,
5104156
40800322A HSFC 08 Ol
Hechanical Design Standards List 9 Electrical
Support Equlpeent, 7/07/66
qORO0325 HSFC 08 01
Painting9 Final 9 of Saturn ESE Panels,
Procedure for9 5/04/66
40800326 NSFC 08 01
Painting9 Final 9 of Saturn ESE Racks,
Procedure for9 5/04/66
40HOO376A HSFC 08 01
Coding Electrical Support Equipment Power
Supplv Buses9 Standard for9 7/14/66
40800380 NSFC 08 Ol
Plating9 Hechanicel, Zinc, Specification for9
7/18/66
40H20793 HSFC




Switch9 Hater-Driven9 Pouer Transfer9
Specification for 9 10/05/65
08 Ol
40837496 HSFC 08 Ol
Relavst DC9 Hermeticallv Sealed 9 Established
Reliability for Space Vehicles end Ground
Support Equipeent, Specification 9 10/01/65
50MO2505 HSFC
Eeitter Followers 9 Design Specification for
04/21/1965
08 Ol
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50Ml1544 HSFC 08 Ol
Switch Selector, NOD 19 Specification for
04/28/1965
50Ml1548 HSFC 08 O1
Switch Selector, NOD I and NOD 119 Checkout
Procedure tory 06/11/659 EO-1, 08/13/659
EU-29 09/30/65, E0-39 10/04/65
50M35008C HSFC 08 Ol
Servoactuator9 Mechanical Feed-back 9 Thrust
Vector Control9 Saturn S-IC Stagey
Specification for 05/15/1965
50M60000 MSFC 08 O1
Neasureeent Calibrator, Specification for
08/13/1963
50860001 RSFC 08 01
Reesurement Rack Selector9 Specification for
08/13/1963
50N600028 HSFC 08 Ol
Telemetr V Assemblg, Single Sldeband Airborne 9
Specification tory 10/19/549 EO-1
12/11/64, E0-29 03/23/65, E0-39 04/30/659
E0-4, 07/28/659 EU-5, 10/05/65, E0-6,
11/05/65, E0-79 12/10/65, EO-8, 01/26/66,
ED-9, 03/14/669 EU-109 07/05/66
50860003A NSFC 08 Ol
Frequencv Divider9 Specification for
12/09/1964
50860004 HSFC 08 Ol
Spectrue Analyzer, Inflight9 Nodels 3 and 10,
Specification for 03/16/1964
50M600058 NSFC 08 Ol
Test Nethods for Vehicle Neasuring and
Telemetrv Electronic Parts, Assemblies 9 and
Subsvstems9 Standard for, 06/22/66
50N60006 NSFC 08 01
Connectors, Electrical Feedthrough, 50H10622
and 50810623, Specification for 11/12/1963
50860007 NSFC 08 01
Probe1 Liquid Level, Specification for
11/27/1963
50H60008 MSFC 08 Ol
Filter9 Bandpass 9 Specification for
08/05/1963
50R50009 HSFC 08 01
Filter9 Rechanicei, 455 Kilocvcle 9 Upper
Sidebend Ferrite Drive Selector,
Specification for 08/06/1963
50860010A HSFC 08 01
Telemetry Assemblg, Single Side-band,
Airborne9 Specification for 01/31/1964
50860011 HSFC 08 01
Sub-Multiplexer _ssembl¥9 Remote r Dlgitaly
Acceptance Test Procedure for 11/14/1963
50H60012 HSFC 08 Ol
Calibrator Assemblies, Telemeter, Model 29
Part gumbers 50H12011-1 and 50N12011-39
Bench Checkout, Procedure for 01/09/1964
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SOMSO013 NSFC 08 01
Telemeter Calibrator, Model Zt Acceptance
Test, Procedure for 09/09/1963
50H60015 HSFC 08 01
Nigh Voltage Strobe Light Cable t
Specification for 08/26/1963
50M60016D HSFC 08 01
Recorder Asseeb|Ve Tape /Airborne/t Model 101 t
Specification fort 10/22/64, EO-lt 12/16/641
EO-2t 07/14/051 £0-3t 07/14/651 £0-4,
10/27/65, £0-5t 12/04/65, £0-6, 12/04/651
£0-71 01/14/661 gO-St 07/06/65
50H60017 MSFC 08 01
Telemeter Calibrator Asseablg t Hodel I t
Specification for 09/09/1963
50M60018A MSFC 08 01
5ubaultiplexert hsseeblg I Remote Digital,
Specification for, 08/18/64t £O-lt
10/13/64, £0-21 11/04/64e £0-3, 12/16/54,
EO-4t 01/29/651 £0-51 07/20/65t £0-69
07/20/551 £0-71 07/20/65, £0-8e 07/20/55 t
£0-91 11/15/651 £D-10 t 12/17/651 £0-111
01/05/66t E0-12t 01/14/661EO-14t 04/13/66,
£0-15 t 07/05/66
50850019 NSFC 08 01
Telemetry Oscillator Asseablge Model Be
Specification for 09/11/1963
50HGO020 MSFC 05 01
Telemetry Oscillator Assemblg t Nodal A,
Specification for 09/11/1963
50M60021A NSFC 08 01
Single Output Mixer Amplifier Specification
fore 12/30/641 £0-1, 07/14/65, EO-2,
07/14/65_ EO-3t 07/14/65, EO-4, 22/30/65 t
EO-5t 07/06/66
50M60022C HSFC 08 Ol
Filter1 8andpass, Specification for t
02/25/66
50M60023 HSFC 08 01
Multiplexer Asseabi_t Nodal 2451 Specification
for, 10/05/64_ EO-1 e 01/04/651EO-2t
02/16/55, £0-3, 04/12/65, £0-4, 06/09/65,
£0-51 07/28/65t EO-6 t 10/05/65e EO-7,
03/14/66
50M60024 MSFC 08 01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequencv/e
890/960 Hegahertzt Checkout Procedure fort
11/07/1963
50H60025 NSFC 05 01
Transponder /Offset Doppler Frequen¢g/t
890/960 Megahertz, Specification fort
10/08/1903
508600265 MSFC 08 01
Calibrator Aasenblv_ Telemeter Model IX
and ZIAI Specification fort 03/15/651
EO-St 07/06/66
50R60027 MSFC 08 01
Inverter, Static 450, Volt-Aapere_ Model 0 and
1, Specification for 11/08/1963
50N60029A HSFC 08 01
Radio Frequencg 4sseablwt Pulse Code
Modulated, Model CT-19Bt Specification fore
07115/64, EO-1, 04/07/651EO-2t 05/17/65,
EO-3t 07/15/65, £0-4, 07/24/651 £0-5,
01/05/66, £O-6t 07/06/65
50860031A HSFC 08 01
Digital Data Acquisition SubsDsteat Pulse
Code Modulatedl _sseubl_, Model 3011
Checkout Procedure fort 6/16/64
50860032B HSFC 08 01
Osclllatorl Subcarrlert Hnrroubande
Specification fort 12/14/64e E0-1t 10/27/65,
£0-20 12/30/651 £U-3t 07/06/66
50M60033 MSFC 08 01
Heat Sink t Connection Coepoued_ Specification
for 11/15/1963
50R60034C MSFC 08 01
Aapllfiert Poeert Radio Frequencve
Specification for, 04/12/65 t EO-l, 06107/55 t
£0-2, 07/15/65, EO-3, 07/15/651 £0-4,
01/05/661 £0-5e 07/06/66
50M50035C NSFC 08 01
Filter, Antennal Lou-Passt Specification for,
08/15/56
50M600368 MSFC 08 01
Aapliflert Mixer I Output, Dual /Isolated/
Specification fort 04/12/651EO-2t 07/14/65,
EO-3, 07/14/651EO-4t 07/15/651 £0-5,
12/30/65
508600378 NSFC 08 01
Oscillator 9 Wldebandt Subcerrierl Specification
fort 04/20/65e £0-31 07/14/65, £0-4,
07/1_/651 gO-S, 07/15/65e £0-51 12/30/65
50M60038A MSFC 08 01
Video Transforaert Specification fort
02/26/651EO-1, 05/17/651EO-2t 07/27/55e
£0-31 01/05/66
50R600398 NSFC 08 01
Transmitter, Telsaetrg, Solid State, Frequencv
Modulated /Verg High Frequenov/_
Specification fort 02/09/55, £0-1_ 05/17/65,
EO-2_ 07/15/651 £0-31 07/15/651EO-4t
01/05/66 t £0-5, 07/06/66
50M50040C NSFC 08 01
Converter1 Direct Current to Direct Current t
Specification fort 11/04/55, EO-2, 11/04/65 I
£O-31 11/04/65t EO-St 12/12/651 £0-71
01/21/66e EO-8 t 01/14/66
50M60042A HSFC 08 01
Dividert Powert Teieuetrg Antenna 1
Specification fore 07/26/65
50M60043A MSFC 08 01
Coaaand Pouer Divider Aaaeablg. Nodal 307t
Specification for, 07/23/65
50M60044A NSFC 08 01
Antenna I Television I Model 4021 Specification
fort 07/22/65
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SOflSOO45A HSFC 08 Ol
Antenna, Telenetrg, Model 213 t Specification
for, 07/22/55
50M60046A HSFC 08 01
Antenna, Command, Model 308, Specification
for, 12/10/65
50fl60047 HSFC 08 O1
Caaerar Television, Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50M60049 HSFC 08 Ol
Transmitter, Television t Space Vehicle,
Specification for 02/03/1964
50MSOO51A NSFC 08 O1
Register, Video, Space Vehicle, Specification
for 09/22/1964
50R50053 MSFC 08 01
Decoder, Television Sequence r Ground Support
Equipment, Specification for 06/15/1964
50M50054 MSFC 08 O1
Decoderr Sequence, Ground Support Equipment,
Checkout Procedure for 10/20/1964
50M60055 HSFC 08 Ol
Viewing Unit, Television, Ground Support
Equipmentr Specification for 05/28/1964
50MSOO61A HSFC 08 Ol
Hultiplexer Asseablyr Tier Division I Model
2709 Specification for, 05/27/66, EO-IO,
07/06/66
50M60062 HSFC 08 Ol
Detector, Pulser Specification for 10/21/1963
50M60063 MSFC 08 Ol
Pressure, Transducer Unit, Tvpe 2-11,
Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60064 NSFC 08 01
Pressure Transducer Unit, Tvpe 2-121
Specification for 10/23/1963
50h60065 NSFC 08 Ol
Servo Acceleroeeter Units, Types NP-l,
MP-1/2r Specification for 10/23/1963
50M60066B HSFC 08 Ol
Leak Meter Asseeblg, Gaseous Oxggen
Measuring, Specification for r 02/17/66
50M600S? NSFC 08 Ol
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvstear Pulse
Code Hodulated, Asseebl¥, Model 301,
Specification for, 09/14/64, EO-lr 12/04/64,
£G-2_ 12/10/649 EQ-3, 07/15/651EO-4,
11/22/65t £Q-5, 01/05/66, EO-6, 01/14/66_
EO-7_ 05/25/66
50H60069A HSFC




Adapter_ Signalj Differential /Rideband/,
Specification for_ 03/30/66
08 Ol
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50H600718 MSFC 08 Ol
Radio Frequencg Assembly r Hodel 11
Specification for, 06/22/66
50MSOO?2A HSFC 08 Ol
Transmitter, Teleeetrv, Vacuum Tube or Hvbrid,
Frequenc_ Modulated /Verg High Frequencv/,
Specification for, 07/08/64, EO-1, 05/17/65_
EO-2_ 07/15/65, E0-37 07/15/65_ EO-4t
10/05/65r EO-5_ 01/05/66, EO-6, 07/06/66
50HSOO74A HSFC 08 Ol
Amplifier Nodula r Direct Current t
Specification for, ,03/05/55, EO-I_ 07/14/65,
EO-2, 03/25/66
50H60075A NSFC 08 O1
Amplifier Nodule_ Alternating Current_
Specification forw 04/20/65
50N60076 NSFC 08 01
Channel Selectors, A and B r Specification for
02/26/1965
50N60077 MSFC 08 01
Selector t Measuring Rack, Specification for
03/30/1965
50M60078 HSFC 08 O1
Denultlpiexer, Single Sideband Frequency
Modulated_ Specification for 12/02/1963
50N60079A HSFC 08 Ol
Leak Meter Asseeblvt Gaseous Hvdrogen
Measuring1 Specification fort 03/08/66
50N60080 NSFC 08 O1
Teeperature Transducer Asseablgt Resistance
Tvpe 8, Specification for 07/22/1964
50M6OOSIA MSFC 08 01
Flouaeter, Volumetric, Turbine Tvpe,
50NSOO85B NSFC 08 Ol
Radio Frequenc V AsseabI¥, Model II_
Specification fort 08/31/66
50H60086A NSFC 08 01
Filter Asaeeblv, Pouer Line1 Specification
for_ 07/23/64, EO-I_ 06/04/65, EO-2_
07/29/65, EO-3, 10/13/05, E0-4, 10/13/65r
EQ-5, 01/05/66, EO-6_ 01/27/66, E0-7,
o71o516s
50N50088 NSFC 08 O1
Digital Adapter, Liquid Level Hessuring_
Specification for 02/17/1964
5086OO69A MSFC 08 O1
Temperature Gauge Asseablvt Thermiatorr Type
11_ Specification for 04/14/1965
50H6OOUOA NSFC 08 01
Data Register Asseablvr Specification for,
10/22/65
50NSOO92A NSFC 08 O1
Deaultiplexer, Single Sideband Frequencv
Modulated, Specification for_ 01/22/65
50M60098 HSPC 08 01
Adapter, Rate Gvro_ Specification for
03/19/1964
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50N60100A HSFC 08 O1
Oscillator Assemhlg, Teleaetrg,. Hodel C1,
Specification for, 02/23/66
50860101A HSFC 08 01
Teleeetrv Oscillator Assenblv, Hodels A1 end
A2, and A3, Specification fort 02/26/65,
EO-5, 07/14/651EO-6, 07/14/65, EO-T,
0B/16/65, EO-B, 07/28/65, EO-9, 10/05/55,
EO-IO, 12/10/65, EO-11, 07/06/66
50N60102A HSFC OB 01
Oscillator Assembly, Taleeetrvt Hodai D1,
Specification fort 02/23/66
50R60103 HSFC 08 01
Teleeatrv Asseublv. Single Sideband. Airborne.
Acceptance Test, Procedure for 03/03/1964
50N60106 NSFC 08 01
Tape Recorder/Reproducer, Widebend,
Specification for 04/15/1964
50H60107 HSFC 08 01
Transmitter, Minitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
V Space Vehicle, Specification for
04/16/64, EO-1 05/25/64
50H60108 HSFC 08 01
Transmitter, Ninitrack, Saturn IB and Saturn
g Space Vehiclee Checkout Procedure for
0711411964
50H60125 HSFC 08 01
Viewing Unit. Television. Single Channel.
Ground Support Equipment. Specification for
06/15/1964
50860126 HSFC OB 01
Studv Unit. Television, Standard for
05/2G/1964
50H60127 NSFC 08 01
Decoder, Television Test Set, Sequence,
Specification for 04/30/1964
50860128A HSFC 08 01
Frequency to Direct Current Converter,
Specification for 03/30/1965
50860129 NSFC 08 01
Antenna Assemblg, Nissile TraJectorw
Neasureuent, Hodel 802, Specification for
03/18/1965
50H60130 HSFC 08 Ol
Antenna assemblv_ Hisslle TreJectorw
Heasureuent, Hodel 803_ Specification for
03/18/1965
50N60131 HSFC 08 01
Antenna SVstees 9 Nistree, Nodele 802 and 803,
Checkout Procedure fort 11/04/64
50H60132A HSFC 08 01
Antenna Coenend, Nodal 309, Specification for,
03/15/66
50N60133 HSFC 08 01
Antenna S_stems. Command, Nodule 308 and 309 t
Checkout Procedure for 11/04/1964
0s ol50H60134 HSFC
Antenna Asseeblv, Offset Doppler Freguencvt
Rodel 405, Specification for 03/18/1965
50H60135 HSFC 08 01
Antenna S_sten, Offset Doppler Frequency,
Transmitting. Nodal 405 t Checkout Procedure
for 11/04/1954
50860136 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Assemblg. Offset Doppler Frequenc¥,
Hodel 404, Specification for 03/18/1965
50860137 HSFC 08 01
Antenna System, 3ffnat Doppler Frequencg
Receiving Nodel 404, Checkout Procedure for
11/04/1964
50H60138 HSFC OB 01
Antenna Svstem, Radar, Nodal 7089 Checkout,
Procedure fort 3/10/65
50N60139 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Svstem, Azuse, Nodal 711, Checkout,
Procedure fort 3/10/65
50N60140 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Svsten, Altimeter, Nodal 503, Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1954
50H60143 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Svntee, Television, Nodal 402,
Checkout, Procedure for, 3/10/65
50N60144 HSFC 08 01
Antenna Svstem, Telemeter, Nodal 219 t Checkout
Procedure for 11/04/1964
50H60145 HSFC 08 01
Color Code for Zone Boxes and Thernocoupla
Leads end Extensions. Standard for
04/07/1964
50HSO146A NSFC OS 01
Leak Hater Asseablv, RP-1 Nessuring,
Specification for, 03/15/66
50H60147 NSFC 06 01
Resistors, Fixed, Precision, Nirewound /Style
SRB/, Specification for, 04/17/64. EG-1
04121165
50H60148 NSFC 08 01
Capacitors. Fixed t Plastic Dielectric
/Nonmetallic Case/, /StwIe SCTN/,
Specification for, 04/17/64, EO-1 04/21/65
50H50149 HSFC 08 01
Resistors, Precision, Fixed, Film /Stvle
SRM/, Specification for 04/17/1964
50N60150A HSFC 08 01
Flexible Circuits, Wiring, and Cable t Design,
Construction, end Inspection of_
Specification for, 09/15/66
50N60151A HSFC 08 Ol
Decoder. Instrument Unit Coeeandt
Specification for, 02/09/66
50860153 NSFC 08 01
Decodert Instrument Unit Command. Acceptance
Tasty Procedure for. 7/22/66
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50H60155 MSFC 0801CommandDecoder, Secure Range Safety,
_ualificatlon Test Procedure, 4/06/88
50H80158 MSFC 08 01
Decoder, Secure Range Safetg Commend,
Acceptance Test Procedure, 8/04/66
50M60187A HSFC 08 Ol
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safetg, Bench
Checkout, Procedure fort 09/21/65 t EO-1,
03/17/66, E0-2, 04/13/86
50M60158B MSFC 08 O1
Command Decoder, Secure Range Safetvw
Specification for, 09/18/88, EO-1, 03/14/65
50H60160 MSFC 08 O1
Command System, Secure Range Safety,
Specification for 9 03/04/1985
50M60161C MSFC 08 01
Command Receiver MCR503, Bench Checkout,
Procedure for, 12/02/859 EO-1, 03/17/88,
EO-2, 04/13/88, £0-3, 08118166, £0-4,
12/02/66
50HSO162B MSFC 08 O1
Command System9 Secure Range Safety9 Bench
Checkout Procedure for, 12/21/65, EO-1,
03/16/66
50M60164 MSFC 08.01
Command Receiver, HCR 503 Acceptance Test,
Procedure for, 12/05/66
50MBO165B MSFC 08 Ol
Command Receiver, HCRS039 Specification for 9
09/27/65, ED-1, 03/14/669 EO-2t 04/13/86,
EO-3, 07/27/66
50M50186 MSFC 08 01
Commend Receiver, MCR 503t qualification Test
Procedure, 4/22/68, EG-1 t 7/27/66
50H60174 MSFC 08 O1
Transponder9 C Bend, Radar, Specification for
11/12/1964
50M60175 HSFC 08 O1
Transponder, C Band, Radar, Checkout
Procedure for 11/12/1964
50M60180 HSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Paper-Plastic/
Dielectric /Rermetlcallg Sealed in Metallic
Case/ /Stgle SCPg09/, Specification for,
04/17/64, EO-1, 04/21/65t E0-29 09/24/86
50M60181 MSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Aesemblg, Resistance, TVpe
17, Specification for 03/02/1985
50H80183 MSFC 08 01
Resistors, Variable, girewound, /Lead Screm
Actuated/, /Style SRT/, Specification for,
08/19/84, EO-1, 04/21/65, EO-2, 11/04/85,
EO-3, 01/03/66
50H60184 MSFC 08 O1
Resistors, Variable, gonuirevound /Lead Scram
Actuated/, /Style SRJ/, Specification for,
08/19/84, EG-1, 04/21/65, EO-2, 11/04/85,
EO-3, 01/03/66
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50HSO18S MSFC 08 O1
Resistors, Fixed, girewound /Pomer/, /StRia
SRE/, Specification fort 05/21/64, ED-1,
04/21/65, EO-2, 12/20/85
50H80186 HSFC 08 O1
Capacitors, Fixed, Paper /or Mylar/
Dielectric, Hetullized Dielectric
Construction, Direct Current, Rermetlcallv
Sealed Hetallic Case /Style SCH05/,
Specification for
50M60187 MSFC 08 O1
Capacitors, Fixed Ceramic-Dielectric /General
Purpose/, /Style SCK/9 Specification for
06/19/84, EO-1 04/21/65
50K60188 HSFC 08 O1
Resistors, Fixed, Wirevound /Insulated/,
/Style SRg/, Specification for, 05/21/64,
EO-1 04/21/65
50M60192 HSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed, Nonsolid Electrolytlc
Tantalum /Stgle SCSI3/, Specification for
06/19/84, EG-I 04/21/65
50M80193 NSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed9 Ronso|id Electrolytic
/Tantalum, Foil and Sfntered Slug/, /Style
SCL/, Specification for9 06/24/64, EO-1
04/21/65
50M60198 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Device, SMl186, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-I, 12/14/64, EO-2,
11/05/859 EO-3, 01/21/66
50M60197 MSFC 08 Ol
Semiconductor Device, SHIRgl4, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 03/28/66, £0-2,
01/14/66
50H80198 MSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devlce, 3H2N2907A, Specification
for, 10/22/64, EO-1, 11/05/65, EO-2,
01/21/66
50H80199 MSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Device, 3M1534, Specification
for, 10/22/64, £0-1, 11/05/65, £0-2,
01/21/66
50H60200 HSFC 08 Ol
Semiconductor Devices, SM3750, Specification
for, 10/22/64, E0-1, 11/05/65, EG-2,
01121186
SOMBO201A HSFC 08 O1
Welded Modules, Series 300, Specification fore
09/09/66
50N80202 MSFC 08 Ol
Submultiplexer Assembly9 Analog, Remoter Low-
Level, Node1 102, Specification for,
10/28/84, EO-1, 12/16/84, EO-2, 07/27/85,
E0-3, 07/27/65, £0-4, 01/04/66, ED-5,
01/17/66, EO-8, 07/05/66
50M60203 HSFC 08 O1
Submultiplexer Assembly, Analog, Remote, High-
Level, Modal 101, Specification for9
10/30/64, EG-1, 12/16/64, E0-2, 07/14/65,
E0-3, 07/14/85, £0-4, 01/04/68, E0-59
01/04/66, E0-6, 07/05/66
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bOH60204 HSFC 08 01
Anpllfiert Diffnrentialt Lom Levelt
Specification fort 10/12/64t EO-lt 12/15/64t
EO-3t 06/25/65_ EO-4t 10/05/65t EO-5t
10/27/65t EO-St 11/05/55t ED-?, 11/14/65t
EO-St 11/22/65t £0-9t 11/22/65t ED-IOA,
01/14/66, EG-11t 07/06/56
50H60205 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicest SR4419t Specification
fort 10/20/64t EO-lt 03/14/65
50H60206 HSFC 08 01
Hembrana Calorimeter Assanbliesv Tgpes 14_ 15_
16t l?t and 20t Specification for 05/17/1964
50H60208A HSFC 08 01
Filter t Prnsaaplingt and Pomer Suppigt
Hodlfied t Subassemblgt Specification fort
03/02/66, ED-3t 06/25/65t ED-4t 06/25/55t
EO-5t 06/25/65t EO-6_ 10/27/65t EO-Tt
11/05/65, EO-8 t 01/05/66t ED-9 t 06/22leSt
ED-IO t 07/06/65
50H60209 HSFC 08 01
Regulatory Precision Voltaget Assemblv Nodal
301t Pulse Code Hodulated Digital Data
Acquisition Subsvsten_ Specification fort
10/06/64_ EO-lv 07/20/66t ED-2t 01/05/66t
EO-3t 05/18/56
50H60210 HSFC 08 01
Top Deck Assembl¥_ Single Sideband
Telnnetsrt Specification fort 09/28/64t
EO-lt 12/11/64, EO-2, 07/15/65, EO-3t
07/28/65t EO-4t 10/06/65, EO-5 t 10/27/55t
EO-St 05/13/65
50H60211 HSFC 08 01
Convsrtsrl Direct Current to Direct Currantt
Specification fort 11/04/64 t EO-1, 07/15/65,
EO-2t 09/16/65t EO-3w 10/05/68t EG-4t
11/06/55, EO-5 t 09/15/65 t ED-6j 12/17/66 t
EO-?t 01/05/66t E0-89 06/06/66
50H60212 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblvv Thermistor9 Tvpn
159 Specification for 04/20/1965
50H60213 HSFC 08 O1
Temperature Gauge Assenblv9 Resistance Tgpe St
Specification for 06/28/1955
50H60214A HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assembler Thermistort TVpe
13_ Specification for 05/03/1955
50H60215 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assenblyt Resistance Type
10 t Specification for 11/13/1964
50HSO216A HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assenblvt Thermistor Type
15t Specification for 04/21/1966
50H60217 HSFC 08 01
Welded Hodulest Remote Digital Sub-
Huitiplaxnrt Specification fort 07/08/65t
EO-lt 10/05/66_ EO-2t 11/29/65
50R60218 NSFC
Calorimeter Asseablvt Total Hnat_ Hanbrane
TWpet Specification for 12101/1964
08 Ol
50H60219 NSFC 08 01
Calorimeter Aaeenblgt Radiation Tgpew
Specification for 11/17/1964
50H60221 HSFC 08 01
Video Progrannert Talevisiont Specification for
12/01/1964
50H60222 HSFC 08 O1
Dsclllatort Subcarriert Dual Inputt
Specification for_ 11/30/56
50H60223 HSFC 08 O1
Pomar Suppl¥_ Direct Currentt 56 Voltt
Specification fort 09/03/64, EO-1 01/13/65t
E0-2 01/15/55, £U-3 03/25/65
50M60228 RSFC 08 01
Haster Measuring Voltage Pover SuppIvt 6
Volts_ Direct Currentt Specification for
12/03/1964
50H60230 HSPC 08 01
Transaitter_ Telsaetryt Solid Statet Fraquanc_
Modulated /Very High Frequencg/w
Specification fort 12/10/64t EO-lt 05/17/65t
EO-2. 10/05/65_ EO-3t 07/15/65t EO-4.
01/05/66 w EO-5 t 07/06/65
50H60231 MSFC 08 Ol
Signal Condltionert Pulse Code Hodulatedt
Specification fort 06/14/65 t EO-I_ 10/06/66t
ED-2t 12/02/65t EO-3, 07/05/66
50N60233 MSFC 08 01
Metmorkst Pnssivat Printed Transmission Line
Section 9 Standard for 11/18/1964
50M60234 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assembi¥_ thnrmocouplet Tgpe
35 t Specification for 03/19/1965
50M60235 MSFC 08 01
Trnnsistorj PNP Dual-Chip Dlffernntinlt
High Frequencyt Tvpe SP494t Specification
fort 03/24/65. EO-lt 04113/66
50M60236 HSFC 08 01
Transistor, Silicont Precision w Type SP2M861t
Specification tory 03/24/65t EO-I_ 03/28/66t
EO-2t 05/15/66
50H60237 HSFC 08 01
Serve Accelarosetar Uniter Tgpns PH-1/2 and
HP-1/2t Specification for 11/20/1964
50H60239A NSFC 08 Ol
Antennat Rndnrt Model 708 t Specification fort
02101/66
50H6024OA HSFC 08 Ol
Antenna Talnnetrgt Hodal 219t Specification
fort 01/28/66
50H60241 HSFC 08 01
Emerganc_ Detection Syatnm_ Q-Ball Angle of
Attack t Sensor Sgstemt Specification for
0412811965
50HSO242A NSFC 08 01
Seitcht Coaxlalt Specification tory 01/28/66
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50M60243 HSFC 08 01
Transnittert Television. S Band Svsten.
Specification for. 2/04/66
50M60246 HSFC 08 01
Pouer Supplvw 300 Hillianperes. 12 Volts
Direct Current. Pulse Code Modulated
Digital Data Acquisition S_sten Receiving
Station. Specification for 06/08/1968
50M60247 NSFC 08 01
Power Supplg. One Anperej 12 Volts. Direct
Currant. Pulse Code Modulated Digital Data
Acquisition Systee Receiving Station_
Specification for 06/11/1965
50N60248 NSFC 08 Ol
Output Register Panel Asseebly. Specification
for. 11/08/659 EO-I. 6/22/66
50H60249 MSFC 08 01
Cards. Printed Circuit. Digital. Specification
fort 2/21/66
50N602BO NSFC 08 01
Pulse Code Modulated Digital Synchronizer.
Specification for W 11/26/65
50M60251 MSFC 08 Ol
Converter Assembly. Digital to Analogy
Specification for 06/08/1965
50M60252 MSFC 08 01
Data Switch Panel Assenbl_. Specification for.
11/04/65
50H60253 NSFC 08 01
Patch-Panel Assenblv. Specification for.
10/06/65
50HSO256B NSFC 08 01
Divider. Pouer. Teleeetrv9 Model 221.
Specification for. 02/01/66
50H60257 MSFC 08 01
Vibration Acceleroneter Transducer.
Specification for 02/12/1965
50H60258A MSFC 08 Ol
Antenna Azusa. Model 711_ Specification for.
02/01/66
50M60259A MSFC 08 O1
Heasuring Asseebig. Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio Model 2209 Specification for.
01/28/66
50N60260B NSFC 08 01
Divider. Command. Pouer9 Hodel 310.
Specification for. 03/10/66
50M60261 NSFC 08 01
Antenna Assenbly. Altineter. Model 504.
Specification for. 03/18/1968
50M60263A HSFC
Radio Frequency Teleaetrv Assemblies. Pulse
Code Modulated. Specification for.
11117166
08 O1
50H60264A NSFC 08 Ol
Antenna9 Telenetrv. Model 223. Specification
for. 02/28/66
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50H60265A MSFC 08 Ol
Antenna Radar. Model 712. Specification for.
01/28/66
50H60267 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Device. SMH1757. Specification
for. 03/15/65. £0-1. 11/05/65. E0-29
01/21/66. EG-3. 04/06/66
50H60268 MSFC 08 01
Servo Acceleroneter Unit9 Specification for
03/25/1968
50H80269 MSFC 08 01
Vibration Acceleroneter Transducer.
Specification for. 03/26/1965
50H60270A NSFC 08 O1
Ternination. Coax/el. Radio Frequencg 9
Specification for. 02/01/66
50H60271 MSFC 08 O1
Nodules. Plug-leg Digital. Specification for.
2110168
50M60273A MSFC 08 O1
Digital Data Acquisition Subsvsten/ Computer
Interface Unit. Model 501. Specification
for. 3/04/66. EO-2. 5/06/66. EO-3. 5/25/65.
EO-4. 7/05/66
50M60274A MSFC 08 Ol
Digital Multiplexer Assembly. Model 410.
Specification for. 2/23/66. EO-3. 4/12/669
EO-4. 5/06/66_ EO-Bj 5/25/669
EO-6. 7/05/66
50M60275 MSFC 08 01
Microphone Assembly. Specification for
03/25/1965
50H60276 NSFC 08 01
Acceleroneter. Longitudinal. Specification for.
03/26/05. EO-1. 11/08/66
50N60277 NSFC 08 01
Acceleroleter. Lou Frequenc_ Vibration.
Specification for 03/28/1965
50M60278A MSFC 08 O1
Coupler. Radio Frequencv Telemetry,
Specification for. 01/01/66
50M60280A NSFC 08 01
Antenna, Connand. Model 313. Specification for.
3/14/66
50M60282B MSFC 08 Ol
Coupler. Command Directional. Model 314.
Specification for. 03/14/66
50M60283A HSFC 08 O1
DC to DC Converter. Telenetrv Calibrator.
Specification for. 3/29/66. E0-29 7/06/66
50N60284 NFSC 08 O1
Pouer and Control Assembly. Telemeter
Calibrator. Specification for. 7/20/65.
EO-1. 7/06/66
50M60285B HSFC 08 01
Commend Pouer Divider. Model 312.
Specification for. 3/14/66
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50H60287 MSFC 08 O1
Amplifiert Pouer_ Command and Communlcationt
S-Bandy Specification fort 1/19/66
50H60288 HSFC 08 Ol
Measuring Rack House Aseenblg W Specification
for 05/12/1965
50NSO289B HSFC 08 01
Dlvidcr_ Pouert relemetrv9 Model 607 t
Specification fort 02/14/66
50N60290 HSFC
Transducerat Pressure Specification for
04/19/1965
50H60291 NSFC




50N60292 HSFC 08 01
Digital Signal Simulator Panel Assembig t
Specification for t 11126/65
50H60293 HSFC 08 01
Source Selector Panel Assemblv_ Specification
fort 11/08/65
30H50294 HSFC 08 01
Computer Interface Panel AeeemblMt
Specification fort 11/23/65
50H60295 HSFC 08 01
Blower Assemblvt Specification fort 12/17/65
50N60296 HSFC 08 01
Source Follower t Design Specification for
05105/1965
50H60298 HSFC 08 Ol
Tg Antennat Nodal 408t 11/26/65
50H60302 HSFC 08 01
Command Antenna I Model 311t 12/15/68
50H6303A HSFC 08 01
Environmental Test Methods for Vehicle
Heauuring and Telemetr_ Electronic Parts t
Assemblies_ and Subsgstems t Standard for_
6126/66
50H60304A HSPC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assembler Thermocouple_ Type
55_ Specification for t 06/10/65
50H60305 NSFC 08 01
Data Control Panel Assembly t Specification
fort 12/28/65
50H60306 HSFC 08 01
Tape Recorder/Reproducer Asmemblg t Ground
Support Equipment_ Specification fort
2/21/66
60R60307 HSFC 08 01
Correlator Panel Assembly t Specification fort
12/20165
50H60308 HSFC 08 01
Quick-Look Panel Aaaemblyt Specification for_
9108105
50H60309 HSFC 08 01
Temperature Gauge Assemblyt Thermocouplet Tvpe
SAt Specification fort 6/10/65
50N60310 NSFC 08 01
Explosive Bridge Wire /EBW/ Pulse Sensor
224-1t Acceptance Test_ 7/14/65
50N60311 HSFC 08 01
Pomer Supplgv 1.5At 36 VDCt SS/FH
Demultiplexnrt Specification fort 8/31/65
50N60312 NSFC 08 01
Submultlplexert High Levelt Specification fort
6/16166
50N60313 HSFC 08 01
Signal Adaptert Pulse Code Hodulatedt
Specification fort 8/08/66
50H60315 HSFC 08 Ol
Digital Receiving Station 50H69703-1t
Specification fort 1104/66
50H60316 HSFC 08 01
PCH Telemetrg Receiving Station 50H69803-1
Specification fort 12/17/65
50R60317 HSFC 08 Ol
Digital Receiving Station 50H69753-1t
Specification for_ 1/04/66
50R60320 HSFC 08 01
Radio Prequeneg Assemblyt Hodel IIl_
Tmlemetrvt Pulse Code Hodulatmdt Ultra
High Freqoenc_t Specification fort 9/09166
50H60321 HSFC 08 01
Transmitter t Telanatrgt Frequency Nodulatedt
Ultra High Freqoencyt Specification for_
D109166
60H60322 HSFC 08 01
Master Control Assemblyt Model 810
Hultiplexer_ Specification fort 10117/66
50H60326 HSFC 08 Ol
Top Oeck Amaembiyt Single Sldeband
Telenetert Tgpe IIIt Specification for9
12/01165t ED-lt 7105/66
50H60331 HSFC 08 01
Pomer Amplifiert Radio Frequcac_t 860 HHzt
Qualification Test Procedure fort 7/22/66
50M60332 HSFC 08 01
Acceleromatert Tug Axis Lou Gt Specification
fort 2/04/66
50H60334 HSFC 08 01
Dividurt Pommrt Talevislont Hodmi 409_
Specification fort 4/04/66
50N60337 HSPC 08 01
Realetort Flxedt Composition /Inaulated/t
Stglm RC07 mith Weldable Leader
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-R-11/t 4/07/66
50N60338 HSFC 08 01
Sensor Swatmmt Redundant Emergencv Detection




Measuring Assembly, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratioj Model 2259 Specification fort 4/18/65
50H80356 MSFC 08 01
Antenna, Directional, Command and Communication
System, Model 509 t Specification for,
7/15/88
50H60358 NSFC 08 01
Realstora_ Fixed, Composition /Insulnted/l
Sty|e RLO? with Weldable Leeds,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MZL-R-22684/, 4/07/66
50H60359 NSFC 08 01
Resistor, Flxed_ File /High Stability/,
Stule RN55 utth Weldable Leads_
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-R-10509/, 4/07/66
50R60360 MSFC 08 01
Capncitor_ Fixed, Ceramic-Dielectric t Styles
CKO5CW and CKOSCW vith Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-C-IIOI5/, 10/05/66
50R60361 MSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed,.Nonsolld Electrolwtic
/Tantalum, Foil and Sintered-Slug/ with
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification NIL-C-3965/_ 4/07/66
50N60362 HSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed, Solid Electrolwte,
Tantalum, Style CS13 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification NIL-C-26655/, 10/18/66
50M60363 HSFC 08 01
Lead Material, Weldable t for Interconnection
end Coeponent Parts, Specification for,
3/17/66
50H60364 MSFC 08 01
Capacitor, Fixed, Mica-Dielectric, Style CM06
mlth Weldable Leads, Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification MIL-C-5/,
4/07/85
50H60365 HSFC 08 Ol
Transistors, NPM, Silicon, Types 2M910 t
2N930, and 2N1482 with Weldable Leads,
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification MIL-S-19500/_ 4/0?/66
50M60366 NSFC 08 01
Transistors, PMP_ Silicon, Types C920-1,
C920-A, and C920-AA with Meldabln Leads_
Specification for, 11/17/66
50H60367 NSFC 08 Ol
Transistor, PNP, Twpe 57782 with Weldable
Leeds t Specification for, 10/18/66
• 50M60368 NSFC 08 O1
Transistor, PMP, Type 75P28 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50M60369 MSFC 08 O1
Differential &mplifler, Transistor, HPN, Type
301K5 with Weldable Leads, Specification
for, 11/17/66
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50H60370 MSFC 08 O1
Transistor NPN, Silicon, Type 2N2432 vith
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/05/66
50H60371 MSFC 08 01
Transistor, PNP_ Silicon, Type 2N936 uith
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50H60372 HSFC 08 01
Transistor, PMP, Type NS1223 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for, 10/13/66
50H60373 MSFC 08 01
Transistor 9 PMP, Si|icon, Twpe 2M3251 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/19/66
50H60374 NSFC 08 01
Translstor_ PNP_ Silicon9 Type T6153 uith
geldable Leads, Specification for, 10/18/66
50M60375 MSFC 08 01
Transistor, Field Effect, Twpe 2N3436 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for_ 10/05/66
50M60376 MSFC 08 01
Diodes, Silicon, Types IN458, IN459, end
1N822 with Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification NIL-S-19500/,
_/07/66
50M60377 HSFC 08 01
Diodej Zener, Silicon, Type IN936A with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 10/15/66
50M60378 MSFC 08 O1
Diode, Zener, Silicon, Type 1N1314A with
Weldable Leads, Specification fort 10/13/66
50H60380 NSFC 08 01
Resistor, Fixed, Composition /Insulated/w Type
C002265 through C8010065 uith Weldable
Leads, Specification fort 10/13/66
50H60381 MSFC 08 01
gesistorl Fixed9 Precision, Wire Wound /_igh
Temperature/, T_pe SX063 with Weldable
Leads t Specification for_ 8/12/66
50M60382 MSFC 08 O1
Sensistor, Molded_ Silicon_ Type TN-I/8 with
Weldable Leads, Specification for, 8/12/66
50H60383 HSFC 08 01
Inductor, Shielded t Type 1537734 with Weldable
Leads, Specification for_ 8/12/66
50M60384 HSFC 08 O1
8uitch_ Coaxial 9 Model 612, Specification for,
5/13/66
50H60385 HSFC 08 O1
Ring_ Hybrid, Command and Communication
8wstee_ Model 608, Specification fore
5/06/66
50H60389 NSFC 08 01
Antenna, Recelve_ Command and Communication
Systea_ Model 610, Specification for,
6/10/56
50M60390 MSFC 08 01
Antenna, UHF, Model 613t Specification forj
6/10/66
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50H60393 RSFC 08 O1
Filterr UHF Teleaetryt Specification for9
9/01/66
50N60394 MSFC 08 01
Couplsrt Radio Frequencyt Telemetrgt
Specification fort 9/01/66
50H60396 HSFC 08 01
Couplert Dlrectionalt Telemetrg Model 226r
Specificatioe fort 9/81/66
50H60399 RSFC 08 01
Resistorsr Fixedt Filmr Insulated_ Stvle 8L
20 with Weldable Leader Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22684/t
10/17/66
5oM6040o HSFC 08 Ol
Resistors t Fixedr Filmr Insulatedt Style RL
32 =ith Weldable Leadst Specification for
/Cover Sheet to Specification HIL-R-22684/t
10/17/66
50H60401 HSFC 08 01
Transistorst N-Channel Jonctlont Slllcont
Field-Effect_ Type U182 with Weldable
Leader Specification fort 10/17/66
50H60402 RSFC 08 01
Transistorst Silicont PMPt Tvpes $2M722 and
82Ml132 with Weldable Laadsr Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HSFC-SPEC-338/lOa/t 10/17/66
50H60403 MSFC 08 01
Translstorsr Silicon, MPNr T_pe $2M2102 mlth
Weldable Leads, Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification HSFC-SPEC-338/115/t
10/17/66
50H60404 HSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devlce_ Dlodet Slllcont Type
1M9418 uith Weldable Leads, Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
MIL-S-19500/r 10/17/66
50H60405 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicesr Diodest Silicont Type
JAM-1M649 with Weldable Leadsr Specification
for /Cover Sheet to Specification
HIL-S-19500/r 10/17/66
50N60406 NSFC 08 01
Semiconductor Devicest Diodest Silicont Types
IM4370A r TX-1N4370Ar 1M4371Ar TX-1N4371A_
1M4372Ar TX-1M4372At 1M746Ar Through
1N759A_ and TX-1M746A Through TX-1N759A vith
Meldabie Lendst Specification for /Cover
Sheet to Specification MIL-S-19500/t
10/17/66
50H60407 HSFC 08 01
Dloder Zenerr Type 1M823A with Weldable
Leadst Specification fort 10/17/66
50N60408 NSFC 08 01
Dlodss_ Zenerr Diffused t Tvpe 1N4105 mlth
Meldable Leads t Specification fort 10/17/56
50H60409 HSFC 08 01
Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dlelectrlct DC
/Monastsllic Cases/ vith Weldable Leade r
Specification for /Cover Sheet to
Specification HIL-C-27287/, 10/17/66
50H69931 HSFC 08 01
Emergency Detection Svstemt Q-Ball Angle of
Attack Sensor Svstea_ Test Procedure for
03/15/1965
50R71001 HSFC 08 01
Sensor Svstemt Redundant Eaergencv Detection
Sgstea Q-Ball Angle of Attackt In-Process
Test Procedure_ 1/06/66
85ROI305A HSFC 08 Ol
Screeningt Specification for Semiconductor
Device 51N9165, 6/06/62t EO-lt 11/04/65
95R01101 MSFC 08 01
Electropoiishing Saturn Ductin9 for Space
Launch Vehlclest Specification for
10/21/1963
95M01104 HSFC 08 01
Silver Plating /Electrodeposlted/t
Specification for 01/24/1984
95R01105 MSFC 08 01
Zinc Plating /Electrodeposited/t Specification
for 01/24/1964
95M01106 HSFC 08 01
Gold Plating /Electrodeposited/, Specification
for 01/24/1965
95M01108 MSFC 08 01
Deoxldetion of Alualnum Alloys 2014t 2219t 506Ot
5456t 6061 and 7075t Specification for
02/06/1964
95R01200 HSFC 08 01
Melding Fabrication of Hnstello_ Alloyst
Specification for 10/16/1963
95H01301 MSFC 08 01
Precipitation Hardening /Aging/ and Worming
Tank Skin Segments for S-IC Stage of
Saturn V Vehicler Specification for
08/13/1963
95N01400 NSFC 08 01
Hydraulic Bulge-Forming of 54-Inch Center
Pieces for S-IC Stage of Saturn V Vehiclat
Specification for 08/13/1963
95M01500 MSFC 08 01
Machining of Tank Skin Segments for S-IC
Stage of Saturn g Vmhiclet Specification
for 08/13/1963
10419900 MSFC 08 01
Environmental Protection of Vehicle and Support
Equipment Components and Aaaembllest
Specification for 07/01/1960
10419901A MSFC 08 01
Cleaning and Passlvation of 8ellous and Ducter
Specification for 02/26/1960
10419902A MSFC 08 01
Valve Assemblyt LDX Rellaft Specification
for t 12/13/61t EO-5 04/28/62
10419903 RSFC 08 01
Valve t Check t Heat Exchangerl Specification
fort 05/02/60t ED-7 05/07/62
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10419905 MSFC 08 01
Marking Methodt /Silk Screen/t Standard for
05/05/1960
10419906B MSFC 08 01
Cleanliness Leveler Cleaning and Inspection
Procedures for Coapoaent Farts of Gas
Bearing and Slosh Measuring S_stemst
Specification fort 06/26/629 EO-1 07/02/539
EO-3 04/03/64
10419907 MSFC 08 01
Spheres_ Fiberglasse High Pressure_
Specification fort 0k/04/601 EO-1 12/12/629
ED-2 11/21/63
10419908 HSFC 08 01
Filtert _Ir Pcrforaance_ Specification for
04/21/609 ED-1 03/15/61
10419909B MSFC 08 01
Drill Datat Lockwire Sizet and Method of
Appllcatlon t Standard for 01/16/1962
10_19910 MSFC 08 O1
Valvet Ventt Liquid Ox_ge_ Containert
Specification fort 05/19/609 ED-19 12/06/609
EO-2t 06/29/619 EO-3A_ 10/17/629 ED-4t
10/17/62
10419911 MSFC 08 01
Valve9 Fill and Vent, Specification for,
05/19/609 EO-lt 12/06/809 ED-2t 03/16/019
EO-3, 04/28/619 ED-4t 04/28/619 EO-5,
06/26/61, EO-6 t 07/12/619 EO-7e 08/11/61
10419912A MSFC 08 01
Regulator Assemblgt Specification for
02/21/61, E0-2 02/09/62
10419913 MSFC 08 01
LDX Replenishing Valve Assemblyw Performancet
Specification fort 05102160, EQ-lt 121061609
ED-2t 02/21/62
10419914 MSFC 08 01
Seitcht Assembliest Liquid Levelt
Specification for W 07/13/609 EO-1 12/01/60
10419916 MSFC 08 O1
Computer9 Propellant Utilization t
Specification fort 12/05/609 EO-1 10/23/60
10419917 MSFC 08 Ol
Valvet Controlt Pressurizing 9 Specification for
07/18/609 EO-1 12/01/609 ED-2 04/05/61
10419918A MSFC 08 Ol
Valve t Flow Regulating Constantt Specification
fort 09/05/619 EO-5 10/02/629 EO-6
12/26/62
10419919 MSFC 08 01
Valve Assemblvt Check /3/4-1nch/t
Specification fort 07/13/60_ EO-1, 05/16/619
ED-2, 05/10/62
10419920A MSFC 08 Ol
Regulatort Constant Flout Specification for_
07/15/619 EO-2t 07/17/619 EO-3t 05/15/62
10419922 MSFC 08 01
Valve Assembi_ Solenoid Operated 9
Specification fort 07/12/609 ED-I_ 04/18/61
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
10419923 MSFC 08 01
galvet Fuel_ Safetvt Containers t Specification
fort 06/08/609 ED-1 11/29/61
10419925A MSFC 08 01
Contalnerst Propellant9 Specification for
10/19/1961
10419926 MSFC 08 01
galvet Needle 9 Three WaVt Specification for
06/22/1960
10419927A MSFC 08 01
Velvet Control9 Specification fort 01/23/62t
EO-7t 03/08/62
10419928 MSFC 08 01
Valvet Ventt Motor 9perated_ Specification for
06/10/60 t EO-1 v 09/30/60
10419929 MSFC 08 Ol
Valve Assemblv_ LOX-Fill and Drain 9
Specification fort 12/28/60, E0-19 04/28/619
ED-2t 06/24/619 ED-3t 01/24/62
10419931A MSFC 08 01
Seitcht LOX Pressurizing and Relieft
Specification fort 01/12/629 E0-19 05/15/62
10419932A MSFC 08 O1
Seitcht LOX Vent and Emergency_ Specification
for, 01/17/52, EO-1, 05/15/62
10419934 MSFC 08 O1
Valve Assembly t Check t 1/4 Inch and 3/8 Inch,
Specification for 07/15/1960
10419936A MSFC 08 Ol
Switch_ Pressure t Fuel Containert
Specification for 01/15/1962
10419937 MSFC 08 01
Valve Aasewbly t Fuel Fill and Dralnl
Specification form 12/20/60 EO-1 t 04/18/619
E0-29 02/02/62
10419938 MSFC 08 O1
Valve, Fuel Ventt Specification fort
12/15/609 EO-lt 04/28/61
10419941 MSFC 08 01
Filter 9 Air_ High Pressuret Specification for_
11/22/609 E0-29 02/14/62
10419942 MSFC 08 01
Pnpert Copvflot Reproduction 9 Specification for
08/22/1960
10419943 MSFC 08 01
Suitchest Pressure_ High1 Lowt Specification
for_ 12/20/609 EO-1At 07/12/619 EO-2_
07/14/61
10419946 MSFC 08 O1
Valve Assemblyt Pressure Relieft 750 Pounds
Per Square Inch Gravitgt Specification for,
08/16/60, EO-I, 12/18/61
10419947 MSFC 08 O1
Valve Anselblyt Fuel Level Control t
Specification for_ 12/28/60e EO-19 02/19/62
10419949 MSFC 08 01
Switch Assemblyt LOX Step Prcssuree
Specification fort 08/02/619 EO-I_ 11/01/61
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10419952 NSFC 08 O1
Heater Assemblv, Specification for, 12/16/60,
EO-1, 05/26/61
10419953 HSFC 08 01
Thermostat t Specification for, 11/08/60,
EO-1, 01/23/619 E9-21 04/19/61
10419954 NSFC 08 01
Regulator, Air Pressure t Specification for,
03/13/61t EO-4, 09/05/61, EO-5, 01/16/62t
EO-6, 05/11/62
10419955 HSFC 08 01
Switch Assembly, Fuel Step Pressure,
Specification fort 06/07/61t EO-1, 11/01/61,
E0-2, 01/25/62
10419956 HSFC 08 O1
Switch, Absolute Pressure, Specification fort
11/08/60, EO-1A, 09/12/61_ EO-2, 05/12/61
10419958 MSFC 08 01
Lightening Holes 9 Aluminum Alloyt Standard for
06/29/1960
10419959 HSFC 08 01
Tube, Formingt Standard for 06/23/1960
10419960A NSFC 08 Ol
Plating, Cadmium 9 /Electrodepoaited/, /Cover
Sheet for Specification QQ-P-416 Ag
Amendment 1/t 11/30/64
10419970 HSFC 06 Ol
Coupling, Specification for 02/21/1961
10419971 MSFC 08 01
Switch, Pressure, 750 Pounds Per Square Inch
Specification for 03/21/1961
10419972 RSFC 08 01
Valve, Control t Fuel Container Pressurizing,
Specification for, 04/17/61, ED-2, 01/24/62
10509302 MSFC 08 01
Packaging and Packing of Parts /Repair Parts
and Components for Space Vehicles/t
Specification for 05/16/1960
10509306 MSFC 08 Ol
Radiographic Inspection Procedures and
Acceptance Standards for Fusion Welded
Joints in Stainless and Heat Resistant
Steel, Specification for, 06/01/60 t £0-1
04/18/61, E0-2 06/05/62
10509307A MSFC 08 O1
Brazing, Silver, Specification for 06/03/1961
10509308 HSFC 08 01
Welding, Carbon t Lo_ Alloy and Stainless
Steel, /Manuel or Automatic/, Specification
for 06/02/1960
10509313 HSFC OS Ol
Lubricant_ Antiselze end Sealing t Liquid
Oxygen Systems t Specification for_ 06/28/60_
EO-1 02/27/63
10509316 HSFC 06 Ol
Insulation of Metals in Mechanical Assemblies,
Standard for 06/24/1960
10509317 HSFC 08 Ol
Sealants, Organic, Application oft
Specification for 06/28/1960
10509318B HSFC 08 01
Hose Assemblies t Flexible, High-Prassure_
Specification for, 08/16/61t EO-2, 07/19/52
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